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INTRODUCTION

Let me begin by encouragingthe readerto not skip this introduction. I

have intended this book to be morethan just the sum of its chapters, and
the introduction is, in part, an attempt to spellout what the more is.

Algebraic topology is the study of topological problems by algebraic
means. More precisely, this has come to be framed as the study of

topological categories by means of functors to algebraic categories.

Beyond the basic definitions and structure, the focus is often on particular

problems, for example, Adams' use of iC-theory to solve the vector fields
on spheresproblem.On the other hand, there are contributions of a more

global nature yielding insight into the overall structure of some topologi-
topologicalcategory, for example, Quillen's work on rational homotopy type. This

book is intended primarily as a contribution of this latter sort. So while

there will be a variety of particular examples and computations, and

although the structure being developed has significant application to
many specific problems (some of which are considered here), the major
thrust of the text is toward understanding the global structure and linkage
of the topological and algebraic categories considered: the stable homo-
homotopy category and the category of modules over the Steenrod algebra.

To understand the nature of this book it is useful to know something of

its genesis. It began as an exposition of original research of mine. This
research concernsnew and parallel structure in the categories of modules
over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and the stablehomotopy category. As I

began preparation of this manuscript (someeight years ago) I found it

necessary to incorporate backgroundmaterial concerning the two cate-

categories. This was, in part, to include results not readily available in the
literature. Equally, it was motivated by the desire to provide the ap-
appropriate context within which to consider my work. As it developed this

'appropriate context' involved on the topological side, an axiomatic
presentation of stable homotopy theory that I found to be a very useful
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vehicle for a much broader exposition. Therefore I decided to expandthe
manuscript to include what could now be a rather self-containedpresen-
presentation of much of the global structure that appears in stable homotopy

theory. Thus in its final form this book constitutes both a new presen-
presentation of results in the literature\342\200\224in effect, an introduction to stable

homotopy theory\342\200\224and a presentation of original research of mine, with a

strong common focus on global structure throughout.

The book is divided into three parts which I will now describe.

Part I. The stable homotopy category

Stable homotopy theory begins with certain phenomena in homotopy

theory that appear through a range roughly twice the connectivity. Most

fundamental is the Freudenthal suspension theorem which states that if X

and \320\243are CW-complexes with dim X \302\253\302\2432 conn Y then the suspension
map S :[X, Y]\342\200\224\302\273[S(X),S(Y)] is a bijection. Another example of stable

phenomenon of special significance here is the merging of the notions

of fibration and cofibration in the stable range. For regarding the
characteristic feature of a cofibration X\342\200\224>Y-^Z the exact-

exactness of [X, U]^-[Y, U]^[Z, U] and of a fibration that of

[U, X]^[U, Y]^[U,Z] we have that if X^Y-^Z is a cofibration
then [U, X]-*[U, Y]-*[U, Z] is exact for U with dim U <2c where \321\201is

the minimum of the connectivity of X, Y and Z.

To isolate such phenomenanew categories have been defined of which
the most basic is one defined by Spanier and (J.H.C.) Whitehead. The
objects in this category are just CW-complexes with base point but for

morphisms they take {X,Y}
=

co\\im[Sr(X), Sr(Y)], the colimit over the

suspensionmaps.Then,for example,

A) the induced suspension S :{X,Y}->{S(X),S(Y)} is an isomorphism
and

B) if X->Y-^Z is a cofibration then {U,X}-+{U, Y}->{U,Z} is
exact.

As is generally the case with homotopy categories this category does
not have good limit structures and, in particular, though additive, is far

from abelian. Puppe introducedthe notion of a triangulated category and
this has turned out to be an appropriate categorical underpinning serving
much the same fundamental role in the categorical approach to stable
homotopy theory that abelian categories serve throughout homological

algebra. Basically, such a category is an additive category satisfying A)
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and B) above with the category expandedto include formal desuspen-

sions\342\200\224this is a trivial step since the suspensionis an isomorphism. So let

SW be the categorywith objects (X, m) where X is a CW-complex and m

is an integer. And define morphisms in SW by {(X, m), (Y, n)}=

colim[Sr+m(X), Sr+n(Y)]. Then SW is a triangulated category.In addition

SW has two other elements of structure that will be of interest. The smash

product of CW-complexes induces a smash product in SW. And E\302\260,0),

the unit for this product, is a gradedweak generator, i.e. a map in SW is a

(stable homotopy) equivalence if it induces an isomorphism of {E\302\260,0), }*,

the stable homotopy groups.
Although SW is an attractive and useful category,therearecompelling

reasons to want to develop stable homotopy theory in a different context.

For one thing, SW is too small. For instance, cohomology theorieswhile

defined on SW are often not represented in it. This is the case for even so
basic a theory as singular cohomology. Another problem,this time with

the definition of the morphisms,is reflectedin the fact that the infinite

wedge which is the coproduct unstably does not stabilize to give a

coproduct in SW. (In fact, SW does not have a generally defined
coproduct\342\200\224again, too small.) Thus SW is not only too small but is

arguably not even the optimal stabilization of CW-complexes.

On the other hand, if we restrict to finite CW-complexes, we get a
subcategory SWf of SW which, while certainly too small, is at least a

setting we can feel with confidence is the appropriate stabilization of the
finite complexes. Therefore we may regard SWf as the core of any

optimally effectivecategoricaldevelopment of stable homotopy theory. In

fact, it has been possible to construct categories which like SW contain

SWf and extend the structure of that category but, unlike SW, have
arbitrary coproducts which stabilize the wedge for complexes.I am

placing particular stress on this point of view because the exposition of

Part I will go to argue that the appropriate categoricalfoundation for

stable homotopy theory is a category 5^satisfying:
(a) \320\243contains SW{,

(b) 5^ extends the triangulated and smash product structure of SWf,

(c) 5^ is the completion of SWf with respect to the taking of coproducts.
The approach that I will take is an axiomatic one consideringthe

properties of a category satisfying these conditions. The advantages of

such an approach are numerous.
A) The axioms are small in number, reasonable in nature and

satisfiable.
B) Theexistenceof a model for the axioms is a highly non-trivial result
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(an example being Boardman'shomotopy category of spectra). But

having such a model we are in a position to suppress the complexitiesthat

arise in its construction for they are in general irrelevant from the point of
view of the structure and phenomena that we are ultimately interested in

studying.

C) The axioms are strong enough to allow for a very complete presen-
presentation of the general results of stable homotopy theory\342\200\224with a minimum

use of the available structure in SWf. In fact the reader will find most of

the known results of a general structural nature in the exposition to

follow.

D) The axiomatic approach leads to a clear, concise and notationally

unencumbered presentation of most results\342\200\224including a number of new

results.

E) Thereare grounds for believing that the axioms are completein the

sense that any two categories satisfying them are equivalent.

F) This approach brings into prominence certain important phantom
and completionphenomena.

G) Finally, Part I provides a complete and appropriate setting for the

material of Parts II and III.

The organization of Part I is as follows. In Chapter 1 we review the

structure and limitations of SW with special focus on the core category
SWf. Then in Chapter 2 are presented the axioms for a stable homotopy
category. Here too we considera number of important derived notions as
well as remarks suggestive of the point of view of the later development.

Finally in this chapter we show that Adams' homotopy category of

spectra is a model for the axioms. In Chapter 3 we examine various

colimit structures, a central notion being that of minimal weak colimit.

This leads, for example, to an important inductive tool, the crudecellular
tower\342\200\224a number of whose applications are also consideredhere.With

Chapter 4 we come to the important notions of homology and

cohomology functors. After looking at their basic properties we prove the

representability theorems of Brown and Adams. Here too we focus on

an important phantom phenomenon. Chapter5 is devoted to applications

of homology and cohomology functors. These include various con-

constructions: function spectra, dual spectra and a number of different limit

structures. Here too we consider foundational issues proving, among
other things, that the stable homotopy category is unique at least up to

phantom phenomena. We also consider the representation of objects such
as spacesin the stable homotopy category. In Chapter 6 we focus on the

G-homology and cohomology functors beginning with the construction
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and classification of their representing spectra, the Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra.The basic properties of these functors, such as the Kunneth

formula and Serre's C-theory, are presentedhere.Finally, we construct

the cellular tower. Throughout careful attention is paid to the difference
between unbounded and boundedbelow spectra. In Chapter 7 we con-
consider the notion of localization with respect to a homology and

cohomology functor and, implementing a program of Adams, prove
Bousfield'stheorem on the existence of such constructions. The two
classicalexamplesof such constructions, the topological analogs of num-

number theoretic localization and completion, are investigatedat length in the

next two chapters. In Chapter 8 we study the prime localization of spectra
and the various categories of /?-local spectra. We also consider the
relation of a spectrum and its localizations. Then in Chapter 9 we turn to
the prime completion of spectra. Here the situation is complicated by the

variety of different approaches due to Sullivan, Bousfield, Kan and

others. So we begin with a comparison of the various completion con-
constructions (including a new one). Then we consider the structure of

categories of /^-complete spectra. Prominent here is the disappearance of

phantom phenomena and the consequent strengthening of limit struc-

structures. (The attendant advantages are such as to motivate casting much of

the topology of Parts II and III in this context.) In Chapter 9 we also
considerthe relation of a spectrum and its completion proving that this

relation is often surprisingly tight\342\200\224making it possible to push many
problems into the complete setting. Chapter 10 provides the first instance

of this for here we apply the work of Chapters 8 and 9 to prove results

about finite CW-complexes. The chapter begins with a unique fac-

factorization theorem for complete spectra. From this we derive a similar
result for local spectra and, via the notion of genus, use this in turn to

prove Freyd's theorem on the stable factoring of finite CW-complexes.

The general argument of Parts \320\237and \320\250

In studying topological structures the basic tools of the algebraic

topologist are functors from topological categories to algebraic categories.
In our presentcontext,with the focus on the stable homotopy category,
the most useful functors are the homology and cohomology functors

considered in Chapter 4. Thus, if X is a spectrum then X*(Y) = [Y, X]*

defines a cohomology functor. As it stands X* takes values in the

category of graded abelian groups. While this is useful in a number of
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particular problems, such a connection is somewhat impoverished, the

category of graded abelian groupsbeingtoo simple to reflect the com-

complexity of the geometry. However, we can immeasurably enrich the

algebra by regarding the group X*(Y) as a module over the ring of

operations A =
[X, X]* where the structure maps are induced by the

composition product. In this way we can regard X* as a functor from the

stable homotopy category to the category of (left) A-modules. The

implementation of this approach requires that the ring of operations be

known. Beyond that we would hope for a module category rich in

accessible and geometrically significant structure. A candidate which turns

out to be ideal is the -Zp-cohomologyfunctor (most especially when

p = 2). Here the ring of operations, the mod p Steenrodalgebra, is well

known. So we turn to an examination of the category of modules over the

Steenrod algebra and the dominant theme of Parts II and III is that there

is global topological structure of significance and complexity that is

inextricably intertwined with the global structure of the module category.
This structure rather naturally divides up into two parts: that related to
the general propertiesof the Steenrod algebra and that related to some

special properties of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. With apologies to Noam

Chomsky, I have chosento refer to the former as 'surface' structure and
the latter as 'deep'structure to be studied in Parts II and III respectively.
Thus, for example, Theorem 11.21, a unique factorization theorem, which

is a consequence of A being a connectedalgebra of finite type, is an

element of the surface structure. While Theorem 22.4, a decompositionof

modules in terms of certain homology groupsarising as very particular
features of the mod2 Steenrod algebra, is an element of the deep
structure.

Let me turn now to a description of these parts.

Part \320\237.The Steenrod algebra and spectra: surface structure

We begin with a self-contained exposition of the relevant algebra.

Although the algebraic context of ultimate interest to us is that of

modules over the mod p Steenrodalgebra,much of the structure of this

category is a consequence of the general nature of the Steenrod algebra.
In Chapters 11 through 13 we will consider the structure of module

categories over types of algebras that include the Steenrod algebra and
are successivelymore restrictive. First, we will consider graded modules

over an arbitrary connected algebra. At this stage appear the familiar
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module-theoretic constructs. Here too we have a unique factorization

theorem for modules of finite types. An important consideration raised in

this chapter is the distinction between structure in the category of

unbounded modules and that in the category of bounded below modules.
In Chapter 12 we restrict to modules over a connectedHopf algebra, the

general module-theoretic consequences being left-right symmetry and a

'smash product'. For later use we also consider in this chapter, modules
over a finite connected Hopf algebra. Chapter 13is devoted to the study

of modules over an algebra, termed P-algebra, which, like the Steenrod
algebra,is the union of Poincare algebras. This is the appropriate context
in which to consider the homological properties of modules over the

Steenrod algebra for it is here that they become sharply constrained.

Then, in Chapter 14, we examine the stable module construction for

modules over a P-algebra. We develop a well-known analogy with

homotopy theory and, of particular importance, a refinement for bounded

below modules to one with stable homotopy theory. Our interest in this

material is threefold:

A) the inherent appeal of this structure,

B) the parallelism with topological structure to be developed in Chap-

Chapter17 and

C) the need for this setting as the appropriate one in which to develop
the algebraic structure to be consideredin Part III.

Throughout Chapters 11-14 we also examinethe category of modules

that are bounded below and of finite type, a setting with some structural

peculiarities and also the one of greatest significance for the later

geometry. In Chapter 15we focus at last on the Steenrod algebras. At

this point these algebras are introduced from a purely algebraic point of
view in terms of the Milnor basis. From such a description it is easy to
show that the Steenrod algebras are P-algebras allowing us to import into

this context the results of the preceding chapters.The resulting structure

is summarized in this chapter along with one new element of structure

particular to modulesover the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. The Milnor basis
description is also the natural vehicle for the introduction of structure in

the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra that will be central to the development of

Part III. This structure revolves around a sequenceof Milnor basis

elements to be denoted Ps,.In this chapter we consider the properties of
these elementsneededfor the later work\342\200\224this material can safely be

ignored until the reader reaches Chapter 19. With Chapter 16 we come to
the link, provided by Zp-cohomology, between A-modules and spectra.
To begin with, we argue for a focus on this functor regarded as going
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from the category of p-complete spectrato the category of A-modules

that are bounded belowand of finite type. After considering the basic
propertiesof this functor we prove a number of basicrealizability results.

From this rather superficial connection there follow a variety of sub-

substantial topological applications: Cohen's theorem on the stable homo-

topy groups of CW-complexes, a vanishing theorem for cohomotopy

groups and results displaying the inherent complexity of the smash

product of spectra. The chapter ends with the study of three important
derived linking structures: higher cohomology operations, stages of real-
realizability and the Adams spectral sequence. In Chapter 17we develop a

topological analog of the stable module category construction\342\200\224and for

the same reasons. A stable category of spectra (not to be confused with a

stable category of spaces) is defined roughly as the quotient category of
the category of spectra obtained by moding out primary cohomological
phenomena.After considering the connection between this category and

the one from which it is derived, we study various elements of structure in

the stable spectrum category. Of special importance is a stable 'suspen-
'suspension' functor closely connected with the Adams spectral sequence.
Paralleling Chapter 14 this is a key element in an extensive analogy with

stable homotopy theory. The structure of this category is also significantly

connected with a variety of questions concerning spectra. Here we

observe two such connections: one with Bott type periodicity phenomena
and one with the localization constructions considered in Chapter 7. Then

we consider certain secondorderphenomena that are highlighted in this

setting. Prominently, in the stable spectrum category there is a functorial

description of 2-stage Postnikov towers, this functor being adjoint to the

Zp-cohomologyfunctor. Also, many secondary cohomology operations
appear stably as primary operations. As an application we classify those

secondary operations that act trivially on the Zp Eilenberg-MacLane

spectrum.

Part \320\250.The mod 2 Steenrod algebra and spectra:deep structure

Part III is devoted to the development and study of significant new

structure in the category of modulesover the mod 2 Steenrod algebra
and, paralleling this, in the category of spectra. Briefly, the Pfs, the

elements in the mod 2 Steenrod algebra introduced in Chapter 15, have

the property that (PfJ
= 0 if s < t. So with these as differentials, we can

define homology groups of A-modules and in turn, cohomology groups of
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spectra. These Pf-groups are the focus of a great deal of interesting
structure. In particular, we can greatly extend the homotopy analogy
developedin Chapters 14 and 17 with these invariants analogized to the

homotopygroupsof a space. We begin in Chapter 18 with a model of this

structure that arises in the simpler context of modules over an exterior

algebra\342\200\224here
with the exterior generators serving as differentials.

Besides being a model of the work to follow (and thereby revealing a

deep similarity of the mod 2 Steenrod algebra to an exterior algebra), this

chapter provides results that will be needed in later arguments. In

Chapters 19 and 20 the Pf-groups are introduced and their properties

studied. A basic result is that these groups are (\321\201\320\276-)representable in the

stable module and spectrumsettingsand take values in module categories

over appropriate operation algebras.Theseoperation algebras are com-

computed for s = 0. Prominent among the propertiesof the Pf-groups are a

number of important 'localization' results. These include the seminal
theorem of Adams and Margolis showing that these groups weakly
determine stable type (an analog of the Whitehead Theorem for homo-

homotopy groups) and a generalized version of the basic technical tool in the

analysis of Thorn spectra. Chapter 21 is devoted to constructions, analo-

analogous to ones in homotopy theory, that selectively kill off the Pf-groups.

That is, the Pf s are linearly ordered by degree giving an ordering to the

invariants. And then to an A-module M and natural number r there is a

map f:M->N with H(f,Pst) an isomorphism if degPst>r and

H(N, Pst) = 0 otherwise.Similarly, there are constructions killing the

P?-groups above a given degree. With inversion of variance there are
parallel constructions for spectra\342\200\224in particular, this can be interpreted as
giving major new realizability results. In Chapter 22 and 23 we study the

nature of the modules and spectraconstructed in this way. In Chapter 22
we construct and prove convergence of a tower decompositionfor

modules and spectra analogous to the Postnikov tower in which one new

Pf-group is added at each stage. (The basically stable nature of such

structure is clear at this point, for even if we begin with a space the terms
in this tower will not be spaces.)Here too we prove the Anderson-Davis

generalization of Adams' edge theorem\342\200\224a result which in fact charac-
characterizes the modules with lower PJ-groups killed. This and other results\342\200\224

along with the defining conditions\342\200\224underscore the simplicity of the
modules and spectraconstructed in Chapter 21, however in Chapter 22

we also consider results displaying their inherent complexity from certain
points of view showing, for example, that the modules are in general not

finitely generated. In Chapter 23 the focus ison modules and spectra with
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precisely one non-vanishing Pf-group\342\200\224the analogs of the Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces. The study of such objects gives rise to miniature

homotopy theories, the analysis of which is begun here. Of special
significance is that this is the locus of an important periodicity

phenomenon. We consider a number of examplesof this periodicity and,

in the next chapter, consider the implications for other more well-known

kinds of periodicity.More generally, the final chapter, Chapter 24, is
devoted to the consideration of a variety of applications of the structure
related to the P?-groups.First, we consider the Adams spectral sequence
converging to the stable homotopy groups of spheresusing the results of

Chapters 22 and 23 to prove Adams' edge and periodicity theorems.
Then the constructions of Chapter 21 are applied to the study of the

localization constructions of Chapter 7. In particular, applied to K-theory
localization this approach leads to a new proof of the homotopy periodi-

periodicityof K-theory localization. Finally we consider the connection between
the P?-groups of spectra and their bordism groups.

So as not to disturb the flow of the text I have assumed certain notions
from category theory and the algebra of abelian groups. Sincethesemay

not all be familiar to the reader, the book ends with three appendices

presenting this background material. Appendix 1 is a brief review of the

basic category theoretic notions with special attention to limit structures

and the category of fractions. Appendix 2 is an exposition of the basic

properties of triangulated categories and a modest but useful generaliza-

generalization.Finally Appendix 3 is a review of the localization and completion of
abelian groups.

A word about the intended audience for this book. The primary
audience is that of my colleagues to whom I hopethis book will appear as
a coherent presentation of both familiar and new results. But this book

should also be accessibleto students with as little exposure to homotopy
theory, homological algebra and category theory as provided by a one

year graduate course in algebraic topology. In fact, Part I together with

Chapters 15 and 16 can be read as an introduction to stable homotopy
theory. At the other extreme, for those researchers interestedprimarily in

the new structure presented in Part III, it would be sufficient to first read

Chapters 15-17 which incorporate the only possibly unfamiliar back-

background material.

Some remarks regarding notation:

A) Results are numbered consecutively in each chapter and are refer-
referred to by chapter and number with the former omitted for an internal

chapter reference.
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B) The terms 'Exercise' and 'Problem' are used to differentiate be-

between questions that have been resolvedand those that have not\342\200\224the

latter including several that I believe to be at once important and

accessible.

Finally, there are several thanks and acknowledgments that I wish to

make. To Frank Peterson who has been a consistent source of

encouragement and assistance. To Michael Boardman, Donald Davis,
Vincent Giambolvo, Haynes Miller and John Moore who among them

have read the bulk of what follows and are responsible for many im-

improvements. To North-Holland Press and most especially to Arjen

Sevenster for all sorts of assistance. To my typists Janice Barkhaus and
the BostonCollegeWord Processing Center. To the National Science
Foundation and to Boston Collegefor financial support during the

preparation of the book.Lastly, I would like to dedicate this book to my

wife Nell and my daughter Amelia without whom all this would not

matter very much anyway.
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CHAPTER 1

STABLE HOMOTOPY THEORY AND THE
SPANIER-WHITEHEAD CATEGORY

Introduction

In Section 1 we will review some of the basic notions of homotopy

theory focusing on the emergence of stable phenomena. Section 2 begins
the formal exposition of the book. As a first step in setting up an

appropriate setting for the analysis of such phenomena, we consider the

Spanier-Whitehead category. It is defined and its basicproperties studied.

Here, too, we consider the limitations of this approach. Finally, we
consider the Spanier-Whitehead category of finite CW-complexes.

The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, to motivate the expanded

setting for stable homotopy theory whose development begins in the next

chapter. And, second, to set up the Spanier-Whitehead category of finite

CW-complexes as this will be at the core of this expansion. Although this

category is well known, the exposition of it here is intended to be
relatively self-contained and, more importantly, is stated in a manner

most compatible with the later exposition.

1. Stable homotopy theory

Let CW be the category of CW-complexes with base point and base

point preserving cellular maps.For X and Y in CW define the wedge
X v \320\243to be the subspace (X x *) \320\270(* x Y) \320\241X x Y with basepoint * x *
and the smash product X a Y = (X x Y)/(X v Y) with basepoint X v \320\243.

These constructions are functorial in their components. In particular,

letting X = S1 (resp. X = I with basepoint 0, X = I+ the unit interval with

disjoint basepoint) defines the suspensionfunctor S : CW-^CW (resp. the
cone functor C:CW-\302\273CW, the cylinder functor Cyl:CW^CW). For

f:X^> Y we have the mapping cone C(f) = C(X)x Y/~ where (l,x)~

fix).
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For /, g in CW(X, \320\243),f and g are homotopic if there is a map h in

CW(Cyl(X), \320\243)with hio = f, hix
=

g where i, :X^CyI(X) is given by

*\302\273(*)=(^ x). Then the homotopy category CWh is the category with

objects those of CW and morphisms, denoted [X, \320\243],given by CW(X, Y)
mod the homotopy relation. For / in CW(X, Y) let / denote its class in

[X, Y]. Equivalence in CWh is called homotopy equivalence. The forego-

foregoingelements of structure all carry over to the homotopy category. There

is an additional element of structure here. A sequence X\342\200\224\302\273Y-+Z is

coexact if for all W, [X, W] <\342\200\224[ \320\243,W] <\342\200\224[Z, W] is exact (as a sequenceof

pointed sets). In particular for /: X^ Y in CW let i(f) in [\320\243,C(f)] and

j(/) in [C(/), S(X)] have representatives given by the inclusion and
the map sending (/,x) to (/,\321\205)and \321\203to * respectively. Then

X J+Y-\320\250* Cif)-^1* S{X) is coexact at \320\243and C(/)\342\200\224call this the

mapping sequence of f. Any sequence in CWh of the form
LT\342\200\224>V\342\200\224\302\273W^S(U) that is equivalent to a mapping sequence will be

called an unstable exact triangle.
The following propositions summarize the basic properties of CWh that

are of interest to us\342\200\224further details and proofs can be found in a variety

of sources, e.g. [126,136].
First, CWh is almost but not quite a triangulated category. (The reader

unfamiliar with this central notion may wish to turn to Appendix 2 where

it is defined and its elementary properties derived.)Precisely:

Proposition1. (a) [X, ] takes values in the category of pointed sets, groups
ifX= S(Y), abelian groups if X = S\\Z).

(b) The wedge is the coproduct in CWh.

(c) Unstable exact triangles satisfy:
(i) they are replete in the appropriate diagram category,

(ii) *-\320\275>\320\245-\320\275>\320\245-**is an unstable exact triangle,

(iii) if X-b Y-^Z-^S(X) is an unstable exact triangle then so is
Y^Z\\ 5(X) ~5(/)> S(Y) (the minus from the group structure

of[S(X\\S(Y)}),

(iv) given /\342\202\254E[X,\320\243] there is an unstable exact triangle

(v) given

X^Y^Z^

ii ij i S(i)

commuting with rows unstable exact triangles then there is a

fill-in map Z-+ W making the diagram commute.
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Second, the smash product is well-behaved.

Proposition 2. The smash product satisfies:
(a) \320\273is associative and commutative and has unit S\302\260,precisely:

(i) X \320\273(\320\243\320\273Z)
= (X \320\273\320\243)\320\273Z,

(ii) there is a natural homeomorphism X \320\273Y \302\253\320\243\320\273X,

(iii) 5\302\260\320\273X = X = X a S\302\260,

(b) there is a natural equivalence e(X, Y): S(X)\320\273\320\243-*S(X \320\273\320\243),

(c) for X\342\200\224\302\273\320\243\342\200\224\302\273Z-*S(X)an unstable exact triangle and any W,

X *W-*Y aW^>ZaW-+ S(X a W) is an unstable exact triangle,

(d) the natural map V (X \320\273\320\243\342\200\236)-*\320\245\320\273(V Ya) is an equivalence in

CWh.

Finally, the unit and its suspensions form a set of small, weak genera-
generators.

Proposition 3. (a) Weak generation: if [Sr,X] = * for all r then X is

homotopicallyequivalent to *.

(b) Smallness: the natural map U[Sr, Xa]->[Sr, V Xa] is a bisection.

(The coproduct in the category of pointed sets for r - 0, groupsfor r=\\ and

abelian groups for r > 1.)

With this proposition in mind, we define |Y\\
- min{r | [Sr, X] ^ *},thus

the connectivity of \320\243is |\320\243|
- 1.

Central to the study of CWh are structure preserving functors to the

more accessible category of graded abelian groups Ab*. A (reduced)

homology theory is a functor H:CWh\342\200\224\342\226\272Ab*together with a natural

equivalence HS = sH, s the shift suspension (see Appendix 1), such that

the following condition is satisfied:
exactnessaxiom:if X-^- Y-^Z-^S(X) is an unstable exact triangle

then H(X) HIJ)>H(Y) H(8)>H(Z) is exact.
A homology theory satisfies the wedge axiom if in addition the natural

map IlH(Xa)-+H(V Xa) is an isomorphism. Similarly a cohomology
theory is a contravariant functor H : CWh\342\200\224\302\273Ab* together with a natural

equivalence HS~sH, H satisfying the exactness axiom. It satisfies the

wedge axiom if the natural map H(VXa)\342\200\224\302\273\320\237\320\235(\320\245\342\200\236)is an isomorphism.
If H and \320\232are homology or cohomology theories a stable natural

transformation \320\262from H to \320\232is a natural transformation 6 : H-+K such

that
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commutes for all X. If H = srK then \320\262is called a stable operation of
degreer.

Early in the development of homotopy theory, 'stable' phenomena

were discovered. That is, through a range equal to roughly twice the

connectivity certain particularly simple patterns appear in CWh. Most
fundamental is the Freudenthal Suspension Theorem [49].

Theorem 4. S : [X, Y]^[S(X), S(Y)] is a bijection if dim X<2| Y\\
- 2.

Thus, in a sense, if dim X < 2\\X\\
- 2 then S(X) may be regarded as just

a shifted copy of X. From this point of view, we can regard the natural

equivalence of H{S(X)) and sH(X) for H a homology or cohomology

theory as another aspect of stability.

For the moment let us consider homotopy theory as developed in the
broader context of arbitrary topological spaces. Here a distinctive feature
is the existence of a more or less formal duality. (See [58] for an extended

exposition on this theme.) Dual to the suspension functor is the loop
space functor. And dual to the notion of a coexact sequence is

that of exact sequence: X^>Y^>Z such that for all W,

[W, X]\342\200\224\302\273[W,Y]->[W,2T) is exact. Similarly there is an exact mapping

sequence dual to the coexact mapping sequence. By contrast in the stable

range such a dual development becomes unnecessary for another aspect

of this setting is the merging of these dual notions. For instance with

respect to the dual notions of coexact and exact sequences we have:

Proposition 5. J/ X\342\200\224\302\273\320\243\342\200\224\302\273Z\342\200\224>S(X) is an unstable exact triangle then

[W,X]^[W, Y]^[W,Z]-+[W,S(X)] is exact for W with dim IV<

2C-2 where \320\241is the minimum of \\X\\, \\Y\\, \\Z\\.

With the foregoing by way of introduction we turn now to the study of
settingsappropriate to the concentration of stable phenomenon.

2. The Spanier-Whiteheadcategory

The most direct approach to isolating stable phenomena is the one

taken by Spanier and Whitehead in [117]. We now describe a variant of

their category\342\200\224as to the nature of this variation see the remark following

Xheorem 7. Since this material is somewhat less immediately accessible

and since with it we come to the proper beginning of the exposition of
this book, results will now be given with proof.
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Define the Spanier-Whitehead category SW to be the category with

objects pairs (X, n) with X in CW and n an integer, and morphisms given
by {{X, m),{Y, n)}=colim[Sr+m(X), Sr+n(Y)], the colimit over the sus-

suspension maps. Then, for example, equivalence in SW is 'stable homotopy
equivalence', in that (X, m) and (Y, n) are equivalent if and only if

Sm+r(X) and S\"+r(Y) are homotopy equivalent for r sufficiently large. In

the exposition below it will be less cumbersome to use a singlesymbol for

an object in SW so we will reserve A, B, etc., for such pairs.
There is an obvious stabilization functor St: CWh\342\200\224\302\273SW taking X to

{X, 0). And we may regard SW as the category obtained from CWh by

inverting the suspension functor. Precisely,there is a formal suspension

s:SW-^SW defined by s(X, n) = (X,n + 1) as well as the induced
geometric suspensionS:SW-*SW given by S(X, n)= (S(X), n). The
formal suspension is obviously a functorial automorphism and gives the

desired invertibility of the geometric suspension in that we have:

Proposition 6. (a) There is a natural equivalence sA ~ S(A).
(b) (SW, s) satisfies the universal condition that if (<\342\202\254,T) is any category

with functorial automorphism T and F :CWh-*^ is such that TT \342\200\224FS

then there is a factorization

CWh -\302\243-\302\273\302\253

A /g
SW

up to equivalence such that TG ~ Gs. And G is unique up to equivalence.

Proof, (a) For X in CW the identity in [Sk(X), Sk(X)] gives riseto an

equivalence (X, n + 1)->(S(X), n). This defines the desired natural

equivalence.
(b) Given F define G((X, n))

= T\"F(X) and for each / in

{(X, m), (\320\243,n)} choose a representative g in [Sr+m(X), Sr+n(Y)] and let

G(f) in <\302\243(:\320\223\"(\320\245),Tn(Y)) be such that T'(G(f)) is the composite

Tr+nF(Y).

It is not hard to check that this gives the desired factorization. \342\226\241

Thus, for example, if H : CWh\342\200\224\302\273Ab* is a homology theory regarded as
taking values in the category of graded abelian groups then H factors

through SW.
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We will now review the basic structure of SW. First, SW is an additive

category. And while not abelian is instead triangulated\342\200\224this being in fact

the basic categorical underpinning of stable homotopy theory. Precisely,
there is a distinguished collection A of diagrams of the form

A^>B-+C^-sA, the exact triangles. And the triple (SW, s, A) satisfies

(expandedstatements appear in Appendix 2):

(a) A is replete,

(b) O^A-^A^Oisin A,

(c) \320\220\320\233\320\262-^C-^sA in A implies \320\222-^C^sA-^UsB in A,

(d) /: A \342\200\224\302\273\320\222in SW implies that there is an exact triangle

(e) given

A-+B
i

commuting with rows exact there is a fill-in map,

(f) (and (g)) 5 is a functorial automorphism.

Turning now to the definition of A, a sequence

(X, /)->(Y, m)^>{Z,ri)^>S{X,I) is an exact triangle if for some \320\272\321\215=0

and even there is a sequence of representatives in CWh,

Sk+'(X)^Sk+m(Y)-+ Sk+n(Z)->S(Sk+'(X)) which is an unstable exact

triangle (the restrictionto \320\272even is forced by the sign in Proposition l(c)

(Hi))\342\200\224then in fact any sequence of representativessuspendseventually to

an unstable exact triangle.

Theorem 7. (SW, s, A) is a triangulated category.

Proof. First SW is additive. That is, {A, B} being the natural colimit of
abelian groups inherits such structure. The wedge gives a sum in SW. To
see this choose for each pair of integers m, n an integer / such that I\342\200\224m,

l-n^O and then let (X, m)\302\251(Y, n)
= (S'~\"(X) v S'-m(Y), m + m-l).

This is certainly a coproduct in SW and therefore since morphism sets in

SW are abelian groups it follows that it is also a product hence a sum (see
[110 p.112]).Finally, the base point is the zero object\342\200\224it will henceforth

be denoted 0.
We turn now to the verification of properties (a)-(g)of the definition as

given in Appendix 2.
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(a) Suppose that

(X, I) -+ (Y, m) -\302\273(Z, n) -^ s(X, /)
\320\244 \320\244 \320\244 4r

(X', /')^(^\\ m')^(Z', n')

is a commuting diagram with vertical maps equivalences and the top row

in \320\233.Then for \320\272large and even we have in CWh a diagram of

representatives

Sk+lX -> Sfc+m Y -* Sk+nZ ~> S(Sk+'X)
\320\244 \320\244 \320\244 \320\244 \320\244

S*+i#X'-> Sfc+m> Y'-> Sk+n'Z'^ S(Sk+rX')

satisfying: the diagram commutes, the vertical maps are homotopy

equivalences and the top row is an unstable exact triangle. From this, (a)

follows.

(b) and (c) follow from (ii) and (iii) of Proposition l(c).
To prove (e) we shift the diagram by application of axiom (c) and then

apply (v) of Proposition l(c).
(d) Given / in {(X, /), (Y, m)} represented by g in [Sk+lX, Sk+mY] then

by Proposition l(c) (iv) there is an unstable exact triangle

SkHX-^Sk+mY^Z-^S(Sk+lX) which in turn gives an exact triangle

(f) and (g), that 5 is a functorial automorphism, have already been

observed. \342\226\241

Remark. In its standard formulation (for example in [136]) the Spanier-
Whitehead category is defined without formal desuspensions: not SW but

the category SW with objects base pointed CW-complexes and mor-

phisms from X and Y given by colim[SfeX, SkY], the colimit over the
suspensionmaps. The transition from SW to SW appears to involve only
the addition of formal desuspensions. But there is a subtlety here. For

SW is not in fact a triangulated category less only desuspensions. This is

because in addition to not satisfying condition (g) of the definition, SW

also does not satisfy condition (d).

Using Theorem 7 we can import into this setting the structure reviewed
in Appendix 2. Prominently we have the basic stable identification of

exact and coexact sequences.
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Corollary 8. J/ A\342\200\224>f?\342\200\224\302\273C\342\200\224\302\273sAis an exact triangle then for any D,
>{D, A}-* {D,B}-*{D, C} -+ {D, sA} -+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is exact.

There are also appropriate notions of functor and natural trans-
transformation. In particular, F: SW\342\200\224>Ab^ is exact if there is a natural

equivalence Fs^sF and if A^B\342\200\224>C^sA exact implies that

F(A)^>F(B)\342\200\224\302\273F(C) is exact. And given two such exact functors F and

G, \320\262: F\342\200\224>G is a stable natural transformation if

commutes for all X. This is an instance of the reformulation in SW of

well-known structure in CWh, for the exact functors from SW to Ab* are

precisely the stabilizations of homology theories defined on CWh. For let
\320\226*be the category with objects the (reduced)homology theories and

morphisms the stable natural transformations between theories. And let

\320\226*be the category with objects the exact functors from SW to Ab* and

morphisms the stable natural transformations between these. The stabil-
stabilization functor S : CWh^SW induces an obvious functor S* : \320\226*-*\320\226*.

Proposition 9. S* is an equivalence.

Proof. An inverse to S* is given by Proposition 6. That is, to a homology
theory H:CWh\342\200\224>Ab^ Proposition 6 assigns a functor H:SW\342\200\224\342\226\272Ab*

whose exactness is evident from the definitions.Further, if \320\262: //\342\200\224\302\273\320\232is a

stable natural transformation, then

\320\251\320\245,m)
= smH(X)-^^lsmK(X) = K{X, m)

defines a stable natural transformation 6:H^>K. Then the composite
\320\226*^>\320\226*-*\320\226* is the identity and the composite \320\226*^>\320\226*-*\320\226* is

naturally equivalent to the identity. \342\226\241

Similarly, in the contravariant case, there is a correspondencebetween

cohomology theories on CWh and contravariant exact functors on SW.

There is also a smash product in SW defined by (X, \321\202)\320\273(\320\243,n)
=

(\320\245\320\273\320\243,\321\202+ \320\277)and for maps / in {{X, m), (X', m')} and g in

{(Y,n),(Y',n')} with representatives /' in [Sk+mX, Sk+m'X'] and g' in
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\\Sl+nY,Sl+\"'Y'], f \320\273g is given by having representative /' \320\273g'. Then we

have the following result easily derived from Proposition 2.

Proposition10.The smash product satisfies:

(a) (SW, \320\273)is a symmetric monoidal category with unit S =
(S\302\260,0),

(b) there is a natural equivalencee(A,B): sA \320\273\320\222-> s(A \320\273\320\222),

(c) for A->B^> C->sA exact and any D, \320\220\320\273D-> \320\222\320\273D->C \320\273

\302\243)-\302\273s(A a D) is exact,

(d) the natural map (\320\220\320\273\320\222)@(\320\220\320\273\320\241)^ \320\220\320\273(\320\222\321\204\320\241)is an equivalence.

Condition (a) is a succinct way of saying that \320\273is associative and

commutative and has unit, with the technicality that \320\220\320\260\320\222and \320\221\320\273\320\233are

not equal but only equivalent. A precise definition of this structure

together with some clarifying remarks can be found in Chapter 2 with

Axiom 3.
Further, the unit for \320\273and its suspensions have the key property that

they form a weak generating set. First we define the stable homotopy
groups of a CW-complex by \321\202\320\263?(X)

= {S, (X, 0)},.

Proposition 11. S is a graded weak generator, that is iriif) an isomor-

isomorphism implies that f is an equivalence.

Proof. SinceSW is triangulated it suffices to show that {S, A}*
= 0

implies A \302\2530.Let A = (X, n). Then tt\302\243(X)
= 0. But then by the stable

Hurewicz Theorem (see [136])it follows that H*(X; Z) = 0. Therefore by
Whitehead's Theorem tt^(S(X))

= 0 and thus S(X) is homotopically
trivial. It follows that {X, n) * (S(X), n

-
1)\302\2530. \342\226\241

Thus, SW is an elegantly simple way of isolating stable phenomena.
However, there are strong reasons for seeking a different context in which

to develop stable homotopy theory. To begin with, SW has too few

objects. Consider for instance cohomology theories. As we have seen
these are naturally defined on SW. In particular, for A in SW the functor

{ , A} (composedwith St) defines a cohomology theory, one which we say
is represented by A. The question then arises of whether all cohomology

theories are so represented and the answer is that they are not. For
considerordinary G-cohomology. Unstably this functor is represented by

maps (in CWh) to Eilenberg-MacLane spaces [136].But, no such result
can hold in SW. For, on the one hand, if A were to represent G-
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cohomology, then

G, i = 0,

And on the other hand as observed, for example, in Chapter 16, if \320\220\320\2440

and H*(A;Zp)^0 for some p then {5, A}' must be non-vanishing for

infinitely many i.

Nor, is it simply a matter of expanding the category by the addition of

new objects. Consider the wedge. Unstably, the wedge is the coproduct in

CWh. In SW the finite wedge is still the coproduct. But, this is not the

case in general. For example, both Freyd [50] and Puppe [105] have

observed that (V?=0Sr, 0) is not the coproduct in SW. (In fact, general

coproducts do not exist in SW so this leads to another example of SW

being too small.) Since stabilization ought to preserve as much structure
as possible,this suggests that SW may not even be the optimal stabiliza-

stabilizationfor CW-complexes themselves.

Notice, though, that if we restrict to finite CW-complexes, we get a

subcategory of SW which while obviously too small, at least appearsto be
the appropriate stabilization for the finite complexes. Thus, a reasonable

development of stable homotopy theory can confidently begin with this

restricted category. This is the approach that we will take. And, in fact,

succeeding chapters will go to argue that an optimal setting for stable
homotopy theory is one built from the Spanier-Whitehead category of

finite CW-complexes in such a way as to include arbitrary coproducts
while expanding on the basic structure of that category.

We turn now to a brief examination of this core category. Let SWf be

the full subcategory of SW generated by all (X, n) with X a finite

CW-complex. There is a useful inductive characterization of the objects in

SWf. Define a subcollection \320\241of the objects of SW by letting Co = {E, n)}
and, given Cr, letting Cr+i = {C\\ \320\227\320\220\342\200\224>\320\222\342\200\224>C-*sA exact with \320\220,\320\222in

CJ. Then let \320\241= U \320\241

Proposition 12. A is in \320\241if and only if A is equivalent to an object of

SWf.

Proof. If A is equivalent to (X,n) with X a finite CW-complex, then the

cellular description of X givesthe desireddescription of A. The converse
is established by induction. So, suppose that it is true of A in Cr and

consider \320\241in Cr+i. Then, there is an exact triangle A-+B-* C\342\200\224>sAwith
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A and \320\222in Cr. Thus, A \302\253(AT,/) and \302\243\302\253(Y,m) with X and Y finite

CW-complexes. And from this, it is not hard to show that C~(Cf, 0) for a

cellular map f:Sk+lX->Sk+>\"Y.\342\226\241

Define size (\320\233)to be the minimum of n such that A is equivalent to an

object in Cn.

The following result collects the properties of SWf derived from the

more general results concerning SW. Let AfCA be the exact triangles in

SWf.

Theorem 13. (a) (SWf,s, A{) is a triangulated category.

(b) SWf /5 closed with respect to the smash product and contains the unit.

(c) S -
(S\302\260,0) is a graded weak generatorin SWf.

Proof, (a) Obviously, A is in SWf if and only if sA is. So, it remains to
note that for A \342\200\224>\320\222in SWf there is an exact triangle A \342\200\224>\320\222\342\200\224>\320\241\342\200\224>sA in

A(. But, this is immediate from Proposition 12.

(b) Since \320\233\320\273is exact, we can prove this by induction on size using (a).

(c) In this restricted context, we can replace the proof of Proposition 9
by an inductive argument on size showing that {\320\224A}*

= 0 for all \320\222in

SWf. \342\226\241

Freyd has conjectured that S is actually a graded generator in SWf, that

is, that 7\320\263|(/)
= 0 implies / = 0, but this remains unresolved.

As the final element of structure, we have Spanier-Whitehead duality

(not to be confused with the informal duality notion referred to in Section

1). This duality phenomenon was actually a primary motivation for the

original work of Spanier and Whitehead. For A in SWf, A* is a dual with

dual map i: \320\220*\320\273A\342\200\224>S if the following maps are isomorphisms:
(a) {S,A*}* \342\200\224>{A, S}* defined by sending / : srS\342\200\224>A* to the composite

(b) {S,A}*-*{A*,S}*defined similarly.

For example, for A = srS the equivalence (s~rS) \320\273(srS)
= S is a dual map.

Preliminary to showing the existence of a functorial dual in SWf let us

observe some elementary properties of duals.

Lemma 14. (a) If A* is a dual of A then s~rA* is a dual of srA.

(b) If A* is a dual of A then A is a dual of A*.
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(c) Ifi: \320\220*\320\273A \342\200\224>Sis a dual map then for any \320\222and \320\241the following maps,
natural in \320\222and Q are isomorphisms:

(i) {\320\222,\320\241\320\273\320\220*}-\302\273{\320\222\320\273\320\220,\320\241)sending f:B^C/\\A* to

BaA
/Al

>CaA*aA '\320\220')\320\241\320\273^\320\241,

(ii) {B,C/\\A}^{B aA*,C\\ sending f\\B->CbAto

BaA* /Al lA'

Proof, (a) The composite (s~rA*) \320\273(srA) ~\320\220*\320\273\320\220\342\200\224>5is a dual map.
(b) If i : \320\220*\320\273A\342\200\224>5is a dual map, then so is the composite \320\220\320\273A* =

\320\220*\320\273\320\233AS.

(c) By definition, the given maps are isomorphisms for \320\222and \320\241

spheres. Fixing \320\241= S we argue by induction on size(B). Then fixing \320\222we

argue similarly on size(C). \342\226\241

Suppose that A and \320\222have dual maps i : \320\220*\320\273A\342\200\224>Sand j : B* /\\

B->S. Then we define an isomorphism D : {A, B}\342\200\224\302\273{jB*,A*} as the

composite {A, B}->{A \320\273\320\222*,S}\302\253{B* \320\273A, S}\302\253-{\302\243*,A*} using the maps
of Lemma 14(c).Thus, for f:A^>B, D(J) is characterized by the

commutativity of

Lemma 15. (a) Where defined D(gf)
= D(f)D(g) and D(l) = 1.

(b) For f: A \342\200\224>A\\ the diagram

{\320\222,\320\241\320\273\320\220*} >{B aA,C}

TAaD(/)). \320\242A\320\273\320\257*

{\320\222,\320\241\320\273At} >{\320\222\320\273\320\220\321\205,\320\241)

commutes.

(c) 77ie composite {\320\220,\302\243}\320\224{\302\243*,\320\220*}\320\224{\320\220,\320\222}\302\253the identity.

Proof, (a) For the first part consider \320\220,\320\222,\320\241with dual maps i, j, \320\272and

maps /G{A, B} and g G {\320\224C}. It suffices to show that the following

diagram commutes
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I I

D | {\320\222\320\273\320\241*,S}
^\320\2731\320\223

>{\320\220\320\273\320\241*,S}

for then D(gf) = D(f*)g = D(f)D(g).The top square commutes by

naturality. As for the bottom square consider h : C*\342\200\224>B*. From the

definition of D(f) we have the diagram

\320\233\320\273\320\241* >\320\233\320\273\320\222* ^\320\220\320\273\320\233'

^^\\. \321\204/ \320\2731 \\ i

\320\222\320\260\320\222* > S

and then

= (fAl)*a(h).

The secondpart of (a) is immediate from the diagram

\320\233*\320\273\320\220\321\207, . S

\320\247 \321\203

(b) Given g : \320\222\342\200\224>\320\241\320\273\320\233*the diagram

>\320\241\320\273\320\233\320\242\320\273\320\233

I 1\320\273/ I 1\320\2731\320\273/ 4,1\320\273

\320\222\320\273\320\233,
^

>\320\241\320\273\320\233\320\242\320\273\320\233,
\342\200\224 >CaS

commutes. This in turn gives the desired commutativity.
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(c) The diagram

\320\222*\320\273\320\233

which characterizes D(f) also displays / as being D(D(f)). \342\226\241

From these results we derive the uniquenessof the dual.

Proposition 16. ///: \320\220*\320\273A\342\200\224>5and j : \320\220**\320\273\320\220-*Sare dual maps then

there is a unique equivalence e : A** \342\200\224>A*such that i{e \320\2731)
= ;.

Proof. To define e consider the definition of D with \320\222- A and B* =

A**, thus we have D :{A, A}-+{A**,A*}.Then let e = D(l), that is the

unique map with

^
A* a A

To see that e is an equivalence consider the diagram of Lemma 15(b) with

/= 1. It follows that e* : {Q A**}^{Q A*} is an isomorphism for all \320\241

and hence e is an equivalence. \342\226\241

Thus we can talk of the dual of A which if it exists will be denoted
D(A). In orderto prove this existence we need the following lemma back

inCW.

Lemma 17. Consider\320\272: U^ V and I : X-* Y in CW with W = C(k) and
Z = C(l).Suppose that there are maps h : Y \320\273\302\243/\342\200\224>S\" and i : X \320\273V\342\200\224>S\"

with

Xa U > \320\243\320\273U

I I
X \320\273V > S\"

commuting in CWh. Then there is a map j :Za W\342\200\224\302\273S\"+1such that
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Z \320\273V >SX \320\273V and Y aW >Z \320\273W

II II
Z \320\273W > S\"+l Y \320\273SU > Sn+i

commute in CWh.

For proof the reader is referred to [126] where this appears as Lemma

14.31.
From this result we prove the following lemma in SW from which the

existence of the dual will follow by an easy induction.

Lemma 18. Suppose we are given dual maps /:D(A)aA \342\200\224>Sand

j : D(B) \320\273\320\222-* S, and a map f:A-^B. If A-^B-^C-^sA and

p(q \320\264/)(\320\222)-^\320\236(\320\233)
A 5D(C) are exact triangles then there is a dual

map \320\272: D(C) \320\273\320\241->S.

Proof. The maps / and D(f) have representatives in CW, r : SaU-> SaV
and s:SaX-*SaY. Let W = C(r) and Z = C(s). Similarly we may

assume that i and j are representedby maps \320\270: SaY \320\273SaU\342\200\224>Sb and

v : SaX \320\273Sa V^> Sb where b = 2a. Therefore as in Lemma 17 there is a
map w : Z \320\273W-> Sb+1. The class of w in SWf is a map fe, : D(Q) aQ-^S

where Cx = {W,a) and D(C,)= (Z,-a-1). But C, and D(C,) are
equivalent (in SWf) to \320\241and D(C) so we get a map \320\272: D(C) \320\273\320\241->S for

which the following diagrams commute:

D(C) \320\273\320\222-^-> D(B) \320\273\320\222 D(A) \320\273

D(C)aC\342\200\224^S D(A)asA
Sl

>sS

We will show that \320\272is a dual map. Consider the diagram

|]3

obtained by applying {5, }* and {, S}*to the two exact triangles with the
vertical maps defined as in the definition of the dual maps. The outer
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squares commute by Lemma 15(b). As for squares \321\204and \321\204we have

/3g*(a) = k(ga \320\2731)

= j(ma \320\2731)
= m *a (a)

and yh*(b)= si{hb\320\2731)

= sk(nbAl)=n*P(b).

Therefore by the 5-lemma C is an isomorphism. A similar argument shows

that the map {S,D(C)}*\342\200\224>{C, S}* is also an isomorphism completingthe

proof. \342\226\241

Putting the foregoing together we have

Theorem 19.ForeachA in SWf there is a dual D(A) and this defines a

functor, unique up to natural equivalence, D : SWf \342\200\224>SW\302\260P.Further D2~I

and this functor gives an equivalence of SWf and SWP as triangulated

categories. Finally, there is a natural isomorphism {\320\220\320\273\320\222,\320\241}
~

{\320\233,D(B) \320\273\320\241).

Proof. We prove the existence of D(A) by induction on size(A). As
observed above the spheres have duals. For \320\241in SWf there is an exact

triangle A\342\200\224>B\342\200\224>C\342\200\224>sAwith size(A), size(B)<size(C). Therefore we
can apply Lemma 18 to deduce the existence of a dual for C.

Thus D is defined on objects and then it is defined on maps as above. It
follows from Lemma 15 that D is a functor to SW\302\260P. Further if

D': SWf\342\200\224\302\273SW?pis any other dual functor then as in Proposition
16 D'(A) is equivalent to D(A) by a unique equivalence

e(A): D(A)-> D'(A) such that

D(A)aA ^^
| e(A) \320\2731 S

D'(A) \320\273\320\220-\"\"*

commutes. And if / : A -* \320\222then e(A)
\342\200\242

D(f)
= D'(f)

\342\226\240
e(B) for there is a

unique map e : D(B)\342\200\224>D'(A) such that

D(B) \320\273\320\220

commutes.
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By Lemma 14(b) both A and D\\A) are dual to D(A) therefore

arguing as above we see that there is a natural equivalence A \302\253
D2(A).

And D2~I implies that D is an equivalence of SWf and SW\302\260P.We are

also claiming that Ds(A) and s~1D(A) are naturally equivalent which is

argued as above using Lemma 14(a), and that A\342\200\224>B->C\342\200\224>sAexact

implies that D(C)\342\200\224>D(B)\342\200\224>D(A)\342\200\224>sD(C) is exact which is immediate

from Lemma 17 and uniqueness. The final remark follows from Lemmas

14(c)and 15(b). \342\226\241



CHAPTER 2

STABLE HOMOTOPY CATEGORIES

Introduction

The approach we take to the study of stable homotopy theory is an

axiomatic one. That is, we will consider a category containing the

Spanier-Whitehead category of finite spectra which satisfies the con-
conditions that it is closed with respect to arbitrary coproducts and that it

extends the triangulated and smash product structures of the subcategory.
The precise statement of the axioms is given in Section 1. Here too are
introduced certain basic derived notions. The section ends with an

examination of the extent to which a stable homotopy category is
characterized by the axioms and culminates in a uniqueness conjecture.
Then in Section 2 Adams' category of CW-spectrais describedand shown

to be a model for the axioms.

1. The axioms

A stable homotopy category is a category \320\243with objects called spectra
and with morphisms denoted [X, Y] which satisfies the following axioms:

Axiom 1. Sf has arbitrary coproducts. That is for any indexed family of

spectra {Xa}, a E \320\233,there is a spectrum IXtXa and maps /\342\200\236: Xa\342\200\224>UXa

such that for any Y in \302\243f,[IlXa, Y]\342\200\224>\320\237[\320\245\320\260,\320\243]is an isomorphism.

There is a distinguished suspension functor s:Sf^>Sf and a dis-

distinguished collection of diagrams A of the form X\342\200\224>Y\342\200\224\302\273Z\342\200\224>sX,the

exact triangles of \320\243.

Axiom 2. {SP, s, A) is a triangulated category satisfying the octahedral

axiom. That is, \320\243is an additive category, 5 is an additive functor, and 5

20
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and A satisfy

(\320\260)A is replete in the collection of all diagrams of the form

\320\233
(b) for X in ^O-^X-^X^Oisin A,

(c) if X-^Y-^Z-^sX is in A then so is Y-^ Z\320\233SX-^U sY,

(d) for / : X\342\200\224>Y in 5^ there is an exact triangle X-4 Y\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>sX,

(e) given

x^y^z->5x

commuting with rows in A there is a fill-in map X\342\200\224>\302\243/,

(f) for all X and \320\243in 5^, 5 : [X, \320\243]-^-[sX, $\320\243]is an isomo\321\204hism,

(g) for X in 5^ there is \320\260\320\243in SP such that sY ~ X,
(h) given \320\245\320\233Y-^ Z with U-^X-^Y^sU, V^ Y^ Z^sV and

W_> x\342\200\224^-\302\273Z-> xW exact there are maps l/-^ WA V such that

(i) U-^W-^V^sU, s-xY->U@s-'Z^ W-+Y and

W->X@V-+ Y->sW are exact,

(ii) the following diagram commutes:

c-'y > o-'7 c-17

I I I
U > W > V > sU

II I I II

U > X > \320\243 > 5t/

These conditions have a number of important elementary con-

consequences. Thus for example if X\342\200\224\302\273Y^-Z-^sX is an exact triangle
then applying [ W, ] or [ , W] to it gives rise to exact sequencesof abelian

groups. Further if h = 0 then the sequence splits and \320\243'~ X \302\251Z And

from the octahedral axiom we derive useful forms of the weak pullback
and pushout (see Proposition 3.1)\342\200\224fortunately this is the only use that

will be made of that condition. These and the other basic propertiesof

triangulated categories are presented in Appendix 2.

Note. It follows in particular that 5^ is a graded category with [X, Y]r
=

[^C Y]~r defined to be [srX, Y]. In what follows a map will always be of

degree 0 unless explicit mention is made to the contrary.
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The coproduct and the triangulated structure will of necessity interact

nicely. For we prove in Appendix 2 that in any triangulated category the

following proposition holds whenever the indicated coproductsexist.

Proposition 1. (a) There is a natural equivalence sIIXa ~IIsXa.

(b) // Xa \342\200\224>Ya \342\200\224>Za \342\200\224>sXa for a G \320\233are exact triangles then so is

The next axiom states the existence of a smash product which is

well-behaved and relates well with the other structure.

Axiom 3. There is an additive functor a : Sfx. 5^\342\200\224\302\273\320\243,the smash product,

satisfying
(a) E^, \320\273)is a symmetric monoidal category with unit S, that is, there

are natural equivalences:

a(X, Y, Z): (X \320\273Y) \320\273Z^X \320\273(Y a Z),

r(X):X aS^X,

c(X, Y):X a Y^Y aX,

such that all diagrams that should commute do commute (for clarification

see below),
(b) there is a natural equivalence e(X, Y): sX \320\273Y^>s(X \320\273Y) such

that sr(X) \342\200\242
e(X, S) =

\321\204\320\245),

(c) for \320\245\320\233Y-^Z-^sX exact and any W,

is exact,

(d) the natural map II(X \320\273Ya)\342\200\224\302\273X\320\273II Ya is an equivalence.

Remarks. A) The 'coherence' requirement of (a) has beenstudied exten-

extensively (e.g. see [82]). In particular, this requirement has been shown to
reduce to the commutativity of the following diagrams:

A) .(W a X) a (Y a Z)a(W'K YhZl W a ((X \320\273\320\243)\320\273Z)

((WaX)a Y)aZ.
a(WAX,Y,Z)

1 \320\273a(X, Y, Z)

a(W,X,Y)*l

\\W a (X \320\273\320\243))\320\273Z\"v\"' f~> W \320\273(X \320\273(\320\243\320\273Z))
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(XaY)aZ

| a(X, \320\243,Z) 1 \320\273\321\201(\320\245,\320\223)

D)

(X \320\273S) \320\273Z
a(X'S'Z)

(S a Z)

5aX
E)

X

F) SaSc SaS.

B) As a special case of condition (b) we get a natural equivalence

sS \320\273X ~ sX expressing the suspension in terms of the smash product\342\200\224

this parallels Proposition 1.6(a).
C) Among other things (b) and (c) say that for each W, F : 5\302\273\"\342\200\224\302\273\320\243with

F(X)
= X \320\273W is an exact functor of triangulated categories, i.e. there is a

natural equivalence F(sX)~sF(X) and for X^>Y^>Z^>sX exact,
is exact.

The unit, which is unique up to equivalence, is called the sphere

spectrum and we define the rth homotopy group of a spectrum X by

77>(X)
= [S, X], We will also let Sr denote srS (so that S =

5\302\260).

Axiom 4. S is a small, graded weak generator.S small says that the

natural map 11\321\202\320\263*(\320\245\320\260)\342\200\224\342\226\272tt^IIX,,)is an isomorphism. And S a graded
weak generator says that /:X\342\200\224\302\273Y is an equivalence if

\"\"\342\226\240*(/):7r*(X)^-7T*(Y) is an isomorphism (or equivalently since SP is

triangulated, X = 0 if \321\202\321\202\320\224\320\245)
=

\320\236).
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Equivalence in \320\243will also be called homotopy equivalence.
Before stating the final axiom we need the notion of a finite spectrum.

Inductively define X to be a finite spectrum if X \302\253Sr or there is an exact
triangle X\342\200\224>Y\342\200\224>Z^>sX with Y and Z finite spectra. Let ^ denote the
full subcategory of \320\243of the finite spectra. Clearly ^ is a triangulated

subcategory of \320\243and it is not hard to show that & is closed under the
smash product. It alsofollows that all finite spectra are small.

Let SWf be the Spanier-Whitehead category of finite spectra.

Axiom 5. & is equivalent to SWf via an equivalence that preserves the
triangulated and smash product structures. That is, there is an

equivalence R : SWf \342\200\224>fF such that

(a) R is exact,
(b) R is a morphism of symmetric monoidalcategoriescommuting with

e, in particular there is a natural equivalence R(A \320\273\320\222)
~ R(A) \320\273R(B),

(c) R((S\302\260,0))=S.

So for example in & we have

Sra Ss\302\253Sr+S

c(S',Ss)i |(-1)\"
Ss \320\273Sr \302\253Sr+S

where the horizontal equivalences are induced by e.

To summarize, the stable homotopy category 5^ is basically a category
obtained from SWf by completion with respect to arbitrary coproducts in

such a way as to preserve the triangulated structure, the smash product
and the special role of the smash product unit.

Let me say something about the rolesof these various axioms. Axiom 2

gives the basic structural underpinning for the various constructionsto be
made in \320\243.Combined with Axiom 1 it allows for the various limit and

representability constructions. In this context Axiom 3 serves a subsidiary

although by no means insignificant role. The smash product is useful in

providing an especially amenable form to certain constructions. It also

allows for the definition of enriched structures in 9 such as ring and

module spectra. Axioms 4 and 5 insures that our spectra have substantial

connection with familiar topological objects. In fact as we will see it

follows that any spectrum is a weak colimit of finite spectra. Axiom 4 also

implies a central role for the homotopy groups. In particular many useful

notions can be defined in terms of these groups. For example, we define

the boundedness of X by \\X\\
= glb{r | \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)^ 0} (note that \\X\\ is the
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connectivity of X plus one) and we say that X is bounded below if

|X| > - \302\260\302\260.As another example X (bounded or not) is of finite type if

77>(X) is finitely generated (over Z) for each r. With respect to Axiom 5 it

is quite obvious that this axiom immeasurable enriches the structure of $f

but in fact very little of this available structure is needed to analyze the

general structure of &>. In fact for all of Part I the following is a complete

list of the structure of SWf that is called upon:

A) the general structure of SWf as described in Chapter 1,

B) some elementary properties of the sphere spectrum, precisely:

(a) |S| = 0,
(b) 7T0(S)=Z,

(c) S is of finite type,

for Chapter 8 we need to replace(c)by the stronger

(c)' TTi(S)is finite for i >0 and not always zero.

Finally let me commenton the possible relationship between different

categories satisfying the axioms. To each X in \320\243we can attach a category
A{X) whose objects are maps W^>X with W in fF (technically we will

restrict to a small skeleton of &) and whose morphisms are commuting

diagrams

X.

This category serves the same role as the inclusion diagram of the finite

subcomplexes of a CW-complex\342\200\224but since we are not assuming an

underlying category from which 9 is derived via a homotopy relation no

such notion of subspectrumis a priori available. Then we will prove that

the objects of 9* are determined by the categories A(X) and therefore

that there is a correspondence between the objects of any two stable

homotopy categories. The situation with respect to maps is less clear.
Note first that a map g:X^>Y induces a natural transformation

A(g): A(X)\342\200\224>A(Y) (\320\233is a functor from \320\243to the category of small

categories)\342\200\224in this sense A{X) is more natural than a lattice of finite

subspectra even if such a thing could be defined at this point. Then define

a non-zero map g to be f-phantom if \320\233(g)
= 0 (this important notion is

derived from that of 'weak homotopy' considered by Adams in [7]). We
will see in Chapter 6 that /-phantom maps exist. (For the time being note
that for any spectrum X there is an obvious map /: 11\320\273(x) W\342\200\224>Xand if

s~1Z-^UA(X)W-UX-1^Z is exact then A(g)-0 so g will either be an

/-phantom map or else / will split.) Therefore we cannot regard SP as
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some sort of diagram category over SWf (although in Boardman's stable

homotopy category,which is a model for the axioms, that is precisely how

the underlying topological category is defined). On the other hand it is

still possible that maps may be characterized in terms of structure

detectable by finite spectra. For example, if /: X\342\200\224\302\273\320\243is an /-phantom

map and X-b Y-^Z-^sX is an exact triangle then /= 0 if and only if

\320\233(h) has a splitting. Based on this and other evidence I am prompted to
make the following conjecture:

Uniqueness Conjecture. If 9* and #\" are two categories satisfying
Axioms 1-5 then \320\243and \302\243flare equivalent.

In Theorem 5.19 a weak version of this conjecture is proven.

Historicalnotes on the stable homotopy category

I have written the following notes to give historicalperspectiveto the

axiomatics of this section. In the early fifties beginning with [117], Spanier

and Whitehead introduced the categorical approach to stable homotopy
theory. Among other things, their work highlighted the stable setting as
an additive one. Then in 1959 Lima [73] introduced the notion of a

spectrum, a sequence of spacesand maps the study of whose properties
generalized the study of the stable homotopy properties of spaces. It

quickly became clear that the notion of a spectrum was an extremely

useful one encompassing the families of representing spacesfor singular

cohomology theory and /^-theory, and the families of Thorn complexes

associated to the various classicalgroups.In the early sixties there were
three seminal contributions to the general development of the study of

spectra. One was Brown's proof in [35] that any generalized cohomology
theory is representedby an /2-spectrum. The second was G.W. White-

head's discovery of the way in which generalized homology theories could
be representedby spectra. The elaboration in [135] also focused attention

on the smash product as a central element of structure. The third

contribution was Puppe's introduction in [104] (with details in [105]) of
the notion of a triangulated category\342\200\224a structure independently intro-

introduced by Verdier [128] in a different context. With this, concensus was

reached on the characteristicsdesiredof a satisfactory formulation of a
stable homotopy category, a category of spectra. Such a category would

have to be large enough containing CW-complexes, Thorn spectra,

coproducts and products, and representing spectrafor any cohomology
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theory defined on CW-compIexes. This category would also have to have

a coherently associative and commutative smash product. And finally the

category would have to be triangulated. The construction of such a

category turned out to be surprisingly difficult but was finally carried out

in the mid-sixties by Boardman [25]\342\200\224details appeared in Vogt's lecture

notes [129]and in a sequence of preprints [26].Sincethis work there have

been some further refinements. In particular Adams, in [8], gave a

somewhat simpler construction of a category having the desired proper-
properties.These categories, Boardman's and Adams', have becomethe ac-
accepted context for work in stable homotopy theory. In the next section we

will see that Adams' category is a model for the axioms, Boardman's is

also a model for them.

2. A model for the axioms

It is of course crucial to know that the axioms are satisfiable. To
this end we will review Adams' construction of a category, the cate-

category of CW- spectra, which we will see does in fact satisfy
Axioms 1-5. The objects of Adams' category, the CW-spectra, are

sequences (\320\245\342\200\236,en), n&Z, with Xn in CW and en : SiXn\342\200\224>\320\245\342\200\236+\321\214SiX =

X \320\273S\\ a base point preserving cellular inclusion. To define the mor-

phisms we need some preliminary notions. A subspectrwn (Yn, 8n) of

(Xn, en) is a CW-spectrum with Yn a subcomplex of Xn and 8n =
en\\ SiYn.

It is cofinal if for every finite subcomplex KdXn there is an m such that

S?xn
s\"\"le\"

> Sy^Xn+i-\302\273 >Xn+m maps SfK into Yn+m. Following

Adams we define 'function', then 'map' and finally 'morphism'. A func-
function from (Xn, en) to (Ym 8n) is a sequence /\342\200\236: Xn\342\200\224\302\273Yn in CW such that

\320\262\342\200\236I I 8n

commutes (on the nose). Let X' and X\" be cofinal subspectra of X Then
functions f :X'-*Y and /\" :X\"^Y are equivalent if there is a spectrum
X'\" cofinal in both X' and X\" such that f'\\X\"f

=
f'\\X'\". A map from X to

Y is an equivalence classwith respect to this equivalence relation. To
passto morphisms we introduce the homotopy relation via a cylinder
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construction. For a CW-spectrum X =
(xn, \320\265\342\200\236)let Cyl(X)

=

(Cyl(Xn), Cyl(en)). There are functions i0, ii: X\342\200\224\302\273Cyl(X)mapping \320\245\342\200\236to

the two ends of Cyl(Xn) and two maps /0/i :X\342\200\224>Y are homotopic if

there is a map h :Cyl(X)\342\200\224\302\273Y such that hio =
f0 and /u\"i

=
/i. Then the

morphisms from X to Y, denoted [X, \320\243],are the homotopy equivalence
classes of maps from X to \320\243.Applying Lemma 2.6 of [8] we see that the

collection of CW-spectra with these morphisms forms a category si, the

Adams stable homotopy category. We will now verify that si satisfies Axioms

1-5 (relying wherever possible on [8] for details).

Axiom 1. si has arbitrary coproducts.

Proof. Given CW-spectra X\" = (Xan, ean) let IIX\" =
(VX\302\243, 8n) with 8n

thecompositeS!(VX\302\243)= V SxXan^ V X\302\253+1.Then [IIX<\\ \320\243]^\320\237[\320\245\",\320\243]

is easily verified so llXa is the coproduct. \342\226\241

For a CW-spectrum X =
(\320\245\342\200\236,en) we define its {geometric) suspension

S(X)= (S(Xn), S(en)). This defines a functor on si. There is also a shift

suspension defined by s(X) -
(Yn, 8n) where Yn =

Xn+i and 8n =
en+i and

then en : SiXn-^Xn+i defines a natural equivalence (in si) S(X)~ s(X).
(In [8], Adams talks about functions of arbitrary degree. Here all func-

functions have degree zero with Adams' function of degree r from X to \320\243

being a function from srX to Y.) Given a map / : X \342\200\224>Y it is represented
by a function g : X' \342\200\224\302\273Y which we may assume to be cellular at each

level. Then we define the mapping cone C(g) with nth space C{gn)and

with the obvious structure maps. This determines an essentially unique

spectrum C(f) and gives rise to a cofibre sequence X-U Y^C(f). And
since C(i) is equivalent to S(X) we get a morphism d(f): C(f)^S(X).
This gives rise to a stablemapping sequence X \342\200\224>Y \342\200\224>

C(J)\342\200\224>S(X) in si. Let
A be the collection of all sequences in si of the form X\342\200\224\302\273Y\342\200\224\302\273Z^> S(X)

equivalent to a stable mapping sequence.

Axiom 2. (si, S,A) is a triangulated category satisfying the octahedral
axiom.

Proof. Adams observes that si is additive (see [8, pp.153-154]).Sowe

must verify condition (a)-(h) of the definition. By definition A satisfies (a).
For (b) simply take the cofibre sequence of the map 0\342\200\224>X.

(c) We may assume that the sequence has nth term represented by a

mapping sequence: Xn -^-> Yn -&-\302\273C{fn)-^> S(Xn). Then Yn -+OJn)-+
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5(\320\245\342\200\236)-\025(/\320\277)>S(Yn) is a mapping sequence. But this is the nth stage term of

\321\203-*C(/)-> 5(X)
\025(/)

> S( Y) so it follows that this latter sequence is in A.

(d) Given a morphism /:X\342\200\224\302\273Y,it is represented by a function

\342\200\236\342\200\242X'-*Ywith gn cellular. Then the cofibre sequenceX'n-> Yn \342\200\224\302\273

C(gn)=Zn gives rise to a sequence in A, X'-* Y-\302\273Z-> S(X').

And using the inverse of the inclusion X' \342\200\224>X (which is an equivalence in s&)

we get a sequence of the form X-4 Y\342\200\224\302\273Z\342\200\224\302\273S(X) in \320\233.

Before proving (e) note that (f) is essentially Theorem 3.7 of [8] and
that in the presence of (f) we can replace (e) by:

(e)' given

X > Y > Z \342\200\224

4 4

\320\270\342\200\224>v\342\200\224>w\342\200\224

commuting with rows in A there is a fill-in.

To prove (e)' let us first consider the special case in which the given

diagram is represented by a diagram of functions

X-U Y > C(f) -^ S(X)

with /' representing d(f) and g' representing d(g) and with the square

homotopy commuting. In this case a fill-in can be defined as it would be

unstably making the resulting diagram homotopy commute. Note also
that if the given vertical functions represent equivalences in sd then so

will the fill-in, i.e. apply Proposition 3.9 of [8]. Turning to the general case
the square

X >Y

4 4
\320\270\342\200\224>v

is represented by a homotopy commuting square of functions

X' >Y'

4 4
U' > V
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with X', \320\243and W cofinal in X, \320\243and U respectively. Then we have

X > Y > Z \342\200\224

t T T

\342\226\240A- \342\226\240\342\231\246\342\200\242\320\244

U' > V >W >S(l
i II 1

\320\270\342\200\224\302\273v\342\200\224> w\342\200\224

a homotopy commuting diagram of functions, and here we may assume

that the rows are all stable mapping sequences. Then as above there are
fill-in functions and the represented morphism from Z to Z is an

equivalence. Therefore composing its inverse with the other two fill-in

morphisms gives a fill-in from Z to W as desired.
(g) The shift suspension is obviously invertible and we have that

S(s~1(A'))
~ X giving the geometric desuspensionof X in si.

(h) This is observed by Adams in remarks following Lemma 6.8 of [8].

Basically the morphisms X\342\200\224\302\273\320\243\342\200\224>Z of the axiom may be assumed to be

represented by subcomplex inclusions. Then the required spectra and

functions can be explicitly constructed to satisfy the required con-

conditions. \342\226\241

Let me now sketch Adams' definition of the smash product in .sd.

Given CW-spectra X =
(Xn, en) and Y =

(\320\243\342\200\236,8n) there is a Z x Z indexed
collection {Xm \320\273Yn} together with the obvious maps. Out of this collec-

collection it is possible to construct many smash products all equivalent, for
example (Z,,j3t) with Zim =

Xm \320\273Ym, Z2m+i =
Xm \320\273Ym+l, p2nt = 1 \320\2738\321\202and

fcm+i =
em \320\2731 (up to sign). These are Boardman's'handcrafted smash

products' and although functorial they fail to satisfy other of the desired

properties, e.g. coherent associativity and commutativity. For these other

properties a more complexconstruction is required, one that is built out

of all of the smash product terms.Roughly X \320\273\320\243is defined as a 'double
telescope' construction using the first quadrant of the plane where the

usual mapping telescope construction uses the right half-line. That is, let
the first quadrant be regarded as composed of 0-, 1- and 2-cells marked

off by the standard lattice. For such a celle let \\e\\ be its dimension and let

(e) be the coordinates of its endpoint nearest @,0). The nth term of

X \320\273\320\243is gotten by making suitable identificationson V ,+;+|\320\265|^\342\200\236\320\245,\320\273\320\243;\320\273

\320\234(\321\202]\320\265|)\320\273S\"-'-/-kl where (e)=(ij) and \321\202\\\320\265\\is a suitable |e|-plane bundle
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over e and M(r\\e\\) is its Thom space. The details and rationale for this

construction appear on pages 158-177of [8].

Axiom 3. There is an additive functor \320\273: six s\302\243-*si satisfying:

(a) (\320\224\320\273)is a symmetric monoidal category with unit S\302\260= (S\", sn)

where en:S,(Sn)-Sn+1,
(b) there is a natural equivalence e(X, Y): S(X) \320\273Y-*S(X \320\273\320\243),

(c) for X^ Y^Z^S(X) exact and any W, X \320\273W^ Y \320\273W-+Z \320\273

W-+S(X \320\273W) is exact,

(d) the natural map U(X \320\273Ya)\342\200\224\302\273X\320\273(UXa) is an equivalence (in si).

Proof. Most of this is proven in Chapter 4 of [8].Thus in Theorem 4.1

Adams proves (a).This in turn gives (b) for applying Proposition 4.9 of [8]

there is a natural equivalence of S(X) and S1 \320\273X where Sr = srS. Finally

(c) and (d) follow from Propositions4.12and 4.11 respectively. D

Axiom 4. S is a small, graded weak generator.

Proof. Let X =
(Xn, en) then with \321\202\321\202>(\320\245)

= colim 7rn+r(Xn) Corollary 3.5 of
[8] states that \321\202\320\263^(\320\245)

= 0 implies X = 0. But it is easily verified that

ir*(X)= [S, X]^ so S is a gradedweak generator. As for S being small

consider \321\202\320\263*A1\321\205\320\260),\320\260\320\225\320\233.Note first that since the CW-complex Sr is
compact \321\202\321\202\320\263{\321\203\320\233\320\245%,)~colim7rr(VrX\,") the colimit over the finite subsets

\320\223of A. This commutes with suspension so passing to the colimit we get

\321\202\321\202.UX\" W colim 7\320\223
JUX\320\265)*

LI \321\202\320\263^\320\245\.")\342\226\241

Within si there is the full subcategory of finite spectra & with objects

the finite extensions of S (and its suspensions).

Axiom 5. SF is equivalent to SWf, the equivalence being exact and

preserving the smash product.

Proof.We define R : SWf-\302\273 si by sending (X, r) to (Xn, en) where

\342\200\236=[Srr{X) for n^r,
n

{ * for n < r

and en : Si{STr(X)) ~ S?+1~'(X). Note that a cofinal subspectrum of

R((X, r)) must have nth stage term equal to S\"~'(X)for n sufficiently
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large. Therefore it is not hard to show that there is a natural isomorphism
(of abelian groups)

, r)), R((Y, s))]

Therefore R define a functor to sd. Further R is exact sincesuspension,

sums and exact triangles in both categories are represented (up to

equivalence) by the same geometric suspension, wedge and mapping

sequences. Then since R((S\302\260,0))=S it follows that the image of R is
contained in $*. On the other hand if (Xn, en) is a finite extension of

sphere spectra then a simple inductive argument shows that there is a

finite CW-complex such that Xn = ST'iX) and eB:S,(Sr(X))*
S\"+x~r(X) for n sufficiently large and from this that (Xm en) is equivalent
to R((X,r)). Thus R is an equivalence of SF with SWf as triangulated

categories. Finally using the handcrafted smash product and applying

Theorem 4.2 of [8] we see that there is a natural isomorphism R((X, m) \320\273

(\320\243,n))~R((X, m)) \320\273R((Y, n)). \342\226\241



CHAPTER 3

COLIMIT STRUCTURES

Introduction

There are many different colimit and limit structures in \320\243.In Section 1

we consider some fundamental examples of colimits and weak colimits. In

any triangulated category there are certain weak colimit structures such as

weak cokernels. Combiningthesewith the arbitrary coproducts we derive
the existence of arbitrary weak colimits. Further, among such weak
colimits there is often a unique minimal choice (although it is, in general,
still just a weak colimit). This is, for example, the case over a sequence.
In Section 2 we consider a number of applications of the basic colimit

structures. We begin with an important special case, the crude cellular
tower of a spectrum. It is a central tool in later inductive arguments and
some examplesof its use also appear here. The cellular tower in its

familiar form is alsoconstructed but at this point only for bounded below

spectra\342\200\224the general case to be dealt with in Chapter 6. Then using a

modified version of the crude cellular tower we derive the familiar
constructions killing intervals of the homotopy groups of spectra. In

particular this gives a functorial description of arbitrary spectra as weak

colimits of bounded belowspectra.Finally, as a foundational application,
we see that although \320\243must be a large category, having arbitrary

coproducts, there is a strong sense in which it is locally small.

1. Weak colimits in \320\243

To begin with, since \320\243is additive it has both finite coproducts and

products and the two are equivalent. More typically the limit structures in

\320\243are 'weak' in the sense that they lack the uniqueness element of a
limit\342\200\224though often these weak structures appear in a strengthened form.

33
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For instance given /: X \342\200\224\302\273Y, since 5^ is a triangulated category, there is

an exact triangle \320\245-\320\254Y-^Z-^sX. Therefore Z is a weak cokernelof

/\342\200\224weaksince h will not in general be zero. Further since Z is unique up

to equivalence this gives a canonical choice for a weak cokernel. However
it is not functorial for although given

X >

i
X' >

Y

i
\320\243

commuting there is a map of the canonical weak cokernels Z\342\200\224>Z'such

that

X > Y > Z \302\273sX

\320\244 \320\244 \320\244 \320\244

X' > Y' >Z' >sX'

commutes, this fill-in map is not in general unique.

As a useful example of a weak cokernelconstruction we define for any
abelian group G the Moore spectrum S(G) as the canonical weakcokernel
of a map Ii Sx{\342\200\224\302\273IiSy,- where

0 >UZxt >UZyj >G >0

7TO(USJC,)
>

is exact. So |5(G)| = 0 and ttoE(G))
= G. But the higher homotopy

groups are in general not cokernels. More generally for X in 5^ let X{G)
or XG denoteX \320\273S(G).

Similarly, as a consequence of the octahedral axiom, weak pullbacks
and pushouts exist in 5^ in a usefully strengthened form.

Proposition 1. (a) Given f: X\342\200\224>Z and g : Y\342\200\224>Zthere is a commuting

diagram

U= U
i i

V > W > Y >sV

II 1 4g II

V > X \342\200\224UZ > sV

I I
sU=sU
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with rows and columns exact, and the middle square a weak pullback
square.

(b) Given f:W\342\200\224*X and g : W-+Y there is a similar weak pushout

diagram.

See Appendix 2 for what little needs to be said by way of proof.

With reference to Proposition 1 we will speak of the weak pullback and

pushout\342\200\224although
not functorial these constructions are nonetheless

unique (up to equivalence).
These weak pushouts and pullbacks give rise to useful dual-

ization constructions. Given a tower X =
Xo\342\200\224>Xi->-

- \342\200\242with

\320\243\320\263->\320\245|.-\302\273\320\245\320\263+1->5\320\243\320\263exact we define the dual tower X\302\260\342\200\224\302\273*-Xr->

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273X by setting X\302\260= 0 and inductively defining Xr+1 by the weak pushout

diagram

Yr =
Yr

1 i

X > Xr > sXr > sX
II 1 4 II

X > Xr+1 > sXr+l > sX

i i
sYr sYr

so that in particular s-'\320\243,.\342\200\224\302\273Xr\342\200\224\302\273Xr+1\342\200\224>\342\200\242Yr is exact. Similarly given a
tower \342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273X2\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242X! \342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Xo = X there is a dual tower X\342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273

Xr+1\342\200\224\302\273Xr->\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242defined using the weak pullback diagram.
Using the existence of arbitrary coproducts we can generalize the weak

cokernel and weak pushout constructions to that of arbitrary weak

colimits. Let \320\233be a small category and let F : A \342\200\224>\320\243be a diagram over
A (see Appendix 1). For a in \320\233let Xa denote F(a).

Proposition 2. F hasa weak colimit in Sf.

Proof. For each morphism / : a \342\200\224\302\273/3in \320\233let S(i) - a and <p(i)
= /3. Then

define

g : II X5@
> U Xa

morph \320\233 obj \320\233

as the coproduct of

1T(-O
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and consider the exact triangle

U \320\245\320\260\320\264\320\233\320\237\321\205\320\233^\342\200\224>s
II xm.

morph \320\233 obj /1 morph /1

Let ha be the composite Xac- ÎI Xa \320\224X. Then hg = 0 implies that

for all /:a->/3 in \320\233, hpF(i)=ha and the exactness of

[Ux5(l), Y]*-[IIXa, Y]*-[X,Y] for any \320\243implies that X is a weak
colimit. \342\226\241

Although it is generally not the case that we can construct better than

weak colimit structures, there is a unique minimal choice that can

frequently be obtained. If F: \320\233\342\200\224\302\273&> is a diagram in \320\243then a weak

colimit X is called the minimal weak colimit if the induced map

\321\201\320\276\320\230\321\202\320\273\321\202\321\202*(\320\245\320\260)^>\321\202\321\202*(\320\245)is an isomorphism. The minimal weak colimit, if

it exists, will be denoted wcolim F or wcolim Xa.

Proposition 3. // the minimal weak colimit exists then it is unique up to

equivalence. Further it is a summand of any other weak colimit. Finally if

the colimit existsthen it is the minimal weak colimit.

Proof. Supposethat F has a minimal weak colimit X and let Y be any

other weak colimit. Then there are compatible maps /:X\342\200\224\302\273Yand

g : Y\342\200\224>X. Therefore gf : X \342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242X is compatible. So that we have 7r*(g/)
the identity. Hence gf is an equivalence and X is a summand of Y. A

similar argument gives the uniqueness of the minimal weak colimit.
Finally let X be the minimal weak colimit and suppose that the colimit
exists, call it Y. Then arguing as above there is a compatible inclusion

f :X^Y. Let X-^Y-^Z^sX be exact.Since\320\243is the colimit, g = 0.
Therefore /, and hence ir^ff), is epic. It follows that \321\202\320\263*(/)is an isomor-

isomorphism and / an equivalence. D

For example,the minimal weak colimit exists for a diagram of the form

X|AX2A---. To see this consider wcolim Xr defined by the exact

triangle

^>wcolim Xr
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where g is the coproduct of

The basic properties of this construction are given as follows:

Proposition 4. (a) 7<r*(wcolim Xr)~colim ir*(Xr) so wcolim Xr is the

minimal weak colimit.

(b) For Y in Sf, O^lim1^ Y]*1 -*[wcolim Xn Y]s^lim[Xn Y]s-^0

is exact.

(c) Thesequencehas a colimit if and only if Iim^X,, Y] - 0 for all Y.

(d) For Y in \302\243f,Y \320\273wcolim X, ~ wcolim(Y \320\273Xr) the right-hand side

over the obvious maps.

Proof, (a) Applying \321\202\320\263*to the defining exact triangle gives this, using the

fact that S is small and that 0-> IItt^X,)-^ Utt^X,)->colim ^(X^-^O
with m the obvious map, is exact.

(b) This time applying [, Y}* to the defining triangle we get the exact

sequence \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242
*-\320\237[\320\245\342\200\236\320\243]**-\320\237[\320\245\320\223,Y]s ^-[wcolim \320\245\320\263,\320\243]$^-\320\237[\320\245\320\223,

Y)s~l <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\226\240-.The desired short exact sequence is then immediate from the

definitions of lim and lim1 (see Appendix 1).
(c) This is obvious from the definition of colimit.

(d) Finally applying Y \320\273to the defining triangle for wcolim Xr gives the

defining triangle for wcolim( Y \320\273Xr). \342\226\241

There is also a closely related result in the bigraded setting the proof of
which is left to the reader.

Proposition 5. Let

I 1
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be a commuting diagram in \320\243.Then there are spectra and maps giving a

diagram

Xia

I

J

with XXji
=

wcolim,,\320\245^ and Xiaa =
wcolimy\320\245\321\206such that the diagram com-

commutes and Xcooc ~
wcolimy Xxj ~ wcolim, Xioo.

2. Some applications

A. An important application of the above is a modified cellular decom-

decomposition of a spectrum X. There is a map / : IIS\" \342\200\224>X with ir*(j) onto
and thus an exact triangle MS\"-^X-^Y-^sllS\" with 7r;f:(g)

= 0.

Iterating we get a tower

X = Xo > X\\ > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

t t

So Si

with each Sr a coproduct of spherespectraand Sr -* Xr -* Xr+l -+ sSr and an

exact triangle with 7r^(gr)
= 0. (From Proposition 4 and Axiom 4 we have

that wcolim Xr - 0.) Then we have the dual tower

so = xl\342\200\224>x2\342\200\224>x3\342\200\224> >x

I I
s, s2

And 7r*(gr)
= 0 implies that this diagram induces TT*(X)~co\\im \321\202\321\202*(\320\245\320\263)

from which it follows that X is the minimal weak colimit. This tower

resembles the cellular tower of a CW-complex in that each Xr is a finite

extension of 'spheres' however here each Sr contributes 'spheres' of more
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than one dimension so it is reasonably called a crude cellular tower of X.

As we will see below and in Theorem 6.15 every spectrum has a cellular

tower. However for many purposes it is the crude cellular tower that is

the more useful since it is a natural tool for inductive arguments. In

contrast the cellular tower for an unbounded spectrum must perforce be

Z-graded and to make matters worse there is a further complication that

often appears here\342\200\224see Chapter 6.

If X is bounded below then the construction of the crude cellulartower
can be easily modified to give a cellular tower in its familiar form. To do
this construct a tower

t t
So Si

with each Sf a coproduct of (m + r)-sphere spectra, m -\\X\\, where

Sr^>Xr\342\200\224>Xr+1\342\200\224\302\273sSris an exact triangle with irm+r(Jr) an epimorphism.

Since \\S\\
= 0 it follows that |\320\220\320\223\320\263+1|>|\320\257\"\320\223|.Therefore, the dual tower

So= X\320\274 > X(m+1) > >X

i
s,

satisfiesthe conditions:

(a) X = wcolim X*\\

(b) X(m) = IISm and there are exact triangles

Therefore this can reasonably be called a cellular tower of X and X{r) the

r-skeleton of this cellular tower (we would of course not expect nor do we
get uniqueness of this decomposition structure). Further since S is of

finite type, if X is of finite type we can further assume that each

coproduct of sphere spectra is finite, and therefore that each /\"-skeleton is
in &. Finally, if X is itself finite then X = X{r) for some cellular tower of

X.

Let us consider some applications of the crude cellular tower and
cellular tower. We begin with a stable version of the Hopf theorem.

Proposition 6. // \321\202\320\263\320\263(\320\243)
= 0 for r>\\X\\ then the map [X, Y]->

\320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\320\263|\320\245|(\320\245),tt|x|(Y)) taking f to tt\\x\\(J) is an isomorphism. In particular
if MY) = 0forr^ \\X\\ then [X, Y] = 0.
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Proof. For simplicity and without loss of generality we may assume that

|X| = 0. We will first show that if \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\243)
= 0 for \320\2635= 0 then [X, Y] = 0. Let

\342\200\224
\320\233.0 * \320\233.i * ' \342\200\242'

t t
So S\\

be a tower whose dual is a cellular tower of X Since \321\202\320\263\320\263(Y)
= 0 for \320\2635s 0 it

follows that [Xn Y]<^[Xr+1, Y] is onto for all r. Therefore
limpC Y] \342\200\224\302\273[X,Y] is onto. But wcolim XT

= 0 and so by Proposition

4 lim[Xn Y] = 0 and hence [X, Y] = 0.
We turn now to the general case. Let

X \342\200\224
Xo > X\\ > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

t t

So Si

be as above. Then the results of the preceding paragraph imply that

[X, Y\\-*[S0, Y] is monic. Similarly \\s~lXu Y\\^\\S-lSu Y\\ is monic.

Together thesegive the exact sequence 0-> [X, Y]-> [SQ, Y]-> [s^Su Y].
To complete the proof we record the following lemma whose proof is

along similar lines.

Lemma. // |X| = 0 then the sequence vi(Si)\342\200\224>7ro(So)-> 7ro(X)\342\200\224\302\2730is exact.

Now consider the following commuting diagram:

0 \302\273[X,y] >[SO, Y] >[5-1S1, Y]
4 i I

), 7T0(Y)) > HomGr0(S0), tto(Y))\342\200\224^omin^S,), \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\243))

From the remarks above the rows are exact. But [S, Y]\342\200\224>

HomGr0(S), 7T0(Y)) is obviously an isomorphism and this completes the

proof. \342\226\241

As another application we have

Proposition 7. (a) // X and Y are bounded below then so is X \320\273Y And

then \\X \320\273YHX| + |Y| and irw+w(X \320\273Y)= \321\202\320\263|\320\245|(\320\245H\321\202\320\263|\320\243|(\320\243).
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(b) // X and Y are bounded below and of finite type then so is X \320\273Y.

Proof, (a) For simplicity assume that \\X\\
= | V| = 0. Let

X =
Xo > X, > > wcolim Xr = 0

t t
So S\\

be a tower whose dual is a cellular tower for X. Smashing with \320\243we get

\320\243 > X\\ \320\273\320\243 > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

t t
So \320\273\320\243 S^Y

with wcolim(Xr \320\273\320\243)
= 0. Since Sr /\\ Y = UsrY it follows that 7rk(Sr \320\273

\320\243)
= 0 for k<0 and therefore that \321\202\320\263\320\272(\320\245\320\263\320\273\320\243)^ irk(Xf+x \320\273\320\243)is an

isomorphism for \320\272< 0. Thus

\321\202\321\203*(\320\245\320\276\320\273\320\243)^colim \321\202\321\203*(\320\245\320\263\320\273\320\243)
\302\253

7rit(wcolim(Xr \320\273\320\243))
= 0

for fc <0. Therefore X \320\273\320\243is bounded below and |X \320\273\320\243|s=0. Similarly

|X, \320\273\320\243|5\320\2631. Therefore there is an exact sequence

0 < 77o(Xo \320\233\320\243)
< 7TO(So \320\233\320\243)< 77,E, \320\233\320\243)

And since 0<\342\200\224\321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245)<\342\200\2247ro(So)<\342\200\224tt^S,)is exact (the lemma of Proposition
6) it follows that \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245\320\273\320\243)

=
\321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245)\302\256\321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\243).

(b) This is left to the reader. \342\226\241

If X is not bounded below it may still be the case that X \320\273\320\243is

bounded below, in fact X \320\273\320\243may be zero (see Chapter 16).There are also
examples of X and \320\243of finite type but X \320\273\320\243not (again see Chapter 16).

B. The crude cellular tower was constructed by 'killing off' all of the

homotopy groups of a spectrum. However we can be more selective and
kill off only those homotopy groups above a given degree. From this we

develop well-known homotopy constructions.For X in \320\243a spectrum W
is of type X[m, n] if there is a diagram X = X\302\260AX'<\302\243-

\342\200\242\342\200\242
-\342\200\224>Xk&-Xk+l = W such that 77>(/) is an isomorphism for all / and r

with m^r^n and \321\202\320\263\320\273(W)
= 0 for r < m and \320\263> \320\277.
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Proposition 8. (a) For -\302\260\302\260=s m s\302\243n =s \302\260\302\260f/iere is an idempotent functor

F : \320\243^ \320\243swc/i tfm/ F(X) is of type X[m, n].

(b) Any two spectra of a given type are equivalent.

Proof, (a) We begin by showing the existence of spectra of the desired

type. For X in \320\243we can construct a tower

X =
Xo > X\\ > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

t t

So Si

with Sf\342\200\224>Xf\342\200\224\302\273Xf+1\342\200\224>sSfexact where Sf is a coproduct of \320\272-sphere

spectra \320\2723= n + 1 and nk(Sr)\342\200\224\342\226\240>irk{Xr) is epic for \320\2723= n + 1. It follows that

\321\217\"*(\320\245,)\342\200\224\342\226\240*\342\226\240TTfcC-'C+i) is zero for k^n + l and an isomorphism for k^n.
Then the map X =

Xo\342\200\224\302\273wcolimXfdisplays wcolim X, as being of type

X[-oo, \320\273].And if /= X^X\302\260 displays X\302\260as of type X[-\302\253>, m -
1] and

X'-4A'-4-A'0^'sA'1 is exact, X1 is of type X[m, oo] via g. Further if

/z : X'-\302\273X2 displays X2 as being of type X'[-\302\253>, n] then X2 is also of
type X[m, n] via \320\245^\320\245'\320\233\321\2052.

Now suppose that we are given a map i : X-+ Y. As above we have

exact triangles X'-^X Ax\302\260-^sX1 and YlJ$YA Y\302\260-^sY1 with X\302\260of

type X[\342\200\224oo,m] and Y\302\260of type \320\243[\342\200\224\302\260\302\260,n]. Then by Proposition 6 there are
unique maps \321\203: X\302\260\342\200\224>\320\2430and /c : X1\342\200\224>\320\2431so that the resulting diagram
commutes. And by extension if we have h\\:Xx\342\200\224*X2 and h2: Y1->Y2

with X2 of type X[m, n] and Y2 of type Y[m, n] then there is a unique

map /: X2\342\200\224>Y2 and that Ihi
\342\200\224

\320\272\320\263\320\272.It follows that any choice for each X
in \320\243of X^X\302\260, X'^X and X^-X'-^X2 with X\302\260of type X[-\302\260o, n],

X1 of the type X[m, \302\260\302\260]and X2 of type X[m, n] gives riseto functors of

the desired types. In particular if \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)
= 0 for i < m and i > n then we

may choose X^>X\302\260, X\321\205-*X and X'^-X2 all to be the identity so the

resulting functors will in fact be idempotent.

(b) is left to the reader. \342\226\241

The constructions of Proposition 8 commutewith coproducts and more

generally with minimal weak colimits since these commute (in each degree)

with 7\320\223*.By the same token they commute with products. On the other
hand they do not commute with the smash product nor are they exact

since if Y is of type X[m, n] then sY is of type (sX)[m + 1,n + 1].

If we regard the functor F of Proposition 8 as taking values in the

image subcategory \302\245[m,n] (the full subcategory of generated by all X
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with 7\320\263,(\320\245)
= 0 for i<m and i>n) then Proposition 6 implies that

F: \320\243-^\320\243[-~\302\260\302\260,n) is a left adjoint of the inclusion functor and

F : \320\243-*\320\243[\321\202,\302\260\302\260]is a right adjoint of the inclusion functor (in the language

of [30] the first is a localization and the second a colocalization).

As a useful corollary of Proposition8 we have

Corollary 9. For X in \320\243,X = wcolim Xn Xr bounded below and the

expression functorial in X.

A question left unanswered by the corollary is whether every spectrum
is the colimit of bounded below spectra.

C. As a final application we have the following remarks concerning the

foundational nature of the category \320\243.Recall that a category is small if

its objects form a small set in the sense of Appendix 1 and large otherwise.
Since\320\243has arbitrary coproducts it is a large category.However there is a

strong and useful sense in which \320\243is 'locally small'. For an infinite

cardinal \321\201let \320\243\321\201be the full subcategory of \320\243with X in \320\243\321\201if

card tt*(X)^c (or equivalently card 7r,(X)^c for all /). Then although
\320\243\321\201is not necessarily small it contains a small subcategory equivalent to
itself\342\200\224we will say that it has a small skeleton.

Proposition10.(\320\260)\320\243= Ucyc.

(b) X E. \320\243cif and only if X has a crude cellular tower

Xo > Xx > \342\200\242\342\200\242> wcolim Xr ~ X

I
~

I

So Si

where Sr = llrrSk with card \320\223\320\263=s \321\201

(c) \320\243\321\201satisfies

(i) it is closed under coproductsindexedby sets of cardinality =sc,

(ii) it is a triangulated subcategory of \320\243,

(iii) it is closed under \320\273,

(iv) it contains &.

(d) Sfc has a small skeleton \320\243'\321\201.

Proof, (a) is trivial.

(b) If X has such a tower decomposition then card 7r*(Sf)=s\321\201so

inductively card \321\202\320\263*(\320\245\320\263)^\321\201and applying Proposition 4 card \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)^\321\201.
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Conversely if card \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)*\302\243\321\201then there is a map S0= JlSk~^X with

tt^(/) epic and card tt^Sq) ** c. Then if So\342\200\224>\342\200\242X \342\200\224>Xx \342\200\224>5S0 is exact we get
card \321\202\320\263*(X, )=\302\243<;.So a tower dual to a crude cellular tower can be

constructed in \302\243fc.Dualizing we remain in \320\243\321\201as desired.

(c) Both (ii) and (iv) are evident and (i) follows immediately from the

fact that the union over an index set of cardinality =Sc of sets of cardinality

\321\201has itself cardinality \321\201[70]. For (iii) consider a crude cellular tower

\320\2450-\320\275>\320\245,->->X as constructed in (b). If X = UrSk with card T=s=c

then X a Y - JlrskY which by (i) is in \302\243fc.Therefore by induction using

(ii) X-t a Y \302\243\320\243\321\201.So again by (i) (II \320\245\320\263)\320\273Y E Sfc and hence by (ii) X \320\273

(d) It suffices to display a smallset A of spectra such that each spectrum
is equivalent to one of the spectra in A for then we let &\"c be the full

subcategory with obj &\"c= A. Inductively define sets An for n 3=0. First let

Ao be the set of coproducts IirSfc where \320\223has cardinality ^c. Then if X

is in An and Y =\\lrSk \342\200\224>Xis any map where again card \320\223^ \321\201then

choose a spectrum Z (in \320\243\321\201)with Y\342\200\224*X\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224*sYexact. Let \320\233\342\200\236+1be

the set of such choices. Let A^-{jAn. Then for each sequence

X]\342\200\224>X2\342\200\224>
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242with Xr in \320\233\320\260.choose a minimal weak colimit and let A be

the set of these spectra. Now consider an arbitrary X in \320\243\321\201,it has a

cellular tower as described in (b) and it follows that X is equivalent to a

spectrum in A. \342\226\241

A closely related and important category is the full subcategory 5^/ of

those spectra X with \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)finite for all i. We will call such spectra

homotopy finite. This category satisfies results similar to those in Pro-

Proposition 10. In particular for example it too has a small skeleton.
In the same vein we record the following for later use.

Proposition 11. SF contains a countable subcategory SF' equivalent to itself.



CHAPTER 4

HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY FUNCTORS

Introduction

In this chapter we introduce the most useful class of structure preserv-

preservingfunctors from 5^ to graded abelian groups. Theseare exact functors

that take coproducts to coproducts in the covariant case and to products
in the contravariant case\342\200\224homology and cohomology functors respec-

respectively. In Section 1 we begin with some of the elementary properties of
these functors. Then in Section 2 we consider the extent to which these

functors are determined by their action on finite spectra. For homology
functors the connection is the strongest possible\342\200\224this presents us with a

basic limitation of these functors. For cohomology functors the situation

is more complex and we study at length the functor on Sf strongly

determined by a cohomology functor restricted to SF. In particular we

show that such a functor takes coproducts to products and is almost exact.

Finally in Section 3 we derive the major representability theorems. We

show that cohomology functors, exact functors on SF and homology
functors are all representable. In addition, for each of these there is a
representability result for the corresponding natural transformations.

1. Basic properties of homology and cohomology functors

It is a standard element of the methodology of category theory that a

category be studied via functors from it to a more familiar category. In

the case of a graded (additive) category a natural choice is functors to

Ab*, the category of graded abelian groups. Of greatest value are those
functors that preserve the maximal amount of structure so we might

require that a functor take exact triangles to exact sequences and

coproducts to coproducts or products dependingon variance\342\200\224these are

45
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the functors that, in effect, satisfy the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms (minus
the axiom for a point) together with the wedge axiom [47]. As for the one
remaining element of basic structure, the smash product, there isan obvious

analog in Ab*, the tensor product over Z, so we might further require that

the functor under considerationpreservethat too. This last restriction is

quite severe for, among other things, though the smash product isexact, the

tensor product is not so in general.

With these comments in mind we define H : 5^\342\200\224>Ab* to be a homology
functor if H covariant, exact and if the canonical map IlH(Xo)\342\200\224\302\273H(llXa)

is an isomorphism. And H.Sf-^Ab* is a cohomology functor if it is

contravariant, exact and if the canonical map H(\\lXa)\342\200\224>YlH(Xa) is an

isomorphism. For example, for X in \320\243let \320\245\320\224)=7\320\263\320\224\320\273\320\243)and

X*(Y) = [Y, X]*, then X* and X* are the homology and cohomology
functors represented by X. An important special caseisX = S,here \321\202\320\263*

=
S*

is the (stable) homotopy functor and vr* = S* is the (stable) cohomotopy
functor. In Theorems 16 and 11 we will prove that in fact every homology and

cohomologyfunctor is so representable.
Because homology and cohomologyfunctors act nicely with respect to

the triangulated and coproduct structures of 5^ such functors can be
expectedto alsoact nicely with respect to derived structure. For instance

consider a sequence Xj \342\200\224>X2\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>wcolim Xr = X

Proposition 1. (a) // H is a homology functor then the natural map

colim H(Xr)\342\200\224>H(X) is an isomorphism.

(b) // H is a cohomology functor then there is a short exact sequence
0-* lim1 H(Xr) -* H(X) -* lim H(X,) -^ 0.

Proof.Theseresults are immediate from application of H to the exact

triangle defining wcolim Xf. \342\226\241

In the presence of the representabilitytheorems Proposition 1 is just a

rephrasing of Proposition 3.4.

A useful application of Proposition1 is that homology and cohomology
functors are 'determined' by their values on sphere spectra, precisely:

Proposition2. // 17 : H \342\200\224\302\273\320\232is a natural transformation of homology or

cohomology functors such that 17 (Sr) is an isomorphism for all r then 17 is a

natural equivalence.

Proof. We will consider only the case of H and \320\232cohomology functors

the other case being if anything easier. Note first that the diagram
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\320\275(\320\230\321\205\320\260)\342\200\224

I \321\202,A1\321\205\342\200\236)| Ut,(Xo)

K(Uxa)\342\200\224>UK(xa)

commutes because composing with any projection 1\\\320\232(\320\245\320\260)->K(Xa) we

get the commuting diagram

H(UXa) >H(Xa)
4 4

K(Uxa)\342\200\224>K(xa)

For X in \320\243let X1-* X2-^ > X be a crude cellular tower. If X = X\"

for some n we see that r](X) is an isomorphism by a simple induction

starting with the fact that i7(IISf) = rii7(Sf) is an isomorphism. For a

general X, application of Proposition 1 gives

0 > lim1 H(X') >H(X) >lim H(X') > 0

4 4 u(X) 4

>K(X)

So by the 5-lemma 17 (X) is an isomorphism. \342\226\241

As an application of Proposition 2 we have the following, (b) being a
weak form of the Kunneth formula.

Corollary 3. Let H be a homology or cohomologyfunctor.

(a) // H(Sr) = 0 for all r then H(X)
= 0 for all X.

(b) // H(X) = 0 then H(X \320\273\320\243)
= 0.

Proof, (a) is immediate from Proposition 2. And (b) is immediate from

(a) since if \320\257is a homology (resp. cohomology) functor then so is

\320\257(\320\245\320\273). \342\226\241

Another application is to a universal coefficient theorem and a Kunneth

formula in the following context. A spectrum X is a ring spectrum if there

are maps m :\320\245\320\273\320\245->\320\245and / : S\342\200\224>X such that the composites X ~ S \320\273

X-i^Ux a X A X and X \302\253X \320\273S-^\320\245\320\273 X AX are the identity. And

a spectrum \320\243is an X-module spectrum if there is a map n : X \320\273\320\243\342\200\224\302\273\320\243
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such that the composite Y = S \320\273Y-^-\302\273 X \320\273Y A Y is the identity and

\320\245\320\273X

1

X

\320\273Y-

1 \320\233\320\237

\320\273Y

m \320\2731
>\321\205

\342\200\224>

\320\273

1

\320\243

\320\243

/\320\263

commutes. Then \321\202\321\202\320\224\320\245)is a ring and the functors X*, X*, Y*, \320\243*all

take values in the category of 7r*(X)-modules. That is, the product of

/ : Sa-\302\273X and g : Sb-+X is given by Sa+b ~ Sa \320\273S'^Xa X AX and
for instance the product of /: Sa-+X and g : sbU^ \320\243(in Y*(U)) is

given by sa+bU \302\253Sa \320\273sbU-^-> X aY-^Y.

Corollary 4. Le/ X be a ring spectrum and \320\243an X-module spectrum.

(\320\260)// \321\202\320\263^Y) is a flat \321\202\320\263^\320\245)-modulethen there is a natural isomorphism

(b) // 7r^(Y) is an injective it*(X)-module then there is a natural

isomorphism y*(W)->Homw.(X)(X#(W),n

Proof. The following diagrams define the indicated natural transfor-

transformations:

(a) S~SaS-+(W \320\273\320\245)\320\273\320\243- W \320\273(X \320\273Y)-^*Wa Y,

(b) S-^\320\245\320\273W^Xa \320\243\320\220\320\243.

The conditions on \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\243)imply that X*( )\302\256\320\257-.(\320\245)'\320\233\"*(\320\243)is a homology
functor and Hom^,(x)(X( ), tt^Y)) is a cohomology functor. The corol-

corollary is then immediate from Proposition 2. \342\226\241

There is a further variant of Corollaries 3 and 4 that will be needed

later.

Proposition 5. // X is a ring spectrum and Y is an X-module spectrum

then X*(U)
= 0 implies that Y*(U)

= 0 = Y*(U).

Proof. We are assuming that U \320\273X = 0. Therefore U \320\273X \320\273\320\243= 0. But

the structure map XaY-^Y is an epimorphism (split by \320\243~5\320\273

Y-^\320\245\320\273 \320\243)and therefore U a Y = 0, i.e. Y*(U) = 0. For the other
part let /: U-^ \320\243be an element of Y*(U). Then / can be factored as
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1\320\273/

and thus/=0. \342\226\241

Note that all that is required of Y in Proposition 5 is that the map

y_Lii-\302\273\321\203\320\273X be a monomorphism.

2. Finitely determined functors

In studying the structure of 5^ a problem of obvious significance is that

of analyzing the relationship between \302\243fand the subcategory 3F. Central

to this is the functor, introduced in Chapter 2, that assigns to each X in \320\243

a category A(X) whose objects are maps / : Xa-+X with Xa G &' (the
small\342\200\224in fact countable\342\200\224equivalent subcategory of & of Proposition

3.11) and whose morphisms are commuting diagrams

X

\320\243 \\

with / and g in A(X). And to /' : X\342\200\224>\320\243,\320\233assigns the natural trans-
transformation A(i):A(X)-^A(Y) given by A(i) of f:Xa-*X being if and

\320\233(j)of

X

yy
Xa >X/3

being

\320\243

\321\203

\320\245\342\200\236> Xa .
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So \320\233is a functor taking values in a category of categories. More precisely
A takes values in the category of filtered categories. That is, given
/: Xa \342\200\224>Xand g : Xfi-^X in A{X) then the diagram

T

xR

is in A (X). And given

X

\\
i \\

in A{X) there is an exact triangle Xa-izb>Xp-4.Xy \342\200\224\302\273sXa in ^' and it

follows that g factors through \320\272via Xr->X Then /c is a morphism in

A {X) and ki =
fcy. In Chapter 5 we will consider the extent to which a

spectrum is determined by its diagram category. Here we turn to the

analogous question for homologyand cohomology functors. That is, given
H : \320\255>\342\200\224>Ab* to what extent do the values taken by H evaluated on finite

spectra determine the values taken on arbitrary spectra? This can be
made more preciseby the introduction of a functor on \320\243derived from

H\\SF which can then be compared to H itself. If H is a homology functor

then we define a functor H by letting \320\231(\320\245)
=

co\\imMX)H(Xa), the

colimit as in Appendix 1. And for / : X-+ Y, H{f): H{X)-+H{Y) is the

map induced by the natural transformation A(f) again as in Appendix 1.

Then the maps H(/): H(Xa)-^H(X)for / in A(X), induce a map from

the colimit which defines a natural transformation x :H-^H. Further x\\^
is an equivalence and with it we will identify H\\& and H\\3<. This follows
from the fact that for X in 9* there is an equivalence e : Xo-^ X in A (X)
which is therefore terminal in A (X). For then H(X)

\302\253*
H(X0) and via this

x(X) is just the isomorphism H(e). Similarly if H is a cohomology
functor then we define H by letting H(X)

=
limA(X) H(Xa), the limit as in

Appendix 1. And H(f) is the map induced by A (f) as in the appendix.
And the maps H(f) : H(X)-*H{Xa) for / in A(X) induce a map to the
limit which defines a natural transformation <p : H-^>H. Further as in the

covariant case <p|^ is an equivalence of the two functors so restricted. It is

left for the reader to verify that for H either a homologyor cohomology

functor, H is additive.
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In the covariant case we have the following theorem originally proved

by Milnor [93] (unstably).

Theorem 6. Fora homology functor H, x : H \342\200\224\302\273H is an equivalence.

Proof. Applying Proposition 2 it suffices to show that H is a homology

functor, that it is exact and commutes with coproducts. First note that by

Proposition A1.7 H(X) satisfies:

(i) for any a G H(X) there is a map /: Xa \342\200\224>X in \320\233(X) and

beti(Xa)withH(f)(b)=a,

(ii) for any /: Xa -* X in A (X) and \320\260\320\225\320\231(\320\245\320\260)with \320\257(/)(\302\253)
= 0 there

is a morphism

X

\320\273

Xa > Xp

in \320\233(X) with H(h)(a) = 0.
To prove exactness consider an exact triangle X-^ Y-^Z-^sX. It

suffices to show that H(X)^ H(Y)-+ H(Z) is exact. Since H(g) H(f) =

H(gf) = 0 we are left to show that ker H(g) \320\241im H(f). So consider

aekerH(g). By (i) we have i : \320\243\320\262-\302\273\320\243in \320\233(\320\243)and b<=H(Ya) with

H(i)(b) = a and by (ii) we have

in \320\233(Z) with H{k)(b) = 0. This gives the diagram

X > Y >Z >sX
t\302\253 T T t

Xy
> \320\243\320\260> Zp > sXy

with the bottom row exact and n any fill-in map. Since the bottom row is
in 9? and \320\231\\&

= H|^' we get b = H(w)(c) and thus a = H(f)[H(n)(c)].
To prove that H commutes with coproducts consider a family {X7}

\321\203\302\243\320\223.There is a natural map \321\200\320\263: 11\320\223\320\235(\320\245\320\243)-^H(UrX7). Since H is
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additive this map is an isomorphism if \320\223is finite. For an arbitrary \320\223there

is a commuting diagram

UH(X-) P-
>H(UXy)

\320\263 \320\263

x, \320\273 colim pA *,-*-. \321\207

colim LI H{X\") >colim h(U Xy)
\320\220\320\241\320\223\320\220 \320\224\320\241\320\223A

where the colimits are over the finite subsets of \320\223and q is the natural

map. So it suffices to show that q is an isomorphism. To see that q is

monic consider an element x in colim \320\235(\320\230\320\220\320\245\320\243).Ultimately it is

represented by a map /: I/\342\200\224\302\273IIAXywith U in $>' and an element \320\270in

H(U). If q(x) = 0 then there is a diagram

U >UXy
A

\302\253I 1

v\342\200\224>Ux*
\320\263

with g in $>' and H(g)(u) = 0. SinceV is small /i factors through a finite

coproduct lIBXr with AdB. But (/\", u) and (fi, H(g)(u)) represent the
same element in colim H(\\lAXy). Therefore x = 0. To see that g is onto

consider \321\203in H(UrXy). It is represented by a pair (i, w) with

i:W\342\200\224\302\27311\320\223\320\245\320\243and wGH(W). As above / factors through a finite

coproduct which gives a representative of an element in colimA HAIA Xy)
mapping to y. \342\226\241

This result is extremely important in that it shows that in the strongest

possible sense a homologyfunctor is determined by its action on S^.That
is, given \320\257on f we can recapture H on all of \320\243by letting H(X) =

\321\201\320\276\\\\\321\202\320\233(\320\245)\320\235(\320\245\320\260).This is very useful but it is also a significant restriction

because it implies that certain phenomena cannot be detected using

homology functors. For instance

Corollary 7. /// :X\342\200\224>Yis an f-phantom map and His a homology functor

then H(J) = 0.

In the contravariant case we cannot expect H\342\200\224>H to be an

equivalence in general for if /: X\342\200\224>Y is an non-trivial /-phantom map
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then \320\231(/)
= \320\236for any cohomology functor H but in particular Y*(f)9* 0.

However we will see in Corollary 5.17 that <p(X): H(X)-^>H(X) if not

always an isomorphism is always an epimorphism. For the present let us

concentrateon the following: arguing as in Theorem 6 H\342\200\224>Hwould be

an equivalence if H were a cohomology functor, with this in mind how

close does H cometo being a cohomology functor?

First observe that H acts well with respect to minimal weak colimits.

Proposition 8. Let F : \320\220-+\320\243be a diagram over a directedcategory with

minimal weak colimit X. Then the induced map \320\235(\320\245)-\302\273\320\235\321\202\320\273\320\235{\320\245\320\260)

{Xa
= F(a)) is an isomorphism.

Proof. An element x of \320\230\321\202\320\273H(Xa) is an assignment to each /: W\342\200\224*Xa

in \320\233(\320\245\320\260)of an element x(f)GH(W) such that for any commuting

diagram

Xa > Xp

/t . U
u-Uv

H(i)x(g)=x(f).Then define x' in \320\251\320\245)as follows: for /: W-+X in

A{X) we have the isomorphism HirutW, \320\245\342\200\236]->[ W, X] so / factors as

Xa > X

\320\233 \320\233

w

and we define x'(f) = x(g).The element x' is well-defined, for given two
factorizations\342\200\224which since A is filtered we can regardas through the same

X<*\342\200\224g\\,gi: W-\302\273Xa there is a commutative diagram

a *
\320\233\321\200

> \320\233

4 U /f 1 = 1,2

and therefore x(gt) = x(g)= x(g2). By a similar argument we see that x' is

in fact an element of H(X) and by definition it maps to x. It is further

clear that x' is the unique element with this property completing the

proof. \342\226\241
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In particular, since an arbitrary coproduct is the colimit of its finite

coproduct summands, the following is easily proven.

Corollary 9. H takes coproducts to products.

So H must fail to be a cohomology functor by failing to be exact.
However following Adams [7] we will now show that H does satisfy a

partial exactness condition. The work involved in doing this will be

substantial but beyond clarifying the nature of H this result is needed to

prove the representability of homology functors.

Theorem 10. If X-UY-UZ-^sX is an exact triangle and \320\245^\320\246\320\264\320\245

with Xa in & then H(X)*-H(Y)^-H(Z) is exact.

Proof. We begin with the special case of X in &. Given \321\203in H(Y) with

\320\2260(\321\203)
= 0 we must construct z in H(Z) with H(j)(z) = y. This requires

a coherent choice of elements z(f) in H(Za) corresponding to the maps
/: Za\342\200\224>Zin A(Z). To define an appropriate z(f) considerthe diagram

II 1/ II

x-Uy\342\200\224> z^sx

with the upper sequence an exact triangle in 3?. Let g : Yi\342\200\224>Ybe a

fill-in map. Then by assumption H(ii)(y(g))
= 0 and therefore y(g) =

H(yi)(z)for some z in H(Za). Of course z is not unique so consider the
coset C{f)=z + H(kf)H(sX) in H(Za).

Lemma: C(f) is independentof the fill-in map.

Proof. If g' is another fill-in map then g \342\200\224
g' factors through i. From this

it follows that y(g) = y(g'). D

Further given

Z

-/\320\267
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in A(Z) it is easily checked that H(h) induces a map h* : C(g)^>C{f).So
the problem

is to choose one representative z(f) from each C(f) so that

H(h)z(g)= z(f). To do this it will be necessary to know more about the
category

<# whose objects are the C(f)'s and morphisms the maps h*.

Lemma, (a) Each morphism is a surjectionof sets.

(b) ^op is a filtered category,i.e.
(i) given C(f) and C(g) in <# there is a diagram C(J)<\342\200\224

C(h)-+C(g)in%

(ii) given i*, j* : C(f)-^C(g) there is a k*:C(h)^C(f) with

i*k*=j*k*.

(c) There is at most one morphism from C(g) to C(f).

Proof, (a) Considerh* : C(g)\342\200\224>C(f) and z in C(f). There is a commut-

commutingdiagram

II t\302\253. \320\237 II

II t \320\237 ||

with rows exact. For w in C(g) arbitrary H(ji)(w)= y(gi) and
H(j2)H(h)(w)= H(j2)(z). Therefore z - H(h)(w) = H(k2)(x)=
H(h)H(k)(x)and so z is in im h*.

(b) For the first part we have C(g)<^~C(f\302\261g)^C(f)with the obvious

maps. As for the second part we are given

j

So if Za-^-*Zfi\302\261>Zy^>sZa is exact then / factors as hk. Then

k* : C{h)^ OJ) is as desired.
(c) This is immediate from (a) and (b)(ii). \342\226\241

The category <# is not quite tractable enough so we enlarge it by

defining a category ^ with the same objects as those of % and a
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morphism \320\272: C(f)\342\200\224>C(g) for each commuting diagram of sets

C(h)

4 V

Then ^ has the following properties.

Lemma, (a) There is at most one morphism from C(g) to C(f).

(b) Each morphism is a surjection of sets.

(c) Given C(f) and C(g) there is a C(h) and morphisms

(d) There are only countably many equivalence classes of equivalent
objectsin 4t.

Proof, (a)-(c) are immediate from (a)-(c) of the preceding lemma.

(d) It will suffice to show for /, g : Za -* Z in \320\233(Z) that if kf = kg then

C(f) and C(g) are equivalent (in <#) for the set of maps [Za, sX] is

countable (that is obj &' is countable and for U, V finite spectra [U, V] is

countable). But if kf
- kg then we have

\320\243 >Z -^UsX

t/' t/ II

and

Y >Z -

where m-kf= kg.And we have

sX
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with nji=f and nj2 = g'. Let H(/')(z) =
y(n) and z, = H(/,)(z) and z2 =

H0'2)B).Then H(/)(z,)= y(/') and tf(/')(z2)= y(g'). Therefore

z, + H(m)(x)<\342\200\224> z2 + H(m)(x)

sets up the equivalence between C(J) and C(g). \342\226\241

It is now an easy matter to show that lim<g C(/) is nonempty for it follows

from the lemma that there is a cofinal sequence Q <\342\200\224C2\302\253-
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242of set

surjections in this category. But an element {z(/)} of this limit is in particular
a choice for each /: Z\302\273\342\200\224>Z in A(Z) of an element z(/) in C(/)\320\241 H(Za)

such that for

in A(Z), H(h)z(g)= z(/), that is an element z in H{Z) with H())(z) =
y.

We turn now to the general case, that is, an exact triangle

\320\246\320\273\320\232\320\233\320\243\320\233Z-^ silt X with \320\232G ^ and \321\203G \320\235(\320\243)with H(/)(y)
- 0.

For \320\223\320\241\320\233let \320\241(\320\223)\320\241obj A{Z) be the set of maps /: z\\--> Z such that fc/

factors through the inclusion 511\320\263\320\245\320\260\321\201-*511\320\233\320\245\320\260.Consider the family of

pairs (\320\223,z) where \320\223\321\201\320\233and z assigns to each f-.Za^Z in \320\241(\320\223)an

element \320\263(/)\302\243\320\222\320\224such that

(a) given

commuting with /, g in \320\241(\320\223)we have H(h)(z(g))
= z(/),

(b) z(jf)=y(f) for /: Z\302\253-+\320\243(which of course implies that /G \320\241{\320\223)

for all \320\223).

Partially ordering these pairs in the obvious way we extract a maximal

element (\320\223,z). To complete the proof we must show that \320\223= \320\233for then

z is an element of H(Z) and H(j){z)
=

\321\203as desired.
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So suppose that there is an index a G \320\233
- \320\223(let Cl = \320\223U {a}) and

consider the diagram

II W

\"

f. II

where Z' is the weak pullbackof \320\272and ib and Z\" is the weak pullback of
k' and i2\342\200\224sothe diagram commutes and the tows are exact triangles.
Usingz we define an element z\" of H(Z\") by letting z\"(f)= z(m'm\"f).
Then H(J\(z\")")

= y. Since Z\" is /he weak pullback (see Proposition3.1)we

have the commuting diajgram

\320\242\321\203\"

with the top row an exact triangle. Then H(iap)(z\")
= H(j\"i')(z\") =

H(i')(y) = 0 sincei' factors through i. And since p is an epimorphism (and
therefore splits)H(ia)(z\")

= 0. But X\302\273G ^ so applying the special case

considered above it follows that there is an element z' in H(Z') with

H(m\(z')=") z\". Define z' on C(O) as follows:given /:Za->Z in C(O)
there is a commuting diagram

and consequently a map g: Za^>Z' completing the diagram. Let Z\\(f)
=

z'(g)- Although the fill-in map g is not unique the resulting class z'(g) is.

For if gb g2: Za-* Z' are two fill-in maps then k'(gi ~
g2)

\342\200\2240 = w'(gi
~ gi)

imply that gi-g2
= /ig3 and therefore z'(gi)- z'{g2)=z'(gi

-
&) =

z'(/'/g3) = H(/)U'0-g3))= y(/g3)
=

H@(y(g3))
= 0.
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Further Z\\ satisfies (a). For if we have

with /, g in C{fl) and g': Z^ \342\200\224\302\273Z' is a fill-in for g then g'h is a fill-in for /.

And then H(/i)(zi(g)) = H(h)(z'(g'))= z'(g7i)= zx{f). And Zi also satisfies

(b) for if /:Z^-> Y then z,(/7) = z,(m'y/)=z'(/'/)=
H(y')(z'(/))

=
\320\243(/)-

Finally Zi is an extension of z, i.e. considering / : Za^>Z in C(/\") there is
fill-in g:Za-^Z\" and 2l(/)= z'(m\"g)= H(m\(z'(g))=") z\"(g)=z{/).
Therefore (A zx) sits above (\320\223,z) in the partial ordering, which is a

contradiction. \342\226\241

3. Representability theorems

We come now to a major characteristic of homology and cohomology
functors, namely their representability. We begin with the well-known

cohomology representability theorem of Brown [35].

Theorem 11. // \320\235:.\320\243\342\200\224\302\273Ab*is a cohomology functor then H is

representable.

Proof. By Proposition 2 it will suffice to construct a spectrum X and a

natural transformation r\\ : X*^H such that rj(Sr) is an isomorphism for
all r. Observe that for \321\203\320\225H(Y) there is a natural transformation

Vy : Y*-+H defined by T)y(W)(J)
= H(f)(y). In particular for W = Sr this

gives a map <rrr(Y)^>H(Sr).
We will define X as a minimal weak colimit and rj as rjx for an element

we will construct in H(X). To begin, let Xo
= II S\302\243the coproduct over all

\320\243in H(Sr) for all r and let x0 in H(X0)^TLH(Sy) be \320\237\321\203.Then

Vxo(Sr): 7rr(X)\342\200\224>H(Sr) is epic for all r. Inductively assume that we have

constructed XQ\\X^ ^>\320\245\342\200\236and elements xm in H(Xm) with

H(im-{)(xm)= xm-i and such that ker r)Xm(Sr)dker irr{im). Let Xn+X be

defined by the exactness of II5;-\302\261 \320\245\320\277-^Xn+l^>sUSy where the

coproduct is over all \321\203in ker rjXn(Sr) for all r. Then H(j)(xn)=0 so there
is an element xn+i in H(Xn+1) with H(/n)(xn+i)

= xn. Further
ker lmn(Sr)\320\241ker vr{in) and ^n+,Er) is epic since rjXn(Sr) is epic. Therefore
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we have constructed the diagram X0\342\200\224\302\273X|-\302\273\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.Let X=wcolim Xr.
Since H(X)^>lim H(Xr) is epicthere is an element x in H(X) mapping
to xn for all n. From this we get

colim 77>(Xn) >irr(X)

\\ /f
H(S')

and it follows from the observations made above that rjx(Sr) is an

isomorphism for all r. \342\226\241

A standard consequence of the representability of cohomology functors

is the representability of the stable natural transformations of

cohomology functors. A natural transformation \320\262: \320\235^>\320\232is stable if the

following diagram commutes:

H(sX) >K(sX)
II H

sH(X) >sK(X)

Let SNT(H, K) denote the stable natural transformations from H to K.

Corollary 12.// H and \320\232are cohomology functors with representing

spectra X and Y respectively then there is an isomorphism of SNT(H,K)
and [X,Y].

Proof. Since H (resp. K) is naturally equivalent to X* (resp. Y*),
SNT(H,K)\302\253SNT(X*, \320\243*).

Then

SNT(X*, y*)\302\253NT(X\302\260, \320\2430), see Appendix 1, page 443

~[X, Y] by Yoneda's lemma (Lemma A1.3). \342\226\241

There is an important variant of Theorem 11 that among other things

will imply the representability of homologyfunctors.

Theorem 13. // H : 5F\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Ab* is a contravariant exact functor then H is

representable in \320\243,i.e. there is a spectrum X (in \320\243)and a natural

equivalence r\\ : [ , X]*-> H.
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Proof. We define H : 5^-> Ab* as above (i.e.H(X)= limMX)H(Xa)) and

then using Proposition 8, Corollary 9 and especiallyTheorem 10 we can

duplicate the procedure used to prove Theorem 11. That is, given Y in &3

and yGH(Y) there is a natural transformation r\\y : [ , Y]*-> H (the
left-hand side restricted to &) defined by T]y(W)(f) = H(f)(y). And as in

Theorem 11 it suffices to construct X and x G H(X) such that rjx(Sr) is an

isomorphism for all r. For it is easy to see that if rj : H^>K is a natural

transformation of two exact functors on &? and rj (Sr) is an isomorphism
for all r then rj is an equivalence. But the properties of H proved above

give what we need to carry through the construction of X and x of the

earlier representability proof. \342\226\241

Given two contravariant exact functors defined on ^, H and K, let us

consider the relationship between maps of the representing objects and

natural transformations of the functors. If X represents H and \320\243

represents \320\232there is of course a map [X, Y]
\342\200\224\302\273SNT^H, K). However as

opposed to the situation in Corollary 12 we cannot expectthis map to be

an isomorphism in general. For if /: X\342\200\224>Y is a non-trivial /-phantom

map then by definition it will induce the zero natural transformation of
the represented functors. To make this more precise let [X, Y]f be the

quotient of [X, Y] by the subgroup of /-phantom maps.Then there is a

factoring

[X, Y] >SNT?(H,K)

[X, Y]f

and we will prove below that [X, Y]f^>SNT&(H,K) is an isomorphism
giving the desired relationship between the representingobjectsand the

natural transformations. First we have a representability result for H.

Proposition 14. The natural equivalence on $*, 77 : [ , X\\\342\200\224>H,extends to a

natural equivalence on \320\243,rj : [ , X]f-> H.

Proof. Let X and x G H(X) be as in Theorem 13, then we define
\320\243\321\205: [ , X]f^H by ijx(f) = H(f)(x). It is easily seen that rjx is well-defined

and monic. To see that it is an epimorphism suppose that we are given Y
in \320\243and yGH(Y). Then observe that the construction of X in

Theorems 11 and 13 could have begun with Xo= Y@X and Xo
=

(y, x).
That is, we can construct a tower Xo\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242X\\\342\200\224>

\342\200\242\342\226\240
\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273wcolimXr

= X' and
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elements xr G H(Xr) giving x' in H(X') such that 17^ : [ , X'] \342\200\224>H is an

isomorphism and if /-Lg:X0\342\200\224>X' is the composite then H{fLg)(x')
=

x0. Therefore

\302\273\321\202\321\202>(X')

H(S')

and g is an equivalenceand hence rjx(g~lf)
=

\321\203.\320\237

Theorem 15. Tf H and /\320\241are contravariant exact functors on & represented
by X and Y respectively then [X, Y]f-*SKT&(H, K) is an isomorphism.

Proof. It is easy to see that a map from X to Y induces the zero

transformation precisely when it is an /-phantom map, so we must show

that a stable natural transformation comes from a map of the representing

spectra. Identifying H (resp. K) with [ , X]* (resp. [ , Y]*) we have by

Proposition 14 a map \320\262: K(X)-*SNT<?([ , X]*, K) given by 0(x)(f)
=

x{f). Now suppose that we are given a stable natural transformation

t:[,X]*-*K, we want to define xEK(X) with \320\262(\321\205)=\321\202.But for

/: C/-*AT in \320\233(\320\245),r{f)EK(U) so let x(J)=r(f). Then xGK(X) and

= \321\202.\342\226\241

We turn now to the covariant case proving a representability theorem

due to Adams [7].

Theorem 16. // H :5^\342\200\224>Ab* is a homology functor then H is represent-
able.

Proof. By Theorem 6 there are natural equivalences

\321\201\320\276\320\230\321\202\320\233(Y)H{Ya)-*H(Y) and \321\201\320\276\320\235\321\202\320\273(\321\203)\321\202\320\263\320\224Ya \320\273X)-* \321\202\320\263\320\224Y \320\273X) so it

suffices to find X and a natural equivalence of H and \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\273X) restricted

to &. But the Spanier-Whitehead duality functor D of Chapter 1 sets up
a correspondencebetween homology and cohomology functors defined
on &, i.e. DH(U)

= HD{U). Applying Theorem 13 there is a spectrumX
and a natural equivalence \302\243>//==[ ,X]*. And for U in & there is an

equivalence natural in U: [D(U), X]* ^tt^U \320\273X). Then since D2^I

on ^ we get the desired natural equivalence (on &):

H(U)~DHD(U)~[D(U),X]~ir4U \320\273\320\245).\342\226\241
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Natural transformations of homology functors are similarly represen-

represented.Let H and \320\232be homology functors represented by X and \320\243

respectively.

Theorem 17. There is an isomorphism of SNT(H, K) and [X, Y]f.

Proof. The restriction map SNTy(H, K)->SNT?(H, K) is an isomor-

isomorphism
with inverse given by r{X) =

colim^(x) r(Xa). Spanier-Whitehead

duality gives rise to an isomorphism SNT^ (\320\224K)
= SNT^DH, DK) and

by Theorem 15 this latter group is isomorphic to [X,Y]f. Combining

these observations we get the desired isomorphism of SNTy(H, K) and

[X,Y)f \342\226\241

Corollary 18. // H is a homology functor represented by X and Y then X

and Y are equivalent.

Proof. The natural equivalence of \321\202\321\202^{\320\273X) and \321\202\320\263^(\320\273\320\243)gives rise to

maps \320\245#\320\243with -n*{fg)=: 1 and ir*(gf)=\\. Therefore rr^if) is an
g

isomorphism and hence / is an equivalence. \342\226\241

By Theorem 11 and 16 there is a natural correspondence between

homology and cohomology functors pairing those functors represented by
the same spectrum. However in general there will be no simple relation-

relationshipbetween the values taken by corresponding functors. For instance,
there are spectraW, X, \320\243,Z such that

A) W*(X) * 0 and W*(X) = 0,
B) Y^Z)=0 and Y*(Z) * 0.

For an example of A) consider Theorem 16.16. And an example of B) is
given in Chapter 6.



CHAPTER 5

APPLICATIONS OF HOMOLOGYAND COHOMOLOGY

FUNCTORS

Introduction

The representability theorems are very useful for constructing spectra
with prescribed properties and in Sections 1 and 2 we considera number

of instances of this. In Section 1 we begin with the construction of
adjoints, in particular function spectra. Then we look at various duality

constructions and an important connection with phantom phenomena.

Section 2 is devoted to applications to limit structures. First, arbitrary

products are constructed.Using these we define various weak limits, e.g.

the Postnikov tower. In this section we also construct a broad classof

minimal weak colimits. Section 3 is devoted to applications illuminating

the general nature of a stable homotopy category. Here we consider the

representation in such a category of various externally defined objects

such as spaces and homology theories. We also consider the extent to
which the structure of such a category is determined by the axioms,

proving uniqueness results.

1. Function and dual spectra

A. Suppose that we are given a covariant functor F : \320\243\342\200\224>\320\243such that F

is exact and commuteswith coproducts. Then for a cohomology functor H

the composite HF will also be a cohomology functor. Therefore by

Theorem 4.11 this defines a constructionwhich assigns to the representing

object of H the representing object of HF. This has a nice expression
from a categorical point of view.

64
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Proposition 1. If F : \320\243\342\200\224>\320\243is exact and preserves coproducts then it has a

rizht adjoint G : 5^\342\200\224>\320\243which is exact and preserves products.

Proof. We are defining G by the isomorphism, natural in X,

[X, G(Y)]^[F(X), Y]. It follows from Theorem 4.11 and Corollary 4.12
that G gives a functor and that the isomorphism is also natural in Y and

hence an adjoint isomorphism. Since G is a right adjoint it preserves

products. Finally, in Appendix 2 we prove that either adjoint of an exact

functor on a triangulated category is exact. \342\226\241

In particular, for W in &, F : S?-> \320\243denned by F(X) = X \320\273W is exact

and preserves coproducts; therefore by Proposition 1 it has a right

adjoint. Explicitly this defines the function spectrum F(W, Y) with [X \320\273

W, Y] and [X, F(W, Y)] naturally isomorphic (in X and Y).

Exercise. Show that for X in 5F, F(X, S) is naturally equivalent to D(X),
D the Spanier-Whitehead dual.

Problem. Show that F(W, Y) is an exact contravariant functor in IV.

This is true in Boardman's model of the axioms (see [129])but I have

been unable to prove this directly from the axioms\342\200\224Boardman's

argument requires a concrete description of spectra.

B. Suppose now that we are given a contravariant functor

GiAb*\342\200\224\302\273Ab*such that G is exact and takes coproductsto products.

Then for any homology functor H the compositeGH will be a

cohomology functor. In particular if H is the homology functor represen-

representedby X (in view of Theorem 4.17 this is no restriction) then GH is
represented by a spectrum that we will denote G(X). It is useful to
generalize this procedure somewhat and consider functors on \320\243taking

values in a category of modulesover some ring. For a ring R let RJi% be
the category of graded(left) i?-modules and suppose that X is given with

a factorization
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\342\200\224wewill say that X* is R-valued (the explicitfactorization understood).

Then it is immediate from Theorem 4.11 that if G : rM^\342\200\224\302\273Ab*is

contravariant, exact and takes coproducts to products,and X* is R-

valued then there is a spectrum G(X) with [ Y, G(X)]* \302\253
G{-n^X \320\273\320\243)).

For example, if / is an injective R-module, then such a G : \320\273\320\226^-^\320\220\320\252*is

given by G(M)' = HomR(M,, /). In this case we will call G(X) the (R, /)-
dual of X. Over the integers such constructions have been studied by

Anderson, unpublished, (with 1 = Q/Z) and by Brown and Comenetz [36]
(with / = Reals/Z). Dual spectra share one particularly important pro-

property.

Proposition 2. If Y = G(X) for some G and X as above then there are no

f-phantom maps to Y.

Proof. We have

[Z, G(X)]* - GGr*(Z*X))
a i i P

lim [U, G(X)]* -lim GGr*(U \320\273X))
MZ) A(Z)

commuting, the vertical maps induced by the maps in A{Z). So it will

suffice to observe that C is an isomorphism (in fact we only need C

monic). But B factors as

GGr!f:(Z\320\273X))-^ G(colim wt(U \320\273X))-^->lim (Gir^U \320\273X)),
A(Z) A(Z)

Pi being G of the isomorphism of Theorem 4.6. And C2 is an isomor-

isomorphism since the properties of G imply that it takes colimits to limits. \342\226\241

We have actually proven the stronger result that for \320\243=
G(X),

[Z, Y]\342\200\224>\320\235\321\202\320\264B)[\320\246\320\243]is not only a monomorphism but is also an epi-
morphism. In fact in Corollary 17 we will prove that this map is an

epimorphism without restriction on Y.

Returning to the case R = Z,G: Ab*\342\200\224>Ab* (exact and taking coproduct
to product) gives a functor G: \320\243\342\200\224>\320\243.This functor has an alternative

description.

Proposition3. There is a natural equivalence G{X)^F{X, G{S)).
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Proof. We have

~[YaX,G(S)]*

~[Y,F(X,G(S)))*

from which the result follows easily. \342\226\241

Any functor G:Ab \342\200\224\302\273Abthat is contravariant, exact and takes

coproductsto productsis representable as Hom( , J) for some injective
(i.e.divisible) abelian group (see Appendix 1). So in particular there is a

natural map <p(M):M\342\200\224>G2(M) defined in the usual way. This map is
realizedin \320\255*.

Note. [\320\243,G(X)]1
\302\253

Gir,-( Y \320\273X) and in particular 7r,(G(X)) \302\253Gw

Proposition 4. There is a natural map ~r)(X) : X\342\200\224>\342\200\242G2(X) in SP such that

Proof. ForX in \320\243we define r/ (X): X \342\200\224\302\273G2(X) as the image of the identity

under [G(X), G(X)] \302\253
G(tto(G(X) \320\273X))

- [X, G2(X)]. To show that rj (X)

induces the right map in homotopy we first prove

Lemma. The following diagram commutes:

[Y,G(X)]-GGto(YaX))

HomG7-o(Y), Gtto(X))^ G(tto( Y) \302\256\320\264\320\260\321\212(\320\220\320\223))

w/jeT-e \302\253(/)= \321\202\320\263(/),K is induced by the natural map tt-0(Y)\302\256 tto(X)\342\200\224>\342\200\242

77\"o(Y \320\273X) and 8 is the adjoint isomorphism.

Proof. For \321\203G rrr(Y) we have

[Y, G(X)]-G7to(YaX)

| [y, G(XI | G7r(y)

[Sr, G(X)] *
G7T-0Er \320\273X)
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commuting. That is we have

MY)\302\256[Y, G(X)]
\302\253

M\320\243)\302\256GM\320\243 \320\273\320\245)

i i

commuting and adjoint to this

[Y,G(X)]
- Gtto(YaX)

1 I?'
\320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\320\2630(\320\243),7T0(G(X)))-HomG7-0(n Gtto(X))

commuting.
Further @' = 5y3 giving the desired diagram. \342\226\241

Applying the lemma we get the following commuting diagram:

[G(X),G(X)] = Gtto(G(X)aX) ~[X,G\\X)}
\321\204 \321\204 \320\244

- G(tt-0(G(X))(x) TTb(X))- \320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\2027-0(\320\245),G2tt-0(X))

But on the top row 1 : G(X)\342\200\224>G(X) goes to 17(X) and on the bottom
row 1: Gtto(X)\342\200\224>Gttq(X) goes to <\321\200(\321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245)),therefore \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\263/(\320\245))

=

<\321\200(\321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245))as desired. \320\237

In particular consider the case J = Q/Z or R/Z, R the real numbers.
Since the natural map M\342\200\224>G2(M) is an isomorphism for M finite the

following result is a corollary of Propositions 2 and 4.

Corollary 5. // X is in \320\243{then there are no non-trivial f-phantom maps
toX.

In Chapter 9 we will see that the (Z, Q/Z)-dual has an interesting

interpretation for a more general choiceof X.

\320\241Now suppose that we are given a covariant functor F : RM* \342\200\224\302\273Ab*

which is exact and takes products to products, for example F{M) =

\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\273(\320\240,\320\234) for a projective i?-module P. If X is such that the

cohomology functor represented by it takes values in RM* then we can

define a spectrum F(X) as the representing spectrum of the cohomology
functor F[ , X]. In this case the globally definedexamplesare uninteres-
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ting at least for F = Hom(F, ). For then P is free and it follows that F(X)

is just
a coproduct of copies of X. However such a construction would be

non-trivial if applied to a spectrum X with R - [X, X] or to a ring

spectrum X with R =
\321\202\320\263*(\320\245)and in either case P a non-trivial element of

In later chapters we will consider further examples of construction

performedvia the cohomology representability theorem.

D. As with the representability of cohomology functors, we can use the

representability of homology functors to construct spectra of required

types. Consider for example a functor F : \320\220\320\254^-\320\275\302\273-Ab* which is exact and

preserves coproducts.Then given a homology functor H represented by a

spectrum X we have the homologyfunctor FH which in turn is represen-
representedby a spectrum that we will denote F(X). A word of caution is in order

for although this assigns to each X a unique (up to equivalence) spectrum

F(X), the map from F(X) to F{Y) induced by a map from X to Y will,

by Theorem 4.17 only be determined up to /-phantom map. So it is not

clear that there will be an induced functor F : \320\243-+$P. Nonetheless, the

spectra produced in this fashion can be of interest in and of themselves.

To see this, note first that the above constructionappliesmoregenerally

to an exact coproduct preserving functor F : RM*-^Ab* defined on the

category of modulesover a (graded) ring R. Then F(X) can be defined if X

represents a homology functor that takes values in RM*. For example
(a) If H =

-\320\273-*and G is torsion free then F =
\302\256zG has the desired

form. So we can define X(x)G for X in \320\243\342\200\224inthis case the construction
can actually be done functorially since X(x)G ~ X \320\273S(G).

(b) Generalizing, if X is a ring spectrum, \320\243is a module spectrum over
X and N is a flat R = Tr^X^module then we can define Y\302\256RN as in

(a).

(c) As a special case of (b) if R is commutative and M (ZR is a
multiplicatively closed subset with 0 6\320\201\320\234then we can define the 'local-
'localization' M~lY= YI&rM^R\342\200\224this will, in fact, localize the homotopy
groups since 7T^M~lY)= M^tt^Y).

(d) For example if X is a commutative ring spectrum, R =
\"\320\277-*(\320\245)and

x G 7rr(X) is not nilpotent, then this gives x~xX. Alternatively, the reader
can show that x'X = wcolim Xr over the sequence X\342\200\224>s~rX-+

s~2rX \342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242where each map is multiplication by x.

This construction gives the representing spectrum for a type of

homology functor often encountered in the literature, e.g. [72], [106] and
[62].SeealsoChapter 24.
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2. Limit structures

We turn now to the applicationof homology and cohomology functors
to the study of limit structures in \320\243.

Theorem 6. 5^ has arbitrary products.

Proof. Let {\320\235^}\320\273be a family of spectra. Define a functor H :\320\243\342\200\224>Ab*

by H(X) =
\320\237\320\264[\320\245,Wa]*. Then H is a cohomologyfunctor and therefore

there is a natural isomorphism H(X) \342\200\224>[X,W] for some W in \320\243.Further

the projection maps H(X)\342\200\224>[X, Wa) are induced by maps W\342\200\224>Wa and

it is easily seen that with these maps W is the product \320\237Wa. \342\226\241

Let us consider some of the properties of this product. First it follows

on general grounds that the product is exact (see Proposition A2.10).
Next there is a natural map X \320\273\320\237Ya\342\200\224>W(X \320\273Ya) which is an isomor-

isomorphism for X in ^ (exercise).However this map is not an isomorphism in

general; an example of spectrawith \320\245\320\273\320\237\320\243\320\273^\320\237(\320\245\320\273Ya) appears in

Chapter 16. Finally the connection between the product and coproduct
has a number of facets including a link to /-phantom maps.

Proposition 7. There is a natural map \\1\320\233Ya \342\200\224\302\273\320\237\320\264Ya. It is an

equivalence if and only if for each r, 7rr(Ya) \320\2440 for only finitely many a

(so A must be countable). In particular if limn_oo| Yn\\
= \302\260\302\260then IlYn~

\320\237Yn. IfX -4 LTYa -> \320\237Ya -> sX is exact then either f = 0 (and the sequence

splits) or it is an f-phantom map.

Proof. The key point is that W in & is small and therefore we have the

following commuting diagram:

11

U[W,Ya) >U[W,Ya]. \342\226\241

Weak limits can be constructed from products as weak colimits were
from coproducts and we have

Proposition 8. If F : \320\220-+\320\243is a diagram over \320\233then it has a weak limit

in <f.
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Following further the development in the colimit case we can define a

minimal weak limit to be a weak limit X\342\200\224>Xasuch that the induced

diagram \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)
\342\200\224>\321\202\320\263*(\320\245\320\260)expresses \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)as the limit. Then as in

Proposition 3.3 a minimal weak limit will, if it exists, be unique and the

limit, if it exists, will a fortiori be the minimal weak limit. However as the

following demonstrates this notion is not as useful as that of minimal

weak colimit. Consider the diagram \342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242+-Xr-i\342\226\240&-Xr<-\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.We can con-

construct an economical weak limit, denoted wlim Xn defined by the exact

triangle s\"' \320\237Xr-> wlim AT,->\320\237 \320\220\320\223\320\223-^\320\237\320\245,where g
= tlgr with

gr: HXS \342\200\224\302\273Xr the composite of 11 (-/,.) and the projection. Then applying

[Y, ]* to this exact sequence we get

Proposition 9. There is an exact sequence

0 >\320\277\321\202'[\320\243,X,]5\021 >[\320\243,wlim \320\233\320\223,]*>lim[Y, Xr]s >0 .

So in general wlim Xr will not be a minimal weak limit.

An especially important example of an inverse limit sequence is the
Postnikov tower. For X in \302\243fand integer r we constructed in Proposition

3.8 a spectrum and map fr : X\342\200\224>X[\342\200\224\302\260\302\260,r] (here X[r, s] will denote any

choice of spectrum of the indicated type). Then consider the diagram with

rows exact:

X[r + 1, oo]
> x >

X[-\302\253>, r]
> sX[r + 1, oo]

II

X[r, \302\253>]
> X > X[-oo, r - 1] > sX[r, oo].

By Proposition 3.6 both
[X[r_+1,<\302\273], X[-oo, r-1]] and [$\320\245[\320\263+1,\302\253>],

X[-\302\260\302\260,r-l]] vanish so there is a unique fill-in map

g : X[-oo5,-]\342\200\224\302\273AT[-oo, r-l]. The resulting sequence \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\302\253-
X[-\302\260\302\260,r -

l]^\342\200\224X[\342\200\224<x>,r]<\342\200\224'-- is the Postnikov tower of X. Then from Proposition

3.4 we see that wcolim X[-\302\260o, /\342\226\240]
= 0 and from Proposition 9 that

wlim X[-a>, r] == X. Further this tower is functorial for if we are given a
map h : X\342\200\224*Y then for each r the square

X[-oo, r\\ -A>
\320\243[-\320\276\320\276,,-]

1 gr I g'r
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commutes.That is the composite

X JL X[-oc,r] \302\253'*-*-'*,
Y[-\320\276\321\201,r -

i]

is zero and therefore g'A-
-

hr-Xgr factors through sX[r-f l,oo] and as
above-0. (If X[r]-> X[-\342\204\242,r)->X[-\342\204\242, r-l}-b>sX[r) is the exact tri-

triangle in the Postnikov tower of X then kr is called the rth k-invariant of

X. The \320\272-invariants determine the Postnikov tower of a boundedbelow

spectrum.)

Let us look briefly at the question of when a spectrum is the limit of its

Postnikov tower. We define a non-zero map h : X\342\200\224>Y to be a phantom
map if the composites X\342\200\224>Y \342\200\224*

\320\243[\342\200\224\302\260\302\260,\320\263]are all zero. This is in fact

equivalent to the usual definition in terms of skeleta, e.g. [53].For the

general case see Proposition 6.19. For X bounded below note first that

[X(\">, \320\243]
= 0 if |\320\243|>\320\273and therefore [X\320\274, Y)->[X(n\\ \320\243[-\302\260\302\260,r]] is an

isomorphism if r> n. This implies that a phantom map vanishes on the
skeleta. As for the converse note that with XM->X-^>X/XM->sXM

exact we have that |\320\245/\320\245<\320\277)|> \320\277and therefore by Proposition 3.6

[X\320\274, \320\243[-oo, r]]-\302\273[X, \320\243[-oo, r]) is an isomorphism for n>r. The follow-

followingis immediate from the definitions and Proposition 9.

Proposition10. \320\243is the inverse limit of its Postnikov tower if and only if

there are no phantom maps to Y.

This phantom notion is closely related to the earlier one.

Proposition 11. (a) Any phantom map is an f-phantom map.
(b) If X is bounded below and of finite type then any f-phantom map

from X is a phantom map.

Proof, (a) Consider a phantom map /: X-\302\273\320\243.For W in & [ W, Z)
= 0 if

\\Z\\ > m where W = W(m>. So for Xa -> X in \320\233(\320\245),[X\302\253,Y[r, \302\260\302\260]]
= 0 for r

sufficiently large and therefore [Xa, \320\243]\342\200\224\302\273[\320\245\320\260,\320\243[-\302\260\302\260,r-1]] is monic. It

follows that each composite Xa \342\200\224*X\342\200\224*Y is zero.

(b) Since we may assume that the skeleta of X are finite this is

immediate from the skeleta description of phantom maps. \342\226\241

Corollary 12. // X is an (R, I)-dual then X is the limit of its Postnikov

tower. In particular X in \320\243{is the limit of its Postnikov tower.
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In Chapter 6 we will see examples of phantom maps and of /-phantom
maps

that are not phantom maps.
As we have seen, limits (e.g. the product) can be constructed using

cohomology functors; on the other hand colimits can be constructed using

homology functors. Let \320\233be a filtered category and let F : A \342\200\224>3F be a

diagram in 9 over A. (For a e obj A let Xa = F(a).)

Theorem 13. The minimal weak colimit wcolirn^ F existsin \302\243f.

Proof. Define a functor H : \302\245-*Ab* by H(U) = colimu tt^U \320\273\320\245\320\260).

Then H is exact: if Ur-* U2-* U3-+sUi is an exact triangle then for each

/: a -\302\273C in A we get

commuting with rows exact and it follows from Proposition A1.8 that

H(Ui)-*H(U2)-*H(U3) is exact. And H commuteswith coproducts:

H(U U7) = colim tt\302\273((II

= colim \320\246TT^Uy \320\273\320\245\320\260)

Therefore // is a homologyfunctor and therefore by Theorem 4.16 there
is a spectrum X in Sf such that // is equivalent toXr Further for or \302\243\320\233

the canonical map \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\273X^-^coIimu \321\202\320\263*(\320\273\320\245\320\260)is induced by a map
ga : Xa\342\200\224>X.This map is uniquely determined since by Theorem 4.17 a

natural transformation of these homology functors corresponds to an
element of [Xa, X]f which equals [Xa, X] since Xa is in &. And if

/: a-^/3 is in \320\233then

colim ttj|c( \320\273\320\245\320\260)

/ \\

77-*( \320\233Xa) >\320\242\320\223*(
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commutesand (again since Xa is in 2F) it follows that

X F(f)>X

X

commutes. Applying \321\202\320\263*we get that colim^ ir*(Xa)\342\200\224>Tr*{X) is an

isomorphism so if X is a weak colimit it will be the minimal one. Suppose
we are given ha: Xa\342\200\224>U for a E obj A with hpF(f)

\342\200\224ha for any

f\\a->p in A. Then there is an induced natural transformation

colimu 7\320\263*(\320\273\320\245\320\260)\342\200\224\302\2737\320\263*(\320\273U) which by Theorem 4.17 is realized by a

unique element of [X, U]f. Let h : X\342\200\224*U be any representative for this

element. Then hga =
ha since Xa is in & and the induced diagram

\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\273Xa) >colim \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\273Xa)

\\

A

\320\243

7\320\223*(\320\233U)

commutes. Therefore X is a weak colimit of F. \342\226\241

The restriction to diagrams in SF is essential in this argument. Whether

arbitrary filtered diagrams in Sf have minimal weak colimits in general
remains an open question.However, as we shall see in Proposition 15,

colimits themselves actually exist if we pass to a closelyrelated category.

3. Applications to foundations

The representability results can be applied to the study of various
foundational questions. It will be convenient in this section to identify the

subcategory of finite spectra with the Spanier-Whitehead category SWf
(this could be made rigorous by replacing a stable homotopy category by

an equivalent category with this property).
To begin with we can interpret the representability theorems as

characterizing the objects of a stable homotopy category as homology or

cohomology functors on SWf, i.e. covariant or contravariant exact functors
to Ab* or Ab* respectively. Let \320\226be the category whose objects are
cohomology functors H : SWf \342\200\224\302\273Ab* (by the self-duality of SWf homology
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functors would do as well) and whose morphisms are the stable natural

transformations of such functors. And let 57ph {tfrnod/-phantom maps)be
the category with the same objects as \320\243and with 57ph(X, Y) = [X, Y]f.

Proposition 14. 5^/ph is equivalent to \320\226.

Proof. The assignments to each X in \320\243of the cohomology functor

X* :SWf\342\200\224>Ab* and to each / in [X, Y] of the natural transformation

y*
. x*-* Y* defines a functor E : S7ph-> #f. By Theorem 4.15 E(X, Y)

is an isomorphism and by Theorem 4.13 any object in \320\226is equivalent to

E(X) for some X. It follows that E is an equivalence. D

It is immediate from this that if \320\243\321\205and Sf2 are any two stable homotopy
categories(categoriessatisfying Axioms 1-5) then 5Vph and 5^/ph are
equivalent\342\200\224strong support for the uniqueness conjecture of Chapter2.

Let us note the basic structure of the category

Proposition 15. (a) Spectra are equivalent in Sflph if and only if they are

equivalent in \320\243.

(b) E7ph, s) is a graded {additive) category.

(c) The coproduct in \320\243is the coproduct in \320\243/ph.

(d) The product in \320\243is the product in \320\243/ph.

(e) Given F: \320\233\342\200\224>\320\243/phwith \320\233filtered then colim F exists in \320\243/ph.

(f) The smash product in \320\243induces a smash product in \320\243/ph.

Proof, (a) If f:X\342\200\224*Y in 5^ represents an equivalence in 5^/ph then

there is a map g : Y \342\200\224*X such that fg and gf differ from the identity

maps by /-phantom maps. It follows that 7r*(f) is an isomorphism and
thus that / is an equivalence in \320\243.

For (b) and (e) observe that the corresponding limit structures exist in

Beyond that it is only necessary to remark that the natural maps

>(IlXJ* and (IlXa)*-^UX* are equivalences in \320\226\342\200\224thefor-

former because finite spectra are small.
Finally for (/) the main point is that if /: X\342\200\224\302\273Y is an /-phantom map

then for any Z so is / \320\2731 : X \320\273Z-\302\273\320\243\320\273Z. \342\226\241

Thus in passing from \302\243fto 57ph we lose the triangulated structure\342\200\224but

gain colimits.

As we observed above if Sfx and \302\243f2are stable homotopy categories
then 5Vph and S^Vph are equivalent. Such an equivalence must of course
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preserve all limit structures; however the situation with respect to the

smash product is not so clear.To clarify this we will take a different

approach to the characterization of spectra, identifying them with filtered

diagrams in SWf. This approach has the added virtue that it gives a

somewhat more concrete senseof the nature of spectra, one closer to the

actual construction of models of the axioms. So consider the diagram

category 3> with objects F: A \342\200\224>SWf, A filtered and morphisms from F

to G all commuting diagrams

\\ \320\273

SWf.

Two constructions that we have consideredappear as functors in this
context. First, taking wcolim F for F in 2) defines a functor 3) \342\200\224\302\2735^/ph

representing diagrams in &>. And second, assigning to each X in 5^ the

filtered category A(X) definesa functor A : 5^/ph\342\200\224\302\2732).Related to these is
the functor H :2\342\200\224>\320\226that assigns to F in 2) the element of \320\226given by

colim[ W, Fa]. Then the following proposition gives the connection be-
between these functors.

Proposition 16. (a) Thereis a natural equivalence \\\320\275\321\201\320\276\\\\\321\202\320\233{\320\245)\320\245\320\260-*\320\245.

(b) Given F : A \342\200\224>SWf in 2) there is a {natural) cofinal inclusion in 2)
A-^A (X) where X - wcolim F.

Proof is left to the reader.

In particular, Proposition 16(a)gives the identification of spectra with

filtered diagrams of finite spectra. As for the relation of morphisms of

diagrams and spectra, the reader is left with the following exercise.

Exercise. Define morphisms between filtered diagrams over SWf to form

a quotient category 3)' of 9) such that 3)' is equivalent to

Applying Proposition 16 we have the cohomology analogof Theorem 4.6.

Corollary 17. // H is a cohomology functor then the map
\320\235(\320\245)-^\\\\\321\202\320\273{\320\245)\320\235{\320\245\320\260)is an epimorphism.

The description of arbitrary spectra as diagrams of finite spectra can
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\321\201\320\275.->> JJ

now be used to clarify the nature of the smash product. Considerobjects
in % F \342\226\240A -*SWf and G : F-\302\273SWf, and define F \320\273G : \320\233\321\205T-\302\273SWf by

(f \320\273G)(a, /3)= Fa \320\273Gp and similarly for maps. Since \320\233and F are

directed so is \320\233\321\205\320\223;so this defines a pairing \320\273: Q) x 2>\342\200\224\302\2732> and we have

Proposition 18. (a) There is a natural equivalence wcolim(FA

E)\342\200\224\302\273
wcolim F \320\273wcolim G.

(b) For X and Y in \302\243f,there is an equivalence X \320\273Y =\302\273

V)-^ \320\273^s natural in 57ph.

Proof, (a)The coherent family Fa \320\273Gp\342\200\224>wcolim F \320\273wcolim G gives rise

to a map wcolim(F \320\273G) \342\200\224>wcolim F \320\273wcolim G. The induced map in

homotopy appears in the following commuting diagram:

77-;f:(wcolim(F \320\273G)) > 77-;f:(wcolim F \320\273wcolim G)

t t
colim 7r*(Fa \320\273Gp) >colimcolim \321\202\321\202*(\320\240\320\260\320\273Gp)

Here the bottom map is the natural map from the bigraded colimit to the

iterated colimit and is in general an isomorphism. The left-hand map is
the isomorphism of Proposition 3.4. The right-hand map is the composite
of the maps

colimcolim 7r*(Fa \320\273Gp) > colim 7rJ|c(Fa \320\273wcolim G)
\320\233 \320\223 \320\233

> TT^wcolim F \320\273wcolim G)

both of which are isomorphisms by application of Proposition4.2.
(b) This is just a special case of (a) with F = \320\233(X) and G = \320\233(\320\243). \342\226\241

We can interpret (b) as saying that the smash product given in Axiom 3

is the unique extension of the one in SWf. In Theorem 19 this same

observation appears in a different form.
The argument of Proposition 18 does not require that Fa and Gp be

finite spectra.

Exercise. Generalize Proposition 18(a) to diagrams in \320\243.

In Chapter 2 I stated a uniquenessconjecture:that any two stable

homotopy categories are equivalent. Here we have a strong version of the

corresponding statement for the derived categories.
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Theorem 19. Let \320\243and 9\" be stable homotopy categories, i.e. categories

satisfying Axioms 1-5. Then there is an {additive) stable equivalence

E : Sflph -\302\2735^'/ph that preserves

(a) the coproduct,

(b) the product,
(c) the colimit over filtered categories,

(d) the smash product.

This theorem is basically a restatement of earlier results and its proof is
left to the reader. Theorem 19 is, of course, support for the uniqueness
conjecture. However, the equivalence of Theorem 19 is based on the

correspondence of a spectrum and its associated diagram category of

finite spectra, and this correspondence will not detect phantom

phenomena\342\200\224at least not directly. Nonetheless, as the following exercise

indicates, such phenomena may be detectable indirectly.

Exercise. Let X-^Y\342\200\224>Z-^sX be an exact triangle in \320\243with / an

/-phantom map. Then /= 0 if and only if \320\233(h) splits.

This is, of course, further support for the uniqueness conjecture.
If the approach to stable homotopy theory incorporated in the forego-

foregoingchapters is to be of general utility there must be a natural way of

incorporating into a stable homotopy category \320\243objects such as spaces
that are of interest from the point of view of stable homotopy theory.
This can be donevia Proposition 14 which allows us to correspond to any

homology or cohomology theory defined on CW-complexesits represent-
representingspectrum in \320\243.Precisely, if H is a reduced homology or cohomology

theory defined on the category of base-pointed CW-complexes then as in

Chapter 1 we define \320\232:SWf-> Ab* by K((X, m))= smH(X). And, again

as in Chapter 1, given a stable natural transformation of such theories
there is a stable natural transformation of the corresponding functors

defined on SWf. Let \320\226*(resp. \320\226*)be the category of reduced homology
(resp. cohomology) theories and stable natural transformations. Thus we

have a functor from \320\226*(resp. \320\226*)to \320\226and combining this with an

inverse to the equivalence E of Proposition 14 defines a representing
functor R : 5if* \342\200\224>57ph (resp. R : %*->Sf/ph). This representation pro-

procedure applies equally to homology or cohomologytheories defined only

on finite CW-complexes\342\200\224that is, to homology or cohomology functors

defined on SWf.
This procedure also carriesany pairing structure of the homology or
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cohomology theories to ring and module spectrum structure of the

representing spectra. The following result is typical of this connection.

Proposition 20. Let H be a cohomology functor defined on SWf and

supposethat

A) R =
H\302\260(S) is a ring with unit 1,

B) there is a pairing /\320\273:H\302\260(U)\302\256H\302\260(V)-> H\302\260(U\320\273V) sucfi that the

composites

and

^Li\\)l\\^i\\ , k(x)=l(x)x,

are the identity. If X representsH then /jl is induced by ring spectrum structure

on X.

Proof. Taking f:Xa->X and g:Xp-^X in A{X) we get fi(f\302\256g) in

X(Xa \320\273Xp). As / and g range over the objects of A (X) we get a coherent
family of elements and thus an element of \\\\\321\202.\320\273{\320\245)\321\205\320\233(\320\245)\320\245(\320\245\320\260\320\273\320\245\321\200).But by

Proposition 18 \320\233(\320\245)\321\205\320\233(\320\245)is cofinal in A(X aX) and therefore the
induced map

lim \320\245(\320\245\320\260\320\273\320\245\321\200)
> lim X(Xa \320\273Xp)

\320\233(XxX) \320\233(\320\245)*\320\233(\320\245)

is an isomorphism.

Combining this with the epimorphism of Corollary 17 we get a map
m': X a X\342\200\224>Xwhich induces the given pairing. Now let i:S\342\200\224>X

represent the unit of R. The condition on the pairing implies that the

composites \320\245\302\2535\320\2731-^\320\245\320\273\320\245^\320\245and X ~X a S-^-*X a X^> X
are equivalences. If ex and e2 are their respective inverses then m =

m'{e2 a ei) and i give X the desired ring spectrum structure. \342\226\241

There are similar results for pairing in homology, pairings inducing
module spectrum structure, etc. These will be left for the reader to
formulate and prove.

Important special cases of the representing procedure arise as follows.
Supposethat we are given a triangulated category <# and an exact functor

/\342\200\242.SW,-\302\273^.Then assigning to each object X in <\342\202\254the cohomology

functor <#(/(), A\:SWf->-")Ab* defines a representing functor
R '.

c\342\202\254-+SP/ph. This functor is additive and the defining isomorphism
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ce{I(W),X) = [W,R(X)} may be interpreted as saying that via R

phenomena in <# and \302\243fcorrespond at least as far as they are detected by
finite spectra.

The following are two instances of this.

A) Corresponding to the inclusion /:SWf\342\200\224\302\273SWthere is a functor

R:SW-*\302\245/ph representing spaces in \320\243.The following proposition
summarizes the basic properties of this functor.

Proposition 21. (a) Thereis a natural isomorphism tt*(R(X))~

(b) // F: A\342\200\224\302\273SWfis a diagram of finite CW'-complexes with A filtered
and there is a coherent family of maps X\302\253\342\200\224>X in SW with

colim \321\202\320\263\302\243(\320\245\320\260)-*\321\202\321\2021(\320\245)an isomorphism then R(X)~ R(F).
(c) // \320\233is the diagram category of finite subcomplexes of X and

F :A \342\200\224\302\273SWfassigning the stable classes of the inclusions then R(X)~

R(F).

(d) R(V Xa)
(e) R(X aY
(f) // H is a reduced homology theory on CW-complexes satisfying the

wedge axiom then there is an isomorphism natural in both the theory (as an

object of \320\226*)and the space:

Proof, (a) This is a specialcaseof an observation made above.

(b) Applying R to the given coherent family of maps we get a coherent
family (in 9) R(Xa)->R(X). Therefore by Theorem 13 there is a map
wcolim R(Xa)-+ R(X). But then in homotopy this gives

colim ir+iRiXa))\302\253 77-*(wcolim R(Xa))

colim \321\202

and the bottom map is an isomorphism. Therefore the map

wcolim R(Xa)-+ (X) is an equivalence.
(c) This is just a special case of (b).
(d) Let A have objects V X%<-* V Xa with X% a finite subcomplex of

Xa equal to the base point for almost all indices (therefore V X% is a
finite CW-complex). And let the morphisms of A be the obvious inclusion

maps. Then the coherent family VX^->V Xa, with the stable classes of
the inclusion maps, satisfies the condition of (b). Therefore K(VXa)~
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wcolim jR(V X%). But there is a natural isomorphism R(V X%)=*

UR(Xp) since this is all in SWf. From this it is easy to see that

wco\\imUR(X%)~UR(Xa).

(e) Let \320\233have objects Xa \320\273Ypc^ X \320\273\320\243with Xa (resp. Yp) a finite

subcomplex of X (resp. Y) and morphisms the inclusion maps. Since
X \320\273\321\203=

U(X\302\253\320\273V^) expresses X \320\273\320\243as the union of finite subcomplexes

it follows that colim \321\202\321\202-*(\320\245\320\260\320\273\320\243\321\215)\302\253\321\202\320\263*(\320\233\"\320\273\320\243).Thus we have

R(X \320\273\320\243)
\302\253wcolim \320\257(\320\245\320\260\320\273\320\243\321\200)by (b)

\302\253
wcolim(\302\243(\320\233\320\223\320\262)\320\273R(YP)) since this is in SWf

~ (wcolim R(Xa)) \320\273(wcolim R(YP)) by Proposition 18

*\320\222\320\224\320\2731?(\320\243)by (\321\201).

(f) Taking colimits over the finite subcomplexes of X we have

-colim R(HUR(Xa))
colim H*(Xa)

The first isomorphism is by an obvious variant of Theorem 4.6 and the
third is by the corresponding unstable result, the one originally proved by
Milnor in [93]. \342\226\241

Note. In later chapters we will suppress the distinction between a space
and the corresponding spectrum in \320\243.Thus we will talk about a space in

Sf and if X denotes the space, write X for R(X) in \320\243.

This is a suitable place to elaborateon comments made in Chapter 1

concerning the limitations of SW as a context for stable homotopy theory.

In [50], Freyd proves that if R : SW\342\200\224*s\302\243is any functor taking wedge to
coproduct then R is not an embedding and if {A, B}-^>su{R(A), R(B)) is

injective for A in SWf then R is not full. Therefore it follows that the
functor R : SW\342\200\224\302\2735^/ph constructed above is neither full nor an embed-

embedding. As to how far 5^ is from being an expanded SW the following
problem is relevant.

Problem.Find f:X\342\200\224>Y non-zero in &> such that all composites
W-+X-U Y, with W representing a space, are zero. Such a map might

appropriately be called superphantom.
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B) Another example arises if we consider X-spectra. A X-spectrum is a

sequence {Xn, \320\265\342\200\236},n G Z, with Xn a topological space with base-point and

\320\265\342\200\236: S1 \320\273Xn
= SXn->Xn+i a base-point preserving continuous map. Thus,

for instance, for a spaceX there is the suspension spectrum of X, X(X),

given by X(X) =
{SnX, en} with en : S(SnX)^Sn+lX the identity. Ano-

Another example is that of the Thorn spectra. In particular, the Thorn

spectrum MO is the sequence with nth space (\320\277\320\255=0)\320\234\320\236\342\200\236the Thorn

complex of the universal On-bundle \302\243\342\200\236and map en : SMOn->MOn+i the
map induced by the classifying map \302\243\342\200\236\302\2511\342\200\224\302\273\302\243\342\200\236+\321\2141 the trivial line bundle.
The Thorn spectra MSO, MU, MSU, MSpin, etc. are defined similarly

(for details see [123]). Categoriesof ^-spectra can be defined in a variety
of different ways by taking various subcoUections of ^-spectra as objects
and with various definitions of morphisms (see for example [105] and

[135]). In the present situation we want such a category X such that X is

triangulated and such that there is an exact functor /:SWf-\302\273X An

example of such a category was constructed by Puppe in [105]. The

objects in this category are ^-spectra that satisfy:

A) each Xn is a CW-complex,

B) each \320\265\342\200\236is a subcomplex inclusion and

C) there is an m independent of n with Xn+i
- SXn having no cells in

dimension =^2n \342\200\224m.

Examples of such spectra are the suspension spectra and the Thorn

spectra. As for morphisms Puppe's category is a homotopy category. A

map /: (\320\245\342\200\236,\302\243\342\200\236)-\302\273(\320\243\342\200\236,8n) is a sequence /\342\200\236: \320\245%\320\277~\321\202)-^>Ym for some m

independent of n, such that /n+1 restricts to give Sfn. And the homotopy
relation is defined via maps (\320\241\321\2031(\320\220\320\223\342\200\236),\320\241\321\2031(\320\265\342\200\236))\342\200\224\302\273(\320\243\342\200\236,8\342\200\236).Then letting s

be the shift suspension and A the collection of diagrams derived from

mapping sequences Puppe proves that (X, s, A) is a triangulated category.

Further SWf sits inside X so we get a representing functor R : X -> 5^/ph.
The remaining examples will be the particular spectra that appear from

time to time in the later chapters of this book\342\200\224primarily as examples of

various general structuresbeing considered.
(a) If //*( ; G) is singular homology theory with G coefficients then the

representing spectrum in 5^ is the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with

group G and will be denoted H(G). Since tto(H(G)) = G and

tt,(H(G))
= 0 for tV 0 we may apply Proposition 3.6 to conclude that

H(G) is the unique (up to equivalence) spectrum in 5^ with these

homotopy groups. In the next chapter we will take a strictly internal

approach to the study of these spectra and the functors they represent.

(b) Real K-theory is denned on finite CW-complexes by KOr(AT) =
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KO(SrX) where KO(AT) is the abelian group with generators the isomor-

isomorphism
classes of (real) vector bundles over X and relations the expres-

expressions[\302\243\302\251i?]
~

\320\250
~~

iv] where @ is the Whitney sum (for details see [61])
This defines a cohomology theory represented in 5^ by a spectrum that

will be denoted \320\232\320\236.The most prominent feature of K-theory is Bott

periodicity
which can be expressed as a natural equivalence KO*(AT)~

KO*+8(^0- To this there corresponds an equivalence KO~s8KO (which

by Proposition 15(a) can be assumed to be in &>). And \321\202\320\263*(\320\232\320\236)
=

KO*(S\302\260)

is given as the periodic extension of

i 0 12 3 4 5 6 7

7\320\263,(\320\232\320\236)Z Z2 Z2 0 Z 0 0 0

Similarly there is the spectrum KU in \320\243representing complex /^-theory.

For it Bott periodicity takes the form of an equivalence KU ~ s2KU and

7T*(KU)is the periodic extension of tto(KU) = Z and 7r,(KU)
= 0. Further,

as in Proposition 20, the pairings in /^-theory induce ring spectrum
structure on \320\232\320\236and KU.

Exercise. Let ku = KU[0,\302\260\302\260]and let x G \321\202\320\2632(\320\272\320\270)be a generator. Then ku

is a ring spectrum and x'ku = KU. There is a similar result relating

\320\272\320\276= KO[0, \302\273]and \320\232\320\236.

(\321\201)Another important family of examples are the Thorn spectra and

spectra related to them. Thus MO, MSO, MU, etc. will denote the spectra
in \320\243that represent the Thorn spectra in X. Alternatively\342\200\224and

equivalently\342\200\224MG can be regarded as the spectrum that represents G-

bordism theory. Then the pairing in G-bordism induces ring spectrum
structure on MG. Specializing to the case G = U Sullivan and Baas [21]
have defined \302\243/-bordism theories with singularities. These too are
representedin Sf. Thus, \321\202\320\263*(\320\234\320\270)

=
Z[xu x2,...] with |jq| = 2i and if

\342\200\242S=
(\320\243\321\214\320\243\320\263,\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)is a sequence of elements in \321\202\320\263*(\320\234\320\270)then there is an

MU-module spectrum MU(S)killing the y,'s\342\200\224ifS is a regular sequence
then tt+(MU(S))= 7\320\263*(\320\234\320\270)/(\321\203\321\214y2,...). Similarly the homology theory
MU*( )(x)Z{p), Z(p) the integers localized at p, is represented in 5^ (p-

localization is considered in a systematic way in Chapter 8). More
importantly, this theory decomposes into a sum of smaller homology
theories (see [8]). The bottom of these is a theory with pairing and is

represented in \320\243by a ring spectrum BP, the Brown-Petersonspectrum.

Then 7\320\263*(\320\222\320\240)
=

Z(p)[vu v2,...] with |u,-|= 2{p''- 1). Combining bordism
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with singularities and p-localization as in [138] gives rise to a number of
spectra that will be of particular importance as examplesin our later

work. The following are module spectra over BP with the indicated

homotopy module over \321\202\320\263*(\320\222\320\240):

A) F(n) with 7r*(F(n))= 7\320\263*(\320\222\320\240)/(\320\270\342\200\236+1,.\342\200\242\342\200\242),also denoted BP<n>,

B) P(n) with 7\320\263*(\320\240(\320\277))
=

\321\202\320\263*(\320\222\320\240)/A>\320\276,...,Vn-x), here v0 = p,
C) k(n) with ir*(k(n))

=
\321\202\320\263*(\320\222\320\240)/(\320\270\320\276,...,vm \342\226\240\342\226\240-)\342\200\242



CHAPTER 6

G-HOMOLOGY AND G-COHOMOLOGY

Introduction

We begin in Section 1 with the standard classificationof spectra with

one non-vanishing homotopy group\342\200\224the Eilenberg-MacLane spectra.

The elementary properties of thesespectra are studied: degree zero maps,
Bocksteins,product pairings. Then in Section 2 we study the homology

and cohomology functors represented by these spectra. The universal

coefficient theorems and Kunneth formulas are proved without recourse

to a chain level description. Then Serre theory is developed, the White-

head theorem being a specialcase,and here the difference between

bounded below and unbounded spectra is underscored. We then study the

notion of a cellular tower for an unbounded spectra\342\200\224because of the

unboundedness the convergence properties of such a tower are of neces-
necessitya bit tricky. The existence of such a tower for an arbitrary spectrum is

proven. Related to this are examples of various kinds of phantom
phenomenaand these are also considered here.

1. Eilenberg-MacLanespectra

The Postnikov tower gives the decomposition of a spectrum with factor

terms having only one non-vanishing homotopy group. Therefore it is of

special interest that such spectra are easily classified. Let \302\245[n]be the full

subcategory of &> with X in Sf[n] if 7r,(X)
= 0 for iV n. Then the n-fold

shift suspension sets up an equivalence of Sf[n\\ and \320\243\320\251so it suffices to
describe the latter.

Theorem 1. The functor \321\202\320\2630: \320\243\\0\\
-\302\273Ab is an equivalence of categories.

85
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Proof. We will construct a functor H : Ab\342\200\224\302\2735^[0]such that \321\202\321\2020\320\235
= Idem

and Htt0 is naturally equivalent to the identity functor on 5^[0].Since
77o(S)

= Z we can let H(Z)=S[0]. Then by Proposition 3.6

7r0:[UH(Z),UH(Z)]->Hom(IIZ,IlZ) is an isomorphism. For an

arbitrary abelian group G choose a resolution 0\342\200\224\302\273IJZ-^IIZ^ G-\302\2730

and then define H(G) by the exactness of

llH(Z)-^ llH(Z)-> H(G)-> slltt(Z) where iro(J)= d. Then H(G) is

in 5^[0] and iro(H(G)) = G. And again by Proposition 3.6

7\320\2630:[H(G), /f(H)]\342\200\224\302\273Hom(G, H) is an isomorphism defining H(J) for

f: G\342\200\224>H.This defines the functor /f and another application of Pro-

Proposition 3.6 shows that there is a natural equivalence of \320\235(\321\202\321\202\320\276(\320\245))and

X. D

As is standard, H(G) will be called the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum
associated to G. More generally if {Gr} is in Ab* then the spectrum
L\\rsrH(Gr) is the associatedgeneralizedEilenberg-MacLanespectrum.

From Theorem 1 it follows that the structure of Ab is reflected in the

structure of \320\243[0]. For instance, \321\202\320\2630sets up a correspondence between

coproducts, minimal weak colimits and products in 5^[0] E^[0] is closed

with respect to all of these) and coproducts,colimits and products in Ab.

On the other hand if Gi<\342\200\224G2<\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a sequence with lim1 Gr^0 then

7Ti(wlim H(Gr)) ^ 0 by Proposition 3.4. To exact sequences in Ab there

correspond sequences in 5^[0] which expand to exact triangles in \320\243.This

in turn gives rise to a classification of degree one maps between Eilen-
Eilenberg-MacLane spectra.

Proposition 2. There is a functorial isomorphism /3: Ext(G, H)

[H(G),H(H)Y.

Proof. If 0\342\200\224>H-^I-^G\342\200\224\302\2730is exact then there is an exact triangle

^^bH(H). (That is, there is an exact triangle

and we can choose X to be H(G) and g

to be H(b).) The map / is in general only determined up to an

equivalence. However since \321\211\320\235
= Ident it is easy to show that / is

unique and in fact depends only on the class in Ext of the extension.
Therefore we define E of the class in Ext of O^H-^I\342\200\224\302\273G\342\200\224\302\2730to be

fe[H(G),H(H)]1. We can also define a map a: [H(G), H(H)]l-+
Ext(G,H) as follows. For /:H(G)-> sH(H) there is an exact

triangle which will have the form \320\235(\320\235)\320\233\320\257(/)\320\233H(G)-^SH(H),
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be the class in Ext with representative 0\342\200\224>

G -\302\2730. Then a and E are inverse to each other and are

functorial
in each variable. \342\226\241

For e in Ext(G, H) the element /3(e)of [H(G), H(H)]1 is called the

Bocksteinassociatedto e.

In Ab there is also a tensor product and this too gives rise to structure

involving Eilenberg-MacLane spectra.

Proposition 3. (a) There is a natural map f : H(G) \320\273H(H)-*H(G\302\256 H)

uniquely determined by the property that \321\202\320\263\320\276(/)is the identity.

(b) In particular if G has additional structure defined on it using the

tensor product {e.g. ring, commutative ring, module, coring, etc.) then H{G)
has the corresponding spectrum structure.

Proof. By Proposition 3.6 there is an isomorphism \321\202\320\2630:[H(G) \320\273\320\235(\320\235),

H(G(g)H)]-\302\273Hom(G(x)H, G\302\256H). This gives (a) and (b) follows

easily. \342\226\241

As a final observation we have the following example of a non-trivial

/-phantom map between Eilenberg-MacLanespectra\342\200\224this will then also

serve as an example of an /-phantom map that is not a phantom map. Let

0-\302\27311\320\264Ga-^T\\A Ga\342\200\224\302\273H\342\200\224\302\2730be a short exact sequence with the Go's

chosen so that the canonical map i does not split (so in particular H\302\245-0).

Then following Proposition 5.7 the Bockstein of this sequence

H(H)\342\200\224>sH(ilA Ga) is an /-phantom map.

2. HG*and HG*

We turn now to an examination of the homology and cohomology
functors represented by the Eilenberg-MacLane spectra. These functors
are in a number of important ways more amenable than the homotopy
functor, for example in the existence of a simple relationship between

HG^X \320\273Y) and HG*(X) and HG*(Y)\342\200\224we will let HG* denote

^(G)* and HG* denote H(G)*.On the other hand there is a basic
limitation in dealing with these functors, namely the existence of (un-
(unbounded) spectra undetected by them, i.e. \320\233\320\2430 such that HG*{X) = 0 =
HG*(X)for all G\342\200\224inthe terminology of Chapter 7, X is HG*- and

#G*-acyclic.
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From the properties of the Eilenberg-MacLane spectra we can derive
the familiar universal coefficient and Kunneth formulas (without recourse

to chain complexes).

Proposition 4. Let R be a PID and M an R-module, then for X in \320\243the

following sequences are exact (maps defined in the proof):

(a) \320\236-\302\273HRr(X)\302\256RM-> HMr(X)->TorR(HRr-i(X), M)->0,

(b) 0^Ext\302\253(H\302\253r-i(X), M)->HMr(X)

Proof, (a) Let 0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224P<\342\200\224Q<\342\200\2240 be an exact sequence with P and

hence \320\236 projective. Applying H we get the exact triangle

{Q) and since P =
\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\251\320\240))is a flat*/? =

there is by Corollary 4.4 a natural isomorphism
(similarly for Q). Therefore we get the follow-

followingcommutative diagram:

HQr(X) > HPr(X)~^ HMr(X)

with the bottom row exact. But clearly coker a \342\200\224
HRr(X)\302\256RM and

ker j3 = TorR(HRr~i(X), M) and it follows that there is an exact sequence
of the desired form (the map HRr(X) \302\256RM\342\200\224\302\273HMr(X) is just the map of
Corollary 4.4(a)).

(b) Let O^M^/\342\200\224>/->0be an exact sequenceof R-modules with /

and hence / injective. The argument parallels that of (a) using Corollary

4.4(b). \342\226\241

The argument of Proposition 4 extends to any R if we restrict to M
with proj dim M *\302\2431 in (a) and inj dim M ^ 1 in (b). However some such
restriction is essential.For example,if R = M = Q/Z (Q the rational

numbers) and X \342\200\224
H(Q) then from the sequence 0-+Z-* Q\342\200\224>Q/Z\342\200\224\302\2730

we see that H(Q/Z)*(H(Q))*0. But on the other hand QIZ~
Up(\\JrZ/prZ) so H(Q/Z)~IJP wcolim H(Z/pZ). Therefore H(Q) \320\273

H(Q/Z)
= 0, that is H(QIZ)*{H{Q)) = 0.

Corollary 5. With the notation of Proposition 4 if X is HR ^-acyclic then

it is HM*- and HM*-acyclic.In particular if X is HZ^-acyclic then it is

HG*- and HG*~acyclic for all G.
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From Proposition 4 we can also derive the Kunneth formula. First we

observe that smashing an arbitrary spectrum with an Eilenberg-MacLane

spectrum always yields a generalizedEilenberg-MacLanespectrum\342\200\224the

smashing in this case is literal.

Proposition 6. For X in \320\243and a PID R there is an equivalence X \320\273

H(R)-+Uns\"H(Gn)
where Gn = HRn(X).

Proof. Since UnsnH(Gn)^TLnsnH(Gn) (Proposition 5.7) it suffices to
define /\342\200\236: X aH(R)-* s\"H(Gn) with \321\202\320\263\342\200\236(/\342\200\236)an isomorphism. By Pro-

Proposition
4 there is an epimorphism H(Gn)\"(X)^>Hom(HRn(X),G).

Therefore there is a map gn :s\"X->H(Gn) inducing the identity map
HRn(X)-~>Gn and we define /\342\200\236as the composite s~\"X \320\273

^) \342\226\241

Proposition 7. For X and Y in SF and PID R the following sequence is exact:

0 > U HRi(Y)\302\256RHRj(X) >HRk(YAX)
i+j=k

' '

> II TorR(\320\235\320\251\320\243),HRj(X)) >0.
i+j=k-l

Proof. With the notation of Proposition 6 we have for each i+ j = \320\272the

exact sequence

0 >HR,(Y) \302\256RGj >H(GMY) \342\226\272\320\242\320\276\320\263*(\320\257\320\232,_1(\320\237<3) >0 .

Summing over i+j=k we get an exact sequence with middle term

Uk H(Gj),(Y) = II \321\211(\320\243\320\273

\320\273\320\245AH(R))=HRk(Y \320\273\320\245).\342\226\241

Let us now examine the connection betweenthese functors and the homo-

topy functor. Here the bounded below spectra play a special role so
let Sf* denote the full subcategory of bounded below spectra. Let f:S^>
H(Z) generate tto(H(Z))= Z. Then the Hurewicz map h:irr(X)-^>
HZr(X)is defined by S^X^X \320\273S-^X \320\273H(Z). We will now de-
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velop in this context Serre's C-theory [111].Let \320\241be a collection of
abelian groups, then it is called a class of abelian groups if it satisfies

I. given 0-\302\273Gi\342\200\224>G2\342\200\224>G3\342\200\224\302\2730exact then G2 is in \320\241if and only if Gx

and G3 are in C,

II. if G is in \320\241then HZr(H(G)) is in \320\241for all r.

Proposition 8. The following are classes of abelian groups:
(a) {0},
(b) {G | G finitely generated},

(c) {G|G/imte},

(d) {G | G finite and o(G) prime to a fixedset of primes},

(e) {G | G \302\256//
=

0} /or a /bced torsion free group H, in particular taking

H = \320\236we get {G | G torsion}.

Proof. In eachcasethe proof of the first condition is a simpleexercisein

algebra (for (e) the assumption that H is torsion free is needed). So we
turn to the proof of II for each.

(b) If G is finitely generated then H(G) is bounded below and of finite

type and therefore by Proposition 3.7 so is H(G) \320\273H{Z).

(c) Let G be a finite group and let n be prime to o(G).Then n\\H(G) is

an equivalence and therefore the induced map

Xn: HZ*(H(G))^HZ*(H(G)) is an isomorphism. But by (b)

HZ*{H{G)) is of finite type and therefore we must have HZr(H(G))
finite\342\200\224in fact with order prime to n.

(d) Let 0* be a set of primes and let \320\241= {G | G finite and

GCD(o(G), p) = 1 p G &}.Then a finite group G is in \320\241if and only if

xp : G\342\200\224\302\273G is an isomorphism for all p G <3>. So a slight refinement of the

argument of (c) gives (d).

(e) It suffices to show that \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)\302\256H = 0 implies \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245\320\273Y)\302\256 H = 0.

That is, G(x)H = 0 implies 7r:ic(H(G))\302\256H
= 0 which will in turn give

ir*(H(G) \320\273H(Z))\302\256/f
= 0. The desired implication follows using a crude

cellular tower of \320\243.Thus the result is true for a coproduct of sphere

spectra and by induction for a finite extension of sphere spectra. And

then if Y = wcolim Yn Yr the terms of a crude cellular tower of Y then

=
\321\201\320\276\320\230\321\202(\321\202\320\263*(\320\245\320\273Y,) \302\256H)

= 0 . \342\226\241

The basic result in C-theory is the following generalization of the

Hurewicz isomorphism theorem (for that theorem in its classical form
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simply
take \320\241= {0}). A homomorphism of groups /: G\342\200\224>H is a C-

isotnorphism
if ker / and coker / are in \320\241

Theorem 9. Let \320\241be a class of abelian groups.If X is bounded below and

either \321\202\321\202\320\263(\320\245)is in \320\241for r < n or HZr(X) is in \320\241for r <n then h :

is a C-isomorphism for r^n.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on n -
\\X\\. If n =

\\X\\ then in fact

h : Trr(X)^>HZr(X) is an isomorphismfor r=\302\243n; this is immediate from

Proposition3.6 (this also completes the proof in the classical case). So

assume the theorem for all Y with |Y|>|AT| and either \321\202\321\202\321\203(\320\243)in \320\241for

r<n or HZr{Y) in \320\241for r<n. By Proposition 3.6 there is a map

f:X->smH(G)
where G= \321\202\320\263\321\200^\320\240\320\236with tt|X|(/) the identity. Therefore

there is an exact triangle Y-^X-\320\254 s[xlH(G)-* sY and then | Y\\ > \\X\\. Now

consider the diagram

7Tr(Y) >

4 I

KZr(Y) >KZr(X).

The map 7rr(g) is an isomorphism for r^ \\X\\. As for KZr(f), since G is in

Q KZr(K(G)) is in \320\241for all r and therefore KZr(f) is a C-isomorphism
for all r. Then either condition on X implies the corresponding condition

on Y and here the inductive hypothesis applies. Hence the left-hand
vertical map is a C-isomorphism for r^n. And since the composite of

C-isomorphisms is a C-isomorphismit follows that the right-hand vertical

map is a C-isomorphism for r =\302\243n, r^ \\X\\. This completes the proof since
the case r = |X| has already been dealt with. \342\226\241

As an immediate corollary (with \320\241= {0}) we have the Whitehead
theorem.

Corollary 10.(a) // X is bounded below then \\X\\
= \\HZ*(X)\\ and in

particular X = 0 if and only if HZ^X)
= 0.

(b) Given f: X\342\200\224>\320\243in &* then ttJJ) is an isomorphism (i.e. f is an

equivalence) if and only if HZ*(f) is an isomorphism.

We may paraphrase Corollary 10 as saying that the functor HZ* is as
powerful a tool for studying bounded below spectra as is it*. This is

definitely not the case for arbitrary spectra. That is, there are unbounded
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spectra X^O with HZ*(X)
= 0. For example, in Theorem 16.17 we will

prove that the (Z, Q/Z)-dual of any finite spectrum is such a spectrum.
Returning to the bounded below setting we have as another useful

consequence of Theorem 9.

Corollary 11. (a) If X is bounded below then it is of finite type if and only

if HZ^X) is of finite type.

(b) J/ X is bounded below then it is finite if and only if HZ^X) is of
finite type and HZi(X) = 0 for i sufficiently large.

Proof, (a) Apply Theorem 9 with \320\241the class of finitely generated

abelian groups.

(b) IfX is bounded below and HZ*(X)is of finite type then by (a) X is

of finite type. So if X(n) is an n-skeleton of X with j : Xln)-> X displaying
this then HZ^j) is an isomorphism for n sufficiently large and so by

Corollary 10 / is an equivalence. \342\226\241

Note that Corollary ll(b) exhibits an advantage of HZ* over \321\202\320\263*since

there is no comparably simple characterization of finite spectra in terms
of their homotopy groups (there are partial results, e.g. Theorem 16.15).

As an application of the foregoing let us note the following example of

spectra \320\243and Z such that Y*(Z) = 0 but Y*(Z)^0. Let Y=H(Q/Z)
and Z=H(Q) then Y*(Z)

=
HQ*(Y) =

HZ*{Y)\302\256Q and applying

Theorem 9 we get Y^(Z)=0 (here \320\241is the class of torsion groups) but

the projection Q-> QIZ induces a map showing that Y*(Z)^0.

Finally, Proposition 4.2 can be significantly refined for G-homology or

G-cohomology.

Exercise. If H*(S)
\302\253=

HG*(S) then H* and HG* are naturally

equivalent. Similarly in cohomology.

3. The cellular tower

In Chapter 3 we observed that bounded below spectra have cellular
towers.We will now show that any spectrum X has a cellular tower. This

in turn will give rise to the usual chain leveldescription for HG*(X) and

HG*(X). To begin we define a cellular tower for a spectrum X to be a

sequence
\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>X(n)\342\200\224>X(n+1)\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\242
satisfying

(a) wcolim X\320\274- X,
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(b) in the exact triangle Y-*Xln)-* X(\"+1)-\302\273sY, Y-US\",

(c) liraHZ^^O.

These conditions imply that for X bounded below we can chooseX(n) so

that X(n) = 0 for n<|X| (see Chapter 3). On the other hand for X
unbounded it may be the case that wlim X(n) \320\2440 for any cellular tower of
X\342\200\224wewill consider an example of this below. The spectrum X(n) is an

n-skeleton of X and satisfiesthe expected properties.

Proposition 12. A sequence \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>Xin)\342\200\224>X(\"+n-> \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a cellular tower

for X if and only if

(\320\260)'\321\202\320\263;(\320\245(/|))\342\200\224>TTi(X) is an isomorphism for i < n,

(b)' HZn(X(n)) is a free abelian group and HZn(X(n))-> HZn(X(n+i)) is an

epimorphism,

(c)' HZt(XM) = 0 for i > n.

Proof. We will first prove that a cellular tower satisfies (a)', (b)', (c)'. By

(a) colim7r,(X(n))\342\200\224>7\320\263,(\320\245)is an isomorphism for all i. But by (b)

77,(\320\245(\->7\320\263,(\320\245('1+1)) is an isomorphism for i<n therefore
77,(X(n))\342\200\224>7\320\263,(\320\245)is also an isomorphism for i < n. Applying HZ*

to the exact triangle of (b) we get 0->HZn+i(X(n))-^
HZn+1(X(\"+1))-> IIZ->HZn(X^)->//Zw(X(\"+1))->0 exact and HZt(X^)
-> HZ,(X(n+1)) an isomorphism for i * n, n + 1. Then since lim HZ,(X(\"})

= 0

it follows that HZ;(X(n)) = 0 for i > n. In particular HZn+l(XM) = 0 and
therefore HZn+1(X(n+1)) \320\241Hz. Hence HZn(XM) is free and HZn(X(n))-^
HZn(X(\"+1)) is epic giving (b)'.

Conversely let \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242->X(\->X(\"+l)->") \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273Xbe a sequence satisfying

(a)', (b)', (c)'.Then colim \321\202\320\263*(\320\245(\320\277))\342\200\224>\321\202\321\202*(\320\245)is an isomo\321\204hism and there-

therefore wcolim X(n) ~ X. And (c)' implies (c). As for (b) consider the exact

triangle \320\243->\320\245(\320\277)->X(n+1)-> sY. Take tt* of this triangle. Applying (a)'
we see that |\320\243|\320\263=\320\277-1and \321\202\320\263\342\200\236_,(\320\243)\342\200\224\302\2737\320\263\342\200\236-|(\320\245(\320\277))is zero. This in turn

implies that HZn_i(Y)->HZn_1(X(n)) is zero. Then applying (b)' to the

exact sequence HZw(X(\">)->HZn(^\"+1>)->HZn_1(y)AHZn_1(X(\we
conclude that \\Y\\^ n. Further from the exact sequence
HZn+l(X(\^HZn+1(X('I+1))-^HZn(y)->HZri(X(\)") we conclude that

HZ,,(y) is free. Finally it follows from (c)' that HZ,( \320\243)
= 0 for i > n.

Therefore the following lemma will complete the proof.

Lemma 13. J/ |Y|
=

n, HZn(Y) is free and HZ,( Y)
= 0 for i> n then

\320\243-IJS\".
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Proof. By Corollary 10 there is an isomorphism \321\202\320\263\342\200\236(\320\243)\342\200\224>HZn(Y). So if

/\342\200\236: S\"\342\200\224\302\273\320\243represent the free generators of \321\202\320\263\342\200\236(\320\243)then HZ* (\320\230/\302\253)
is an

isomorphism and so by Corollary 10 LI/\342\200\236: LI S\" \342\200\224\302\273\320\243is an

equivalence. \342\226\241\342\226\241

We turn now to the existence of a cellular tower. For bounded below

spectra this was done in Chapter 3 but we will need a more refined
version of that result.

Lemma 14. Given f:X->Y in \320\243+and a cellular tower >X(n)->
X(n+1)\342\200\224> >X for X there is a commuting diagram

> X(n) > > X

with the bottom row a cellular tower for Y and HZn(X(n))-> HZn{Y(n)) a split

monomorphism for all n.

Proof. For simplicity of notation assume that |X|, |\320\243|^0 and that

X(\"> = 0 for n <0. Let \320\224: X(k)-> X and 4 : Sk -> Xw(Sk = U Sk) be the

maps of the given cellular tower. We define the cellular tower for \320\243by

induction. To begin with let i:S= llS\302\260\342\200\224>Y be any map with \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\236an

epimorphism, then let y@) =
X@)\302\251S and let g0: \320\243@)->\320\243be given by

go= hfol.i. Then we have

>X

y@) > \321\203

commuting with ho an inclusion. Now suppose that we have

> > X(fc> > X

hi hi l\320\230

y(o> >. .

as desired. To construct y(fc+1) consider

^ > x(fc+1>\342\200\224>x
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From this diagram we see that im Trk(hkik)Cker 7rk(gk). So if i':5' =

\\JSk-*Y(k) *s such lhat im 7rfc(t')= ker 7rfc(gfc) then, letting jk:S'k =

5 @S' *\302\273\321\214\320\245|'>y<fc>, this gives the diagram

hk 4 ti I 1
S'. > y(fc) > \321\203 - > c<j;

defining \320\243and /i' (/an inclusion). And further we are given

W
I VI

\321\203

commuting. There is then a map g: V\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242\320\243such that the resulting

diagram commutes.We construct such a map as follows.Let g': \320\243\342\200\224>\320\243

be any map such that

commutes (such a map exists since S'k\342\200\224>y(fc)\342\200\224>\320\243is zero). Then the

difference map d: X(k+X)Ŷ composed with x(fc)-\302\273X(fc+1) is zero. So

there is a factorization

X<*+1> >sSk

\320\243

and since si is an inclusion this further factors as

d i \320\223

\320\243^\342\200\224 sS'k

Then g = g' + mn has the desired form. To define Y{k+1\\ gk+l and hk+x, let

\320\243: S\" = Usfc+1\342\200\224\302\273\320\243be such that \321\202\320\263^+1(/)is an epimorphism and let
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y(k+D= Y'@S\", gfc+i
= glj and \320\233\320\272+1

= h' TO. It is not hard to show that
this gives a cellular tower for Y. So it remains to show that

HZk+i(X{k+l))^ HZk+i(Y{k+i)) is a split monomorphism. But from the

diagram

y(fc+D >sS'k@sS\"

we get the commuting diagram

HZfc+1(X<fc+1>)
> HZk+l(sSk)

e i i
(Y(t+1>)

> HZk+l(sS'k\302\256sS\

in which the maps other than e are split monomorphisms (the split-
splitting of the horizontal maps is easily seen since
0->HZk+l(X<k+l))-+ HZk+l(sSk)^ HZk(Xw) is an exact sequence with

right two terms free and similarly for any sequence of Y's). It then

follows that e is a split monomorphism as desired. \342\226\241

Theorem 15. Any spectrum has a cellular tower.

Proof. Let Xr = X[r, \302\260\302\260]and consider the Postnikov tower
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>Xr \342\200\224>Xr-X \342\200\224*\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>X. Choose any cellular tower for Xo:

>Xbn)->Xtf+l)^ >X0. Then by iterative application of Pro-

Proposition 12 and Lemma 14 we get the following commutative diagram:

>x&\") \342\200\224>xbn+l)\342\200\224> >x0

\321\204 \321\204 \320\244

> x[n) \342\200\224>xin+l)\342\200\224> > xr

i I I
> \321\205\320\271\342\200\224>xw\342\200\224> > xr_,

with

(\320\260)'\321\202\320\263^\320\245^)\342\200\224\302\27377i(Xr) an isomorphism for i < n,

(b)' H^lXl\"') free and
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split
monic

(c)'
Then we define X(n) = wcolim X{\"\\ the colimit over r. By Proposition 3.5
we have the commuting diagram

X(,n) > >Xr

4 4

X{n) > > X

with X ~ wcolim Xr and X ~ wcolim X(n). So it suffices to prove (a)', (b)',
(c)'of Proposition 12. To see that \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245^)-\302\273\321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is an isomorphism for

i<n note that \321\202^(\320\245(\320\263\320\277))\302\253\321\211{\320\245\320\263)^\321\202\320\263-^\320\245)for r<i<n and 7^(X<n))-=
\321\202\320\263^\320\245^)for i < n. For (b)' we need the following elementary observation:

if Gt\342\200\224>G2\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242is a sequence of free abelian groups and each map is a

split monomorphism then colim Gr is also a free abelian group (the maps

actually need not be monic but the splitting of the images is essential,e.g.
Z\342\200\224r^>Z\342\200\224^

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242has limit the rationals for suitably chosen r,'s). There-

Therefore HZn(X(n))
= colim HZn{X^) is free and since HZ^X^)-^

HZn(X[n+1)) is epic we get that HZn(XM)-^HZn(Xin+1)) is epic. Finally

for i > n, HZi(X(n)) = colim HZ,(X(\ = 0. \342\226\241

As an application we have the following expected characterization of

n-skeleta.

Proposition 16. X is an n-skeletonif and only if HZ,(X) = 0 for i> n and
is free {including possiblyHZn{X)= Qi).

Proof. Let \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273X(n)\342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242be any cellular tower for X. Then consider
the exact triangle Y^ X{n~[)-> X^ sY. By the given condition on X it

follows that |Y|s*n-l, HZn-^Y) is free and HZ,(Y) = 0 for i^n.

Therefore by Lemma 13 Y~Usnl and X is the n-skeleton of this

modified cellular tower of itself. The converse is immediate from Pro-

Proposition 12. \342\226\241
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From this we derive a familiar vanishing theorem.

Proposition 17. J/ X is an n-skeletonand \\ Y\\ > n then [X, Y] = 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 4 we have that HGr(X)
= 0 for r > n.

Therefore [X,Y[-\302\253>, n + l]] =0 (Y[-\302\253, n + l] = Y[n + l]) and by in-

induction [X, Y[-\302\260\302\260,r]]
= 0 for r<\302\260\302\260.Therefore by Proposition 5.9

[X,Y]=0. D

We have the following version of naturality of the cellular tower

construction\342\200\224proof left to the reader.

Proposition 18. Given f': X\342\200\224\302\273Y there is a commuting diagram

/\320\233 /I

with the rows cellular towers.

The cellular tower, of course,allows us to define a chain level for HG*
and HG*. That is, if we apply HG* to the cellular tower diagram

we get an exact couple whose associatedspectral sequence has E\\q =

HGr(Sr) and E[s= 0 for s^ 0. Therefore \320\225\\\320\276
\342\200\224E\"\302\273and the E2-term is the

homology groups of the complex with Cr = HGr(Sr)(Z-graded)and with

differential induced by s~xSr+i-* s'1Xir+l)->Sr Convergence to HG*(X)

follows easily from the fact that HGS(X)= HGs(X(r)) for s<r and that

HG,(X(r))
= 0 for s>r. Similarly HG*(X) is obtained by taking the

homology groups of the complex \320\236\342\200\224
HGr(Sr) with differentials induced

by the same maps.
As another application of the cellular tower we have the following

characterization of phantom maps\342\200\224the one usually taken as its definition

(e.g. [53]).

Proposition 19. A map f is a phantom map if and only if the composites
X\320\274\342\200\224>X \342\200\224\302\273Y all vanish.
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Proof. If / is a phantom map then for any r it factors through

y[r7oo]-\302\273Y
but by Proposition 16 [X(n\\ Y[r, oo]] =0 for r>n. Con-

Conversely
for \320\245<\320\277)^\320\245^\320\245/\320\245(\">^\320\245<\">exact, \\X/X^\\>n (i.e. XIX^ is

bounded belowso apply HZ*). So if X(n)-> X-* Y is zero then /factors

through X/X(n). But by Proposition 3.6 [X/X(n), Y[-*, r]]
= 0 for r^n

and it follows that / is a phantom map. \342\226\241

From this we derive examples of phantom maps and of /-phantom

maps that are not phantom maps. Let X be a spectrum satisfying:

(I) HZi(X) = 0 for i sufficiently large and

(II) X not a summand of a coproduct of finite spectra.

For example S(G) with G a divisible abelian group satisfies (I) and (II).

Then consider the exact triangle \320\246^\320\245^\320\245-^ Y-*sUMX)Xa with /

the coproduct over the given objects X^\342\200\224j-Xof \320\233(\320\245).With no restric-

restrictionon X, g will obviously be an /-phantom map if it is non-trivial. But

since X satisfies (II), g \320\2440. And applying Proposition 16and Proposition19
we see that it cannot be a phantom map. On the other hand if X satisfies

(\320\223)X is bounded below and of finite type,

and (II) above then by Proposition 19 the map g is a non-trivial phantom

map. For example, let X = H(G) with G of finite type then (\320\223)and (II)

are satisfied\342\200\224that (II) is satisfied is a consequenceof Theorem 16.15.

As a final observation let us note that the convergence properties of the

cellular tower cannot in general be refined. In particular if X \320\2440 with

HZ*(X) = 0 and >XW->X(\"+1U--\342\200\242is any cellular tower for X
then wlim X(n) \302\245\"0. To see this apply HZ* to the exact triangles

Sn-+Xln)-*XlH+1)-*sSa. This gives the complex >HZn+l{Sa+l)-+
HZn(Sn)~>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

which, since HZ*(X) = 0, is exact.Therefore this sequence

is a sum of sequencesof the form 0-* IIZ-^ HZ\342\200\224>0.It follows that we can

decompose Sn
=

5^,\302\251S',i so that the composite s^S'n+iC-*
\342\200\242s^Sn+i-^X^\342\200\224\302\273S,,-\302\273S\302\243is an equivalence (since it induces an isomor-

isomorphism of HZ*), and the composite 5~1S+i-^s\021Sn+i-*X(\-^Sn")is zero
(since it induces zero in HZ*\342\200\224[X, \320\243]\320\224\320\235\320\276\321\202(\320\257\320\263\342\200\236(\320\245),HZn{Y)) if

X and Y are coproducts of Sn). Therefore the composite s~lSn+i^>
X\320\274-> Sn splits as

\302\251 \302\251

So applying 77* to the cellular tower we get the diagram
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T

77>+1(Sn+1) >
\320\234

t

with > Trr+i(Sn+l)-> Trr(Sn)-^ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242exact. Then if 0 ^ x G \321\202\320\263\320\263(\320\245(\320\277))there

is an element \321\203G lim \321\202\320\263\320\263(\320\245(\320\277))mapping to x. But

77>(wlim X(n))^-lim -\320\273>(\320\245(\320\277))is epic and thus wlim X(\"M0. (An especially

transparent example of the foregoing is the tower \342\200\242\342\200\242--^X-^X-^- \342\200\242\342\200\242

which is a cellular tower for X if HZ*(X)
= 0.)



CHAPTER 7

LOCALIZATION

In studying the stable homotopy category by means of a homology or

cohomologyfunctor H we are isolating certain information. This can be

made precise in the two related ways. Let / be the collection {f | H(J) is

an isomorphism}\342\200\224the maps seen as equivalences by H. There is a

categorical approach in such a situation. It may be possibleto construct a

category containing \302\243fin which the elements of / becomeinvertible. A

universal such contruction is the category of fraction l~lSf of Gabriel and

Zisman [52].This category is unique but there is a foundational obstruc-

obstructionto its existence. Then studying SP by H is in effect studying the

fraction category I~l\302\243f. An alternative approach is via the notion of
//-localization: f:X \342\200\224>Yis the //-localization of X if / is terminal

among maps from X in /. These two approaches are closelyrelated in

that if the //-localization exists for all X then this defines a functor whose

image is a model for I'1^ in SP itself. And conversely if a model for I~xSf

can be constructed satisfying certain additional conditions then the H-
localization functor can be constructed from it. The major result of this

chapter will be the construction of just such a model for I~l\302\243f\342\200\224andhence

the corresponding localization\342\200\224 for H an arbitrary homology functor and
for H a cohomology functor satisfying an additional condition. The

chapter ends with some comments on the nature and significance of the

localization constructions.

To begin let H : 5^\342\200\224\302\273si be an exact functor to some graded abelian

category sd. The H-localization of a spectrum X is a map /': X\342\200\224\302\273Y such

that //(/) is an equivalence and / is terminal among such maps (i.e. if

g : X\342\200\224>Zis such that //(g) is an equivalence then / factors uniquely

through g). It follows that the //-localization is unique up to equivalence
if it exists. It also follows that the //-localization depends only on the

H-acyclic spectra,i.e. {X | H(X)
= 0}. A spectrum Y is H-local if W

H-acyclic implies [W, Y]
= 0.

101
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Lemma 1. \320\233map f : X-*Y is an H-localization if and only if H(f) is an
isomorphism and Y is H-local.

Proof. If / is an //-localization and H(W) = 0 then for any map

g : W-> Y we have 1\320\243\320\233\321\203\320\233V-*sW exact and it follows that H(h) is

an isomorphism. Therefore there is a unique factorization of / through hf

and it follows that h is monic and thus g
= 0. Conversely if we are given

f:X\342\200\224>Y with \320\243//-local and g:X->Z with H(g) an isomorphism
then, with s~lW-*X-*Z-> W exact, we have [s~lW, Y]

= 0=[W, Y].
So there is a unique factorization of / through g. \342\226\241

It follows from the proof of the converse in Lemma 1 that the

//-localization, if it exists, will be initial among maps to //-local spectra.
Let us consider//-localizationfrom a functorial point of view. Let 5^H

be the full subcategory of //-local spectra.It is easy to see that \302\243fHis

triangulated and closed with respect to products.

Proposition 2. // every spectrum has an H-localization then such an

assignment defines a functor L : \320\243-*SfH unique up to equivalence. This
functor is exact and is a left adjoint of the inclusion functor J : \320\243\320\275->\320\243.

Further JL is an idempotent functor on \320\243.Finally \320\243\320\275is {up to equivalence)
the fraction category I'1^/3 where I =

{f\\ //(/) is an equivalence}.

Note. By fraction category I mean, somewhat informally, the category

obtained from \320\243by inverting the morphisms in /. The precise definition
of this term and idempotent functor appear in Appendix 1.

Proof. Let X \342\200\224>L(X) be a fixed //-localization for each X in \320\243.If we

are given f : X-* Y then since [s~l W, L(Y)] = 0 =
[W, L(Y)], where

s~lW\342\200\224>X\342\200\224>L(X)\342\200\224>W is exact, there is a unique fill-in map

L(J): L(X)\342\200\224>L(Y). The uniqueness of this map implies the functoriality

of L and the natural equivalence of any two choices for L. Now consider

\320\245\320\233YJ^Z-^sX exact and let L(X)-^> L(Y)^ U-*sL(X) be exact.
It follows easily that any fill-in map Z\342\200\224>U is an //-localization and
hence U ~ L(Z).So L is exact. The adjointness property is immediate

since [X, J(Y)} ~[L(X), Y]. And the idempotence follows from the fact
that LJ(Y)^ \320\243,i.e. for \320\243H-local 1 : \320\243-*\320\243is the H-localization.

To show that 5^H is the fraction category I~x\302\243f,by definition we must
show that for any functor F : 5^\342\200\224\302\273*% with F(J) an equivalence for / in /

there is a functor G : SfH \342\200\224*\320\247>unique up to equivalence such that GL ~ F.
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From the adjointness of L and / we get a natural transformation

\342\226\240n: Ident\342\200\224>/L which in turn gives Frj : F-+FJL and since H(tj(X)) is an

equivalenceFt] is an equivalence. So letting G = F/ we have that F17 is a

natural equivalence of F and GL. Further if G :\320\243\320\235-*\320\247?,with GX~F

then G'-G'LJ-GLJ-G. \342\226\241

The link between localizations and idempotent functors is very tight for

if \320\232:\320\243-^\320\243is a functor with natural transformation tj :Ident\342\200\224>K such

that K-q .K-+K2 is a natural equivalence (displaying \320\232as an idem-

potent) then 17 (X): X\342\200\224>K(X) is the localization with respect to K.

We turn now to the question of the existence of localizations. This

problem has been considered rather extensively in the literature with

partial results obtained by Adams [8] and others (e.g. [44]). Then

Bousfield constructed the localization for arbitrary homology theories

(the unstable version) in [29] and for arbitrary homology functors in [31]/

We will not follow his approach which is based on a transfinite telescope

construction. Rather we will implement the approach sketched by Adams

via a category of fractions construction\342\200\224with suitable modification to

deal with a foundational problem that arises. Again let H : \320\243-*^ be an

exact functor and let / = {f\\ H(J) is an equivalence}. The basicschemeis
to use the following result which is roughly the converse of Proposition2.

Proposition 3. Suppose that there is a triangulated category <\342\202\254and functor

P : \320\243\342\200\224><\342\202\254expressing <\342\202\254as the category of fractions 1~\320\245\320\243and such that

(a) P is exact,
(b) P preserves coproducts,

(c) given h : P(X)-*P(Y) there is a diagram \320\245\320\233\320\270^-Ywith gG I
such that h = PigT^if).
Then there is an H-localizationfunctor.

Proof. For X in \320\243there is a contravariant functor M : \320\255>\342\200\224>Ab* defined

by M(Y) = <g(P(Y), P(X))*. By assumption M is a cohomology functor so
by Theorem 4.11 there is a spectrum L(X) such that M is equivalent to

\320\246\320\245)*.That is, there is a map h : PL(X)-*P(X) such that

(*{Y):[Y, L(X)]*-*
M(Y) defined by \302\253(/)

=
hP(J) G ^(PiY), P(X))* is a

natural isomorphism. So if H(W) = 0 then P(W)
= 0 and hence

[W, \320\246\320\245)]*
= <e(P(.W), P(X))*. Further there is a map/:X-\302\273L(X) such

that
\302\253(/)= 1 G \302\253(P(X), P(X)) and we will verify that / is in /. By (c)

there is a diagram L{X)-\302\261Z4-X with /G/ and P(j)~lP(i)= h. If
\\ is exact then a(k)= hP(k)

= P(J)P(i)P(k) = 0.
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Therefore \320\272= 0 and i is a monomorphism.On the other hand a(J)= 1

implies that P(i) is an epimorphism. Therefore P(i) is an equivalence.

And since 1 = P(jylP(i)P(f) it follows that P(J) is an equivalence. Then
since H factors through P it follows that H(J) is an equivalence. \342\226\241

So we turn now to the construction of a category of fractions satisfying

(a), (b), (c). The last of these conditions suggests a construction via a

calculus of fractions as in Gabriel and Zisman [52]. However some care
will have to be taken in implementing this in order to avoid a foun-

dational problem. We begin by noting the basic properties of J.

Lemma 4. (a) Identity maps are in I.

(b) ///,ge/ and fg is defined then fg G /.

(c) Given W-^X-^Y with g G /, if fg = 0 then there is a map
h: Y^ZinIwithhf=0.

(d) Given X-2-W-^Y with g in I, then there is a commuting square

with i in I.

(e) / e J if and only if sf G /.
(f) Given

Ui > U2 > U3 \342\226\272slit

l/l 1/2 1/3 Is/,
V! >V2 \342\226\272V3 >sVi

commuting and with rows exact, if fu f2 are in I then so is /3.
In addition if H is a homology or cohomology functor then

(g) /\342\200\236G / for a G \320\233implies \302\251\320\273/\302\253G J.

Proof, (a), (b) and (e) are obvious and (f) is immediate from the
5-lemma. Given W-^X-b Y as in (c) let W-^\320\245\320\233 U-*sW be exact.
Then / factors as X-^U-^Y. So if U-^Y-^Z^sU is exact then

hf=Q and H(U) = 0 implies that h is in /. To prove (d) take the weak

pushout diagram of / and g. Finally (g) follows since Hll *\302\273IJ H if H is a

homologyfunctor and H\\l\302\253 TlH if \320\257is a cohomology functor. \342\226\241
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Conditions (a)-(d) give us that / admits a calculus of left fractions in

the terminology of Gabriel and Zisman\342\200\224see Section 3 of Appendix 1.

Therefore we might try to construct I~lSf as they do by defining

1'\320\245\320\243(\320\245,Y) as equivalence classes of a relation defined on the collection

of diagrams {X \342\200\224>Z^-Y |/\302\243I}. Given our one universe approach to

foundations we require that the resulting equivalence classes form a small

set see Proposition A 1.13. However in Sf the collection of diagrams will

not in general be a small set. For example, if \320\257is a homology or

cohomology functor and VW 0 is H-acyclic then so is 1\320\233\320\233Wa where

Wa = W and \320\233is an indexing set of arbitrary size. And then we have

X__\302\273\321\2030IIW^ <\342\200\224Y in the collection. So there is no assurance that

\320\2231\320\243(\320\245,Y) will be a small set.
To circumvent this problem we will substitute a suitably chosen small

set of diagrams of the desired form. Such an approach will work if the

following additional condition is satisfied by H. A functor H : S^\342\200\224^Setsis

cardinality continuous if for each cardinal \321\201there is a cardinal d = d(c)
(without loss of generality we may assume the choice to be non-decreasing
and ^c) such that if card(H(X)) ^ \321\201then there is \320\260Y in Sfd and /: Y-\302\273X

with H(f) a bijection. Strange as this condition may seem, it is rather

generally satisfied.

Proposition5. // Hisa homology functor then it is cardinality continuous.

Proof. Consider X in \320\243and suppose that card (H(X)) =\302\243\321\201By Theorem

4.6 H(X) =
\321\201\320\276\\\\\321\202\320\273(\320\245)\320\235(\320\245\320\260)so for each xE.H(X) there is an element

Xa^X in A(X) with x \302\243im{H(Xa)^ H(X)}. Therefore there is a set
\320\223\320\241\320\276\320\252')\320\233(\320\245)with card (\320\223)^\321\201such that with /0: Y0

= llrXa-*X the

coproduct of the given maps H(J0) is epic. Then Yo \302\243Sfc (at least if \321\201is

infinite). If X'-> Y0^X->sX' is exact then card(H(X')) ^ c,(c) so we
can repeat this process to get f:11rXa-*X' with card(r') \320\250\321\201\321\205(\321\201)and

H(J') epic. Define Y\\ and f{ by the commuting diagram

s-'Y, >UXa \342\226\272Yo-^Y,
r

hi /^
X

with the row exact. Then Yx \302\2435^l(c). Iterating we get a commuting

diagram
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hi /^
X

with Yr in \320\243\321\204)and ker H(gr) = ker H(Jr). Therefore there is a map

/ : \320\243= wcolim Yr-* X with \320\243in Zfd where d ^ cr(c), \320\263= 1,2,..., and

H(J) an isomorphism. \320\237

Proposition 6. Lef // be the cohomologyfunctor represented by a spectrum
W and supposethat W satisfies the following condition: there is a cardinal

e \342\200\224
e(W) such that for any Y in \320\243and f : Y-> W non-zero there is a map

g:Z->Y with Z in \320\243\320\265and such that fg9^ 0. (This is so, for example, if

there are no f-phantom maps to W.) Then H is cardinality continuous.

Proof. ConsiderX in .93 and suppose that card(H(X)) =s\302\243c. The condition

on W implies that there is a map g : MrZa \342\200\224\302\273Xwith Za in 5^e and

card T\021^ \321\201such that H(g) is monic. So we can mimic the procedure of

Proposition 5 to get a diagram

\342\226\240isgo v g\\

X

with Yr in \320\243\321\201\320\220\321\201)and im H(gr) = im H(fr). Again this gives /: \320\243=

wcolim \320\243\320\263\342\200\224>Xwith \320\243in % where d ^ cr(c),r= 1,2,.... And from this

we get

0 ^lim1^^) >H(Y) \302\273limH(yr) >0

X /
\320\251\320\245)

But im H(gr... gfc+igfc)
= im H(gk) so by the Mittag-Leffler condition

(Proposition A1.10) lim1 H(Yr)
= 0 giving H{X)^ H(Y) as desired. \342\226\241

We will now construct the desired category of fractions.

Theorem 7. Let H be a homology or cohomology functor which is car-
cardinality continuous and let I = {/1H(/) is an equivalence). Then there is a
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category of fractions I ^satisfying the conditions of Proposition 3. Con-

Consequently
all spectra have H- localization.

Proof. Applying Proposition A2.15 and Lemma 4 it suffices to show that

I~lSf(X, \320\243)is a small set for all X and \320\243in \320\243.Let \321\201be a cardinal such

that card(H(X)), card(H( Y)) ^ \321\201Let d = d(c) be as in the definition of

cardinal continuity. To show that I~l\302\245(X, Y) is a small set we will show

that an arbitrary representative of an element of I~xSf(X, Y) is equivalent
to a representative chosen from a small set. So consider a diagram

X-^Z^-Y with/in /. If W-*X\302\256 Y-^*\320\263\320\233SW is exact then, since

f is in /, it follows that card(//(W)) =s\302\243c. And since H is cardinal

continuous there is a map \320\272: U\342\200\224>Wwith t/ in 5^ and fc in /.

Considering the weak pullback diagram of \320\272and sk:

W \302\273X\302\251Y >Z

T II \302\253t ^ t
U >X\302\256Y >Z' >sU

we see that m is in I and Z' in yd. But then the diagram

X Y Z

4 * ^
Z'

expressesthe equivalence of X\342\200\224\302\273Z\302\253\342\200\224\320\243and X\342\200\224\302\273Z'<\342\200\224\320\243.Hence every

diagram is equivalent to one chosen from the small set

{X\342\200\224>Z <\342\200\224\320\243I Z' e 5Q (here as in Proposition 3.10 ^ is a small skeleton
of 5^) and this, as noted above, is all that is needed to complete the
proof. \342\226\241

Still open is the problem of constructing X*-localization for an arbi-

arbitrary spectrum X\342\200\224orshowing that every spectrum satisfies the condition
of Proposition 6. Bousfield has constructed localizationwith respect to

(stable) cohomotopy [32].
In Chapters 8 and 9 we will study extensively two very important

special cases correspondingto number-theoretic localization and com-
completion. In fact as Bousfield has shown in [28] such a number-theoretic
characterizationcan be given to any X^-localization L(Y) provided both
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X and \320\243are bounded below. These cases are well-understoodbut the

same is not so of localization constructions involving unbounded spectra.
Nonetheless it is already clear that we are dealing here with significant

new phenomena. Let us consider some of the evidence for this.

A) X*-localizationis closelyrelated to the convergence problem for
the generalized Adams spectral sequenceover X, see [31]. This was in

fact Adams' original motivation for focusing attention on this sort of
construction.

B) The first unbounded example considered in detail, localization with

respect to K-homology theory, has been shown to display interesting

periodic phenomena [97].This periodicity is derived in Chapter 25 as a
consequenceof a different kind of periodicity that appears in the bounded
below context.

C) As an example of the strange quality of localizations consider X^ 0
with HZ*(X)

= 0\342\200\224suchspectra abound (consider the related examplesin

Chapter 17) although of course all are unbounded.Let L be X*-
localization. Then L seesonly the 'phantom' of a bounded below spectra,
precisely.

Proposition 8. For Y bounded below L(Y)~ L(Y[n,\302\260\302\260])for any n.

Proof. In the language of this chapter H(Z) is X^-acyclic.It is then not

hard to show that the same is true of H(G) for G arbitrary and therefore
of any finite Postnikov tower. From this the proposition follows. \342\226\241



CHAPTER 8

^-LOCALIZATION

Introduction

In Section 1 we study the analog of number theoretic localization. Let

$> be a collection of primes, then ^-localization is localization with \342\226\240

respect to the homology functor ir*( )(x)Z&.It is given by smashing with

the Moore spectrum of type Z&. We study the S^-local category $P&

observing that it has global structure the Z^-analog of that of \320\243.In the

special case of rational localization the local category 5^> is equivalent to

the category of graded rational vector spaces. We then turn to the study

of the localization of important subcategories of spectra: bounded below,
boundedbelow finite type and finite spectra. The spectra that arise as the

localization of such restricted types of spectra are themselves simply
characterized in terms of homotopy and Z-homology. Further in each

case, just as for \302\243f\302\256itself, the category of these localspectra is a category

of fractions over the original category and in the finite case is also a
tensor category. For spectra of finite type, localization phenomena can
also be studied without leaving that setting via the notion of primary

spectra also considered here. In Section 2 we examine the relationship
between a spectrum and its localizations. In the absence of rational

homotopy a spectrum is simply the coproduct of its p-localizations. For an

arbitrary spectrum there is an 'arithmetic square' that gives a spectrum in

terms of its localizationsand some additional information\342\200\224which for a

spectrum of finite type reduces to the information contained in the maps
from each p-localization to the rational localization.Another approach to

this problem is to consider the relationship between spectra with

equivalent localizations. We will consider this approach in Chapter 10.
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1. Localization and localspectra

In this section we will consider in detail localization with respect to the

homology functor 77*()\302\256Z^ where 9* is a collection of primesand Z& is

the localization of Z at the prime ideals correspondingto the elements of

0* (see Appendix 3 for a review of the relevant algebra). We will refer to

this localization as 0-localization and a map inducing an equivalence of

^-localizations as a &-equivalence. We begin by observing that the

^-localization process admits a simple description in terms of homotopy

groups.

Theorem 1. A map f: X\342\200\224>Yis the ^-localization of X if and only if for

each i, \321\202\320\263,-(\320\245)\342\200\224^\321\202\320\263,-(\320\243)is the &-localization.

Proof. If f:X-^Y is the ^-localization of X then

^PO\302\256-^\342\200\224\302\27377 *(Y)\302\256Z9\302\273is an isomorphism. Consider q a prime not in

0> and \302\243/-*Y^-> Y->sU exact. Then \321\202\320\263\342\200\236,A7H2^
= 0 which implies

that [U, Y]
= 0. Therefore U = 0 and Xq : Y-\302\273\320\243is an equivalence and

it follows that ir*(Y) is a Z^-module.
Conversely let /: X\342\200\224>Y be a map with 7r,-(/) the ^-localization for all

/. Then of course Tr^{f)@Zg. is an isomorphism.So to complete the

argument it will suffice to prove the following vanishing lemma.

Lemma2. J/tt-^W)\302\256Z<?>
= 0 and tt*{Y) is a Z^-modulethen [W,Y]

= 0.

Proof. For any map f:W-*Y consider the localization diagram

w -Uy

I I
U

YW g>

The condition on W implies that W& = 0 so it suffices to show that the

localization map Y-*Yg> is an equivalence. In homotopy we have the

commuting diagram
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By definition, d is an isomorphism. And since tt*(Y) and tt*{Y&) are

Zs>-modules (the latter just proven) it follows that b and \321\201are isomor-

isomorphisms.
Therefore a is an isomorphism and the localization map is an

equivalence. \342\226\241\342\226\241

The proof of Lemma 2 uses the general existence theorem of Charter 7.

As the following exercise shows, such a big gun is not necessary here.

Exercise, (a) The Moorespectrum S(Z&) is the representing spectrum of

7T*( )\302\256Zg>.

(b) S(Z&) is a ring spectrum and if tt*(Y) is a Z^-module then Y is a

S(Z?)-module spectrum.

(c) Use (b) to give an alternative proof of Lemma 2.

From this theorem we derive a particularly useful description of the

^-localization process.

Corollary 3. // i : S^S(Z&) is the unit then X \302\253X \320\273S-^-> X \320\273S(Z\302\273)

is the ^-localization of X.

From this it follows that ^-localization is not only exact but also

preserves the coproduct and smash product. Thus, for example, the
localizationof a ring spectrum is a ring spectrum.

Let us turn our attention to the category \320\243\320\264,of 04ocal spectra. From
Theorem 1 it follows that the objects of SP9 are precisely the spectra X
with it*(X) having Z^-module structure or equivalently for which

qlx : X ~ X for q a prime not in 9*. The basic structure of Sfg> can be

neatly summed up in one metatheorem.

Metatheorem 4. To every generalstructure theorem in \320\243there corresponds
a general structure theorem in SP& obtained by replacing each occurrence of
the term 'abelian group' by the term Z&-module\\

Here 'generalstructure theorem' is not precisely defined so it is not to

be expected that there is a rigorous proof of Metatheorem 4; however, we

will consider the Z^-versions of the axioms of Sf as well as versions of
someof the major results proven in Sf. To begin there are obvious notions

of Z^-additive and Z^-triangulated categories, i.e. we may define these by

requiring that the morphism sets be Z^-modules or equivalently by

requiring that for X in the category and q a prime not in 9*, q\\x be an

equivalence.
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Proposition 5. (a) \302\243f&is a Z&-triangulated category.
(b) \302\243f&has arbitrary coproducts.

(c) \320\243&has an exact, coherent commutative and associative smash

product with unit S&= S{Z&).
(d) S\302\273is a small, weak generator in \320\243&.

The proof is left as an exercise.
The final axiom for Sf states that the category of finite extension of S,

ZF, is equivalent to the stable category of finite CW-complexes. Let ^ be
the category of ^-localizations of the spectra in 9*. Then 3>9 is the

Z^-analog of & in the following sense.

Proposition 6. (a) For X in cF, there is a natural isomorphism [X&, Y&,]* ~

[X, YU\302\256Zr.

(b) 9>9 is the category of finite extensions of S9.

Proof, (a) The localization functor induces a natural map
[X, Y]*\302\256Z^->[X* Y?]* since [X9, Y<?]* is a Z^-module. For X = S
and Y arbitrary this map is an isomorphism. (That is we have

[S,Y

*
[\321\201vi

commuting. By Theorem 1 a is an isomorphism.And /3 is an isomor-

isomorphism for if T\342\200\224\302\273S\342\200\224>Ss\302\273\342\200\224\302\273sT is exact then [T, Y&]*
= 0 (Lemma 2).) But

both sides are exact in X so the result follows by induction.

(b) For X in &, Xg/. is a finite extension of S9 (just localize the

corresponding diagram for X). So we must show that a finite extension of
S& is the localization of a finite spectrum. We will do this by induction.

The result is true for Y =
S& so assume we have Y -U Y' -^ Y\"- ŝY

exact and Y = X* Y' = X'9 for some X, X' in 9. By (a) [Y, Y%~
[X, X'] * (x) Z5\302\273therefore there is an integer m relatively prime to the

primes in \302\243Psuch that m/ is the localization of a map in [X, X']*, i.e. we

have

commuting the vertical maps ^-localizations. But m : Y'-^ Y' is in-
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vertible so we have the exact triangle \321\203-^\321\203^\321\203-'\320\233^\321\203. So if

% \342\200\224\302\273X'\342\200\224>X\"\342\200\224>sXis exact (and then X\" is in ^) there is a fill-in map

X\302\273-*Y\" which expresses Y\" \302\253=
X\302\243. \320\237

Remark. In terms of the representation process describedin Chapter 5

we can interpret Proposition 6(a) as saying that if X represents H, a
homology or cohomology theory defined on finite CW-complexes, then

X& represents H{) \302\256Z&.

It follows that we could prove, using the local version of the axioms,
those results proved from the axioms as in the earlier sections. For

instance
(a) homology and cohomology functors defined on \320\243\302\256are represent-

able,

(b) every spectrum in \320\243&has a 'local cellular tower', i.e. a tower having

the form of the cellular tower but with fibre terms the suspensions of Sg\302\273.

It should be noted that such a parallel development is not always

necessary. For example, (a) is easily derived from the representability
results in Sf since given a homology or cohomology functor H defined on

,%> we can consider the composite of H with the localization functor

&1\342\200\224>\320\243&which is exact and preserves coproducts.
There is one case in which the 04ocal category has very simple

structure namely when 0*= {0},i.e. rational localization. Let 5^0 denote

the category of rational localizations.

Theorem 7. 5^0 is equivalent to the category of gradedvector spaces over

G

Proof. Let T be the category of graded vector spaces over Q: V is an

object of V if V = {Vt}, i \302\243Z, with each Vi a vector space over Q and for

V, W E obj \320\223,\320\223(V, W)
=

\320\237,Hom( Vh Wi).

By [111] 7r,(S)is finite for i > 0. Therefore S(o)= H(Q). Soby Proposition

6.6 for X in %, X -X \320\273S@)~H(V) where V= \320\257\320\236\320\224\320\245).Observe that

for V in \320\223,TisiH(Vl)~UsiH(Vi)=H(V) and also IIs'\"H(V;)\302\253

IIs'S(\\/)\342\200\224the former is true for V any graded abelian group, the latter

requiresthat each V be a rational vector space. From these observations

it follows that

\320\237[H(Vi), H(Wi)] ~ V(V, W).
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In turn it follows that the natural map [H(V), H(W)]-^>Y(V, W) sending

/ to \321\202\320\263*(/)is an isomorphism giving the desired equivalence. \342\226\241

The central point is that tt,(S), the stable homotopy group of spheresin

degree /, is finite for / > 0. While on the subject, let us record two

consequences of this fact that will be needed later (the first was already

used in the proof of Theorem 7).

Proposition 8. (a) The natural map S(Q)-^H(Q) is an equivalence.
(b) Thereis a natural isomorphism \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)\302\256Q^> HQ*(X).

It follows that HZ*(X) is torsion (including HZ*(X) = 0) if and only if

\321\202\321\202*(\320\245)is torsion\342\200\224whether X is bounded below or not. Such a spectrum

will be called a torsion spectrum\342\200\224this is the same as \320\260\321\202\320\263\320\224)\302\256Q-acyclic

spectrum but the former term seems less awkward. More generally a
spectrum X is a ^-primary torsion spectrum if it is 7r*()\302\256Zg>\"acyclic,

0*' = Primes -
<3i. Torsion spectra have a number of specialproperties.

Forexample,the ^-localization map T\342\200\224\302\273T& is a (split) epimorphism. That
is, if T'\342\200\224>T\342\200\224\302\273Tp-^sT is exact then V is a ^'-primarytorsion spectrum,

and, since T& is \321\202\320\263*() (x) Z^\302\273-acyclic, / is zero (Lemma 2 again).

For any spectrum X, rational localization givesrise to an exact triangle
T\342\200\224\302\273X-l* X(o)\342\200\224>sT with T a torsion spectrum. From this point of view an

arbitrary spectrum is determined by the map of a rational spectrum to a
torsion spectrum. As can be seen by taking X = S such a descriptionmay

not be especially useful. On the other hand torsion spectra arise in a

decomposition in which the sphere spectrum plays a central role, one
which is especially useful in the presence of a finite type condition. A

spectrum X is of finite type over Z9 if for each /, \321\211(\320\245)is finitely

generated over Z9. And one more term, a map of abelian groups G \342\200\224>H

is an isomorphism mod torsion if the induced map G/Tor G \342\200\224>///Tor H is

an isomorphism.

Proposition 9. (a) For any spectrum X there is an exact triangle

II.Sr\342\200\224\302\273X\342\200\224>T\342\200\224\302\273sII.Srwith Ta torsion spectrum.
(b) For X of finite type over Z\302\256there is an exact triangle

IIS^-5\302\273X \342\200\224\302\273T\342\200\224^sIISs\302\273with TT*(g) an isomorphism mod torsion (and

therefore \320\242\320\260^-primary torsion spectrum).

The proof is left to the reader.
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Let us turn now to the examination of the ^-localization process
restricted

to certain important subcategories of spectra.To begin with, let

us consider the localization of bounded below spectra. The main point

here is that the homotopy characterization is equivalent to a homology

characterization.

Proposition 10. On \302\243/*,\321\202\320\263*()\302\256Z&-localization is the same as HZ&*-

localization.

Proof. For X in \320\243*let /: X\342\200\224\302\273%?be its ^-localization. Then we will

shown that HZ&JJ) is an isomorphism and that for W with HZp*(W) =

0, [W,Xg>]
= 0. Since / is in \320\255*the first part follows easily for if

\320\245-\302\273\320\245\320\267\302\273\342\200\224>Y-+sX is exact then \321\202\320\263*(Y)(x)Z& = 0 and so by Theorem 6.9

HZ9*(Y) = Q. So now consider W with HZ?*(W) = 0. Then by Pro-

Proposition
6.4 HG*(W)

= 0 for any Z*-module G. Therefore by induction

[W, L/]= 0 if TTi(U) is a Z^-module for all / and is zero for almost all i.
Since X9 is bounded below X9

- wlim X[\342\200\224<\302\273,r] with each X[-oo5 r]
satisfying the conditions of U above. Therefore from Proposition 5.9 we

conclude that [ W, X9] = 0. \342\226\241

This result does not extend to arbitrary spectra. For example, if

HZ#(X)
= 0 then by Proposition 8 \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)\302\256Q = 0. So if X^ 0 then by

Theorem 20 X ~HpX(p)and hence X(p)^ 0 for some prime p. But X is

HZP ^-acyclic.
Let 5^ be the full subcategory of ^-localizations of bounded below

spectra.Then a bounded below spectrum X is in 9% if and only if \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)

is a Z^-module or equivalently (by Proposition 10) HZJJC) is a Z&-

module. (Further since HZ*(X) = Horn (HZ, *(X), Zq) this is equivalent to

HZ*(X) being a Z^-module.)The argument of Proposition 7.2 carries
over to show that &% is a category of fractions.

Proposition 11. \320\243%is (up to equivalence) the category of fractions l~x&*

'where

I =
{f\\Tr*{f)\302\256Z& is an isomorphism)

= {/| HZg>*(f) is an isomorphism] .

The argument of Proposition 10 shows that the two descriptions of /
are equal.
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We will now consider the localization process further restricted to the

category 3~ of spectra that are bounded below and of finite type. (This is

an especially significant restriction for while such a finite type restriction

arises naturally in the study of a variety of phenomena (for example in

Chapters 9 and 16), this context remains broad enough to be the locus of

much of the important work subsumed under the general heading of

stable homotopy theory.) Here, as opposedto the work in Sf and 5^+, there
is the further complication that the localization process takes us out of the

category we start in.

Before considering this we introduce an alternative approach, to be

developed further in Chapter 10, which allows us to considerlocalization

phenomena while staying in ST. To begin with we have the notion of

^-primary spectra introduced by Freyd [51] in his study of the decom-

decomposition properties of finite spectra. Consider a spectrum X in 3~. By

Proposition 9(b) there is an exact triangle IIS'-4- X \342\200\224\302\273T'\342\200\224\302\273sllSr with

tt*(J) an isomorphism mod torsion. Then X is ^-primary if T is

^-primary torsion. This is independent of the choice of / for we have

Proposition12.Let X be 0>-primary and suppose that we have an exact

triangle II Sr -^ X\342\200\224\302\273T' \342\200\224\302\2735II Sr with \321\202\320\263*(/')an isomorphism mod torsion.
Then T' is ^-primarytorsion.

Proof. For concision let /: \302\243?\342\200\224\302\273Xand f:B'\342\200\224> Y. Since tt*(j') is an

isomorphism mod torsion there are maps g :B-+B' and h : B-+X with

each restriction h,
= h\\Si a torsion element and such that f'g\342\200\224f= h. Let

o(hi)=mini (o= order) with p\\m, if and only if p\\o(hi) and p\302\243^. Let

m =
@m,lspB-^B. Thus m is a ^'-equivalence where 0*'= Primes

- <3>. Then oQiiitii)
= n, and since \321\202\320\263*(\320\242)is ^-torsion it follows that hm -

fj

for a map / : \302\243?\342\200\224\302\273B. Further HZ*(j) = 0 for on the one hand we have

HZ^B)

I HZ*(j) i HZ*(h)

HZ^B) >HZ*(X)

with the bottom row monic and on the other hand im HZ*(h) must be

torsion. Thus we have f'gm = /(m + j). So consider

\320\222 >X > T >sB
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with the top row also exact. Since HZJjn \342\200\224
j)= Hz*(m) is a in-

inequivalence
it follows that any fill-in map T\"\342\200\224\302\273Tis also a in-

inequivalence.
Therefore (T\&-") - 0 and T\" is a S^-primary torsion spec-

spectrum. Now consider

|| I .

>X *T >sB'.

There is a fill-in map giving

\\/

This will imply that T' is S^-primary. To see this consider T'= Ti\302\251T2

with T! S^-primary and T2 S^'-primary. Then T\"^>T'-\302\273T vanishes.

Therefore we get

X >T >sB'

\321\2022

and from this that T2 is a summand of sB'. But then HZ*(T2) = 0. And

since T' is bounded below T2= 0 and thus T' is ^-primary. \320\237

Then for example we have

Proposition 13. For X in \302\243Tthere is a map f: Y\342\200\224>Xwith Y ^-primary
and f a <3>-equivalence.

Proof. Let IISr^X^ T-*sllSr be as in Proposition 9(b) (with ^ =

{0}).SinceX is in 3~ so is the exact triangle.Let T& \342\200\224\302\273T be a splitting of the
^-localizationmap (the existence of such a map was remarked on above).

Then we get the following diagram defining \320\243and /:

Usr\342\200\224>x\342\200\224>\321\202 \342\200\224>sllsr

II T/ T II

^-\302\273Y >T? >sllSr .
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The lower row is in \302\243Tand applying the following lemma we see that

\"\"\342\226\240*(\302\243)is an isomorphism mod torsion.

Lemma. If F-\302\243>G-^>H is a sequence of homomorphisms of abelian groups

with gf an isomorphism mod torsion and /(x)l:F(x)Q\342\200\224>G(x)Q an

isomorphism, then f and g are isomorphisms mod torsion.

Proof. Considerthe diagram

G/Tor G \342\200\224\342\200\224*H/Tor H

Since g'f is an isomorphism g' is onto. And since /(x)l and g/\302\256l are

isomorphisms so is g\302\2561. Therefore g\302\2561 is an isomorphism and thus g'

is monic. It follows that g' is an isomorphism and in turn that /' is an

isomorphism. \342\226\241

Therefore Y is ^-primary and it is clear that / is a ^-equivalence. \342\226\241

Returning to the direct approach to ^-localizationon 3~ it is pleasant
to find that the results parallel those for Sf and Sf*\342\200\224although here the

proofs are far less trivial. Let &9 be the full subcategory of the <3>-

localizations of the spectra in &~. Then to begin with \302\243/>has the expected
internal characterization.

Proposition 14. Fora bounded below spectrum X, X is in 2F& if and only if
\321\202\320\263*{\320\245)(equivalently HZ*(X)) has finite type over Z&.

Proof. The equivalence of the homotopy and homology conditions is

immediate from Theorem 6.9. We must show that for X bounded below
with \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)having finite type over Z9 there is a spectrum \320\243in 2\320\223with

X \302\253=Y&. (Notice by comparison that the corresponding statement for 5^>

(resp. \302\243/%)is trivial since it is a subcategory of Sf (resp. \320\243%).) Let

USr&^>X^>T-^sllSr<? be as in Proposition 9(b). If

LI Sr -4 LIS? \342\200\224\302\273V\342\200\224\302\273sLI.Sris exact with / the localization map it follows

that V is a torsion spectrum prime to GP. Therefore [T, V\\ - 0 (Lemma 2

again) and the map g factors through sf. So we get the following exact

commuting diagram defining Y and h:
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b >X >T >?
T/ \320\237 || t

US' >Y >T >s\\lSr.

Then Y is in \302\243Tand ir*(h)\302\256Zg>is an isomorphism and thus Y& ~ X. \320\237

As with \320\243\302\273and \302\243f&,3~& is a category of fractions over 3~ but whereas

in the former cases this is an elementary result being derived from the

inclusions of \320\243&in \320\243and \320\243%>in 5^, the result for \302\243/>takes a fair amount

of work to prove.

Theorem 15. 5> is (up to equivalence) the category of fractions I~xSf where

I = if I 7\320\223*(/)\302\256Z\302\256ls an isomorphism}
= {f | HZg>{f) is an isomorphism)
= {f | HZPJJ) is an isomorphism for all pE.\302\243P}

=
{f | HZ%(f) is an isomorphism for all pE.0*} .

Proof. Let us first note the equivalence of the various descriptionsof /.

The first two are as we have seen true more generally. And by Pro-

Proposition 6.4 if HZ&*(J) is an isomorphism then so are HZPJJ) and HZ*(J)
for all p in <3>. For the inclusion the other way it is enough to note that for

X in 0-, HZP*(X) = O (or by Proposition 6.4 equivalently HZ*(X)=0)
for all p in 9* implies that HZ*(X) is torsion prime to <3i.

As opposed to the two earlier cases we will prove that && is equivalent
to I~l3~ by starting with a category of this latter type and constructing an

explicit equivalence. Since 3~ is equivalent to a small category (see
Proposition 3.10) we may assume for the duration of this proof that it is
itself small. Then since / admits a calculusof left fractions (see Appendix
1) the category I~l&~ has the following description a la Gabriel and

Zisman:

A) obj/-1^=obj5r,

B) rlF(X, Y) consists of pairs (f,g) with X-^W^-Y and /E/
modulo the equivalence relation (f, g)

~ (/', g') if there is a commutative

diagram

W

/ t N
X Y Z

w
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such that hg
= h'g' G / (let f\\g denote the equivalence class of (/,g)).

Further since / satisfies the conditions of Proposition A2.15 I~lZT is

triangulated. Then the functor 5~\342\200\224>I~XZF given by sending /to 1|/ is exact
and is universal with respect to exact functors F : 3~-*<\342\202\254such that /6/

implies F(J) is an equivalence. But the ^-localization functor L : \302\243T\342\200\224\302\273ZF9

is such a functor. It follows that there is an exact functor \320\223: I~l3~\342\200\224>3~& such

that

\\ A

commutes.We will show that \320\223is an equivalence of categories. That is,
given Y in ?F9 there is a spectrum X in J~'\302\243Tsuch that Y ~ L{X) and for
X and \320\243in ^, \320\223: \320\2231?(\320\245,Y)-*[X9, Y\302\273\\is an isomorphism. The first

condition is trivial.

Turning to the second conditionsupposethat F(f\\g)
= 0, that is L(g) =

0, g : X\342\200\224*\342\226\240W. To show that f\\g
= 0 we must construct a map h : W^Z

in 5\" such that /\320\263G J and hg = 0. This will be done by factoring the

localization map W\342\200\224\302\273W&. We may assume that X is ^-primary for

applying Proposition 13 we see that any spectrum in l~Xt3~ is equivalent to

a ^-primary spectrum. The desired factorization will be an easy con-

consequence of the following lemma.

Lemma. GivenX in ST 9>-primary and U in \320\243*torsion prime to & then any

map \320\272: X\342\200\224\302\273U factors as X-4V4 U with V in 3~ torsion prime to <3>.

Proof. We will construct a tower and liftings

X

such that \321\202\320\263,(/\320\263)is an isomorphism for i < R + r - 2 and each \321\202\320\263*(Vr) is torsion

prime to $P with \321\202\320\263,(Vr) finite for i < R + r. Then V = wlim Vf will fulfill the

conditions of the lemma. So inductively assume that we have

*r ' 0
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Let \320\241be the class of finite abelian groups with torsion prime to 3>. Then by

Theorem 6.9 the Hurewicz homomorphism \321\202\320\263,(Vr)-+HZ,(Vr) is a C-

isomorphism for i^R + r. Let G=HZ\302\253+r(Vr). Then there is a map

n
. y^ -+sR+rH(G) with \321\202\320\263\321\217+\320\263(\320\277)a C-isomorphism. (That is, by Proposition

64 there is an element n in HGR+r(Vr) with HZ*(n)
=

[:HZR^(Vr)^HZR+r(Vr) and then

i 1-

HZR+F(Vr)-^HZR+r(sR+r(H(G)) .

So by Theorem 6.9 \321\202\320\263\320\273+\320\263(\320\277)is a C-isomorphism.) The composite
X-+ V,-+sR+rH(G) induces a map HZR+r(X)^> G and we have

0__\302\273.jm /c \342\200\224>G^ G'^0 exact with im /c finitely generated. Now consider

the commuting diagram

HGR+r(X) >HG'R^r(X)
I I

Hom(HZr(X),im/c) >Hom(HZR+r(X), G) >Hom(HZR-r(X), G').

Since \320\257= HZj(X) is finitely generated 5^-primary and G' is torsion

prime to 9*, Ext(H, G') = 0 and / is an isomorphism. Therefore the

compositeX -^->Vr^ sR+rH(G)-* sR+rH[G') is zero. Then defining Vr+1

by the exactness of sR+r'xH{G')-^Vr+,-^ Vr-^sR'rH(G')we get a

lifting wr+1 of mr through /r+I. It remains to show that tj-JK-i) is torsion

prime to S^ with \321\202\320\263,(Vr+i) in \320\241for / ^ R + r. But \321\202\320\263,(/\320\263+1)is an isomorphism
ior i^ R + r-1, R + r and for those two indices we have

0 > imA: > G > G' >{)

with h the Hurewicz homomorphism and therefore a C-isomorphism.It
follows that 7rR+r-i(Vr+i) and irR+r(Vr+l) are in \320\241 \342\226\241

To apply the lemma consider

X -^-> W

i 1
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Then with U\342\200\224>W\342\200\224>W&\342\200\224>sUexact there is a factorization

/
w

Here \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\241\320\243)is torsion prime to 0* so by the lemma / factors as
X-^V-Uu with V in J and 7\320\263*(\320\243)torsion prime to @. So if

V\342\200\224>\320\230/\320\233Z\342\200\224>sV is exact then h is in / and hg
= 0 as desired. Therefore

\320\223(\320\245,\320\243)is monic for all X and \320\243in #\".

Next we prove that \320\223(\320\245,Y) is an isomorphism for \320\243arbitrary and X

finite. By Proposition 6 [%?, \320\243?]\302\253[X, \320\243](x) Z? so for / : X?\342\200\224>\320\243?there

is an integer r prime to & such that rf is the localization of a map g and

thenT(r|g) = /.
So it remains to show that \320\223(\320\245,\320\243)is an isomorphism for arbitrary X

in \302\243T.This we do by passing to the limit over the skeleta\342\200\224which are

finite spectra. Let V\" and W be defined by the exact triangles
X(\302\253UX(\"+lU \321\203_\320\275>5\321\205(\320\277)and XM-+X-+ Wn-*sXM. Then we have
the sequence Wb~^> W^1-\302\273

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242and since |W&|^|lV|, wcolim Wng>
=

0. So for any U \\\\m[Wng., U] = 0 =
liml[W^, U]. Now consider the

diagrams

I =

\342\200\242-\342\200\242<[Xb\\Y

and

If \320\241
~ coker / and \320\241\342\200\236

= coker /\342\200\236then \320\272
*

induces an isomorphism of Cn

and Cn+i and similarly by the upper diagram these groups are in turn

isomorphic to \320\241And since limtH^, \320\243]
= 0= lim^H^, \320\243]we get that

C= \\vmxI~x^{Wn, Y). To see that the latter group is zero consider
the sequence defining wcolim Wn (=0), i.e. II W\"-> II W->0->

slIW\". If it can be shown that the canonical map
a:rl$-(UWn, Y)-^Url^(Wn, Y) is an isomorphism then by

definition lim1 r'^(W\", Y) = 0. But since \320\223^(\320\246Y)-+[U&, Y9\\ is

monic it follows easily that a is monic. And to see that a is epic we can

argue as follows. Given W\" -^-> Un \302\253^\342\200\224Y with fnE I then for \320\272=
\\Wn\\,
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gn
factors through Un[k, <*>]

= JJ'n giving

Since limn^| Wn\\
= \302\260\302\260this gives

in 5\320\223(the square f/ie weak pushout) and II f'n e / implies /\302\243/. Then it is not

hard to show that a(f\\g) =
U(fn\\gn). \342\226\241

Exercise. Develop the basic properties of ST&. For instance, show that it

is triangulated and closed with respect to the smash product.

This completesour consideration of the ^-localization of ST.

As a final restriction let us consider the ^-localization of finite spectra.

As above let ^ denotethe full subcategory of these spectra. The objects
of SF& admit an elementary internal characterization analogous to that for
\320\243%and 3~9.

Proposition 16. For X bounded below, X is in $> if and only if HZ*(X) is

a Z&-moduleof finite type with HZ^X) = 0 for i sufficiently large.

\\
Proof. Suppose that X is bounded below and HZ*(X) satisfies the given

condition. Then X is in ST& by Proposition 14, that is X =
Y& with Y in

ST.Further it is evident from the construction in Proposition 14 that if

HZj(X)
= 0 for i large then the same is true of Y. Therefore by Corollary

6.11 \320\243is in cF. The other direction is trivial. \342\226\241

Again the local category is a category of fractions with a further
elaboration of the description of the invertible maps.

Theorem 17. SF9 is (up to equivalence) the category of fractions I'1^

where I is as in Theorem 15 or equivalently I = {f :X^ \320\24313g : Y^X

such that fg
= mlY and g/=mlx with (m, 9>) = 1}.
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Proof. We will show first the equality of the different descriptionsof /.

Let /, = {/I 7r*(/)\302\256Z39 is an isomorphism} and /2 =

{f: X-> Y | 3g : \320\243-^Xas above}. Then it is easy to see that /2C J,. For
the other inclusion consider /: X\342\200\224>Y in /,. We have the exact triangle

X-> Y-J> W^sX (in \320\257and therefore ir,(W)\302\256 Z?
= 0.

Lemma 18. // W is a finite spectrum with tt*(W)(x)Z&
= 0 then W is of

finite order m {i.e. m 1w
=

0) and (m, 3P)= I.

Proof. Let \320\241be the class of finite groups with order prime to 9. Then

7\320\263,A\320\243)\320\225\320\241for all i. By induction on the number of cells it follows that

[X, W] \302\243\320\241for all X in 9*. In particular [ W, W] is in \320\241giving the desired

result. \342\226\241

So we have s~lW-^X-^Y\342\200\224*W'm& with W having order m prime to
9*.Then consider

s~lW >X > Y > W

i m J, m \321\204\321\202 \\, \321\202

since mlw = 0 there is a map g': Y\342\200\224\302\273Xsuch that /g' =mly. And then

g'f- m\\x - hi for some /: X-^s~xW. Therefore mg'f= m2lx (i.e. mi =

0) so letting g
= mg' we see that / is in /2.

In Proposition 6 we proved that SF9 is equivalent to the tensor category
SFt&Zp so to complete the proof it will suffice to show that a tensor

category is always a fraction category of the desired form.

Lemma 19. // % is an additive categoryand I = {f: X\342\200\224\302\273Y | 3g : Y\342\200\224\302\273X

vvtY/i /g=mly and g/=mlx, (m, ^)=1} ^/ien ^^Z^. /s (wp to

equivalence) the fraction category I~{(\342\202\254.

Proof. Given F : <# \342\200\224>\342\200\242\302\256with F(/) invertible for / e / we must show that

F uniquely factors through <\302\243\302\256Zy. But for X in ^ and m prime to ^*,

mlx\302\243/ so we can define G : <\342\202\254(x)Zp->3) by letting G(/\302\256l/m)
=

G(/)G(mlx)~' for /: X\342\200\224*\342\226\240Y. It is easily checked that this is the desired

unique factorization. \342\226\241\342\226\241

The tensor product description of localizationdoes not extend to 5\".

For example, if p is a prime not in 9* then X = H%\\SrH(Zpr) has (and

oueht to have) trivial ^-localization but is not trivial in 3~\302\256Z&.
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2. The relationship betweena spectrum and its localization

First we will consider how we might reconstitute a spectrum from its

localizations.Then in Chapter 10 we will consider the relationship be-

between spectra with equivalent localizations. In the absence of rational

homotopy there is no interaction between phenomena at the different

primes and so in this case a spectrum is immediately recoverablefrom its

localizations.

Theorem 20. // X is a torsion spectrum then there is a natural equivalence

Proof. To begin with let us record a special case of Lemma 2.

Lemma 21. // \302\243P\\and &\320\263are disjoint collections of primes and X{ is
0>rprimary torsion for i= 1,2 then [Xu X2] = 0.

Now consider a torsion spectrum X. Applying Lemma 21 we see that

the localization maps X-^X^ have unique splittings. Together these

splittings give rise to a map e : IlX^)\342\200\224>X. Again applying Lemma 21 we
see that the splittings, and hence e, are natural. Finally since a torsion

(abelian) group is the coproduct of its p-primary subgroups it follows that

\321\202\321\202*(\320\265)is an isomorphism and hence e an equivalence. \342\226\241

Lemma 21 can be phrased as the orthogonality of spectra local at

disjoint primes if these spectra are torsion spectra.

Exercise.A) Show that the torsion condition is necessary.
B) Develop a similar complementarity with respect to the smash

product.

In general we cannot reconstitute a spectrum X from its localizations

{X(p)} by simply taking llX^y In fact, this will be the case preciselywhen

?r*(X) \302\256Q = 0. An arbitrary spectrum can be recovered from its local-

localizations but in general only in the presence of some additional in-
information which we will now specify (in Chapter 10 we will see examples
which show that the localizations themselves cannot be expected to give

sufficient information in general). The localization maps l^ : X \342\200\224>
X^

give rise to an exact triangle \320\245-^\320\237\320\245^-\302\273W-^sX and then it follows

immediately from Proposition A3.6 and Theorem 7 that W = H( V), V \320\260

(graded) rational vector space. In such a situation there is a general
'arithmetic square'.
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Lemma 22. // X-U Y->Z-*sX is exact and Z^H(V), V a rational

vector space, then X is the weak pullback of the rational localization

I': Y\342\200\224>Y(o) and the localized/@): X@)\342\200\224\302\273\342\226\240Y@).

Proof. Consider the weak pushout diagram

s-lT= s~lT

| i

II I / 1 v

Q

I I

\320\223\342\200\224 T

Since T is torsion, \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\236\321\204\320\241?is an isomorphism. And since Z and X@)

are in 5^ so is \320\243.Therefore /' is the rational localization of Y. It then

follows easily that g must be the localization of /. But then this diagram

expresses X as the weak pullback of \320\223and /@) as desired. \342\226\241

From this we get

Proposition 23. (a) For X in \320\243,X is the weak pullback of the rational

localization I: \320\237\320\245^)\342\200\224\302\273(\320\237\320\245^\320\276)and the localized map t@):X@)\342\200\224\302\273

(b) If X is of finite type then it is determined by the rational localization

maps X(p)^>(X(p))@)\302\273 X(o).

Proof, (a) is immediate from Lemma 22.

(b) Let e: (\320\237\321\200\320\245(\321\200))@)\342\200\224>\320\237\321\200\320\245@)be the map with pth projection
(\320\237\320\245(\321\207))(\320\276)-\302\273\320\245(\320\276)~(\320\245(\321\200))(\320\276)the localization of the projection map

If X is of finite type then \321\202\320\263*(\320\265)is a (vector space) monomorphism and
so, by Theorem 7, e is a monomorphism.So considering the diagram of

(a) we can recapture i^ and /@) from the composites ei(Q) and el(Qy But

ei(p): \320\245(\320\236)-^\320\237\321\200\320\245(\320\276)is just the diagonal map and \320\265/@>is the product of the
rational localization maps X(p)\342\200\224\302\273(X(p))@)

=
\320\245(\320\276>.\342\226\241

If 0* is a collection of primes and is expressed as the disjoint union

then as in Proposition 23(b)\342\200\224though without restriction on
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X\342\200\224X&can be reconstituted from the rational localization maps
Xg,x

-* X@) and X<^-> X(o).

Proposition 24. For any X, X& is the weak pullback in the diagram

Xg> *
Xg>2

i I

Proof. As with Proposition 23(a) this follows from the corresponding
algebraic

assertion Lemma A3.5. \342\226\241

In particular then for any 9* finite X& can be constructed from the

diagram

Surprisingly, for X finite the maps to X(o) are unnecessaryfor we will

show in Chapter 10 that X(Pi)~ Y(Pi) implies X& =
Y& in this case.

Historical note on prime localization

The introduction of the technique of arithmetic localization into

topology begins with Serre's mod \320\241theory [111]. However the focus on
the localizedspacesthemselves had its inception with Adams' work in [3]

on the spheres localized at a prime.The systematic application of the

prime localization constructionsbegins (and matures) with Sullivan in

[124] and with Mimura, Nishida and Toda in [95]\342\200\224the latter inspired to

some extent by Zabrodsky's work in [139]. Prime localizationhas become
a standard tool and now appears throughout the literature.



CHAPTER 9

^-COMPLETION

Introduction

In Section 1 we consider topological analogs of algebraic completion.

We begin with the notion of ^-completion defined as a topological

construction which induces algebraic ^-completion in homotopy. For

spectra of finite type over Zg\302\273,^-completion exists and is unique. There
are a number of ways of describing this construction: as a dualization

construction, via the cohomology representability theorem in the manner

of Sullivan, as a localization construction for a suitably defined

cohomologyfunctor, by smashing with the ^-completed sphere spectrum

and, for bounded below spectra, the Bousfield-Kan approach as local-

localization with respect to IIpe3\302\273Zp-homology. We next study the properties
of the completion process,a central observation being that completing
kills precisely the /-phantom maps.Another important result is that for 9>
finite the completion process on (^-localized) finite spectra does not

identify inequivalent spectra. In Section 2 we turn to an examination of

various categories of complete spectra:the completions of finite type,
bounded below finite type and finite spectra. As with localization these

spectra are all simply characterized in terms of homotopy and Z-

homology.Further for finite spectra the completion category is again a

tensor category. One of the advantagesof completion over localization is
that the ^-completion is just the product over 9> of the p-completions. A

corollary of this is Sullivan's 'arithmetic square'. Perhaps the most im-

important advantage of the completion categories is the absense of /-

phantom maps, for this in turn leads to the strengthening of limit

structures in that many weak colimitsand limits defined in Sf are actually

colimits and limits here. This for example allows us to prove a unique

decomposition theorem for p-completions\342\200\224a result which appears in

Chapter 10.

128
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1. Completionconstructions

As we have seen in Theorem 4.17 or Proposition 7.6 /-phantom maps
play

a generally disruptive role in the analysis of the stable homotopy
category. Therefore it would be useful to have a reasonableway of

eliminating them. We will see that there are a number of constructions in

\320\243analogous to algebraic completion (see Appendix 3) that do precisely

this at least on 'nice' spectra\342\200\224where in fact the different constructions are
all equivalent. We will further see that as we would anticipate, the

removal of /-phantom maps has substantial, useful ramifications.

Let ^ be a set of primes, then we will define a SP-completion of a

spectrum X to be a map f: X\342\200\224>Ysuch that for all /, \321\202\320\263,(/)expresses

ttj(Y) as the ^-completion of \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)(in the sense of Appendix 3). It is not

at all clear that an arbitrary spectrum has a S^-completion or that having

one, that one is essentially unique. However, restricting to spectrasatis-

satisfying a finite type assumption we have both existence and uniqueness\342\200\224as

well as the positive ramifications alluded to above. Let #$ be the full

subcategory of \320\243with X in \302\243f&if each \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is finitely generated over Z&

(if 0> is the set of all primes then we will write Sfft). Then 3~9=
\320\243*\320\223\\\320\243%

Theorem 1. X in \320\243%has a &-completion unique up to equivalence. Further

any assignment of a &-completion for each spectrum in \320\243&defines a

functorial ^-completion and any two such are equivalent.

Proof. The finite type assumption allows us to construct a very simple

^-completion. For an integer n define Sln] by the exactness of
S-^->S-+S[n]-+sS,that is Sln] = S(Zn), and then define a functorial

construction on \320\243by letting X[nl = X \320\273Sln] (X[n] is of course just given by

the exactness of X x\"
>X\342\200\224>Xtn]-\302\273.yXbut this description does not give

the naturality). Then if ni\\n2 there is a commuting diagram

Soif{nb n2,...} is a ^-sequence (asequencesuch that n,|n,+i,(n,, 9*') = 1,9*'
the complementof ^, and such that if (m, 9*')= lthen m \\nr for some r) there
is a diagram
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t \320\243

x

and letting \320\243= wlim Xw there is a map / :X-> \320\243.Since \321\202\320\263.\320\241\320\2451\021)is finite

7\320\263,(\320\243)=lim 7r,(Xlnl) and this limit is precisely the ^-completion of \321\202\320\263,(\320\245).

For we have

0 >7\320\263,(\320\245)/\320\270\320\2637\320\263,(\320\245)^\321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\2321)>nr-torsion of \321\202\320\263.\320\274

I i 1 x (n,/nr-i)

0 >\321\202\320\277(\320\245)/\320\277,-\320\245\321\202(\320\245)>7\320\263((\320\245'\"-1)
> nf_rtorsion of 7\320\223;-,(\320\245) >0

and so if \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is a finitely generated Z?-module then lim \321\202\321\202\320\245\320\245[\320\277])
=

lim \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)/\320\277\320\2637\320\263,(\320\245),the ^-completion of \321\202\320\263,(\320\245).

Before proving the uniqueness and functoriality observe the following

lemmas.

Lemma2. For X in &*& if X'-U Y -+ Z-+ sX isexactwith f a ^-completion
then Z ~ H(V), V a graded, rational vector space.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma A3.13 and Theorem 8.7. \342\226\241

And another vanishing lemma:

Lemma 3. If Y = wlim Yn with Yn in &f then [H(Q), Y}*= 0.

Proof. By Proposition 5.9 it will be enough to observe this for Y in 5^.
In the same way this reduces to \320\243a finite Postnikov tower in 5^. This, in

turn, easily reducesto the case \320\243=
srH(Zp). And for this case we have

[H(Q), H(ZP)]* = HZ*(H(Q))whose vanishing is elementary. \342\226\241

For Xt and X2 in 5^ let fx: X^ Yt be a ^-completion and

/2:X2\342\200\224>Y2 the ^-completion constructed above. Then y2=wlimXl2nl

and it follows from Lemma 3 that [H(Q), Y2] = 0. Therefore given any

map g : Xi\342\200\224\302\273X2there will be a unique map h : Yi-+Y2 with f2g -
hfx.

This gives the functoriality and taking g to be the identity gives the

uniqueness. \342\226\241

The unique ^-completion of Theorem 1 will be denoted X\342\200\224\302\273X (the &
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understood sinceX is in Sfg) and can be constructed in a variety of

different ways. One construction is, as we have seen, the spectrum
wlim X[nI. An alternative S^-completion is given as follows.Let / be the

injective
Z-module Up6^Zp\302\273 (Q/Z if @> is the set of all primes) and let

D(X) be the (Z, /)-dual as defined in Chapter 5. Then by Proposition 5.4

there is a natural map X\342\200\224\302\273D2(X)which in homotopy induces the
canonical map G\342\200\224\302\273Hom(Hom(G, I), I). But as observed in Lemma

A3.11 this map is the ^-completion of G if G is finitely generated,
therefore.

Proposition4. ForX in \320\243\320\264>the natural mapX-^ D2(X) is a 9>-completion.

In addition to beir/g functorial this description of ^-completion displays
clearly the connectionwith the problem of killing /-phantom maps.

Theorem 5. For X in &%, andf: Y \342\200\224\302\273X,fis an f-phantom map if and only if

the composite Y \342\200\224>X \342\200\224>X is zero.

Proof. Since X is a dual spectrum it is immediate from Proposition 5.2

that for /: Y\342\200\224>Xan /-phantom map, Y\342\200\224\302\273X\342\200\224\302\273Xis zero. Conversely,

suppose that Y-^-X\342\200\224>X is zero. Then since X^wlimX1\021 each com-

composite Y\342\200\224\302\273X-\302\273X(nlis zero, i.e. / is divisible by any n a multiple of the

primes in <3>. So for W->Y in A{Y), the image g of / in [W, X] is also

divisible by such integers. But [W, X] is a finitely generated Z?-module

and therefore g = 0. It follows that / is an /-phantom map. \342\226\241

There are a number of other approachesto the completion con-

construction. These have the virtue of being generally defined functors with

differing geometric content and so highlight different aspects of this

important process. As above, let $ft be the full subcategory of \320\243with X

in \320\243\320\263if each \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is finite and let si be a small triangulated subcategory
of Sfi. The first of these constructions, essentially due to Sullivan [124], is

given as follows. For X in Sf define the diagram category \320\223^(\320\245)to be the

category whose objects are maps /: X\342\200\224\302\273W with W in si and whose

morphisms are commuting diagrams
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with g in M. Since M is small so is \320\223^{\320\245)so for Y in if we can define the

limit set X%Y) =
\320\230\321\202\320\263^\321\205)[\320\243,VV] a typical element of which is an element

x of \320\237\320\223^(\320\245)[\320\243,W] such that for

X |\320\271

in \320\223\321\217\320\263(\320\245),/i *(*(/)) = x(g). A map from Y! to Y2 induces an obvious map
from X\302\243(Y2) to XJK Yi) so this defines a functor on &>. We will show that

X% is a cohomology functor. It is represented by a spectrum denoted X^
that we will call the pro si-completionof X. The pro ^-completion is the

geometric analog of the algebraic completion construction being roughly

the limit of the 'finite' objects to which the spectrum maps.

Proposition 6. (a) X% is a cohomology functor.
(b) The assignment X%/v^Xs^ defines a functor on \302\243fand there is a

natural map X \342\200\224>X&

Proof, (a) That XU\\1 Ya)^U.X%(Ya) follows easily from the fact that

product and limit commute. So it remains to show that X% is exact and, in

particular, if Yj^-> Y2-* Y3-^> sY^ is an exact triangle that

We first note that for W in <fu [ , W] can be

regarded as taking values in the category of compact Hausdorff spaces

and continuous maps. That is, for X in \320\243and W in Sft the map

[X, W]-^>limA(X)[Xa, W] is an isomorphism (by Corollaries 5.5 and 5.17).
And since [X, W] is finite for X in 8F, it follows that [ , W] takes values

that have in a natural way the structure of profinite groups. Now consider
an element {y(/)> in ker{X%(Y2)^X^Y^}. For each f:X^W in

\320\223*{\320\245)let C(f) ={y<= [\320\243\320\267,W] |/!(y)
= y(J)}. Then C(f) is a closed subset

of the compact space [Y3, W]. And given

X |\320\271

in \320\223^(\320\245)we get h*(C(/)) \320\241C{g). Let 3s be the diagram category with

objects the C(/)'s and morphisms the induced maps.Then the elements

of X^(Y3) mapping to {y(/)}will be the elements of lim3 C(/) (if any).
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Then 3)op is filtered. That is, \320\257\320\264satisfies:

(i) for all C(J), C(g) in \302\251there is a diagram C(/)<-C(/i)->C(g) in \320\257\320\264

and

(ii) \320\257\320\264has coequalizers, i.e. given /*, y* : C(J)\342\200\224>C(g) in \320\257\320\264there is a

morphism fc* : C(H)-> C(/) such that i\302\273fc*=./*\302\243*\342\200\242

(These properties follow from the assumptions on si.

(i) Given W^-X-^ W2 in \320\223^(\320\245)we have

in

(ii) Given

X. ,-U

^
w2

in \320\223^(\320\245)we have

the row an exact triangle in si. So if /factors through h:X\342\200\224>W then ik =
yfe

inducing the coequalizer.) Then the following lemma will complete the proof
of (a).

Lemma. Let 2)op be a {nonempty) filtered categoryof compact spaces and

continuous maps, then lim\302\256C(J) is non-empty.

Proof. By (i) and (ii) each finite subcategory (finite number of objects
and morphisms) of \320\257\320\264is contained in a finite subcategory \320\250with an initial

object (i.e. an element / in S3 such that each \302\243$(/,g) consists of precisely
one morphism). For each such category S3 let \320\241(\320\231#)\321\201\320\237\321\215\320\241(/)be the set

of all products whose obj ^-coordinates are compatiblewith respect to

the maps in morph S3. As observed \320\257\320\264-\\J% and therefore lim\302\256C(f)-

). So applying the finite intersection property it suffices to observe
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that each C(S8) is a nonempty closed subset of TlC{f). But if / is the
terminal element of 58 then C(S8) = ir~x{G) where \321\202\320\263is the projection to

\320\237^\321\217C(g) and G is the graph of the map C(f)-*Hgea,g*f (g) whose

components are the unique maps C(f)\342\200\224>C(g) in \320\250. \342\226\241

(b) By (a) we have definedfor X in 5^ a spectrum X^. Then / : X\342\200\224>Y

defines a natural transformation F(f): /^(Y)\342\200\224\302\273\320\223^(\320\245)and hence a func-

functor F:limr(X)[, W]-^limr(y)[, W] defined by F(x)(J)= \321\205(\320\223(/)).By

Corollary 4.12 F is induced by a map /* : X^\342\200\224>Y^ and the uniqueness of
this map implies that this assignment defines a functor. Similarly, the

obvious natural transformation [ , X]\342\200\224>limr(x)[ , W] gives rise to a
natural map X\342\200\224\302\273\320\245\321\217\320\263.\342\226\241

This construction does in fact kill /-phantom maps although for a

general spectrum it is no longer the case that these are the only maps
killed.

Proposition7. (a) For X in \320\243and f : Y \342\200\224>X, f-phantom Y \342\200\224>X \342\200\224>X^ is

zero.

(b) For X = S(O),\320\245\320\274
= 0. Therefore in particular Y-^X^X^ zerodoes

not imply that f is an f-phantom map.

Proof, (a) If /: Y\342\200\224>Xis an /-phantom map then for IV in 5^ a

composite Y\342\200\224\302\273X\342\200\224>Wis zero by Corollary 5.5. But [Y, X^] =

lmv(X)[Y, W] so it follows that Y\342\200\224>X\342\200\224>\320\245^is zero.

(b) This will follow from the fact that \320\223E(\320\236))is trivial. That is, for any

W in $fu [S(Q), W] = 0. This follows from Proposition 8.8 and Lemma
3. \342\226\241

The pro ^-completion construction defined as it is by a limit is in

general hard to work with. For example, it is not at all clear how this

construction behaves when applied to an exact triangle. On the other
hand, there is a closely related localization construction that at least
under favorable circumstances is equivalent. Let \320\233be the set of objects
of the category M considered above. We will call f:X-^>Y the A-

completion of X if

(a) /* : [ Y, W] -> [X, W) is an isomorphism for all W in A and

(b) if [\320\246W)
= 0 for all W in \320\233then [\320\246Y]

= 0.

. In the language of Chapter 7, Y is the localization of X with respect to
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the cohomology functor represented by \320\237\320\270^\320\260W. By Proposition 7.6 and

Theorem7.7we know that such a localization exists so we have:

Proposition 8. For A a subsetof the objects of \320\243\320\263there is an exact functor

\320\273\320\264; 5^\342\200\224*\342\200\242Sfand a natural transformation from I to A such thatX-*XA is the

A-completion. Further if A = obj si then the pro si-completion functor factors
through the A-completion functor.

Proof. It remains to observe the relation between the two completion

functors. For W in A, [XA, W]\342\200\224\302\273[X,W] is an isomorphism. Therefore
the natural transformation induces an isomorphism of the categories
\320\223^(\320\245)and \320\223^(\320\245\320\220).From this we get the diagram natural in X:

X > XA

I _ 4

\321\205^-^(\320\245\320\264);. \342\226\241

The important examples of these completion constructions correspond

to the following choices for A and si. Let Sf\\ be a small skeleton of Sf{

(see Proposition 3.10). In each case A will be a subset of the objects of
yt and si will be the corresponding full subcategory. Let & be a set of

primes:

(a) A = {W in &\"i | tt*{W) is ^-primary}, in particular if 3> is the set of
all primes then si =

\320\243[;

(b) A = {W in Sf\\ | \321\202\320\263\320\224W)is ^-primary and it,(W) = 0 for almost all i}.
In each of these cases the A-completion, while defined as the localization
with respect to a cohomology functor, can alsobe given as the localization

with respect to a simple homology functor. In fact this is the approach
taken by Bousfield and Kan in [33].

Proposition 9. (a) If A = {W in &\"{\\ ir*(W) in &-primary} then A-com-
A-completion is localization with respect to the homology functor represented by

S(G) where G =
Upe9>Zp.

(b) lfA =
{WinSf\\\\ n*(W) is ^-primary and \321\202\320\263,(W)

= 0 for almost all
i}, then A-completion is localization with respect to the homology functor

represented by H(G), G as in (a).

Proof, (a) We will show that (\320\237\320\264W)* and S(G)* have the same acyclic
spectra. So suppose first that 5(G)*(X) = 0. Considering
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X-^-* X-^> S(ZP) \320\273X->sX, this is equivalent to p\\x being an

equivalence for each p&&. It follows that if \320\245\321\202-1*X-U X(Q)-^> sXT is
exact with / the rational localization of X then ir*(XT) is torsion prime to
@. If h : X \342\200\224>W is a map to an element of A then by Lemma 8.21 hg = 0
and h factors through \320\245@>.But by Lemma 3 [X@), W]

= 0 completing this

part of the proof.
Now suppose that [X, W] = 0 for all W in A. We must show that X is

S^'-local where 5\302\260'= Primes - ^. So consider the exact triangle

5\"'X'^X\"^X-4X' where / is the ^'-localization. Then \321\202\320\263*{\320\245\")is

^-primary torsion. And for W in A, [X', W) = 0. That is, given

/:X'\342\200\224>W, its ^-localization, through which / factors, is a map from a

rational spectrum to a spectrum in 5^ and by Lemma 3 vanishes.
Therefore to complete the proof of (a) it suffices to prove the following

lemma (which is of independent interest).

Lemma 10. // \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)is ^-primary torsion then there is a non-zero map

X\342\200\224\302\273W for some W in A.

Proof. Let / be the injectiveZ-moduleUpe^>Zp- and let D be the (Z, /)-
duality functor constructed in Chapter 5, that is [\320\243,D(X)]

~ Hom(X*(Y),

I). Then D satisfies the following:

(a) D(UXa)^ri\302\243>(Xa),

(b) if / : X!\342\200\224>X2is such that 7r*(f) is monic (resp.epic)then ir*(Df) is

epic (resp. monic),
(c) if W is in A then D(W) is in A,

(d) there is a natural map i: X\342\200\224>D2(X),

(e) if 7\320\263\320\224\320\245)is ^-primary torsion then \321\202\320\263\320\224/)is monic.

Statements (a), (b), (c) are easy consequencesof the definition. We

proved (d) in Proposition 5.4 and showed there that nr(i) is the canonical

map \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)\342\200\224>\320\235\320\276\321\202(\320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\320\263\320\263(\320\245),/), /). And so by Lemma A3.ll, if \321\202\320\263\320\263(\320\245)

is ^-primary torsion this map is monic.So again let \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)be ^-primary

torsion and suppose that \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)has /?-torsion for a fixed p in <3>. Then

consider the exact triangle X xp > X\342\200\224\302\273XW\342\200\224\302\273sXIt will suffice to show
the existence of a non-zero map /-.X\320\274\342\200\224>W for then either

X\342\200\224>XW\342\200\224>W will be of the desired form or / will factor through a map
sX\342\200\224>W which will then be of the desired form. The reason we switch

our attention to X\320\274is that \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245^1)is a Zp2-module and it follows that

is S^-primary torsion. The following is left to the reader.

Sublemma.J/ H is a Zp2-module then so is Hom(H, J).
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Since TT^DiX^)) is 0>-primary torsion each element \320\273: Sr

factors through a map Ux^>D(Xlp])with Ux a finite spectrum in A. This

gives a map /: MUX-^D{X^) with \321\202\320\263^(/)epic. Therefore we get

\302\243>(/):D2(XM)^>D(UUX)~UD(UX) with 7r*(D/) monic. In particular

then the composite Xw\342\200\224\302\273D2(X[p1)-h>TlD(Ux) is nonzero giving a map

D(t/X) of the intended form. \320\237

(b) Here too we will argue that the two functors have the same acyclic

spectra. A spectrum X is (\320\237\320\220W)*-acyclic if and only if [X, W]
= 0 for all

W in Sff with tt*(W) ^-primary and tt,(W) = 0 for almost all /. But,

considering the Postnikov decomposition of W, it is clear that this is

equivalent to HG*(X) = 0 for all ^-primary finite groups G. Decompos-
DecomposingG this is further equivalent to HZ*(X) = 0 for all p in 9*.Then, since
#Z*(X) =

Hom(HZp:t:(X), Zp), this is the same as HZP*{X)= 0 f\302\260ra11 P

in 9 or HG*(X) = 0 for G =
IIpe^ Zp. \342\226\241

Returning to the restricted setting considered earlier we find that we

are dealing with a variety of equivalent constructions.

Theorem 11. The following are equivalent functorial ^-completions on
if \321\204>.

(a) the double dual D2 where D is the (Z, l)-dual with I =
\\lp^g> Zp~,

(b) the pro si- completion, si the full subcategory of \320\243\\of W with tt*(W)

@-primary,

(c) the A-completion, A the objects of sd,
(d) the smash product with 5^> (the &-completion of S&).

Proof. By the uniqueness argument of Theorem 1 if i?(X): X\342\200\224>F(X)

and u(x): X\342\200\224>G(X) are two functorial 0*-completions then F and G are

equivalent. So we must show that for X in Sf% the (natural) maps
X\342\200\224>Xrf,X\342\200\224>XAand X\342\200\224>X\320\2735^\302\273are ^-completions.

Let Y = wlim X\320\271be the ^-completion of Theorem 1. Then for X in

\320\243%we may assume that X\320\274is in si and so by the definition of X^ there
is a commuting diagram

X >Xrf >X[\"'l

giving X\342\200\224>Xrf-> Y. We will show that the induced map
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ir

lim

is an isomorphism. First observe that for x \302\243lim^x) \321\202\320\263\320\224W), a(x)
= {xn}

where xn
= x(fn) for/\342\200\236: X\342\200\224>X[n]the (natural) map defined in Theorem 1.

Suppose that a(x) = 0. If x\302\2450 then for some f.X^W in \320\223^(\320\245),

x(J) t^ 0. For each i, 7r,-(W)\342\200\224>\342\200\242777 (V0\021) is an isomorphism for n sufficiently

large so \321\202\320\263*(\320\243\320\230)=lim 7T#(W1\021). It follows that for some composite

/\342\200\236:X^ IV-> W1\021, \321\205(/\342\200\236)* 0. But we have

X > W

I I

commuting and since xn
= 0 we must have *(/\342\200\236)

= 0, a contradiction.

Therefore a is monic. To show that a is epic consider{*\342\200\236}\302\243lim \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245'\021).

Given /: X-^ W in \320\223^(\320\245)then as observed \321\202\320\263\320\224W)
= lim \321\202\320\263^Ww) so to

define *(/)\302\243 tt#(W) it suffices to define a sequenceof elements x(fn) in

\321\202\320\263*(\320\230/[\021).But the elements fln](xn) form such a sequence.It remains to

show that if we have

x

in \320\223^(\320\245)then Mx(/))
= jc(g). But /ii\021/*(jcll)= gi\"'(jcw) so we get the

desired compatibility.
To show that A-completion in 5^> is a ^-completion we will prove the

reverse, namely that X\342\200\224>wlim X\320\271= Y is the localization with respect to

(\320\237\320\220W)*. Since the X[nl's are in \320\233it is immediate that [\320\246W]
= 0 for W

in A implies [U, Y] = 0. And by Lemma 2 if X\342\200\224>Y \342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>sXis exact

then Z= H(V), V a rational vector space. So by Lemma 3 this implies
that [X, W]\302\253-[Y, W] is an isomorphism for W in A.

Let S^\342\200\224>5#>be the ^-completion of S^ (the ^-localization of the

sphere spectrum). Smashing with X gives a natural map X \320\2735^> \342\200\224>X \320\2735^>

which for X in &% has the form X\342\200\224\302\273\320\245\320\2735;?>.Since S<?\342\200\224>Sg.is the

5(G):|!-localization it follows that X\342\200\224>XaS& is an 5(G)*-equivalence.
So there is a factoring
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X > X \320\233Sg>

\320\247 \320\243

which is natural since it is unique. Further for X =
S&, X \320\273S& \342\200\224>XA is an

equivalence since S\302\273is 04ocal and S\302\273\320\273Y gives ^-localization for any

Y. So by induction this map is an equivalence for any X in ^>. Now

consider an arbitrary spectrum X in 5^j>. We begin by observing that X

can be expressed as wcolim Xn with Xn in SF& and for each / the induced

map 7\320\223;(\320\245\342\200\236)\342\200\224>\321\211(\320\245)an isomorphism for n>n(i). To do this let Xn =

X[-n, \320\276\302\260](\320\277)where the skeleta have been chosen so that

Xn > X[- n, c\302\253]

X[-n-l,oo]<\302\273> >Xn+l >\320\245[-\320\270-1,\320\276\320\276]

commutes. Applying \320\273S& and A, denoted , we get

Xr \320\273S& > wcolim(ATr \320\273S^)^2-* X \320\273S&

I = | = X =

X, > wcolim Xr > X

with the outer square commuting. Therefore in homotopy

7r,(wcolim(Xr \320\2735g>))
a

>
\321\202\320\263,-(\320\245\320\2735^>)

\321\202\320\263,(wcolimXr) >

commutes. So the following lemma completes the proof.

Lemma. Given X\\\342\200\224\302\273X2\342\200\224\302\273
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224*\342\226\240wcolim Xr ~X in \320\243%with 7Tj(Xr)\342\200\224>

7\320\263,(\320\245)an isomorphism for r > r(i) then the induced map
wcolim Xr \342\200\224>X is an equivalence.

Proof. We have

X, >X2 > >X
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giving

X, > wcolim Xr -^-> X

4- \342\200\242!\342\200\242 \320\244

Xr > wcolim Xr > X

with the outer square commuting. Consider the induced diagram in

homotopy

7\320\277(\320\245\320\263)-^~*\321\202\320\263,(wcolim Xr)^* \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)

1 \321\201 I b I c
d e

7T,(Xr)
> 7r,(wcolim Xr) > m{X).

For r > r(i), a is an isomorphism so we have

7\320\263,(wcolim Xr)

J, \\, b

colim \321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\263)
~ 7r,(wcolim Xr)

Therefore / and thus d are isomorphisms and in this range ed is also an

isomorphism. It follows that e is an isomorphism for all i which completes
the lemma and hence the theorem. \342\226\241\342\226\241

Corollary 12. Restricted to 3~& the &-completions of Theorem 11 are
equivalent to H(G)*-localization, G = UpepZp.

Proof. We begin with the important observation that for X in 3~&

X \342\200\224wlim Xr with Xr in 5^f and \321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\263)
= 0 for almost all i. To express X in

this way, simply take Xr
=

X[-\302\260o, r]Kl (with X\320\274= X \320\273S1\021 as above). To

prove the corollary it suffices to show that X is //G^-local. But if

HG*{U) = Q then arguing as in Lemma 3 [U, Xr]*
= 0 for all r and

therefore [\320\246\320\245]
= 0. \342\226\241

Let us now look more closely at the properties of the ^-completion
process.For this purpose fix X = X \320\273S&. This defines a functor from Sf%

to the full subcategory of \320\243,denoted .%>, generated by the X's.
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Theorem 13. \320\243%-^ &\302\273satisfies the following:

(a) // is exact,
(b) it commutes with coproducts (= products),

(c) for
X and Y in #*j> bounded below, \320\245\320\273\320\243\302\253(\320\245\320\273\320\243)\",

(d) / = 0 \320\263/<znd only if f is an f-phantom map,

(e) HZ*{X)^HZ*(X)\302\256Zg, and if X is bounded below

\\

(f) for Y having a finite Postnikov tower or X in cF9 there is a natural

commuting diagram

[X,Y]

with c ^-completion and a an isomorphism.

Proof. Sinceit is defined by a smash product this S^-completion satisfies

(a), (b) and (c). (Coproducts and products are equivalent in both \320\243%and

\302\243fg>since homotopy groups in both are of finite type, the former over Z\302\256

and the latter over Z&.) In Theorem 4 we proved (d). Preliminary to

proving (e) note the following lemma.

Lemma.

rrZ(Q \\= {Z&>
' =0'

1 0 , i y\302\2430 .

Proof. We have s~lH(V) \342\200\224>S&-^>S&-^H(V), with V a rational vector

space concentrated in dimension 0 since tt,(S^) is finite for jV 0. Applying
HZ* we get that //Z;(S^>)

= 0, iV 0, and since |S^>|
= 0 and iro(Sg>)= Z&,

we get HZo(S<?) = Z*. \320\236

By the lemma and Proposition 6.7 we have HZ*{X)
= HZ*(X /\\S<?)~

HZJX)\302\256Z\302\273. Further if X is bounded below then HZ*(X) is of finite

type over Z& so applying Lemma A3.11 we have HZ*(X)~(HZ*(X)) .
(f) For any Y in &% there is a natural equivalence Y~wlim Y1\"'1 so in

general we have the following natural commuting diagram

[X, Y] >lim[X, Y'\"->]

[X, Y] \342\200\224-\302\273lim[X,Y1\"-1].
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The condition on X or Y implies that [X, Y] is finitely generated over Z9
and that each [X, YK1] is finite, this latter implying that b is an isomor-

isomorphism. From the defining sequence of YH we get the short exact

sequence 0->[X, Y]/n[X, Y]->[X,YH]
^> Gn ->0 with Gn the n-torsion

subgroup of G =
[X, Y]. But G is a finitely generated Z^-module so

HmGn=0. Therefore passing to the limit we get that [X, Y]\" =

lim[X, Y]/n,[X, Y]->lim[X, YKI] is an isomorphism. \342\226\241

The restrictions in (e) and (f) are real.Forexample, if X = ll%os~rH(Zp)
then HZ*(X) is not isomorphic to (HZ*(X)) \342\200\224thisis the case because
there is an i with HZ,(X) a countable vector space over Zp. And, in

general, even for X and Y bounded below, [X, Y] can be extremely

unpleasant, certainly failing to have a reasonablelooking ^-completion.

If X-4 Y\342\200\224\302\273Z\342\200\224>sX is an exact triangle with / an /-phantom map then

Z~Y\302\256 sX. Therefore we would not expect X ~ Y to imply X ~ Y in

general. However, such a result does hold if we restrict to a setting in

which phantom maps cannot arise\342\200\224at least if \320\257\320\240is finite.

Theorem 14. Let 9* be finite. If X and Y in 9% satisfy

(a) X, Y have finite Postnikov towers (i.e. \321\202\320\263,
= \320\236almost all i) or

(b) X, Y are in cF& (i.e. bounded below and HZ, = 0 almost all i),

then X \302\253Y implies X \302\253Y.

Proof. Let f:Y->Y be the ^-completion. Then it follows from

Theorem 13(f) that in (a) or (b) / induces an isomorphism

[X, Y]/nr[X, Y]->[X, Y]/nr[X, Y) for any nr in the defining ^-sequence.
So if g is the composite X -> X ~ Y then there is a map h : X -> Y such

that g-fh is divisible by nr. Therefore the induced map
7\320\263,(\320\245)/\320\277\320\2637\320\263,(\320\245)\342\200\224>7rI(Y)/nr7rI(Y)is an isomorphism. We will prove below

that for n sufficiently large (as a function of \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)and 7r,(Y)) this implies
that ir^Qi): \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)\342\200\224>\321\202\320\263\320\224Y) is an isomorphism. Then to prove the theorem

in case (a) take nr sufficiently large so that ir,(h) is an isomorphism for all

i with \321\202\320\263;(\320\245),tt,(Y)^ 0. In case (b) take n, sufficiently large so that \321\211(\320\232)

is an isomorphism for all i=s=dimX, dim Y. Then by Corollary 6.10

HZ*(h) will be an isomorphism for all i and so again by Corollary 6.10 h

will be an equivalence. So it remains to prove the following lemma.

Lemma. Let \320\257\320\240be finite and let G, H be finitely generated Z&-modules.

There is an integer n0 such that if no\\n with n^ n0 and h : G\342\200\224\302\273H is a

homomorphism that induces an isomorphism G/nG-> H/nH then h is an

isomorphism.
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Proof. Let n0 be divisible by the primes in 9* and by o(Tor G) and

o(Tor H) as well. Observe first that o(Tor G) = o(TorH). To see this,

note that if no\\n (including n =
n0) then o(G/nG) = o(Tor G) \342\200\242nk where

\320\272= rank G and similarly for H. Sowe have o(Tor G)
\342\200\242nk = o(Tor H) \342\200\242nk

and if n9\302\261\302\253\320\276then we also have o(Tor G) \342\200\242
no = o(Tor H) \342\200\242

no- These

together imply that o(Tor G) = o(TorH) and rank G = rank H. Since
Tor G \320\241G/\302\253G and Tor H \320\241\320\235/\320\277\320\224it follows that h induces a

monomorphism Tor G\342\200\224\302\273TorH. And since o(Tor G) = o(TorH) this map

is an isomorphism. Now consider the induced map
\320\272: G/Tor G-+ H/Tor H. Let L = coker/c, then L/nL = 0 and therefore by
Nakayama's lemma (in the semi-local case), L = 0. But since rank G =

rank H it then follows that \320\272is an isomorphism. Then by the 5-lemma h

is an isomorphism. CD

Remark, (a) The lemma does not extend to the case 9* infinite. For

example, if 0* = all primes and G = H = Z then no such n0 exists. For if m

and n are relatively prime then Xm:G\342\200\224*H induces an isomorphism

GlnG-*HlnH.

(b) In fact the theorem itself does not extend either. For in Chapter 10 we

will construct finite spectra X and Y with \320\245\320\244Y and X(p) ~
Y(p) all p. Given

such spectra the p-completionsX(p) and \320\243(\321\200)are equivalent and as we will

prove in Proposition 16 below this in turn implies that for 0*= all primes the

^-completions X ~ Y.

(c) In [24] Belfi and Wilkerson prove an unstable version of Theorem 14.
On the other hand they also give an exampleof spaces X and Y that are
simply connected, of finite type and 2-stage Postnikov towers,and such that

X(p)
=

Y(p) for all p but X(p) \320\244Y(p) for some p.

2. Categoriesof complete spectra

Let us turn now to an examination of the internal structure of the

categories of ^-completions. The categoriesof interest are &9, 3~& and

$>, the full subcategories of \320\243whose objects are the ^-completions of
the spectra in -9*j>, 2\320\223&and && respectively. We begin by observing that

the spectra in these categories can be characterized internally.

Proposition 15. (a) X is in && if and only if for all i, \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is a finite

coproduct of Zg> and {Zpr \\ p G &>}.

(b) X is in && if and only if X is in && and is bounded below.
(c) X is in ?Fp if and only if X is in 3~& and HZ^(X) is bounded above.
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Proof. Since \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\243)^ir*(Y)\" and for \320\243bounded below

HZ*(Y) one direction is obvious. For the other direction consider X
with 7\320\263*(\320\245)as in (a). Then for each i there is an exact sequence

0-\302\273G,-> 7\320\263,(\320\245)-^V;-\302\2730 with Gt a finitely generated Z?-module and Vt a

vector space over Q.

Lemma. Giveng : \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)\342\200\224\302\273V w/f/t V a Q-vector space {andX arbitrary)

there is a map h : X-^-s'H(V) with 7\320\263,-(\320\271)
= g.

Proof. We have

HV'(X) \302\253Hom(HQ,(X), V) by Corollary 4.4

\302\253\320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\320\263,(\320\245)\302\256\320\236,V) by Proposition 8.8

= HomGr,(X),V) since Hom(O/Z, V) = 0 . \342\226\241

So by the lemma there will be maps h-,: X\342\200\224>slH(Vi) with Tri(hi) =
gi.

This gives h : \320\245->\320\237s'\"H(V;)
= H(V) (V a graded Q-vector space).Then

if Y-4X-^H(V)^>sY is exact, we get \321\202\320\263,(\320\243)=G,. So that \320\243will be in

\320\255%,and bounded below if X is, and \321\202\320\263,(/)will be ^-completion. This

completes the proof of (a) and (b). As for (c) if X is in && with /: Y\342\200\224>X

expressing this and HZ*(X) is bounded above then since HZ*(y)A ~

HZ*(X). It follows that HZ*(Y) is bounded above and so by Proposition

8.16, \320\243is in &9. \342\226\241

The condition of Proposition 15(a) has a simpler form if & = {p} for as
observed in Appendix 3, it is then the same as \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)being of finite type
over Zp. Thus, for example, combined with Proposition 8.14 we see that if

X is bounded below and \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)is of finite type over Zp then X is the

p-completion of (the p-localizationof) a spectrum in \302\243T.In contrast to this
Belfi and Wilkerson give in [24] an example of a simply-connected space

with homotopy of finite type over Zp which is not the p-completion of any

space of finite type.

One of the advantages of completion over localization is that in-

incomplete spectra fracture nicely into pieces complete at each of the

primes in 0\\ To make this precise, let & be an arbitrary collection of

primes and let X be in 5^J> (resp. 3~&, SF&). Then for each p in & the

p-localization of X, X(p), is in 9% (resp. STp, SPP). So taking the \320\244-

completion of X and the p-completion of X(p) we get spectra X and X(p>
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in % (resP- &\302\273,&9>) and &p (resp. &^ \320\244\321\200\\Consider

\320\273 \320\273(\321\200)

with /p
localization and \321\201and cp completion maps. Then arguing as in the

proof of Theorem 1 we see that there is a unique fill-in map lp : X-> X(p)

(this is true more generallywith p replaced by any subset 0*' \320\2410>).

Proposition 16. (a) For any X in && the map I = \320\237/p : X \342\200\224>
\320\237\321\200\320\265<?\320\245(\321\200)is a

natural equivalence.

(b) Further the correspondence given in (a) induces a full and faithful

embedding of &<? into \320\237\321\200\320\265<?#\321\200-

(c) // X \302\273
\320\237\321\200\320\265\320\267\302\273\320\243\321\200/s \320\271\320\277\321\203o/her equivalence with Yp in &p then Yp

~
X(p).

Proof, (a) That / is an equivalenceis immediate from the corresponding

algebraic statement for \321\202\320\263*A).For the naturality we need the fact that

completions at disjoint sets of primes are 'orthogonal' (compare with

Lemma 8.21).

Lemma 17. // 0>, \320\2370>2 = 0 and X, G ^., i = 1,2, then [Xb X2]
= 0.

Proof. As in Theorem 1 X2 = wlim X2nl the limit over a defining

sequence, so it suffices to show that [Xb X[2\"]]
= 0. But Xx is S^-local and

so for n relatively prime to 0>b [X,, \320\2452]-^\320\275>[\320\245\321\214\320\2452]is an isomorphism
and hence [Xb X[\"]]

= 0. \342\226\241

To apply the lemma note first that as above there is for p in 01 a map

l&-:X\342\200\224>\320\245\320\264\302\273,01' - 0>- {p}.And again, because it is true in homotopy, the

map /\321\200\321\202Ig.-: X.\342\200\224>X(p)@X& is an equivalence. Then from this it follows

that Xg,\342\200\224>\320\245-4-\320\245(\321\200)^5\320\245\320\267>'is exact. Now consider f:X^>Y in $?. By
the lemma [X?-, \320\243(\320\240)]*

= \320\236and it follows that there is a unique fill-in map

X -^-> \320\243

Therefore
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commutesas desired.
(b) Sending X to the sequence {X(p)} and / to {fip)} defines a functor F

from S\302\273to Tlpep&p\342\200\224this is because the /(p)'s are uniquely defined from /.

Since

X > Y

\320\237\321\205(\321\200)\342\200\224^\320\237\321\203(\321\200)

commutes, F is faithful. Further, given fp: X(p)-> \320\243(\321\200)we can define a

map /: X \302\253\320\237\320\245(\321\200)-^\320\237\320\243(\321\200)\302\253\320\243and then F(/) = {/p}so F is also full,

(c) Now suppose that X is also equivalent to \320\237\321\200\320\265\302\243?>\320\243\321\200with \320\243\321\200in \320\243\321\200.

Then for p^q, [X^ Yq]
= 0 = [Yq, X^)], so the desired result is im-

immediate from the following more general result.

Lemma 18. // {X,\\ and {Yr}, r = 1,2,..., satisfy \320\237X, - \320\237Yr and for all
r* s, [Xn Ys]

= 0 = [ Ys, Xr], then Xr -
Yr.

Proof. We have [\320\245\320\237\320\237^\320\223\320\243,]
= 0 =

[\320\243\342\200\236\320\237^\320\223\320\245,].It follows that

X*-+Uxr**TiYr factors uniquely through \320\243^\320\237\320\243,giving Xr-^Y,

and similarly a map Yr\342\200\224>Xr.It is easy to see that these maps are inverse
to each other giving Xr = Yr. \342\226\241\342\226\241

What stands in the way of the F of Proposition 16(b) being an

equivalence is that if we try to define the inverse from \320\237^\321\200to && by

sending {Xp} to the product \320\237Xp then it need not follow that \320\237Xp is in

&9. For instance, if & =
{p, q) then (Xp, 0) is in ^p x

Q>q but Xp is not in

&&. In fact the image of F is precisely those sequences {Xp} such that for

each / the rank of \321\202\320\263,(\320\245\321\200)over Zp is independent of p.
As a corollary of Proposition 16 we have Sullivan's'arithmetic square'

[124] relating a spectrum to its p-completionsand rational localization.

For X in 5^ we have the composite c': XA X ~
\320\237\321\200\320\2653\302\273X(p).
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Corollary 19. The square

^@) *\342\200\242A1 X(p))@)

with vertical arrows rational localization expressesXas the weak pullback of

c'oand r'.

Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 8.22 since by Lemma 2, Z in the

exact triangle s~'Z\342\200\224>X-^X \342\200\224>Zis a rational spectrum. \342\226\241

The following proposition summarizes the general structure of the
completion categories.

Proposition 20. (a) ,%>, &&, \320\244&are graded additive categories over Z&.

(b) For <3* =
{p} these categories are triangulated and closed with respect

to caking summands, otherwise neither holds.

(c) Given {Xr\\ in && (resp. 3~&),if for each i, \321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\263)
= 0 for almost all r

(resp.this plus \\Xr\\ > n all r) then 11 Xr ~YlXr is in && {resp. &&). Given
\342\226\240\342\226\240

\342\200\242->Xr-^Xr+l-+
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

(Z-graded) in &&, if for all i there is an r(i) such
that TTtifr) is an isomorphism for r > r(i) (resp. r < r(i)) then wcolim Xr

(resp. wlim Xr) is in Sf? and in && if \\XT\\ > n all r.

(d) Thereisa smash product in 3~&, precisely, there is an additive functor

\320\272:&~\320\264>\321\205\320\227~?->&&, satisfying:

(i) s(X ft Y)\302\253(sX) \320\272Y \302\253X ft (s Y),

(ii) ft is commutative and associative up to equivalence,

(iii) X ft is exact,

(iv) there is a natural equivalence X ft (UrXr)
~ LIr(X ft Xr),

(v) S& is a unit for ft,

(vi) \320\2449is closed with respect to ft,

(vii) for X in \320\257?CiSTt, X ft Y - X \320\273Y.

The foregoing subsumes the usual coherence conditions.

(e) S& is a small weak generator in \320\255'\320\264-.

(f) There are categorical equivalences &&^

Proof, (a) Since these categoriesare closed with respect to finite

coproducts, they are clearly additive. The action of Z? will be given after
the smash product has been defined.
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(b) Restricting to 0*= {p}we must show that for /: X-> \320\243in &p the
exact triangle X-4 y->Z\342\200\224\302\273sXis in \320\255'\321\200.By Proposition 16 and the
comment following it, W is in #), if and only if tt*(W) is of finite type

over Zp. But ttJ<Z) is an extension of ker \321\202\320\263*(/)and coker \321\202\320\263*(/),and

since Zp is Noetherian the fact that \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)and \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\243)are of finite type
over Zp will imply the same for tt*(Z). The same argument shows that if

X 0 Y is in $p then both X and Y are also in &p. On the other hand, if

0* contains more than one prime then \302\247*&is neither triangulated nor

closed with respect to taking summands. For instance, by Proposition 16

S&^Sp\302\256 S?; 0\" = 0>- {p},is in \320\243\320\264.although neither summand is, and if

/:S<?\342\200\224>S<? is given as 0\302\251l with respect to this decomposition, then

Sp-\302\243>Sp\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>sS?is not in &&.

(c) This is immediate from Proposition 15.

(d) Note first that &9 is not closed with respect to the smash product in

Sf. For example, consider S?\342\200\224>S&-*Z-^>sS& exact. By Lemma 2Z*
H(V), V a rational vector space. Then smashing with S? we get
Sg.\342\200\224>S& \320\273S& \342\200\224>Z \320\273S? \342\200\224>sS^ and then by Proposition 6.6 Z \320\273S\302\273

=

H(W), W a nontrivial rational vector space. But [H(Q), X] = 0 for X in

#3\302\273and so in particular S? \320\273S$> ~S^\302\251H(W). So to define a smash

product in && it is necessary to modify the usual one and this can be done

as follows: for each spectrum X in &9 fix a spectrum X and an

equivalence e(X): X \320\273S^>\342\200\224>X,then for X! and X2 in ^> define

XllkX2= (Xx \320\273\320\2452)\320\273S\302\273.This , as desired, is in &&. Then as above, there is
a split sequence X, \320\257\320\2452\320\233\321\205,\320\273X2^H(U)-^s(Xl A X2), t/ a rational
vector space, with / given by

(X, \320\273\320\2452)\320\273S& *Xt \320\273\320\2452

- t e(*0 \320\273\320\265(\320\2452)

(X, \320\273\320\2452)\320\273(S^ \320\273S^) > (X, \320\273\320\2452)\320\273(S^ \320\273S^)\302\253(X, \320\273S^) \320\273(\320\2452\320\273&).

Let XiAX2^Xi^X2 be the (unique) splitting map. With this map we
can regard X, \320\257X2 as a quotient of X, \320\273\320\2452.In particular, given

\320\245,\320\273\320\2452>X,AX2

4/Ag

Yx \320\273\320\2432 > \320\243,\320\257\320\2432

there is a unique fill-in map / \320\272g (this follows from the fact that

[H(Q), Yx \320\272\320\243\320\267]*
=

0). This defines the functor A : f9 x ^-> ^.
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Then (i) and (ii) follow easily from the corresponding properties of \320\273.

Before proving the remaining properties of A, let us note an alternative

descriptionof Xx A X2. The composite Xx \320\273X2 ^\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Xx \320\273X2\342\200\224>Xx A X2

is an equivalence natural in Xx. There is of course a parallel construction

natural in X2.

(iii) Given Xx-UX2-^\320\2453-\320\252sXx exact in && we have

with the equivalences defined above. Therefore the diagram commutes
and since the bottom row is exact, it follows that the top row is also exact.

(iv) As above there is a natural equivalence X t\\ \\\\Xr ~X \320\273llXr

from which the result is immediate.
(v) Similarly there is a natural equivalence X A S& ~ X \320\273Sg.

~ X.

(vi) This is immediate from the definition of A.

(vii) If X is in &9 \320\237$ft then we may take X for X and thus X ft Y ~

X aY.
Let us at this point note the Z^-structure on &&. First observe that the

foregoing development of the smash product would have gone through

equally well for Xx ft X2 with either an arbitrary (not necessarily bounded

below) spectrum in ^ if the other is restricted to \320\244&.In particular there

is a natural equivalence X ~ S& ft X and since [S&,S&]= Z& we can define

the action of Z& on [Xx, X2] by letting af be given by X, ==

S? ft Xi-^US? \320\246\320\263^\320\2452.
It is then easily checked that this gives [Xx, X2]

the structure of a Z^-moduIe and that a(fg)
= (af)g - f(ag).

(e) This is immediate from the fact that S-^S&^>S? induces an

isomorphism [S<?>, X]*\342\200\224*\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)for X in ,%>.

(f) From Theorem 13 we see that there is a natural isomorphism

[X, Y]^>[X, Y\\\302\256Z9 for X, Y in &9. This together with Theorem 8.17

gives the result. \342\226\241

Perhaps the most striking feature of the ^-completion categories is the
absence of phantom phenomena and the consequent existence of limits

and colimits where we have been usedto having to deal with their weak
counterparts.

Theorem 21. (a) There are no f-phantom maps in Sfg>.

(b) // X is the minimal weak colimit of Xx-^> X2\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242,X-, and X in &&,
then X is the colimit of this sequence in &&.
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(c) // X is a weak limit of Xl<\342\200\224X2<\342\200\224-
\342\200\242

-, Xt and X in &&, and the

induced map ir*(X)\342\200\224Him \321\202\320\263^\320\245,)is an isomorphism then X is the limit of

the sequence in $&.

(d) In &g., X = colim{ > X[r, oo] -> X[r - 1,oo]
-> \342\226\240\342\200\242

\342\200\242}.

(e) In&?, X =
lim{--*-X[-\302\260o, r]\302\253-X[-oo, r+i]< }.

(f) For X in 3~& there is a sequence in 3~& natural in X, Xt <\342\200\224X2 \302\253\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

such that X = Iim Xr and for each r, End(Xr) =
[Xn Xr]0 is finite.

(g) For X in &g. there is a sequence in &&, \302\273Xr\342\200\224>Xr+i\342\200\224>\342\200\242
\342\226\240\342\200\242with

X = colim X, and II S<?\342\200\224>Xr \342\200\224>Xr+i \342\200\224>sll S<?> exacf\342\200\224the coproduct finite.

Proof, (a) As we proved in Proposition 5.2, there are no /-phantom
maps from any spectrum to one in &&.

(b) For any \320\243,/: [X, Y] \342\200\224\302\273HmfX,, \320\243]is an epimorphism. So it suffices

to show that, for Y in ^>, i(J)
= 0 implies that / is an /-phantom map.

For then by (a) we conclude that /=0. But X being the minimal weak

colimit implies that for W in 5F, colim[W, Xr]~>[W, X] is an isomor-

isomorphism. Therefore given g:W\342\200\224\302\273Xin /l(X) there is a factoring
W\342\200\224>Xr\342\200\224*X.So if i(f) = 0 then /g

= 0, i.e. / is an /-phantom map.
(c) The assumption on the homotopy groups implies that for W in &

[W, X]\342\200\224>Iim[W, Xr] is an isomorphism. So we can argue just as we did
for (b).

(d) This is an instance of (b).

(e) And this an instance of (c).

(f) Let {nu n2,...} be a defining ^-sequence and let X, =
X[n'][-oo, r].

Then 7\320\263,(\320\245\320\263)is finite for all / and equal to zero for almost all i. It

follows then that End(Xr) is finite. Further, we have X\342\200\224> \302\273Xr\342\200\224>

X,.-!\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

inducing /: X\342\200\224>wlim Xr and \321\202\320\263*(/)is clearly an isomorphism.
So X is the canonicalweak limit of the sequence. Then since \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)\342\200\224>

Iim 7\320\263*(\320\245)is an isomorphism, it follows that X \342\200\224Iim Xr.

(g) By definition X is the ^-completion of the ^-localization of a

spectrum \320\243in ST. Let \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>\320\243\320\263\342\200\224>\320\243\320\263+1\342\200\224>\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242be a cellular tower of \320\243

Then smashing with S& gives a tower of the desired form. \342\226\241

The tower of Theorem 21(g) will be called the completed cellular tower

of X\342\200\224notto be confused with the cellular tower of X.

These results suggest that there would be real advantages to working in

the complete setting. Thus, for example, the strong limit structures imply
a unique factorization theorem and strong convergence of the Adams

spectral sequencethere\342\200\224see Chapters 10 and 16 respectively. This sug-
suggests as a general strategy that problems that arise elsewhere be pushed
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into the complete setting. An example of the application of this strategy

appears in the next chapter with the proof of factorization theorems for
local and finite spectra from that for complete spectra. Of special im-

importance
are problems in 3~ since it is in this context that many problems

in stable homotopy theory arise. But combining localization and com-

completion
such problems can often be pushed into the complete setting with

no loss of information. For this we have the following propositions,

corollaries of earlier results on localizationand completion.

Proposition 22. For X in \302\243/\",[X, Y] <\342\200\224[X&, Y) is an isomorphism if Y is

^-complete, in particular if \321\202\320\263,(Y) is finite for all i.

Proposition 23. For Y in F, [X, Y] \342\200\224>[X, Y&\\ is an isomorphism if X is

^-primary torsion.

Examples of the application of this approach can be found in Chapter

16 and Chapter 24. Applying Proposition 22 with X = S also shows that

homotopy groups of complete spectra can be defined internally, i.e.

ir*(Y)=[S* V]for Y'm&9.
Finally, the following exercise indicates that problems involving local-

localization in the sense of Chapter 7 can also be pushed into the complete

setting.

Exercise. If U is a ring spectrum, V a t/-module spectrum and \320\270in

7r*(f/) is such that HZ*(u)
= 0 then u~l ^-localization on \320\255~&factors

through 3~&.



CHAPTER 10

UNIQUE FACTORIZATION,
GENUS AND CANCELLATION

Introduction

In this chapter we apply the special properties of the complete setting

to di*aw conclusions about the structure of various subcategoriesof

spectra. First in Section 1 we prove that complete spectra satisfy a unique

factorization theorem and from this derive the unique factorization of the
/^-localizationof finite spectra. Then in Section 2 we use the work of

Section 1 to derive information about finite spectra. The connection is
provided by the notion of genus which is studiedhere.Then a main result

is that while unique factorization does not hold for finite spectra there is a
weaker decomposition theorem that does hold here.

1. Unique factorization theorems

As a major consequenceof the strengthened limit structures in SPP we

can prove a unique factorization theorem here and in a number of related

categories. The key to such a result is the ability to cancel indecompos-
ables which in turn comes from the fact that their endomorphism rings
are local\342\200\224that is, their non-units form a two-sidedideal.

Let End(X)
= [X, X]o regarded as a ring via the composition product.

Then indecomposabilityhas ring theoretic consequences.

Lemma 1. X is indecomposableif and only if End(X) has no non-trivial

idempotents.

Proof. If X is decomposable with non-trivial summand Y then
X-\302\273\320\243^\320\245is a non-trivial idempotent. Conversely, if End(X) has a

152
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non-trivial idempotent e then we define a splitting of X as follows.

Consider X-^>X-^>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273wcolimX = Y. Then for any W in \320\243we have

\320\223\320\245,W]-^Hm[X, W] since the lim1 term of Proposition 3.4(b) vanishes.

Therefore [Y, W]->[X,W] is monic for all W and X-> Y splits. So
since X\342\200\224*Y is not an equivalence it gives a non-trivial decomposition of

X in 5^ and hence in Sfp. D

(An alternative argument for the 'splitting' of idempotentsis to define Y

as the spectrum representinge[ ,X].)
However cancellation requires a different ring-theoretic property.

Proposition2. // End(X) is local and X \302\251Y, \302\253X \302\251Y2 then Y, \302\253Y2.

Proof. Fix the notation AT <=* AT \302\251Yi \302\253=*Y, and X\302\253^X\302\251Y2?\302\261Y2 for
p\\ i\\ n h

the inclusion and projection maps and let e:X\302\251 Yx\342\200\224>X\302\251Y2 be the

given equivalence. Then p,e~li2p2ei\\ + p\\e~lj2q2ei\\
= 1:X\342\200\224>X. And since

End(XT) is local either p\\e~li2p2eix or p\\e~{j2q2ei is an equivalence. In the

former case, letting a =
p\\e~xi2 and ft = p2eiu we have aft a unit in a local

ring and therefore a and ft are units. But then applying the X-lemma to

the diagram

Y2

1 e~lh

I pie
X

we conclude that q\\e~lj2: Y2\342\200\224>Yi is an equivalence. And in the latter

case, letting a = pie~lj2 and ft = q2eiu we have that X-^Y-^X is a
b \321\201

splitting. So there is a split sequence \320\245?\302\261\320\2432?\302\261\320\243\320\267with Y2^X\302\256Y3 and

again applying the X-lemma this time to the diagram

X\302\251Y3

\342\226\240
*'*\"! v

2 *\342\200\242'1

X

we conclude that Y, - X \302\251X3. \342\226\241
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Another useful consequence of local endomorphism rings is the fol-

following:

Lemma 3. // /i:Xi\302\251X2\302\251 > Y@Z is an equivalence (in \320\243)with

Y^ 0 and for each i, End(X,) is local then for some i the restriction map

X,\342\200\224>Y is a monomorphism.

Proof. For each / we have the obvious maps X,, \342\200\224>Y \342\200\224*X,- and

Xi\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224\302\273X,.The sum of these composites is lx. and since End(X;) is

local it follows that one of them must be an equivalence. If X\\\342\200\224*Y\342\200\224>Xx

is an equivalence we are done, so suppose that Xx\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>XXis an

equivalence. Then Z~XX@ZX and there is a map V0Z

such that the composite Xx\342\200\224*Y \302\251Z-> Y@ZX is zero (i.e. if p
= Z

is the projection and i:Z\342\200\224*Y such that

commutes then take

So we get

commuting and hx an equivalence. Again either X2\342\200\224\302\273Y\342\200\224>X2or

X2\342\200\224>Zi\342\200\224\302\273X2is an equivalence so repeating the argument above we

either have that X,\342\200\224*Y\342\200\224>Xtis an equivalence for some i giving the

desired monomorphism or we generate the following diagram

X,\302\251X2\302\251X3\302\251

~

X2\302\251X3\302\251 >Y@ZX

ii

X3\302\251

/
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Passing to the limit (or more precisely applying wcolim) gives0-^-wcolim

(y\302\251Zr)
but 7r*(wcolim Y\302\251Zr)

= colim \321\202\320\263^Y\302\251Zr)D\321\202\320\263^\320\243)so this

would imply that \320\243= 0, contradiction. \342\226\241

To get the desired connection between the two ring-theoretic proper-

propertieswe need a constraint on the type of ring that can appear as End(X).
Just such a constraint exists if X is in &\321\200.

Proposition 4. For X in &p, End(X) = lim Rn where >Rm \342\200\224>

Rn-\\-*
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a sequence of finite rings with unit and unit preserving ring

horn \320\276\321\202orph ism s.

Proof. By Theorem 9.21(d)X is the colimit of >\320\245[\320\263,\320\276\320\276]->\321\205[\320\263-

1? oo]\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.Let Xr = X[-r, \302\260o].By Theorem 9.21(f) there is, for each r, a

sequence X\\^-X'2< with Xr = lim Xrn and End(X^) finite. The

naturality of these constructions implies the existence of the following

diagram of rings with unit and unit preserving ring homomorphisms:

End(X) > > End(Xr) > End(X'-') > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

I I

I 1

>End(X'n) >End(X'n-') > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

I I

Then since X = colimXr and Xr = lim Xrn it is also the case that

End(X)\342\200\224\302\273HmEnd(Xr) and 'End(Xr)^>\\im End(X^) are isomorphisms. It

follows that the induced map End(X)\342\200\224>lim End(X') is an isomorphism
with each End(X;) finite. \342\226\241

Thus the following proposition provides the desired connection.(Here
we replace Rn by R/In where /\342\200\236

=
ker{#\342\200\224>Rn}.)

Proposition 5. Let R be a ring filtered by two-sided ideals {/\342\200\236}such that

each R/In is finite and R = lim R/In. Then R is local if and only if it has no
\320\277\320\276\320\277-trivialidempotents.
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Proof. We will prove that if R is not local then it has a non-trivial

idempotent, the other direction being left to the reader. We begin with

the special case of R finite. In this case the following argument works. If

R is not local then there are non-units a, b with a + b = 1. Consider the

set {a, a2,...}. Since R is finite either ar = 0 for some r>0 or ar+s =

a'^0 for some r, 5 >0. But the former would imply that b = 1 - a is a
unit. Therefore the latter must hold and then ars is a non-trivial idem-

potent. Next note that there is an m such that R/Im is not local. For

suppose to the contrary that each R/In is local. Then we can apply:

Lemma 6. If R = lim R/In with R/In finite local then R is local.

Proof. Let /\342\200\236:#\342\200\224>R/In and fnm : R/Im \342\200\224>R/In be the projection maps.
The set of all x in R, such that x projects to a non-unit in R/In for some

n, forms an ideal M in R. We will show that any x not in M is a unit. By

assumption there is a yn in R/In such that fn(x)y = 1.Let f(zn)
\342\200\224

yn. Either

the set {zn} is finite and some z =
zn occurs infinitely often or else {zn} has an

accumulation point z {R is compactw.r.t.the {/\342\200\236}-topology). In either case

for any n there will be an m >n such that z \342\200\224
zm\302\243/B and therefore

/n(xz) = /IU/m(jc)/m(z))= /\302\243(!)= 1. Therefore xz = 1 and x is a unit. \342\226\241

Thus for some m, R/Im is not local. But then R/In has a non-trivial

idempotent. If we could construct a family of non-trivial idempotents
{en} E. lim R/In this would give a non-trivial idempotent in R. So the

following lemma will complete the proof of the proposition.

Lemma 7. Let f:S\342\200\224>T be a ring epimorphism with S finite. Then any
non-trivial idempotent in T lifts to a non-trivial idempotent in S.

The proof of Lemma 7 is similar to that of the special case considered
above and is left to the reader. DD

Combining these results we get the desired property for the endomor-

phism ring of indecomposablespectrain 9*^

Proposition 8. For X in ^ X is indecomposable if and only if End(X) is

local.

With this we are in a position to prove the unique decomposition of

spectra in &p.
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Theorem 9. For X in $fp there are indecomposable spectra Xn r= 1,2, ...,

in &/\302\273unique up to order, such that X = IIr=1Xr.

Proof. We begin with the existence of such a decomposition.This is a

result which is by no means trivial for it is not even clear that X has

indecomposable summands. To remedy this we have

Lemma 10. Given 0 ^ x G \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)there is an indecomposable spectrum X'
and epimorphism /: X\342\200\224\302\273X'with \321\202\320\263*(/)(\321\205)\320\2440.

Proof. Consider the diagram categoryA defined as follows. An object of
A is an epimorphism /a :X\342\200\224\302\273Xawith \321\202\320\263*(fa)(x)\320\2440 and a morphism is a

commuting diagram

\342\200\224therefore h too is an epimorphism. There is at most one morphism

between any two objects in A so we can regard \320\233as a partial ordering
with fp^fc if there is a map from fa to fp. We will get the desired

indecomposable by applying Zorn's Lemma. So consider A' \320\241\320\233\320\260

linearly ordered subcollection. For each /a:X\342\200\224>Xa in A' let n(fa) =

(dim \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245\320\224dim 7Ti(Xa), dim 7r_i(Xa),...) where dim G for a finitely

generated Zp-module is defined in Appendix 3. Therefore corresponding
to A' we have a subset\320\220\320\241Yli=0Z+Xi and if we define a partial ordering
on \320\237(=\320\276Z+Xi by letting (n0, nb .. .)> (m0, mu ...) if n, =S m, all i and

n, < mi some i then A is a linearly ordered subset.

Sublemma. Let A be a linear ordered subset ofYl Z+xt ordered as above then

A has a cofinal subsequence.

Proof. Pick (r0, rb ...) in A then for s =
(n0, nu ...) > (r0, ru \342\226\240.\342\200\242)

= s0

define r(s) =
2\302\243=0nJ2rk. This is a well-defined positive real number and

for su s2>s0 related by <, si>s2 if and only if r(s{) < r(s2)- Let r-
glb{r(s)| s G A}. Then there is a subsequenceof the r(s)'s converging to r
and if r(s,)\342\200\224>\342\200\242r then the s.'s are a cofinal subsequence of A. \342\226\241

Applying the sublemma there is a cofinal subsequence \320\233\"\320\241\320\233',i.e.

X\342\200\224\302\273Xi\342\200\224>X2\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242such that for any X\342\200\224>Xain A' there is a map
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X-^Xr in A\" with X^>Xa^>Xr in A'. Then let Xx = wcolim Xr. Since

\321\202\320\263*(\320\245\320\260,)
= colim \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245,)it follows easily that X\302\273is in SPP and for the

induced map /:X\342\200\224\302\273Xx,,\321\202\320\263*(/)(\321\205)\321\202*0. To show that / is an upper bound

for A' it remains to show that / is an epimorphism. So consider

X^Xoo-^X00\342\200\224> sX exact. By Proposition 9.20(b) this sequence is in Sfp.
For W in &, [W, X]^>[W, X\302\273]

=
colim[W, Xr] is an epimorphism, there-

therefore g is /-phantom and hence by Theorem 9.21 equals 0.
So Zorn's Lemma applies to A. Let /: X\342\200\224>X' be a maximal element of

A. Then X' is indecomposablefor if X'=X]0X2 then either

X\342\200\224>X'\342\200\224>X{or X\342\200\224\302\273X'\342\200\224>X2must be in \320\233\342\200\224supposethe former. Then

by the maximality of X\342\200\224>\342\200\242X' there is a morphism in \320\233:

x

and since the maps are epimorphisms it follows that X2 = 0. \342\226\241

The existence of a decomposition as a coproduct of indecomposable

spectra now follows easily. We can construct such a decomposition by

induction. For suppose that we have a monomorphism

fn
'
Xi 0 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

0 \320\245\342\200\236\342\200\224\302\273X with each X, indecomposable. Let \320\243be a com-

complementary summand and suppose that Y\302\245-0. Then among {\321\202\320\263/(\320\243)}let

\321\202\320\263,(\320\243)be a non-zero group with |i| minimal and pick \321\203\321\2040 in \321\202\320\263,(\320\243).Then

by Lemma 10 there is an epimorphism g: \320\243\342\200\224\302\273Xn+i with xrslc(g)(y) ^ 0 and
Xn+i indecomposable. From this we can define/\342\200\236+1:Xt 0 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

0 \320\245\342\200\236+1\342\200\224\302\273X.

Then passing to the colimit we get /:IIX,\342\200\224>X with \321\202\320\263*^)an isomor-

isomorphism.

Turning now to the uniqueness of the decomposition, suppose we have

Xi 0X20
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\302\253X| 0X20 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242in Sfp with Xt and X\\ indecomposable. By

Proposition 8 End(X,) and End(X/)are local rings. Applying Lemma 3 with

X[ = Y and X2 \302\251
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242= Z we get that some composite X-, \342\200\224>X[ -> X-, is an

equivalence, say i = 1.SosinceXJ is indecomposable we have X\\
~ X[, that

isX,0X20 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
\302\253X,0X20

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242. Therefore by Proposition 2 X20 \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242\302\253

X20
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.But for any indecomposable spectrum X in \302\243\320\240\320\240we can have

X ~
X, (or X ~ X;) only finitely often since each \321\211(\320\245\\0

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242)is finitely

generated over Zp. So repeated application of this cancellation argument

shows that each indecomposablespectrum must occur (up to equivalence)
the same finite number of times in both coproducts, thus the desired

uniqueness. \342\226\241
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This of coursegives rise to unique decomposition theorems for the

other categoriesof p-complete spectra of interest in Chapter 9.

Corollary 11. (a) For X in &p there are indecomposable spectra Xn

r = 1, 2,..., in &p, unique up to order and with //mr_a,|Xf|
=

\302\260\302\260,such that

(b) For X in \320\244\321\200there are indecomposable spectra X\\,..., X, in @>p, unique

up to order, such that X ~ X\\ 0 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
0 Xp.

Combining this with the tight connection between complete and local

spectra provided by Theorem 9.14 gives the unique decomposition

theorem of Freyd [51] and Wilkerson [137].

Corollary 12. For X in SPP there are indecomposable spectra Xu ..., Xr in

SFP, unique up to order, such that X ~ Xx 0 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
0 Xr.

Proof. Let us first note that a spectrum X in &p is indecomposable if and

only if its p-completion X is indecomposable.For supposethat X =

L/0V. Then by Proposition 9.15 U and V are in \320\244\321\200and hence by
definition U \342\200\224Y and V = Z for some \320\243and Z in &p. Thus X ~
(Y@Zy and therefore by Theorem 9.14 X= Y@Z.

For X in fpp the existence of a decomposition of the desired form is

trivial. So suppose that we have two such decompositions
X,\302\251---\302\251X,\302\253 Y1\302\251---\302\251YJ. Then we get X,\302\251---\302\251X,~

Y\\ 0 \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
0 Ys and as observed above the terms in these expressions are

indecomposablespectra.Therefore by Corollary ll(b) r = s and after

possible reordering X, ~
Yt for i = 1,..., r. By then by Theorem 9.14

again, it follows that X, ~
Y, giving the desired uniqueness. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) By comparison Freyd provesCorollary 12 by proving that for
X an indecomposable p-local spectrum End(X) is local. The argument
for this is very different from that of Proposition 8. Wilkerson's proof of

Corollary12is also quite different being unstable in nature.

(b) Combining Theorem 9 or Corollary 11 with Proposition 9.16 it is

easy to derive a unique factorization theorem in ^>, 3~\302\273and \320\244&if & is

any finite collection of primes. However Corollary12cannot be extended

in this way basically because the p-localization of a finitely generated

Z^-module ({p} \302\2430>) is not a finitely generated Z^-module.

(c) Let ^ \320\2413~ be the full subcategory of the spectra with finite Post-

nikov towers and let % and #p be the p-localization and p-completion
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categories derived from CS. It follows from Proposition 8.14 (resp. Pro-

Proposition 9.15) that X is in % (resp. \320\244\321\200)if and only if \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)is a finitely

generated Zp-module (resp. Zp-module).Therefore unique factorization

holds in \320\244\321\200and, by Theorem 9.14, also in fy. This symmetric treatment of
homology and homotopy finite also appears in Wilkerson's work on

p-localization in [137].

2. Application to the structure of finite spectra

In this section we will apply the results on complete spectra to give us

information about finite spectra. More precisely we go from SFP to SFP to

ZF. The first step, accomplished in the last section, was based on a very

rigid connection between the complete and local settings.The step from

the SFpS to SF is subtler since the link is not quite as rigid. So as in

Chapter 8 we want to consider the connectionbetween a finite spectrum
and its localization. Here, however, the focus will be on the relationship
between spectra with equivalent localizations. Thus we define the genus
of a spectrum X by G(X) = {Y | Y(p)~X(P) all p}. We can also consider
the genus in various restricted contexts such as that of finite spectra. (The
notion of genus was introduced by Mislin in [96].) Then, for example,
Theorem 8.20implies that for X and \320\243torsion spectra G(X) = G(Y)
only if \320\245\302\253\320\243.Such a result is not true in general, that is inequivalent
spectra may have equivalent localization. For example, let
0\342\200\224>G\342\200\224>H\342\200\224>/\342\200\224>0be a sequence of abelian groups with split localiza-

localizationsat all p but with H not isomorphic to G 0 / (such a sequence exists

with G =
UPZ and I = Q). Then we have the exact triangle

H(G)^H(H)^H(I)^sH(G) and it follows that H(H)(p)~

(H(G)\302\256H(I)\\P)although H(H)^ H(G)\302\256H(I). More generally if

f:X\342\200\224>\320\243is a non-zero map with f(p)- 0 all p (the map H(I)\342\200\224*sH(G)

above) and if X-f+Y-^Z\342\200\224> sX is exact then for each p, Z(p)~
Y(pHsX(p)and although it is possible that Z~ Y@sX it will not be by
a splitting of g. On the other hand there are non-torsion spectra strongly
determined by their genus. Prominently:

Proposition 13. For X and Y in STsuppose that G(X)
= G(Y). If X is a

coproduct of sphere spectra then X ~Y.

Proof. Sincett^(X)\302\256Q~ \321\202\320\263*(\320\243)(\321\205)Q if suffices to show that \320\243is also

a coproduct of sphere spectra. As in Proposition 8.9(a) we have
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II Sf-^ Y\342\200\224\302\273T\342\200\224\302\273sIISfexact with \320\223a torsion spectrum. By Theorem

8.20 T = II T(p) and localizing at p we get the exact triangle

IiS(P)-/p
>

Y(.p)\342\200\224*T(p)-^> sllS[py But by assumption Yip) is a coproduct of

localized sphere spectraand since \321\202\320\263*(/(\320\240))is an isomorphism mod torsion

it follows that HZJJ(P)) is an isomorphism. Therefore T{p)
= 0 and it

follows that / is an equivalence. D

Preliminary to a further analysis of genus we will need to know a bit

more related to the notion of primary spectra introduced in Chapter 8. To
begin with, the argument of Proposition 13extendsto give:

Proposition 14. X in \320\255~is ^-primary if and only if X((?)
~ II S{q)for all

\302\2439

Proof. If X(q)
=*= II S[q) then the argument of Proposition 13 shows that

T(q)
= 0. Conversely if T =

T& then f(q) will be an equivalence for all

q\302\243&. \342\226\241

So for example if f:Sr^>S has order ps and Sr -4 S -*> X \320\2335r+1 is

exact then X is p-primary. For if i:Sr+1\342\200\224>X is such that hi =
ps\\ then

g 1 /: S \302\251Sr+1 \342\200\224\302\273X induces a ^-equivalence for all g^ p.

As above let IISr ^*X-^ T-^5ll5f be an exact triangle with \321\202\320\263*(/)an

isomorphism mod torsion. Then T= IIT^) and h =
\302\261kp.Define the p-

primary component of X to be the p-primary spectrum Xp given by the

exactness of USr->Xp-> T(p)-^->sllSr. The inclusion T^)^ T induces
a map Xp \342\200\224>X whose p-localization is an equivalence. From the point of
view of Z-homoIogy the p-primary component is well-named in that

HZ*(XP) is precisely the p-primary component of HZ^X), on the other
hand \321\202\320\263*(\320\245\321\200)will have <7-torsion for all q^ p (exercise).Before consider-

consideringan example of the utility of this weaker localizing construction let us
observe the following simple connection between a finite spectrum and its

p-primary components.

Proposition 15.ForX in SF, Xp is in SF and is a coproduct of spherespectra
for almost all p, the exceptions forming a set @ =

@(X). And there is an
equivalence (in W) X \302\251IIS' \302\253

\320\246?Xp.

Proof. By Lemma 8.18 T has finite order, thus 9 = {p | Tlp) \320\2440} is finite

and each spectrum T(p) has finite order, say o(p), a p-power.Therefore

for each p in ^ it is possible to choose an integer n(p) such that
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(a) Sg.n(p)=1 and

(b) for q^ p, o(q) dividesn(p).
Then let \320\222= II Sr -\302\273X be as above and define i:B-> Ug\302\273\320\222such that the

pth projection is n{p)\\B. Consider the diagram

Conditions (a) and (b) imply that this diagram commutes. And condition

(a) implies that i splits. So if \320\222\342\200\224>ll^B-^Y\342\200\224^sB is exact then \320\243is

equivalent to U\302\273-{q)\320\222.Therefore we have the diagram

\320\262\302\256U \320\262\342\200\224>x\302\256U \320\262\342\200\224

U \320\262 \342\200\224> Uxp \342\200\224>Urip)\342\200\224> 5A1 \320\262)
9 \320\264. \320\264>

where / is a splitting of /. Since the rows are exact triangles and the

right-hand square commutes, there is a fill-in map m : X\302\256

LL^-fo}\320\222
\342\200\224>Mg.Xp. And since ill is an equivalence so is m. \342\226\241

We come now to a theorem of Freyd's which displays the rigidity of the

genus of finite spectra.

Theorem 16. (a) For X, Y in &- if G(X) = G(Y) then there is a coproduct
of spherespectra \320\222(in SP) such that X \302\256B~Y\302\251B.

(b) Conversely given X, Y, Zin&ifX@Z^Y@Z then G(X) =

G(Y).

Proof, (a) It suffices to prove this result for X and \320\243p-primary. For if

G(X)=G(y) then ^(\320\245)=^(\320\243) and G(XP)= G(YP). And so if

XP@BP^YP@BP then applying Proposition 15 we get X\302\251B==

Y@B for \320\222suitably chosen.

So consider finite p-primary spectra X and \320\243with X(p)
~

Yip). From

this we get a commuting diagram

\320\222 > X >T >sB

/il I II I

fef t II t

P

\320\222 > \320\243 >T >sB
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with rows exact and the vertical maps p-localizations. We can construct

this diagram from the top two rows and the localization map Y \342\200\224*\342\226\240X(p). We

do this by defining maps \320\222\342\200\224\302\273
B(p) and \320\222\342\200\224\302\273\320\243realizing

\"f t

where a isp-localizationand \321\201is an isomorphism mod torsion. For this gives

t t t

with the bottom row exact. And then by Proposition 8.12 T' is p-primary
torsion so that any fill-in map T'\342\200\224>T,being a p-equivalence, will be an

equivalence. We can further connect h and /2 by noting that there is an

integer b prime to p such that \320\222-i B^-^- B^ factors through /t\342\200\224say

12{\320\2541\320\262)=hh- This follows from the fact that if B->BP-^ V-*sB is exact
then 7\320\263*(V) is torsion prime to p. SinceT is p-torsion the following lemma

implies that h :s~lT->B(j,) factors uniquely through each of the maps lu l2,

\320\272\320\253*

g

Lemma. If g:B\342\200\224>B is a p-equivalence and \320\222\342\200\224\302\273\320\222\342\200\224\302\273W'\342\200\224>sBis exact

then W is torsion prime to p. Similarly for g:B\342\200\224>\320\221(\321\200).

Proof. This is immediate since g(p) an equivalence implies that W(p)
\342\200\224

0. \342\226\241

Thus there are uniquely defined maps ht, h2, /i3, /i4 such that the

following diagram commutes, where Xu X2, X3, X4 are defined by the

exactness of the rows:

s-'T-^U \320\222 > X4 >T

|| iblB i ||
s~ T > \320\222 > X2 *\342\226\240T

II 4/2 I II

II t/. t II

5-'\321\202-^ \320\262\342\200\224>x, \342\200\224>\321\202

II t/3 t II

S 1 -\"^ ti > \320\2333 ^ 1
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Since Uh= 1\320\263(\320\254\\\320\262),uniqueness gives h4= /i3 and hence X4~X3. The
uniqueness also gives Xx ~ X and X2

~ Y. So the following lemma

applied with g =
b\\B and g-h will complete the proof.

Lemma. Consider a diagram in cF

s~lT

II

s'lT >B > Y >T

with g a p-equivalence and Tp-primary torsion. ThenX\302\251B
~ Y@B.

Proof. By Theorem 8.17 there is a map i:B-^B such that ig-mlB
where (m, p)=l. And since T has order a power of p the map
pr\\B : B\342\200\224>\320\222factors through / for r sufficiently large, say pr\\ = jf. There
are integers a and b such that am + bpr

= 1 and then ai Lbj:B\302\256X^>B

gives a splitting of gTf:B^B\302\256X. But B-^BQX^X-^sB is

exact so this proves the lemma and hence part (a). \342\226\241

(b) Localizing we have XW\302\251ZW~ Y{p)\302\256Z(p) and since unique fac-
factorization implies cancellation it follows that X(p)

=
Y(p). \342\226\241

Remark, (a) In particular, then, Theorem 16(a) implies that the p-

primary components of a finite spectrum are uniquely determined up to a

coproduct of sphere spectra.
(b) It is possibleto reducethe size of the spherical summand appearing

in Theorem 16(a). In fact in [51] Freyd proves that \320\222may be taken to be
no larger that the coproduct rationally equivalent to X.

The next result further clarifies the notion of genus of a finite spectrum.

Proposition 17. // X and Y are finite spectra and G(X) = G(Y) then for

any finite &, X? \302\253Y9.

Proof. For each prime p we are given that X(p)~ Y(p). Therefore the

p-completions X(p) and Y(p) are also equivalent. But as in Proposition 9.16

the ^-completions are themselvesequivalent to YYg.X^) and Yl^Y^. So
far \302\243Pfinite we can apply Theorem 9.14 to conclude that X9 ~ Y9. \342\226\241

The following example shows that:
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(a) in general the spherical summand in Theorem 16 cannot be eli-
eliminated,

(b) in general genus does not determine a finite spectrum,

(c) cancellation, and hence unique factorization, does not hold in $F

(although as proven above it does hold in SFP).

Let f:Sr-+S be an element of finite order m > 1 and let n be relatively

prime to m and such that m doesn't divide n \302\2611. Then define X, Y and g
by the following commuting diagram with rows exact:

5'_I+5 >X \302\273Sr+I

II I\" is II

S'^Us >Y >Sr+l .

If (p, n)=l then (nls)(p) and hence g^ is an equivalence. And if

(p, m)
= 1 then /(p)= 0 =

n/w. Therefore X^
\302\253

S^ \302\251S\302\243/
\302\253

Yw and

G(X) = G(Y). But if there were an equivalence e:X-^> Y then there

would be maps h:S->S and i:Sr^>Sr making the following diagram
commute:

Sr-^S >X >Sr+l

i J, h \\. e \321\204 4, si

Sr-^Us > Y >Sr+1.

Thus HZ0(h) and HZr(i) would be isomorphisms.Therefore h -
\302\261\\sand

i =
\302\261lsrbut this in turn would imply that f=\302\261nf which cannot be. In

marked contrast to this we have Proposition 17. (The argument that there

cannot be an integral equivalence does not, as of courseit had better not,

carry over to this local setting\342\200\224it is left to the reader to find the

problem.)

Although we do not have unique factorization in & we do come close.

Following Freyd [51] we consider the Grothendieckgroup K{cP) defined

as the abelian group with generators {[X] \\ X E. &} where [X] is the
equivalenceclassof spectra equivalent to X and relations [X 0 \320\243]

\342\200\224

Theorem 18. K{&^) is freely generated by {[X] | X primary and indecom-
indecomposable (we include here the sphere spectra)}.In particular for any X E. ZF

there are primary indecomposable spectra Xb ..., Xr, with [X^,.. ., [Xr]
unique up to order, such that
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Proof. It suffices to prove the second statementsoconsider X in & and let
& = {p|X(p) \320\244IIS(p)}. By Proposition 15 9> is finite. There are indecompos-
indecomposablespectra YpU ..., Yprp

in 9P such that Xw
*

Ypl \302\251
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\302\251Y^. For each

YpI there is an indecomposable /^-primary spectrum Xpi in ^ such that

\342\204\226)(p)\302\253YpI. Let W = llg.lI.Xp,. Then for any p, ^w\302\253 Ww\302\251 Usrw and

since W@)
~

\320\234\320\264.\320\245(\320\271)the spherical summand has rational type independent of

p. Thus G(W)=G(X@USr) which by Theorem 16 gives [W]
=

[ W\302\256II Sr] in K{SF)and hence the existenceof an expression for [X] of the
desired form. As to uniqueness, by Corollary 12 the Y^'s are uniquely

determined by X and again by Theorem 16 the class [Xpi] is uniquely

determined by Ypi. \342\226\241
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CHAPTER 11

MODULES OVER CONNECTED ALGEBRAS

Introduction

In this and the succeeding four chapters we develop the 'surface'

properties of the category of modules over the Steenrod algebra, that is,
those properties that are consequences of the general nature of the

Steenrod algebra. This chapter focuses on the structure of the module

categories over any connected algebra. In Section 1 we review standard

notions relating to algebras and modules in a graded context. Then in

Section 2 we begin the comparison of two important module-theoretic

settings, that of unbounded modulesand that of bounded below modules.
As a useful focus we consider the question of the existence of projective
covers. In this section we also develop the graded notion of freeness

through a range. Section3 is devoted to a review of some basicelements
in three module categories: the two mentioned above plus that of
modules bounded below and of finite type. Here we consider limit

structures, homological dimension, dualization and extended module
constructions. Finally in Section 4 we prove a unique factorization

theorem for modules of finite type\342\200\224the first point at which the finite type

assumption has significant structural ramifications.

1. Basic definitions

The underlying context for the algebra to follow, is that of graded

vector spaces. Let \320\233be a field. A graded k-module is a family of

^-modules V={V'} indexed by the integers. (Thus the elements of a
graded \320\233-module are perforce homogeneous.) In particular, we regard a
\320\233-module V as a graded A>module also denoted V, with V\302\260= V. and

169
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V = 0 for iV 0. If V is a graded it-module, the elements of V are the
elements of degree i and for xEVwe write |x|

= /.

A map of graded fc-modules, /: V\342\200\224>W, is a sequence of fc-maps
/': V \342\200\224>W\\ that is a map will always be of degree zero. Maps of

non-zero degree are then introduced via the shift suspension defined by

(sV)'
=

V\021, a map of degree i from V to W being a map from s'V to W.

A graded \320\233-module V is bounded below (resp. boundedabove), if there

is an /0 such that V = 0 for i < i0 (resp. i > i0). Define | V\\
= glb{i | W 0},

so V is bounded below if and only if \\V\\> \342\200\224\302\260\302\260.A graded \320\233-moduIe V is

connected if | V\\
= 0 and V\302\260= k, and is of finite type if each V is finitely

generated. If V is connected there is an augmentation map e: V\342\200\224>\320\272

defined by e\302\260= 1*.

Given two graded it-modulesV and W, we define the graded \320\233-module

V0 W by (V0 Wf =
\320\246+;=* V'0A W. In particular V\302\256snk is isomor-

phic to s\" V; if s\"fc is generated by x then this will also be denoted Vx or

xV. An algebra \320\233is a graded fc-module with two maps: a product
(\320\273:A\302\256A\342\200\224>Aand a \320\274\320\270/f/:\320\233^\320\233,satisfying ^u,(lA0/x) =

/\320\263(\320\264\302\2561\320\273)and

/i.(lA0/)= 1\320\264
=

\320\264(/01\320\220).A left (resp. right) A-module M is a graded
it-module together with a map m:A\302\256M\342\200\224*M (resp. miM^A\342\200\224^M)

satisfying \321\202(\321\206\302\2561\320\273)=\321\202A\320\264\302\256\321\202)(resp. w(lM0^u,)= m(m01A)) and

w('01m)= lw(resp.m(lM0i)= lM). There follow the usual notions of

submodule and right, left and two-sided ideal. For example, if \320\233is a

connected algebra then \320\272can be given the structure of a left and right

\320\233-module via the augmentation map e. And then ker \302\243is a two-sided

ideal of A, the augmentation ideal, which we will denote IA. Observe

that IA is the unique maximal ideal and therefore a connectedalgebra is
local.

A map of left A-modules f:M^N is a map of the graded ^-modules
such that mAa0/)

= /w- We will denote the set of all such maps by

HomA(M, N). For a right A-module M and a left A-module N, let

M0AN be the cokernel of f:M\302\256A(g)N^>M(x)N, f(x\302\256a\302\256y)
=

For an algebra A, let AM (resp. MA) denote the category of left (resp.

right) A-modules with A-maps as morphisms. Let AM\" denote the full

subcategory of AM of bounded below modules and AM the full sub-

category of AM+ of those modules that are also of finite type. These

categories are all abelianwith kernel, cokernel, etc. defined at the level of
the underlying \320\233-moduIes. Further AM and MA have arbitrary colimits

and limits\342\200\224this will be considered at greater length later in the chapter. If
M is an A-module then so is sM and this defines the shift suspension as
an automorphism of each of the module categories.Therefore all of these
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module categoriesare gradedcategorieswith maps of degree r given by

HornaW> N) = HomAErM, N). This agreeswith the convention of for

example [1].
A free A-module is a coproduct of shifted copies of A and clearly such

an object is projective in any of the foregoing module categoriescontain-

containingit. We will sometimes use the notation A(V), where V is a graded

vector space, to denotethe free left A-module A0V. For M in AM (or

MA) there is a free module mapping onto M. Therefore AM has

sufficiently many projectives and this allows us to define Ext and Tor in

the usual way using projective resolutions [81]. The grading on horn

extends to a bigrading on Ext defined by Ext^'(M, TV)
= Ext a(M, s'N).

Tor is also bigraded as follows: if 0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224Po<\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a projective

resolution of M then Ps\302\256aN is graded and this induces a grading on

Torf (M, N) with Tor\302\243(M, N) having representatives of degree t. If A is

connected then similarly AM+ (or MA) has sufficiently many projectives

and if A is of finite type then so has AMf. The dual problem of the

existence of sufficiently many injectives (i.e. the existence of a

monomorphism to an injective for each object in the category) is much

more complex and will be touched on a number of times in the course of
the book.

Let M be a left A-module. Then we have the following definitions,

well-known but for the last. M is finitely generated (fg) if there is a finite

coproduct of (shifted) copies of A mapping onto M\342\200\224ifA is connected

then such a module must be bounded below. The module M is finitely

presented (fp) if there is an exact sequence 0 \302\253-M \302\253-Fo <\342\200\224Fx with both Fo
and Fi free and finitely generated. And M is pseudo-coherent if any

finitely generated submodule is finitely presented and coherent if in

addition it itself is finitely generated. If A as left A-module is coherent
then we say that A is a left coherent algebra\342\200\224equivalently every finitely

presented A-module is coherent. The final notion is one particular to our
graded context. The module M is free through degree r if there is a map
f:F\342\200\224>M of a free module F onto M such that |ker/|>r (in the next
section we will see a homological formulation of this notion).

We end the section with some remarks concerning the connected
algebras themselves. If Ax and A2 are connected algebras then so is

Ax(x)A2 with structure maps given by

where the twist map T is defined by T(x (x) y) =
(\342\200\224l)wlyly(x) a:, and the unit

the composite \320\272~fc\302\256ft-^Ai0A2. If V is a graded vector space with
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| V\\ > 0 then V generates a connectedalgebra,the tensor algebra defined by

with the product defined by juxtaposition and 1G \320\272the unit. T(V)
will be of finite type if and only if V is of finite type. If / \320\241\320\242(V) is any
two-sided (proper) ideal then the quotient vector space T(V)/I inherits an

algebra structure from that of T(V) and it is not hard to show that any

connected algebra can be obtained in this way. And with \320\220~
T(V)/I we

say that a basis for V generates A as an algebra and that I is the set of
relations among these generators.If / is generated as a two-sidedideal by

{x\302\256y-(-l)MMy\302\256x\\x, \321\203in V} then S(V)=T(V)/I is the symmetric
algebrageneratedby V. If / is generated by {x(x) \321\203

-
\321\203\302\256x} then P(V) =

T(B)/I is the polynomial algebragenerated by V and if J is generated by

{x\302\256x} then E(V)= T(V)/I is the exterior algebra generated by V. Then

for charafc = 2, S(V)=P(V) and for chara it \302\2612, S(V) =

P(Vw)\302\256E(VoM) where V6* and V\"\" are the even and odd degree
components of V. For x, \321\203in an algebra A, we define the commutator

[x, y] =
xy

-
(- l)wlylyjt. Then an algebra A is (graded) commutative if all

commutators vanish or equivalently if \\xT = /x. And a subalgebra \320\222of an

algebra A is central if for all x G \320\222and \321\203G \320\233,[x, y] = 0. A subalgebra \320\222

of a connected algebra A is normal if \320\233/(\320\222)
=

/(\320\222)\320\233.Then J = AI(B)
is a 2-sided ideal and the quotient, denoted A^B, inherits an algebra

structure from that of A. Note that A#B = A@Bk=
k\302\256BA and if M is

a left \320\224-module then fc\302\256BM is a left \320\233^\320\222-module.

2. The projective cover and boundedbelow modules

In studying graded modules over a connectedalgebra there is often a

striking difference between what is true of an arbitrary (unbounded)

module and what is true if the module is bounded below. A good example

of this pattern arises if we consider the notion of a projective cover. An

epimorphism f:N-+M is essential if for any map g:K-*N, fg an

epimorphism implies that g is an epimorphism. If in addition N is a
projective module then / is called the projectivecover of M. In general
there may not exist a projective cover but if one exists, it is unique up to

isomorphism.
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Proposition 1. If \320\233is a connected algebra and M is in AM+ then M has a

projectivecover.

Proof. The Jfc-map M\342\200\224>k(x)AM is onto and therefore splits via a map
g:k\302\256AM-*M.

Define the \320\233-map /: \320\224(g)(Jfc(g)AM)-\302\273M by f(a(x)x) =

ag(x). Then / is an epimorphism for if we have

M\342\200\224>N\342\200\224\302\2730exact, then tensoring with \320\272gives fc\302\256

k(x)AN-*0 exact. And since N is bounded below, /c(x)AN
= 0 implies

N = 0.
Of course / is the projective cover of M. To see this, suppose that we

are given h :K-+ A@(k\302\256AM) with fh epic. We may assume that \320\232is

free since there is a free module mapping onto K. Tensoring with \320\272we

get k\302\256AK
^ fc (g)A M '-f> Jfc (g)A M and therefore 1(g)h is epic. The fol-

following lemma will then complete the proof.

Lemma. Let h : F' \342\200\224*F be a map of free A-modules with F bounded below.

If l(x)h:k (x)\320\273F'-*k (x)AF is epic then h is epic.

Proof. Let {xa}be a basisfor F over A. Then l(x)xa =
A\302\256/i)A\302\256ya)

for some ya in F'. And therefore g(ya)= xa + Sfl^ with arGlA. If

\\xa\\
=

\\F\\ then we must have ay
= 0. A simple induction completes the

proof. \342\226\241\342\226\241

We have proven a bit more since the projective module mapping onto M

is a free module. In particular this implies that a boundedbelowprojective

module is free. However more is true.

Proposition2. Over a connected algebra, projectives are free.

In [65] Kaplansky proved that over an ungraded local ring projective

modules are free. His proof carries over to the graded setting and sincea
connected algebra over a field is local the propositionfollows. It would be

interesting to know if there were a simpler proof of Proposition 2.

Thus 'free' and 'projective' will be used interchangeably.
Let us return to the question of the existence of a projective cover for

an arbitrary \320\233-module. For a bounded below module we have seen that

the projective cover h-.F\342\200\224^M satisfies the condition that

1\302\256/j:k(x)AF-+k\302\256AM is an isomorphism. This is the case in general.

First since h is epic, 1*\302\256/\320\263will be epic. So assume that lt(x)/z is

not monic. Since F is free it can be decomposed as Ax \302\251F' with 1 (x) x in
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ker(l*\302\256/i). Then we have F'-^F-^M with / the inclusion and since
h(x) =

'2aiyi with |y,-|<H we find that hi is epic but i is not epic, a
contradiction. Therefore if \320\234\320\2440 is an A-module such that k(g)AM = 0,
it cannot have a projective cover. This is the case, for example, if A is the
mod p Steenrod algebra\342\200\224or more generally a P-algebra (defined in

Chapter 13)\342\200\224andwe take M to be the dual d(A) regardedas an A-module

(see Section 3). Note that such a situation will only occur if the algebra A is
itself unbounded above for we have

Proposition 3. // A is a connected algebra that is bounded above then for
any M in AM, \320\272(x)A M = 0 implies M = 0.

Proof.Since A is bounded above there is an /o such that for / 2= /0 given

au ...,a/G/A the product ax
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

at = 0. Now suppose that fc\302\256AM
=

0 but \320\234\320\231.Given x \320\2440 in M, 1 \302\256x = 0 in k(x)AM implies that x - \302\243a,ot,-

with a, E /A. Similarly 1 \302\256x,- = 0 implies that xt - \302\243a;>y; and ay G /A, etc.
Eventually this gives x = 2 \302\243fczfcwith /?fc a product of length /0 of elements in

/A. Hence x = 0. \342\226\241

Although not needed below, the proof extends immediately to give the

same result for a connectedalgebra A with IA nilpotent. By comparison
consider Proposition 13.9.

A minimal resolution of an A-module M is a resolution

> Pi \342\200\224>Po\342\200\224*M \342\200\224>0 such that each Pr \342\200\224>ker dr-i is a projective cover. It

follows from Proposition 1 that every bounded below A-module has a
minimal resolution and with it we can prove the following proposition.

Proposition 4. J/ a bounded below A-module is flat then it is projective.

8r fr
Proof. Let Mr = ker dr-x.Then0 \342\200\224>Mr+X \342\200\224>Pr \342\200\224>Mr \342\200\224>0 is exact. Tensoring
over A with \320\272we have that l\302\256/r is an isomorphism and therefore
1\302\256gr

= 0. Then Tor^(fc,M) =
H(Jfc \302\256AP*)

= it \302\256AP*- So if M is flat then

Pr = 0 for r 2s 1 and hence M is projective. \320\237

Again the bounded below and unboundedcasesdiffer significantly. For

example, if A is a P-algebra then the dual d(A) is not projective but is flat

(Proposition 13-8).
As another application of the minimal resolution we have the following

homological description of the notion of 'free through a range'.
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Proposition 5. If M is in AM+ then Mis free through degree r if and only if

> k)
= 0 (resp. Tor\302\243,(k, M)

= 0)fors^l and t<r + s.

Proof.Let 0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224F0<~F{< be the minimal resolution of M. This

resolution satisfies the following conditions:

(a) |Fs|>|Fs_,|and
(b) |Ext*A*(M, *)|

= (Tor^(t, M)\\
=

|F,|.

If M is free through degree r then |F,| > r and so from (a) \\FS\\
^ r + s. The

vanishing of Ext and Tor then follows from (b). Conversely by (b) the

vanishing of Ext or Tor will imply that \\FX\\ > r and hence that M is free

through degree r. \342\226\241

The proof that a module free through a range satisfies the homological
conditions does not in fact require that M be bounded below, for if

0<-M<\342\200\224Fo<\342\200\224/C<\342\200\2240is exact with \\K\\ > r then we may take a minimal

resolution of \320\232to carry through the argument.
In Theorem 19.7 the following situation will arise. We will be given a

connected algebra A and a normal subalgebra \320\222with quotient algebra
\320\241- AyfB and with A free as a B-module.

Proposition6. ForM in AM if Mis free through degree rasa B-module and

k(x)BM is free through degree r as a C-module then M is free through
degree r.

Proof. Let 0<\342\200\224M\302\253\342\200\224Po<\342\200\224Pi<\342\200\224\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242be a free resolution of M over A.

Then 0<\320\275-*(\321\205)\320\262\320\234<-*(\321\205)\320\262\320\2400^&(\321\205)\320\262\320\2401<is a complex of free C-
modules.SinceM is free through degree r over B, Torft(k, M)

\342\200\2240 for

s 2\320\263l and / =sr. Therefore the complex of C-modules is exact through
degree r.

Lemma. Suppose that N is a module overa connected algebra \320\241and that

0 <\342\200\224N <\302\243-Qo <\342\200\224Q\\ <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a complex of free C-moduleswith e an epimor-

phism. If the complex is exact through degree r then Ext\302\243'(N, k)
=

Hs(Hom'c(Q*, k)) fors^l and t *s r.

Proof. The complex fails to be exact at Qo only in degree > r so there is

a map Qi-+Q0 with Q[ free, Oi\302\256O[-^ Q0-*N-+0 exact and \\Q[\\> r.

Iterating we get the commuting diagram
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0< N< Qo* Q,< Qi<
II II \320\223 \320\223

the bottom row a resolution and |\320\241^|>\320\263.Therefore Ext\302\243'(N,fc)
=

\320\257,(\320\235\320\276\321\202'\321\201(\320\236*\302\251\320\236;,\320\272))
=

\320\251\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\235\320\236*,\320\272))for t^r. \342\226\241

It follows that for 5^1 and t^r, Hs(\320\235\320\276\321\202'\321\201{\320\272\302\256\320\262\320\240*,*))
=

Ext\302\243(fc \302\256BM, Jfc)
= 0. But we have

\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\320\240\342\200\236\320\272)<r=-Homk(k \302\256AP,, *)\342\200\224Ĥomc(* \302\256\320\262P,,*)

and therefore \320\235\320\276\321\202\320\264(\320\240*,\320\272)is exact through degree r and Ext^,'(M, \320\233)
= \320\236

for 5^1 and f ^ r (and therefore t<r+ s). \342\226\241

Corollary 7. If Mis free as a B-moduleand \320\272(\321\205)\320\262\320\234is/ree as a C-module
then M is free as an A-module.

3. Structure in the module categories

Let us consider in somewhat greater detail the structure of the module
categoriesAM, AM+ and AM{. We will first consider limit structures. In

Appendix 1 we review general limit notions, observing among other

things that arbitrary colimits and limits exist in the category of modules
over a ring.The observations made there carry over to the graded setting.

Therefore arbitrary colimits and limits exist in AM. The same is not true

of the restricted settings; for example, for M bounded below the

coproduct II?=os~'M is not bounded below. However the following is

easily proven.

Proposition 8. Let F.A-* AM+ be a diagram over A and let I: AM+ \342\200\224>AM

he the inclusion. J/colim IF is in AM+ then colim F existsand equalscolim IF.

Similarly for limits, and for colimits and limits in AMl.

On the other hand if colim IF is not bounded below it may still be the

case that colim F exists, although of course it will no longer equal the

colimit constructed in AM. For example, let A = k[x], the polynomial

algebra on a generator x with \\x\\
= 1. Then the sequence

A\342\200\224^s-'A\342\200\224*s~2A\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242

-, each map being multiplication by x, has colimit
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k[x, x~l] in AM and colimit 0 in AM+ (or AMl) since for any bounded

below A-module M, YlomA(s~rA, M)
= 0 for r < \\M\\. (A similar example

more in the spirit of our later work is to take A a P-algebra and
\320\264-\302\273s'lA \342\200\224>sr*A \342\200\224*\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242the sequence with colimit the dual of A, d(A). Here
again

the colimit in AM+ is 0.)
As an applicationof colimits we will show that for a connected algebra

A, the basic homologicalinvariants of a bounded below module are the

same whether defined in AM or in AM+. If A is also of finite type we will

also prove a similar but slightly weaker result for a boundedbelow finite

module. We begin with a simple but useful result.

Proposition 9. (a) // \320\233is filtered and F:A-+ MA is a diagram of right

A-modules then colim Tor* (Ma,N)~ Tor*(colim Ma, N), Ma = F(a).
(b) // Mi \342\200\224\302\273M2\342\200\224>

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a sequence in AM then the following sequence is
exact:

0-^lim1 Extr!(Ai, N)\342\200\224>Ext^(colim Mn N) ^limExt^(Mn N)\342\200\224>0 .

Proof, (a) Let 0<\342\200\224\320\220\320\223<\342\200\224\320\240*be a projective resolution of N then

Tot^(M,N)=H(M(x)P^). So applying Proposition A1.8 and the fact
that \302\256commutes with colimits we get

Tor\302\243(colim Ma, N) = H(colim(Ma (x)P,))

=
colimTor^ (Ma,N):

(b) Applying Extl( , N) to 0-* II Mr^ IIMr -\302\273>colim Mr -^ 0 gives the
usual long exact sequence. Since Ext(IlM,, \320\233\320\223)

~ \320\237Ext(Mn N), the long
exact sequencehas the form:

>TlExtn-l(Mn \320\233\320\236-^\320\237\320\225\321\205\320\223-\320\247\320\234,N)

>Ext\"(colim Mn N) >IlE\\tn(Mn N)-^

From the definition of F it follows that coker F* = lim1 Exf'^M,, N) and

ker F* = lim Ext\" (\320\234\342\200\236N) giving (b). \320\237

The basic homological invariants are the projective,weak and injective

dimensions which are defined for M in AM by:
(a) proj dim M = min{n | Ext^+1(M N) = 0,NE \320\220\320\226\\,

(b) weak dim M =
min{n | TorA+l(N, M) = 0,N6 MA],

(c) inj dim M =/min{n | ExtVW M)= 0,NE AM).
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An equivalent definition of the projective dimension of M is the minimal

n such that M has a projective resolution 0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224Po< *~Pn <\342\200\2240.If

A is connected then AM+ has sufficiently many projectives and therefore

corresponding homological dimensions can also be defined in AM+. Then,
for example, proj dim+M=

min{n | Ext A+1(M, N) = 0, N G AM+}, similarly

for weak dim+M and inj dim+M And there is also the alternative charac-
characterization of proj dim+. Further, if A is connected and of finite type then

AMl has sufficiently many projectives so here too homologicaldimensions

can be defined. Then, for example, proj dimfM =

min{n |ExtA+1(M, \320\2330
= 0, N G AM). And here too proj dimf is also the

length of a shortest projective resolution.

Proposition 10.(a) // A is connected and M is in AM+ then

(i) proj dim+M = proj dim M,

(ii) weak dim+M = weak dim M,

(iii) inj dim+M =
inj dim M.

In particular if M is projective, flat or injective in AM+ then it is the same in

AM.

(b) // A is a connected algebra of finite type and M is in AM{ then

(i) proj dimfM = proj dim M,

(ii) weak dimfM = weak dim M.

In particular if M is projective or flat in AM{ then it is the same in AM.

Proof. It is clear that in each case the more restrictively defined homolo-

homologicaldimension is less than or equal to the globally defined one. So let us
consider the other direction.

For the projective dimension we can argue as follows. Consider M
boundedbelow. If N is an arbitrary A-module then there is an exact

sequence 0-*N'-+N\342\200\224>N\"-+0 with N' bounded below and N\" = Q for

i^\\M\\. Therefore Ext^M, N')-+ExtrA(M,N) is an isomorphism giving

proj dim M=sproj dim+M This proves (i) of (a). Turning to (i) of (b)
suppose now that M is also of finite type. It suffices to show that

ExtrA(M, N)
= 0 for N bounded below.Let Nm={xG N\\ \\x\\ ^ m}. Then

Nm is a submodule of N and we have the sequence of

inclusions \342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242-\302\273Nm-^Nm_i-->

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242with Nm/Nm+i ^ sm \\lk. By assump-
assumptionExtrA(M,fc)

= 0 and it follows from this that ExtA(M, NJNm+l) = 0
for all m. Therefore i\"+I :ExtrA(M, Nm+l)-+Ext'A(M, Nm) is onto. But

using the fact that lim Nm
- 0 = lim1 Nm it is not hard to show that

limm ExtrA(M, Nm) = 0. It follows that ExtA(M, N) = 0 as desired.
As for the weak dimension we can apply Proposition 9(a) once we

observe
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(a) with A connected every module is a directedcolimit of bounded

below modules, in particular for N in AM, N is the colimit of
ysLi*-\302\273N-2t->

\342\200\242\342\200\242'where Nr = {xE N\\ \\x\\
\321\215=/-},

(b) with A connected and of finite type every module is a directed
colimit of modules in AMf i.e. for N in AM any finite number of elements
in N generates a submodule in AMl and N is the colimit of these
submodules.

Finally to prove the result on injective dimension we apply Proposition

9(b). As above for N arbitrary N = colim Nr with Nr bounded below.
Now suppose inj dim+M = n- 1. Then lim R\\tA(Nn M) = 0. And since

Ext%(Nr-i/NnM)
= 0 it follows that ExtrW-\321\214 M)-\302\273Ext^1(Nr, M) is

onto. So the Mittag-Lefflercondition is satisfied and lim1 ExtA~l(Nn M) -
0. \342\226\241

Remarks. A) Using Proposition 4 we can add to the above result that for

M in AM+, proj dim M = weakdim M.

B) The relation between injective dimensions defined in AM and AM

is unclear and probably not simple. However this matter is easily
resolved in a more restricted setting, modules over P-algebras,that

includes the cases of significance for the later topology (and it is after all

from the topology that we derivea primary reason for our interest in AMl

in the first place).

We turn next to the dual module construction. If M is a graded
fc-module then we define its dual d(M) by letting d(M){ =

\320\235\320\276\321\202*(\320\234~*,\320\272).

If M is a left (resp. right) \320\233-module then there is an induced right (resp.

left) A-module structure on d(M) given by (fa)(x)
= f{ax) (resp. (x)

(af)=(xa)f) for aGA1, x<EM> and /Ed(M)\"'4 This defines con-
travariant dualization functors d:AM\342\200\224>.MA and d:MA-*AM. Note that

d(M) will be bounded below if and only if M is bounded above.

Proposition 11. (a) The dualization functors are exact.

(b) Thereisa natural monomorphism iM:M^ d2(M).

(c) // M is of finite type then iM is an isomorphism.

(d) The map id{M) is split by d(iM).

Proof. All are as in the ungraded case and are well-known except

perhaps for (d) which we prove. Using the convention that elements of

the dual of a right A-module are written to the right of the argument we
have

((x)(idm)d(iM))(y) = ((x)(idm))(iM(y))= (x)(iM(y))
= x(y). \320\236
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As a useful consequence we have

Proposition 12. IfP is a projective right (resp. left) A-module then d(P) is

an injective left (resp. right) A-module.

Proof. Let f:d(P)-*N be a monomorphism. Dualizing we have an

epimorphism d(f):d(N)-+d2(P) and therefore there is a map

j:P-+d(N) such that d(/); = ip. Dualizing again we get the diagram

and sinced(ip)id(P)
= 1 this gives a splitting for /. \342\226\241

Let \320\233be a connected algebra that is not bounded above. Since A is

connected, projective modules are free and in particular not bounded
above. Therefore the injective module d(A) is not projective.

As a corollary of Proposition 12we have a very simple proof of the

existence of sufficiently many injectives in AM.

Corollary 13. For M in AM there is a monomorphism M\342\200\224*Iwith I

injective.

Proof. There is an epimorphismof right \320\233-moduIes /: P\342\200\224>d(M) with P

projective. Dualizing we have the monomorphism M\320\224 d2(M) \342\200\224>d(P)

and by Proposition 12 d(P) is injective. \342\226\241

Finally we will consider an algebra A and a subalgebra B. The
forgetful functor F:aM->bM has a left adjoint E-.bM-^aM given by

E(M)
= A(x)BM with A acting by a \342\200\242

F\302\256 x)= ab(x)x. We will call

E(M) a B-extended \320\233-module. For example, a \320\233-extended module is the

same as a free \320\233-module. We prove the adjointness and a bit more.

Proposition 14. (a) There is natural isomorphism a :HomA(H(M), N)-*
HomB(M, F(N)).

(b) For M in MA and N in \320\262\320\234there is a natural isomorphism
p :M 0a E(N) -* F(M) \302\256BN.
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Proof, (a) Let a(f)(x) = f(l(x)x) and a l(g)(a(x) x)= ag(x). It is easily

verified that a and a\021 are well-defined, inverse to each other and natural

with respect to maps in either argument.

(b) Similarly let /3(x(x)a (x) y)
= xa (x)y and fi~l(x(x)y)- x(x)1\302\256\321\203

and make similar verifications. \342\226\241

In addition to the general properties of adjoints, the fact that F is exact

gives
the following corollary of Proposition 14.

Corollary 15.(a) If M in BM is projectivethen E(M) is projective.

(b) // M in BM is flat then E(M) is flat.

Let us now add the assumption that \320\233is a flat right B-module or

equivalently
that E is exact. As observed in [94]\342\200\224orsee Proposition 20.4

and the note following\342\200\224this will be the case, for example, if \320\233is a Hopf

algebra and \320\222is a subHopf algebra. Then dual to Corollary15we have

Proposition 16. (a) // N in AM is injective then F(N) is injective.
(b) // N in AM is flat then F(N) is flat.

We can also extend Proposition 14 in this case.

Proposition 17. // \320\233is a flat right B-module then there are natural

isomorphisms:
(a) Ext%(E(M),N)- Ext KM, F(N)),

(b) Tor2(N, E(M)) -
Torf (F(N), M).

Proof. Let 0<\342\200\224M*-P* be a projective resolution of M over B. Then

0<-jE(M)<\342\200\224 E(P*) is a projective resolution of E(M) over A. We have

\320\225\321\205\320\246(\320\221(\320\234),N)
=

H(HomA(\302\243(P*), N)) which by Proposition 14(a) is
naturally isomorphic to H(HomB(P*, F(N)))= Ext|(M, F(N)). Similarly

Tor *(N, E(M)) = H(N (g)A \302\243(P*)) which by Proposition 14(b) is naturally

isomorphic to H(F(N) \302\256BP*)
= Tor\302\253(F(N), M). \342\226\241

4. The unique decomposition theorem

In this section we will consider the classical question of whether a
module of the sort we have been consideringhas a unique decomposition

into a coproduct of indecomposablesubmodules.If \320\233is a connected
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algebra over a finite field \320\272and we restrict to modules of finite type then

the question can be answeredin the affirmative. In fact the argument here
closelyparallels the topological one of Chapter 10\342\200\224atypical example of

the parallelism being developed in this book. Therefore the exposition
here will be sketchy.

For the rest of the section let \320\233be a connected algebra over a finite

field. The unique decomposition theorem toward which we are working
holds equally for unbounded as for bounded below modules. However
the latter play a special role and we will use the fact that any module is

approximated by bounded below modules.For an A-module M let Mr be
the submoduleof elements of degree 2*r. Clearly M = colim Mr and this

is functorial in that given /: M \342\200\224>N (by convention of degree 0) there are
induced maps /r: Mr \342\200\224>Nr with the following commuting:

I I

From this it follows that there is a ring isomorphism of End(M) =

Hom(M, M) (the product via composition) and limr End(Mr).

The key to cancellation is the observation that for a module M of finite

type End(M) is a limit of finite rings. To see this, define two-sided ideals

/\342\200\236(M)CEnd(M) by Jn(M)
= {/|/(jc) = O if \\x\\<n} (if M is evident we

write /\342\200\236for /\342\200\236(M)).The /\342\200\236'sform a filtration End(M)Z) --O In(M)D
In+i(M) with \320\237/n(M)

= 0. Then paralleling Proposition10.4we have

Proposition 18. Let A be a connected algebra over a finite field \320\272and let

M be a (left) A-module.
(a) For M bounded below and of finite type End(M)//n is finite.

(b) For any M there is a natural ring isomorphism End(M)\342\200\224>

lim End(Mr)//r. In particular if M is of finite type then it is the limit of finite

rings.

Proof, (a) Two elements of End(M), / and g, project to different

elements in End(M)//n if and only if for some x E M with |\320\264\321\201|< n,

/00 5*#00- But M is bounded below of finite type and \320\272is finite, and

therefore llr<n Hom*(Mf, Mr) is a finite set whose order bounds that of

End(M)//n.

(b) For any M the natural map p:End(M)\342\200\224\302\273Iimr End(M)//r is an

isomorphism. I.e. \320\237/\342\200\236
= 0 implies that p is a monomorphism. And
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given {[/\342\200\236]}in limn End(M)//n we have /\342\200\236(*)=/\342\200\236_,(*)for \\x\\<n- 1, so

denning / by f(x) =
/\342\200\236(*)if n > \320\230+ 1 gives / e End(M) with p(f)

=
{[/\342\200\236]}.

So from the natural commuting diagram

End(M) > >End(Mr) >End(Mr_,) > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

1 1

i i
\302\273End(Mr)//r > End(Mr_,)//r > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

i i

we get the desired isomorphismEnd(M)\342\200\224>limr End(Mr)//f. \320\237

Therefore applying Proposition 10.8 we get

Corollary 19.ForM of finite type type, M is indecomposableif and only

if End(M) is local.

The important implication of this result is that it allows us to cancel

indecomposablemodules.For parallel to Proposition 10.2 is

Proposition 20. Given M, Nu N2, in AM. If End(M) is local than

M \302\251N, \302\253M \302\251N2 implies that N, \302\253N2.

With this we can prove the unique decomposition theorem.

Theorem 21. If M is of finite type then there are indecomposablemodules
Mn r = 1, 2,..., unique up to isomorphism and order, such that M ~ II Mr.
Further each Mr occurs up to isomorphism only finitely often.

Proof. We will first prove the existence of such a decomposition.To
begin with we need indecomposable summands and these we construct as

follows. For m^O in M consider the category \320\233having objects

fa:M^>Ma with fa(m) ^ 0 and /\342\200\236split epic, and morphisms

M \\h

commuting (this implies that h is also split epic).
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Note that there is at most one morphism between objects in \320\233so \320\233can

be regarded as a partially ordered set (we can assume \320\233small). We would

like to pull out a maximal element from A so consider \320\233'\320\241\320\233a linearly

ordered subset\342\200\224this ordering on \320\233'induces an ordering on the subscripts
and this linearly ordered set will also be denoted \320\233'.Let M* = colim^ Ma.
Then the composite M^>Ma\342\200\224*Mx is independent of a and so definesa

map /: M\342\200\224>Moowhich we will show to be an element of A. First note that

since the modules are all of finite type, for any integer / there is an a(i)

such that for all C > a 2s \302\253(/)the maps M'a \342\200\224>
M^ \342\200\224>ML are isomorphisms.

It follows that /(m)^0 and that / is an epimorphism. Further we can
define a splitting map giM\302\273\342\200\224>Mas follows. Let ga:Ma^M be a
splitting map for fa. We will define g successively on degree 0, \302\2611,\302\2612,...

by induction. To begin define g on (MooH by g|(Moo)\302\260
=

ga|(Moo)\302\260 for

a^a@) where a is chosen so that the set \320\233\320\236={/3 \\ C s=a@) and

ga|(Mo)\302\260= g/\320\267\320\232\320\234\320\276H}is confinal in A' (such a choiceexists because M\302\260is

finite)\342\200\224here we are identifying (M\302\273Iand (Ma)' for all a 2*a(i). Assume
that g has been defined through the range of degrees \342\200\224r<i<r by

g|(Moo)-r
=

ga|(Moo)\302\261r for a\302\243ylH for some \320\233\320\263_1cofinal in A'. Let

g|(Moo)-r= ga|(Moo)' for a E \320\233\320\263_1with a 2s a(\302\261r) where a is chosen so that

Ar = {j8|j8GAr_i, p^a(\302\261r) and ga|(Moo)\302\261r
=

ga|(Moo)\302\261r} is cofinal in \320\233'

(again possible because M\302\261ris finite). Then it is not hard to check that g
is a well-definedmap of A-modules and that g splits /. Therefore \320\233'has

an upper bound and it follows by Zorn's lemma that A has a maximal

element, say f\\M^>M'. And it is evident that M' must be

indecomposable. To summarize then, given m^O in M there is a split

epimorphism f.M^M' with f(m )^0 and M' indecomposable.(It is

interesting to compare this argument with the corresponding one in

Theorem 10.9.)

The existence of the desired decompositionnow follows easily. And as
to the uniquenessof this decomposition the argument is identicalto that

of Theorem 10.9. \342\226\241

In particular if A is a connected algebra over a finite field then this

gives AM( one of its special features.

Corollary 22. AM{ satisfies a unique factorization theorem.



CHAPTER 12

MODULESOVER HOPF ALGEBRAS

Introduction

In Section 1 we consider the consequencesto the module category of

the underlying algebra being a connected Hopf algebra. There are basic-
basically two: the left and right module categories are isomorphic and there
existsa smash product in the category (i.e. the tensor product over the

field has module structure over the algebra). The smash product is

especially useful, giving nice form to various constructions, for example a

functorial projective resolution. Then in Section 2 we consider modules
over a finite connected Hopf algebra. We show that such an algebra
satisfies Poincare duality, i.e. is a Poincare algebra. In turn this condition

is shown to be equivalent to the module category being Frobenius\342\200\224one

in which projective and injective modules are the same and there are

sufficiently many of both.

1. Hopf algebras

A Hopf algebra A over \320\272is a connected algebra over \320\272together with a

map, the coproduct, \321\204:\320\220-^>\320\220\302\256\320\220such that the following conditions are
satisfied:

(\320\260)

(b) A(\321\205)\320\265)\321\204
= 1 =

(\320\265\302\2561)(\320\224where e :A\342\200\224>kis the augmentation.

(c) \321\204is a map of algebras.
If in addition

(d) \320\242\321\204=\321\204

is satisfied then \320\233is a cocommutative Hopf algebra. In terms of ele-

elements the coproduct has the form \321\204A)= 1\302\2561 and for |a|>0, \320\244(\320\260)
=

fl'\302\256a\"+l\302\256fl with \\a'\\ + \\a\"\\
=

\\a\\ and \\a'\\, \\a\"\\<\\a\\. Define \320\260

185
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map c:A-*A by c(l)=l and for |a|>0, c(a)= -a -2 a'c(a\.") This

map is called the conjugation or canonical antiautomorphism of the Hopf
algebra and satisfies

Proposition 1. (a) c(ab) = (-l)Mwc(b)c(a).
(b) If A is cocommutative then \321\201\342\200\242\321\201= \\A and \321\201is \320\260\320\272-isomorphism.

Proof, (a) and the first part of (b) are proven in [94]. The second part of

(b) is immediatefrom the first part. \342\226\241

A module over a Hopf algebra A is just a module over the underlying

algebra. Although the coproduct plays no role in this definition it has two

important consequences for the module categories.
First is left-right symmetry.

Proposition 2. If A is a connected cocommutative Hopf algebra then AM

and MA are isomorphic categories.

Proof. Define c\\AM-*MA by letting c{M)= M with right A-action

given by ma = c(a)m and c(/)
= /. \342\226\241

Remarks, (\320\260)\321\201also induces isomorphism of corresponding pairs of sub-

categories such as AM+ and MA.

(b) As a consequence of Proposition 2 any structural result concerning
modulesover a Hopf algebra hold equally in the setting of left and right

modules.

(c) We can use \321\201to define M (x)AN for two left A-modules by letting
M \302\256aN

= c(M) (x)AN.

(d) We can also use \321\201to define dualization as a functor from left

A-modules back to left A-modules by taking either cd(M) or

equivalently dc(M) as the dual. This contravariant functor will be

denoted D: AJi \342\200\224>AM.

Second, there is an analog of the topological smash product defined in

AM. Given left A-modules M and N, we define the smash product M \320\273N

by letting M a N = M(x)N as a fc-module and defining the A-action by

a(jc\302\256y)
= 2(-l)|x||eVjc\302\256a\"y where \321\204\320\260

=
\320\252a'($)a\"; this gives MaN

the structure of a left A-module. If M and N are in AM+ then M \320\273N is in

AM+. And if A is of finite type and M and N are in AMl then M \320\273N is in

AMf.
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The following proposition summarizes the basic properties of the smash

product (compare with Axiom 3 of Chapter 2).

Proposition 3. (\320\260)\320\273is associative (that is there is a natural isomorphism

between (L \320\273\320\234)\320\273N and L \320\273(\320\234\320\273N)).

(b) If A is cocommutative then \320\273is commutative.

(c) IcaM^M^MaL

(d) \320\273is exact in either variable.

(e) \320\273commutes with colimits.

(f) There is a natural map of A-modules D(M) \320\273D(N)^> D(M \320\273N)

which is an isomorphismif M and N are of finite type and both are bounded
above or bounded below.

Proof is left to the reader.

The smash product gives an especially useful way of making con-
constructions in AJi since M \320\273N as a function of N is functorial, exact and

preserves colimits.

Problem. Characterize those functors from AM to itself that can be

represented as M \320\273for some M.

The loop functor in Chapter 14 and the homology killing functors in

Chapter 21 will both be described in this way. And, for example, if we

want a functorial way of mapping a projective module onto a module M

then we can take the augmentation sequence 0 <\342\200\224\320\272\302\253\342\200\224A and smash it

with M to get 0<-\320\234<-\320\220\320\273\320\234.This gives the desired construction
becausewe have

Proposition 4. For M in AM, \320\220\320\273\320\234is a free A-module.

Proof. We can make A(x)M into a left A-module by letting A act on
the left-hand factor. The A(x)M is a free A-module. The map
f:A(x)M-^-AAM given by f(a \302\256\320\264\321\201)=a(l(x)x) is a map of A-modules
which we will show to be an isomorphism. To see this let

be the composite

It is easily checked that g is a fc-moduleinverse of / and therefore / is an

isomorphism (and g is a map of A-modules).\342\226\241
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2. Finite Hopf algebras

An algebra A if finite if \320\230\342\200\236^A\" is finite dimensional. Although we are

primarily interested in the Steenrod algebras which are not finite, we will see
in the next chapter that there is a closeconnection between them and finite

algebras.
An abelian category is a Frobenius categoryif it satisfies the following

conditions:

(a) there are sufficiently many projectives,

(b) there are sufficiently many injectives,

(c) the collection of projectives is the same as the collection of in-

injectives.

The main result of this section is that if \320\233if a finite connected Hopf
algebra then AJi is a Frobenius category. A similar result appears in [42]
though there with an ungraded orientation.

The structure of a category of modules over an algebra is, not surpris-
surprisingly, linked to the structure of the algebra. Considerthe following

well-known types of algebras. A finite connected algebra \320\233is a Poincare

algebra if there is a map of graded fc-modules e : A \342\200\224>snk for some n such

that the pairing Aq(x)An~q \320\224A\"-^k is non-singular. In particular this

implies that A' - 0 for i > n and A\" \302\253=\302\273k. As an example, let E be a

connected exterior algebra on generators xx, ..., xm, then e.E \342\200\224>s\"k,

n =
\\xi\\ + \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242+ \\xm\\, given by e(xx... xm)= 1 makes E into a Poincare

algebra. A finite connected algebra \320\233is a Frobenius algebra if for some n

there is an isomorphism of left A-modules i:A-^s\"D{A).

Theorem 5. Fora finite connected algebra A the following are equivalent:

(a) AM is Frobenius,
(b) A is a Poincare algebra,
(c) A is a Frobenius algebra.

Proof. We begin by proving the equivalence of (b) and (c). If we are

given an isomorphism of left \320\233-modules i:A\342\200\224>s\"D(A) then we define

e:A\342\200\224>s\"k by e(x) = /(x)(l) if |jc|
= n and e(x)-0 otherwise. With this

map it is easy to show that A is a Poincare algebra. Conversely,given

e:A\342\200\224>snk making A a Poincare algebra, we can define i:A\342\200\224>s\"D(A)

by i(x)(y) = e{yx) for xE.Ap and \321\203e D(A)\"~P = (s\"D(A))~p.Then i is an

isomorphism of left A-modules.
We now prove that (a) implies (c). There is an epimorphism of right

A-modules U^, 5r>A\342\200\224>D(A), the free module being finitely generated
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since D(A) is finite dimensional. Dualizing we get a monomorphism

f: A-^Wjli D(sr'A).But by assumption A is injective in AM and there-

therefore there is a map g: II7=i D(sriA) \342\200\224>A such that g/(l) = 1.Therefore for

some ; we must have 1G im g\\D(sr>A) and then \320\220\320\241im g|D(sr'A). Since A

is a finite algebra a simple counting argument shows that

g\\D(sr>A):D(sr'A)\342\200\224>
A must be an isomorphism.

Finally we prove that (b) and (c) imply (a). We have seen that for any

connected algebra, AM has sufficiently many projectives and injectives so
we must show that projective modules are injective and vice versa. Since

A is finite, it is trivially Noetherian and therefore as in the ungraded case

the coproduct of injective modules is injective. But A \302\253
s\"D(A) and D(A)

is injective. Therefore A, and hence any projective module, is injective.
Before proving that injective modules are projective, we prove two

lemmas.

Lemma 6. Let A be a Poincare (=Frobenius) algebra. Let m =

i~l(s\"D(e))(l), a generator for the maximal degree summand of A. Multi-

Multiplication by m induces a map f:k(x)AM^>M (of degree \\m\\). Then f is a
monomorphism if and only if M is free.

Proof. Suppose that / is monic. Let g: \320\272(\321\205)\320\220\320\234^>\320\234be a splitting of the

projection map M\342\200\224>k\302\256AM.Then g extends to a map of A-modules

h:A(x)(k(x)AM)\342\200\224>M which we will show is an isomorphism. Clearly h

is epic. So, suppose that h(Z at \302\2561 \302\256\320\273:,)
= 2 \320\260.\320\264\321\201,

= 0. Here 1 \302\256x^ 0 in

M and we may assume that the a,-'s are linearly independent. Since

A is a Poincarealgebrathere are elements bt in A such that bid-,
= m and

bta, = 0 if |a,-1 3= |fl.|. Therefore if ak has minimal degree among the a,'s we
get 0 = bkh(Z at (x) 1 \302\256\320\264\321\201,)

= 2 ^\320\260\320\273
= mxk. But /A \302\256xk)

- mxk and by

assumption this is non-zero, contradiction. \320\237

Lemma 7. If A is a Poincare algebra then the product of free modules
isfree.

Note. This would be an elementary consequenceof Theorem 5.

Proof. By Lemma 6 it suffices to show that \320\272(x)A IL4jca \342\200\224>\320\237\320\220\320\273:\320\260given

by multiplication by m, is monic. But since A is finite the natural map

^ \302\256a\320\237\320\220\320\273:\320\260\342\200\224>Ylkxa is an isomorphism. And multiplication by m gives
\\\\kxa \342\200\224\302\273\320\237\320\220\320\273:\320\260sending xa to mxa. \342\226\241
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Returning to the proof of the theorem, let / be an injective left

A-module. There is an epimorphism of right A-modules U Axa \342\200\224>D(J).

Dualizing gives a monomorphism I-+D2(I)\342\200\224>\320\237D(Axa), which of

course splits. But D(A) is free and therefore by Lemma 7 YlD(Axa) is
free. Therefore / is projective. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) The ungraded variant of Theorem 5 is a well-known result

in the theory of associativealgebras appearing, for example, in [42]. A

graded formulation similar to the one here appears in [99] though with a
different proof.

(b) The argument in Theorem 5 would work equally well if we replaced

AM by AM+. The only point that requires attention is the existence of
sufficiently many injectives in AM+. But in the case of a finite algebra the

argument of Corollary 11.13gives, for each bounded below module, a
bounded below injective into which it injects, and therefore AM+ does

have sufficiently many injectives. Therefore for A a Poincare algebra,
AM+ is a Frobenius category. Similarly for AM{.

(c) In the definition of a Poincare algebra there is no left-right asym-
asymmetry so in (a) and (c) of the theorem we can replace left modules by

right modules.

Proposition 8. Let A be a Poincare algebra and let M be an A-module.

(a) Thefollowing are equivalent:

(i) M is free,
(ii) M is projective,

(iii) Mis flat,

(iv) M is injective.

(b) If Mis not free then its projective, weak and injective dimensions are all

infinite.

Note. In this result M can be left or right \320\233-module since, as we have

observed, the conditionof being a Poincare algebra is symmetric. Also, if

M is bounded below we may interpret (a) and (b) as referring to the

unbounded or the bounded below category, by Proposition 11.10 we get
the same result in either case. For M bounded below and of finite type
there is a similar observation though here, in addition to Proposition
11.10,we must add reference to Proposition 13.14 which is valid for

modules over Poincarealgebras.

Proof. Most of this proposition has already been proven. In particular

we have shown the equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iv) and from this it quickly
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follows that a module which is not free has infinite projective and

injective dimensions.All that remains to be shown is that an arbitrary flat

module is free and that a module which is not free has infinite weak

dimension. Let M be a flat module and let /:s\"Jfc\342\200\224>A be the monomor-

phism of Lemma 6 above. Then f(x) l:(s\"k)\302\256AM-^A(x)AM is a

monomorphism and therefore by that lemma, M is free. Now let M be a

module which is not free but which satisfies weak dim M = m < a>. Let

0<\342\200\224M*\342\200\224Po-^-Pi<
\342\200\242be a projective resolution. Then weak

dim(ker dm-x)
= 0, that is ker dm-X is flat. Therefore ker dm-x is free which

contradicts the fact that proj dim M = <\302\273.\342\226\241

We come now to the main result of this section.

Theorem 9. // A is a finite connected Hopf algebra then A is a Frobenius

algebra.

Proof. Since\320\233is a connected Hopf algebra, it follows from Proposition
4 that for a left A-module M, \320\220\320\273\320\234is a free left A-module with a basis

{1 \302\256xa} where {xa} is a fc-basisfor M. In particular \320\220\320\273D(A) is free on a
basis which we may assume includes 1\302\2561*. Then define A-maps

^^A by /A)=1\302\2561* and g(l\302\256l*)=l (it is irrelevant
how g is defined on the other basis elements).Dualizing we get

D(A)\342\204\242D(A \320\273D(A))D^D(A) and g/= 1 implies D(/)D(g)= 1. Since
A is a finite algebra, Proposition 3 gives us that D(A \320\273D(A))

~

D(A) \320\273A/and so by Proposition 4 is free over A. Therefore D(A) is

projective and since dim* U Ar = dim* II D(A)r we must have D(A)

isomorphic to s\"A for some n. \342\226\241



CHAPTER 13

MODULES OVER P-ALGEBRAS

Introduction

The general homological properties of modules over the Steenrod
algebra derive from that algebra being the union of finite subHopf

algebras. This is demonstrated in this chapter in which we consider
somewhat more generally modules over an algebra which is the increasing
union of Poincare algebras\342\200\224we term such an algebra a P-algebra. In

Section 1 we introduce P-algebras and consider some of their basic

properties. For example such an algebra is coherent but not Noetherian.

Of special importance is the connectionbetween the homological proper-

propertiesof a P-algebra and those of its Poincare subalgebras. With this we
see a major difference between the unbounded and bounded below
settings. In Section 2 we consider the former. Here we show the

equivalence of the following: projective dimension =s 1, injective
dimension =s 1 and flat. Further this result is best possible in that there are

projectives not injective and vice versa. In fact in the presence of an

additional condition (satisfied by the Steenrod algebra) no unbounded

module is both projective and injective.Then in Section 3 we restrict to
bounded below modules and here show that projective, injective and flat

are equivalent. A further feature of the bounded below setting is a unique

factorization result without finite type assumption. Finally, earlier results

on the homological dimensionsof bounded below modules extend here to
those bounded below and of finite type.

1. Definition and basic properties

Keeping in mind that our ultimate interest is in studying the properties
of the module categories over the mod p Steenrod algebras, we have so

192
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far considered those properties that are a consequenceof the Steenrod

algebra being a connected algebra and then of it being a Hopf algebra.

There is still one more useful level of generality to be examined before

we concentrate exclusivelyon the modp Steenrod algebras (and their

everpresent shadow the exterior algebra). In this section we will consider

the implications of the fact that the Steenrod algebras are the union of

finite subHopf algebras. (A different approach to generalizing some of the
homological properties of modules over the Steenrod algebra is pursued
by Moore and Peterson in [99].) Since these implications will have

nothing directly to do with the coproduct, we begin by stating conditions

exclusively on the algebra structure that are sufficient for our results. An

algebra A will be called a P-algebraif it is the union of an increasing

chain of subalgebras A@)C AA)C \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242such that

(a) each A(n) is a Poincare algebra,

(b) for each n, A(n + 1) is flat as a right A(n )-module.
There are a number of elementary observations to be made:
A) A P-algebra is connected but it need not be of finite type (see

Example 1 below).
B) Condition (b) is equivalent to A(n + 1) being free as a right A(n)-

module.

C) Since A = U A(n) condition (b) implies that for each n, A is flat as
a right A(n)-module. Therefore A is also a free right A(n)-module.

D) A P-algebra is not bounded above, in fact maxdegA(n)<
max deg A(n + 1) for we have A(n) \320\241A(n + 1), both connected algebras
and A(n +/1) free over A(n).

E) The notion of a P-algebra is left-right symmetric. We have already
observed the symmetry of condition (a). As for condition (b), if A(n +

\\)=\\Fr=lxrA{n) as right A(n)-modules then smA(n + \\)~d{A(n+ 1))=

iTr=ld{XrA{n))~U7=i d(A(n))yr as left A(n)-modules and conversely.
Therefore all results for left modules will be equally the case for right

modules.

Examples. A) If A = E{V) with dim V countable then there are sub-
spaces Vr with Vr finite dimensional, Vt \320\241V2C

\342\200\242- \342\200\242and V= UVr. Then
A is a P-algebra with A(n)= E(Vn).

B) More importantly we will see in Chapter 15 that the mod p Steen-
Steenrodalgebra is a P-algebra.

The concept of a P-algebra appears to be the most suitable locus for a

number of important properties of the Steenrod algebras. For instance, in
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[131] Wall proved a conjecture of Toda's that, for the mod 2 Steenrod
algebra,a cyclic submodule of a finitely presented cyclic module is finitely

presented. A more general result than this is true; and this result can be

proven very simply, in the context of F-algebras.

Proposition 1. (\320\260)A left A-module M is finitely presented if and only if it

is finitely generated and is A{n)-extendedfor some n.

(b) The algebra A is left coherent. In particular a finitely generated ideal

is finitely presented.

Proof, (a) If M is finitely presented then we have

IT,=i Ax,-4II*=1Ay,\342\200\224>M\342\200\224>0with /(jc,)
= 2al7y/. For n sufficiently large

ati \302\243A(n) for all i, j. Then we have II A(n)jc, -^ II
A(n)y,

\342\200\224>N -\302\2730 where

g(Xi) = 2a^yj and since A is flat over A(n) this gives M = A(x)A(n)N.
Conversely considera finitely generated A-module of the form A \302\256amN.

Then we have II'.=1Ajc,-^\320\220 \302\256\320\220(\342\200\236)N \342\200\224\302\2730 with /i(jc,) =
2\320\273;7\302\256y<, and for

m^n sufficiently large \321\211r\302\243A(m) for all i,j. Then

g:II'=!A(m )*,\342\200\242->A(m)\302\256A(n)N given by g(x,) =
2\320\260;,\302\256\321\2030is onto and

therefore A(m)\302\256A(\302\253)N is finitely generated over A{m). But A(m) being

a finite algebra this implies that A(m)\302\256A(\302\253)N is finitely presented.

Therefore A \302\256A(n)N ~A \302\256A(m)(A(m)\302\256A(n) N) is finitely presented.

(b) Let M be a finitely generated submodule of a finitely presented

module which, by (a), has the form \320\220\302\256\320\220(\342\200\236>N for some n. Let xt
=

2 a,;\302\256\321\203\321\203,i = 1,...,/\", be generators for M. Then ai; G A(m) for m^n

large enough.So if L is the A(m)-submodule of A(m)\302\256A(n)N generated

by the jc/'s then M~A\302\256A(m)L. Therefore by (a) M is finitely

presented. \342\226\241

Exercise. If M is finitely presented then TorA(fc, M) is finite dimensional

for all i.

We can further clarify the result on ideals by observing that although a
Poincare algebrabeing a finite algebra is Noetherian, a P-algebra is never
Noetherian.

Proposition 2. The augmentation ideal of a P-algebra is not finitely

generated.

Our primary focus will be on the homological properties of modules
over P-algebras but there are also a variety of other non-homological
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observations that can be made. In particular we have the following which

will be needed later. They are left as exercises.

A) For an A-moduIe M let Tor(M)be the set of torsion elements of

M, that is Tor(M)
= {jc e M \\ ax = 0 for some a ^ 0 in A}. Then Tor(M) is

a submodule of M.
B) There is a sequence au a2,... in IA such that a^... ar\302\245-0 for all r.

C) If M is finitely presented then M cannot be expressedas a colimit

of finite modules.

D) If M is a finite A-moduIe then HomA(M, P) = 0 for any projective

A-moduIe P.

The homologicalpropertiesof modules over a P-algebra A are closely
connected to those of modules over the Poincare algebras A(n) out of
which A is constructed. We will first show this connection at the level of

the Tor and Ext functors. Then, in the following two sections, we will

draw the consequences for the structure of the categories AM, \320\260-^+and

\320\220\320\226.

As in Chapter 11 each A(n) gives rise to a pair of adjoint functor

Fn:AM^*A(nyM and En :A(n)M-*AM both of which are exact.

Lemma 3. // P isa projective A-module then Fn(P) is projective.

Proof. By Proposition 11.16 Fn(P) is flat and therefore by Proposition
12.8projective. \342\226\241

For the remainder of the section we will suppress the Fn notation. Let
N be an arbitrary left A-moduIe and let 0<\342\200\224N<\342\200\224P* be a projective
resolution of N. Then by the lemma it is also a projective resolution of N
over A(n) for each n. For A-modules M and L there are natural maps
M\302\256A(n)L->M\302\256A(n+i)L and HomA(n+i)(M, L)-^HomA(n)(M, L), the lat-
latter being the forgetful functor. Substituting P* for L we see that these

maps induce maps of the homology groups Tor*(/l)(M, N)\342\200\224\302\273Tor\302\243(n+!)

(M, N) and ExtA(n+l)(M,N)-> ExtA(n)(M, N). Therefore we get the colimit
sequence \320\242\320\276\320\263\302\243@)(\320\234,\320\233/)-^\320\242\320\276<A)(\320\234,N)->

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242and the limit sequence
ExtA@)(M, N)<-ExtAA)(M, N)< .

Proposition 4. For A-modulesM and N there is a natural isomorphism

colim \320\242\320\276\320\263\302\243(\321\217)(\320\234,N)-*Tor\302\243(M, N) and for each k^\\ a natural exact

sequence 0-*lim1 Ext^M, N)-+ ExtA(M, N)-+ Iim ExtA(,0(M, N)->0.

Note. For Tor, M is a right and N a left A-moduIe. For Ext both are left

A-modules.
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Proof. Since A=L)A(n) there is a natural isomorphism

\321\201\320\276\320\230\321\202(\320\234(\321\205)\320\220(\302\253)\320\240*)\342\200\224*M(x)aJ%-This induces an isomorphism of the
homology groups and since homology commutes with directed colimit

(Proposition A1.8)we get the desired isomorphism.

Let \320\234\342\200\236
=

En(M). Then there are maps /\342\200\236:\320\234\342\200\236\342\200\224>\320\234\342\200\236+1and gn:Mn\342\200\224>M

given by /\342\200\236(l\302\256x)=l\302\256x and gn(l\302\256x)= x, with gn+lfn
= gn. Therefore

there is a map colimMn-*M and using again that A = UA(n) we get

that this map is an isomorphism. Therefore by Proposition 11.9 we have
the exact sequence0-^lim1Ext^4H\302\273 N)-*ExtkA(M, N)->lim \320\225\321\205^(\320\234\342\200\236,

N)\342\200\224>0.But we also have the following commuting diagram with vertical
arrows isomorphisms:

Exti(Mn+b N)-^>Exti(Mn, N)

i 4

\320\225\321\205\320\260(\342\200\236+1)(\320\234,N) >Ext%{n)(M, N).

This gives the desired exact sequenceand since all the maps are natural

the sequence is also natural in M and N. \342\226\241

2. The unbounded case

In this section we will consider the basic homological properties of the

category AM for a P-algebra A. The results are of course equally true of

MA- Most of these results and those of the next section are the general-
generalizations to P-algebras of results proven for the Steenrod algebra in [75].

Theorem 5. For M in AM the following are equivalent:
(a) proj dim M =\302\2431,

(b) weak dim M = 0 i.e.M is flat,

(c) inj dim M =s 1,

(d) M is free over A(n) for all n.
Further if a module does not satisfy these conditions then its projective, weak

and injective dimensions are infinite.

Proof. It is an immediate consequenceof Proposition 4 that (d) implies
(a), (b) and (c). Conversely if any of the homological dimensionsof M is

finite then that dimension is also finite for Fn(M) for all n (this is implied

by Proposition 11.17 and Lemma 3).But each A(n) is a Poincare algebra
and so by Proposition 12.8 Fn(M) is free for all n. \342\226\241
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As corollaries of this result we have

Corollary 6. An injective module is flat and a flat module is the quotient

of a free module by a free summand.

Corollary 7. The product of flat modules is flat.

Proof. Let {Ma}be a family of flat modules. Then for each n and a,

Fn(Ma) is free and therefore injective. Then for each n, Fn(YlMa) is

injectiveand therefore free. \342\226\241

It can be shown that the condition of Corollary 7 is equivalent to \320\233

being right coherent (see [27]).
There are two questions related to Corollary 7. Is the product of

projectives always projective? And is the coproduct of injectives always
injective?Neither is answerable in the affirmative.

(a) If the product of projectives were always projective then by a

theorem of Chase [40] flat modules would be projective. However this is

not the case as we will see in the next proposition.
(b) In Section 3 we will prove that A is self-injective, but the next

proposition will also show that not all projectives are injective. Therefore
the coproduct of injectives is not always injective.

Alternatively, again in [40], Chase proves that an affirmative answer

would imply that A is Noetherian\342\200\224a graded version of this is proved in

[99].

Proposition 8. (a) There is a projective module with injective dimension
one.

(b) Thereisan injective module with projective dimension one.

Proof. We have already observed that for any connected algebra that is
not bounded above the module D(A) is injective but not projective.
Therefore by Theorem 5 proj dim D(A) = 1sowe have an exact sequence
0->Pj\342\200\224\302\273P0\342\200\224>D(A)\342\200\224\302\2730with Po and Pt projective. This sequencecannot

split and therefore Pi cannot be injective. \342\226\241

The module D(A) has other interesting properties.

Proposition 9. Fora F'-algebra \320\220,\320\272(x)AD(A)
= 0. Therefore D(A) does

not have a projective cover.
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Proof. The second part of the proposition will follow from the first\342\200\224see

Chapter 11, Section 2. Let /:Ar\342\200\224>fc be an element of D(A). We will

show that l\302\256/=0 in k(x)AD(A) or equivalently that /
=

2r=i<Z{/i with

a, e IA. If r = 0 this is trivial since for a G IA and with respect to any

basis containing a, aa* = 1*. So we may assume that r>0. For n large

enough max deg A(n) > r (recall that max deg A(n) > max degA(n - 1)
for all n), fix such an n. As right A(n)-modules we have A =

CA\302\256A(\302\253)fc)\302\256A(n); therefore A has a fc-basisof the form {atbj} where

{a,}is a fc-basis for A/A(IA(n)) and \320\251)is a fc-basis for A(n)\342\200\224note that

this latter set is finite and has a unique element of maximal degree, call it

e. The subset of degree r gives \320\260\320\272-basis for Ar which has the form

{atjbj}\\J{ck} with \320\260-\321\204ckE. A/A(IA(n)) and bjE. IA(n). Since A(n) is a
Poincare algebra there are elements b) in IA(n) such that bjb)= e and

bib'j
= 0 if bi * bj and \\b,\\

=
\\bj\\. Define maps /,: \320\220\320\223+|\320\254\320\257->\320\220and /0: Ar+^^k

by (ajje)fj =
(\320\260\321\204;)/,fj zero on all other basis elements and (cke)f0

= (ck)f, /0
zero on all other basis elements. Then / = 2 6^ + <?/0. \342\226\241

In Proposition 8 we saw that not all projective modules were injective.
In the next section we will prove that a projective module which is

bounded below is always injective. Therefore it is particularly striking

that for A the mod p Steenrodalgebra, a projective module which is not

bounded below is never injective. Let a P-algebra A be said to satisfy
condition Q if for any n there is an r(n) such that (fc\302\256A(\302\253)A)r^ 0 for

r>(n). We will prove in Chapter 15 that the modp Steenrod algebra
satisfies conditionQ.

Proposition 10. // a P-algebra satisfies condition Q then any module

which is both projective and injective is bounded below.

Proof. Let P =
11\320\273\320\220\321\205\320\260be a projective A-module which is not bounded

below. We will show that P is not injective. It suffices to show that a
direct summand of P is not injective. Preciselywe will find a countable

subset \320\220'\320\241A such that 11\320\264\320\233\320\264:\320\272is not injective. Let jc0 be an arbitrarily
chosen generator. Let x{ be another generator with r, =

|jco|
-

|*il

sufficiently large so that Ar' \302\245\342\226\2400 (by condition Q) and pick a, G /V'.
Assume inductively that we have chosen jcb jc2, . .., xm and ak G Ark

where rk
- |jck_i|- \\xk\\ such that a\\- \342\200\242\342\200\242

am^0. For n sufficiently large
au ..., am G A(n) and by condition \320\236(\320\272\302\256\320\260{\320\277)\320\220)\320\263\321\202^0 for r ^ r(n). Let
xm+i be a generator with rm+1

=
\\xm\\

-
\\xm+i\\ ss r(n) and let am+i G A'm*x be

such that 1 \302\256am+i \302\245\342\226\2400 in \320\272\302\256A(\302\253)A. This will imply that a{ \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242
amam+l ^ 0.

Let b =
ax

\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242
am. If K = {a6 A(n) \\ba

=
0} and L = {aG \320\233| ba = 0}
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then L= K(x)A(n)A. So if bam+l = 0 then we would have l\302\256am+l
= 0 in

Therefore we have a direct summand II Ajcr of P and au a2,... in IA
with \\ar\\

=
\\xr-i\\-\\xr\\. Let /: II Axr -\302\273II Axr be given by f(xr)

=

xr + ar+iXr+l. Then / is clearly monic but it is not epic. For suppose that

Xo
= /(Sr=o bjcr) =

boxo + (bOdi + bi)xi + \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242+ bmam+lxm+l. Then b0= 1 im-

implies bx= ax implies 62= \320\260\321\205\320\260\320\263etc. until we get bmam+1xm+l
=

\302\2531
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

am+ixm+i 9* 0. Therefore we have 0 \342\200\224>II Axr -4II Axr \342\200\224>M -> 0

exact with M ^ 0. This gives fc\302\256AUAxr-^Uk\302\256A UAxr-*k\302\256AM -+0

exact and since lk \302\256/ is an isomorphism, \320\2720A M = 0. Therefore M
cannot be projective. But this means that / cannot split which in turn

implies that IlAjcr is not injective. \342\226\241

Exercise. Give an example of a P-algebraA and an unbounded A-

module M which is both projective and injective.

The results of this section do not exhaust the subject of the properties

of flat modules over P-algebras. For instance, there is the topologically
relevant problemof characterizing those dual modules that are projective.

To close the matter we have

Exercise. If M is fiat then there is a short exact sequence
0-+F-^M^>G^>0 with F free and fc\302\256AG

= 0.

3. The bounded belowcase

In this section we will consider the basic homological properties of
AM+. Among other things we will determine the possible homological
dimensions of boundedbelowmodules.As observed in Proposition 11.10
these dimensionscan be computed in AM or in AM+ and the two results
will agree. Once again we will apply Proposition 4 for these results but

now with the following additional information\342\200\224again we will suppress

explicit notation of the forgetful functor.

Proposition 11. // N is a bounded below A-module then

lim1
\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)(\320\234,N)

= 0.

Proof. First we will consider the special case in which (IA)N
= 0 (for this

case it will not be necessary to assume that N is bounded below). The
condition on N implies that the natural map Jn: \320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)(\320\234,N)
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\342\200\224>Homk(k\302\256A(n)M, N) is an isomorphism. The inclusion A(n)C

A(n + 1) induces a map pn : \320\272\302\256\320\220(\342\200\236)\320\234-*\320\272\302\256a(\302\253+i)Mand we will show that,

with Gn+i:HomA(n+i)(M,N)-^>HomAM(M,N) the forgetful functor,

JnGn+i = p*nJn+i:HomMn+i)(M, N)-^>Homk(k\302\256A(n)M,N). To see this let

U U V be a basisfor \320\272\302\256\320\220(\342\200\236)\320\234with LJ a basis for ker pn. Then

0 if 1\302\256\321\205\320\265\320\270,

and on the other hand JnGn+l(f)(l(x)x) = f(x). So we must show that

/(jc) = O for 1\302\256jcG U. But 1\302\256jcG U implies that x = 2a1ocIwith a, G

IA(n + 1) and therefore/(jc)= S a/(jc,)
= 0 since (IA)N - 0. Therefore to

prove this case it will suffice to show that lim1 Homt(fc\302\256A(n)M, N) - 0,
the limit being over the maps p*n. This we do in the following lemma.

Lemma. // Vl\342\200\224^>V2 > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a sequence of fc-modules then for any

fc-module W, lim1 Homt(Vm, W)
= 0.

Proof. Consider the collection Z of all subsets of U Vm which are

linearly independent and for which X G Z and x G Vm \320\237X imply that

pm(x) is also in X. This collection is partially ordered by inclusion. And

linearly ordered subcollections have upper bounds. Therefore there is a

maximal such subset of U Vm and it gives a basis for each Vm. With this

basis we can decomposethe given sequence into a coproduct of sequences
of the form U-^> U-^> \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242either finite or infinite in length. Therefore

Hom(Vb W)*- Hom(V2, W)<\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is isomorphic to the product of

sequences of the form Hom(U, W) <?-\320\235\320\276\321\202(\320\241,W)*~-
\342\200\242\342\200\242either finite or

infinite in length. For a sequenceof such types lim1 is surely zero and
since lim1 commutes with products\342\200\224see Appendix 1\342\200\224thelemma fol-

follows. \342\226\241

We now prove the proposition in the case of an arbitrary bounded

below A-module N. Let Nr
=

{jc G N \\ \\x\\ ss /\342\200\242}.Then Nr is a submodule of
N and we have \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242c->Nr+\302\243->N/1-\302\273

- \342\200\242\342\200\242with lim Nr = 0 = lim1 Nr. Let

B'n =
\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)(\320\234,Nr), frn:Brn^>Brn-x the forgetful functor and

grn:Brn-^Br~l the map induced by N^N^. Then {Brn,f'n, grn} is a

bigraded limit system, i.e. gn-ifn =
frnXgn- We will apply the results of

Appendix 1 to show that limr limj, Brn = 0. Since lim Nr = 0 = lim1 Nr we

have 0\342\200\224\302\273\320\237\320\273/,.\342\200\224>IlNr\342\200\224\302\2730and applying \320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)(\320\234,) this gives

limrB^, = 0 =
lim) BTn for all n. Therefore we can apply Lemma A1.12 to

get the desired result.
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Each quotient Nr/Nr+l satisfies (IA)(Nr/Nr+l) = 0 and therefore

lim^HomA(n)(M, Nr/Nr+l) = 0. From this we get that \\imlnB'n\342\200\224>

limi^JT1\342\200\224>0 and since Brn
-

HomA(n)(M, N) for r sufficiently small

(here is where the fact that N is bounded below enters) this gives

limr limi Brn \342\200\224\302\273lim1\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)(\320\234,N)\342\200\224\302\2730 and we are done. D

The results on homological degree are now easily derived.

Theorem 12. For a bounded below A-module M the following are

equivalent:

(a) M is free,
(b) M is projective,

(c) Mis flat,

(d) M is injective,

(e) M is A(n)-free for all n.
Further if M does not satisfy these conditions then its projective, weak and

injective dimensions are infinite.

Proof. The second part of the theorem follows from the first part and

Theorem 5.
If M is projective, flat or injective then by Theorem 5 M is A(n)-free

for all n. Conversely if M is A(n)-free for all n then it is flat. Further it

follows from Proposition 11 that for N bounded below ExtA(M, N) = 0
and therefore M is projective. It remains to show that M is injective. We
must at least have that injdimM=sl. Since AM has sufficiently many

injectives this implies that there is an exact sequence (in AM)

0\342\200\224\302\273M\342\200\224\302\273/\342\200\224>J\342\200\224\302\2730with / and J injective. In particular J is A(n)-free for
all n and since M is bounded below ExtA(-/, M)

= 0. Therefore M is a
direct summand of / and hence injective. \342\226\241

In Chapter 11 we showed that there is a unique factorization theorem
in AM{. There is a weaker factorization theorem that can be proven in

a-M+ when A is a P-algebra.

Proposition 13. Let A be a P-algebra. For any M in \320\220^\320\271+,\320\234has an

expression unique up to isomorphism as F@N where F is free and N has
no free summands.

Proof. With no assumptions on A it is easily shown by the usual
transfinite methods that there is an exact sequence 0^F-^M^7V\342\200\224>0

where F is free and N has no free summands.SinceF is injective the
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sequence splits giving the desired decomposition.We will now prove that
it is unique up to isomorphism. Suppose that we have an isomorphism
/1: /V, 0F|\342\200\224\302\273/V2\302\251F2 with Fx and F2 free, and 7V| and N2 having no free
summands. Let /:Fi\342\200\224>N2\302\251F2 be the composite hi where / is the
canonicalinclusion. Then we have 0\342\200\224\302\273Fi\342\200\224>N2@F2\342\200\224\302\2737V3\342\200\224\302\2730exact and h

induces an isomorphism of N1 and N3. Let f:Fi\342\200\224>F2 be pj where p is the
projection and let g: N2\342\200\224\302\273N3 be kl where / is the canonicalinclusion. We

will prove that / is an isomorphism and then deduce that g is an

isomorphism by applying the X-lemma to

Let Tor(M)be the torsion submodule of M as consideredearlier in the

chapter. If N has no free summands then Tor(N) = N and if F is free

then F/Tor(F)\302\253 \320\272\302\256\320\220F. Therefore

induces

(N, \302\251F,)/Tor(N, \302\251F,)
-

(N2\302\251 F2)/Tor(N2 \302\251F2)

^\302\256F

It follows that / is epic and if K = ker/ then k\302\256AK
= 0. But \320\232is

bounded below and therefore \320\232- 0 as desired. \342\226\241

Here as with the results on homologicaldegreethe bounded below and

unbounded cases differ sharply. Let \320\233be a P-algebra which satisfies
condition O, for example the mod p Steenrod algebra. ConsiderM =

\320\237Axa with M not bounded below and suppose that M = F \302\251TV with F

free. Since M is injective F must be bounded below by Proposition 10. If

|xa|<|F| then Axr is a free summand of N. So a decomposition as in

Proposition 13, unique or not, does not exist for M.
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In contrast note that if \320\233is a Poincare algebra then the argument of

Proposition 13is valid without restriction on M. That is, over a Poincare
algebra every module is uniquely expressible as the sum of a free module
and a module with no free summands.

If \320\233is a P-algebra of finite type then as in Chapter 11 we can also

consider homological dimensions in AMf. In Proposition 11.10 we proved
that proj dimf = proj dim and weakdimf = weak dim. The following pro-

proposition together with Theorem 12 shows that in the present setting

inj dimf = inj dim and in turn that Theorem 12 carries over to AMf with the

homological notions defined in AM or AJA.

Proposition 14. If A is a P-algebra of finite type and M is injective in AM

then M is free.

Proof. By Proposition 13 M~N@F where N has no free summands.

Then N is injective in AM{ so we may assume that M has no free

summands. Supposethat M^ 0 and let x G M be a non-zero element of

minimal degree. Then ax = 0 for some a^O in IA. So we have
f:(A/Aa)y-^M with f(y)

= x. There is a monomorphism in AM\\

i:(A/Aa)y-^>IlAzj with |z,| <|y|. SinceM is injective in AM there is a
factorization /= gi but |z,| < \\M\\ so this leads to a contradiction. \342\226\241



CHAPTER 14

THE STABLE CATEGORY OF MODULES

Introduction

An appropriate setting for much of the later algebra is one in which

projective modules have been trivialized. This can be accomplished

rigorously via an important categorical construction first considered by

Eckmann and Hilton (see [57]).This 'stablecategory of modules' is de-

defined by taking as morphisms in this category equivalence classes with re-

respect to the relation /~~ g if /\342\200\224g factors through a projective module. In

this chapter we consider the structure of such a category for modules over

a P-algebra and as a simpler variant that for modules over a Poincare
algebra.In Section 1 we consider the case of unbounded modules. Here

the stable module category is formally analogous to the homotopy cate-
category of spaces\342\200\224a primary motivation for the interest of Eckmann,

Hilton, Heller and others\342\200\224with notions corresponding to fibration,
cofibration and loop functor among others. While this is also the case

over an arbitrary ring there are, in addition, intimations of a substantial

refinement that arises if we restrict to bounded below modules. So in

Section 2 we consider bounded belowmodulesover a P-algebra and, with

the same structure, unrestricted modules over a Poincare algebra\342\200\224this

latter the focus of Eckmann and Kleisli [46] and Heller [55]. The stable
module category is now formally analogous to a stable homotopy cate-

category. More precisely here fibrations and cofibrations merge and with the

resulting 'exact triangles' the stable module category has the structure of
a trigulated category\342\200\224in the P-algebra case this is less one element

namely modules need not be deloopable.Further the loop functor defines
a Z-grading on hom and the positively graded groups are precisely the

Ext groups. We also consider various elements of structure in the stable
module categoryof bounded below modules. Of special interest are limit

structures for, being a 'homotopy' category,we find that those that exist

204
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frequently turn out to be weak limit structures, i.e. having the requisite
universal property minus uniqueness. Here we find a pattern paralleled in

the topological context: if we further restrict to modules that are of finite

type then the weak limit structures become (strong) limit structures. In

Section 3 we raise two important questions related to the loop functor:
which modules are deloopable? and which modules are periodic?

1. The stable category of modules

Let \320\226= a-M be the category of left modules over a F-algebra A. Then
Jt is an abelian category with sufficiently many projectives and the

projectiveswhich are bounded below are also injective.The exposition of

this section will apply (with the minor exception of Proposition6(a)which

requires that finitely presented modules have finitely generated syzygys of

all orders) to any category of graded modulessatisfying these conditions

and in fact prior to Proposition 3 to any abelian category with sufficiently

many projectives. So, for example, everything in this section applies to
modulesover a Poincare algebra.

For M and N in \320\226and /:M\342\200\224>N, f is stable trivial if there is a

factorization of/, M-+P\342\200\224>N with P projective. And/, g:M-*N are
stable equivalent, denoted /~ g, if /\342\200\224g is stable trivial. Similarly there is

the notion of a diagram stably commuting. Stable equivalence of maps is
an equivalence relation which preserves addition and composition.

Therefore we can define the stable category \320\226with objects those of \320\226

and morphisms in the category given by {M, N}A = HomA(M,N)/~ (the

subscript \320\233will usually be dropped). A morphism in \320\226will be denoted

by heavy case letters e.g. / and for a map / in \320\226,f will denote its class in

M. It is easy to verify that \320\226is an additive category with sum in \320\226the

same as that in \320\226.However \320\226is not abelian.

The following proposition gives a good idea of the nature of \320\226.

Proposition 1. M and N are equivalent in \320\226if and only if there are

projectivemodulesP and Q such that M@P and N \302\256Q are isomorphic.

Proof. If /:M\302\251P-*N\302\251Q, is an isomorphism then the composite
M-*M\302\251P-4N\302\251Q->iV is an equivalence in \320\226.Conversely suppose

that we are given M^N such that gf ~
lM and fg

~ In- Then in

particular fg-lN = hi where N-^P-^N with P projective. We may
further assume that h is an epimorphism since there are sufficiently many
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projectives in M. Therefore there is a short exact sequence
0^\320\236^\320\234\302\251\320\240-^7\320\243-\302\2730. Since lN = (/l/i)(gT(-i)) the sequence
splits and therefore {L,Q}\342\200\224>{L,M @P} is a monomorphism for any L.

But the composite {L, Q}^{L, M\302\251P}^J{L, N} is zero and since/Xh
is an equivalence in M, this implies that {L, Q}= 0. Therefore \320\236is

projective and TV \302\251Q = A/ 0 P. \342\226\241

With Proposition 1 in mind we will say that M and N are
stably

equivalent, denoted M ~
N, if they are equivalent in \320\226and that

f:M\342\200\224>N is a stable equivalence if/ is an equivalence.
There is a high degree of analogy between \320\226and the homotopy

category in topology with ~ corresponding to the homotopy relation. For

instance, we can definef:M\342\200\224\302\2737Vto be a stable fibration if it satisfies the

homotopy lifting property in the sense that gb g2:L\342\200\224>N with gx
~ g2 and

gi factoring through / imply that g2 factors through /. In fact this gives

nothing new since it is easy to show that / is a stable fibration if and only
if it is an epimorphism. If f:M-+N is a stable fibration the topological

analogy suggests two choices for the stable fibre of /, either as ker/ or as
the pullback L in

L

I

M \342\200\224

where ir:P-*N is an epimorphism (stable fibration) with P projective

('contractible')- The exactnessof 0-\302\273ker/-4-L->P-^0 implies that i is a

stable equivalencebetween these two notions of fibre. So from this point

of view a short exact sequence0\342\200\224>\342\200\242!\302\243\342\200\224>M\342\200\224\302\273N\342\200\224\302\2730can be viewed as a
stable fibration / with stable fibre K. There is also the dual notion of
stable cofibration but it does not correspond to any well-known algebraic

structure. In fact, if M and N are bounded below then (exercise)

f:M\342\200\224>N is a stable cofibration if and only if HomA(ker/, A)* = 0 (which

would hold for example if ker/ were a finite A-module). Fortunately we

will have no further need for the notion of stable cofibration.

An especially important element of the homotopy theory model that

we will make use of here is the loop space functor. For each M in M

assign an epimorphism \321\202\320\263\320\274: PM \342\200\224>M with PM projective and define
flM - ker \321\202\321\202\320\274with iM: \320\237\320\234\342\200\224>PM the inclusion. Given f:M\342\200\224>N we can

fill in the diagram
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0 >UM >PM >M >0
I/

0 >ON >PN >N >0

giving \320\237\320\234-^flN whose class in \320\226we will denote flf\342\200\224this is in fact

well-defined as we will verify below. Then \320\277is the loop functor on \320\226.

(Note: as above we will suppress parentheses when denoting this functor.)

Proposition 2. (a) The loopfunctor is a covariant additive functor from \320\226

to itself.

(b) // the choice of the irM's is varied the resulting loop functors are

naturally equivalent.

Proof, (a) The only thing that needs to be checked is that \320\277is well-

defined. First, we may have two different maps gu g2 = OM \342\200\224>UN that

fill in the diagram above. This gives

0-+\320\237\320\234 >PM >M >0

JSi-ft jh Jo

>PN >N >0

and therefore h factors through ON and gi ~
g2. Second, we may have

/i, /2:M->N with fx
~ f2, i.e. /, -

/2 factors as M A P \320\233N. But then there
is a map \320\272:P^>PN such that irNk

=
j and therefore

\320\237\320\234>PM

J,0 lki-\320\273-\320\274

ON >PN

fills in the diagram defining (l(fx
\342\200\224

f2).

(b) Arguing as in (a) we can show that if \321\202\321\202'\320\274:\320\240'\320\234-+\320\234is another

family of epimorphisms defining a loop functor then there is a functorial

stable equivalence \320\237\320\234\342\200\224>{1'\320\234.(By Schanuel's lemma we would have

that \320\237\320\2340 P'M and \320\277'\320\234\302\251PM are | isomorphic but it is the func-

toriality, not an explicit stable equivalence, that is important here.) \342\226\241

The hom functor in \320\226inherits a grading from the one in \320\226with

{M, N}, defined to be the quotient of Hom^M, N). The loop functor in

turn gives rise to another grading so the stable hom is naturally bigraded,

precisely:
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({nsM,N}t

{M, NY1 =| if 5 > 0 (with \320\237\302\260= ident. and us = 12A2*-')for 5^1),

[{M,n-SN}, if 5 <0 .

A single upper index will always refer to the loop grading so that

{M, NY = {M,NY*.
The next result is an important stability property of the loop functor

and the first application of the assumption that bounded below pro-

jectives are injective.

Proposition3. // M is finitely presented or N is bounded below then

A:{M, N}\342\200\224\302\273{I2M,ON} is an isomorphism.

Proof. First let h:flM-+flN be an arbitrary map. If M is finitely

presented then we can assume that flM is finitely generated. Therefore

iNh factors as UM-^P^+PN with P a finitely generated projective. So P
is bounded below and hence injective (Theorem 13.12). It follows that

there is a map \320\272: PM \342\200\224>P such that i =
kiM. Then jkiM =

iNh and so there

is a map f:M-+N such that Of = h. Alternatively, if N is bounded

below then PN can be assumed to be bounded below and the same

argument works with P = PN. Therefore \320\277is an epimorphism.

Suppose now that /:M\342\200\224>N is such that 12/ = 0. Then we have

0 >\320\237\320\234 >PM >M >0

p

V

0 >ON >PN >N >0 .

Again the condition on M or N will imply that P can be chosenbounded
below and hence injective. So there is a map \320\272:PM\342\200\224>P such that i =

kiM

and if we replace g by g'
= g

\342\200\224
iNjk we get

PM >M
is' if

PN >N

commuting and g'iM = 0. Therefore / factors through PN, that is / = 0.
Hence \320\237is a monomorphism. \342\226\241
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When, as in Proposition 3, fl is an isomorphismwe will refer to it as

the stability isomorphism. Note, however, that fl is not an isomorphism

without some restriction on M or N. For example, if M = N is a module
of projective dimension 1 such as D(A) then {M, N} ^ 0 ({M,M}= 0 if

and only if M is projective) but {flM, ON} = 0 since flM is projective.
Let 0\342\200\224>M3\342\200\224\302\273M2\342\200\224>Mt\342\200\224>0be a short exact sequence. Then define

dfE.{flMu M3} as having representative any map -h such that

>PM1 >M, >0
H i \\\\

\320\276\342\200\224>\320\2743\342\200\224>\320\2742\342\200\224>\320\274,\342\200\224>o

commutes. The sign appears in the definition so that it will not appear in

the following equivalent formulation\342\200\224whichin turn parallels the homo-
topy theoretic analog.

Lemma 4. In the pullback diagram

\320\234\321\212>M2\342\200\224-+Ml
II S , \320\273./ \320\273.

II g T T -*m,

\320\2343-\321\202-*\320\234\320\267-
1

/t

i is a stable equivalenceand if \320\272is a stable inverse of i then kj is a

representative of df.

Proof. There is a map m : PMi\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242M2 such that \321\202\320\263\320\274,
\342\200\224

fm. So, M3 being
the pullback, there is a map /: PMX \342\200\224>M3 such that g'/ = m and /7

=
1\321\200\320\274\320\263

Therefore /'AM.-//')
= 0 and hence there is a map /c:M3\342\200\224\302\273M3with

ik = 1M'~ //' (and ki=
lMy

so that \320\272is a stable inverse of /). Then it

follows easily that g(kj) = -miM. \342\226\241

More generally for any map f:M-^>N there is a stably commuting

diagram

M-^N

i I/

\342\200\242M3>M2 > M\\-
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with the vertical maps stable equivalencesand the bottom row exact. And
then we define df = (dg)(ul) e {UN,M3}.

Continuing the analogy we can consider for any exact sequence

0<\342\200\224Mi<\342\200\224M2^-M3<-0 the sequence

Then the first part of the following proposition is what we would expect.

Proposition 5. (a) For any L {L, M^^{L, M2}<-{L,
is exact.

(b) For L bounded below {Mu L}->{M2, L}^{M3, L}^{OMU L}-+ \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242

is exact.

f g
Proof. Observe first that if \320\233^<\342\200\224M2 <\342\200\224M3is equivalent to a short exact

sequence then for any L, {L, Mx}*\342\200\224{L,M2}^-{L, M3} is exact and if L is

bounded below, {Mb L}\342\200\224\302\273{M2,L}\342\200\224\302\273{M3,L} is exact. We can of course
assume that 0<\342\200\224Mi<\342\200\224M2<\342\200\224M3<\342\200\2240 is exact. Clearly \320\272\320\265\320\263/*\320\255img*, so

consider h G ker/*. That is, there is a factorization fh -
ttmj for some

j:L\342\200\224>PM\\. There is also a map k:PMx->M2 such that fk
=

irMy If we

replace h by the stably equivalent map h' = h
\342\200\224

kj then fh' = 0 and it

follows that h = h' is in the image of g*. The argument with L the

covariant argument is similar except that it is necessary to invoke the

injectivity of PL which will require that L be bounded below.
Observe now that if Mt^\342\200\224M2<\342\200\224M3 is equivalent to a short exact

sequence then so is M2<r-M3<r-OMi and that dg
= -Of. Again we can

assume that 0 <\342\200\224Mx <\342\200\224M2<\342\200\224M3 <\342\200\2240 is exact. Then with the notation of

Lemma 4 0 <\342\200\224M2 \302\243-M3 4- /2M, <\342\200\2240 is exact and

\320\2342^-\320\234'\320\252^

II 4 .

stably commutes, giving the first part. Now consider the diagram

Af! J\342\200\224M2 = M2

fa*. t*' t

PM, ^\342\200\224
\320\234'\320\263J^~ PM2

t '\320\274, \320\242; t

= I2M,<^\342\200\224UM2
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with m and n defined so that the the diagram commutes. From their

respectivedefinitions it is clear that \342\200\224nis a representative for both -Of
and dg'= dg.

The proposition follows from these observations. \342\226\241

In terms of the loop grading Proposition 5 gives rise to long exact

sequencesinfinite in both directions\342\200\224similar to the Z-graded long exact

sequence in the cohomology of groups [39].

Proposition 6. Let 0 <\342\200\224Mi <\342\200\224M2 <\342\200\224M3 <\342\200\2240 be a short exact sequence.
(a) If L is finitely presented or Mu M2, M3 are boundedbelow then the

following sequence is exact:

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242<{L, M,}'< {L, M2y < {L, \320\234\321\212\321\203<^-{L, M,}\"'<

where djc =
(\320\264$)*(\320\237\321\205)ifr^O and <9,jc

= (u-'-xdf)*(x) ifr<0.

(b) If L is bounded below then the following sequence is exact:

>{MU L}r >{M2, LY >{M3, LY-^{MU LY+1

where drx = (Ordf)*(x) ifr^O and \320\264'\321\205= /\320\223'((o1/)*^)) if r <0.

Proof, (a) The sequenceto the left of {L, M3}\302\260is given in Proposition 5.
The conditions on L or the M, imply that for /c3=0,
\320\277:{OkL, M,}-\302\273{i7'\302\243+1L,OMi} is an isomorphism (if L is finitely presented

then by Proposition 13.1(a) we can assume that flkL is finitely generated
for all k). Therefore the exactness of the right half of the sequence
follows from the commuting diagram

{Ok+lL, \320\234\321\203}^{\320\237\320\272+\321\205\320\270/2M,}< {/2*
+

IL, \320\237\320\2342}< {Uk
+ 1

{OkL, M,}< {{2kL, M2}< {OkL,M3}

(b) The argument is similar in this case. \342\226\241

The following is a useful corollary of Proposition 6.

Corollary 7. J/ M has projective dimension 1 and L is bounded below

then {M, L}* = 0.
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Proof. By definition there is a short exact sequence 0 <\342\200\224M<\342\200\224P <\342\200\224Q\302\253-0

with P and \320\236projective. Simply apply { , L}* to this sequence. \342\226\241

Proposition 5 suggests a connection between{ , } and Ext.

Proposition 8. (a) For \320\2722s 0 there is a natural epimorphism

ak: Ext\320\264(\320\234,N)\342\200\224\302\273{M,N}k and if M is finitely presented or N is bounded
belowthen ak is an isomorphism for /c 5= 1.

(b) The diagram relating the long exact sequence of Proposition 5 and

the long exact sequence of Ext commutes.

Proof, (a) For M in \320\226we can define Ext%(M, N) using the projective

resolution 0^\320\234^\320\240\320\234*-\320\240\320\237\320\234<*-\320\240\320\237\320\272\320\234<. Therefore for

\320\272\320\267\320\2631, ExtA(M, N) is a quotient of HomA({2kM, N) by those maps that

factor through POklM *\342\200\224{2kM.Let [/] denote the class of / in Ext. Since

maps zero in Ext factor through projectives, those maps will be zero in

{\320\237\320\272\320\234,N}. So the projection \320\237\320\276\321\202\320\220(\320\237\320\272\320\234,N)^>{ukM, N} induces a
natural epimorphism ak:ExtkA(M, N)\342\200\224\302\273{M,N}k. Suppose that \302\253fc[/]

= 0

with \320\272\320\267\320\2631, then / factors as OkM-^P^N with P projective. In the
event that either M is finitely presented or N is bounded belowwe may

assume that P is bounded below and therefore injective. So g in turn will

factor through Pflk~xM*-flkM and [/]
= 0. Therefore under those cir-

circumstances ak is an isomorphism for \320\2722s 1.

(b) The naturality of the ak7s implies the commutativity of those

squares not involving the connecting map. The commuting diagram

\342\200\224Ok+lN

\320\233/,< PMi < UMX

II 1 4Z

M\\ < M2 < M3

gives \320\260^+1\320\260[\320\273:]
= zy = (df)*ux =

dkx and therefore the square

also commutes. \342\226\241
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The maps ak, /c 2s 1, need not be isomorphisms in general. For instance,
if M has projective dimension 1 then Ext\\(M, N) is not identically zero
while on the other hand {flM, N} is.

Thereis another connection between stable hom and Ext. Let \302\243(M, )

denote the functor Ext \\{M, ).

Proposition 9. The group of natural transformations NT(E(M, ), E(N, ))
is naturally isomorphic to {N, M}.

Proof. There is a natural map a :HomA(N, M)-\302\273NT(E(M, ), E(N, ))
given by \302\253(/)= E(f, ) and since E(P, ) = 0 for P projective this map
factors through {N, M}. That is, we have 0:{N, M}->NT(E(Af,),
E(N, )) given by C(f)=E(f ). To see that /3 is a monomorphism

suppose that fi(f)
= 0. Then, in particular, E(f \320\277\320\234)[\\\320\237\320\274]

= 0; that is, in

the following commuting diagram h factors through iN:

4* I8 if
0 >\320\237\320\234 >PM >M

If h -
kiN then replacing g by g' = g -

iMk (which also covers /) we get
that g'iN

= 0 and hence g' =
ljN. Therefore fjN

=
JmIJn which implies that

/~0. Now suppose that we are given a natural transformation

T:E{M, )-^>E(N, ). Let h\\UN^>UM be a representative for \320\242(\320\237\320\234)

[1\320\273\320\274]-We have the commuting diagram

E(M, \320\237\320\234)
\320\242(\320\237\320\234)>E(N, \320\237\320\234)

E(M, PM) T(PM)> E(N, PM)

but by definition E(M, iM)[lnM] = 0 so E(N, iM)T(UM)[lnM\\
= 0. There-

ThereforeE(N, i\\{)[h]
= 0, that is there is a map g such that iMh = giN. So there

is a map / such that

0 >ON >PN >N >0
\\h is if

0 >\320\237\320\234 >PM >M >0

commutes and it follows that \302\243(/)
= T. \342\226\241
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Remarks, (a) Proposition 9 is a result of Hilton and Rees [60] and as is
evident from the proof is valid for modulesover any ring with unit.

(b) If we were to replace Ext1 by Ext' for / > 1 the corresponding
assertion would no longer be true in general. For example, if there is an

A-module M of projective dimension i then {M, M} ^ 0 but

NT(Ext'(M, ), Ext'(M, )) = 0.

As a corollary of Proposition 9 we get another characterization of

stable equivalence.

Corollary 10. Two A-modules M and N are stably equivalent if and only

if the functors Ext(M, ) and Ext(N, ) are naturally equivalent.

Let us look briefly at induced structure in the stable setting. First

consider the relative situation, that is we are given a P-algebra A and a

sub P-algebra Bd A with A projective as a B-moduIe. Then the

forgetful functor \320\240:\320\220\320\226-^>\320\222\320\226and its adjoint the extension functor

E: &M \342\200\224*\342\226\240\320\220\320\226(H(M)
= A (x)BM) induce functors F: \320\220\320\226\342\200\224\302\273\320\262\320\226and

\320\201:\320\262\320\226\342\200\224>\320\220\320\234.Then these two are in turn adjoint, for there is a natural

isomorphism {A (x)B M, N}A ~ {M, N}B for any B-module M and A-
module N.

The situation with respect to limit structures is more complicated.
(a) Limit structures in \320\226may induce limit structures in M. For exam-

example, \\1\320\273\320\234\320\260is the coproduct in M. That is, the natural isomorphism

induces a natural epimorphism a :{llMa, N}-+H{Ma, N} and if each

M^IlM^N is stably trivial, say factors through Pa, then / is stably
trivial, factoring through 11\320\240\342\200\236.

(b) Limit structures in \320\226may induce weak limit structures in \320\226That

is, the universal condition of the corresponding limit may be satisfied
minus the element of uniqueness\342\200\224in particular then a weak limit is not

determined up to equivalenceand is not natural with respect to maps of
limit diagrams. (Weak limits typically arise in 'homotopy' categories.) For

example, if /:M\342\200\224>N is a stable fibration and g: N'\342\200\224>Nis any map then
the pullback diagram in \320\226

if
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gives rise to a weak pullback diagram in \320\226 For we have

q-+M'-*M@N'-^+N-+O exact and, given iTj:L^>M\302\256N' with

fi + gj stably trivial, there are maps /'~ i and y'~y such that /\320\242\321\203factors

through f'T g'. And stably the factorization through M' has indeter-
indeterminacy any map h:L-*M' such that h-/-Q and (f Tg')/i~0. Similarly,
\320\237\320\273M\302\273is in general only a weak product in M. For instance, since \320\233is a

P-algebra there is a product M =
\320\237\342\200\2365\320\237\302\253\320\220which is not projective (or

A would be Noetherian) and therefore although s\"\302\260A~ 0 all a,

(c) Limit structures in \320\226may fail to induce even weak limit structures

in M. For instance, if

M' *N'

i i*

is a pullback diagram and neither / nor g is a stable fibration then M'
need not be a weak pullback in j\302\243(e.g. take N' = 0, N projectiveand /
an inclusion with M not projective).

Suppose now that A is also a Hopf algebra.Then there is a smash

product defined in \320\226and this in turn induces a smash product in \320\226For

if f:M\342\200\224>N and /~0, say / factors as M-^P-^N with P projective,

then for any g: M'\342\200\224>N', f a g factors as M \320\273\320\234'-^->\320\240\320\273\320\234' >N \320\273\320\234'

and by Proposition 12.4 P \320\273\320\234'is projective. The smash product plays
another role here. Notice that as opposed to the topological loop functor,
the one consideredhere is defined at the level of the 'homotopy' category
\320\224not the underlying category M. Using the smash product a loop
functor can be defined in \320\226.In Chapter 12 we saw that \320\220\320\273M \342\200\224*M is a

functorial choice for irM, therefore since 0\342\200\224>IA\342\200\224>A\342\200\224>k\342\200\224>0is exact,

IA a M is a functorial choice for \320\237\320\234in \320\226

So with OM - IA \320\273M and /2/ = 1M \320\273/ we get a loop functor

\320\277:\320\234-*\320\226.The analogy between the topological and algebraic smash

products is evident here for analogous to the augmentation sequence is
the mapping sequence S\302\260\342\200\224>I\342\200\224>S1and the suspension functor is defined
by smashing with S1.

Note. From now on when dealing with a Hopf algebrathe loop functor will

always be the one defined by the smash product unless expressmention is

made to the contrary.
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2. The stable structure of bounded below modules

The condition that a module be bounded belowweaves its way through
the work of the last section.Therefore it is not surprising that significant

refinements are possible if we restrict to the subcategory of bounded
below modules.A further restriction that will be useful in dealing with

the corresponding topology is to bounded below modules that are also

of finite type\342\200\224this restriction also has some interesting alge-
algebraic consequences. In the work with modules of finite type it will be

necessary to add the assumption that A itself be of finite type otherwise

there would be no projectives of finite type; and for reasons that will be

evident we will also add the assumption that the ground field \320\272is

finite\342\200\224both assumptions are of course satisfied by the modp Steenrod

algebra.
So for a P-algebraA let M+ be the full subcategory of bounded below

left A-modules and if A is of finite type over a finite field let \320\226be the

full subcategory of M+ of modules of finite type. For both categories the

definition of stabilization carries over and we have the stable module

categories M+ and Ml. Equivalently, these stable module categories are

just the corresponding full subcategories of M. For if f:M\342\200\224>N factors

through a projective module and N is in M+ (resp. M{) then / factors
through a projective module in M+ (resp. M). Equivalence in M+ and Ml

can be characterizedin a more explicit way than equivalence in M. Recall

(Proposition 13.13) that for M in M+ there is a decompositionM =
T(M)\302\256P where P is projective and T(M) has no projective summands

(this defines T(M) up to isomorphism).

Proposition 11.(a) M and N are equivalent in M+ if and only if T{M)
and T(N) are isomorphic.

(b) f:M-*N is a stable equivalence if and only if the composite
T(M)C^M-4 N -*\342\200\242T(N) is an isomorphism. In particular if M and N
have no projective summands then f is a stable equivalence if and only iff
is an isomorphism.

Proof, (a) If M and N are equivalent in Jt then by Proposition 1 there
are projective modules Px and Qb which can be chosen bounded below,
such that M@Pl~N@Ql. Therefore T(M)\302\256{P\302\256Pl)-T(N)@

{Q\302\256Qi) and by the uniqueness of such a decomposition it follows that

T{M)
- T{N).

(b) The secondpart will imply the first so assume that M and N have
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no projective summands and consider/: M\342\200\224>N a stable equivalence. Let

p: P\342\200\224\302\273N be an epimorphism with P a bounded below projective module.
Considerthe short exact sequence 0->J(-^M\302\251P-4]V-*0 where /' =

/1 p.There is a diagram

M

* ' x
\320\276\342\200\224>\320\272

\321\200

and by the X-lemma if g is shown to be an isomorphism then / will be

one too. Since \320\232is bounded below we get the long exact sequenceof

Proposition 6 if we apply { , K} to 0-\302\273K-+ M\302\251P-A-N\342\200\224>0. And since

/' is a stable equivalence it follows that {K, K) = 0. Therefore \320\232is

projective. From this it follows that h splits. Then we can apply the

argument of Proposition 13.13to conclude that g is an isomorphism as
desired. \342\226\241

For M in M+ (resp. Mf), PM can also be chosen in M+ (resp. M) and
therefore we can define the loop functor such that it restricts to

0:M+-*M+ and \320\236-.\320\226-+\320\226.If A is also a Hopf algebra then OM =

M \320\273IA will give these restricted loop functors. In Proposition 3 we

proved that for M and N bounded below O:{M,N}-*{OM,ON} is an

isomorphism. This and related results suggesta refinement of the homo-

topy analogy of the last section to one between M+ (or \320\226)and a stable

homotopy category. In fact M+ and M{ are almost triangulated categories

failing to be this only by virtue of the failure of \320\236to be invertible on

objects\342\200\224such a category is called semi-triangulated in Appendix 2. To

see this, define a stable triangle in M+ (resp. \320\226) to be a sequence
equivalent to one of the form M\\ <\342\200\224M2 *- M3<\342\200\224OM\\ where

0 <r- Mx <r-M2 *-M3 <\342\200\2240 is exact in M+ (resp. Mf) and let A be the

collection of all such sequences.

Theorem 12. (M+,O, A) is a semi-triangulated category and (\320\226,\320\236,A) is

a semi-triangulated subcategory.

Proof. We must show that conditions (a) through (f) in Appendix 2 are
satisfied.By definition (a) is satisfied. Condition (b) follows from the fact

that O@) is stably equivalent to 0. Condition (c) was proved in the proof
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of Proposition 5. To verify (d) let f\\M2-*Mx be an arbitrary map in M+.

Then there is a short exact sequence 0\342\200\224>M3-^-M2@PMi^Mi-^0
where /' = /1 \321\202\320\263\320\234\320\263Therefore the top row of the following diagram is in

A:

\302\273\342\226\240

But the diagram commutes and the vertical mapsare equivalences, hence

the bottom row is in A. Further, if Mx and M2 are of finite type then so

will be M3.

To verify (e) suppose that we are given

\320\237\320\234-^U M -\302\243->M -U. M

{2NX -^-> N3-^ N2-\302\243-+ Nx

stably commuting and with the rows giving stables triangles in Ji+. We

may assume that 0\342\200\224\302\273M3\342\200\224\302\273M2\342\200\224>Mi\342\200\224\302\2730and 0\342\200\224\302\273N3-\302\273N2\342\200\224^N,\342\200\224\302\2730are

exact. By assumption jg- g'k factors as M3-^ P A N2 with P projective.
But then P is also injective and therefore / =

Vg. So replacing j by the

stably equivalent 7 + ml' we can assume that the diagram actually com-
commutes in M+. Therefore j + ml' and \320\272induce a map i:Mi\342\200\224\302\273Niand we

have only to observe that kdf
- df'fli which follows easily from the

definition of d.

Finally in Proposition 3 we proved (/\.") \342\226\241

Neither M+ nor M{ is triangulated since, for example, there is no
module M (bounded below or not) with flM ~ k. The question of

'deloopability' will be examined in greater detail in the next section. On
the other hand if M ~ ON for some N then that N is stably unique\342\200\224this

is a consequence of the stability isomorphism.

It follows from Theorem 12 and the material in Appendix 2 that most

of the basic properties of triangulated categories hold in M+ and JJC.So,
for instance, long exact sequences like those of Proposition 6 arise if

{ , L}* or {L, }* are applied to a stable triangle. There are also weak

pullbacks in M+ and Ml. That is, for /: M2\342\200\224>Mx and g:M3\342\200\224\302\273Mithe

stable triangle \320\237\320\234\321\205-*\320\234\320\220-^>\320\2342\302\256\320\234\320\263fx{~e)> Mx displays M4 as a (can-

(canonical) weak pullback. On the other hand the failure of thesecategoriesto be
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triangulated reflects a basic asymmetry which is manifest in the absence of

weak pushouts for arbitrary maps. For example,let M =\\\\n=us~nAn where

A =IjcG AI U|5=n} and let f:M\342\200\224>k be such for that for each \302\253,

s-\"An -^ M-4 A: is non-zero (in \342\200\242//\302\243)\342\200\242Suppose that a weak pushout diagram

for /: M. \342\200\224\302\273\320\272and 0: M \342\200\224*0 exists. It has the form

1 |\302\253

0 >N

and it follows that g/~0 and therefore gfin
~ 0. So we must have /#/\342\200\236

factoring through 5\"\"An <-> s~\"A. But N is bounded below and therefore

for n large enough gfin
= 0. It follows that g

= 0. However if

h:k-+s~n(A/An+l) is non-zero and therefore not stably trivial then we
have hf~ 0 which implies that h ~

h'g = 0, a contradiction.

Let us look at limit structures in M+ and Ml.

Proposition 13. (a) Let M\\ \342\200\224>M2\342\200\224\302\273
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242be a sequence such that for some m,

IMi | > m /or a// n. T/ien /or any N in M+ the following sequence is exact:

O-\320\230\320\275\320\277\320\247\320\234,,,N}-!->{colim Mn, N}-^lim{Mn, N}-^0.

In particular colim Mn is a weak colimit of the sequence in M+.

(b) If the sequence and its colimit are in \320\226then colim Mn is the colimit

in M{.

Proof, (a) Since llMn is in M+, colim Mn can be defined by the exact

sequence in M+, 0\342\200\224>IlMn-\302\273IlMn\342\200\224>colim\320\234\342\200\236\342\200\224\302\2730.Applying { , N}* we

get the exact sequence

{IlMn, NY1\342\200\224>{UMn, \320\233/}-1\342\200\224\302\273{colimM\302\273N}\342\200\224^{JlMn, N}-^{UMn, N}

11 II 11 II

\320\237{\320\234\342\200\236,N}\021 > U{Mn, N}-1 U{Mn, N} \342\200\224*
U{Mn, N}

and the first part follows from the definition of lim and lim1.

(b) We will show that if N and the Mn's are of finite type then the map
{colimMm N}\342\200\224\302\273lim{MmN} is an isomorphism. If each Mn is finitely

generated this follows from (a) for in that case {Mm N}~\\ which is a

quotient of HomA(Mn, ON), is finite (it is here that we need the assump-
assumptionthat \320\272be finite) and therefore liml{Mm N}'1

= 0. Now let M{r)denote
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the submodule of M generated by elements of degree \302\253sr\342\200\224thisis clearly

a functorial construction. Then M = colim M(r) and for M of finite type

each M(r) is finitely generated. So, in particular, M is the colimit of the

M(r)'s in Ml. For the general case consider the bigraded limit diagram

\342\226\240{M<<\\N} *{M<Tl,,

I I

\342\200\242{\320\234(\320\223\302\260,N} >{Mt

i i

This gives the diagram

{M, N} >lim{Mir\\ N}
i

'
i

lim{Mm N} > lim lim{M(nr), N} = lim lim{MW,N}n n r r n

and, by the special case, the horizontal and right vertical maps are

isomorphisms. Therefore the left vertical map is also an isomorphism. \342\226\241

As a corollary we find that in \320\226the relation of stable equivalence over
A reduces to the corresponding relation over the A(n)'s.

Corollary 14. Given /, g:M-+ N inMf iff
~ g over A(n) for each n then

f~g-

Proof. Consider the sequence \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>\320\220(\321\205)\320\264(\342\200\236)\320\234\342\200\224>A (x)a(h-i) M\342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.It

has colimit M in Ml and therefore in M{. That is, {M,N}\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242

lim{A0A(n)M, N} = lim{M, N}A(n) is an isomorphism. \342\226\241

Example. Let us consider the sequence >
A\302\256A(n) /A \342\200\224>

A\302\256A(n-i)/A^-
\342\200\242\342\200\242.In \320\226this sequence has IA as its colimit. On the

other hand we will now see that in M+ IA is only a weak colimit of this

sequence. This will show that the finite type restriction in Proposition

13 and Corollary 14 is essential.Let Nr = A(x)A{r)k and let N = 11\302\260\302\260Nr

Then

\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\264(\320\224N,)
=

\\k
\302\260nX< With x^)-1\302\2561 if \302\253^ '

10 if n>r
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and hence

{A\302\256A(n)k,N}~HomA(n)(k,N)= U kxr.

Further

>{A\302\256Mn+l)k, N} >{A(x)A{n)k, N} >\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242

II II

\342\226\240\342\226\240-c\342\200\224>U kxrz > U kxr<- > \342\226\240

commutes. But the lower sequence has a non-zero lim1 (e.g. the element

{xn} in Yln(Ur3!nkxr) is not in the image of the map
Yln(llr9nkxr)-^Yln(llrSnkxr) whose cokernel is by definition lim1). So
0 \302\245\342\226\240limHA (x)A(n) k, N} ~ lim'{A \302\256AMIA, N}~\\ the isomorphism coming
from the stability isomorphism. Therefore by Proposition 1 l(a)

{IA, N}\342\200\224>\320\235\321\202{\320\220\302\256\320\220(\342\200\236)/\320\220,N} is not a monomorphism.
In the previous section we saw that products in \320\226need not be products

in M. On the other hand in M+ we have

Proposition 15. Theproduct in \320\226+is also the product in M+.

The proof is left as an exercise.

Using the product in \320\226*we can also derive the existence of weak limits

in M+ and limits in \320\226}.

Proposition 16. (a) Let Mx <\342\200\224M2^-
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242be a sequence such that \\Mn\\ s? m

for all n and lim1 Mn = 0. Then for any N in \320\226+the following sequence is
exact: 0-^limHN,Mn}~l^{N,lim Mn}-^lim{N, Mn}^0.

(b) J/ the sequence and its limit are in \320\2261then lim Mn is the limit in Mf.

This too is left to the reader to prove.
As a further element of structure in M+ let us note the special role of \320\272

analogous to that of the sphere in homotopy theory.

Proposition 17. \320\272is a graded weak cogenerator in Ji+.

With this result in mind we can define a useful notion of connectivity.
The stable boundedness of M, \\\\M\\\\, is given by ||M|| =

\\{M, k}\302\260-*\\,

equivalently ||Mj|= \\T(M)\\ with T(M) as in Proposition 11. Then it is not
hard to show that for i s? 1 Ext^(M, k)= 0 for j < \\\\M\\\\ + i. There is also a

corresponding relative notion: given f:M-^>N we define the stable
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boundedness off, \\\\f\\\\, by |lfl|
= ||L|| - 1 where ON-+L-+M -4 N is a stable

triangle (this definition is independent of L since L is determined up to

stable equivalence). And then for i \321\215=1 the induced map
ExVi(N, k)-+ Ext^(M, k) is an isomorphism for / \302\253s||/|| + i.

Note. Let \320\222be a normal subalgebra of A with quotient algebra C =

k(x)BA. If ||M||B > r and ||\320\233\302\256\320\262\320\234||\321\201> \320\263it does not necessarily follow that

||M|U > r. For example, if A = Ek[x, y] and \320\222=
Ek[x] let M =

A/(xy),

then \\\\M\\\\B
=

\\y\\ and ||fc \302\256BM||C
= \302\260\302\260but \\\\M\\\\A

= 0.

As a final element of structure, if \320\233is a Hopf algebra as well as being a

P-algebra then as in Section 1 the smash product in M+ induces one in

\320\226+.This smash product is associative, commutative and has \320\272as unit. In

addition, it is exact in either variable and commuteswith the various colimit

structures considered above.

Remarks.A) If \320\233is a Poincare algebra then projectives and injectives in

AM are the same. Therefore, a fortiori, all the results of the past two

sections apply to the category AM. Thus

Theorem. // A is a Poincarealgebra then AM is a triangulated category.

B) In particular if \320\233is a finite Hopf algebra then there is a remarkably
high degree of parallelism between the structure of AM and that of a

stable homotopy categoryas defined in Chapter 2.

3. The loop functor

For \320\257one of AM, AM+ or AM we have defined the loop functor

fl :Jf-*Jf. There are two general questions concerning the objects of \320\233

that arise when we consider the action of the endofunctor fl.

(a) What objects are in the image of fll

(b) What objects exhibit periodic behavior with respect to fll

In this section we will examine the module-theoretic nature of these
questions.Later we will return to them in the case of modules over the
mod 2 Steenrodalgebra.

3.1.Deloopability

A module M in Jf is deloopable in Jf if there is a module N also in Jf

such that M is stably equivalent to ON.
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Proposition 18. M is deloopablein Jf if and only if there is a monomor-

phism in Jf /: M -\302\273P with P projective.

Proof. If M is stable equivalent to ON then there are projectivesP and

Q in Jf such that M\302\256P~N@Q. Therefore M-*M\302\256P^

ON \302\251Q ~* PN \302\251\320\236is a map of the desired type. Conversely, if we have

0-*M\342\200\224\302\273P\342\200\224*\320\233\320\223\342\200\224\302\2730exact then arguing as in Proposition 2 we see that M

is stably equivalent to ON. \342\226\241

For bounded below modules Proposition 18 can be rephrased in terms

of injective modules.That is, M is deloopable in M+ (resp. Mf) if and

only if its injective envelope is in M+ (resp. Mf).
All orders of deloopability arise. For example, if M is a finite A-

module since HomA(M, P)
= 0 for any projective module P, M is not

deloopable in AM (and a fortiori AM+ or AJi() and OkM is deloopable
precisely\320\272times.

Exercise. If M is finitely generated but not finitely presented then it

cannot be deloopable in AM (e.g. A the modp Steenrod algebra and
M=A/(Q0)).

At the other extreme if M is finitely presented then it is infinitely

deloopable in AMl. In Proposition 13.1 we proved that a finitely

presented A-module has the form A(x)BN, \320\222a finite algebra and N a
finite B-module. More generally define an \320\233-module M to be finitely

extended if it has the form A(x)BN with \320\222finite and N arbitrary; then we

have

Proposition 19. A finitely extended module is infinitely deloopable.

Proof. Since \320\222is finite, \320\222\320\241A(n) for some n and therefore A(x)BN ~

^\302\256A(\302\253)(A(n)\302\256BAT) so we may assume that \320\222is a Poincare subalgebra
of A. But for a Poincare algebra B, any module in \320\262\320\234+is infinitely

deloopable in BM+. And if N ~ OrBN' then A (g)BN
~ OrA(A \302\256BN'). \342\226\241

As we will see in Chapter 22 there are many interesting examples of
modules that are infinitely deloopable but not finitely extended.

A module may be deloopable in one category but not in another. For

example, let Mn
= {x e A | |jc|^ n) and consider M' =

\320\246\320\234\342\200\236,\320\234\"=

Us-N2jMn and Mm= UsnMn. The first module is in AM and deloopable
in AM+ but not in AMl. The secondmodule is also in AMf and deloopable in
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AM but not in AJt+. The third module is in AM+ and deloopable in AM but not

AM+.

If \320\233is a Hopf algebra we also have

Proposition 20. // M is deloopable in \320\233and N is in \320\233then M \320\273N is

deloopable in \320\233.

Proof. If M ~ \320\237\320\234'then M \320\273N ~
\320\251\320\234'\320\273N). \342\226\241

3.2. Periodicity

A module M is periodicwith period \320\272if for some \321\2020\321\215=0,!?m+fcM~

s'QmM for m 3*m0. If M is periodicit is easy to see that the Ac's that

appear in the definition are all multiples of one value which will be called

the minimal period of M.

Proposition 21. The following are equivalent:

(a) M is periodic with period k,

(b) for some \320\272\320\267=1 and m0 s= 0, /2m\302\260+/tM~ s'fi^M,

(c) if m0 s*1 M /ms a projective resolution 0 <\342\200\224M <\342\200\224Fo \"^ \320\233\342\226\240*\342\200\224\342\200\242* \342\200\242smc/i

f/mr fim+fc
=

syrfm /or m \320\267\320\263mo+ 1, and if mo=O then for some projective
module Q, M@Q has a periodic resolution with period k.

Further (a) to (c) are in turn equivalent to any of the following natural

equivalences:

(d) ExtJS-'XM, )~ Ext 1+W+'(M, )/orm3=m0+l,
(e) Ext^\302\260+U(M, )

-
ExtT+/\302\243+u+W, ),

(f) {M, }m-' HM, }m+w+' /or m \320\263=m0,

(g) {M, }\"V-{M, }'\302\273o+w+/j

(h) { , M}m-' \302\253{, M}m-fc-'-' form^-m0,

(i) { ,M}-mo-'\302\253{ ,\320\234\320\243\321\202\302\260~\320\272'\320\275-

Proof. First the circle of implications (\320\260)\321\204(b) \320\244(c) => (d) => (e) =>(a).
(b)r>(c): If (b) is satisfied and mo5=1 then we construct an eventually

periodic resolution for M as follows: suppose that

0<-M^-P0^-- \342\200\242
\342\200\242^2liPm(ri<^K<-0 is exact with \320\240/projective, then

K\342\200\224U^M and therefore QkK~ s'K. If for some projective module O,

K\302\256Q has a periodic resolution O-s-KQQ^-Po*\342\200\224 P{< then

Po^-Pi^ is a resolution of the

desired form. So consider the case m0
= 0. If

0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224Po<\342\200\224 ^-^-\320\240\320\273_1<-\320\232<\342\200\224\320\236is exact with Pt projective then

\320\232~ /2\320\233\320\234~ syM and by Proposition 1 there are projective modules P
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and Q such that K\302\256P^s>(M\302\256Q). Therefore for k>\\ we get

exact, and for \320\272= 1 we get 0<-M\302\251Q<-Po\302\251Q\302\251P<-s'(M\302\251Q)\302\253\302\253-0

exact. These sequences concatenate to give a periodicresolution of

M\302\256O.

(c) \320\244(d): If m0 \321\215=1 then M has a resolution Po -^ Pi < with dm+k
=

s>dm for mS=mo+l. Defining \320\225\321\2051\320\264(\320\234,) with this resolution obviously

gives the desired periodicity for the Ext groups. If m0 = 0 the periodic

resolution of M \302\251\320\236similarly gives rise to periodicity for the Ext groups

of M\302\256Q but Ext'(M\302\251O, ) and Ext'(M, ) are naturally equivalent

for i 5= 1.

(\320\265)\321\204(\320\260):The given condition implies the existence of a natural

equivalence of Ext aW^M, ) and Ext\\(siOm<>+kM, ) so (a) is immediate
from Corollary 10.

Finally the equivalences (\320\260)\321\204(b) \321\204(f) => (g) \321\204(a) and (\320\260)\321\204(\320\254)\320\244

(\320\254)\320\244\320\236)\321\204(\320\260)follow easily from the definition of the bigraded stable
horn. \342\226\241

In the bounded below setting the notion of periodicity can be refined in

a number of ways. First, by Proposition 8 there is no longer any

distinction between the Ext and stable horn groups. Second, if M is
bounded below then, as observed in Section 2, fim+kM ~ s'QmM will

imply that UkM ~ s'M. That is, there can be no nontrivial instance of

'eventual' periodicity. It follows, by the way, that if M is periodic then it

is infinitely deloopable. And third, if M is periodic then using the fact

that projectives are injective we can modify the periodic resolution of

M(\302\261)Q constructed in Proposition 21 to one for M. In summary

Corollary 22. In \320\220\320\233+the following are equivalent:

(a) \320\237\321\202+\320\272\320\234~
s'UmMfor some k^l and all m ^ 0,

(b) UkM ~ s'Mfor some \320\272^ 1,

(c) \320\237\321\202+\320\272\320\234~
s'fimMfor some k^\\ and some m \321\215=\320\236,

(d) M has a projective resolution 0 <\342\200\224M <\342\200\224Po <-^- P\\ < \342\200\242such that

dm+k
= s'dm for all m s*0,

(e) {M, }m-'\302\253{M, }m+kJ+> for all m,

(f) {M, }m-'\302\253{M, }m+k-i+'for all m,

(g) { , M}m-1
- { , M}1\"-*\342\200\242'-'for all m,

(h) { , M}\021-'
\302\253

{ , M}\"\342\200\242-*\342\200\242'-'for all m.

If \320\233is a Hopf algebra then the following additional property is
immediate.
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Proposition 23. If M is periodicwith period \320\272then M \320\273N is periodic with

period k.

Remark. Module theoretic periodicityhas been the focus of a great deal
of interest on the part of algebraists. Beginning with the periodicity
results of Artin and Tate in [39]\342\200\224couched in the language of the

cohomology of groups\342\200\224this phenomenon has been studied extensively,
e.g. [14],[15],[20] and [48] among others. As we will see periodicity

questions arise very naturally in the work in Part III and in Chapters 18
and 23 we will consider new families of modules exhibiting this

phenomenon. With respect to these later results it will be interesting to

keep in mind the following: there are examplesof modules with arbitrary

large minimal period, e.g.[20],but at the other extreme in [48] Eisenbud

conjectures that over a commutative ring periodic modules must have
period 1or 2.



CHAPTER 15

THE MODp STEENROD ALGEBRA
AND MODULES OVER IT

Introduction

In this chapter we introduce the modp Steenrodalgebra considered

here from a purely algebraic point of view\342\200\224the geometry enters in the

next chapter. The Steenrod algebra is given in terms of the Milnor basis
and the relevant structure of the algebra and its module category

developed from that description. The chapter serves two functions, pro-

providing the algebra for both the surface structure applicationsof Part II

and the deep structure applications of Part III. For the former we
consider the modp Steenrod algebra Ap with p an arbitrary prime. The

only properties of Ap needed for these surface applications are that Ap is
a connected Hopf algebra of finite type and that it is a P-algebra. These
are verified in Section 1. Then in Section 2 we review the module-

theoretic implications of these properties\342\200\224the details having been

developed in Chapters 11-14. (Here too is an addendum on the sub-
category of unstable A2-modules.) For the deep structure applicationsof

Part III we restrict to the case p = 2. In Section 1 we classify the sub Hopf
algebras of A2 and examine structure relating to them. Here too we
introduce certain important elements, the Pfs, which will be central to
the analysis of Part III. In addition to determining the basic properties of
these elements we prove a number of technical lemmas involving them

that will be needed later. Finally in Section 3 we consider a key inductive

tool, the doubling property of A2-modules.

1. The mod 2 Steenrod algebra

We turn now to the algebra of central interest to us. For the reasons
indicatedin the introduction, the primary focus of this section will be with

227
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the mod 2 Steenrod algebra, the mod p case for p odd beingconsideredin
an addendum.

Since the approach taken here will involve postponing geometrical

application until the next chapter, let me briefly describe the genesis of so
strange looking an algebra\342\200\224though one that is in fact a source of deep

and beautiful algebra, as we will see. The study of the Steenrod algebra
began with Steenrod's work constructing stable cohomologyoperations
acting on cohomology theory with Z2-coefficients. In [118] and [119] he
defined operations, the Steenrod squaring operations

Sq' :Hr(X; Z2)\342\200\224*Hr+'(X; Z2). By composition these operations give rise
to an algebra of operations, the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra, acting on the

Z2-cohomology groups of spaces.The structure of this algebra was
elucidated by Adem [13], Cartan [38] and Serre [112].In particular, they

showed that the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra is the tensor algebra on the Sq\"s
modulo the Adem relations:

[j/2] /;_ 1 _ b\\

Sq' Stf = 2 ( \342\226\240_ o- ) Sqi+y-fc Sqfc for 0< i <2/.

In [112] Serre also observedthat the representability of the cohomology
groups implies that this algebra is the complete algebra of stable

cohomology operations. In [92] Milnor observed that the Steenrod al-

algebra has the structure of a cocommutativeHopf algebra. Therefore the

dual is a commutative algebra and Milnor showed that it is a polynomial
algebra Z2[\302\243i,\302\2432,...] with |\302\243|

= 2r \342\200\2241. Then dual to the monomial basisis
a basisfor the Steenrod algebra known as the Milnor basis. We will be

letting Sq(rb r2,...) denote the dual of \302\243?\302\243?

One further preliminary point, since we will be working mod 2 we have
that most delightful of sign conventions: no signs!

The mod 2 Steenrod algebra, A2, is a graded vector space over Z2 with

basis all formal symbols Sq(rb r2,...) where r, s=0 and r, >0 only finitely

often (if r}
= 0 for; > i we will also write Sq(rb ..., r,))and |Sq(rb r2,.. .)| =

2 B1- l)r,.We define a product and coproduct on this vector space by:

A) Sq(r,, r2, ...)\342\226\240Sq(s,, s2,.. .)
= 2 WO Sq(f\321\214h,...)

x
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the summation being over all matrices

229

x = Xn

satisfying 2,X/,
= s, and 2,2% =

r, (we will say X is allowable) and then
tk

= 2,+/=*: Xij and C(X) =
Ylk (xk0, xk-u, \342\226\240..,xOk) E. Z2 (here (n,, n2,.. .) is

the multinomial coefficient (\302\253,+
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ nr)!/\302\253i!

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
nr\\ reduced mod 2).

B) <A(Sq(rb r2, ...))=

Note. From here to the addendum let \320\233=
\320\2202.

Exercise. With this product and coproduct A has the structure of a

connected Hopf algebra of finite type with unit 1 = Sq@,0,...).

As a practical matter the product formula is not as bad as it first

appears. For one thing generating the allowable matrices is not too hard

and the constraints are such that the resulting collection of matrices is
often very small. To generate the allowable matrices for the product

Sq(rb r2,...) \342\200\242
Sq(sb s2,. \342\200\242) start with

Si
0

itself allowable and 'move out' each r, along its row to get xi0, xiU ...

satisfying jci0 + 2xn + \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ 2% + \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242=
r, and \321\205\321\206

= 0 if s,\342\200\242
= 0 (the pos-

possibilities here are limited since higher and higher 2-powers appear in the

summation), then check that the column sums satisfy Xi,-
+ x2j\342\226\240,+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242=s s,

and if so let xOj-
=

s,
-

(\321\205\321\203,-+\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242).So, for example, if sy
= 0 for / < \320\272and

r,<2fc then there is only one allowable matrix. As a further point the

multinomial coefficient can be read off rather then computed. To see this

we will introduce the following useful notation: each natural number n

has a unique dyadic expansion n = 2 a{2i with a, - 0 or 1 and then we will

write 2' G n if a, = 1 and 21 \302\243n if a, = 0.
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Lemma 1. (nu ..., nr)
= 1 if and only if 2' \302\243n, implies 2' \302\243nk, k^ j.

(Informally: each 2-powers appearsat most once in the sequence.)

Proof. Let n =
\321\211+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ nr and let \321\205\321\212... ,xr be indeterminates. Then

\342\200\242\342\200\242+ xr)n = 2 (\302\253i,..., nr)x\021
\342\200\242- \342\226\240x\"r and the left-hand side equals

\320\237(Xl+--- + xryk^ \320\237(jcf+
--- + x2

So comparingcoefficients we get the desired result. \342\226\241

So to determine if /3(X) equals 0 or 1 simply examine each diagonal

i+j=k for the repeated occurrenceor not of a 2-power.

By way of example let us look at the Steenrod algebra in degrees \302\253s8.

Degree

0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Milnor basis elements

l = Sq@,0,...)
Sq(l)
SqB)
SqC),Sq@,l)
SqD), Sq(l, 1)

SqE), SqB,1)
SqF), SqC, 1),Sq@, 2)

SqG), SqD, 1), Sq(l, 2), Sq@,0,1)
Sq(8), SqE, 1), SqB, 2), Sq(l, 0, 1)

And here are some of the products:

Sq(l)-Sq(l)=0,

i.e.only X = I
*

11 is allowable and p(X) = 0,

Sq(l)-SqB)=SqC),

i.e.only X = I
*

q||
is allowable and )8 W = 1,

SqB)-Sq(l)=SqC) + Sq@,1),

i.e.X = I!*
J.II

and 1
*

\302\260||
are allowable and (S{X) = 1 for both ,

II ^ Ull IIU 1 |l
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i.e. Xx =

i.e. only X =

The Mod 2 Steenrod Algebra

SqB)-SqB)=Sq(l,l),

and X2 = I*
jll

are allowable,

Sq@, 2) \342\200\242
Sq(O, 2) = 0 ,

is allowable and /3(X)= 0,

231

,)
= o,

*
0
2

0
0
0

2
0
0

SqD)\342\200\242
SqB)

= SqF) + SqC, 1)+ Sq@, 2),

i.e. X =
|* ^||, ||

*

j|,||* \302\260||

are allowable and P(X)=l for all three.

We define the excess of a Milnor basis element by

ex(Sq(rb r2, ...))= ri + r2+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242.This relates well to the product.

Lemma 2.

Sq(r,, r2,. . .) \342\200\242
Sq(sb s2,...)

= b Sq(r, + s,, r2+ s2,.-.)) + 2 S4('b '2,\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)

vv/7/i ft = \320\237(r,, s,) and ex(Sq(fi, r2, ...))< ex(Sq(r, + sb ^2 + s2, \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240))\342\226\240

Proof. The summands Sq(/b t2,...) correspond to allowable matrices of

the form

with \321\205-\321\206\321\2040 for some /, / >0. But then

ex(Sq(fb'2,...))=2>v
= :

< ex(Sq(r(+ Si, r2 + s2,...)). \342\226\241

Certain Milnor basis elements figure centrally in many of the deeper
results concerning the Steenrod algebra. These are the Pf's where
Pst \342\200\224

Sq(rb ...) with r, = 0 unless / = t and r,
= 2s. It is a useful heuristic
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device to list the Pfs in a lattice array:

p\\ p\\
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

p\\ p\\ p%

For example, the primitives of A are precisely the elements in the bottom

row (P? is frequently denoted Q,_b e.g. [22], [123]). There are a number

of other elementary observations concerning the Pf s.

Lemma 3. T/ie Pf s are linearly ordered by degree, i.e. \\Pst\\\\
=

|P?f| implies
psi _ ps2

Proof. |Pf|= 2SB'- 1) so 2' e |P?| if and only if s =s i =s s + t. Therefore

both the s and t can be recaptured from the degree. \342\226\241

Lemma 4. (PfJ = 0 if and only if s<t.

This is easily proved using the product formula.

Lemma 5. Ps, is a summand of the product Sq(rb r2, \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)'Sq(si, s2,...) (with

respect to the Milnor basis) if and only if Sq(ri, r2,...) = Pl+'~k and
Sq(sus2,...)=PUk.

This too is an elementary exercise involving the product formula

although a 'proper' proof is via the dual algebra.
In the study of modules over the Steenrod algebra the Hopf algebras

contained in it play a recurrent role. Therefore it is useful to have the
following simple classification of these subHopf algebras\342\200\224one which

further underscores the importance of the Milnor basis and the Pf s. Let

\320\222be a subHopf algebra of A and define hB :{1,2,...}\342\200\224>{0,1,..., \302\260\302\260}by

hB{t) = min{s | r, <2S for all Sq(rb r2,...) in B} or hB(t) = \302\260\302\260if no such s
exists. This is called the profile function of \320\222and as we will see

completely characterizes the subalgebra. (It is useful to regard the profile
function as graphed on the Pf-lattice.) Then we have the following

classification theorem of [11].
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Theorem 6. (\320\260)\320\222is spanned by the Milnor basis elementsin it; precisely,

\320\222has a Z2-basis {Sq(r,, r2,...) I r, <2Afl(r)}.

(b) \320\222is generated as an algebra by {Ps, | s < hB(t)}.
Further,

(c) h : {1, 2,...}\342\200\224>{0,1,..., 0\302\260}is the profile function of a subHopf al-

algebra if and only if for all u,v^l, h(u) =s v + h(u + v) or h(y) *s h(u + v\\

the algebra being normal if the latter condition is always satisfied.

Proof, (a) and (b): We will first show that if a sum of Milnor basis
elements is in \320\222then each of them is also in B. The proof will be by

induction on degree. An element of IB of minimal degree must be

primitive and therefore one of the P?'s. So assume the result in degrees

less than n. Suppose now that x = Sq(rb r2,...) + 2Sq(sbs2,...) is in Bn

but Sq(rb r2,...) is not. Then we may further assume that Sq(rb r2,. ..)
has minimal excess with this property and that x is such that

max{ex(Sq(sb s2,...))} is minimized and further that the number of

summands of this maximal excess is also minimized\342\200\224let Sq(wb u2,...) be

one such summand of maximal excess. If Sq(rb r2,...) is not a Ps, then

there is a summand of its coproduct Sq(rJ, r2,.. .)\302\256Sq(r'b r2,...) with

U(r'h r'l) = 1 and |Sq(r|,.. .)|, |Sq(r'/,.. .)| < n. Therefore since\320\222is a Hopf

algebra the inductive hypothesis implies that Sq(ri, r2,...) and

Sq(r'{, r'i,...) are in B. By Lemma 2 Sq(r[, r2,...) \342\200\242
Sq(r',', r2,...) =

Sq(rb r2,...) + 2 Sq(fb t2,...) with ex(Sq(fb t2, ...))< ex(Sq(rbr2,...)).
But then by assumption Sq(/b t2,...)) is in \320\222and hence Sq(rb r2,...)
is in \320\222\342\200\224contradiction. So suppose that Sq(rb r2, \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240)

= Pst- Then by
Lemma 3 the other summands of x, in particular Sq(Mb u2,...), are not

Pf s. Therefore as above there are Sq(\302\253l, u2,...), Sq(w'i, u2,...) in \320\222

with Sq(al, u2, ...)\342\200\242Sq(u\", u'{,...) = Sq(Mb u2,...) + 2 Sq(ub v2,...) and

SqK, u'i,...)- Sq(wJ,u'2,...) =
Sq(\302\253bu2,. ..) + 2Sq(*v,, w2,...). But by

Lemma 5 Ps, cannot be a summand of both products\342\200\224let \321\203denote one of

which it is not a summand. Then x + \321\203is an expression in \320\222with

summand Sq(/y, r2,...) and contradicting the minimality, assumptions im-

imposed on x.

It now follows easily that \320\222has the claimed basis. Note first that if

Sq(fi, r2,...) is in \320\222and s, =s r, for all / then Sq(sb s2,...) is also in B. In

particular this implies that for s <hB(t), Ps, is in B. From the work above
we know that {Sq(r,, r2,...) | r, <2AflW} contains a basis for B. On the

other hand if Sq(rb r2,...) is in this set and r, = 2 2s{t-
\302\260then Pf-

\302\260is in B. Then

by Lemma 2 \320\237??('\302\260=Sq(r,, r2,.. .) + 2Sq(s,, s2,...) which implies that
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Sq(/\"i, r2,...) is in B, proving (a). Further in this expression

ex(Sq(sb s2,...))<ex(Sq(ri, r2,...)) and so, by an inductive argument on

excess, (b) also follows.

(c) Given h let \320\222be spanned by {Sq(rb ...) | r, < 2h(\302\243)},this is obviously a

coalgebra. So we must show that it is closed with respect to the product

precisely when the condition on h is satisfied. For Sq(rbr2,...),
Sq(si, s2,...) in B, the product equals 2Sq(fi,t2,.-.) where 2k G tw im-

implies that 2k G rw, 2k G sw or there are u, v 5\320\2631 with \320\270+ v = w, ru 2s 2k+v

and sw s= 2k. Therefore if the condition on h is satisfied we get closure.On

the other hand if this condition is not satisfied for a particular pair u, v

then \321\200\302\273+\320\220<\"+\")\342\200\242phi*+\302\273)= F^+\"u+u) + other terms (with respect to the Milnor

basis) displays the failure of closure.
Let us now suppose that for all u,v^l, h{v)*sh(u + v). Then to show

that the \320\222constructed above is normal it suffices to show that both

A(IB) and {IB)A are spanned by {Sq(rb r2,.. .)\\3s,t with 0*ss<h(t)
and 2sG r,}\342\200\224let\320\241denote the span of these elements. From the product

formula and the condition on h it follows that A(IB), (IB)A \320\241\320\241.For

the opposite inclusions consider Sq(rbr2,...) in \320\241with say Ps, in \320\222and

2s G rt. Then by Lemma 2 Sq(rb r2,...) = P) \342\226\240
Sq(rb ..., r,

- 2s,...)
+ 2 Sq(sb 52, \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)

= Sq(rb ..., rt
-

2s,...)
\342\200\242

P\302\260t+ 2 Sq(f\321\214t2,...) with Sq(sb

s2,...), Sq(*b t2,...) in \320\241(this requires the condition on h) and of
excesslessthan that of Sq(rb r2,...). Arguing by induction on excess this

gives the desired inclusions and hence the normality of B. \342\226\241

The normality condition is both necessary and sufficient if h(t)<<x> for

all t. For let \320\222be a normal subHopf algebra with hB(t)<^> all t. It suffices
to show that P\\ in \320\222implies P?+1 in \320\222where we may assume that

hB(t)
= s + 1 and, arguing by induction on t, that hB(t- k)= s+1. But if

Pf'P5, =
Pst+i + other terms is in A(IB)=(IB)A then by Lemma 5 this

must imply that Ps,ti-k is in \320\222for some \320\2722* 0. Hence Psl+1 must be in B.

Examples. A) For each t define a subHopf algebra E(t) by the profile
function h(u)

= 0, Mt^ t, and h(t)= t. Then E(t) is an exterior algebra on

generators P?,..., P',~l. In particular then every P\\ with s <t is con-
contained in an exterior subHopf algebra of A. Therefore it follows that for

s < t, c(Ps,)
= Ps, where \321\201is the conjugation map.

B) For each t the function

*<\">={\302\260,;
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is the profile function of a subHopfalgebra of A that is both normal and
exterior\342\200\224on Psu with \320\2705\320\263t and s < t. Further any exterior subHopf

algebra of A is contained in one of these subalgebras.The Pf-lattice

visualization:

t>\\

C) For each n^O define the subHopf algebra A(n) by the profile

function h(t) =
max{n + 2- t, 0}, i.e.

With these we can prove

Proposition 7. A is a P-algebra.

Proof. It is immediate from Theorem 6 that each A{n) is a finite Hopf

algebra (and hence by Theorem 12.9 a Poincare algebra), that A(n)C

A(n + 1) and that UA(n)
= A. \342\226\241

In examples A) and B) the Pf s in the subalgebra are a minimal set of

algebragenerators.This is not the case with the A(n)'s and we have the
following result which includes a derivation of the familiar minimal

generating set of A.

Proposition8. (a)A{n) has a minimal generating set P\302\260u..., P\".

(b) A has a minimal generating set P\\, P\\,..., P\",....

Proof. Let us first note that the Pi's are not decomposable.For in order

that Sq(r) be a summand of a product, the product must have the form
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Sq(s) Sq@ with r = s + t and (s, t) = 0. But if r = 2k then r = s + t and

s,t<r implies (s, t) = 0. Then since the P\"'s occur in distinct degrees it is

only necessary to show that products of these elements give everything.
And further, since A = U A(n), (b) will follow immediately from (a).

We will prove (a) by induction on n. For n = 0 the result is trivial since

A@) is the exterior algebra on P\\. So assume that A(n - 1)is generated

by P\302\260u..., P\"~l. We will now argue by an inner induction on excess that

any Milnor basis element in A(n) \342\200\224
A(n

\342\200\224
1) is decomposable in terms of

Pi,..., P\".The element of minimal excess is P\302\260n+land for this element
we have P\302\260+J

= [P,, P\302\260n].So consider Sq(rb r2,...) in A(n)-A(n-1)

assuming that elements of lower excess have the desired form. For somet,

2\"+w G r, and if Sq(rb r2, ...)* P?+w then by Lemma 2 Sq(r,, r2,...) =

P?+1~'\342\200\242
Sq(rb ..., r,

- 2\"+1~',...)+ terms of lower excess, giving the
desired result in this case. On the other hand if Sq(rb r2,...) = P?+1~'
(and t > 1) then P?+w = [Pf, Pfr1\021] + terms in A(n - 1) again giving the

desired result. \342\226\241

Let us return to the situation of an arbitrary subHopf algebra \320\222of A.

Then as a corollary of Theorem 6 we have

Proposition 9. Let AB be the Milnor basis for \320\222and let A'B~

{Sq(r,, r2,...) | 2sG r, implies s ** hB(t)}.

(a) {ab | a G AB, bE \320\233'\320\262}and {ba | a G AB, b E A B} are bases for A.

(b) {b(x) 11 b G \320\220\320\262}is a basis for A \302\256BZ2 and {1 (x) b | b G A 'B} is a

basis for Z2 (x)BA.

Proof. For any Sq(rb r2,...) there is a unique decomposition r,
= s, + f,

with 2k G 5, if and only if 2* G r; and k<hB(i). And then (s,, f,-)=1-
Therefore by Lemma 2, Sq(su s2,.. .)-Sq(tu t2,.. .)= Sq(rur2,...)+
terms of lower excess. So an argument by induction on excess proves
(a). And (b) follows easily from (a). \342\226\241

While we are discussing structure related to the subHopfalgebrasof A,

there is one further problem I would like to mention briefly.

Problem. Let \320\222be a subHopf algebra of A. Can \320\222be given the structure of

an A-module extending the self-action? This problemis of some interest\342\200\224

and the following is known about it.
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(a) In his thesis Lin [76] shows that the only finite subHopf algebras
that can possibly support such structure are the A(/i)'s.

(b) Exercise.Give A@) and A(l) the structure of A-modules\342\200\224there

is a unique way to do this for A@) and four distinct ways to do this for

A(l).

(c) AB) supports 1600distinct A-module structures [109].

Recall from Chapter 13that a P-algebra A satisfies condition Q if for

any n there is an r(n) such that (Z2(x)A(n) Af ^ 0 for k^r(n)\342\200\224in the

presence of this condition we proved that unbounded modules were never
both projective and injective. As an application of Proposition 9 we have

Proposition 10. The mod 2 Steenrodalgebra satisfies property Q.

Proof. As in Proposition 9 Z2\302\256AMA has a basis A =

{l\302\256SqE,,s2, \342\200\242\342\200\242.)!2\"+2-'|s,}. So that if (Z2\302\256A(n)A)k*0 and

(Z2\302\256A(n)A)'^0 then (Z2\302\256Mn)A)ak+b'*0 for any a, b>0. For if

l(x)Sq(rb r2,.. .)in A has degree \320\272and 1 (x)Sq(sb s2,. \342\200\242.)in \320\233has degree /

then Sq(art + bsu ar2 + bs2,...) is also in A and has degree ak + bl. So it

suffices to show that (Z2(x)AMA)k \320\2440 for two successive degrees. But for

m>n the elements l(x)PT and l\302\256P\302\260m+ishow this to be the case. \342\226\241

Another quotient displays the well-known doubling property of the

Steenrod algebra so useful in inductive or iterative arguments. Let E be
the normal subHopf algebra generated by P\302\260uP2,

Proposition 11. There is a map i :A-*A//E which doubles degree (\\i(x)\\
=

2\\x\\) and which is an algebra isomorphism.

Proof. Define i by i(Sq(rb r2, ...)) = the class of SqBrb2r2,...). By

Proposition 9 this map is a bijection and by the product formula we see
that it preserves the product structure. \342\226\241

We have seen that partially ordering the Milnor basis by excess is a

useful tool. There are many other ways to partially order the Milnor

basis, ways that can be useful where excessis not. For example, in

Chapter 19 we will be considering a subHopf algebra \320\222and Ps, in B. And
in the notation of Proposition 9 for a G \320\233\320\262,[Pst, a]

=
S\302\253A with a,- e A'B

and bjE AB. Then it is possible to show that ex(a,)=sex(a) but the

stronger ex(fl,)<ex(a) does not hold in general. But, for the situation
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encountered in Chapter 19, it is this stronger statement that is needed

However, if instead of excess we use left lexicographic order than the
desired inequality does hold. To be precise, we define the left lexico-

lexicographic order by letting Sq(r,, r2,.. .)< Sq(si,s2,...) if n < st or r, = s, and

r2 < s2 etc. As with excess this ordering is nicely related to the product.

Lemma 12. Sq(r,, r2,...) \342\200\242
Sq(sb s2,.. .)= b Sq^ + sb r2 + s2,...) + 2

Sq(tu

t2,...) with 6 = \320\237(r,, Si) and Sq(tu t2,...)<gSq^ + su r2+s2,...).

This follows easily from the product formula. Then refining Proposition

9(a) we have

Lemma 13. Given Sq(r,, r2,...) let rt
= r',+ r\", where \320\263',<2\320\235\320\262\320\270)and 2fce(l>|i*.

If Sq(r1,r2,...) = Sq(r'{,r'i,...)-Sq(r[,r'2,...) + 2,aibi with \320\260><=\320\233'\320\262and

bt E AB then a,- <\302\243Sq(r\", r'i,...).

Proof. Since A = UA(n) it will suffice to prove the lemma replacingA

by A(n) and \320\222by \320\222\320\237A(n). Then since A(n) is a finite algebra the proof

can proceed by induction on the left lexicographic ordering of

Sq(rb r2, \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)-The element P\302\260n+ihas minimal order in A(n) and by

Theorem 6 either P\"+F AB or F\"+i\302\243 \320\233\320\262so in this case that lemma is

trivial.

For an arbitrary Sq(rb r2,...) in A(n) we have Sq(rJ,r'2,...) and

Sq(r'i', r'2,...) as in the statement of the lemma and these are both in

A(n). Therefore by Lemma 12 Sq(r',\\ r'i, ...)\342\226\240Sq(r',, r2,...)
= Sq(rb r2,...)+

2 Sq(sbs2,...)with Sq(si, s2,...) in A(n) and Sq(sb s2,...)\302\253 Sq(r,, r2,...).

So by induction we have Sq(rbr2,...) =
Sq(r\", r2,.. .)\342\200\242Sq(r\\, r'2,...) +

2 \320\260\320\224with a, G \320\233\320\262and 6, 6\320\233\320\222.

It remains to show at < Sq(r'i', r'2',...) for all /. For this it is enough to

show that for each Sq(sb s2,...) we have Sq(s'b s'i,.. .)<^Sq(ri, r'{,...). In

the product formula Sq(sb s2,...) comes from a matrix X =
(\321\205\321\206)with

Xij9* 0 for some /, yV 0. Let the /th row be the first row with such an entry.
Then for \320\272=s i, sk

=
\320\273*0+xOk- Further \321\205\321\216< r\" and, for \320\272< i, Xko

=
\320\263'^.Since

xok ^r'k<2hBlk) it follows that si =sxfc0 for fc ^ /. Therefore s'fc' =s4 for fc <i

and 5'/ < \320\263\".\320\237

Then as a corollary of Lemma 13we have the result referred to above.

Lemma 14. // P? is in \320\222and aG A'B then [Pst, a] = 2 \320\260\320\224with \320\260,

bi[ E \320\233\320\262^nd f^en a, <^ a.
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For P? not in \320\222and with 5 < t there is a similar result also needed in

Chapter 19. Let A' = {Sq(r,,r2,...)G A 'B \\2s \302\243r,} and A \" = \320\233'\320\262
- A'. Then

there is a bijection \321\202\320\263:\320\233'\342\200\224*\320\233\"defined by 7r(Sq(rb r2, ...)) =
2')

Lemma 15. For a\302\243/l' we

with cii, q G A'B, bh djE. AB and ah q \302\253a.

\320\224and

The proofs of Lemmas 14 and 15 are left to the reader.

Addendum

This addendum is devoted to a brief exposition of the results for the
mod p Steenrod algebra, p odd, that will be needed for the material to be
developed in Part II. For that material we will need only some surface

elements of the structure of these algebrasnamely that they are con-

connected Hopf algebras of finite type and that they are P-algebras satisfying

property Q.

As in the mod 2 case the mod p Steenrod algebra \320\220\321\200,\321\200odd, will be

given as a graded Zp-module on the Milnor basis with product and

coproduct defined in terms of that basis. That is, Ap is a Zp-module with

basis symbols Oo\302\260OV
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\226\240

P(ru r2,...) such that e, = 0 or 1, /}\342\200\242
5= 0 and both

are zero for almost all subscripts\342\200\224we write 1 for Q% \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
P@,...). The

degree of Qo\302\260
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

P(ru ...) is given by 2 e,-Bp''
- 1)+ 2 \320\223\321\2032(\321\200/

-
1). And the

product and coproduct are given by:
A) (a) the O,'s generate an exterior subalgebra of Ap,

(b) [P(ru ...), Qs]
= 2,>0 Qs+lP(ru ...,r,-ps,...\\

(c) P(ru r2, ...)\342\200\242P(su s2,...) = 2x/3(X)P(fb t2,...) the summation

being over all matrices

X =

\342\226\240*01

\320\245\321\206

*20

satisfying 2,-x,y
=

s,- and 2/\321\200/\320\264\321\201(,-
=

r(, and then tk = 2,+;

B) (a)
(b) r2, ...))

= b s2,.. .)\302\256P(tlt t2,...).
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Exercise. With this product and coproduct Ap has the structure of a
connected Hopf algebra of finite type with unit 1.

Let Ap(n) be the subspace of Ap spanned by Oo\302\260
\342\200\242* *

Qn\"P(ru ..., rn)

with ri<pn+1~1. Then it is not hard to show that Ap(n) is a subHopf
algebra of Ap. And since the Ap(n)'s are finite and their union is Ap this

gives

Proposition Ip. Ap is a P-algebra.

Finally,

Proposition \320\256\321\200.Ap satisfies property Q.

Proof. We must show that for each n there is an r(n) such that

(Zp \302\256Ap(n)A>)k ^ 0 f\302\260r^ ** r(n)- To begin with note that Zp \302\256\320\260^\320\237)\320\220\321\200
has a

basis consisting of 1\302\256Qen\"+i
\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242

P(ru ...) with pn+1~'\\r, for Kn + 1.
For 1(x)F(r,,\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)in this basis let r = |P(r,,.. .)|.Now if 5 = S^+i 2(p>- 1)
then for O^t<r, \\Qn+l---Qn+,P(p,...,ln+l+u...,lH+r)\\ = s+t. So
O\302\253+i

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
Qn+tP(mru \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242,mrn+(+i + 1,..., mrn+r+b ...) has degree mr+ s +

t. This gives a non-zero element of
Zp(x)A^n)Ap

for any m^O and any f

between 0 and r. Therefore (Zp \302\256A^n)Ap)k
^ 0 for fc > s as desired. \342\226\241

2. Modules over the mod p Steenrodalgebra

In this section we will review (without proof) the structure of the
various module categoriesover the mod p Steenrod algebra, in light of

the work done in the previous chapters. The results outlined in this

section are consequences of the following properties of A = Ap: that it is

a connected Hopf algebra of finite type and that it is a P-algebra. That is

A) \320\233is a connected vector space over Jfc (A'
= 0, i<0, A0 - k) with

compatible product m:A(x)A-^A and coproduct /x:A-*A(x)A,
B) A \342\200\224Un A(n) where the A(n)'s are an ascending sequence of Poin-

care subalgebrasof A with each A(n + 1) flat over A(n).

Since \320\226\320\220is isomorphic to AM we can restrict to left A-modules with

corresponding structure arising in the setting of right A-modules. In

addition to consideringthe category of all (graded) A-modules there are

strong algebraic reasons for considering the category of bounded below

A-modules AM+ (some of these reasonswe have seen and some important

ones will appear in succeeding chapters). There is one further restriction
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that was introduced in Chapter 11, that to AMl the A-modules that are

bounded below and of finite type. Here too there are some algebraic
ramifications. More important though is motivation coming from the

connection with the geometry. This will be pursued in Chapter 16.

Thinking in terms of the geometry suggests yet other restrictions: to

modules that are zero in negative degrees or to unstable A-modules.

These are after all the A-modules that arise as the -Zp-cohomologygroups
of spaces as opposed to spectra. However much of the algebraic and

geometric structure with which we will be working is basically 'stable'.

For example, there are certain constructions central to the later

developmentand we will show that even when applied to spaces (or more

preciselytheir suspension spectra) the resulting spectra will almost never

be spaces. Therefore our primary focus will be on the categories AM, AM+

and AM(, with some material on the category of unstable A2-modules in

an addendum.
Let us first consider the structure of the module categoriesand then the

structure of the stable modulecategories.The notation will be that of the

preceding chapters (in particular all maps have degree zero).

Proposition16.(a) AM is a graded abelian category with abelian sub-

categories AM+ D AMl.

(b) AM has arbitrary colimits and limits.

(c) Consider F:A-*AM+ a diagram over A. Let I:AM+->AM be the
inclusion functor. Then colim F exists if and only if colim IF is in AM*

and then colim F = colim IF. Similarly for limits, and colimits and limits

in AMf.

Thus for instance for Mr in AMf, the coproduct exists in AM if and only
if 11\321\202\320\263_\320\276\320\276|\320\234\320\263|

= \302\260\302\260and then the coproduct is the usual one and IlMr =

\320\237\320\274\320\263.

Before summarizing the homological structure of these categorieslet us

first note that the basis homologicalnotions agree.

Proposition 17. A module in AM+ (resp. AJ/0) is projective,flat or injective

if and only if it is the same in AM.

Theorem 18. (a) Projective modules are free and there are sufficiently many

in AM, AM+ and AM{.

(b) There are sufficiently many injective modules in AM but not in AM+ or
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(c) In AM the following are equivalent:
(i) proj dim M =\302\2431,

(ii) inj dim M =\302\2431,

(Hi) Mis flat,
(iv) M is A(n)-free for all n.

(d) In AM+ and AM the following are equivalent:
(i) M is projective {free),

(ii) M is injective,
(iii) M is flat,

(iv) M is A(n)-free for all n.
(e) // f/ie conditions of (c) or (d) do nor /ioW /or a module M then

proj dim M =
inj dim M = weak dim M = oo.

Further if A satisfies a condition called property Q\342\200\224aproperty satisfied

by the mod p Steenrod algebra\342\200\224then an unbounded module cannot be both

projective and injective.

In AM there is a smash product \320\273defined by M \320\273N = M (x)N with

A-module structure given by a(x\302\256y)
=

Sa'x\302\256a\"y where \321\204(\320\260)
=

Proposition 19. (\320\260)\320\273is associative and commutative.

(b) \320\273is exact in either variable.

(c) \320\273commutes with colimits.

(d) \320\272is a unit for \320\273.

(e) // M is free then so is M \320\273N for any N.

(f) AM+ and AM} are closed with respect to \320\273.

In AM there is also a dualization functor given by D(M) =
cd(M)\302\253

dc(M) where \321\201is induced by the canonical antiautomorphism and d is

the usual dual construction. Further D takes projectives to injectives.
In AM+ and \320\220\320\226there are also general factorization results.

Theorem 20. (a) For M in AM+ there is a factorization unique up to

isomorphism M ~ N \302\251F with F free and N having no free summands.

(b) For M in AMl there is a factorization unique up to isomorphism
M ~ IIr=1Mr with Mr indecomposable {and lim

We turn now to the stable module categories. We define the stable

module category AM to be the category with obj AM = obj AM and
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morphisms given by {M, N} =
HomA(M, JV)/~ where /~ g if /\342\200\224g factors

through a free \320\224-module. For /G HomA(M, N) let / denote its classin

{M, N}. We can then define AM+ or AM as the corresponding full

subcategories or equivalently as constructed from the module categories
as AM was from AM. Let M ~ N denote stable equivalence, equivalence

in the stable modulecategory.

Proposition 21. (a) For M and N in AM, M ~ N if and only if there are

free A-modules Fand G such that M@F~N\302\256G.

(b) For M and N in AM+ or AM, M ~ N if and only if M' ~ N' in the

decompositions M ~M'@F and N ~ N' \302\251G of Theorem 20(a).

Proposition 22. There is a natural equivalence of {M,N} and the group of

natural transformations NT(ExtA(M, ), ExtA(N, )).

The stable module categories are graded additive but not abelian

categories. The situation with respect to colimits and limits is very
fragmented. For examplefor unbounded modules we have

A) coproductsin AM are coproducts in AM,

B) pushouts in AM are weak pushouts in AM,

C) weak pullbacks may fail to exist in AM.
In the other two stable categories there are further refinements typically

with weak structures existing in AM+ and strong ones existing in AM. For

example
A) sequence colimits in AM+ are weak colimits in AM+,

B) sequence colimits in AMl are colimits in AM.
Then as an application of the latter we have.

Proposition23. Given f g:M-^>N in AMl, f ~ g if and only if /~g over
A(n) for all n.

If we choose for each \320\224-module M a short exact sequence
0<\342\200\224M<\342\200\224PM<\342\200\224/2M<\342\200\2240with PM free and with the sequence in AM+

(resp. AMl) if M is, then this defines a loop functor fl (unique up to

natural equivalence) in each of the categories. The loop functor intro-

introduces a grading with
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If 0\342\200\224>M3-^M2^Mi-\302\2730 is exact there is an assignment, natural in /,
dfE. {Mi,M3}1 defined by the commuting diagram

0 > M3 > M2 >M, >0

T T II

0 ^M, >PM{ >MX >0 .

The sequence \320\234\321\205^-\320\2342^-\320\234\321\212^\320\266-\320\237\320\234\321\205^\342\200\224\320\277\320\2342<is called a Bar-

mtt-Puppe sequence.Applying {L, } to a Barratt-Puppe sequence givesan

exact sequence.

Proposition 24. (a) For /c s= 0 there are natural epimorphisms cpk:

ExtkA(L, M)\342\200\224>{L,M}k and these induce commuting diagrams relating

the Ext long exact sequence of 0\342\200\224>M3\342\200\224>M2\342\200\224\302\273Mi\342\200\224\302\2730and the { , } long
exact of the induced Barratt-Puppe sequence.

(b) In AM+ cpk is an isomorphism for fc s= 1.

In the bounded below setting the structure involving the loop functor

and Barratt-Puppe sequences can be compactlydescribed.Let A be the

collection of all sequences in AM+ equivalent to those of the form

\320\234\320\263^-\320\234\320\263^-\320\234\320\267+\320\257\342\200\224\320\237\320\234\321\205with 0^-\320\234,^\320\2342^-\320\2343^-0 exact. The ele-

elements of A will be called stable triangles. In Appendix 2 we define the
notion of a semi-triangulated category as a triangulated category less only
the existence of arbitrary deloopings.

Theorem 25. (aJ\302\243+,\320\224A) is a semi-triangulated category and (aM{, A ^)

is a semi-triangulated subcategory.In particular for M and N in aM?,

fl :{M, N}\342\200\224>{\320\237\320\234,ON} is an isomorphism.

Note that AM+ is not triangulated; for example, \320\272is not deloopable. As a

corollarywe have the following refinement of Proposition 24.

Corollary 26.// 0\342\200\224\302\273M3\342\200\224\302\273M2\342\200\224\302\273Mi\342\200\224\302\2730is exact (in AM+) then applying

{L, }* or { , L}* givesrise to a Z-graded long exact sequence whose positive

part is the corresponding Ext sequence.

Finally, the smash product in AM induces one in AJt and both AM+ and AM

are closed with respect to it. This smash productisexactin either argument

and commutes with the loop functor.
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The results reviewed above are also valid with A replaced by a

subHopf algebra \320\222of A. Here the following clarifications should be

noted:

(a) If \320\222is infinite dimensional then replacing \320\233by \320\222and A(n) by
\320\222\320\237A(n) will give the basic structure of the various module and stable

module categories.
(b) If \320\222is finite dimensional then a number of these results can be

strengthened and extended. In particular the structural differences be-

between the unbounded and bounded below settings become vitiated.

Thus Theorem 18 becomes

Theorem 27. Let \320\222be a finite Hopf algebra.
(a) Projective modules are free and there are sufficiently many in B-M-

(b) There are sufficiently many injective modules in BM-.

(c) In \320\262-\320\234the following are equivalent:
(i) M is projective {free),

(ii) M is injective,
(iii) M is flat.

(d) // the conditions of (c) do not hold for a module M then

proj dim M =
inj dim M = weak dim M = \302\260\302\260.

In particular then BM is a Frobenius category. The same results of

course hold in B-^+ and B-^f-
Similarly, with the obvious notation Theorem 25 becomes

Theorem 28. If \320\222is a finite Hopf algebra then {&M, fl, A) is a triangulated

category.

A complete structural analysis of the module or stable module cate-

categories of a B-module, \320\222a finite connected Hopf algebra, is a very

difficult problem in general. However, there are someimportant special

cases that are accessible.

A) For \320\222=
\320\225[\321\205]this is left an exercise.

B) For \320\222=
E[x, y] with |jc| \320\230\\\321\203\\this is done in Chapter 18.

C) For \320\222=
E[x, y, z] with |jc| <|y| <\\z\\ an analysis similar to that for

E[x, y] would seem feasible, particularly in light of the development in

Chapter 18.

D) For \320\222= A2(l) results of this sort have been determined by Adams

and Priddy. The reader will find this an interesting (and challenging)
exerciseespeciallyin conjunction with a reading of Part III.
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Addendum

In this section we have consideredthe structure of various categories of
\320\224-modules. Notably lacking from consideration here is the category of

unstable \320\224-modules, the subcategory of AM within which we find the

cohomology modules of spaces. I have suggested the grounds for this at

the beginning of the section, nonetheless, there are good reasons for a
brief addendum on unstable \320\224-modules. For one thing, this will help to

clarify the structural peculiarities that distinguish the unstable setting\342\200\224

something that will be of use in Part III. For another, the results below
indicate that the category of unstable \320\224-modules would also reward

further analysis from our present global point of view.

In this addendum we will restrict to \320\224=
\320\2242,the mod 2 Steenrod

algebra. An \320\224-module M is unstable if for x in Mt and r > i, Sq(r)x
= 0.

In particular then |M|s=0.

Exercises. A) If B(n)C A is spanned by {Sq(rb r2,...) |

ex(Sq(rb r2, ...))> n} then B(n) is a left ideal and F(n) =
sn(A/B(n))

is an unstable \320\224-module.

B) A coproduct of the F(n)'s is a free unstable A-module. The reason
for this is the following property. If M is an unstable \320\224-module then

there is an epimorphism f:F-^M with F a free unstable \320\224-module.

C) Let AT = Z2[x] with |x|
= r. Give M1 and M2 the structure of

unstable \320\224-modules. (The problem of determining which polynomial

algebras support the structure of unstable \320\224-modules was proposed by
Steenrod in [120]\342\200\224more precisely the further question of which are the

cohomology algebras of spaces\342\200\224and has been widely studied.)
While unstable modules arise naturally the following exercises make

clear that they have an inherent complexity from our present point of
view.

D) Show that if M is an unstable \320\224-module then it is not finitely

extended and in particular, not finitely presented.

E) If M is an unstable \320\224-module and P is a projective \320\224-module show

that HomA(M, P) = 0.
On the other hand there are intimations of structural simplicities in

connection with the category of unstable \320\224-modules. For example, in [77]

Lin proves the following unstable analog of a result true in AM+ as an

immediate corollary of Theorem 18.

Theorem. Let 0\342\200\224\302\273\320\234{\342\200\224>M2\342\200\224>M3\342\200\224\302\2730be an exact sequence of unstable
A-modules.If any two are free unstable A-modules then so is the third.
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The following exercises sketcha proof of this result.

F) Let {\320\271\321\214..., am) be a set of non-zero elements in A. Show that for

any n 3= 1 there is a b in A such that ex(b) = n and exFa() = ex(b) + ex(a,)
for all /.

G) If M is an unstable A-moduleand \321\203in M generates a free unstable
submodule of M then \321\203\302\243(/\320\233)\320\234.Hmf: use F).

(8) Using G) prove the theorem.

3. Doubling

In this last section wespecializeagain to the case p = 2. As in Section 1

let A = A2. The doubling isomorphism of Proposition 11 has module-
theoretic consequences. In particular it provides us with a major inductive

tool for the study of A-modules. In what follows we will focus on the

A(n)-module context observingat the end the corresponding results for
A-modules and modules over other subHopf algebras of A. There are
two reasons for this choice: it is the one that will in fact be used in later

applications in Chapters 19, 21 and 22 and the built-in grading in the

notation is useful in keeping track of what is going on. To begin we have

the following variant of Proposition 11. Let E(n)C A(n) be the subalge-

bra generated by {.P?11=S \320\270+ 1}, the primitives in A(n). Then E(n) is an

exterior algebra and is a normal subHopf algebra of A(n).

Proposition 29. There is a map i: A(n \342\200\224
1)\342\200\224>A(n)jjE(n) which doubles

degree and which is an algebra isomorphism.

This is just the restriction of the algebra isomorphism of Proposition 11.

In general a map (resp. isomorphism) of algebras induces a functor

(resp. isomorphism) of the module categories. Here the doubling intro-

introduces a small technicality. If \320\222is a (graded) algebra let &Mev denote the

full subcategory of \320\262\320\234of modules concentrated in even degree, i.e. if M

is in \320\262\320\226\320\265\321\203then M' = 0 for i odd. For the rest of the section let
\320\222=

A(n)J/E(n).

Proposition 30. / induces an isomorphism i*: BMev \342\200\224>\342\226\240A(n-iyM-

Proof. We define i* by 'compression'. For M in B-Mev let i*(M)
= N with

Nr = M2'. For x E M2' let x denote the corresponding element of Nr.
Then define the A{n

- 1) action on N by ax - i(a)x. This defines a

functor. Its inverse is then given by the obvious 'expansion'. \342\226\241
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It is useful to have notation for this sort of expansion. On the category
of graded vector spaces we define the doubling functor D by D( VJk = V\320\265

and D(VJk+x = 0. Then D commutes with most general categorical struc-
structure. For instance, D is exact and commuteswith colimits and limits. D
underlies the inverse of /* in Proposition 30. This can be expressedin

terms of functors induced from algebra maps.That is, the projection

7r:A(n)\342\200\224\302\273\320\222induces a functor of module categoriesand the composite

A(n-iyM-^+ bM-\342\204\242'-^A(nyMev takes M to D(M)\342\200\224so we will let D denote
7\320\223*/*\021.Then from a module-theoretic point of view the basic doubling

property of the Steenrod algebra can be stated as

Theorem 31. D: Mn-iyM-^A{nyMev is an isomorphism.

Proof. It suffices to show that \321\202\321\202*is an isomorphism. Since D is an

isomorphism of graded vector spaces, \321\202\321\202*is one to one on objects and
morphisms. To see that it is onto on objects considerM in A(n)Mev. Since

M2k+i = 0 it follows that P\302\260\\M
= 0 for all / and hence that the action of

A{n) on M factors through \321\202\321\202.This gives M the structure of a B-module.
As for maps, it further follows that an A(n)-map of two such modules is a
B-map with respect to this induced structure. \342\226\241

There is another functor that arises in this context. For M an A(n)-

module let Q(M) = Z2 \302\256E(n)M, then Q(M) is a B-module and this

defines a functor \320\236:\320\260(\320\277)-^
\342\200\224*\342\200\242\320\262\320\234,-Restricted to A(n)-^ev this is just the

inverse of \321\202\321\202*since for M in A(nyMev, ^\302\256E(n)M
= M. On the other hand

\320\236is not an isomorphism on A(nyM> and in fact we have

Proposition 32. BM is isomorphic to A(nyM-cv
x 5(A(n)^ev).

Proof. The point here is that since \320\222is concentrated in even degree a
B-module M splits as the sum of Mev and Modd and this splitting is
natural. \342\226\241

The foregoing applies both to A-modulesand C-modules where \320\241is a

subHopf algebra of A. Thus for instance.

A) D induces an isomorphism AM\342\200\224>AMev.

B) For \320\241a subHopf algebra of A, let \320\241be the subHopf algebra of A

with basis {Sq(r,,.. .)| SqBr,,...) \302\243C}. If \320\225\320\241=\320\241\320\237E[P\302\260UP\302\2602,...] then

Ec is a normal subHopf algebra of \320\241and there is a degree doubling

algebra isomorphism i: \320\241\342\200\224\302\273\320\241\320\246\320\225\320\241
= \320\241\".Then i induces an isomorphism

i*::c-M-**'\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242c\"M. Further c^ is isomorphic to c-^evx s(cMev).



CHAPTER 16

ZP-COHOMOLOGY AND THE

STEENROD ALGEBRA

Introduction

This chapter marks the juncture of the algebra of Chapters 11-15 with

the topology of Part I. In Section 1 we develop this connection. The
foundation of it is the identification of the Hopf algebras Ap and

[H(ZP), H(ZP)]*. This gives rise to functors from spectra to Ap-modules
and we argue that an optimal focus from our present point of view is the

functor HZ*:3~p\342\200\224> ApM(, &p the category of p-completionsof bounded

below finite type spectra. After reviewing elementary properties of HZ*,
we prove a number of results that develop a strong connectionbetween
the role of HZP in &p and that of Ap in

ApMf.
With the leverage of the

algebra, cohomologyis a powerful tool and even just the surface structure
reviewed in Section 2 of Chapter 15 suffices to derive interesting results

concerning the structure of the stable homotopy category\342\200\224often about

spectra not in 3~p. In Section 2 we consider a number of such results. We

prove, for example, the vanishing of the cohomotopy groups of a large
classof spectra. We also prove that spaces\342\200\224as opposed to spectra\342\200\224have

infinitely many non-zero stable homotopy groups. As a final application

Zp-cohomology is used to derive examples that reveal the structural

complexity of the smash product. For we producean infinite family of

spectra in Sf such that all smash products vanish, in particular giving

Xj6 0 with X \320\273X = 0. Section 3 begins with an exposition of Maunder's

theory of higher cohomology operations. We then develop a connection

between this theory and the readability problem and from this point of

view give some readability results.Finally in Section 4 we apply the

foregoing work to give an account of the Adams spectral sequence in 3~p.
The highlights of this are the identification of the differentials with higher
cohomology operations and a strong convergence result. This stronger

249
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convergence applies, for example, to extend substantially the vanishing
theorem proved in Section 2.

1. Zp -Cohomology and the Steenrod algebra

In this section we will develop the connection at the heart of the later
work, that between spectra and modules over the Steenrod algebra. To

start recall the geometry underlying the Hopf algebra structure of the
Steenrod algebra.Let H*{ ; Zp) denote singular cohomology with Zp-

coefficients. Then the geometric definition of Ap is that it is the set of
stable cohomologyoperations on this cohomology theory. In light of

Proposition 1.6 this may be expressed as AP
=

SNTSW(H*( ; Zp),

H*( ; Zp))* where SW is the Spanier-Whitehead category of (arbitrary)

CW-complexes. The product structure on Ap is given by the composition
of operations.And the coproduct structure can be defined by the com-

mutativity of the following diagram:

H*(U; ZP)\302\256H*(V; ZP)-^H*(U; ZpHH*(V; ZP)

i I

H*(U \320\273V; Zp)-?-* H*(U \320\273V; Zp)

where the vertical maps are given by the cohomology pairing. The
determination of the Hopf algebra description of Ap given in Chapter 15

is then surely one of the major triumphs of algebraic topology. A detailed

expositionof this can be found in [121]. Here, however, our interest lies
not with the determination of this structure but with its application to the

study of spectra. So let us turn to the connection with the stable

homotopy category \320\255*.

As we have observed in Chapters 5 and 6 there is a natural equivalence

HZ*P(R(X))\302\253 H*(X; Zp) where R :SWf-* & is the given equivalence. This
in turn will provide the desired connection between Ap and spectra.

Preliminary to this let us consider the stable operations of the Zp-

cohomology functor defined here on all of &>. By Corollary 4.12

SNTy(HZ*, HZ*)' \302\253[H(Zp), H(ZP)Y with the composition of operations
corresponding to the composition of morphisms. In addition the ring

spectrum structure of H(ZP) gives rise to a coproduct defined by the
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following commuting diagram:

H(ZP) \320\273H(Zp)-^Uh(Zp) \320\273H(Zp)

i i

H(ZP) 1 >H{ZP).

It is then not hard to show that [H(ZP), H(ZP)]* has the structure of a
Hopf algebra. We can now state the connectionbetween Ap and spectra.

Proposition 1. As Hopfalgebras [H(ZP),H(ZP)]*
\302\253

Ap.

Proof. The natural isomorphism HZ*P(R(X)) ~ H*(X;Zp) gives rise to an

obvious ring isomorphism SNTswr(H*( ; Zp\\ H*( ; Zp))*=

SNT&(HZP, HZ*)*. This in turn gives the desired isomorphism (as rings)

for on both sides there is no loss of information in the finiteness

restrictions. That is, on the one sideAp
=

SNTswf(H*( ; Zp), H*( ; Zp))*.
This follows from the fact that for U an arbitrary CW complex and A(U)
the lattice of finite subcomplexes of U, the natural map

H*(U; Zp)-+\\imHU)H*(Ua; Z) is an isomorphism\342\200\224see for example

[47]. And on the othei side SNT^(HZ*, HZ*)*, which by Theorem 4.15

is isomorphic to [H(ZP\\ H(ZP)]}is isomorphic to [H(ZP), H(ZP)]* since

there are no /-phantom maps to H(ZP). In summary, the correspondence
set up by the commuting of

HZ*P(R(X))-^HZP(R(X))

is an isomorphism of Ap and [H(ZP), H(ZP)]*as rings.
It remains to show that this correspondence is as Hopf algebras. For

this, note first that the pairing H*(U; Zp)(x)H*(V; ZP)^H*(U \320\273V; Zp)

gives rise to a similar pairing of HZ* restricted to 3*.This in turn extends

to a pairing of HZ*P on all of 5^. That is, for X in 5^ the natural map
HZ*p(X)^>limA{X)HZ*(Xa), \320\233(\320\245)as in Chapter 2, in an isomorphism

and this allows us to extend the pairing. Then applying Proposition 5.20
we see that such a pairing gives rise to ring spectrum structure on H(ZP).
But the ring spectrum structure on H(ZP) is unique up to equivalence so
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this product can be assumed to be the one used to define the coproduct
on [H(ZP),H(ZP)]*.And with this argument we can assume that the

pairing of HZ*P induced by the ring spectrum structure of H(ZP) cor-
corresponds to the pairing on H*( ; Zp). Putting this together with the

description of the coproducts, it follows that these coproducts in turn

correspond as desired. \320\236

The important point that there are no /-phantom maps to H(ZP) can
be rephrased as the existence of a unique factorization of HZ*P: 5^\342\200\224\302\273AM

through the projection 5^\342\200\224\302\2735^/ph.

Having implicated the Steenrod algebra in our study of spectra, let us
consider what might be the most useful formulation of this connection.

First we can define a left action of Ap on HZ*P(X)and a right action of

Ap on HZPb(X) (regardedas an Ap-module by an inversion of grading)
by

X -?-> smH{Zp) -?-> sm+\"H(Zp),

S' -^U X \320\273H(ZP)
> X \320\273s\"H(Zp)

for x G HZ\"(X), \321\203G (HZp)r(Y) and a G (Ap)\". The pairing of Corollary
4.4 between Z,,-homologyand Zp-cohomology then gives the expected
relationshipbetween these Ap-module structures.

Proposition 2. HZ*(X) is the dual Ap-module of HZP*(X).

Note. To regard HZP*(X)as an element of
MAp

it is necessary to flip the

grading here\342\200\224with the usual subscript to superscript convention: M' -
(HZP)_((X).

Proof. The pairing (y, x) is given by

\320\243-^\320\245\320\273H(ZP)-^ smH{Zp) \320\273(Zp) >smH{Zp).

So to see that (ya, x) = (y, ax) for a \342\202\254EAp consider the defining diagrams

^ ^ ^ a s\"H(Zp)-^sm+\"H(Zp)
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and

\320\245 H(Z)^H() ^
sm+\"H(Zp)

In the former we can certainly interchangethe middle two maps. Then the
commutativity of the product implies that

H(ZP) \320\273H(ZP)^\302\261 s\"H(Zp) \320\273H(ZP) 'P'

\321\202

H{ZP) \320\273H(ZP)-^ H(ZP) \320\273s\"H(Zp)

commutes and hence (ya, x) =
(y, ax) as desired. D

From our present point of view the cohomology functor is the preferred
focus of attention. For example,while HZ*(H(ZP))

= Ap, HZP*(H(ZP)) =

d(Ap) a much less attractive Ap-module from the point of view of the
machinery of homological algebra in MA. In fact Ap does not appear as

the homology Ap-module of any spectrum for we have HZP*(X) =

colim^(x) HZP*( W) with IVGf and as observed in Chapter 13, Ap cannot
be expressed as the colimit of finite Ap-modules\342\200\224nor in fact can any

finitely presented Ap-module. With this in mind we will now restrict

ourselves to considering the Zp-cohomologyfunctor.

(Considering the Zp-homology group as a coalgebra over the dual of

Ap\342\200\224anapproach developed for example in [8]\342\200\224isnot relevant in the

present setting where we are leveraging off structure in the module

category.)
Although Zp-cohomology is given as a functor from Sf to

ApM
there is

good reason to focus on this functor defined on a more restricted domain

category. To begin with there are a number of grounds for restricting to
bounded belowspectra.First, HZ*P so restricted defines a functor to ApM*

which, as we have seen, has a number of structural advantages over
apM\342\200\224weland in a nicer category. Second, applying any G-homology or

G-cohomology functor to study unbounded spectra focuses attention on
the problem of classifying the associated acyclic spectra. And results such

as Theorem 17 and Proposition 17.17suggest that this problem, that of

classifying the spectra X with HZ*P{X) = 0, is quite difficult\342\200\224and basic-

basicallya diversion from the study of the information that is not lost. A third

argument for restricting to bounded belowspectrais the following result.
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Proposition 3. // a free Ap-module is the Zp-cohomology of some spectrum
then it is bounded below.

Proof. Suppose that P ~ HZ*(X), P a free A^-module on generators

{*\342\200\236}\342\200\242Then we have xa: X -^
sr\302\260H(Zp) giving f:X-+Hs'\302\260H(Zp). The

natural map U 5r\302\260H(Zp)
-* \320\2375r\"H(Zp) splits since the map

Usr\302\260Zp^Usr\302\260Zp splits. So let g:Ilsr\302\260H(Zp)-*Usr\302\260H(Zp) be a splitting

map. Then in cohomology we have HZ*(gf):Y\\.sr\302\260Ap-> HZ*P(X)~ P is

an isomorphism. But then HZ*(gf) splits and thus P, being a summand of
an injective Ap-module, is injective. But Ap satisfies property Q and
therefore by Proposition 13.10, P must be bounded blow. \342\226\241

Clearly any product of free modulesis so realizable.

Problem. Are these the only flat Ap-modules with this property?

There is a further restriction that we will want to impose. This is the

restriction to spectra satisfying some sort of finite type condition. For, as
we will see, with such a restriction the link between spectra and modules
over the Steenrod algebra takes on a further level of intimacy which we

will be exploiting in the later chapters. With this in mind, we might
choose to focus on HZ%:2f >ApM! (here too there is some structural

advantage to the image category). However there are strong technical

reasons for choosing instead to consider HZ* defined on its p-com-

pletion. Let us examine this point further. Given that the domain cate-
category is to be bounded below and of finite type in some sense there are
three obvious choices: 9~, its ^-localization STp and its p-completion 2fp.

These are of course connected and in particular we have as a specialcase
of Proposition 9.22

Proposition 4. There is a commuting diagram

with the vertical maps p-localizationand p-compledon.
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This proposition already suggests the choice of 3P since it is the

geometric categoryclosestto the algebra. Another reason for this choice

comes from the consideration of HZ*-acyclicspectra in the three cate-

categories. By Theorem 8.15 it follows that for X in 3P or &\342\200\236,HZ*(X)
= O

implies that X = 0. Then for X in 3~, HZ*P(X)= 0 if and only if the

p-Iocalization Xp
= 0 or equivalently, the p-completion (of the p-localiza-

tion) Xp
= 0. (By Proposition 8.10this is the case precisely for X in 3~ with

\321\202\320\263,(\320\245)torsion prime to p for all i.) This indicates that in using Zp-
cohomology to study the more familiar 3~ we ought to pass to 3~p or 3~p. In

fact, as proven in Theorem 8.15, 3~p is precisely the category obtained from
d\" by inverting those maps seen as equivalences by HZ*.

Finally, as between the local and complete settings the decision is
motivated to a great extent by the structural advantages of 3P over 3P.
For example, in 3~p there are no phantom maps, (co)limits replaceweak
(co)limits, there is a unique factorization theorem\342\200\224and this with no

essential loss of structure (the internal smash product while differing from
the smash product in \320\243has the same formal properties\342\200\224see Proposition

9.20). The payoff for this choice can be substantial; consider, for example,
the development of the Adams spectral sequence in Section 4.

In summary then our primary focus will be on the functor
HZ* :3~p

\342\200\224\302\273
Ap-M \342\226\240

On the other hand, results in this context will frequently have ap-
application to the study of spectra not so restricted. For example

A) Localization in the sense of Chapter 7, almost never bounded
below,can be studied via results in 3P (see Theorem 24.9).

B) Periodicityquestions in the sense of Bott periodicity, again imply-

implyingunboundedness, are also related to structure in 3P (this is developed
in Chapter 17).

Therefore, we will have occasion to refer to spectra not in 3P but this will

always be explicitly stated.
The following proposition reviews the basic properties of Zp-

cohomology HZ*P: 3P \342\200\224\302\273\320\220\320\234?-

Proposition 5. (a) HZ* is an exact functor from &p to AM{.

(b) \\HZ*(X)\\
= |X|, in particular HZ*(X) = 0 implies X = 0.

(c) For X, -* X2-> >colim Xr = X\302\273in
3^ HZ*(XX) = lim HZ*(Xr).

(d) For X,<-X2< <-wlimXr
= Xoo in 3P if in(Xr) *-1\320\273(\320\245\342\200\236)is an

isomorphism for r > r(i) with r(i) an increasing function of i,

XJ
= co1lmTJZ*(Xr).
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(e) For X and Y in \320\255~\321\200there is a natural isomorphism HZ%(X'k Y) =

HZ*(X) \320\273HZ*P(Y).

(f) For X in &p (the completion of) a CW-comp/ex,HZ*P(X) is naturally

isomorphic as an Ap-module to the singular Zp-cohomology theory of X.

Proof, (a) This is immediate.
(b) Follows from Proposition 6.4 and Corollary 6.10.
(c) Here we are assuming that X*, is the colimit (a not unreasonable

assumption in &p) so the result is immediatesinceHZ* is representable.

(d) This is immediate since in fact HZ?P{X\302\253)
\302\253

HZp(Xr) for r > r(i).
(e) Applying Lemma 9.3 there is a natural equivalence

HZ*P(X A Y)\302\253HZ*P(X \320\273Y). So it suffices to show that the natural map

HZ*P(X)\302\256HZ*P(Y)->HZ*P{X\320\273Y>\342\200\224anisomorphism for X,Y in
\302\260\320\223\320\240

(exercise)\342\200\224respects the Ap-action which on the left is coproductinduced.
But this follows easily from the geometric description of the coproduct.

(f) This is immediate from observations made earlier in the section. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) It follows from Theorem 9.21that the assumption in Pro-

Proposition 5(c) that Xoo being the colimit is not restrictive. On the other

hand, it should be noted that with any finite type restriction, a result such

as Proposition 5(c) will hold with X\302\253,the minimal weak colimit. For in

general we have 0-^Iim1 HZ*p(X,)-*HZ*p(Xn)-+lim HZ*(Xr)-+0 exact

and with the finite type restriction the lim1 term will vanish.

(b) Although the result of Proposition 5(d) holds in cases in which the
rather severe conditiongiven there does not, we cannot expecta result as

broad as Proposition 5(c). Thus, for example, if a\\, a2,... is a sequenceof

elements in IAP with ax \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
ar^ 0 for all r (such sequencesdo in fact exist

in any P-algebra) and H(ZP) +-s~MH(Zp)<?\342\226\240is determined by

HZ*(fr)(l) = ar then we have the limit sequence H(ZP) <\302\261-

s-WHiZp)
&- \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<-0 in &p with colim HZ*(skH(Zp)) * 0.

(c) Although the finite type restriction will be required in much of the

later work, the Zp-cohomologyfunctor is also useful in studying arbitrary

bounded below spectra. Thus, for instance, HZ*P:Sf-+ aM- satisfies

(i) it is exact,

(ii) it takes coproducts to products,
(iii) if X is bounded below then \\HZ*(X)\\

=
\\X{p)\\.

(d) Similarly the Zp-cohomology functor can be used to study cate-

categories represented in \320\243in the sense considered in Chapter 5. Thus, if

R : ^ \342\200\224\302\2735^/ph represents ^ in \320\243then following the remark made after

Proposition 1,HZ*P(R(X)) defines a functor from % to AM. In particular
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if <# = SW then extending Proposition 5(f) this gives a functor naturally

equivalent to singular Zp-cohomology theory. Since the Zp-cohomology
module of a space in an unstable Ap-module [121], an appropriate

categorical focus in this case would be to regard the image category as
that of shifted copies of unstable Ap-modules.Becauseof the basically

stable nature of much of the structure that we will be studying in the

succeeding chapters, this is not a focus that we will be pursuing further.

However, in light of comments made in the addendum to Section 2 of
Chapter 15, this is certainly one deserivingstudy from a global point of
view.

Modp cohomology regarded as taking Ap-modules as valueshas been
a very important tool in the solution of a variety of specific topological

problems, e.g. in [1], [16] and [78]. Here, however,the emphasis is more

categorical. Typically the following is a central problem, one to which we

shall return a number of times in our work.

The Realizability Problem. Determine those Ap-modules M such that

M =
HZ*P(X) for some X in Sf. We say that such a module is realizable.

There is a similar problem for maps of realizable modules.

Our focus here is on modules in ApM\\ For this problem it is then in fact
irrelevant whether the domain categoryis 3~, 3~p or &p for we have

Proposition6. If M is in
ApM(

then the following are equivalent:
(a) MhHZ*p{X),Xin3-,
(b) M=HZ%{Y\\ Yin^

(c) \320\234= HZ*(Z), Z in &\342\200\236.

The Realizability Problem, albeit central, is a problem about which

precious little is known\342\200\224and that little serving only to underscore the
richness and complexity of the problem. There are some fairly trivial

generalities such as: if M and N are realizable then so are M@N and
M \320\273N. The known positive results involve the computation of the

cohomology of specificspectra.Let us consider some examples, restricting
here to p = 2.

A) Very few finitely presented modules are known to be realizable. In

fact, the major indecomposableexamplesfall into the following two
families:

(a) Modulesof the form A (x)A(l)N with N a cyclic A(l)-module appear
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as the cohomology groups of various \320\233\320\223-theoryrelated spectra. For

example, letting \320\272\320\276=
KO[0, \302\260\302\260]and ku = KU[0, <x>], we have

HZ$(H(Z)) = A/A Sq(l),
HZ|(ku) =

A/A(Sq(l), Sq@, 1)),

HZ|(ko) = A/A Sq((l), SqB)),
HZ|(ko[l, \302\260o])

= A/A SqB),

HZf(ko[2, oo])= A/A SqC),

HZ|(ko[4, oo])
= A/A(Sq(l), SqB, 1)).

(b) Modulesof the form \320\233/\320\233(\320\240\",...,P\") appear as the cohomology
groups of Baas-Sullivan spectra. More generally, if S = (v,t, v,2,...) is any

subset of the generators of \321\202\320\263*(\320\222\320\240)
=

Zp[v\\, v2,...] with Vo= p then

HZ$(BP(S))
=

AIA{P\302\260, | i* <Z S}.

B) The cohomology groups of spacesalso give rise to examples of
realizable modules. But being unstable A-modules, these are inevitably

rather complicated from our present perspective. For example, such

modules are never finitely presented.

Finally, we should note that there are a (very) small number of

examples of modules that are not realizable\342\200\224enough though to scotch

any overly optimistic conjecture. Thus a consequence of Adams' work in

[1] is that Z2x\302\256Z2P\"x is not realizable when n s=4\342\200\224seeProposition 24.

We turn now to a fundamental set of observations.As we will see the
role of H(ZP) in &p is faithfully reflected in the role of Ap in Ap-M(.

Precisely

(a) HZ* sets up a correspondence between coproducts of f/(Zp)'s in

3~p and free Ap-modules in ap^\\

(b) this correspondence is faithful with respect to maps in that both

[X, U H(ZP)] ->
HomAp(HZ*(U H{ZP)\\ HZ*P(X))

and

[U H(ZP\\ X]-* HomAp(//Z*(X),HZ*(LIH(ZP)))

are isomorphisms,

(c) the special role of free modules exhibited in Proposition 13.13 is

paralleled by that of coproducts of H(Zp)'s.
It is also with this set of results that we encounter a fundamental finite

type restriction.
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Proposition 7. To each free Ap-module in
ApMf

there is a unique {up to

equivalence) realizationwhich is a coproduct of f/(Zp)'s.

Proof. If the free module in question has the form LI A^x,
= \320\237ApX, (the

coproduct being of finite type) then it is realized by UH(Zp)Xj. And if X

is another spectrum realizing this module then for x,- \342\202\254EHZ*(X) we have a

map X-^H(Zp)Xi giving f:X-+H.H(Zp)Xi
=

UH(Zp)xi. But then

HZp'(f) is an isomorphism and so / is an equivalence. \342\226\241

Thus to each graded Zp-module V that is bounded below and of finite

type there correspond the spectrum H(V) and the module A{V) = A (x) V

with HZ*P(H(V))= A(V). The readability of A(V) depends both on V

being bounded below and on it being of finite type. The former we
observedin Proposition 3. As for the latter, if V is countably infinite and

concentrated in degree zero then A(V) cannot be realizable because

HZ\302\260P{X)
=

HomZp((HZp)o(X), Zp) cannot be countably infinite.

With an argument similar to that of Proposition 7 we have

Proposition 8. For X and H(V), V a graded Zp-module, in &p the map

[X, H(V)]-+HomAp(A(V\\ HZ*(X)) is an isomorphism.

Again the finite type assumption is crucial. It is the case without

restriction that this map is a monomorphism but it is not in general an

epimorphism. For example, if X =
H(ZP) and U//(Zp)x, is an

infinite coproduct the generators concentrated in degree zero,

then by Proposition 3.6 [X,UH(Zp)]\302\260^Hom(Zp,UZp) but

HornAp(HZ*(llH(Zp)), Ap) =
\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\264\320\224\320\237\320\233\321\200,\320\220\321\200)is very much larger.

We come now to the seminal geometric consequence of the fact that Ap
is a P-algebra\342\200\224more particularly from its self-injectivity.

Theorem 9. For X and H(V), V a graded Zp-module, in &p the map

a:[H(V),X]-+HomAp(HZ*p(X),A(V)) taking f to HZ*p(f) is an

isomorphism.

Proof. We first prove that a is an isomorphism for X with a finite

number of non-vanishing homotopy groups. Each such spectrum is a finite

extension (via exact triangles) of shifted copies of H(ZP) and H(ZP). So
the induction will begin with X \342\200\224

H(ZP) or H(ZP). The former is given by

Proposition 8. As for the latter the exact triangle
^
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H(ZP)\342\200\224>H(Zp)-^> sH{Zp) induces the following commuting diagram:

0 >[H(V),H(ZP)}

0-*HornAp(HZ*p(H(Zp)), \320\233(\320\243/))->\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220\321\200(\320\233\321\200,A(V))-\302\273s HomAp(HZ*p

(H(ZP)\\A(V)) >0.

The top row is exact since xp:[H(V), Y]-^[H(V), Y] iszero for any Y.

And the bottom row is exact sinceA(V) is injective. For the inductive

step consider X,\342\200\224\302\273X2\342\200\224>X3\342\200\224\302\273sX,exact with Xt and X2 satisfying the

theorem. Then an argument similar to that for X =
H{ZP)\342\200\224and again

relying centrally on the injectivity of A(V)\342\200\224shows that the theorem is
satisfied by X3 as well.

For an arbitrary spectrum X in 2fp we have shown in Theorem 9.21

that X = lim Xr with Xr the terms of the Postnikov tower. Then we have
the diagram

), X] >
\320\230\321\202[\320\257(V), Xr)

i i

HomAp(HZ*(X\\ A(V)) Him HomAp(HZ*(Xr), A( V)).

The top row is an isomorphism since X is the limit. The right-hand map is
an isomorphism by the case above. Finally, the bottom row is also an

isomorphism since HZ*{X) = colim HZ*(Xr) and Hom(colimMn N)\302\253

lim \320\235\320\276\321\202(\320\234\320\273,N). Therefore a is an isomorphism as desired. \342\226\241

This theorem is also true for X in ST, ST? or &&, *3> an arbitrary

collection of primes, although with the first two by a slightly different and

less direct proof\342\200\224a typical example of the technical gain of working in

the complete setting. On the other hand, the map or need be neither epic
nor monic in the absence of a finite type restriction. The example
considered after Proposition 8 shows that a need not be an epimorphism.

To see that it need not be a monomorphism consider the exact triangle

-^ Y >sUH(Zp)Mn

where in:H(Zp)M-^H(Zp) is the 'inclusion' of the n-skeleton. Then
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HZ*p(g)= 0. In fact this is true more generally for g in the exact triangle
Y->5llX(n). That is, HZp*{j)is clearly an epimorphism

and therefore HZp*(g), and hence HZ*(g), vanish. If g itself vanishes,
then j splits. But for X = H(ZP) this cannot occur. For such a splitting

would in turn induce a splitting in homology. In terms of the dual

\320\220\321\200-module
structure on homology this would be a splitting of

llMn-\302\273 d(Ap), Mn = HZpit:(X(n)) with flipped grading. But such a splitting

cannot occur for it would have to map 1*G d(Ap) to a finite summand

and any such summand is bounded below.

Finally paralleling Proposition 13.13 we have

Proposition 10.A spectrum X in 3~p has a unique decomposition X ~

Y\302\251H(V) where HZ*P(Y) has no free summands and V is a graded

Zp-module.

Proof. There is a short exact sequence 0-^A(V)-^HZ*(X)\342\200\224\302\273N-h>0

with N having no free summands. By Propositions 7 and 8 / is realized by
a map X-^H(V) so we have an exact triangle Y\342\200\224\302\273X\342\200\224>H(V)-^>sY.

Since HZ*(f)
= 0, Theorem 11implies that this triangle gives a splitting

X\302\253y\302\251//(V) with HZ*(Y)^N. As for uniqueness, it follows from

Proposition 13.13 that the A(V) term in the splitting of HZ*P(X) is unique
and therefore the H(V) term in the splitting of X will be also. It then
follows from the unique factorization theorem, Corollary 10.11, that the

complementary summand must also be unique. \342\226\241

2. Some elementary applications

The connection developed in Section 1 between spectra and modules
over the Steenrod algebra is an extremely powerful one. In this section we

will consider a number of examples in which the leverage provided by

no more than the relatively superficial algebra appearing in Section 2 of

Chapter 15 suffices to prove significant geometric results with almost

trivial arguments. Typically, a number of these applications will take us

out of &p. Therefore special care will be taken to identify the categories
of the various spectraconsideredin this section.

To begin with, the general properties of the cohomology Ap-module
reflect the properties of the spectrum from which it is derived. For

instance, if a spectrum X in 9~p or 2\320\223\320\240has Zp-cohomology an in-

indecomposable\320\220\321\200-modulethen X is indecomposable. Therefore, for
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example, H(ZP), H(ZP), ku2, \320\272\320\276\320\267[\320\263,\302\260\302\260]r 5*0, BP, F(n\\ P(n) and fc(n) and

their completions are all indecomposable spectra. Typically, though, the

loss of the information in the passage from spectra to modules prevents

the converse from being true in general.

Exercise. Find an indecomposable spectrum X such that HZ*(X) is

decomposable.

Somewhat subtler information can be derived from the following

module-theoretic constraint.

Proposition 11. If X in &p has a finite Postnikov tower then HZ*P(X) is

finitely presented.

Proof. If X,\342\200\224>X2\342\200\224\302\273X3\342\200\224\302\273sX,is an exact triangle and HZ*(Xj) are
finitely presented Ap-modules for /=1,2 then since Ap is coherent, the

same is true for HZ*(X3). Therefore the proposition follows by an

obvious induction beginning with the cases X = H(ZP)and X =
H(ZP).

For these we need only observe that HZ*(H(ZP)) -
Ap and

HZP(H{ZP))
= APIAPQO. D

From this it is easy to derive the following theorem of Cohen's [41] on

the stable homotopy groups of spaces: if X is a CW complex with

H*(X; Zp) ^ 0 for some p then for infinitely many i, \321\202\320\263?(\320\245)^ 0. Actually,

Proposition 11 is only strong enough to deal with complexes of finite type
so to handle the general case it is necessary to replace the finitely

presented condition by a closely related one. We will say that an Ap-

module M is finitely extended with generators of bounded degree,fb for

short, if there is a finite subalgebra \320\222of Ap and a B-module N with N

concentrated in a finite number of degrees such that M~ Ap(x)BN. Thus

by Proposition 13.1 any finitely presented module is fb.

Lemma 12. (a) If F:M^>N is a map of Ap-modules with M and N fb
then so are ker/ and coker /.

(b) // 0-\302\273Mi\342\200\224>M2\342\200\224>M3\342\200\224>0is exact and Mb M3 are fb then so is

M2.

(c) // M is fb then M is deloopable.

Proof, (a) There are finite subalgebras \320\222(Z \320\241of Ap such that M ~

AP\302\256BM\\ N~AP\302\256CN' and /(M')C N'. Then /(C\302\256BM')C N'. So if
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g=/|C\302\256BM':C(x)flM'-\302\273N'
then ker/ = Ap(x)cker g and coker/*\302\253=

Ap \302\256ccoker g.

(b) If M is fb then the same can be assumed of PM and, by (a) of UM.

But M2 is the cokernal of a map from OM3 to MX@PM3so again (a)

applies.

(c) If M =
Ap \302\256BN with \320\222a finite algebra then \320\222\320\241Ap(n) for some n

and \320\234~\320\233\302\256\320\224\321\200(\320\273)(\320\233\320\224\320\277)\302\256\320\271^).
So we may assume that \320\222is a Poincare

algebra. Therefore N is deloopable over \320\222and tensoring with Ap gives a
deloopingof M over Ap. \342\226\241

Then we have the following true without finite type restriction.

Proposition 13. If X in \320\243has a finite Postnikov tower then HZ*P(X) is fb.

Proof. Applying Lemma 12 reduces this to the case X = H(G)
as in Proposition 11. Consider the exact triangle HiG)^^* H(G)-+
X-*sH(G). Applying HZP gives O\302\261-HZ*P(H(G))\302\261-HZP(X)^

sHZ*(H(G))\302\261-0 exact. Thus HZ*p(H(G)) is the cokernel of a map

sHZ*p(X)~* HZ*P(X). Therefore by Lemma 12 it suffices to show that

HZ*P(X) is fb. But X is a two stage Postnikov tower with homotopy

groups Zp-modules.Thus we have sH(V)~* X-*H(W)~* s2H(V) exact
with V and W Zp-modules concentrated in degree 0. So the proof
reduces to showing that HZ*P(H(V)) is fb. But if V= Uzpva, \\va\\

= 0,

then HZ*p{H{V)) ~ \320\237Apva which is a free modulealthough not necessarily

on the ua's. Therefore the following lemma will complete the proof.

Lemma 14. IfYlApva
\302\253

Uapwp and \\va\\
= 0 all a then \\wp\\

= 0 all /8.

Proof. Suppose |w^|>0. Then we have a monomorphism

i:ApWp-*1[lApVa.If i(wp)= (aava) then since \\aa\\
=

|w^| for all a there is
an element 0^a\302\243 /Ap such that aaa = 0 all a. Therefore i(awp) = 0,
contradiction. \320\237\320\237

By contrast a CW-complex has as Zp-cohomology an Ap-module which,
unless trivial, can never by fb. That is, fb modules are deloopable and by

contrast the Zp-cohomology module of a CW-complex, being an unstable

\320\220\321\200-module,has no nontrivial maps to a projective Ap-module and a

fortiori is not deloopable.
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Theorem 15. Let X be a CW'-complex. Then for each prime p either

H*(X;ZP)
= O or 7rf(X)\302\256Zp^() for infinitely many i. In particular, if

H*(X; Zp) ^ 0 for somep then irf(X) ^ 0 for infinitely many i.

Proof. We can, of course, translate everthing into Sf. Let \320\243=
Xp. If

tt,(Y)^ 0 for only finitely many i then HZ*P(Y) is fb. But then we must

have HZ*(X) = HZ*(Y)= 0. D

By contrast if X = S(Q) then X is a CW-complex with irf = 0 for iV 0.

On the other hand, we see that in general finite Postnikov towers in \320\243do

not come from SW so it is now clear how much smaller SW is than \320\243.In a

similar vein

Exercise. SW does not have arbitrary coproducts. (Hint: Again use

Zp-cohomology.)

Theorem 16. If X in \320\243is bounded above with \321\202\320\263,-(\320\245)finite for all i and Y is

a CW-complex of finite type (in Sf) then [X, Y] = 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 9.23 we can push the problem into 3~p.

Since X = wcolim X[r, \302\260\302\260]it suffices to prove this for X with only finitely

many non-vanishing homotopy groups. By an obvious induction this in

turn reduces to considering X = H(ZP) for each prime p. But by Theorem
9 [H(ZP), Y] is isomorphic to HomAp(HZ*( Y), Ap) which vanishes. \342\226\241

So, for example, the spectra X of Theorem 16 have vanishing cohomo-

topy\342\200\224the cohomology functor represented by S is no twin of the cor-

correspondinghomology functor. As another example if X = H(G) with G

finite and Y is the classifying space BU then we get a stableversion of a

theorem of Anderson and Hodgkin [18]on the vanishing of the K-theory
of Eilenberg-MacLanespaces.

We can also argue along these lines to show that a large family of

spectra are HZ ^-acyclic.Suchspectraare of course not bounded below so
this provides us with a typical example of the application of results about

bounded below spectra to derive information about unbounded spectra.
For X in \320\243let F(X) denote the (Z, Q/Z)-dual of X as defined in Chapter

5.

Theorem 17. // X is a CW-complex of finite type then F(X) is HZ*-
acyclic.
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Proof. We will first show that HZP*(F(X)) = 0.SinceQ/Z is an injective

cogenerator it suffices to show that Hom(HZp*(F(X)), Q/Z) = 0. But by

definition \320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\321\202*(F(X)\320\273H(ZP)\\ Q/Z)~[H(ZP), F2(X)) and for X in

3~, F2(X)~X. Therefore by Theorem 16 this group vanishes for X a

CW-complexof finite type.

Since HZP*(F(X)) = 0 for all p, HZ*(F(X)) is a rational vector space.
So it suffices to show that HZ*{F(X))\302\256Q

= 0. But HZ*(F(X))(g)Q* 0

implies that tt*(F(X))(x) Q^ 0. This latter group is

\320\235\320\276\321\202(\321\202\320\263*(\320\245),Q/Z)(x)O and for G finitely generated it is easily checked
that Hom(G, Q/Z) \302\256Q = 0. \342\226\241

We can, of course, reinterpret Theorem 17as an observation about the

smash product, i.e. F(X) \320\273H(Z)
= 0. This leads to further examples

underscoring the complexity of the smash product structure. Note first

Proposition 18. If X \320\273H(Z)
- 0 then for any Y in \320\243bounded above

\320\245\320\273Y = 0.

Proof. Since X \320\273H(Z)
= 0 it is immediate that X \320\273H(G)

= 0 for any

group G. Therefore X \320\273Y = 0 where Y is any finite Postnikov tower.
But for \320\243bounded above Y = wcolim Yr with Yr finite Postnikov towers
and thus by Proposition 3.4 X \320\273\320\243= 0. \342\226\241

Then since F(X) is bounded above for X in & we have

Corollary 19. ForX and Y in &, F(X) aF(Y) = 0. In particular F(X) \320\273

The present setting also provides us with examples showing that the
smash product and product do not commute in general. For example, let

Xr = s~rH(Zp) and \320\243=
H(ZP). Then (\320\237\320\245\320\223)\320\273\320\243and \320\237(\320\245\320\223\320\273\320\243)are not

equivalent. For consider II(Xr \320\273\320\243)-4(\320\246\320\245\320\223)\320\273\320\243-^-\302\273(\320\237\321\205\320\263)\320\273\320\243with

maps the natural ones. In general / is an equivalence and in this particular
case g is one too (consider7r*(g)).Therefore \321\202\320\263*((\320\237\320\245\320\263)\320\273\320\243)~ \320\246\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245,.\320\273

\320\243)but this is far smaller than \320\237\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245,\320\273\320\243)- \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\225\320\246\321\205,\320\273\320\243))\342\200\224

tt*{H{Zp) \320\273H(ZP)) equals d(Ap) (with an inversion of grading). This also
gives an example of spectra of finite type with smash product not of finite

type.
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3. Higher operationsand realizability

In this section, returning to the primary focus HZ*:3~P \342\200\224>Ap^f,we

consider the notion of higher operationsbasedon Zp-cohomology and the

relation of this to' the realizability of Ap-modules. Before looking at

higher operations, let us consider a slight generalization of the notion of

primary operation. Let Wo and W\\ be coproducts of H(Zp)'s. Then a

primary operation from Wo to W* corresponds to a map Wo^> Wx which

in turn corresponds to a map Po<\342\200\224P,where P, = HZ*(Wi). These pri-
primary operations can be regarded as being defined on HZ*P itself since
there is a natural isomorphism W*(X)~HomAp(Pj, HZ*P(X)). Extending
this, nth order operations will be defined corresponding to sequences
Po<^- P\\ <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224\342\200\224Pn with Pj free. Not all such sequences give rise to
higher operations. We will show how to define such operations for a

sequencewhich satisfies the following (topological) condition. A sequence

Po <4- \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242-A Pn induces an operation if there is a tower in 3~p

W0=X,< X2< < Xn

i fci 1 k-2 1 kn

Wx s~lW2 s~n+lWn

such that s~r+iWr^-L- Xr< \320\245\320\263+1<^\342\200\224s~rWr is exact and

Wr+l<\342\200\224sr~lXr+i<\342\200\224Wrrealizes dr+\\. We will say that such a tower is
associated to the sequence. The existenceof an associated tower is a

highly non-trivial property of a sequence. To begin with it is easy to see
that only complexes can have associated towers. Complexesof the form

P0<^Pi and Po<\342\200\224Pi<\342\200\224P2have associated towers but the best we can do

in general is the following inductive characterization.

Proposition 20. A complex Po<\342\200\224\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

<\342\200\224\320\240\342\200\236has an associated tower if and

only if Po<\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

<\342\200\224Pn_ihas an associated tower

X\\ < X2 < * * * Xn-i

i I

such that the composite Wn <\302\243-Wn-X <\342\200\224sn~2Xn-u with f realizing dn is zero.
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Proof. If Po^- \342\200\242
<\342\200\224Pnhas an associated tower

A]< \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<Xn

4 4

Wx s~n+xWn

then

\342\226\240\320\245\342\200\236-1

4

is associated to Po*-- - \342\200\242
<-Pn-i and the composite s~\"+1Wn-i\342\200\224^

Xn^s-n+1Wn, where 5-\"+1Wn_1->Xri-^Xn_1-^>s-\"+2Wn_, is exact, gives
the desired map /.

Conversely, if Pq*\342\200\224-
\342\200\242

<^Pn-\\ has associated tower

X] < \342\200\242\342\200\242< \320\245\342\200\236-1

4 4

Wx s-'^Wn-i

and such a map / existsthen we have

-\"+IW\302\253-, >Xn >Xn_, .

4/

with the row exact. So / factors through Xn giving the desired

kn:Xn-^s-n+lWn. \320\237

Suppose now that Po< <\342\200\224Pm with n s= 2, has an associatedtower

Xi < \342\200\242\342\200\242< XH

4 4

Wx s~\"+lWn.

Then we define an n-ary operation \320\244\"associated to the complex with this

tower as 'universal example'. For Y in &p the domain of definition is the

subset of HomOPo,HZ*(Y))\302\253=[Y, X,] consisting of those maps that lift
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through Xn. And for such a map /: Y\342\200\224>\\\320\2430
= X,, \320\244\"(/) will consist of the

set of all composites kng G [ Y, s\"+1 Wn] -
HomAp(s~\"+1Pn, HZ*(Y)) where g

is such a lifting. The elements of \320\244\"(/) form an equivalence class with

respect to the following equivalence relation. Given

I I

Wi s~n+lW

there is a commuting diagram

V, \302\253\342\226\240

1

1

X2<

1

1
\342\200\242- \342\200\242<\342\200\224xn

i

s'n+lWn

with the induced tower

X i < \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242< X'n-1

I i

s~lW2 s~n+1Wn

associated to s~lPt< <r-s~lPn\342\200\224and with associated operation \320\244\"\021.

The desired equivalence relation on [\320\243,s~n+i Wn] is then given by / ~
j if

i
-

j factors through X'n-X\342\200\224\342\231\246X,, \342\200\224>s'n+l Wn, that is if i - j is an element of

\320\244\"~'(/) for some/: \320\243\342\200\224>Xj.So if \320\244\"\021is the operation associated to

then we can suggestively write

\320\244\":ker \320\244\320\2231> HomApE-\"+1P,,, HZ*( Y))/im \320\244\"\021.

In fact, for secondary operations this is precisely the form into which

things can be cast. For if

Xi < X2

I i
W, s~lW2
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d\\ di
is associated to Po<\342\200\224P|<\342\200\224P2then the associated secondary operation has
the form

\320\2442:ker d T >
HomAp (s~' P2, HZ*(\320\243))/im d ?

where d*:Hom(P,_,, HZ*(y))^Hom(P(, HZ*(Y)).
This approach to defining higher operations is essentially that of

Maunder [87] which in turn is a generalization of Adams' presentation of

secondary operations in [1]. In particular, Maunder's notion of the

'admissibility' of a complex is the same as our notion of the complex
inducing an operation. What primarily differentiates this exposition from

Maunder's is our greater emphasis on the associated towers, the 'uni-
'universal examples', as interesting structures in the stable homotopy category
and an elimination of axioms for the operations.

This approach to defining higher operations can be contrasted to that of

Spanier's (see [115] or [116])in which a complex Pq<~\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\302\253\342\200\224\320\240\342\200\236would

give rise to the unique operation defined on /G Hom(Pu, HZ*P(Y)) by

taking as values all elements in Hom(s~\"+lPn, HZ*(Y)) that arise in all

possible commuting diagrams

where the right-hand side is a tower associated to Po\302\253\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224Pn- Thus

here there is a unique operation associatedto a given complex (that
induces an operation) but this operation has larger 'indeterminacy'.

We turn now to the connection of the foregoing to the readability

problem. For a module M in \320\220\320\226let 0<^M<\342\200\224Po<^P\\ <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242be the

minimal free resolution.

Proposition21. If M is realizable then for all n, Po <^- \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\302\243\342\226\240Pn induces an

operation and the converse holds if H(M, Qo)= 0 (here H(M, Qo) -

ker Q,|M/OoM).

Proof. Suppose that M = HZ*P(X). The argument will be by induction.
Let kl:Xi= Wo\342\200\224>W\\ be the realization of dx (and thus a tower asso-
associated to P0*-Pi). There is a map g,:X->X, with \\mHZ*(ki)

=
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ker HZ*(g,). Let s~lWi \342\200\224\302\273X2-*Xi\342\200\224>W, be exact. Then in cohomology

this gives 0->M^HZ*(X2)^s-'/22M->0 exact. (Here and for the

remainder of the section fl will denote the minimal loop module, the
unique one with no summands.) It follows that gx factors through /2. Now

by induction suppose that there is a tower

X[j2 (/n Xn

I 1
W{ s~n+lWn

associated to P^-^----<^Pn and a map gn:X\342\200\224>Xn such that /\320\263--

fngn
=

g\\. Then let kn :Xn^s~\"+l Wn be a map with im HZ*(kn) =

ker HZ*p(gn) and define the next stage by the exactness of

s~nWn\342\200\224>\320\245\342\200\236+1\"**> Xn \342\200\224>s~\"+lWn. This also gives the factorization of gn

through /\342\200\236+,.

For the converse, suppose that for each n there is a tower

\320\245\342\200\236,
\302\253\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224\320\245\342\200\236\342\200\236associated to Po <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224Pn. In cohomology this gives

O-+M-*HZ*(Xnk)-+s-k+]nkM-+Q exact. But H(M, C?0) = 0 implies
that |s~*:+1/7':M|-^oo with /c. (This observation will be left as an exercise

here, but the reader should be aware that this is part of a general pattern

that will be considered in Chapter 22.) Therefore for any m there is a

k(m) such that for k^k(m) the inclusion M(m)->HZ*(X^)(m) is an

isomorphism where N(m) is the subspace of N of elements with degree =sm.

Thus any 'skeleton' of M is realizable. Piecingtheserealizations together

takes a bit more work. With the minimality restriction on the loop modules,
it follows that for any \320\272there are only finitely many distinct homotopy types
among {\320\245\342\200\236*[-\302\260\320\276,\320\272]\\ \320\272fixed}. Therefore there is a sequence of choices

{nk | \320\272\321\215=1} such that Xn/ki-i[-<\302\273, \320\272
-

1] \302\253
Xnt.,fc_,[-oo, \320\272-

1]. Let Xk
=

\320\245\342\200\236\320\272\320\272[~\302\260\302\260,fc \342\200\224
1]. Then this gives the tower \342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>Xk \342\200\224>Xk-i\342\200\224*

\342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242with maps

the composites \320\245\321\217/\320\272*[-\302\253>,k]^Xn,fc_,[-oo, fc]->Xnt*_,[-oo, fc
-

1]\302\253

Xnt_,jt_i[\342\200\224oo,/c
\342\200\224

l]. And for \320\272\321\215=max{k(m), m + 1},

Xt-,)(ffl) > HZ*(X,)(m)

T T

M(m) == M(m)

is a commuting diagram with vertical maps isomorphisms. Therefore
HZ*(wlimXk)= M as desired. \342\226\241
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The minimality condition on the resolution of M plays no role in the
forward direction of Proposition 21, i.e. if M is realizable then an initial

segment of any resolution (in a^) will induce an operation. But deduc-

deducingthe realizability of a module seems to require an assumption on the
connectivity of the terms of the resolution.

Note that if Xi<\342\200\224--<\342\200\224Xnis as in the proof of Proposition 21 then

0->M-\302\273HZ*(Xf)-\302\273s~r+ll3rM-\302\2730 is exact for r^n and splits for r < n.
With this and the proposition in mind, we will say in this case that M is
n-realizable with n-stage realization Xi<\342\200\224\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\242
<\342\200\224Xn,or Xn for short, and

that M has an (n-l)-stage splitting in this case. For example, every
module has a 2-reaIization\342\200\224this can be given a functorial expression
which will be considered in Chapter 17. From this point of view Pro-

Proposition 21 becomes

Corollary 22. Suppose that M is n-realizable then M is (n + I)-realizable

if and only if there is an n-realization such that 0\342\200\224\302\273M\342\200\224>

Xn)^s~n+lnnM->0 splits

Thus there are a sequenceof obstructions to the realizability of an

\320\233\321\200-module M, the nth obstruction lying in ExtAp(s~n+l{2nM, M) ~

{s~n+lOn+iM, M). So, for instance, we have

Corollary 23. Supposethat H(M, Qo) = 0.

(a) // M is finite then there are only finitely many obstructions to the

realizability of M.

(b) // |/23M|> max deg M + 1 then M is realizable.

Through Proposition 24 let A =
A2, the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. The

condition of Corollary 23(b) is of coursevery restrictive but does apply, for

example, to the A-module A(l) with any of the four possible \320\233-module

structures.

At the other extreme, although every module is 2-realizable, there are
modules that do not have 2-stage splittings\342\200\224and a fortiori are not

realizable. This is true, for example, of A(x)Mn)Z2 and Z2x@Z2(P\"+lx)
for ns=3. This is a consequence of Adams' work in fl] from which we

derive the following more general result.

Proposition 24. Supposethat M satisfies the following condition: there is

an nss3 and an x in M such that M'' = 0 for \\x\\ < i <\\x\\ + 2n+l and

. Then M does not have a 2-stage splitting.
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Proof. Let i=s/ with iV/-l. Then there is a complex
\320\220*^\320\237.'\320\272=\320\276\320\220\321\201\320\272**-\320\220\321\201\321\206witn d\\M =

P\\ and \321\20112(\321\201\321\206)
=

P\\q + Si\"J0 \320\254\320\272\321\201\320\272where

P\\P'\\ = 2i\"Jo \320\254\320\272\320\240\\.There is an associated secondary operation \320\244/,(in fact

in this case there is only one such operation since the map
X2^>s2>+21~1 H(Z2) is given without indeterminancy). This operation is

defined on x G HZ'2(X)for which Pk\\(x) = 0 for \320\272*\302\243/and takes values in

HZ'2+2'+*-l(X) with 'indeterminancy' {\320\240\\(\321\203)+ \320\252bk(yk)}. Then in [1] Adams
proves that for n ^ 3 there are elementsaijk in A such that if P\\(x)

= 0 for
/ ss n then

j \302\245\342\226\240i + l

Now let M be as in the statement of the proposition. M has a

2-reaIization X2 and there is an exact sequence
0^ M -+ HZ\\(X2)^ s'lO2M-^0. Assume that this sequence splits. Thus
we have HZ\\{X2)

- M \302\251N with (M \302\251NI
= N' for |jc|< i < |jc| + 2\"+i. In

terms of this splitting P\"+l(x,0)
= (P\"+l(x),Q) but from the relation cited

above it follows that P\"+l(*,0)= @, y). Together this gives Pi+l(x) = Q

which is a contradiction. \342\226\241

The realizability of maps of Ap-modulescan be dealt with in a similar
iterative manner. We will sketch this, leaving details to the reader. A map

f:M^-N is n-realizable if there is a realization Y of N, an \302\253-realization

Xn of M and a map gn:Y\342\200\224\302\273\320\245\342\200\236such that the composite

M^HZ*(Xn)^HZ*p(Y) is /. Then paralleling Proposition 21, we have
that / realizable implies that it is \320\270-realizable for all n and the converse
holds if H{M, Qo) = 0. Similarly every map has a 2-reaIization. And given

an \302\253-realization there is an obstruction to its extension to an (n + 1)-
realization. For consider Xi<\342\200\224

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224Xn <\342\200\224Xn+i an (n + 1)-realization of
X, the final map corresponding to a splitting /: 5\"+I/2\"M \342\200\224>HZ*(Xn). If

gn : Y\342\200\224>Xn is an n-realization of / then gn lifts to an (n + 1)-realization

gn+i: \320\243->\320\245\320\237+,if and only if HZ*(gn)l vanishes in {5\"\"+1/2nM, N}. Thus,

for example, if H(M, Qo) = 0 = H(N, Qo), \\\320\237\320\252\320\234\\> max deg M + 1,
|/23N|> max deg N + 1 and |/23M| > max deg N + 1 then any map

f:M^N is realizable.
In the same spirit we can consider the uniqueness of realizations. For

modules the indeterminancy in the splittings lies in
HornAp(s~\"+lO\"M, M)

and for maps the indeterminancy in the liftings lies in

\320\235\320\276\321\202A(s~nnnM,N). So, for instance, if \320\251\320\234,Qo)
= 0 = H(N, Q>)>
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\\\320\2372\320\234\\
> max deg M + 1, \\{22N\\ > max deg N + 1 and \\\320\2372\320\234\\>

maxdegN + 2 then any map /:M\342\200\224\302\273Nhas a unique realization (up to

equivalence, of course). For example, for p = 2 the four A-module

structures on A(l) are each uniquely realizable.

4. The Adams spectral sequence

As a further application of the link we have been forging, let us

consider the development of the Adams spectral sequence in 3~p. Our

primary interest in this spectral sequence is that it provides an instructive

locus of a number of the ideas we have been considering.Note, however,

that this spectral sequence, central to so much of stable homotopy theory,
will not be a major tool in the work here. The exposition is essentially
standard with two features worth special note. First, there is a careful

statement of the connection between the differentials and higher opera-
operations in the sense considered in the last section. And second, as a feature

of working in the completed context, convergence is stronger than the
standard formulation.

For Y in 3~p we define an Adams tower of Y to be a tower

I

such that

is exact, Ws = H( Vs) Vs a graded Zp-module, and HZ*p{ks)is an epimor-
phism. This tower gives rise to a resolution of HZ%{Y) for in cohomology
it gives O^HZ*(Y)^HZ*p(Wo)^HZ*(Wl)< exact and with

HZ*(WS) free over Ap (this is why we use s~sWs instead of Ws above). In

fact there is a correspondencebetween Adams towers of \320\243and resolu-

resolutions of HZ*(Y). For suppose that O+-HZ*P(Y)\302\243-P{) \302\243-p,< is a

resolution of HZ*(Y) in A M. Then Ps =
HZ*(WS) and we define the ks's
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as follows. First, k0 is given by HZ^(k0) = 80-And given

Yo< \302\253 Ys< Ys+1

I 4
Wo s~s Ws

with

0< HZ* (Y)*^-HZ* (Wo)
*^ ^-HZ*P(WS)

J\342\200\224HZ*p(ss+1Ys+l)< 0

exact, fcJ+1 is given by / \342\226\240
HZ*(fc5+1)

= 8s+l.
The Adams spectralsequenceabutting [X, Y]* is the spectral sequence

derived by applying [X, ]* to an Adams tower of Y. (It will be con-
convenient to extend the tower by setting Yr =

Yo for r < 0 and ir
- the iden-

identity for r =\302\2430.) That is, Ef =
Asr-'/Bs/ where As/ \320\241[X, Ws], consists of those

maps h : 5rX -* Ws such that s'X \320\233VV; -^ ss+l Ys+l lifts through ss+l Ys+r and

B*' consists of those h : s'X \342\200\224>VV5 such that h-kj for some /: s'X\342\200\224\302\2735sYj

with (ssi{rx))f=Q\342\200\224here i(sr): Ys-> Y5_r is the iteration of the iy's. And then

if /i:s'X\342\200\224\302\273VVjrepresents an element in Esr-', dr[h] is represented by

(s~r+lks+r)l where / is a lift of gsh. The Adams tower also gives rise to a

filtration of [X, Y], the Adams filtration, with FS[X, Y] =

im{[X, Ys]\342\200\224\302\273[X,Yo]}. This filtration is independent of the tower and is

natural.

Theorem 25. The Adams spectral sequence abutting [X, Y]* satisfies
(a) E? =

Ext%p(HZ*(Y),HZ*p(X)),

(b) for each s ss0 and r^2 there is an r-ary operation \320\244*associated to

Ps< <\342\200\224Ps+r,0<\342\200\224HZ*(Y)<\342\200\224 Po< the underlying resolution, such

that

Af -^U [X, s~r+l Ws+r]JBsr+r-t+r~l

i t
d

\302\243?s,l '_^ gs+r,t+r-1

commutes,

(c) for \320\263\320\263*5 + 1, \302\243*{,\302\253->\320\221*'and \320\237,<r<\302\273\302\243?'
=

\302\243g[X, \320\243],_,where Eo is

fne associated graded to the Adams filtration of [X, Y]* and further

DrFr[X, Y]* = 0.
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Proof, (a) By definition of the Zii-term we have

275

Ef1 = [s'X, Ws] >[s'X, Ws+l]
=

\320\225\320\223

HomAp(Ps, HomAp(Ps+u

Therefore Ef =
H\"(E*y*, dx)\302\253Ext%(HZ*(y), HZ*(X)).

(b) Consider the following diagram with the right-hand column a
(shifted) sequence of the Adams tower of Y and the rest defined so that

the squares are all weak pullback squares:

Xr s~r+lWs+r

i

I
s-lws+2

WS+I .

Then the Xf's form a tower associatedto Ps < <\342\200\224Ps+r and define an

n-ary operation \320\244*.Similarly the X\"s form a tower associated to

s~{Ps+i<r-\342\200\242
\342\226\240\342\200\242<\342\200\2245~'Ps+r and define an (n \342\200\224

l)-ary operation \320\244'.And then

\320\244;:AJ-^ [X, s\"'+l WJ+r]/im \320\244'.Here im \320\244'denotes the set of all maps

(s~r+lks+r)mnf for/':X\342\200\224>X'^i. But considering the above diagram we see
that this is precisely Bsr+r. On the one hand for / = mnf the composite
X-UssYs+rsSiU~'l)

>ssYs+l factors through X\\\342\200\224sayvia/':X->Xi. Then

this map together with the liftings of (ssi(/+P)f provided by (ssfflr)f
= 0,

\320\272= r \342\200\224
3,..., 2, 1, gives rise to a map g: X \342\200\224>X'r-x such that

ssYs+2
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commutes. Thus B*+r \320\241im \320\244'.Arguing similarly it is not hard to show

that h : X -> Ws is in A* if and only if h lifts through Xr. So if /: X-^ X, is
such a lifting then (s~r+1ks+r)ml represents both <Psr(h) and dr[h]. Together
these observations give the desired factorization.

(c) We turn now to the convergence of the spectral sequence. The key
point is that for any X in &p and r > \320\236,\320\237s>r im{[X, Ys] -> [X, Yr]}

= 0.

For X in \320\244\321\200this is the standard convergence argument (see, for example

[100]). Precisely we argue as follows: [X, Yr] is a finitely generated

Zp-module so if x \302\245\342\226\2400 is in im{[X, Y,]\342\200\224>[X, Yr]} for all s> r then x is not

divisible by p' for some /. Consider the exact triangle

Yr Xp<> Yr\342\200\224\302\273W\342\200\224>sYr. Since each 7r,(W) is finite ^-primary torsion it is
not hard to show that there is a commuting diagram

Y,< Yr+]<

i i
w= wr <\342\200\224wr+l *

with lims_oo | Ws\\
= \302\260\302\260.In particular [X, Ws] = 0 for 5 sufficiently large and

therefore if x is in the image of [X,Ys] then x is divisible by p', a

contradiction. For X in 3~p arbitrary we have by Theorem 9.21 that

X = colim Xfc with Xk in \320\244\321\200.But then if x is in im{[X, Y4]-> [X, Yr]} for
all s> r, it follows that each composite Xk \342\200\224>X -^ Yr vanishes and since
X is the colimit that \320\273:itself vanishes.

Turning to the spectral sequence we have that Bsr =
Bsr+\\ for r^s+l

and therefore Efi\\ is a subgroup of Es/ in this range. Now suppose that

/:s'X\342\200\224>W5 represents an element in PlrH?'. Then for \320\272>s, gsf lifts

through s5Yfc\342\200\224>s5Y5+i. Therefore by the work above gsf= 0. From this it

follows by a standard diagram argument that OrEsr' =
\302\243o[X,Y],_s.

Similarly HrFf[X, Y]!\302\273
= 0. \320\237

There is an additional convergence statement that holds in the com-

complete setting.

Proposition 26. If Y = Yo <\342\200\224Y\\ < is an Adams tower of Y in \302\247~pthen

lim Ys = 0.

Proof. By Theorem 9.21 it will suffice to show that wlim Ys = 0. This in

turn will follow if we show that lim tt^Yj^O and lim1 tt:|:(Yj)
= 0. For

the former we can argue as in Theorem 25(c) that Pl5>r im{7ri(Ys)\342\200\224>

= 0 for each r. Therefore if {ys} is an element of the limit
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then yr, being in this intersection, is zero. For the latter we can
invoke Proposition A1.10 since each 7r,(Yj) being a finitely generated

Zp-module is compact in the p-adic topology. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) The Adams spectral sequence is the locus of other ele-

elements of structure. For instance, the following exercises concerning the

Adams filtration are a suggestive precursor of multiplicative structure (for
more on this see [101]).

Exercise. A) For /<E[X,Y] and g\302\243[t/, V\\, \320\263\320\250(/\320\273g)^filt(/) + filt(g).

B) Let Y be an X-module spectrum. If \320\270\320\225\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)and \321\203\320\225\321\202\320\263:|\321\201(\320\243)

then filt(uy) 5* filt(f) + filt(y).

(b) The usual description of the Adams spectral sequence,e.g.in [100],

is in effect one with X and \320\243in \320\255~,and in this case strong convergence
requires that X be finite.

(c) In Chapter 24 we will consider other structural aspects of the
Adams spectral sequence that are consequences of the work in Part III.

By way of application we have the following result similar to but

somewhat subtler than those of Section 2.

Corollary 27. If X in 5~ is such that each \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)is finite and HZ*(X) is a

finitely presented Ap-module for all p and Y is a CW'-complex of finite type

then [X, Y] = 0.

Proof. Applying Proposition 9.23 we can push the problem into the

complete setting. Herewe can apply Theorem 25. So it will be sufficient

to show that
Ext^(HZ*(Y), HZ*(X))= 0 for all s>0. More generally

we will note that the Ext groups vanish if Hom^p(HZ*(V), Ap) = 0 and

HZ*(X) is oo-deloopable.For if HZ*(X) is oo-deloopable then it has an

injective resolution consisting of (bounded below) projective modules

O^HZ^X)-^/*. It follows that HomAp(HZ*(Y), /J = 0 giving the

desired vanishing result. \342\226\241

From this the following is a simple exercise.

Corollary 28.// X in \320\255~is such that HZ*(X) is a finitely presented

Ap-module for all p and Y is a CW-complex of finite type then [X, Y] is a
rational vector space.
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And thus, for example, many cohomotopy groups vanish: ir*(koZp),
7T*(kuZp),\321\202\321\202*(\320\272(\320\277)),7r*(F(n)). This result takes on added significancein

light of the Segal conjecture which states that if BG is (the suspension
spectrum of) the classifying space of a finite group G then -jr'(JBG)= 0 for

i > 0 and rr\302\260(BG)
= A(G), A(G) the completion of the Burnside ring of

G. This conjecture has been verified in a number of cases, e.g. [43],[71]
and [78].

Note that the key property of X in Corollary 27 is that HZ*P(X) is

oo-deloopable.Later we will see other important examples of spectra
satisfying this condition.



CHAPTER 17

THE STABLE CATEGORY OF SPECTRA

Introduction

In this chapter we will develop a topological analog of the stable
module category. The setting within which we work is that of the

p-completion of bounded below spectra of finite type (some of the

reasons for this have been considered in Chapter 16, a further one will be

adduced in the notes at the end of this chapter). So let T denote

&p\342\200\224thep fixed and understood. Then in Section 1 the stable category of

spectra,denoted T, is defined by trivializing maps that factor through

H(Zp)'s. This category is simply related to T as is evident from the

relationship between equivalence in these two categories. Regarding T as
a sort of homotopy category over T we have notions of stable fibration

and cofibration and stable suspension.As a first indication of the

significance of the stable spectrum construction we note the close relation

of these notions with the Adams spectralsequence.Turning to the further

structure of f we prove it to be triangulated less only the stable

desuspendability of arbitrary spectra. We also consider limit structures

(often existing in strong form), the smash product and the sphere spec-
spectrum as weak generator. In Section 2 we considertwo topics that give
further indication of the general significance of the stable spectrum
context not only for structure in T but also for structure in \320\243more

generally. First, we examine the (intimate) connection between stable

suspension periodicity and periodicityof Bott type. Second, we consider
the connectionbetween the stable category of spectra and the localization
constructions of Chapter 7.

In forming the stable categoryof spectra we are in a sense factoring out

primary cohomological phenomena, therefore it is not surprising that T is
a natural setting for certain types of secondary phenomena.In Section 3 we

develop two important instances of this. First, in f 2-stage Postnikov

279
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towers have a functorial description, this functor being adjoint to

HZ*P:f^>AMl. And second, many secondary operations appear as maps

of such 2-stage towers. As an application of this we characterize the
secondaryoperations that act trivially on H(ZP).

Notation. In addition to T denoting #p, in this chapter H* or H will

denote HZ*P, A will denote the mod p Steenrod algebra Ap and for X in

5\" or STp, X will denote ^-completion.

1. The structure of the stable category of spectra

In defining the stabilization, the basic notion is that of stable triviality

of a map. In the algebraic setting a map was defined to be stably trivial if

it factored through a projective module. We would like -Zp-cohomology to

induce a functor between the topological and algebraic stable categories.
Therefore a map /: X \342\200\224>Y in T will be defined to be stably trivial if it

factors as X\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224\302\273Y where H(Z) is a projective A-moduIe.Let H be

the (full) subcategory of T whoseobjectsare the generalized Eilenberg-

MacLane spectra H(V) with V a graded Zp-vector space (then of course

V is of finite type). Equivalently, a map is stably trivial if it factors

through an object of H. The other basic notions follow. Two maps

/, g.X \342\200\224>Y are stably equivalent if f-g is stably trivial\342\200\224we will denote

this by / ~ g. In this sense we will also speak of a diagram stably

commuting. Let {X, Y} denote [X, Y]/~ (with the grading on [ , ] induc-
inducinga grading on { , }). Since the relation of stable equivalence is preser-
preserved under composition we can define a category, the modp stable

category of spectra,f, by letting the objects of f be those of T and the

morphisms between X and \320\243in f be given by {X, Y} (degree 0). A

morphism in f will be denoted by bold face letters /, g,... (lighter face

letters /, g,... will denote maps in T). For / in T, f will denote the

morphism in f with / as representative. (Although the term 'stable' is

already used in reference to the stable homotopy category there should

be no confusion in this second use of the term since the objects being

stabilized in the earlier sense are spaces whereas those being stabilized

here are spectra\342\200\224and of course the senses are quite different.) Since
stable equivalence is preserved under addition it is an easy matter to

verify that T is an additive category with finite coproducts inherited from

T. Modp cohomology H* induces an additive functor which will also be

denoted H* from f to AMl.
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Equivalence in f will also be termed stable equivalence and will be

denoted X ~ Y. If /E {X, Y} is an equivalence then a representative /
will be termed a stable equivalence. There is a simple characterization of

stable equivalence in terms of homotopy equivalence. Recall that each

spectrum X has a decomposition unique up to homotopy equivalence
X~T(XHZ with Z in H and T(X) having no summands in If (by
Proposition 16.13 this is equivalent to H*(T(X)) having no projective

summands).

Proposition 1. (a) X and Y are stably equivalent if and only if T(X) and

T( Y) are homotopy equivalent.

(b) /:X\342\200\224>Y is a stable equivalence if and only if the composite

T{X)e^X-U Y-\302\273T(Y) is a homotopy equivalence. In particular if X and
Y have no summands in H then f is a stable equivalence if and only if it is

a homotopy equivalence.

Proof. Two spectra X and Y are stably equivalent if and only if there is

a stable equivalence /:X\342\200\224>Y. Then the composite, /',

T(X)eL^X-UY~\302\273T(Y) is of course also a stable equivalence. This in

turn implies that H(f'):H(T(Y))^H(T(X)) is a stable equivalence.
Therefore by Proposition 14.11, H(f') is an isomorphism and sincewe are
working in T it follows that /' is a homotopy equivalence. Both (a) and

(b) follow. \342\226\241

In a sense then, in T we are studying homotopy theory up to factors in

H. In fact, if we stay well away from H stabilizing changes nothing. To be

precise, let fCT and f'cf be the full subcategories with objects the

completions of finite spectra, then \320\244- &. This is an immediate con-
consequence of the following description of stable morphisms.

Proposition 2. For X in T there is a projective module P and map natural

in Y a:HornA(H(Y), P)->[X, Y] such that HomA(H(Y), P)A

[X, \320\243]\320\233{\320\245,Y}-^0 with /3 the projection, is exact.

Proof. Let P \342\200\224>H(X) be an epimorphism with P projective. Then this

map is realized by a map/:X\342\200\224\302\273Zwith Z in H. Let a be the composition

of the isomorphism HomA(H*(Y), P)^[Z, Y] of Proposition 16.8 and

/*: [Z, Y]
-* [X, Y]. Then by definition /3a = 0. If C(g) = 0 then g factors

as X-^Z'-4 Y with Z' in H. Since //*(/) is an epimorphism and H*(Z')
is projective, H(h) factors through H(f). So by Proposition 16.8, h =

h'f

for some h':Z-^Z' and therefore g = a(H(ih')). \342\226\241
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So for instance /3 is an isomorphism if H(Y) is finite and more
generally if H(Y) is finitely generated but not finitely presented\342\200\224for

example if \320\243= BP. On the other hand /3 need not be an isomorphism
even if X and Y have no summands in H. For example, let Y be the
2-stage Postnikov tower with \320\272-invariant a 9^0 in A and |a|>l then

[S, Y]Ha|
= Zp but {S,Y},_W= O.

As in the stable algebra setting it is useful to pursue the analogy

between the relation of maps being stably equivalent and that of maps
being homotopic. So, for instance, we define /: X \342\200\224>Y to be a stable
cofibration if it satisfies the 'homotopy extensionproperty'with respect to

~, i.e. given gug2:X\342\200\224^Z with gi
~ g2, if gi factors through / then so

does g2. Dually we can define the notion of a stable fibration. Both notions

are easily described in more familiar terms.

Proposition 3. (a) / is a stable cofibration if and only if H(f) is an

epimorphism {i.e.a fibration in the stable algebra setting).
(b) / is a stable fibration if and only if HomA(ker H(f), A) = 0 (i.e.

H(f) is a cofibration in AM{).

Proof, (a) Supposethat / is a stable cofibration. For x in Hr(X) let

gx:X->srH(Zp) be the corresponding map. Since gx~0, gx factors

through / and it follows that x\302\243im H(/), that is H(f) is an epimorphism.

Conversely, suppose that H(f) is an epimorphism and that we are given

gx,g2:X^>Z with gi~g2 and gx =
hyf. Then g2-gi factors as

X-L> W-^Z with W in H. But since H(f) is an epimorphism and H(W)
is projective, H(j) factors through H(J), i.e. H(j) = H(J)k. And then by

Proposition 16.8 \320\272= H(l) and g2= gi + ij =
(ht + il)f

(b) Suppose that there is a non-trivial map g:ker H(f)^>srA. Since A
is injective, g factors as ker \320\235(/)^->\320\235(\320\243)-^5\320\263\320\233and by Theorem 16.9 g'
can be realized by a map h :srH(Zp)\342\200\224> Y. But then h ~0. Yet h cannot

factor through /. Therefore HomA(ker H(J), A)* 9\302\2610 implies that / is not

a stable fibration. Conversely, suppose that HomA(ker H(f), A)* = 0. It

follows that for any projective module P in AM(, HomA(ker H(J), P) = 0.
If we are given g(, g2:Z-> Y with gx

~
g2 and gi factoring through / then

g2-gi factors as Z-4 W-^ Y with W in H. But since
HomA(ker H(J), H(W)) = 0 and H(W) is injective H(i) factors through

H(f). As above this factorization is realizable giving in turn the desired

factorization of g2. \342\226\241

If f:X^ \320\243is a stable cofibration and \320\245\320\233Y-hZ-^sX is an exact
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triangle then Z will be called the stable cofibre of /. The stable fibre of a

stable fibration is defined similarly.

The use of the term 'stable' here has been motivated by the resem-

resemblance of this structure and the stable module structure developed earlier.

But there is another sense in which the term is appropriate, for the
homotopy analogy we have been stressing is more properly one to stable

homotopy theory. For instance, let X-^> Y-^Z-^sX be an exact trian-

triangle,
it follows from Proposition 3 that if / is a stable of cofibration with

stable cofibre Z then g is a stable fibration with stable fibre X. (On the
other hand the converse is not true in general, for g may be a stable
fibration without H(g) being a monomorphism. So there is also an

element of asymmetry in this 'stable' setting.)

Corresponding to the algebraicloop functor there is a stable suspension
X:f-*f defined as follows. For each X in T choose a stable cofibration
ix :X^CX with CX in H. Then define X(X) to be the stable cofibre of

ix\342\200\224aswith ft we will suppress the parentheses. Given /:X-> Y, since ix

is a stable cofibration,there is a map g : CX^>CY such that iYf= gix- Let

h :XX->XY be a fill-in in the diagram

if i g i sf

and define Xf = h. It remains to verify that this is in fact well-defined\342\200\224

although h itself is not uniquely defined given / and g.

Proposition4. (a)The stable suspension is a covariant additive functor on T.

(b) If a functor X' is defined as X was but with different choices
i'x'.X^CX then X' is naturally equivalent to X.

(c) For all X and Y in T, X :{X, Y}-*{XX, XY\\ is an isomorphism.

Proof. The proof of this proposition parallels that of Propositions 14.2
and 14.3 combining the arguments there with the realizability results of

Chapter 16. Typically, consider the argument that X is epic. Let

h:XX-*XY be an arbitrary map. Since H(CX) is injective, there is a
map j: H(CY)^ H(CX) such that

H(CY)< H(XY)

i i

H(CX)< H(XX)
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commutes. But by Proposition 16.8/ = H(k) and

X >CX >XX >sX

i \320\272 i h

Y >CY >XY >sY

commutes.Therefore there is a fill-in map /: X \342\200\224>Y and Xf = h. The rest
is left to the reader. \342\226\241

We will refer to the isomorphism of Proposition 4(c) as the stability

isomorphism, it again underscores the 'stable homotopy' nature of the

structure that we are dealing with.

We have defined an essentially unique functor on T in spite of a certain

arbitrariness in the choices made in T. It is possible to make these choices
functorial in T. For if we define XS by the exactness of

S-^H(Zp)^XS-^sS where /^0 then kXS:T->T (ft the smash

product in T as defined in Chapter 9) induces a stable suspension.To see
this note that XftS^Xft H(Zp)-*Xft XS^Xk sS is an exact triangle,

H(lxft /) is an epimorphism and H(Xft H(ZP)) = H(X) \320\273\320\233is projective.

Therefore we can choose ix
= 1* ft /\342\200\242Another and different canonical choice

for XX would arise if we let XX be T(Xft XX), i.e. the minimal spectrum of
the desired stable type. However although canonical this choice is not

functorial in T.

Note. From now on the stable suspension will be given by XX = Xft XS.

The stable suspensionfunctor is an important element of the structure

of T in part because of its appearance in connection with the Adams

spectralsequence.Recallthat the Adams spectral sequence associated to

[X, \320\243]is derived from the exact couple obtained by applying [X, ] to an

Adams tower of Y. Such a tower has the form

Y= Yo^-Y^

I /o i /l

Wo W,

where the Wr's are in H, the maps H(fr) are epimorphisms and the
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sequences Wr<\342\200\224Yr*\342\200\224Yr+l <\342\200\224s~l Wr are exact triangles. In particular then

Y< s~lXY< s'2X2Y<
i I

CY Cs lXY

is an example of an Adams tower. In other words the spectra s~rXrY are the

filtration terms of the Adams tower. Moreover if Fr[X, Y] is the Adams
filtration of [X, Y] (i.e. Fr[X, Y] =

im{[X, XrY]^[X, Y]}) then

Fr[X, Y] =
im{{X, s~rXrY}-+ [X, Y]} for r s* 1 and {X, s~lXY}^F'[X, Y]

is an isomorphism. To see this, consider a map X -U W-3* s~rXrY with W in

H. The map h :s~rXrY \342\200\224\302\273Y in the Adams tower satisfiesH(h)- 0 and

therefore by Theorem 16.9 we see that hg
- 0. And if r - 1 then / mapping

to 0 gives

s~lCY

i.e.f=0. So applying the stability isomorphism we see that {X, Y} is

naturally isomorphic to F'[s~'XX, Y] (using the functorial choice for X in

T). So, in this sense, forming the stable category of spectra amounts to

factoring out the bottom row in the Adams spectral sequence.
Let X^> Y-^Z be a stable cofibration with cofibre Z. Then there is a

map \320\272: Y^>CX such that kf =
ix and we define d/G {Z, XX} as having

representative any map -h such that

X > Y > Z > sX

II U I \320\273 ||

X > CX > XX > sX

commutes.It is a standard argument that df is independent of the choice
of \320\272and h. The minus sign in the definition of df appears so that \320\264will

commute with H. Let \320\233consist of all sequences in f equivalent (in T) to

sequences of the form \320\245\320\233Y-^Z^UXX with X-^Y^Z a stable
cofibration with cofibre Z. Such sequences will be called stable triangles
(as distinguished from exact triangles). The following theorem formalizes

the resemblance of f and a stable homotopy category.
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Theorem 5. (a) (T, X, A) is a semi-triangulated category.
(b) H:T\342\200\224>AM{ is an exact functor of semi-triangulated categories and

if H(J) is an equivalence then so is f.

Proof. The proof of (a) parallels that of the corresponding algebraic

result in Chapter 14 and is left to the reader.

(b) As we have observed mod p cohomology induces a functor

H: f-*AMf. Following the uniqueness argument of Proposition 14.2 it is

clear that there is a natural (stable) equivalence I:QH->HX (alter-
(alternatively with flM = M \320\273I A and XX = Xk XS Proposition 6(e) gives a
natural isomorphism H(XX)~UH(X)). And if \320\245\320\233Y-^Z-^XX is a
stable triangle in f then H{X)^m-H{Y)^LH{Z)^LUH{X) is a
stable triangle in AMf. To see this we can assume that / is a stable
cofibration with stable cofibre Z and h =

df\342\200\224an arbitrary stable

triangle is equivalent to one of this form. Then

0^H(X)^u-H(Y)^M-H(Z)^-0 is exact and if h.Z^XX is a

representative for df then it is clear from the definitions that H(h) is a

representative for dH(f). The final point is immediate from Proposition 1
and Proposition 16.5. \342\226\241

As in any semi-triangulated category we can define a bigrading on the

hom functor in f by letting {X, Y}'J = {X, \302\243'Y}, if i ^0 and =
{X~lX, Y}y

if *-<0.

Note. The choice here of { , }*; = { , }; is made so that the scripting

corresponds via H with that in the algebraic case.

(A single upper grading will always denote the stable suspension
grading, i.e. {X,Y}'

= {X, Y}1*.) An important consequence of Theorem

5 is the existence of long exact sequencesin hom.

Corollary 6. If X-^>Y-^Z-^ XX is a stable triangle then for any W in

T there are long exact sequences:

> {W, Xfi -^ {W, Y}'J-^-> {W, Z}1' -^> { W, X}1+lJ > \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
<\342\200\224{x, wyj^\342\200\224{y, wy-j*-^-{z, wyj^-{x, wy-lJ<

with \320\264*
= (Xlh)* if i 3=0 and d* =

o-~lh* (a the stability isomorphism) if

i<0, and d* defined similarly. These sequences are functorial in either
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variable. In addition H carries thesesequencesto the long exact sequences
of the stable triangle H(X) 4&L H( Y) \302\243&-

H(Z) &*\302\243.QH(X).

As in the algebraic case T fails to be a triangulated category becauseof

the failure of 2 to be invertible on objects. We will say that X in T is

desuspendable if there is a Y in T with X ~ %Y. The question of the

desuspendability of a spectrum reduces to the corresponding algebraic
question.

Proposition7. X is desuspendable if and only if H(X) is deloopable in

AMf.

Proof. Since HBY)~ flH(Y) the 'only if direction is trivial. In the

other direction supposethat H(X) is deloopable in AMf, that is there is a

monomorphism g:H(X)-> P with P a projective module in AMf. But

then P = H(W) with W in H and there is a map f:W-*X realizing g.

So if X \302\253-W <- Y <-s~lX is an exact triangle it follows that X ~ SY. D

Forexample,if X is the completion of a finite spectrum then X does
not desuspend and XkX desuspends exactly \320\272times. Similarly BP does
not desuspend since H(BP) is finitely generated but not finitely presen-

\320\233\320\233

ted. On the other hand H(G), bo, bu are all infinitely desuspendable

since each has finitely presented cohomology.

We noted earlier that f inherits finite coproducts from T. There are

other elements of structure in T that induce corresponding structure in f.

Proposition 8. (a) Given Xo< *-Xr-i \320\254-\320\245\320\263< in T. If X in T is a

weak limit (resp. the limit) in T of this sequence then it is the same in f.

(b) Given Xo-* >Xr-+Xr+l^>\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242in T. If X in T is a weak colimit
{resp.the colimit) in T of this sequence then it is the same in T.

Note. Since the proof of this proposition is fairly long it is worth noting

that it finds significant application in Chapter 22.

Proof, (a) For any Y there is a map a :{Y,X}\342\200\224>lim{Y, Xr}. We will

show that if X is a weak limit then a is an epimorphism and if X is the

limit then a is an isomorphism.
Consider first the special case in which each Xr satisfies the additional

condition that H(Xr) is a finitely generated A-module. Suppose that we

are given maps gr: Y->Xr so that frg,~ g,-\\. To show that a is onto it
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would suffice to find maps g'r~ gr such that frg',~ g'r-i- Let Sr=
{g:Y\342\200\224\302\273Xr|g

\342\200\224
gr}- Then fr induces a map Sr-\302\273Sr-i and we would be

done if we knew that lim Sr were nonempty. But the map

/3r: [CY, Xr] -* Sr given by (Sr{h) =
gr + hiY (iY \342\226\240\320\243-\302\273\342\200\242CY as in Proposition

4) is onto and since the map [CY, Xr] -\302\273HomA(#(Xr), H(CY)) is an

isomorphism our assumption on H(Xr) implies that each Sr is finite (and

of course nonempty). And then it is a standard fact that in this case lim Sr
is nonempty. So if X is a weak limit of the sequence in T, it is also a weak
limit in T. Now suppose that X is the limit of the sequence and that we

are given a map g: Y \342\200\224>X such that a(g) = 0. Let

S'r={h':CY^>Xr\\Y-^X commutes}.
i if'r

Then S'r is nonempty. Again fr induces a map S'r\342\200\224>S'r-i and since H(Xr) is

finitely generated S'r is finite. So again it follows that lim S'r is non-empty.
That is, there are maps hr in S'r such that frhr

= hr-x. Therefore there is a

unique map h .CY\342\200\224+X such that f'rh \342\200\224hr. Then g =
hiY which implies

that g = 0.
This takes care of (a) subject to the additional restriction on the X/s.

Before dealing with the general case note that since X = lim X[\342\200\224\302\260\302\260,r] and

since (by Proposition 16.11) H(X[r,s]) with -co<r^s <\302\260\302\260is finitely

presented we have in particular that {Y, X}\342\200\224>lim{Y, X[-\302\260\302\260,r]} is an

isomorphism for any X and Y in T. Now given an arbitrary diagram

<\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<\342\200\224X we get

[Y, X] > lim[ Y, Xr]

4 \302\253i 1 Ti

C-[\"\"\302\260\302\260\302\273r]]
~ l'm Hm[ Y, Xr[-oo, 5]]

and

{Y, X} > lim{Y, Xr}

la' 4y

, Xr[-oo,
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commuting. But yx and \321\203are isomorphisms, therefore a\\ (resp. a) will be
an epimorphism or isomorphism if and only if a\\ (resp. a') is the
same.So X will be a weak limit or the limit of \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

<\342\200\224Xr-i<-Xr<

in T or T if and only if it is the same for the sequence

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
^Xr_,[-\302\260\302\260,r

- 1] <-Xr[-\302\260o, r] < .But again \320\257(\320\245\320\263[-\320\276\320\276,r]) is finitely

generated over A so the general case follows immediately from the

special case considered above.
(b) For any Y there is a map a :{X, Y}-\302\273\320\237\321\202{\320\245\342\200\236\320\243}.We want to show

that if X is a weak colimit in T then a is an epimorphism and if X is the

colimit then a is an isomorphism. Again we start with a special case, this

time assuming that H(Y) is finitely presented over A. Then, as observed
above, there is a map j-.W\342\200\224^Y with W in H, H(J) a monomorphism and

H(W) finitely generated over A. And since H(j) is a monomorphism any

map \320\272:Z\342\200\224>Y with \320\272~ 0 factors through y. Suppose that we are given

gr:Xr^> \320\243with g,+1/r
~ gr. We would like to find g'r~ gr such that gWifr =

g^. So consider Sr \342\200\224
{g: Xr^> Y | g ~ gr}. As in the proof of (a) we have

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273Sr\342\200\224\302\273Sr_i\342\200\224>

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242and It would suffice to show that lim Sr is non-

nonempty. By the observation above, the map /3\320\223:[\320\245\342\200\236W]\342\200\224>Srdefined by

Pr(h) =
gr + jh is onto and since //(V^) is finitely generated it follows that

Sr is finite (and non-empty). Therefore lim Sr is non-empty. So if X is a

weak colimit in T it will be a weak colimit in f. Suppose now that X is
the colimit in T and we are given g:X\342\200\224>\320\243(H(Y) still assumed to be

finitely presented) such that ag = 0. With

S'r
= {W: Xr -\302\273W | Xr > X commutes}

I h' i g

W > Y

we can again argue that lim S'r is non-empty, which will imply that a is an

isomorphism. It remains to show that a is an epimorphism or isomor-
isomorphism for an arbitrary \320\243in T. But to do this we have only to consider the

following diagram:

{X, Y} >lim{Xr, Y}

i

lim lim{Xr, Y[-oo, s]}

Y[-ao,s]} >HmIim{Xr,
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the vertical maps being isomorphisms by (a) and the bottom map being an

epimorphism or isomorphism since each H(Y[-oo5i$]) is
finitely

presented. \342\226\241

Corollary 9. (a) When defined, the coproduct (equivalently product) in T
is both coproduct and product in T.

(b) Every spectrum is the colimit in f of its completed cellular tower.

(c) Every spectrum is the limit in T of its Postnikov tower.

(d) Every spectrum is the limit in T of spectra each with only finitely

many non-vanishing homotopy groups, all finite.

The point to remember with respect to (b), (c) and (d) is that the strong
limit statements hold in T because it is the completion category.

In Proposition 8 we went from limit structure in T to limit structure in

T. Conversely we could consider, for instance, a diagram (commuting in

T)\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

<r-Xr-\\<r-Xr< <r-X. And given that X is the limit in f we can
ask if it is the limit in T. Exactly this situation arises in Chapter 22. If the
sequence did in fact have limit X' in T then it would follow from

Proposition 8 and the uniqueness of the limit that X and X' would be

stably equivalent. However it can happen that the sequence has a limit in

T but not in T. For example, the sequence \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
<\342\200\224Y\\m=is~mH(Zp)

<\342\200\224

\320\223\320\223\321\202=1s~mH(Zp)
<\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242with maps the obvious projections has limit 0 in T

and limit Yl^,=iS~mH(Zp), an unbounded spectrum, in the unstabilized

setting.
The stable categoryalso inherits smash products.

Proposition 10. The smash product in T induces a functor k:fxf\342\200\224>f

which is exact in either variable (with respect to stable triangles).

Proof. There are two observations that need to be made here. One is

that if / ~ g then / \320\272\\x
~

g A 1*. This is the case because for any X in T
and Win H, Wk X is in H\342\200\224apply Propositions 12.4 and 16.7. The other
observation is that if X-^ Y^>Z\342\200\224^-*XX is a stable triangle then the

square

commutes. This is clear from the definition of \320\264.\342\226\241
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As a final aspect of derived structure in f let us consider the role of the

sphere spectrum stably. In T S is a graded weak generator. That is, / is an

equivalence if [S, /]* is an isomorphism or equivalently (since T is

triangulated) X = 0 if [S, X]* = 0. Note that [S, ]* \302\253
\321\202\320\263*.

Proposition 11. S is a graded weak generator in T.

Proof. Since T is semi-triangulated it suffices to show that {S, X}* = 0

implies X ~ 0. We may assume that X has no summands in H, so H(X)
has no projective summands. If X^ 0 then \321\202\320\263^\320\245)^\320\236and, say, |X| = r.

Consider the diagram

[Sr,X]-^\302\273 Hom(H'(X), Zp)

H,(X)

where a is the Hurewiczhomorphism reduced mod p and /3 is given by
the usual pairing Hr(X)(x)Hr(X)-\302\273Zp. It is not hard to show that the
diagram commutes and that a is non-zero. So let /: Sr\342\200\224\302\273X be a map such
that a(f)*0. Then Hr(f):Hr(X)->Zp is non-zero. But {Sr, X}

= 0 im-

implies that H(f) factors through the map A
*\302\260

> Zp. Therefore there is an

element x G Hr(X) that can be mapped via a map of A-modulestol\302\243A

and this in turn implies that x generates a free summand of H(X), a

contradiction. \342\226\241

Define the stable boundedness of X, ||X||, by ||X||
= \\{S, X}*! or

equivalently ||X||= \\TX\\, TX as in Proposition 16.10. Then ||X|| = ||#(X)||
and Fxirj{X)

= {&, s-'XX} = 0 for / <||X|| (F* the Adams filtration). For

/:X-> Y define the stable boundednessof /, ||/||, by ||/|| =
\\Z\\\\- 1 where

X^Y^Z-\302\2732X is a stable triangle. Again \\\\f\\\\
=

\\\\H(f)\\\\ and

F17r/(/):F17Ty(X)->FI7ry(y) is an isomorphism for/*\302\243|[fl|+ 1.

Having looked at invertibility with respect to 2 it is reasonable to look
at the notion of periodicity with respect to 2. We define a spectrum X to

be S-periodic with period k, k^l, if 2kX ~ s'X for some / (i^k).

Equivalently {X, }* (resp. { ,X}*)is naturally periodic with period k. (It

is unnecessary to introduce the notion of eventual periodicity since, by

the stability isomorphism, Xk+iX ~ s'X'X implies that XkX ~ s'X.) If X is

\342\226\240S-periodicthen certainly H(X) is 13-periodic. However the converse is

not apparent, for if we are given a stable equivalence H(XkX)~
OkH(X)

~
H(s'X) it does not follow that this equivalence can be real-

realized.
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2. Relation to other structure

We begin with an important connection to Bott periodicity. We

have seen that the spectra {SkX} appear as terms in the Adams
tower of X. Therefore a ^-periodic spectrum X will have a periodic
Adams tower and this in turn will induce periodic structure in the Adams

spectural sequence converging to \321\202\320\263*(\320\245).This certainly suggests the

possibility that ^-periodic spectra have periodic homotopy. As we will see

below this is, with restriction, the case.

Interestingly enough the situation for cohomotopy is dramatically sim-

simpler for arguing as in Corollary 16.27 we have

Proposition 12. // X is X-periodic then \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)
= \320\236.

In Proposition 12 we can replace S by any finite spectrum.

Returning to the question of the homotopy of ^-periodic spectra we
define a bounded below spectrum X to be periodic if for some r>0 and
\320\2723=0 there is a homotopy equivalences'X ~ X[r+ k, \302\260\302\260].That is, there is
a map inducing periodicity of the homotopy groups in degree 3=|X|. If

X = X'[m, oo]and X is periodic we will say that X' is eventually periodic.

Closely related are the classical examplesof Bott periodicity\342\200\224that of the

spectra representing real and complex ^-theory. For these spectra

periodicity takes the form of an equivalences'X ~ X for some r > 0. We

will call such a spectrum Bott periodic\342\200\224here of course we have stepped
outside of T since we are dealing with unbounded spectra. Then, for a

Bott periodic spectrum X, the spectrum X[r, o\302\260],r>-oo, is periodic. And

conversely if X is periodic then we have a colimit sequence

X\342\200\224>s~rX\342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242and then wcolim s~krX is Bott periodic.
A ^-periodic spectrum gives rise to a Bott periodic spectrum in much

the same way that a periodic spectrum does. For supposethat XkX ~ s'X

with /V \320\272and that X has no summands in H (the restriction that k^ i is

very mild for if X is ^-periodic and \320\272= i then X is generalized Eilen-
berg-MacLanespectrum). A ^-periodic spectrum is obviously infinitely

desuspendable so inductively we can define spectraXn r s* 0, as follows.
Let Xo

= X and suppose that we have Xr infinitely desuspendable. Then

there is a map fr: Wr \342\200\224>Xr with Wr in H and H(fr) a monomorphism.

Define Xr+I and a map gr:Xr\342\200\224>Xr+l by the exactness of

$\321\207\320\245\320\266->\302\273;\320\233\321\205\320\233^1.Then Zr+lXr+l~X, so again Xr+, will be

infinitely desuspendable. We can further arrange that each Xr have no

summand in H and then the X- periodicityof X will imply that Xk and
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s~'X are in fact homotopy equivalent.Therefore the sequence of the g/s
has the form

60 ~mw- & 1 -mr
> A i > \342\200\242\342\200\242>\342\200\242Afc

X

So cofinally this gives \321\205\320\233s*-'X \320\233Sw-\302\273X^>
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242with hm = sm(k-i]h0. If

we define \320\243to be the weak colimit of this sequence then 5*~'\320\243 is the

weak colimit of a cofinal subsequence of the sequence and therefore
sk-lY~ Y, that is Y is Bott periodic.For example,(p = 2) X = ku(Z2) is

^-periodic and the spectrum Y constructed in this way is the representing
spectrum for complex /C-theory with Z2 coefficients. But the spectrum Y

constructed in this way could also turn out to be trivial. For example, if X

has only finitely many non-vanishing homotopy groups (e.g. X a stagein

the Postnikov tower of ku(Z2)). However if H(X) is finitely generated
then this is the only situation in which Y is trivial, for we will prove below
that for some n X[n, \302\260\302\260]and Y[n, \302\260\302\260]are homotopy equivalent. Before

proving this we note the following consequence of finite generation for the

cohomology of periodicspectra.

Proposition 13. // X is periodic and H(X) isfinitely generated then H(X)
is finitely presented.

Proof. By assumption there is an r>0 such that srX ~ X[r, oo]. There-

Therefore for any \320\272> 1 there is an exact triangle s~'X[0, rk \342\200\224

1]^\321\205\320\263*\320\245-*\321\205\320\233\321\205[0,rk- 1]. Since H(X) is finitely generated we can

choose \320\272sufficiently large so that H(f) is onto. So we will get

0<-H(X)<-tf(X[0, rk-l])^srk+1H(X)<-Q exact. By Proposition

16.11 the middle term is finitely presented and therefore by Proposition
13.1H(X) is finitely presented. \342\226\241

Suppose that 2kX ~ s'X with k^ i and let Y be the Bott periodic
spectrum constructedabove.

Proposition 14.If H(X) is finitely generated then for n sufficiently large

X[n, oo]==
Y[n,<x>].

Proof. By Proposition 13 H(X0) is finitely presented. Therefore by
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Proposition 14.19there is an inclusion f/(X0)\342\200\224>P with P projective and

finitely generated. Since /0 is minimal, in the sense that coker H(f0) has no

free summands, it follows that H(W0) must also be finitely generated.

And it follows from Proposition13.1that H(X{) is also finitely presented.

Arguing in this way we see that for each r H(Wr) is a finitely generated
free module and H(Xr) is finitely presented. So since Xmk ^sm{k~')X and

\320\272\342\200\224i <0 there is an n such that for all r, the generators of H(Wr) occur in

dimensions less than n\342\200\2241. But that means that for all r, 7T/(Wl.)
= 0 for

/3=n \342\200\2241. Therefore 7Tj(gr) is an isomorphism for i s*n. The proposition

follows since we then have \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)\342\200\224>colim\321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\263)=\321\202\320\263,(\320\243)an isomor-

isomorphism for i 3* n. \342\226\241

As an immediate corollary we have the connection referred to earlier
between 2-periodicity and periodic homotopy.

Corollary 15. // SkX ~ s'X with \320\272^ i and H(X) is finitely generated

then X is eventually periodic.

If we examine the Adams spectral sequenceconverging to \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)it is

clear that Corollary 15has the form that a general result relating the two

types of periodicity ought to have. For if X is ^-periodic and H(X) is

finitely generated then the \302\2432-term will have the following appearance:

t-s

So it is reasonable that X will have periodic homotopy in degree 3=n. But

on the other hand if H(X) is infinitely generated then the E-term will

have the form

s
2k

t-s
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which does not appear to imply any periodicity in the homotopy groups of

X.

A relation converse to that of Corollary 15 will, if it exists, not be so
\320\233

simple. For example, ku is periodic but not X-periodic\342\200\224althoughin this
case we have only to pass to ku(Z2) to get a spectrum satisfying both

forms of periodicity. A further complication is that if X and Y are

eventually periodic then so will be X 0 Y but no similar result holds for

^-periodicity.
Next we will consider a result that connects the stable category of

spectra with the localization constructions of Chapter 7.

Proposition16.J/ H(ZP) is X^-acyclic then X*-localization L on T

factors as T\342\200\224>\320\242-^\320\243.Further L is exact (with respect to the semi-

triangulated structure on f).

Proof. If H(ZP) is X^-acyclic then so is every spectrum in H. So if

/:X\342\200\224>Y is stably trivial then L(f) - 0 and hence L factors as desired. To
see that L is exact consider first the exact triangle X\342\200\224>CX-+XX \342\200\224*sX.

Since L is exact and CX is in H this gives an equivalence
L(XX)\342\200\224>L(sX)~ sL(X) (for technical reasons we will take -L(k) as the

equivalence) which in turn gives a natural equivalence e : L(XX)^> sL(X).
Now consider a stable triangle X\\ -^> X2 -*> X3 \342\200\224^-\302\273XX{. We may assume
that \320\2451^\320\2452-^\320\2453\320\233-5\320\245,is an exact triangle. Therefore

L(Xl)J^L(X2)J^L(X3)-^!%sL(Xl) is an exact triangle. But df has

representative\342\200\224/ where

a

commutes and hence L(h)\342\200\224
\342\200\224L(k)

\342\200\242
df giving the exact triangle

i). \342\226\241

We can expand a bit on Proposition 16 by observing that

1 * \320\233.2 > \320\2333 > \320\233\320\233|

\320\244 _ \342\226\240v_ \320\244_ \320\244

\320\237 L(J\\ \320\223(V \321\207L(gl ft V \321\207L(hl \320\236\320\223/v \\
^(\320\245)\320\224\320\245)sL(X,)

commutes where the vertical maps are X^-localization.
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As an immediate consequence of Proposition 16, such an L converts
2-periodicity into Bott periodicity. That is, 2kY ~ s'Y gives

We turn now to examples to which Proposition 16 applies. To begin
with we need spectra X for which H(ZP) is X^-acycIic. Equivalently,
these are spectraX with H*(X)

= 0 or H*(X) = Q. Although the com-

complete classification of such spectra is far from feasible,we will see below

that Proposition 16doesapply for a number of interesting and important

examples of localization.

Examples, (a) Let F be the (Z, Q/Z)-dual defined in Chapter 5. Then in

Theorem 16.17 we proved that for X a finite spectrum HZ*(F(X)) = 0.
Applying the universal coefficient theorem it follows that H*(F(X)) = 0.
F(X):i:-localizationhas never been studied.

(b) Examples arise very naturally in the context of Bott-typeperiodi-
periodicity.Let X be a Bott periodic spectrum and let Xo = X[0, \302\260\302\260].

Proposition 17. // H*(X0) is finitely generated over A then H*(X) = 0.

Proof.Consider the tower >
X[r,\302\260\302\260]^\320\245[\320\263-I,00]-\302\273 >X. Since

X is Bott periodic there is a cofinal subsequence of this tower having the

form X0^5\"'X0^5~2lXo^ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242where Xo= X[0,~] and since H*(X0)is
finitely generated / may be chosen so that the induced maps

f/*(X0)<\342\200\224H*(s~'X0)<\342\200\224
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242are all zero. Therefore by Proposition 16.5

H*(X) = 0. \342\226\241

Included here is the seminal example of localization (other then those

inspired by number theory), that with respect to real or equivalently

complex /C-theory considered for example in [88] and [97].

(c) Let U in T be a ring spectrum and let \320\270G nr(U) be such that

Proposition 18. // V is a V-modulespectrum then H*(u~l V) = 0.

Proof. The condition on \320\270implies that if/: V\342\200\224\302\273s~rV is multiplication by

\320\270then \320\235*(/)
= 0. But u~lV = wcoYimW-bs-'V-bs~2rV^ \342\226\240\342\200\242

\342\200\242}and thus

,(s\"fe'V) = 0. \342\226\241

Included here are the major families of localizations that have been

investigated at length in the literature (including, in fact, the /C-theory

examples already considered in (b)). For U take the Brown-Peterson
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spectrum BP. For V we take the module spectra F(n), P(n) and k(n)

described in Chapter 5 and for \320\270the element vn in 7\320\263#(\320\222\320\240).Then we have

the spectra E(n) =
v~nlF(n), \320\221(\320\277)=v^lP(n) and K(n) = v^lk(n) and

Proposition 16 applies to localization with respect to the homology
theories that they represent. \302\243(n̂-localization and /C(n)^-localization

constructions have been studied,for example, in [107], [108] and [134].
The point of view taken here for the study of /C-theory and BP related

localizationswill be pursued further in Chapter 24. There we will further

refine the factoring and use this refinement to derive information about
localized(and unbounded) spectra while remaining in T.

3. Secondary phenomena

We define the 2-stage tower functor E\\AM1^- f in the following way.

For each module M choosea projective resolution of length two in AMf

Q^-M^\342\200\224POM<^\342\200\224PXM. By Propositions 16.7 and 16.8 dM has a

(unique) realization \320\272\320\274:W0M\342\200\224*WXM and we define a spectrum E(M)
by the exactness of s~l W,M-^\302\243(M)-Ŵ0M-^> W^M. If X is a

2-stage Postnikov tower with \321\202\320\263*(\320\245)a Zp-vector space then there is an

exact triangle smlH(V,)^ X-+ H(V0)-^ smH(Vi) with Vo, V, ungraded

Zp-vector spaces and it will follow from Proposition 19(c)below that X is

stably equivalent to E(M) where M = cokerH(k).On the other hand if

M (without free summands) has either its generators or relations concen-
concentrated in more than one degree then E{M) is not stably equivalent to a
2-stage Postnikov tower. So we may regard the spectra E(M) as general-

generalized2-stage Postnikov towers, hence the name. To define E on maps
consider f:M\342\200\224>N. There are maps /0 and fx such that

0< M< P0M< P,M
\342\200\242I/ \342\226\240I'/o \342\226\240!-/i

0 < N < P0N < PtN

commutes. Therefore there are maps g0 and g, such that

W0M
go T Si t

commutes. Let g:E(N)->\302\243(M) be any fill-in map. Then we will define
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Proposition 19. (a) E isa contravariant functor from AMf to f.
(b) There is a stable triangle in AMf natural in M,

5-1/23M^->MJ^H(E(M))-^5'l/22M, dM
=

d(JM).

(c) The stable type of E(M) depends only on the stable type of M and not

on the resolution chosen. Further, different choices for the resolutions give
rise to naturally equivalent functors.

Proof, (a) It is only necessary to show that E is well-defined the other

requirements following immediately from this. In defining E(J), choices
were made at three points. That is, the fill-in map g may be varied, the

maps covering / may be varied and the representative for / may be

varied. But arguing as in Propositions 14.2 and 17.4 it is not hard to show

that in each case the class of E(J) is unchanged.

(b) Applying H to the exact triangle defining E{M) we get the exact se-
sequence PXM-^>P0M-*H(E(M))^s-'PrM5-^s-'PM and from this

the short exact sequence O^coker dM-^-*H(E(M))\342\200\224^->s~l ker dM-+0.

And since coker dM
- M and ker dM

~ C12M we get the desired stable
triangle. The proof of the naturality of this sequence is left to the reader.

(c) This too will be left to the reader. \342\226\241

Remark. The sequence 0 <\342\200\224M <\342\200\224PM <-^\342\200\224\320\240\320\2232\320\234,where dM is the com-
composite PflM-^> flMc^> PM, defines a resolution natural in M (here
PM = M \320\273\320\233).This resolution will not be minimal in general but more

importantly it does not give rise to a functor on T which stabilizes to E
since the fill-in defining E on maps is not unique, only stably unique.

A central feature of the 2-stage tower functor is that up to an inversion
of variance it is adjoint to H.

Proposition 20. There is a natural isomorphism {X, E(M)} ~ {M,H(X)}.

Proof. The (natural) map iM:M->H(E(M)) induces

a:{X, E(M)}-*{M,H(X)}defined by \302\253(/)
= H(f)

\342\226\240
iM. We define a map

mx :X\342\200\224>E(f/(X)) which will induce the inverse to a. The spectrum

E(H(X)) is defined from the exact sequence \320\236^\320\257(\320\245)-^-

\320\240\320\276\320\257(\320\245)^-\320\240!\320\257(\320\245).Both e and dH{X) are realizable and we have

maps \320\245\320\233\320\246/\320\236\320\235(\320\245)\320\233W,H(X). Since ed = 0, fc/
= 0. Therefore /

factors through eH(x) giving rise to a well-defined stable class
mx:X \342\200\224>E(H(X)). That is, mx is determined by the property that
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\320\235(\320\274\321\205)''\320\275(\321\205)
= 1- Further this construction is natural in X for it /:X \342\200\224>Y

and g:E(H(X))^E(H(Y)) is a representative for EH(f) then the

composite X8\342\204\242*
\"

> EH(Y)\342\200\224> WQH(Y) is zero which implies that

\320\257(\320\235(/))
\342\200\242

mx = my \342\200\242
/. Now define /3 :{M, H(X)}^{X, E(M)} by

E(g)
\342\200\242

ntx. Then af3 = 1 for we have

= H(mx)\342\226\240
i'h(X)

\342\200\242
g by naturality

= g from the definition of mx.

To complete the proof we will show that a is a monomorphism. Suppose
that a (J)

= 0, then H(f)
\342\200\242

iM factors as M^> P-*H(X) with P projective.

Realizing P^H(X) and PM^M-*P we get \321\205\320\233\\\321\203\320\233\\\320\2430\320\234And

since kMi = 0, / =
eMg for some g.K^M. Then H(eM \342\200\242

(/- g/i)) = 0
which implies that f\342\200\224ghfactors through s~iWlM^E(M). Therefore

/~/-g/i~0. \342\226\241

Proposition 20 gives a characterization of E(M) for it follows that if

{X, Y} is naturally isomorphic (in X) to {M, H(X)} then \320\243~
E(M).

The following exercises catalog the relation of E to the various ele-
elements of structure in AMl and f.

Exercises. A) There is a natural equivalence sE(M)~ E(sM).
B) ForM in AMf and X in \320\223there is a natural (stable) equivalence

E(M) \320\257X ~ E(M \320\273\320\235(\320\245)).

C) \320\221is a functor of semi-triangulated categories,i.e. there is a natural

equivalence 2E(M) ~
\320\225(\320\237\320\234)and E takes stable triangles in AJ^f to

stable triangles in f.

D) \302\243(M) is J\302\243-desuspendable (resp. ^-periodic) if and only if M is

/2-deloopabIe (resp. /2-periodic).
We can extend the definition of E to the bigraded horn groups letting

E:{M, N}v-*{E(N), E{M)f> be the composite

N}4>{E(sJN),\320\225(\320\237'\320\234)}
- {sJE(N), \320\245'

for />0 and similarly for /<0. In this bigraded context the adjoint
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isomorphism of Proposition20 has a symmetric formulation (due to the
symmetric role of H(ZP) in T).

E) There are natural isomorphisms {X, E(M)}iJ \302\253{M, \320\235(\320\245)}\320\246and

(M) Xfi {H(X) M}'2/+l
F) If M is the colimit (resp. limit) of \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224>Mr \342\200\224>Mr+i -\302\273-in AM{ (by

Proposition 14.13, a not unusual situation) then E(M) is the limit (resp.

colimit) of \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
<-E(Mr)<-E(Mr+i)< .

In the study of 2-stage Postnikov towers a fundamental (and difficult)

problem is to determine their cohomology groups, e.g. [67],[68] and

[113]. In the present setting this means determining the \320\233-module struc-

structure of H(E(M)). We have already observed that there is a stable triangle

s-'n3M'-> M'-> H(E(M))^ s'xQ2M. Therefore the \320\233-module structure

of H(E(M)) is determined by the map dM : s~lO3M \342\200\224\302\273M. In particular the

vanishing of dM is the same as M having a 2-stage splitting and then

H(E(M))~ M \302\256s~xQ2M. This is so, for example, if M is realizable.

We turn now to the problem of describing the stable maps between

2-stage towers. In this connection modules with 2-stage splittings will be

of special importance.

Proposition 21. (a) There is an exact sequence natural in M and N:

J\342\200\224>{N, M}1\"\023-'\021
-^-> {TV, Mf> > {E(M), E(N)Y'

(b) If M or N hasa 2-stage splitting then

is exact. And conversely if E is a monomorphism for M = N then M has

a 2-stage splitting.

Proof, (a) Applying {N, }** to the stable triangle s-1/23M \342\200\224^-\302\273M-^-\302\273

H(E(M))\342\200\224^-*5~1/22M we get a long exact sequence. So if \320\233and J

are defined by the following diagram then the bottom row will be the

exact sequence of the proposition (it is easily checked that

aE = iM*Y.
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{N, \320\234\320\243~\320\245>-'
-^-\302\273{TV, M}iJ

(b) If dM = 0 then \320\233= 0 which gives the short exact sequencewhen M

has a 2-stage splitting. And if dN
= 0 then it will follow that \320\233= 0 once we

observe that \320\233,which was defined essentially as dM ^,
can be defined using

dN instead. Precisely, for / in {TV, M}u with i>0we have

ls~ln>f if

commuting by the naturality result of Proposition 19(b). And, since

djM = s'dM and dffN
=

&\320\264\321\213,it follows that EM)*(/) = (^/v)*(/).Similarly if

i<0we have

ln3f i

commuting, so again (dM)*(/)= (dN)*(J). Finally, if E:{M, M}3-1^

{E(M), E(M)\302\245l is a monomorphism then \320\233A)
=

<?M
= 0 and M has a

2-stagesplitting. \342\226\241

Of special importance is the case in which M ~ N so let A(M)U
=

{M,M}iJ and B(Mf'' =
\342\204\226(M),\320\225{\320\234)\320\243<>.Then the sequences of Proposi-

Proposition21 express the connection between these two groups:

^ ^ ^-> B(M)iJ-^

and if M has a 2-stage splitting:

0 > A(M)iJ > B(Mf> \342\200\224^\320\220(\320\234)'-2'-1 >0 .
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We can define on A(M)** and B(M)** the structure of bigraded asso-
associative algebras with unit over Zp. Basically the products will be the

opposite of the composition product on A(M) and the composition
product on B(M). The inverting in the algebraic case is done for two

reasons, first for A the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra and M = A/AP* the

product on A(M) will agree with one to be defined in Chapter 19 and

second E:A(M)->B(M) will be a ring homomorphism. The precise
definition of the products is given by the diagrams

A(M)iJ (x)A(M)kJ > A(M)i+kJ+'

It

\320\220{\320\234)\320\272-1\302\256\320\220(\320\234)\321\206 \\\\

and

B(Mf \302\256B(M)kJ

\302\273 \302\273

{2rE(M), s-'i:

for r 2s \320\272,-i where the vertical isomorphismsare iterates of the stability

isomorphism, \321\201is the composition product and T(x(x)y) =
(\342\200\224l)'*\"y'y0x.

The naturality of the stability isomorphism implies that these products are in

fact independent of the choice of r and this in turn implies the associativity. It

is also immediate that E is a ring homomorphism.

If M has a 2-stage splitting then B(M) is a twisted tensor algebra of A(M)
and an algebra on one generator. For asobservedabove there is a short exact

sequence0-^ A (ML>\302\243(M) \320\233A (M)-^0 and if e e B(MfA is such that

J(e)
= 1 then we have

Proposition 22. (a) Every element in B(M) has a unique expression in the

form E(x) + E(y)e.
(b) There is a derivation 8: A(M)-> A(M) of bidegree B,1) such that

[E(x), e] = E(8(x)).
(c) // e2 =

E{u) + E{v)e then 8u = Q= 8v and

(i) in the characteristic 2 case v G Cent(A(M)) and if 8 - 0 then

\320\270\320\225Cent(A(M)),

(ii) in the characteristic odd case if e2 = {) then B(M)^

\320\220(\320\234)(\321\205)\320\225[\320\265]and otherwise e can be chosenso that 8 = 0 and

then u, v E Cent(A(M)).
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Proof. We begin by showing that J(E(x)e)
- x. For x in {M, M}iJ with

/5=0 consider the following diagram:

Cl2x =
Oi+2M > sJn2M > s'O2M

i \302\253\320\273'*2\320\274 1 is'ti2M T T \320\233'+|\320\274

HE(Oi+2M) \320\235\320\225\320\237\320\247\321\205\\
\320\235\320\225(\320\267'\320\2372\320\234) HE(s'+1M)

H(Xi+2E(M)) \320\250\320\251\321\205\\H(s<Z2E(M))
\320\235(\320\243\320\265)

> H(si+lE(M)).

The left-hand squares commute by the naturality of i and of the stable
equivalence E(fl2N)

~ 22E(N). The right-hand square commutes

because the composite around the sides and bottom is J(s'e) which by our

choice of e is the identity. So Q2x equals the composite of the side and

bottom maps of the full diagram. But by definition E(x)e -

B2E(x))(s'e) and therefore the composite of those maps is

\320\237\320\247(\320\225(\321\205)\320\265).Consequently J(E)(xe)
= x. For x in {M, M}y with i ^

\342\200\2242a similar analysis of the diagram

M > s'O-'M > sJnlM

HE(M)
HE(x)

>

HE(M)

shows that here too J(E(x)e) - x.The remaining case i = \342\200\2241 can be dealt
with using the first diagram, replacing the top row by \320\237\320\234-^>s'fPM and

the rows below it accordingly.

In the same way we can show that J(eE(x)) = x by considering the

following diagrams: for / 5=0

Hl\\e) HsE(x)

HBi+2E(M)) >H(sS'E(M)) >H(sJ+lE(M))

i ( i

\320\235\320\225(\320\2371+2\320\234)HEisO'M) HE(sx)> HE(si+1M)

U ii ii

ni+2M \342\200\224-\342\200\224>ni+2M \342\200\224^-> s>n2M
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and for 1 < 0

H(X2E(M))
H(e)

> H(sE(M))

\320\235\320\225(\320\2372\320\234) HE(sM)

? \302\253 I J

rnx
\320\2772\320\274\342\200\224=\342\200\224>\320\2772\320\274

(a) Taking x = J(y) in the equation J(E(x)e) = x we get J{y-
EJ(y)e)

= 0. So there is an element ji in A(M) such that x =

E(yi)+E(y2)e where y2
= J(x). Further if 0 = E(x) + E(y)e then 0 =

J(E(x) + E(y)e) =
\321\203and therefore x = 0; so such an expression is unique.

(b) Since J(E(x)e)= J(eE(x))we have J[E(x), e] = 0. Therefore we

can define 8(x) by [E(x), e] = E(8(x)).And 8 is a derivation since E is a
ring homomorphism and [ , e] is a derivation.

(c) By (a) we have a unique expression e2\342\200\224E(u)+ E(v)e. Then e3 =

e(E(u) + E(v)e)= E(u)e + E(v)e2 + E(8(u)) + E(8(v)e = e* + E(8(u)) +

E(8(v))e. Therefore 8(\302\253)= 0 = 8(v).

For arbitrary \321\203we can evaluate [E(y), e2] in two ways. On the one
hand, [E(y), e2)

-
[\302\243(y), e]e + e[\302\243(y), e]

= (E(S(y)))e + e(E(8(y))) =

2(H(SCy)))e-
\302\243(82Cv)). On the other hand, [ECv),E(u)+ E(v)e]=

E([y, \302\253])+ E{y)E{v)e
- E(v)eE(y) = E([y,\302\253])+ E([j, o])e + E(v8(y)).

Therefore equating coefficients -82(y) -
[y, u] + v8(y) and 28(y) =

[y, v].

So if the characteristic is 2 then [y, v] = 0 for all \321\203and if 8 = 0 then

[y, u] = 0 for all y. And if the characteristic is odd and e2= 0 then v = 0

implies that 5 = 0. It follows, in this case, that \321\203:\320\220(\320\234)\302\256\320\225[\320\265]->\320\222(\320\234)

given by y(y\302\256\\)= E{y) and yCy(x) e)= E(y)e defines an algebra

isomorphism. On the other hand if the characteristic is odd and \320\2652\321\202*0

then we can replace e by e-lE(v) and then get [E(y), e \342\200\224
\\E{v)\\

=

Of special importance in the work of Chapter 20 is the case in which M

is /2-periodic with period 1, that is, there is a stable equivalence

p.flM-^s'M (and therefore a stable equivalence
E(p): s'E(M)-+SE(M)).In this case attention shifts from the bigraded
setting to the singly graded one. In general A(M)* with A{M)j \342\200\224

A(M)Oti

and B(M)* with B(M), = B(Mf> are subalgebras of \320\233(\320\234)**and

B(M)** respectively, and E takes ACM)* to B(M)*. And if M is

periodic of period 1 then there are isomorphisms defined by the products
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in A(M)** and B(M)**:

\320\263\321\200[\321\200,\321\200-1]\302\256\320\220(\320\234)*>A(M)**,

Zp[E(p), Eip-1)] <g)B{M). >B(M)** .

That is, left multiplication by pk induces an isomorphism of A(M)j and

A{M)kJk+i, and left multiplication by (E(p))k induces an isomorphism of

B{M)j and \320\222(\320\234)\320\272\320\233+>.Similarly the product in B(M)** induces a natural

isomorphism Zp[E(p), \320\225(\321\200~1)]\302\256{\320\245,E(M)}*->{X, E(M)}**. In addition

the sequences of Proposition 7 can be modified to give sequenceslinking

and B(M)#. That is, there is an exact sequence

where \320\233'(/) is the composite

\320\274\342\200\224-\342\200\224>^-'M(r?3 $->-{\320\277\321\212\320\274
s'idM

>s->m

and J'(J) = (s~hlp2)J(f). And M has a 2-stage splitting if and only if

z\\' = 0 in which case we have 0->\320\233(\320\234),\320\224\320\222(\320\234)^\320\233(\320\234)*-^0exact.

If eEiB{MJi+\\ is such that J'(e)= 1 then following Proposition 22 we

have

Corollary 23. (a) Every element in \320\222(\320\234)*has a unique expression in the

form of E(x) + E(y)e.
(b) There is a derivation 8 :A(M)*->A(M)* of degree\320\252+ 1 such that

[E(x), e) = E(8{x)).
(c) // e2 = E(u) + E(v)e then 8(u)

= 0 = 8(v) and
(i) in the characteristic 2 case v G Cent(A(M)!(:)and if 8 = 0 then

\320\270G Cent(A(M)*),

(ii) in the characteristic odd case if e2 = 0 then B{M)^ ~

A(M)*(x) E[e] and otherwise e can be chosen so that 5 = 0 and
then u, v G \320\241\320\265\320\234(\320\220(\320\234)*).

Returning to the general case the spectrum E{M) represents a functor

defined on T, that is, X\302\273->{X, E(M)}**. If we regard the image categoryas
the category of bigraded Zp-modules this functor is derived from mod p
cohomology since there is a natural isomorphism {X, E(M)}** ^
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{M, H(X)}**. However, regarded as a functor to the category of left

B(M)**-modules new structure may enter. The module structure over the

subring \302\243(A(M)**)CB(M)**is completely determinedby the A-module

structure of H{X) since for any x in A(M)** we have

commuting. So we should consider operations in B(M)** not in the

image of E. Assume now that M has a 2-stage splitting. By Proposition 22

we see that attention focuses on the operation e. We will see that e is

essentially a certain naturally arising secondary cohomology operation. In

other words, if M has a 2-stage splitting then the B(M)**-module

{X, E(M)}** is determined by the A-module H{X) and the action of a

secondary cohomology operation \320\244\320\274on H(X). To clarify this we will fix

the various choices so that there is a resolution 0 <\342\200\224M <\342\200\224Po ^- P\\ ^~ \320\240\320\263

with dx inducing \302\243(M), ker d0 = UM and ker dx
= O2M. Associated to

Po*-P\\*-P2 are secondary operations as defined in Chapter 16. Thus,
such an operation is derived from a universal example

commuting, with the row exact (in \320\223)and kh i = 1,2, realizingd{.And the

derived operation

\320\244\320\274:Hom(M, H(X)) >Hom(s-'P2, H(X))/im(S-ld2)*

is defined by taking/: M -* H(X) to the class ofH(gh)where ft : X -> E(M)
is a lifting of the map X \342\200\224\302\273Wo realizing /rf0- We will term such an operation

associated to M.

Proposition 24. IfMhasa 2-stage splitting and e in B(MJ1 satisfiesJ(e) - 1
then there is a secondary operationassociatedto M, \320\244\320\274,such that the following
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diagram commutes:

HonMM,H(X))\342\200\224^ \320\235\320\276\321\202A(slP2, H(X))/im(S-ld2y

{M, H(X)} {s-ln2M,H(X)}
\320\230Ad H Ad

{X, E(M)} \342\200\224>{X,s~l.

where it is the projection and \320\272is induced from m:P2\342\200\224>fl2M. This

factorization is natural in X.

Proof. Note first that \320\272is in fact well-defined. We turn now to the definition
of \320\244\320\274.By definition the adjoint to e is a map q:s~xQ2M^> HE(M) which

splits jM. Let g:E(M)-^s~lW2 be a realization of the composite
s-\\p2J^ S'lO2MAHE(M). From this we get the operation \320\244\320\274.Now

consider \321\203G HomA(M, H(X)). There is a representative/of E(y) such that

H(mx) i T'

commutes. Let p:Hom(s~lP2,H(X))^Hom(s'P2,H(X))/im(s'rf2)* be

the projection. Then we have

Ad \321\202\320\263)(\321\203)
= fc

= kH(eE(y)mx)is-*n2M

= p[H(mx)H(f)H(e)(is-WM)(slm)}

= p[H(mx)H(f)H(g)]
= pH(gfmx).

But by the choice of / this last element is a representative for \320\244\320\274(\321\203)as

desired. \342\226\241

Thus if M has a 2-stage splitting then the secondary operation associated
to it can be regarded as a primary operation in the stable spectrum category.
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Madsen and Kristensen in [69] and Smith in [114] have also considered

secondary operationsas primary operations of 2-stage towers.
If \320\244is a secondary cohomology operation associated to a complex

P0<^-Px^-P2 we will say that \320\244is trivial on X if \320\244:\320\235\320\276\321\202\320\273(\321\201\320\276\320\272\320\265\320\263du

H(X))->HomA(s-lP2, H(X))/im(s-ld2)* is zero. Then, for example, if M

has a 2-stage splitting it is immediate from Proposition 24 that \320\244\320\274is trivial

on W in H. The converse is also true if M is deloopable.

Proposition 25. ForMinAM deloopable, if \320\244\320\274is trivial on H(ZP) thenMhas
a 2-stagesplitting.

Proof. Without loss of generality let us choose E(M) so that

0^ M -* HE(M)-^-+ s~ln2M-\302\2730 is exact in AMl. If \320\244\320\274is trivial on H(ZP)
then it is trivial on all W in H. By assumption there is a monomorphism

f:M->P with P a projectivemodule in AM(. Then P = H( W) with W in H.
Since P is injective / extends through iM to a map/i:HE(M)\342\200\224\302\273P. Then

using the notation of Proposition24 a representative for \320\244\320\274{/)is given by
the composite s~xP2^> HE{M)-^ P. And since \320\244\320\274(/)

= 0 there is a

factorization s\"^\342\200\224\302\273s~1Pi-^P of f\\H(g). Replacing /, by h =
f\\~\320\253\320\274

we get the commuting diagram

\320\2372\320\234

with /3H(g)
= 0. Further jMH(g) is an epimorphism.The proof is then

immediate from

Lemma 26. Let

f-*N2
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be a commutative diagram of A-modules with rows exact and hg = 0. Then

the middle row splits.

Proof. We define a splitting map m:M3-^M2 by letting m(x)

where k(y) = x. This is independent of the choice of \321\203since if fc(y') = jt

then jg(y
- y') = 0. Therefore g(y

- y') = /(z) which in turn gives 0 =

hg{y
~

y') = hi(z), that is g(y) = g(y'). It follows that m is a map of
A-modules and that jm (x) = x. \320\237\320\237

Remarks, (a) If M is finite then Hom^(M, H( W)) = 0 for W in H so \320\244\320\274

will be trivial on W whether or not M has a 2-stage splitting (of course M

is not deloopable).

(b) If p = 2 and M =
A\302\256A(n)Z2 with n 5=3 then it follows from Pro-

Proposition 16.24 and Proposition 25 that \320\244\320\274is not trivial on H(Z2).

Addendum

In the development of this and the preceding chapters we have restric-
restrictedto spectra that are bounded belowand of finite type over Zp. Some of

the reasons for this have already been considered, prominently the

restrictions in Chapter 16.
The following sequence of exercises culminates in a further reason. If

we were to try to extend the exposition of this chapter to a broader

setting the most natural choice would be to the category SPj,, the category

of bounded below p-local spectra. So let us try to recapitulate the

exposition of Section1 in this setting. Let / be the full subcategory of Sf*

with objects the generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectra of the form

H(V), V a Zp-vector space. Then we can define the stable category$hp in

the obvious way.

Exercise 1. Show that X and Y are equivalent in 9% if and only if there

are \320\232and L in I such that \320\2450/\320\241and Y(+)L are equivalent in 5^.

Similarly we can define stable cofibration in 5^.

Exercise 2. / is a stable cofibration if and only if H(f) is epic.

We can also extend the definitions of stable suspension 2 and stable
triangle. But then we run into the following problem.

Exercise 3. Show that (S^p\", 2, A) is not a semi-triangulated category. In

particular give an exampleof a stable triangle X\342\200\224\302\273Y-^>Z^*2{X) in ^
such that {X, W}+-{Y, W}+-{Z, W}<-{2(X), W} is not exact for all W

in 5^!.
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CHAPTER 18

MODULES OVER EXTERIOR ALGEBRAS

Introduction

In this chapter we develop in a much more elementary context, that of

modules over a connected exterior algebra (with generators in distinct

degrees), structure that arises again when looking at modules over the

mod 2 Steenrod algebra. This is a useful paradigm that serves to under-
underscore the surprising similarity between the categories of modules over an

exterior algebra and modules over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. This work
is also an important case for inductive arguments that appear in the later
work. The seedof the structure that we are consideringis the collection

of homology groups of a module defined by taking each of the exterior

generatorsasa differential acting on the module. In Section 1 we examine

the basic properties of these homology groups. An important observation
is that these homology groups are naturally defined in the stable module

categorybeing, for example, corepresentable there. As a very accessible

special case and the floor for later inductions we completely analyze in

Section 2 the category of modules over an exterior algebra on two

generators and consider the role of the homology groups in this context.
In Section 3 we return to the general caseproving a Whitehead theorem:

for a bounded below module the vanishing of the homology groups
implies the stable triviality of the module. Then in Section 4 we develop
constructions killing the homology groups through a range of differentials.

Finally in Section 5 as an application we solve the periodicity problem in

this context proving that the bounded below periodicmodules are pre-

precisely the modules with at most one non-vanishing homology group\342\200\224a

result which indicates the centrality of such homology groups.

313
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1. The homology groups

Let E =
Ek[eu ^2,...] be a connected exterior algebra over a field \320\272

with exterior generators e%, \320\262\320\263,.\342\226\240\342\226\240.As observed in Chapter 13 E is a
P-algebra.For reasons that will be evident later in this chapter (for
instance in Sections 3 and 4) we will further require that the exterior
generatorsappear in different degrees. Therefore by suitably ordering the
generators we can assume that 0 < |e,| < |e2|< * \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242From a topologist's

point of view such algebras occur 'naturally' as for example the sub-

algebra of the mod p Steenrodalgebra generated by the Q,'s. However
our primary interest in them is that their module categories share a
number of deep structural properties with the category of modules over
the mod 2 Steenrod.Therefore the work in this chapter will serve as a

model for our later work with the mod 2 Steenrod algebra.
Fundamental to the study of E-modules are certain homology groups

defined in EM. Let M be an E-module, then e, acts on M and since e\\
\342\200\2240

this action defines a differential on M. Then the erhomology group of M,

H(M, e(), is the homology group of the complex (M, et), that is H{M, e.) =

{jc G M | e,jc = 0}/e,M. Let E, be the quotient algebra EjEe{. This is of
coursejust an exterior algebra on generators eu \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240,eh .... The action of
E on M induces an action of \320\224on H(M, e,). Further a map of
E-modules /:M\342\200\224>N induces a map of E,-modules H(J, e,):
H(M,\302\243j)-\302\273H(N, e(). Therefore the e,-homology group can be regarded

as a covariant functor from &M< to E.M.

Let us consider the basic propertiesof these homology groups.

Proposition 1. (a) H(UA Ma, e,)\302\25311\320\233\320\235(\320\234\320\260,e().

(b) More generally H(colim Ma, et) = colim H(Ma, e,).

(c) // 0\342\200\224>Mj\342\200\224\302\273M2\342\200\224\302\273\320\234\320\267\342\200\224>0is an exact sequence of E-modules then

there is a long exact sequenceof E,-modules:

H*(My, e>) > H*(M2, et) > \320\235*(\320\234\320\252e,) > S-^H*(MU et) .

These are standard results for complexes, the added Et structure

presenting no problems. Note that the connecting homomorphism is an

E,-map of degree \\e\\ since e, is the differential defining it.

There is another important element of structure in EM. For E-modules
M and N we define the smash product M \320\273N to be the tensor product
M(x)N with E-module structure given e,(x\302\256 y)= etx(x)y +

(-l)|jc||e'l.x(x)eIy. This is of course just the smash product defined
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by giving E the structure of a primitively generated Hopf algebra.
However no further use will be made of Hopf algebra structure on E so
there is no need to stress this point of view.

Proposition 2. (\320\260)\320\257(\320\234\320\273N, e,) ^
\320\257(\320\234,ef) \320\273H(N, e,) where the smash

product on the right is as Ermodules.

(b) // H(M,e,)=0 then H(M \320\273N, et) = 0.

(c) Let f:M-*N, if H(f,et) is an isomorphism then for any L, H(f \320\273

\\L, e,) is an isomorphism.

Proof, (a) By assumption e, acts on M \320\273N making it the tensor product
of complexes and since we are working over a field, the Kunneth formula

[81] gives the desired result.
(b) and (c) are immediate consequences of (a). \342\226\241

In addition to the internal structure just considered, we will want to

know something about the homology groups of extended modules. Let F
be the exterior subalgebra of E generated by a subset S of {eu e2,. ..}.
Recall that an F-extended module is an ^-module M isomorphic to

E(x)FN for some F-moduleN. Then the homology groups of M are
simply related to those of N.

Proposition 3. (a) // e,f\302\243S then \320\251\320\234,e,)
= 0.

(b) // e,GS then H{M, e,)~ Et(g)F.H(N, e() where F, is generated by

Proof, (a) Let Ax be the set of all monomials of E involving the

generators {e,\\e^S and /V /} and let \320\223be a fc-basis for N. Then E \302\256FN

has a fc-basis {e(x)x | e G \320\233\320\270\320\273:E \320\223}U {e,e (x) \321\205| e \320\225\320\233u x G \320\223}.And since

for e G \320\233i, et(e \302\256x)= ete (x) jc, (a) follows.

(b) Let A be the set of all monomials on {e, | \320\265,\302\243\320\201S}. Since e,(e(x) x) =

e\302\256eiX the e,-complex E(x)FN is isomorphic to U.eBAsM(k\302\256 N). There-

Therefore H(E\302\256FN, ei)=-UeBAsM(k\302\256H(N, e,)) and the claimed module
structure is easily checked. \342\226\241

In particular the argument of Proposition3(a) showsthat if M is a free
E-moduIe then H(M, e{) - 0 for all /. This suggestsa connection with the

stable module setting developed in Chapter 14. In fact, if f~g:M->N
then f-g factors as M-^>P->Nwith P free and therefore H(f,et)~
H(g, e{)= 0. So each e,-homology group can be regarded as defined on
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the stable category EM. And this is in fact the proper setting for these

functors. To begin with, the homology groups are corepresentable in eM

(further evidence will appear in Section 3).

Proposition 4. There is a natural isomorphism between {E/Eei,M}'-kand

Proof. First observe that 0->sME/Eet\320\233E-AE/Eex->0 with h(l)= eh is

exact and therefore that \320\237(\320\225/\320\225\321\212)~sME/Eeh Thus, {E/EehM]k and

{E/Eei,M}0-\"*1'1' are naturally isomorphic. So it will suffice to show that

{E/Eeh M} and H\302\260(M,e,) are naturally isomorphic. Let
a :{E/EehM}-+#\302\260(M, et) be given by a(f) = H(f, e()A). This is a well-

defined natural transformation. For x G H\302\260(M,e,), e,x = 0 so g:E-*M
denned by g(l)

= jc factors through p. Therefore a is onto. And if a(f) = 0

then /A)
= e,y, so / factorsthrough the inclusion El \320\225\320\265,\342\200\224\302\273s~ME. Therefore

/ = 0 and a is 1-1. \342\226\241

From this point of view the \320\224-module structure imposed on H(M, e{)
arises very naturally. The composition product defines algebra structure

on {E/Eeh E/Eej}* and (right) module structure on {E/EehM}* with

respect to this algebra. But the algebra {E/Eeh\320\225/\320\225\320\265^*is the opposite

algebra of E, and the module structures of {E/Eeh M}* and H*(M, e,)are
similarly related. (The lower grading in { , } becomes the upper grading in

H derived from the modulegrading with no change in sign.) Further, the

long exact sequence of Proposition 1 is from this point of view the long
exact sequence of Proposition 14.6(a) with L = E/Ee^

Sofar we have made no use of the special assumptions made about the

generators of E and in fact the results of this section are valid for any

exterior algebra. On the other hand the condition on the generators will

play a crucial role in the work of the sections to follow.

2. Modules over E[eu e2]

Before continuing our study of modules over a countably generated

exterior algebra, let us consider the simpler case of modules over an

exterior algebra on only two generators. This will not only serve as an

introduction to the phenomena we will be encountering but will also be a

base for a number of inductive arguments.

Let E = E[eu e2]with 0 < \\ei\\ < \\e2\\. We will use the following notation
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for certain families of \302\243\"-moduIes. Let {jc,} be fc-generators with |jc,| =

/(N-k.D-
A) L(k,8i,82), with fcs=O and 5, = 0 or 1, is given with generators

Xo, \342\200\242\342\200\242-, xk and relations e2xt
=

\320\265{\320\245\321\206.\320\270A
-

\320\261^\320\265^\320\245\320\276
= 0, A

-
82)e2xk

- 0.

B) L(-qo?8), with 8 = 0 or 1, is given with generators jc0, x-u ... and

relations e2xt
\342\200\224

e\\Xi+i, A
\342\200\224

8)e2x0
= 0.

C) L(qo,8), with 8 = 0 or 1, is given with generators jc0, jc,, ... and

relations \320\2652\320\273\321\201,
= eiXi+u A

- 5)e(jco= 0.
D) L(qo) is given with generators ..., jc_,, x0, xu ... and relations

e2JC,
= eixi+l.

These are well-known 'lightning flashes' named for an obvious pictorial
representation.For instance we can picture L(l, 0, 1)as

where the short lines represent the action of e{ and the long lines the

action of e2, i.e. eiXQ
= 0, e2x0 =

exxu e2xx \302\245\342\226\2400. With this in mind we will

call a module isomorphic up to shift suspension to one of these modulesa
lightning flash module. It is not hard to show that the lightning flash

modules are distinct indecomposable modules. These and modules

isomorphic to E are the only indecomposable ^-modules and in fact we

have:

Theorem 5. Every E-module has an expression, unique up to isomorphism,
as the coproduct of a free module and the coproduct of lightning flash
modules.

Proof. We will first show the existence of such a decomposition. Let M
be an arbitrary \302\243-module. Arguing as in Proposition 13.13, we may

as well assume that M has no free summands, i.e. for any x in M,

e{e2x= 0. Let SCMbe such that {1 (x) x | jc E \302\243}is a fc-basis for \320\272\302\256\320\225\320\234

and let V \320\241M be the vector space spanned by B. Define ft-maps

fi: V\342\200\224>M by fi(x) = e,jc.Then V has a basis B' the disjoint union of B{),

Bu B2 and B3 where \302\2433is a basis for \320\272\320\265\320\263/;\320\237\320\272\320\265\320\263/2and for / = 1, 2,
B, U \320\222\320\267is a basis for ker ft. Let V) be the subspace (over k) of V spanned

by \320\224.So if i = 1 and j = 2 or i = 2 and j = 1 then f,\\ Vo\302\251V, is 1-1. It is
not hard to show that as ^-modules V3 (which is isomorphic to a

coproduct of shifted copies of \320\272= L@,0,0)) is a direct summand of M, so

we may as well assume that B3 = 0.
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We define a partial ordering on \320\222as the transitive extension of the
relation given by jci<jc2 if e2xx = exx2\302\245\342\226\2400. This ordering satisfies the
condition that if xx, jc2<jc3 then Xi^jc2 or jc2<jci and if xx, jc2>jc3 then

xx^x2 or jc2>jci.For example, if \320\265\320\263\321\205\321\205
= exx3 = e2x2j* 0 then xx, x2E

Bo U Bx so /2(x,)= /2(x2) implies that jci
=

jc2. Therefore \320\222= U Ca with the

Ce's incomparableand each Ca linearly ordered by <. Further, each Ca has
the order type of an interval of the integers. Let Va be the fc-subspace

generated by Ca and let Ma be the E-module generated by Ca. Then each

Ma is a lightning flash module. We will show that M is isomorphic to
llMa. First, if \302\253i^ a2 then Me, \320\237

\320\234\342\200\2362
= \320\236.Therefore we have an inclusion

h : II Ma \342\200\224\302\273M. But 1 (x) ^ : fc (x)e II Ma -^ \320\272(\321\205)\302\243\320\234is the isomorphism

IIVe\342\200\224\302\273Vand so applying Proposition 11.3 h is onto and hence an

isomorphism.

So in particular the only indecomposable E-modules are those posited.
The theorem will now follow from Azumaya's Theorem [130]oncewe

have shown that for M indecomposableEndE(M)(in this graded setting
self maps of degree0) is local. But it is easy to see that for M = E or
M = a lightning flash module End\302\243(M)

= \320\272generated by the identity
map. \342\226\241

Let us consider the structure of the stable category EM. By Theorem 5

every module is stably equivalent to a coproduct of lightning flash

modules. So we can restrict our attention to just these modules in

evaluating the loop and homology group functors. Then the following are

straightforward calculations that are left to the reader.

Proposition 6. Up to a degree shifting stable equivalencewe have

(\320\260)\320\237\320\246\320\272,0,0)=\320\246\320\272+1,0,0),

(c) \320\237\320\246\320\272,0,1)=\320\246\320\272,0,1),

(d) \320\237\320\246\320\272,1,0)= \320\246\320\272,1,0),

(e) /2L(\302\261oo, 8)
=

L(\302\261oo,S) for 8 = 0 or 1,

(f)
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Proposition 7. The homology groups of the lightning flash modules are

given by the following table:

ex-homology group e2-homologygroup

\320\246\320\272,0, 0)

\320\246\320\272,1, 1)

\320\246\320\272,0, 1)

\320\246\320\272,1, 0)

L(\302\260o,0)

L(\302\260o,1)

\320\246-\342\204\242,0)

L(-\302\260\302\260,1)

LM

A:

A

A

0

A

0

0

A

0

on jco

on e2JCjt

on jc0 \302\251fc on \320\265\320\263\321\205\320\272

on jc0

on e2jco

\320\272on jck

fc on eiJCo

0

fc on eiJC0\302\251fc on xk

0

fc on exx0

\320\272on jc0

0

0

Based on these computationswe can make a number of interesting and

useful observations.

(a) The modules \320\246\320\272,0, 1), \320\246\320\272,1, 0), L(\302\261\302\260\302\260,8) with 8 = 0 or 1 and

L(\302\260\302\260)are all periodic with respect to fl with period 1. The remaining

modules \320\246\320\272,0, 0) and \320\246\320\272,1, 1) are not periodic but together form one

orbit with respect to the action of \302\2431.

(b) Comparing (a) with Proposition 7 we see that the periodic modules

are precisely those moduleswith homology groups non-zero for at most
one e,.

(c) In the light of Theorem 5 we can also conclude from Proposition 7
that a bounded below module M with er and e2-homology groups zero is
free. However L(\302\260\302\260)is an example of an unbounded module whose
homology groups also vanish but which is not free.

(d) The validity of (c) depends on the condition on the degreesof the

generators for if \\ex\\
=

|e2| then L(\302\260\302\260)would be bounded below. For an

even more striking example of the importance of the degree condition

consider the module M with generators jc, and jc2 and relations e|jc, + e2x2,
e2xx + e3jc2, e3JC[ + e(jc2 where e3\342\200\224ex + e2 (again \\ex\\

=
\\e2\\). Then M is not

free but for each e G E with H(E, e)
= 0 (namely e \342\200\224eu e2, e^) we have

H(M, e) = 0.
(e) There is a technical extension of (c) that will be needed in the next

section. If M is bounded below and if \\H(M, et)\\ 3= r for /=1,2 then M is

free through degree r. This is again directly observable from Theorem 5
and Proposition7.
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3. The Whitehead theorem

We come now to a seminal result, a result that exhibits clearly the

power of the homology groups. For this theorem the restriction on the

degrees of the generators will be essential. Let E = Ek[eu...] with

0 < |e,| < \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242and let E(n) = Ek[ex,..., en].

Theorem 8. (a) For M a boundedbelow E-module, M is free if and only if

H(M, e.) = 0 for all i.
(b) Let f:M\342\200\224*N be a map of bounded below E-modules, then f is a

stable equivalence if and only if H(f e{) is an isomorphism for all i.

Proof, (a) We have already observed that for any free module F,
H(F, et)

= 0 for all i. So assume that M in \320\262\320\234+satisfies H(M, et) = 0 for
all i. Since \302\243is a F-algebra via E = U E(n)it suffices to show that M is
free over E(n) for all n. We will prove this by induction on n. The case
n = 1 is trivial but we will begin the induction with the case n = 2, this

having already been observed in Section 2. So assume now that M is an

E(n)-module with n s= 3 and that M is free over E(n
\342\200\224

1) and H(M, en)-
0. We can give TV = fc (\321\205)\302\243A)\320\234the structure of a module over E' =
k\302\256E(i)E(n) which is an exterior algebra on e2,..., en. The fact that

H(M, et) = 0 for 1 =\302\243/ =\302\243n implies that H(N, et) = 0 for 2 ^ i ^ n. To see
this consider M as an E[e\\, e,]-module, then by the case n = 2 M is free

over E[eu e{\\ and therefore N is free over \302\243[e,-].Therefore by induction

N is free over E' and since M is free over H(l) it follows from Corollary
11.7 that M is free over E(n).

(b) Consider the short exact sequence 0-^K-+M\302\256PN-\302\243>N-+0.If/
is a stable equivalence then \320\232is free. Therefore by Proposition 1

H(f, et) (and hence H(f e,))is an isomorphism for all /\342\200\224alternatively a

functor must take equivalences to equivalences.Conversely, if H(f, e() is
an isomorphism for all i then H(K, et) = 0 for all /. Therefore by (\320\260)\320\232is

free and, being bounded below, injective. Consequently the sequence

splits and / is a stable equivalence. \342\226\241

From the point of view of the analogy that we have been pressing
between stable module theory and homotopy theory Theorem 8(b) cor-

corresponds to a well-known result of J.H.C. Whitehead that states that a

map of CW-complexesinducing an isomorphism of the homotopy groups
is a homotopy equivalence.

As observed in Section 2 both the restriction to bounded below
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modules and the restriction on the degrees of the generators are essential

for the validity of Theorem 8. Consider, for example, the E-module

In the next section we will need a variant of Theorem 8 handling the

case in which the homology groups vanish through a range. Let mn
\342\200\224

\\e\\
+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ \\en\\. Recall that an \302\243(rc)-module M is free through degree r if

there is an epimorphism f:F-*M with F free and |ker/| > r.

Proposition9. Let M be a bounded below E(n)-module. If \\H(M, et)\\ 2*

r + mn for all i ^n then M is free through degree r.

Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. For n = 1 the proposition is
trivial and for n \342\200\2242 a somewhat stronger result was observed in Section

2. The inductive step is also basedon the work of the last section. First

note that if N is an E[eu e;]-module and |H(N, ej)\\
5= r + \\e{\\ for j= 1, i

then \\H(k \302\256e(\\)N, e,)| s= r. This can be seen by considering cases using
Theorem 5. Applying this to the E(rc)-module M we conclude that

\\H(k(x)E(i)M, e,)|s=r+ mn -\\e^\\ for /V 1 and therefore by induction

k\302\256E(\\)M is free through degree r (over fc (x)E(i)E(n)). Since M is free
over E(l) through degree r, it follows from Proposition 11.6 that M is

free over E(n) through degree r. \342\226\241

For use in Chapter 20 let us record separately a somewhat extended

statement of the key technical point in the proof of Proposition 9. Let

E = E[eu \320\265\320\263]with 0 < \\ei\\ < \\e2\\ and let M be a boundedbelow \302\243-module.

Lemma 10. Suppose that \\H{M, ex)\\, \\H(M,e2)\\^r then \\H(k\302\256E[e]M,

1 (x) e')\\ ss r \342\200\224
\\e\\ where {e, e'} =

{e\\, e2}.

Proof. By Theorem 5 this reduces to considering the various lightning

flash modules. The details are trivial and are omitted. \342\226\241

4. Killing the homology groups

Continuing in the spirit of the work of the preceding section we will

consider the homology groups together as a single sequenceof in-

invariants\342\200\224ordered by the degrees of the differentials (i.e. H(M, ex),

H(M, e2), \342\200\242- -)\342\200\242This point of view is very fruitful and we will be able to
follow rather faithfully the analogy between this sequence and the
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sequence of the homotopy groups of a space. In particular in this section

we will develop constructions that correspond to the well-known con-

constructions in homotopy theory that kill the homotopy groups of a space
above or below a given degree.

Let M+ = EM+. For M in Jt+ we define L in M+ to be of type M(l, n) if

there is a map /: L\342\200\224>M such that H(/, e.) is an isomorphism for 1 =s / <= n

and H{L, et) = 0 for i > n. Dually N is of type M(n + 1, \302\260\302\260)if there is a

map g:M\342\200\224*N such that H(g,ei) is an isomorphism for i>n and

H(N, et) = 0 for 1 s\302\243i: =\302\243n. We may think of a module of type M(l, n) as
being obtained from M by 'killing off' the higher homology groups.
Similarly a module of type M(n+1,\302\260\302\260> may be thought of as being
obtained from M by killing off the lower homology groups or, sincesuch

a module is free over E(n), by killing off\342\200\224ina stable sense\342\200\224the structure

over E(n).

Example. In the setting of E[e\\, e2]-modules /:L(\302\260\302\260,0)\342\200\224*kdefined by

f(x0) = 1 displays L(\302\260\302\260,0)as being of type fc<l> and g:it\342\200\224\302\273L(\302\260\302\260,1) defined

by g(l) = ei*odisplaysL(\302\260\302\260,1) as being of type kB, \302\260o).

The directions chosen for the maps / and g are forced upon us by the

requirement that our module be boundedbelow. To see this suppose that

we have f':k\342\200\224>L (resp. g':N-*k) such that for some i<j, H(f, e()

(resp. H(g', e,)) is an isomorphism and H(L, ey)
= 0 (resp. H(N, et) = 0).

Then even as modules over \320\225[\320\265\342\200\236ey], L and N cannot be boundedbelow.
To see this let i = 1 and j = 2. Then we have

Lemma 11. Iff':k-*L and g':N->k are maps of EB)-modules such that

H(f', ei) and H(g', e2) are isomorphisms and H(L, e2)= 0= H(N,ei).
Then L and N are not bounded below.

Proof. Let /:L(\302\260\302\260,0)\342\200\224\302\273fcbe the map defined in the example above. It is

easily checked that H(f'f, e,) is an isomorphism for i = 1or 2.Therefore

if L were bounded below it would be stably equivalent to L(\302\260\302\260,0). But

there is no map /': \320\272\342\200\224>L(\302\260\302\260,0) with H(f, et) an isomorphism. A similar

argument involving the map g: \320\272\342\200\224*L(\302\260\302\260,1) shows that N cannot be
boundedbelow. \320\237

Lemma 11 also implies that there is no possibility of a construction in

M+ killing off the homology groups of an arbitrary module via a map to
or from the module other than those defined above. However there is a

natural generalization of these constructions that will be useful. For
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m ^ n and M in M+ we define \320\232in M+ to be of type M(m, n) (or type
M(n) if m = n) if there is a diagram in J\302\243+: M\342\200\224l-+Mx

^ t^MkJhlL.K sucn that H(/C, e,)
= 0 for Km and />n

and for each / and m^i^n, H(fh e,) is an isomorphism. Later

we will see that if \320\232is of type M(m, n) then there is a diagram expressing
this that has the form M<\342\200\224L\342\200\224>\320\232and equally one that has the form

Theorem 12. If M is a bounded below E-module then for any m and n

A =s m *\302\243n =S oo) there exists a module of type M(m, n). Further if M is of
finite type then the module of type M{m, n) can be chosen to also be of finite

type.

Proof. Let us first assume that for any bounded below module M there

is a module of type M(n + 1,\302\260\302\260)for each n \321\215=0.From this assumption we
can quickly derive the existence of modules of the remaining types. For if

f:M-^N expresses N as being of type M(n +1, \302\260\302\260)and

0-\302\273L\342\200\224>M@PN\342\200\224h>N-\302\2730 is exact then it follows that L is of type
M(l, n). And if L' is of type M(m, \302\260\302\260)and N' is of type L'(l, n) then we

have the diagram M^>L'<^N' from which it follows that N' is of type

M(m, n). (Alternatively, if L\" is of type M(l, n) and N\" is of type

L\"(m, oo) then similarly N\" is of type M(m, n). We will see below that N'
and N\" are in fact stably equivalent.) If we further assume that for M of
finite type there is a module of type M(n + l,oo) also of finite type then

the modules of types M(l, n) and M(m, n) just constructed will similarly

be of finite type.
The major step in proving the theorem is to show the existence of a

module of type M(n + 1,oo).In fact we will prove somewhat more:

Lemma 13. For M in M+ and n?l there is a module N and monomor-

phism f: M \342\200\224>N such that

(a) for i > n, //(/, ei) is an isomorphism,
(b) for i =s n, H(N, e,) = 0 (equivalently N is free over E(n)),
(c) \\N\\^\\M\\-3mn where mn =

\\ex\\ + \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242+ \\en\\,

(d) if M is of finite type then so is N.

Proof. In the category of E(n)-modules an inclusion g.M^P, with P

satisfying (b), (c) and (d), is easily obtained sinceE(n) is a Poincare

algebra. This extends to a map of the desired type but not for M itself.

That is, the map ln\302\256g -E(x)EMM-^ E(x)Ein)P is an inclusion for which
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(a) through (d) are satisfied((a) is satisfied since H(E\302\256E(n)M, e,) = 0 for
i > n).

There is a map of H-modules \321\202\320\263:\320\225\302\256\320\261(\321\217)M \342\200\224>M defined by

\321\202\320\263(\320\260(\321\205)\320\273:)
= ax and therefore ifO\342\200\224>M-i\302\273.P->L\342\200\224\302\2730is exact we have the

pushout diagram

\342\200\224thebottom row is exact since E is flat over E(n). Therefore, in

particular, the top row is exact. By Proposition 3 H(E(x)E(n)L, e,) = 0 for

/ > n and therefore H(f, et) is an isomorphism for i > n. For i \302\253\302\243n we

have the diagram

n)L, e,)

n)L, e.) >H'*A{E \302\256Ein)M, e.)

with the top row exact. But \320\264is an isomorphism since \320\235\302\256\302\243(\320\257>\320\240is free

over E, and //(\321\202\320\263,\320\265,)is an epimorphism since the E(n)-map
M^E\302\256E(n)M^Mis the identity. Therefore, for i^n, H(f, e,) = 0.
However H(ir, e,) is not in general an isomorphism so we cannot con-

conclude that H(N, e,) = 0 for i =s n. The obvious answer is to iterate this

construction and pass to the colimit since if we construct a sequence
M =

Mo\342\200\224>Mi-^
\342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\224>colim Mr with //(/\342\200\236e,)

= 0 for each r and i ^ n we

will in fact get that H(colim \320\234\342\200\236e,)
= 0. Unfortunately colim Mf will not in

general be boundedbelow.In fact, unless M is already free over E(n) we

will have |E\302\256E(n)L| <M and therefore |Mf+i| <|Mf|. An argument along

these lines will in fact work but greater care will be required in setting up

the sequence.

Before making the needed refinement let us examine the homology

groups of the terms that appear in the sequence just described. Again

consider 0\342\200\224\302\273M-^N-*E(y)E(n)L-*0and \321\202\320\263:E(x)E{n)M-+M, and let r

be such that \\H(M, g;)| \321\215=r for all i =\302\243n (of course such an r exists since

|H(M, e()|^|M|). By Proposition 3 \320\257(\302\2430\302\243(\320\273)\320\234,e,)
= B, \302\256E(n)iH(M, et)

and since |en+1| > |e,| for / ^ n it follows that |ker //(\321\202\320\263,e,)| > r + 1 + |e,| and

hence \\H(N, e,-)| > r + 1. Therefore the sequencedescribedabove has the

property that although the modules may have progressively lower con-

connectivity the relevant homology groups have progressivelyhigher con-
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nectivity. We will now modify the sequence to take advantage of this

observation. Assume inductively that we have constructed

Mo\342\200\224^Mi \342\200\224> ^ Mr satisfying

(a)' for i > n each H(fh e,) is an isomorphism,

(b)' for i =\302\243n each H(fh e() = 0,
(c)' for i =s n, \\H(Mj, e,-)|> \\M\\ + j,

(d)' fj is an isomorphism in degree less than \\M\\ +j-3mn.

By.Proposition 9, (c)' implies that over E(n) Mr is free through degree

M+r-mn. Therefore as an E(n)-module Mr =
M'\302\256M\" with \\M'\\ 3=

\\M\\
+ r \342\200\224

2mn and M\" free. Then there is an exact sequence of E(n)-
modules 0-*M'-+ P'-^L'-^O with P' free and \\L'\\^\\M\\ + r-3mn. So

let us consider the pushout diagram

> E \302\256\320\225(\320\230)L' > 0
\320\270
II

E \302\256E(n)P' > E \302\256E(n)U > 0

where \321\202\320\263'is the composite E0Ein)Mrc-> E (x)E(n) M^ M. Then H(fr, e,) is
an isomorphism for / > n. And since H(M\", e,) = 0 we can argue as above

that \320\235(/\342\200\236et)
= 0 and |//(Mr+1, e,-)l ^ |H(Mn e,)| + 1> |M| + r + 1 for i ^ n.

Finally, since \\E \302\256\302\243(n)L'\\ \321\215=|M| + r -
3mn we have that fr is an

isomorphism in degrees below this. So we have a colimit sequence of

monomorphisms M =
M0-\302\273Mi\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242

\342\200\242\342\200\242
satisfying (a)' through (d)'. Passing

to the colimit we get a monomorphism f:M-*N = colim Mr which by

(a)' and (b)' satisfies (a) and (b). Further (d)' implies both that |N| s*

|M|
-

\320\227\321\202\342\200\236and that if M is of finite type then so is N.
This completesthe proof of the lemma and hence of the theorem. \342\226\241\342\226\241

So we can kill an interval of the homology groups. A possibility that

remains unresolved is that of killing, via a sequence of maps, the

homology groups of a set of e,'s not forming an interval. Such a possibility
is unlikely and in the spirit of Lemma lla negative resolution reduces to

the following problem.

Problem. Let E = E[eu e2, e3] with 0<|e(| <|e2| <|e3|. Given maps of

H-modules k-+N<?-M and suppose that H(fh e;) is an isomorphism for
\321\203

= 1, 3 and H(M, e2)= 0. Show that M is not bounded below.

Sincethe homology groups determine the stable type of a module in

the presence of a map, the following uniqueness result for modules of

type M(m, n) is as one would expect.
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Proposition 14. For a given M and m =s n the modules of type M(m, n)

are stably equivalent.

Proof. Let N be of type M(m, n) and let M \342\200\224>Mi< >Mk<r-N be

the diagram expressing this. As in the proof of Theorem 12, there is a
module L of type k(m, n) and a diagram k-*K<?-L with H(fh e,) an

isomorphism for m =\302\243i =\302\243n. Applying Proposition 2 and Theorem 8 we

see that in the diagrams M \320\273L\342\200\224*M\\\320\273L*-- \342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\224>Mk\320\273L<\342\200\224N \320\273L and

N = NAk-*NAK*-NAL each map is a stable equivalence. Therefore
N is stably equivalent to M \320\273L which is a module whose construction is

independent of N. \342\226\241

It follows from Propositions 14 and 13.13 that for any bounded

below E-module M and m ^n there is a module N unique up to

isomorphism such that any other module of type M(m, n) is isomorphic
to N\302\251P for some projective module P. On the other hand the con-
construction of a module of type M(m, n) that appears in the proof of
Theorem 14, while not in general this minimal choice, is one with nicer

functorial properties. In particular, we have the following naturality result

for the module types constructed in this way.

Proposition 15. For 1=\302\243m =s n \302\253\302\243\302\260othere is an exact functor J: M* \342\200\224\302\273M+

such that J(M) is of type M(m, n) and is of finite type if M is of finite type.

Proof. Again by Theorem 12, there is a diagram k\342\200\224>K<?-L such that

for y=l,2 and m ^i^n, H(fh et) is an isomorphism and further L is of
finite type. Define J: Jt -* Jit by J(M)

= M \320\273L and /(/) = / \320\2731L. Then

/ is an exact functor. And if M is of finite type then so is J(M) (L and M
both being boundedbelow). And as argued in Theorem 14 J(M) is of

type M(m, n). D

Remarks, (a) The module J(M) will not in general be the minimal

module of type M(m, n). For instance, if H(M, ey)
= 0 for/ <m and j>n

then M \320\273L is stably equivalent but not isomorphic to M. On the other
hand the assignment to M of the minimal module of type M(m, n) does
not define a functor on M+ since in the module category there is no

natural choice for the induced maps.
(b) If m = 1 then /, can be assumed to be the identity giving a natural

map J(M)->M and if n = \302\260\302\260then /2 can be assumed to be the identity

giving a natural map M-*J(M). In these cases we are not surprisingly
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dealing with adjoints\342\200\224this is made more precise in the Steenrod algebra
case (see Chapter 21).

(c)With Proposition 15 in mind an alternative proof of Theorem 12 is

possible based on an explicit construction of a module of type k(my n)\342\200\224

such a construction for m = n is given in the next section. The proof given

for Theorem 12 was chosen becauseit is a model for the proof of an

analogous result for modules over the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra where such

an explicit construction will be extremely complicated.

As an application of the work of this section we can prove the analog of
a well-known vanishing theorem in homotopy theory.

Corollary 16. Let M and N inM+ satisfy the following condition: there is
a p such that H(M, e,) = 0 for i^p and H(N, e,) = 0 for i<p. Then

{M, N}* = 0 and in particular Ext'E(M N) = 0 for j >0.

Proof.The condition on M and N is also satisfiedby any pair QkM and
U1N. Therefore it suffices to show that {M,N}= 0.Let J:M+->M+be the

functor of Proposition 15 for m = p and n = \302\260\302\260.Then as remarked above

there is a natural map M-^J(M). Now let f:M-*N be an arbitrary

map, then there is a commutative diagram

I I g

J(M)\342\200\224>J(N).

But the conditions on M and N imply that g is a stable equivalenceand

that H(J(M), et) = 0 for all i, that is J(M) is free. Therefore / is stably

trivial. \342\226\241

Remark. The order in the statement of Corollary 16 is essential. For
example,if we consider over EB) = E[eu e2] the map /: L(\302\260\302\260,1)\342\200\224>L(\302\260o,0)

defined by /(*,) = x, we get a non-zero element of {L(\302\260o,1), L(oo, 0)} and
hence a non-zero element of {E0EB)L(<^, 1), E \302\256Ea)̂(\302\260\302\260>\320\236)}-

5. The periodicity problem

Recall that a module M is periodic if for some \320\272\320\267=1, /\321\215=0,\320\237'\320\234and

O'*kM are stably equivalent (up to shift suspension). Then an important
problem in homological algebra is that of determining for a given module
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category which modules are periodicand with what periods\342\200\224see the

notes at the end of Chapter 14.In this section we will apply the structure

developed in the preceding sections to give a complete and simple

solution to this problem in the case of bounded below E-modules.

Theorem 17. A bounded below E-module is periodic if and only if it has at
most one non-vanishing homology group. Further, a module with precisely

one non-vanishing homology group (i.e. not projective) has period 1.

Proof. We will first show that a bounded below module with more than

one non-vanishing homology group cannot be periodic. So supposethat

M in M+ is such that H(M, et) \320\2440^ H(M, ey) for some iV/. Let ry
=

|H(M, e,)| and ly
= \\H(M, ey)|. Then by Proposition 1 \\\320\235(\320\2371\320\234,\320\265,)|

=

r, + /|e,| and \\H(O'M, e,-)|= r,- + /|e,-|. But if s'O'M is stably equivalent to M
for some / and r then we must have r,

-
r,-

= (/y + /|e,| + r)-(rj + l\\e\\ + r)

which cannot occur for any / \321\215=1 since \\e]
\342\200\224

|e;| ^ 0.

To prove the converse we first note that it is only necessary to prove
that for each / a module of type k(i) is periodic of period1.Forsuppose

that k-t*K\302\243-L expresses L as being of type k(i) and that L is periodicof

period 1. Then by Proposition 14.23 if M is any module, M \320\273L is

periodic of period 1. And if H(M, e,) = 0 for yV i then M is stably

equivalent to M \320\273L.

We will now give an explicitconstruction of a module of type k(i) and
show directly that it is periodic of period 1. Let M(i,j) and N(i,j) denote

the E[eh e;]-modules skilL(oo, l) and L(oo, 0) (in the notation of Section2).
With trivial action of et for \320\253i, j these modules can be regardedas

\320\221-modules. For \320\263\321\215=/ let L(/, r) = M(l, i) \320\273\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\320\273\320\234(/
- 1, /) \320\273N(i, i + 1) \320\273

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\320\273N(i, r). Then by Proposition 2 H(L(i, r), ey)
= 0 for j =sr except

for j=i and H(L(i,r),ej)= \320\272on the generator eiX0<S)'\"\302\256

\302\243i-i*o\302\256*o\302\256
\342\200\242\342\200\242

*\302\256*o. In addition we have maps f:k-*L(i,i)
and gr:L(i, /\342\200\242)->L{i, r - 1), the former defined by /A) =

eixo\302\256
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\302\256e,_iX0 and the latter induced by hr:N(i, r)-*k with hr(x0)=l. Let
L = lim L(i, r), the limit being taken over the maps gr, and let

g :L\342\200\224>L(i,i) be the projection. Then we have the diagram k-^> L{i, i)^-L
which we will see displays L as being of type ifc(/}. In degrees less than \\er\\,

N(i, r)= \320\272on x0. Therefore gr is an isomorphism in degrees less than

|erj
\342\200\224

Sj=\\ |e;|, a number which gets arbitrarily large with r. Therefore for

any / and / and r^r(l,j), H(gn e,):Hl(L,ej)-*Hl(L(i,r), e,) is an

isomorphism. So H(L, ey)
= 0 for yV i and H(L, et) = \320\272with generator

mapping to /A) via H(g, et). Therefore L is of type k(i).
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There is an exact sequence of E[eh ej+i]-modules 0\342\200\224>sMN(i,H-

l)\342\200\224*P\342\200\224*N(i,i+ 1)\342\200\224>0with P projective. As above this can be regarded
as a sequence of fi-modules. For r>i let P(i, r) be constructed as L(i, r)
was with P replacing N(i, i + 1). Then we have an exact sequence of
E-modules 0\342\200\224>sML(i, r)\342\200\224>P(i,/\342\200\242)\342\200\224>L(i, r)-*0. Also as above there is a
map kr:P(i, r)\342\200\224>P(i,r\342\200\2241) which is an isomorphism through a range

monotonically increasing with r and such that the diagram

commutes. Passing to the limit we have 0\342\200\224\302\273swL\342\200\224HimP(i, r)\342\200\224>L\342\200\224\302\2730

which is exact since through any degree the limit is attained at some finite

stage. Arguing as with L(i, r) we have that H(P(i, r), e,) = 0 for / *s r, this

time including / = / sinceH(P,et)
= 0. Therefore H(lim P(i, r), e,)= 0 for

all i. And since lim P(i, r) is bounded below Theorem 8 implies that it is

free and hence that QL ~ sML. \320\237

Exercise. Give a similar direct constructionof k(i,j).



CHAPTER 19

THE F?-HOMOLOGY GROUPS OF MODULES

Introduction

The algebraic focus now shifts to the category of modules over the

mod 2 Steenrod algebra. In Chapter 15 we introduced a family of ele-

elements, the Pfs, which for s<t have square zero. With these acting as

differentials, we define in Section 1 homology groups of modulesover the

mod 2 Steenrod algebra. As we will see, these groups play a central role
in the study of modules over the Steenrod algebra closely analogous to

the role of the homology groups consideredin Chapter 18. The natural

setting for the homology groups is the stable module category where, for

instance, they are corepresentable. Thus each homology group is con-
considered as a functor from the stable module category to the category of
modules over the algebra of self-maps of the corepresenting module. In

Section 2 we come to the seminal result displaying the power of these
homology groups. We prove that for bounded below modules these
invariants satisfy an algebraic analog of the Whitehead theorem for the

homotopy groups of spaces. Precisely, they vanish on a module if and

only if the module is stably trivial. The remaining two sections are
devoted to developing the basic properties of thesefunctors. In Section 3

we study the relationship between these homology groups and various

elements of structure in the stable module category: the loop functor,

exact triangles, the smash product and limit and doubling constructions.

Finally in Section 4 we consider the homology groupsof extended modules

proving important localization properties from which we derive a number
of specific computations including that of the algebra acting on the

Prhomology groups.

330
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1. The homology groups of A-modules

We come now to the definition of the invariants that are at the heart of

much of the deeper work of this book. For Pf with s<t, (P?J=0
(Lemma 15.4)and therefore for a left \320\233-module M define the PJ-

homology group of M, H(My Pst) = (ker Pst\\M)IPs,M. That is, M can be

regarded as a complexwith differential Ps, and the PJ-homology group is
just the homology of this complex. These groups were first considered in

[85] and [10] with the exception of the P\302\260-and Prhomology groups.
These two groups have a longer history, the former appearing for

example in [5] and [34], and the latter introduced by Wall in [133].
For \320\273:in M with Pstx = 0 let jc or [x] denote its class in H(M, Pst). The

Pf-homologygroup is a graded Z2-module with grading induced by that
on M, later it will be given additional structure. If f:M^>N is a map of

left A-modules then it is also a map of complexes.Therefore there is an

induced map H(f, Pst):H(M,PS,)^H(N,Ps,) and the Pf-homology group
is a covariant additive functor from AM to graded Z2-modules.

To understand the nature of these invariants, it is reasonable to begin
by asking what they are when applied to \320\233regarded as a left \320\233-module.

Proposition 1. If M is a free A-module then, for all s <t, H(M, Ps,)
= 0.

Proof. Fix Ps, with s<t. In Chapter 15 we observed that {Pr, \\ r < t} is a
set of generators of an exterior subHopf algebra \320\222of \320\233.Considering the

monomial basis for \320\222it is not hard to see that H(B, Ps,)
= 0. Therefore, if

N is a free B-module, H(N, Ps,)- 0. But since \320\222is a subHopf algebra of
A, a theorem of Milnor and Moore (see [94] or the note following
Proposition 20.4)impliesthat a free \320\233-module is also a free B-module and
the result follows. \342\226\241

The reader should not be misled into thinking that these invariants are
trivial since, for example, H(Z2, Ps,)=

Z2 for each Ps, (with 5 < /\342\200\224express

mention of this restriction will often be omitted). For other less trivial

examples of non-vanishing Pf-groups the reader can try:

Exercise. A) Let M = Z^x] with |jc|
= 1 and \320\233-module structure given

by Sq(r)xs =
(*r)xr+s. Determine the (non-trivial) groups H(M, Ps,).

B) Let F(m)= smA/B(m), the free unstable \320\233-module on a generator
of degree m. Determine H(F(m), Pst).
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However, Proposition 1 does suggest a connection with the work of

Chapter 14. In fact, it follows immediately from Proposition 1 that if

f,g:M-^>N are stably equivalent then H(f, Ps,) = H(g, Ps,). Therefore
the Pf-homology groups can be regarded as functors defined on AM. This,
in fact, is the natural setting for defining these homology groups. For
instance, we will prove that they are corepresentable in AM. Preparatory
to proving that we have

Proposition 2. For s <t the following sequence is exact:

0

where i(l)
= Pst and /A) = 1.

Proof. Let \320\222be the exterior subHopf algebra consideredin Proposition

1. Let E be the exterior subalgebra of \320\222generated by P\\. Then \320\222is a

free \302\243-module and since \320\233is a free B-module, it is a free E-
module (note that the Milnor-Moore result does not apply

directly since E is not a subHopf algebra of A unless s = 0). The

sequence 0^s^Z2^E-^Z2^0 defined by i(l)= Ps, and /(l)=l is

clearly an exact sequenceof \302\243-modules. Therefore

0

is exact and the propositionfollows since A(x)EZ2 = A/AP5,. \342\226\241

Remark. This result implies that fl(A/APst) is stably equivalent, up to a

dimension shift, to A/AP], that is A/APS, is /2-periodic.

Proposition 3. There is a natural isomorphism

a :{A/APU \320\234}_,--> \320\235'(\320\234,Pf).

Proof. It will suffice to prove the proposition for i = 0.Thereis a natural

map /3:\320\235\320\276\321\202A(A/APst,M)^H\302\260(M, Pst) defined by C(f)= H(f, Ps,)(l)\342\200\224

this is well defined since Pfl = 0 in A/AP*. For jc G M the map/:A-\302\273M
defined by /A)

= x factors through the projection /: A\342\200\224\302\273A/APS, if Ps,x = 0
and thereforeC is an epimorphism. If /: A/APS,-+ M is stably trivial then/

factors through a free module F and since by Proposition 1 H(F, Pst)
= 0 it

follows that /3(/)
= 0. Therefore C induces a natural epimorphism

a:{A/API M}^H\302\260(M, Pst). If a(f) = 0 then /A)
= Pstx and therefore /

factors as A/APS, ^\302\273 s~^lA -*\302\273M where g(l) = x. Hence/ = 0. D
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These two descriptions of these invariants give complementary insights.
The homology groupdescriptionismore useful for making computations as
for examplein Proposition 1 above. The corepresentable description will be

especially useful in considering some of the general structural properties of

these functors particularly in evoking the topological analogue. For
instance, this description suggests a more suitable setting for the homology

groups than the one we have so far adopted. In topology it has certainly
proved advantageousto regard the mod 2 cohomology [X,H(Z2)]*as a left

module over [H(Z2), H(Z2)]*with composition defining the algebra and
module structures.This analogizes easily to the present situation since

{A/APst, A/AP*}* can also be regardedas an algebra with product defined

by composition. And {A/APS,, M}* can be regardedas a right module over
that algebra again by composition. Let As, denote the opposite algebra
A(A/APst) of {A/APU A/AP?}*> then the Pf-homology group is a functor
from AM to the category of left Af-modules. To conform with the upper
indexing of A we grade A) by (A?)'

= A(A/APs,)-j.
Let us reinterpret this structure in terms of the homology group

description of H(M, Pst)\342\200\224inthis paragraph H(M, Ps,) will denote only this

description. In Proposition 3 we defined the natural isomorphism

a :{A/AP?, M}*^>H*(M, Pst). In particular, since H*(A/APS,, P*) is con-
contained in A/(PS,A + AP\302\260),we can identify a(J) with [a] E A/(PS,A + APst)
for some a E A. And if a(f)=[a] and <x(g)=[b] then a(Jg)=[ba].

Therefore as an algebra As, can be identified with the subquotient algebra of
A, {a E A | P\\a E AP?}/(P?A + APst). Similarly, the action of A) on

H(M, Pst) is induced by the action of A on M, i.e. for aE A\\ and
x E H(M, Ps,)a(x) has representative ax.

In Corollary 26 an explicit description of A? in terms of A will be

given. A similar result for the algebras As, with s > 0 has not yet been

determined and is, I believe,a difficult computational problem. However,
there is a very useful refinement of the description of As, given above. Let

C(PS,) denote the commutator of Ps, in A.

Proposition 4. Each a in A? has a representative in A which commutes

with Ps,. Therefore

As, = C(PS,)/(C(PS,)\320\237PS,A)
= C(Pi)/(C(Ps<) \320\237AP?).

Proof. Let a = 2Sq(rb ...) be an arbitrarily chosen representative for an
element of As,. If Sq(rb ...) is a summand of a such that 2s Er, then by
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the product formula P\\ Sq(rb ..., r, - 2s,...) = Sq(r,,...)+ 2 Sq(sb ...)
and for each summand 2s \302\243st. Therefore we may assume that our

representative satisfies the condition that 2s & r, for each summand. Such
a representative commutes with Ff. For suppose that Psta + aPst ~

2Sq(fb ...). By the product formula 2s \302\243t, for each summand. But
PstaEAPs, so 0 =

PS,[PS,a + aP?] = P?\302\243Sq(f,,...)which implies that

The one other point to be noted is that C(PS,) \320\237AP\\ = C(Pst) n PS,A.
But aPs,G C(PS,) implies that P*,aPs, = 0 which in turn implies that
aPs,G PS,A. Similarly for the other inclusion. \342\226\241

The work above can, of course, alsobe applied to right A-modules. Let
M be a right A-module, then define its P?-homology group by

H(M, Ps.) = (kerPs,\\M)/MPlAs with left modules these homology
groups are corepresentablein the stable category of right A-modules.

Therefore, these homology groups possess a natural module structure

over the algebra H(A/PS,A,Pst). But arguing as in Proposition 4, this

algebra is just C(Ps,)/C(Ps,)n APS,
= Ast. Therefore the PMiomology

group of right modules is also a functor from A-modules to Af-modules.

In Proposition 12.2 we observed that the canonical antiautomorphism
c\\A-+A induces an isomorphismof the categories AM and MA. There is

also an isomorphism of the right and left Af-module categories and the

Prhomology groups commutes with these isomorphisms: as observed in

Chapter 15 c(P?) =
P\\ for s < t. It follows that \321\201restricts to an antiau-

antiautomorphism \321\201:C(PS,)^ C(Pst) which takes C(Pst) \320\237APst to C(PS.) \320\237PS,A.

Therefore there is an antiautomorphism c:Af\342\200\224>Af given by c(aK c(a).
With this, an isomorphism c:A'M^>MA* can be defined as in Proposition
12.2. The following is then an easy exercise with representatives.

Proposition 5. There is a natural isomorphism of As,-modules,

Finally, if \320\222is a subHopf algebra of A then we can, of course, consider
the Pf-homology groups of B-modules for P< in \320\222with s < t. Then all of

the foregoing carries over to this setting. Thus these homology groups are
functors on bM corepresented by B/BPS, and take values in the category

of C-modules where C= \320\235*(\320\222/\320\222\320\240'\342\200\236Ps,). For example, if \320\222=
\320\220(\320\277)then

the P\302\260+1-homology group are modules over A(n)/A(n)P\302\260n+l.
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Note. In succeeding chapters the focus will usually be on A-modules.

However, all the general results apply equally well to B-modules (with

obvious modifications).

2. The Whitehead theorem

In the preceding section stress has been placed on the homology groups
as a further element in the analogy between structure in the stable

category of A-modules and homotopy theory. The results of this section

bring us to a more refined stage of this analogy. For we will prove that the

P*-homology groups of a module weakly determine the stable type of the
module, just as the homotopy groups of a spaceweakly determine its

homotopy type. More generally for \320\222a subHopf algebra of A we have

Theorem 6. (a) ForM in BM\\ M is free if and only if H(M, Ps,) = 0 for all
Ps, in \320\222with s<t.

(b) Forf: M\342\200\224\302\273TVin \320\262\320\234+,f is a stable equivalence if and only if H(f, Pf)
is an isomorphism for all Ps, in \320\222with s <t. Further, if M and N have no

free summands then the induced maps being isomorphisms implies that f is

an isomorphism.

This theorem is the analog of Corollary 6.10 the Whitehead theorem
for integral homology. This latter result fails unless restricted to bounded

below spectra and here too the bounded below restriction is essential. For
example,if M = D(A), the left A-module dual of A, then by Proposition

5 H(M, Ps,) = 0 for all Ps,. But being bounded above, M is of course not

free. As another example let M = Z^[x, x~l] with \\x\\
= 1 and A-module

structure given by

This module is prominent in the work in [78] on the Segal conjecture.

Exercise.H(M,Pst)
= 0 for all s < t.

These examples suggest that the problem of determining which un-

unbounded modules have vanishing homology groups is difficult\342\200\224and

potentially of interest.
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Theorem 6 will be proved as a corollary of a stronger result which

shows that the homology groups determine the structure through a range
as well as globally. Recall that a B-module M is free through degree r if

there is an epimorphism f:F^>M with F free and |ker/| > r. Let \320\222be a

finite subHopf algebra of A and let a(B) = max degB.

Theorem7. ForM in \320\262\320\226+if |H(M, Ps,)\\ s= r for all Pst in \320\222then M is

free through degree r- a(B).

Proof. Let /3(B)= max{s | Ps, E B}\342\200\224here we are not assuming that s < t.

The proof will be by induction on /3(B). If /3(B)= 0 then \320\222is an exterior

algebra generated by a finite subset of {Pi, P\302\260,...} so in this case the
desired result has already been proven in Proposition 18.9. Now let \320\222be

an arbitrary finite subHopf algebra of A and let EB be the subHopf
algebraof \320\222generated by those P?'s in B, i.e. \320\225\320\262

= \320\222\320\237\320\225where E = EA.
Then EB is a normal subalgebra of \320\222and B\\\\EB \320\241\320\220\\\\\320\225.By Proposition

15.11 there is an isomorphism i :A \342\200\224>
\320\220\320\246\320\225that doubles degree. Therefore

there is a subHopf algebra \320\222'\320\241A such that B\\\\EB
= i(B'). But then

/3(B') = /3(B)- 1so we can assume by induction that the theorem is true
for B'.

In terms of B//EB-modules this inductive assumption translates as
follows: let N be a bounded below B//EB-module, if \\H(N, 1\302\256PTx)\\^r'

for Ps, in B' with s<t then N is free through degree r'-2a(B'). To see
this, recall from Section 3 of Chapter 15 that over \320\222\320\246\320\225\320\222,N \302\253Nev \302\251NM

where 7Vev and \342\204\226ddare the even and odd degree parts of N respectively.

There is an isomorphism i*: \320\262\321\206\320\225\320\262\320\234\320\265\321\207-+B-M. And letting Lev= i*(Ncv)and

Lodd=i*(s-lNodd)we have that for P? in B' with s<t, \\H(Lev, Pst)\\,

iHiL0*1, Pst)\\ s= r'/2 since i* halves degree.Soby induction Lev and V\320\274are

free (over B') through degree r'/2-a(B'). Therefore N\342\204\242and \342\204\226**,and

hence N, are free over E//EB through degree r' \342\200\224
2a(B') as desired.

We will prove below that if |H(M, PJ)| 2= r for all PJ in \320\222with 5 < f

then \\H(Z2\302\256EBM1l\302\256P')\\^r-a(EB) for all P? in \320\222with s^=f. So

applying the inductive assumption we can conclude that
Zo.\302\256ebM

is free

(over \320\222\320\246\320\225\320\222)through degree r-a(B) (a(B) = a(EB)+2a(B')).But as an

.\320\225\320\262-module,M is free through degree r \342\200\224
a(EB) therefore the theorem

follows from Proposition11.6.Soit remains to prove

Lemma 8. Let M be a bounded below B-module with |H(M, Pst)\\ ^rfor all

Ps,in \320\222with s<t.

(a) For Ps, in \320\222with l^s<t, \\H(Z2 \302\256ebM, 1 \302\256Pf)| \320\267=\320\263-
a(EB).

(b) If P\\ is in \320\222then
\\H{Z2\302\256Eb M, 1 \302\256P\\)\\ ^ r - a(EB).
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Proof, (a) Supposethat EB is generated by P\302\260h,..., P?n with tt<\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242<*\342\200\236.

For 1 =e m < n let Em be the subalgebra generated by P\302\260,m,..., P\302\260,n
and let

Bm =
B\\\\Em (Em is a normal subalgebra of B), En+l

= Z2 and \320\224,+1
= \320\222.The

element Pm =
l\302\256P?m

is central in Bm+1 and Bm = Bm+ll/E[Pm]. So if

|H(Z2\302\256Em+1M, 1\302\256\320\240?)|\320\267=\320\263-\320\260(\320\224\342\200\236+1)for Ps, in \320\222- Em+l with s<f then

applying Lemma 18.10 with E[eu e2]= E[Pst,Pm] we conclude that

\\H(Z2\302\256EmM, \\\302\256P*)\\^r-a(Em) since a(Em) = a(Em+l)+ \\Pm\\. There-

Therefore (a) follows by an easy downward induction.

(b) Let P,(r)= Sq@,..., r), the r in the \302\253hplace. Since (P',f =

P\302\2602tPt(T
-

1) it follows from Theorem 15.6that P\\t is also in B. As in (a)

the argument will be by downward induction considering the homology
groups of

Zi\302\256Em
M for m = \320\270+ 1 to m = 1. However, in this case 1 \302\256P\\

in Bm does not have square zero until we get P\\t E Em, i.e. until m =\302\243/ if

\320\240\321\212
=

\320\240\302\260\321\207-So the key step in the induction is the transition from

Z2\302\256ei+1M
to

Z2\302\256E/M.
That is, for m2=/+l there is no 1\302\256P',-

homology group and for m < I we can again apply Lemma 18.10 to get
\\H{Z2\302\256Em_lM,l\302\256P',)>\\H{Z2\302\256EmM,\\\302\256P\\)\\

+ \\Pm-l So since we
have

\\H(Z2\302\256El+lM,l\302\256Pi)\\^r+a(El+i)
the following sublemma will

complete the proof.

Sublemma. Let Cd \320\233be the subalgebra generated by P?,... ,P\\, P\\, and

let E =
\320\225[\320\24021\\-If M is a bounded below C-module then

\\H(Z2\302\256EM, 1\302\256P',)\\ > \\H(M, P\302\2602,)l
-

\320\237

Proof. We would like to show that for x in M with \\x\\ <

\\H(M, P\302\2602t)\\
-

\\P',\\, if P\\x = Ply then \320\273:= P\\u + P\302\2602lvfor some \320\270and v in

M The proofwill be by double induction, the outer induction being over \\x\\.

The hypothesis is trivially true if \\x\\ < \\M\\ so assume that it is the case in

degree less than |jc|. The inner induction will be a downward induction on
r to show that Pt(r)x

= P',u + P2,v for some \320\270and v in M. This will give

the desired result when r = 0. Given P\\x
= Ply we have \320\240\320\247,\320\240,B'

-
l)x =

P\302\2602tP'y and since |P,B'
-

l)x\\ < \\H(M, P\302\2602l)\\this gives P,B'-l)x =

P',y + P\\z which begins the inner induction. The next step in the inner

induction is exceptional:

P,B' - 2)P*U= P{P,B'- l)x + P,B'
- 1)

=
P\\P\\y + P\\P\\(z + P,B' -

And, again since |P,B' -2)x\\ <\\H(M, P\302\2602l)\\,P,B' -2)x
= P'z + P\302\2602lw.So
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assume now that P,{r)x =
P\\u + P\\tv for some u, v and r =\302\2432' \342\200\2242. Let

5 = 2' - 1- r >0, then P,(r)P,(s)
= P,(s)P,(r) = P,B' - 1).Sowith \321\203and z

as above

= P,(s)Pf(r)x

+ P,(s- 1)P\302\2602,U+ P,(s)P\302\2602tV .

That is P\\{y + Pt(s)u)
=

P\302\2602t(z+ P,(s
- l)u + P,(s)v).But \\y\\ < \\x\\ so by the

outer inductive hypothesis \321\203+ P,(s)u = P',u'+ P\\,v'. Now observe that

=
\320\240,(\320\223)\320\240\302\2602,\320\243+ P\\P\\U + P\\P\\\\V

=
Pt(r)[P2,P,(s)u + \320\240\302\26021\320\240',\320\270']+ P\\P\\U +

=
P\302\2602tP'tw' with w' = P,(r)u' + v.

Therefore since again \\P,(r- l)x\\ <\\H(M, P\302\2602t)\\we have P,{r-\\)x =

P'iW1 + P\\tz'. This completes the inner induction and hence the proof of
the sublemma. DDD

Theorem 7 extends to a result about modules over an arbitrary sub-

Hopf algebra \320\222of \320\233for if B(n) = \320\222\320\237A(n) then the B- and B(n)-
module structures agree at least through degree \\M\\ + 2\"+1 - 1.

Corollary 9. For M in BM+ if \\H(M, Pst)\\ ^ r for all Ps, in \320\222with s < t

then M is free through degree |M| + 2\"+1-l provided r-\\M\\>

Although Theorem 7 and Corollary 9 have the important characteristic

that the range through which the module is free goes to infinity with the

connectivity of the homology groups,theseresults are not the best possible.
For example,if \320\222is a finite exterior algebra and M is a J5-module whose

homology groups vanish in degree less than r then M is free through

degree r (this can be proven by following the inductive argument of

Proposition 18.9with the added element that the induction goes in order

of degree from highest to lowest).
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Using Theorem 7 it is now an easy matter to prove the Whitehead

theorem for the Pf-homology groups.

Proof of Theorem6. (a) We have already observed that the Ff-homology

groups of a free B-moduleare all zero. Conversely, suppose that

H(M, Pst)
= 0 for all P\\ in \320\222with s<t. Then by Theorem 7, M is free

through any degree and so is free.

(b) By Theorem 14.12 there is a stable triangle QN-^K-^M-^N.

Therefore H(f, P?) is an isomorphism for all P] in \320\222with s < t if and

only if H(K, Ps,) = 0 (exerciseorseeSection 3). And by (a) this is the case if

and only if \320\232is free which in turn, is equivalent to / being an equivalence.

The final observation is then just Proposition 14.11. \342\226\241

There is also a relative version of Theorem 6.

Corollary 10. Let \320\222be a subHopf algebra of A and let f: Mi\342\200\224\302\273M2 be a

map of A-modules such that H(f, Ps,) is an isomorphism for all Ps, in \320\222

with s <t. Then for any B-module N, {A(x)BN, /} is an isomorphism.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 6 applying the adjoint isomor-

isomorphism {E(N), M} \302\253{N,F(M)} of Chapter 14. \342\226\241

Remark. At this point some historicalcomments are in order. Theorem 6
was first proved by me in unpublished work done in 1969. Although I was

unaware of it, Wall had proved the special case corresponding to \320\222=

\320\233A)in [133]. The first published account was a joint paper with Adams

[10] that includes a proofdue to Adams. This proof is module-theoretic in

orientation and direct in approach\342\200\224requiring some detailed computation
but little technical background. For this reason it is essentially that proof
that I have chosen to present here. Then in [17] in connection with their

work on a general edge theorem (see Theorem 22.6) Anderson and Davis
gave a different proof of Theorem 6. Their prooffocusedon the nature of

the algebra for which such a result holds\342\200\224roughly an iterated extension

of exterior algebras with 'nilpotent extensions'. This proof replaces cal-
calculation with the Steenrod algebra\342\200\224those of the sublemma to Lemma
8\342\200\224withsimpler calculations with the bar construction.More recently in

[91] Miller and Wilkerson have modified this proof giving a very elegant
proof using Steenrod operation in the cohomology of a cocommutative

Hopf algebra to minimize calculations.
Another line of inquiry has been the developmentof similar results in
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the odd prime case. In [98]Mooreand Peterson proved the appropriate
variant of Theorem 6 with the Pf-groups replaced by

H(M, G)
= ker Qt\\M/QtM,

\320\251\320\234,P?)
= ker Ps,\\M/(Ps,y-lM

where P* is the Milnor basis element P@,..., ff) and satisfies (PS,Y
= 0.

Their proof is highly computational and as with the prime 2 Miller and

Wilkerson provide an elegant alternative proof in [91].

3. The homology groups and structure in AM

The next two sections will be devoted to considering the relationship
between the homology groups and the various elements of structure in

AM. We begin with the dual module construction.

Proposition 11. For M in AM there is a natural isomorphism of right

As,-modules H(d(M), Ps,)

Proof. Again let C(PS,) be the commutator of Ps, in A. Define a map
p:M-+M by p{X)- Ps,x. Then p is a map of C(P0-modules(we will

drop the shift suspension notation in this proof). Dualizing we get

d(p):d(M)^d(M) a map of right C(P0-modules and d(p)(x) =
xPst.

Then M-^M-*M/imp^0 and 0-^H(M, Pst)^ M/impA M are

exact sequences of left C(P?)-modules, and d(M)-^\302\273ker d(p)-*

H(d(M),Ps,)-*0 is an exact sequence of right C(P?)-modules.

Dualizing the first two sequences gives 0\342\200\224>d(M/imp)-+

d{M)-^kd{M) 0-e. d(M/imp) = ker d(p)) and d(M)-+d(M/im p)-+

d(H(M, P*,))-+0. And this combined with the third sequence gives the

natural isomorphism of H(d(M), Pst) and d(H(M, P?)) as right C(Pf)-

modules. But C(Pf)HAPf acts trivially on both so the isomorphism
is as right Af-modules. D

This can also be expressedin terms of left modules. It is not hard to

show that cd{M)~ dc{M)) where M is an Af-module. Then as in

Chapter 12 this defines a dualization functor D with D(M) = cd(M).
Combining Propositions5 and 11 we have

Proposition 12. For M in AM there is a natural isomorphism of left

As,-modules H(D(M), Ps,)\302\253D(H(M, Ps,)).
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Next we determine the relationship between the homology groups and
the loop functor in AM. In terms of the corepresentabledescription of

\320\251\320\234,Pst) define /2, :H'(M, Ps,)^Hi+^(flM, Pst) to be the composite

{A/API M}_, >
{\320\237(\320\220/\320\220\320\240}),\320\237\320\234}\320\247-=-> {\320\220/\320\220\320\2405,, ^

where the right-hand is induced by the stable equivalence

Proposition13.(a) flt is an isomorphism of As,-modules.
(b) In terms of representatives \302\2431\\U

= v if /m(d) = Ps,u' and 7rM(u')=\320\270

where 0 \342\200\224>flM
M

> PM \342\200\224\342\200\224>M \342\200\224>0 is the sequence defining flM.

Proof, (a) For x E A', and \321\203E H'(M, Pst), /2,(xy) - (/2,j)(/2,x)the right-

hand side the composition product. So it will be enough to show that

i2i:As,\342\200\224>As, is the identity. Consider

0 > si+]pS>lA/APst > s'A > s'A/APs, > 0

if

0 > sWAIAP] > A > AlAP] >0

where x = f. By Proposition 4 / can be chosen so that /A)\302\243 C(PS,). The

map g:s'A-+ A defined by g(l)
\342\200\224

f(l) lifts / and since /A) commutes

with Ps,, g restricts to / now defined on s'+^A/APs,. Therefore \302\243lxx
= x.

(b) Let f:s'A/APs,-+M be such that /A)
= u. There are maps g and h

such that the following diagram commutes:

0 >s'+lPVA/APs, > s'A >s'A/APst >0

ih . ig if
0 > \320\237\320\234-^UpM^U M >0

If g(l)=u' and h(l)=v then iM(v)
= P*u' and \321\202\320\263\320\274(\320\270')=\320\270,and by

definition /2,[/(l)] =
[\320\233A)]. \320\237

An immediate consequence of Proposition 8 is that for arbitrary i,

{A/APS,, M}i and {A/API M}\302\273_i|i\302\273ji
are isomorphic as Af-modules.

Therefore if 0->M3\342\200\224>M2^Mi\342\200\224>0 is an exact sequence of A-modules,
the long exact sequencegotten by applying {A/APS,, }* to it, has the form

>{A/API M3}_, > {A/APU M2}_,- > {A/APU \320\233

{A/API
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where 8 =
(df)*Q\\ and this is a sequence of Af-modules. On the other

hand, a short exactsequenceof A-modules is also a short exact sequence
of complexes with respect to the differential Ps, and therefore there is also
a long exact sequence in homology. Not surprisingly, the two long exact
sequences correspondunder the map a of Proposition 3\342\200\224herewe

distinguish between the corepresentable.and homology group descriptions
using H(M, Pi) to denote only the latter.

Proposition 14.

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242MA/APi, M3}-i -> {A/APi, M2}_,

-> {A/AP3,, Mi}.,i \320\233{A/APi, \320\234\320\267}\321\207-\\\321\200\321\203-+
\342\200\242\342\226\240\342\200\242

I a i a
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242-*\320\235\320\247\320\234\320\263,Pi) -* \320\257'(\320\2342,Pi) ->

\320\257'(\320\234,,Pi) -* \320\257'+|\321\200''(\320\234\320\267,Pi) -> \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\226\240

is a commutative diagram of Ai-modules.

The proof of this proposition is left to the reader. Note also that

restricted to M+ this sequence is a mapping sequence of the stable

triangle /2M,\342\200\224>M3-\302\273M2-4m,.

An example of the complementary nature of the two descriptions of the

homology groups arises when we consider the relationship of the

homology groups and limit structures in AM.

Proposition 15. (\320\260)\320\235(\320\237\320\273\320\234\320\260,\320\240?)= UAH(Ma,Pst).

(b) // Mi\342\200\224>M2\342\200\224>\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242is a colimit sequence then colim H(Mn Pf) =

H(colim Mr, Pi).

(c) \320\257(\320\237\320\273Ma, Pi) =
\320\250H(Ma, Pi).

Proof. In general if F is an exact functor defined between categories of

complexes over abelian categories then F commutes with the homology

group functor (Lemma Al.l). Therefore if F is the coproduct, colimit or

product functor defined in AM and we regard the elements of AM as

complexes with differential Ps, then (a), (b) and (c) follow. \342\226\241

Proposition 16. // Mi *-M2<\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242is a limit sequence with \320\237\320\234,bounded

below and lim1 M, = 0 then

0 Mim1 HHps\\Mn Pi) >H'(lim Mn Pi) \302\273lim//'\"(Mn Pi) >0

is exact.

Proposition 15. (\320\260)\320\235(\\1\320\233\320\234\321\202Pst)
= UAH(Ma, Pf).
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Proof. Apply Proposition 14.16 with A/APS, in the contravariant

argument. \342\226\241

The homology groups do not behave well with respect to the other limit

structures that have been considered in AJt.

Looking at the homology groups of smash products, two different cases
arise, that for P? and that for P* with s>0. That is, since Ps,(x(x)y)=
\"ZSl+s2=2s Pt(si)x (x) P,(s2)y, (M \320\273N, Ps,) is the tensor product of the com-

complexes (M, Ps,) and (N, Pst) if and only if s = 0. Therefore, in computing

the P?-homology group of M \320\273N the Kunneth formula [81] can be
applied and since we are working over a field, this takes the form of a
natural isomorphism

\321\203:Ui+k=iH'(M, P?) \302\256Hk(N, P?)-> H'(M \320\273N, P\302\260)

with x\302\256y E y(x(x)y). This can be refined to incorporate the A?-module

structure in the following way.

Proposition 17. (a) The coproduct on A induces a coproducton A? giving

A0, the structure of a Hopf algebra.
(b) \321\203:H(M, P?) \320\273H(N, P?)^ H(M \320\273N, P?) is an isomorphism of A\302\260,-

modules.

Proof, (a) Since P? is primitive, the coproduct on A induces a map

\320\233/\320\220\320\240?^(\320\233/\320\233\320\240?)\320\273(\320\233/\320\233\320\240?).In homology this induces a map \321\204,

\320\233?^\320\257(\320\233/\320\233\320\240?\320\273\320\233/\320\233\320\240?,\320\240?)-^\320\233?\302\256\320\233?which together with the

product givesA? the structure of a subquotient Hopf algebra of A.

(b) In terms of representatives,if a E A? then \321\204(\320\260)
=

2,\320\260'(\321\205)\320\260\"where

\321\204(\320\260)
=

\320\252\320\260'(\321\205)\320\260\"+ \320\252\320\254'\302\256\320\254\"and for each b'\302\256b\" either Z/EP?A + AP?
or 6\"EP?A+ AP?. Therefore ay(x(x)\321\203)\320\255a(x(g)y)

= ^a'x(g)a\"y +

'Zb'x(g)b\"yEy(Ila'x(g)a\"y + \"Zb'x(g)b\"y)
=

y(a(x(g)y)). \342\226\241

For 5 > 0, (M \320\273N, Ps,) is not the tensor product of (M, Pf) and (N, Pst),
so we can expect no such result. Instead there is a Kunneth spectral

sequence defined by filtering M \320\273N by FP(M \320\273N)
=

11^\320\240\320\2341(x)N. It has

.Ei-term M \302\256H(N, P*) and, at least if M and N are bounded below,
converges to the graded module associated to the induced filtration on

H(M \320\273N, Pi). However for later use we need a different sort of result\342\200\224

one which can be proven without recourse to spectral sequences. For this

proposition let Ps, be any of the differentials (including 5 = 0).
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Proposition 18. In M+

(a) if H(M, P?) = 0 or H(N,Pi)=0 then H(M \320\273N, Pst) = 0,
(b) if H(J, Pst) and H(g, Pst) are isomorphisms then H(J \320\273g, P?) is an

isomorphism.

Proof, (a) Suppose H(N,Pst)=0. Let M, = {x \302\243M| |x| s= r}. Then

Mr/Mr+1
= 5rLIZ2 as \320\233-modules and it follows that H((Mr/Mr+i) \320\273

N, Pf) = 0. And since M is bounded below this implies that H((M/Mr) \320\273

N, Ps,) = 0 for all r. But since N is also bounded below the induced map

H'(M \320\273N, P?)-\302\273\320\235'((\320\234/\320\234\320\223)\320\273N, P0 is an isomorphism for r > r(i) from

which (a) is immediate.

(b) We may assume that one of the maps, say /, is the identity. Then

consideringthe stable triangle M \320\273QN{ \342\200\224>M \320\273N3\342\200\224>-M \320\273N2 lAg> M \320\273Nt

we see that (b) follows easilyfrom (a). \342\226\241

It follows from Proposition 18 that M \320\273N ~ 0 if there is no P? with

both H(M, Pf) and H(N, Pst) nonzero.

Conjecture. If MaN~0 then for all Pf either H(M, Ps,) = 0 or
H(N,Pst)

= 0.

For 5 = 0 Proposition 18 is also a consequence of Proposition 17 and

here with no bounded below restriction. However, for s >0 the situation

is unclear.

As a final observation let us note the relationship between the

homology groups and the doubling isomorphism of Chapter 15. Again,

for the reasons mentioned there, we will focus on the A(n)-module case.
So we have the doubling isomorphism D: A(nyM

\342\200\224>
A(n+iyMev\342\226\240Then

Proposition 19. (a) For P] in A(n) with s <t there is a natural isomor-

isomorphism H(D(N), Pst+l)~D(H(N, Ps,)).

(b) For P? in A(n), H(D(N), P?)= D(N).

4. The homology groups of extended modules

Let \320\222be a subHopf algebra of A. For a left B-module N we have the

corresponding B-extended module the left A-module \320\233\302\256\320\222\320\234.The

homology groups of the extended module are closely related to those of

N, the latter being defined for those P] in B.
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Theorem 20. If M is isomorphic to A \302\256eN for a B-module N and Pi, with

s <t, is in \320\222then there is a spectral sequenceof graded Z2-modules with

Ex = (A(x)BZ2)(g)H(N,Pi) converging to H(M, Pi).

The precise nature of the convergence will be made clear in the proof

of the theorem.
For a 5-extendedmodule and a differential not in B, the result is

striking and reveals one sense in which the homology groups localize
nicely.

Theorem 21. If M is isomorphic to A(x)BN for a B-module N and Ps,

(s < t) is not in \320\222then H(M, Pi) = 0.

Preliminary to proving these theorems, let us recall some results from

Chapter 15. Corresponding to \320\222is a profile function h from the natural

numbers to {0,1,..., oo}. Then AB = {Sq(r,,...) | r, <2m} is a basis for \320\222

and \320\233\320\262
= {Sq(rb ...) | 2s G r, implies s^h(t)} projects to a basis for

\320\220\302\256\320\262%2-In addition \320\233={\320\260\320\254\\\320\260\320\225\320\233\320\262and bEAB} is a basis for A.

Therefore if N is a 5-module with basis \320\223(over Z2) then A (x)BN has a
basis2 =

{a(x)x\\ a(E \320\233'\320\262,\321\205\302\243\320\223}.In order to prove Theorem 20 and

Theorem 21 we will filter the Pf-complex A(x)BN by defining orderings

on \320\233\320\262and then consider the resulting spectral sequences. The orderings
must satisfy the properties proven for the left lexicographic order. The

problem with the left lexicographic order itself is that it is of a higher

ordinality then o> and so would lead to a sort of trarisfinite spectral

sequence. So, based on the left lexicographic ordering, we will define

k:AB-^Z+ for Theorem 20 and /:4B->Z+ for Theorem 21. Fix Pi with

s<t. For n sufficiently large, Pi is in A(n). Fix such an n. Let

fc(Sq@,...))= 1 and inductively define k(a) =
\320\272(b)+ 1 if

A) a, bGA(n), a >b and if \321\201\320\225.\320\220(\320\277)\320\223\\\320\233\320\262with c>b then \321\201= a or

c> a (> left lexicographic order),

B) a, b E A(m + l)-A(m) for some m^n and if c\302\243

(A(m + 1)- \320\220(\321\202))\320\223\\\320\233\320\262with c>b then \321\201= a or c>a, or
C) a\302\243A(m + l)-A(ffl) and bEA(m) for some m^n and if \321\201G

\320\220(\321\202)\320\237\320\233\320\262(resp. \321\201G (A(m + 1)-\320\233(\321\202))\320\237\320\233\320\262)then k(c)^k(b) (resp.
\321\201= a or c> a).
Thus, for example, if \320\222=

\320\233@)and n = 1 then the following is an initial

sequence of the A;-ordering:

Sq@, 1), SqB), SqB, 1), Sq@,0, 1),Sq@, 1,1), Sq(O, 2) .
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For P\\<\302\243B let \320\233\320\262=\320\233'\320\270\320\233\"be the decomposition and \321\202\320\263:\320\233'-*\320\233\"the

bijection defined before Lemma 15.15.Then define l(a) = k(a) for a E A'
and l(a)= \320\272(\321\202\320\263~1\320\260)for aE. A\".

Proof of Theorem 20. Define a filtration on A(x)BN by letting

Fp(A(x)BN) be the graded Z^module spanned by {a\302\256x | fc(a)=sp}C X.

Then Fo = 0 and Fx
= N. By Lemma 15.14 for a E \320\233B, Pfa = aP? + 2 \320\260\320\224

with a,/?, E A and ai <^a. Further, if a E A(n) \320\237\320\233\320\262then a, E A(n) \320\237\320\233\320\262

and fc(a,)<A;(a). And if a e(A(m +1)- \320\220(\321\202))\320\237\320\233\320\262then a, E

A(m + 1)\320\237A'B and again fc(a,)<k(a). Therefore Fp is a subcomplex of
A- \302\256bN with respect to the differential P]. So there is a spectralsequence
[81]with Ex =

H(E\302\260(A(g)BN), Pf). But the action of Ps, on E\302\260(A\302\256BN)

is given by Ps,(a(x)x)= a(x)Ps,x for a(x)xE.X and therefore

H(E\302\260(A(g)BN), P\302\260)
= (A(g)BZ2)(g)H(N, Ps,). As for the convergence let

FpH(A(g)BN,PO=im{H(Fp(A\302\256BN),P?)->H(A(g)BN,PJ)}.Then we

have 0 = F0H(A \302\256BN, P?) \320\241\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\320\241UpFpH(A \302\256BN, Pf) = H(A \302\256BN,

Pf), the right-hand equality since A \302\256BN
=

UPFP(A \302\256BN). And for r > p
we have E'p

\342\200\224Hp+1 -\302\273\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242-\302\273colim E'p
= FpH(A \302\256BN, PJ)/F,_,H(A \302\256BN,

Pf). To see this, recall the definition of the terms of the spectral

sequence: Ep = Z,/(P?Zjr+V-iU Z,l1,)where Zp
= {x E FP(A \302\256BN) | P\\X 6

Fp_r(A\302\256BN)}. Then for r^p, Zp =
ker(Pf|Fp(A\302\256BN)) giving

Zrp-^ FpH(A\302\256BN, Pf) which in turn induces Erp
-\302\273FpH/FP-XH. And if

x E ker{Hp^ FpH/Fp^H}then in A\302\256BN, \320\264:=
\321\203+ P*z, \321\203in Fp_i(A\302\256BN)

and with Ps,y = 0. But then z\302\243F,(A@BN) for q sufficiently large and

hence x is zero in Erpk for \320\272sufficiently large. Therefore colim

ErD
= FrfH/FD-xH. \342\226\241

Note. If N is bounded below then the spectral sequence is strongly

convergent. That is, the filtration of H(A(x)BN, Pst) is finite in each

degree and ErpJ
=

FpHJFp-xlii for r s*r{i).

Proofof Theorem 21. This time define a filtration on A\302\256BN by letting

FP(A\302\256BN) be spanned by {a(x)x \\ l(a)^p}d X. By Lemma 15.15 for
a E \320\233',P\\a =

\321\202\320\263(\320\260)+ E a,b, and Pf\321\202\320\263(\320\260)
= 2 c,4 with ah q < a. So arguing

as in Theorem 15, fc(a(), k(q)<k(a). Further, /(a,-)^ fc(a,), l(cj)^k(q)
and l(a)= k(a). So again Fp is a subcomplex and again there is a
convergent spectral sequence with El =

H(E\"(A \302\256BN), P?) and F/ con-

converges to E\302\260H(A(S)bN,Psi) in the same sense as the convergence in

Theorem 20. But the action of Pf on E\302\260(A\302\256BN) is given by Ps,(a \302\256x)
=

\321\202\320\263(\320\260)(\321\205)\321\205for flE/1' since /(\302\253)= /(\321\202\320\263(\320\260)).Therefore F1 = 0 which, given

the nature of the convergence, implies that H(A \302\256BN, Pf)
= 0. \342\226\241
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These theorems have a number of immediate and useful consequences.

Corollary 22. Let \320\222be a subHopf algebra of A and let Ps, G B.

(a) // N isa B-module with H(N, Ps,) = 0 then H(A \302\256SN, Pst)
= 0.

(b) If f:Nx-*N2 is a map of B-modules such that H(J,PS,) is an
isomorphism then H(lA \302\256/,Pst) is an isomorphism.

Proof, (a)SinceA/AP\302\260n
= A \302\256A(B_1)(A(n

- 1)/A(n -
l)P\302\260n)it follows from

follows from Theorem 20 given the convergence as described in the proof
of that theorem. \342\226\241

Corollary 23. // \320\222is a subHopf algebra of A and au a2,... G \320\222then for

PS,\302\243B with s<t, H(A/A(au a2,...), Pst) = 0.

Corollary 24. ForPs, with s<t,

(a) \320\251\320\220/APUP\\)
= A],

(b) H(A/APst, P\"v)
= 0ifPuv* PI

Proof. The first part was observed in Proposition 3. To prove the second

part, let \320\222be the exterior subHopf algebra of A generated by F?,..., Ps,.
If P\"v\302\243.\320\222the result follows from Corollary 23. If Puv G \320\222it is easily
checked that H(B/BPS,, P\"v)

= 0 and the result follows from Corollary
22. \342\226\241

If we restrict our attention to the F\302\260-homology group of an A{n \342\200\224
1)-

extended module N, it is possible to replace the spectral sequence of

Theorem 20 by a formula for H(A \302\256A(n-0 N, P\302\260n)in terms of H(N, F\302\260).In

particular, with N =
A(n

-
l)/A(n

-
1)F\302\260,this will give an explicit des-

description of A\302\260nin terms of A. First note that if N is an A(n - l)-module
then H(N,P\302\260n) is a C= A(n - 1)/A(n-

l)F\302\260-module since P\302\260nis in the

center of A(n
-

1). Let \320\222be the subHopf algebra of A corresponding to

the profile function h(t)=n all t, that is, \320\222is the algebra with basis

{Sq(rb ...) | r, <2\" all /}. Then A(n - 1)C\320\222\320\241\320\241(\320\240\302\260\320\277),the second in-

inclusion following easily from the Milnor product formula. Let E be the
exterior algebragenerated by P\302\260n,P\302\260n+1,.... Then E is a centralsubHopf
algebra of \320\222and we can form the algebra B//E

=
B(x)EZ2\342\200\224Z2\302\256eB.

And \320\241is a subHopf algebra of B//E.

Proposition 25. The map a :B//E(g)cH(N, F2)^H(A\302\256A(n_,)N,F\302\260)

given by a([a](x)[x]) = [a \302\256x] is an isomorphism of B-modules.

This can be restated.
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Corollary 26. (a) A\302\260n
= B//E and {Sq(r,, ...) | r, < 2\" all t and 1 \302\243r, for

t^n} is a set of representatives for a basis for A\302\260n.

(b) Therefore as A\302\260n-modules we have H(A(x)A(n-i)N, P\302\260)
=

A\302\260n(x)cH(N,Pon).

Proof, (a) Since A/AP\302\260n
= A 0 A(n_i) (A(n

-
1)/\320\233(\320\277

-
1)P\302\260)it follows from

the proposition that A\302\260=
H(A/AP\302\260n, P\302\260n)

\302\253
\320\222\320\246\320\225(\321\205)\321\201\320\241

=
\320\222//\320\225as algebras.

A set of representativesfor a basis for A\302\260ncan then be computed directly
from the description A\302\260n

~ B//E, i.e. B(IE) is spanned by {Sq(/-b .. .)| 1E r,

for some 1s== n).

(b) is immediate from Proposition25 and (a). \342\226\241

Proof of Proposition 25. We begin by showing that a is a well-defined
map of B-modules. The map ax:B\302\256H{N,Pon)-\302\273H{A\302\256A(n-x)N,P\302\260n)

given by ay(b\302\256[x))
=

[b\302\256x\\ is a well-defined map of B-modulessince
BCC(P\302\260). If b(EB(IE) then b =

^nbtP\302\260t and since P? =

P\302\260Sq@,..., 2\") + Sq(O,..., 2\P\302\243")for t > n, we get 6 = P^c,+ c2P\302\260nwith

Ci, c26A. Thus [b(x)x] = 0. Therefore ax induces \320\2602:\320\222\320\246\320\225(\321\205)

H(N, P\302\260)-+H{A \302\256A(n-,)N, PS). In addition for [a] \302\243\320\241with a\302\243A(n- 1)

we have a2(\\b\\\302\256[a][x\\)= [b\302\256ax]
= [ba(x)x] = a([b][a](g)[x]) so a2

inducesa.
We will prove that a is an isomorphism by giving an explicit description

of H(A \302\256A(n-i)N, P\302\260).Let \320\233= {Sq(rb ...) | 2s \302\243r, implies s > n
-

t} and
let \320\223be a basis for N. Then A\302\256A(n-i)N has a basis

2 =
{\320\2730\321\205|\320\273\320\265\320\233,\321\205\320\225\320\223}.In A, P\302\260Sq(rb...) + Sq(rb...)P|l

=

2i^r,+n Sq(rb ..., r,
\342\200\224

2\",..., /-,+\342\200\236+ 1,...) and a crucial observationis that

if Sq(ri,...) is in \320\233then for all t 3= 1 so is Sq(rb ..., r,
\342\200\224

2\",..., r,+n +

1,...). Therefore with respect to the basis 2 the action of P\302\260non

-1)\320\233\320\223is given by

P\302\260n(Sq(rI,...)\302\256x)
= Sq(r1,...)

+ 2 Sq(rb...,r,-2V..,rl+B + l,...Hx.

Let D be the graded Z2-module with basis \320\233and define an endomor-

phism, suggestively denoted P\", by

PS(Sq(r,,...))= V Sq(rb...,rf-2-,...,rr+1, + l,...).
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Then (P1!,J= 0 making D into a complex and A\302\256A(n^nN is the tensor

product of this complex and (N, P\302\260n).Therefore by the Kunneth formula
H(A\302\256A(n^N,P\302\260n)

~ H(D,P\302\260n)(g)H(N,Pon).

We will prove that H(D, P\302\260n)has a basis with a set of representatives
\320\237= {Sq(/-,,.. .)G \320\233| r, <2n all /and 1 g? r if f ^ n}. Let F be a graded
complex with Fm a Z2-module generated by symbols {[au ...; ct,...] | a,
is a non-negative integer, c,E.Z2 almost always zero and Xa,\342\226\240,

= m) and

with differential d:Fm-^>Fm-i given by

d[au...;cu...]=2b
a, -

Let G be the Z2-module spanned by ft and given trivial d-action. Then the

map C :F \302\256G \342\200\224*D given by

/3([\321\217\321\214... ; C\\,.. .]\302\256Sq(^i, ...)) = Sq(a]2\" + bu ..., a,2n + b, + \321\201,_\342\200\236-,...)

is an isomorphism of complexes. So it suffices to show that H'(F, d) = 0 if

i > 0 and H\\F, d) =
Z2 generated by [0,... ; 0,...]. Let F' be a graded

complex with F'm generated by [m;0] and [m;l], and d[m;0] =

[m-l;l], d[m;l]=0. Then clearly H'(F\\d) = 0 for i >0 and

H\302\260(Fl, d)
= Z2 generated by [0; 0]. Defining d to be a derivation on

Fk = F1 \302\256
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\302\256F1 we get H'(F\\ d) = 0 for i > 0 and H\302\260(Fk, d)
= Z2 on

[0; 0]\302\256
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\302\256[0; 0]. But the map <f>km.Fk\342\200\224>F given by

\321\204\320\272([\320\273\320\270Ci]\302\256
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\302\256[aA; Cfc])= [ai5.. ., ak, 0,. .. ; cu .. ., ck, 0,...] is a
nested sequenceof inclusion and 1_\320\233Fk = F, and since homology and

colimit commute, H(F, d) is as desired.
Therefore p :G\302\256H(N, P\302\260n)-+H(A\302\256A(n_0N, P\302\260) given by

/3(Sq(rb .. .)\302\256[jc])= [Sq(r,,.. .)\302\256\320\273:] is an isomorphism. And

p-xa:BllE\302\256cH{N,Pon)^G\302\256H(N,P\302\260n) is an isomorphism since

B//E \302\256CZ2 has a basis with representatives \320\237.\342\226\241

In Chapter 21 we will have need of two somewhat more technical

results concerning the homology groups of extendedmodules. Again, let

\320\222be a subHopf algebra of A and let N be a B-module. Then

i:N->A(x)BN defined by /(\320\273:)=1\302\256\320\273:is an inclusion of B-modules
(however,if N is an A-moduIe, i will not be a map of A-modules). Let
flB denote the loop functor defined on BM.

Proposition 27. If N is stably equivalent to \320\237\320\222\320\234for some \320\2723=0 where M

is an A-modulethen for Ps, in B, H(i, Ps,) is a monomorphism.
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Proof. The proof will be by induction on k. If \320\272= 0 then we may assume
that N is itself an A-module. Then tt:A(x)bN-*N defined by (a (x)x) =

ax is a map of A-modules and m =
lN. Therefore as B-modules, N is a

direct summand via i of A(x)BN and H(i, Ps,)is a monomorphism.

Now assume that N \342\200\224
\320\237\320\222\320\234where M is an A-module. Our inductive

assumption is that for L =
\320\277\320\272\320\262~\321\205\320\234and j:L^> A\302\256BL, H(j,Ps,) is a

monomorphism. There is an exact sequence0\342\200\224>N\342\200\224\302\273P\342\200\224\302\273L\342\200\224\302\2730with P a

projective B-module and, since A is flat over B, we have the
following

commutative diagram with rows exact:

0 > N > P > L >0

4' 4 4 j
0 >A(g)BN >A(g)BP

SinceA \302\256BP is a projective A-module H(A \302\256B,P, Pst)
= 0 and similarly,

since P is a projective B-module, H(P, Ps,)
= 0. Therefore applying the

homology functor to the diagram we get

4 _ 4
H(A\302\256BL, P*,)-^H(A(x)BN, Ps.).

And therefore H(j, Pst) monic implies H(i, Pst) monic. \342\226\241

For the final result we will restrict our attention to A(n -
l)-extended

modules. In particular, this proposition depends on the fact that the

A(n)'s are the only subHopf algebras of A with the following property:
the minimal degree for elementsnot in the subalgebra is greater than the

maximal degree for the Pfs in it. That is, P\" is of minimal degree in

A \342\200\224
A(n

\342\200\224
1) and P\302\260nis of maximal degree among the Pf s in A(n

\342\200\224
1), and

\\P\302\260n\\
~

|P\"|
- 1-Thisdegreedifference is also what will allow us to 'kill the

A(n)-structure' in the sense of Chapter 21 and its absense for the other

subHopf algebras of A is what prevents such a constructionfrom being

performed with respect to the B-structure for \320\222not an A(n).

Proposition 28. Let N be an A(n
\342\200\224

l)-module with i:N \342\200\224>A \302\256A(n-i)N
=

M as above and fix Ps, E A(n
- 1). // Hq(N, Ps,)

= 0 for q < m -
|Pf| then

[coker H{UPst)\\q
= 0 forq^m.

Proof. Let {FpM}be the filtration introduced to prove Theorem 20. As
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observed in that proof, this filtration gives rise to a spectral sequence with

El = (A(g)Mn-l)Z2)(g)H(N,Psl) and converging to E\302\260H(M,Pft. Since

FiM = N, FiH = im H(i, Pst). So it suffices to show that E*M
= 0 for p > 1

and q^ m, q the underlying module grading.

Let Cp \320\241A(x)A(n-i)Z2 be the subspace spanned by {a G A'B\\ k(a) = p}.
Either Cp= 0 or Cp

= Z2 generated by the unique element satisfying

k(a) = p. Then ElM
=

2i+y,,(\320\241\320\240\320\243\302\256\320\235](\320\253,Pst) so either ElM
= 0 or E^ =

Hq~M(N, Ps,) if A;(a) = p. The element of minimal degree not in A(n
- 1) is

Pnu therefore if p > 1 and k(a) = p then dega>2\". But P?GA(n-l)

implies that degP?<2\" and so if Hq(N,Ps,)=0 for q<m-\\Ps,\\ then

ElM
= 0 for p > 1 and q ^ m. \342\226\241

On the other hand, from Proposition 22.13 it will follow that for

Ps, ^ P\302\260\\if H(N, Pst) is finite and non-zero then coker H(i, Ps,)is non-zero.



CHAPTER 20

THE P*-COHOMOLOGY GROUPS

OF SPECTRA

Introduction

Taking the Ff-homology of the mod 2 cohomology groups of a spectrum
defines functors on T \342\200\224

\320\227'\320\263-In Section 1 we study the general properties
of these cohomology groups of spectra. We begin with the fundamental
observation that these groups are representable in \320\223and from this derive
structure beyond that inherent in the mod 2 cohomologygroup itself. We

then consider the relationship between the Ff-cohomologygroups and

the various elements of structure T and \320\223.Finally, we prove a theorem

concerning the Ff-cohomologygroups of ring spectra that generalizes the

key technical result used in the analysis of various cobordism theories. In

Section 2 we specialize to the case 5 = 0 (a.k.a. the Qn-cohomology

groups) extending the foregoing analysis in this case. In particular, we
determine the Hopf algebra structure of the algebra of operations acting

on the P?-cohomoIogy groups proving that it is the tensor product of the

algebra acting on the P?-homology groups of A-modules and an exterior
algebra generated by the secondary operation associatedto the relation

(F?J = 0. As a corollary, we show that P?-cohomology groups sees all

2-stage towers as if split.

1. The Pf-cohomology groups of spectra

For X in \320\223we define the P\"t-cohomology group of X, H{X, Ps,), to be
the Pf-homology group of H(X). This defines a contravariant functor

from \320\223to the category of left A?-modules. For f in T let H(f, Pst) or

H(J,Pst) denote H(H(J),PS,). By Proposition 17.20 there is a natural

equivalence H'(X, PS,)~{X,E(A/APs,)}4\342\200\224we will identify elements

under this equivalence. As the representability result indicates, the Pst-

352
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cohomology group can also be regarded as taking values in the category
of left modules over the algebra of self-maps B(A/APs,y =̂
{E(A/APst), E(A/APS,)}0-*. We will denote this algebra (\302\243?)*\342\200\242Let us

consider the relation between these two structures on H(X, Pf).
The ring homomorphism E: A\", \342\200\224>B* induces a functor E* :

B*tM
\342\200\224>

\320\220^\320\226and

then the following diagram commutes:

\320\251,Ps,)i i H( , Pi) .
bsM- > asJjL

This makes it evident that the Bf-module structure is the preferred one in

that the Af-module structure is derived (via E*) from it. The following

proposition summarizes the basic properties of these cohomology groups.

These all derive from results in Chapters 17 and 19. (As in Chapter 17 let H
be the subcategoryof T generated by the H{ V)'s with V a graded Z2-vector

space.)

Proposition 1. (a) There is a natural isomorphism of A\",-modules

H(XX, Pst)
- slP'lH(X, Pf).

(b) If X^ Y -^Z-^XX is a stable triangle then there is a natural long

exact sequence of As,-modules

\342\204\226\320\251\320\245,Ps,)-^

where \320\264is the composite

, Pf) - HBX,

(c) Given f:Xl^X2andg:Y^^ Y2 if \320\257(/,Pf)
= 0 then H(f \320\233g, Pf) -

0; and if H(f, Pf) and H(g, Pf) are isomorphisms then H(fkg, Ps,) is an

isomorphism. In particular, if H(X, Ps,) = 0 then H(X \320\272\320\243,Pf)
= 0.

(d) // X is the colimit of XV^X2^--- in f then H(X,PS,)
=

lim H(Xr, Pf). In particular, if llXr is defined in T.

H(\\l xn ps,) - YlH(xr,ps.)
- LI H(xr, Pf).

(e) // we have \320\245\320\263^-\320\2452<<-X in T with H(X)
= colim H(Xr) then

H(X*PS,)
= colim H{Xr, P\",).
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(f) // H(X, Pst) = 0 for all Pst, s<t, then X is in H.

(g) Iff:X-+YinT is such that H(f, Ps,) is an isomorphismfor all Ps,,
s <t, then f is a stable equivalence.Further, if X and Yhave no summands in

H then f is a homotopy equivalence.

Remarks, (a) Proposition l(a) is the expression of the /2-periodicity of

A/APS, in this context. And the long exact sequence of Propositionl(b)is the

sequence of Corollary 17.6 incorporating this periodicity.

(b) In the long exact sequenceof Proposition l(b) the maps H(f, Pst) and

H(g, Pst) are, of course,maps of \302\243??-modules. For x = 0we will show that the

isomorphism of Propositionl(a)is of \302\243??-modules and therefore in this case
the long exact sequencewill be of B?-moduIes.

(c) For 5 = 0 the relationship between the cohomology groups and the
smash product can also be clarified. We will show that B\302\260tcan be endowed

with the structure of a Hopf algebra and that H(X A Y, P?)\302\253H(X, P\302\260)\320\273

H(Y, P?) with the right-hand smash product defined over this Hopf algebra.

Example. Mahowald and Milgram, in [83] and [90] respectively, showed
that koB) \320\273\320\272\320\276B)stably decomposes as

U s8kX2k-a{k)ko{2)\302\256 II s^-^-'-^-'WKool

where a(k) is the number of l's in the dyadic expansion of k. In both cases

the argument, inspired by earlier work on MSpin (see below), involves

constructing a map / between koB) \320\273koB) and the coproduct, and showing

that H(f, P?) and H(f, P\") are isomorphisms. Then an ad hoc argument is

used to show that / is a stable equivalence.From our present vantage point
this final step is now transparent. Since H*(koB))= A/A(P\302\260U P\\) and

H*(koB)[4, oo])= A/API P\\P\302\2602it follows from Corollary 19.23 that if X is

either then H(X, Pst)
= 0 unless Ps,

= P? or Pi Then from Proposition l(a)

and (c) we see that the same is true of koB) \320\273\320\272\320\276B)and the coproduct. The
desired result is then immediate from Proposition l(g).

In light of this example the following problem should be both accessible
and instructive.

Problem. Find similar decompositions for

(a) koZ2 \320\273ko-Z2,

(b) kuB)Aku{2),

(c) kuZ2 \320\273kuZ2,

(d) \320\272(\320\277)\320\273\320\272(\320\277).

Note that (d) generalizes (c) and will involve the P\"+4-group.
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The P?-cohomologygroups not only determine stable triviality globally

in the sense of Proposition l(f), they also determine it through a range.
Let F*nk be the Adams filtration of the homotopy groups\342\200\224see Chapter

16.

Proposition 2. J/ \\H(X, Pst)\\ s* r for all Pf, s < t, then FliTk{X) = 0 for
\320\272<\\X\\ + 2\"+1 provided r-\\X\\>a (A (n)) + 2n+1 (a(B)

= maxdegB).

Proof. By Corollary 19.9 the condition on H(X) implies that

Ext%(H(X), Z2) = 0 for i ^ 1 and ; < \\X\\ + 2\"+1 + / - 1 provided r- |X|>
a(A(n)) + 2\"+1. Therefore in the Adams spectral sequence converging to
tt*(X), Ey = 0 for this range of / and j. Since the filtration on \321\202\321\202*(\320\245)is

complete it follows that F'7r,-,(X)
= 0 in this range. D

The important thing to note is not the particular choice for the

vanishing range which is probably not the best possible, but the qualita-
qualitativebehavior of this range, namely, that it goes to <\302\273with r.

The r in Proposition 2 can be arbitrarily larger than |X|. For example, if

M =
A/AP\302\260UP\302\260Vwith \320\270< v then |H(\302\243(M), P')| > \\P\302\260U\\for all Ps, although

Prominent in the early appearance of the Pf-groups was their ap-

application in cobordism classification problems.Thus in their work on spin

cobordism in [16] Anderson, Brown and Peterson constructa map/ from

MSpin to a coproduct of spectra of the form ko[n, \302\260o](shifted) inducing an

isomorphism of the P?- and Prgroups. Based on Wall's work in [133]\342\200\224

where the P^-group is in fact introduced\342\200\224they then show that this in turn

implies that H*(f) is a stable equivalence. In his monograph [102]
Peterson focused on this aspect of the analysis, among other things

showing that a similar argument involving only the P?-group applies in

the analysis of MSO\342\200\224funnily enough, Wall's analysis of MSO in [133]

does not take this approach. Then in [103] Peterson generalizesthese
arguments proving the following result. Let A be a connected Hopf

algebra and \320\222a finite subHopf algebra. Let R be a connected coalgebra

over A with rjR:A-+R the A-module map defined by i7R(l)
= 1R. And

for an A-module M let M(n) denote the submodule generated by the

elements in degree \302\253\302\243n.

Theorem. Suppose that there are elementsin \320\222{P;} such that for M in BM+,

M is free if and only if H(M, P{) = 0 all i. Supposethat ker-qR
= AilB).

And suppose that N is an A-module satisfying: N@) = A/A(IB) and for x in

(N/Nin-l))\" there is a b^O in \320\222with bx = 0. If f:N-^R is such that
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H(f, Pj) is an isomorphism for all i then f is a stable equivalence (and
monomorphism).

The argument for this result and its predecessors is rather ad hoc. In

particular with Theorem 19.6 in mind it seems a bit mysterious that only a
finite number of the homology groups are needed\342\200\224why only P\\ for MSO
and only P? and P% for MSpin? We will now see that these restrictions
enter very naturally as a consequence of the special module-theoretic

nature of connected (cocommutative) coalgebras over a Hopf algebra.

First, let us recall how the coalgebra structure arises in this context.

A spectrum X in \320\223is a connected ring spectrum if H(X) is a

connected A-module and we are given maps m : X A X \342\200\224>X and /: S\342\200\224>\342\200\242X

such that i is the identity with respect to m (i.e. the composites X~
\320\231\320\245^\320\245^\320\245\320\220\320\245and X=XtS^XtX4X are the identity).

This structure on X induces additional structure on the connected A-

module H(X). The identity gives us a map H(i):H(X)->Z2 and the

product a map \321\204:\320\235(\320\245)^\320\235{\320\245\320\220X)\302\253H(X) \320\273H(X), both maps of A-
modules. Then H(i) is a counit for the coproduct \321\204so H(X) has the
structure of a connectedcoalgebraover A. And if X is commutative then

H(X) is cocommutative. Therefore the following proposition allows us to
associate to X a subHopf algebra of A.

Proposition 3. Let A be a connected cocommutative Hopf algebraof finite

type over a field \320\272and let R be a connectedcoalgebra over A. If -r)R:A-^>R
is the A-module map defined by r)R{\\)

=
\\R where \\R is a generator of

R\302\260= k, then ker rjR
=

A(IB) for some subHopf algebra\320\222of A.

Proof. (We will liberally use the terminology of [94].) It is easy to verify

that \320\232=
\320\272\320\265\320\263\321\2027\320\272is a coideal (i.e. \321\204(\320\232)\320\241\320\220(\321\205)\320\232+K(x)A) and a left

A-module. Let \320\241=
\320\220/\320\232,then it follows that \320\241is a coalgebra over A and

a left A-modulewith \321\202\320\263:A -\302\273\320\241preserving both structures. Dualizing, we
have 7\320\263*:\320\241*\342\200\224\302\273A*(in this proof V* will denote the dual) which is an

inclusion as algebras and left A*-comodules. But since A is cocom-
cocommutative A* is commutative and thus \321\202\320\263*is normal. So if B* = k 0C\302\253A*

then B* is a Hopf algebra and the projection y:A*-*B* is a map of

Hopf algebras.Dualizing again, we get an inclusion of Hopf algebras

\321\203*: \320\222-\342\226\272A and we will show that \320\232=
A(IB).

The map \321\203makes A* into a right B*-comodule and the contensor

product \320\220*\\3\320\262-\320\272is defined to be ker/3 where /3:A*\342\200\224>A*(x)B* is given

by j3(a) = Xfl'0y(a\+10y(fl)") with \321\204(\320\260)=\320\26001 + 2\320\260'0\320\260\"+ \\\302\256a.
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So A*UB.k = {a\\y(a\") = 0and y(a)= 0}.We will show that A*\\3B-k =
C*. SinceC* is a left A*-comoduIe \320\241*\320\241\320\220*\320\237\320\222\302\253\320\272.On the other hand, if

a E A* OB-\320\272 then y(a) = 0. So \320\260=
\320\252\321\201,\320\260,with c,GJC* and \321\203(\320\260,)\320\2440.

Considering 0 = /?(E c,a,)it is easily shown that \\a\\
= 0 for all /. Then by D.7)

of [94] there is a map g :#*\342\200\224>\342\200\242A* with y*g = 1 and the composite
h:C* (x)B* ^\342\200\224\302\273A*0A*\342\200\224>A* is an isomorphism of right B*-comodules.

So we have

and dualizing gives

\320\241

But h* is an isomorphism of right B-modules so

\320\272\320\265\320\263\321\202\320\263.D

We will now show that the coalgebra has a decomposition in terms of

this subHopf algebra. Let M be a bounded below comodule over the

coalgebra R with structure map \321\204\320\274'\342\226\240M \342\200\224>\342\226\240R 0 M. We definethe primitive

elements of M, P(M), to be the set {m G M | \321\204\320\274(\321\202)=10m}. If

f:M\342\200\224\302\273Nis a map of i?-comodules there is an induced map

P(f):P(M)\342\200\224>P(N) and it is not hard to show that / is a monomorphism
if P(/) is a monomorphism. A comodule M is primitively generated if M

is the A-module generated by P(M). Now let R(i) be the A-submoduIeof

R generated by all x with \\x\\ \302\253\302\243/. The A-module R(i)/R(i~l) is a comodule
over i? with coaction induced by the coproduct of R. Let \320\222be the

subHopf algebra of A determined in Proposition 3 and let M(l) be the

B-submodule of RXi)/R(i~l) generated by (\320\224(<)/\320\224(\320\2541))'.The composite

passes to the quotient to define a map A0BM(|)\342\200\224\302\273i?0(A0BM(|))

which gives i?-comodule structure to A(y)BM{i).
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Proposition 4. Rlti/Rli~l) and A(x)BM(l) are isomorphic primitively

generated R-comodules {and, in particular, isomorphic A-modules).

Proof. The inclusion of B-modules M(l)'\342\200\224>Rit]\320\243'JR(I-1) induces a map of
A-modules f:A(g)BMU)-^R(i)/R(i-l).We will show that / is an isomor-

isomorphism of i?-comodules. That / is a map of i?-comodulesis easily checked

by considering / on the it-generating set {a0 m \\ a E A, m G (M(l))'}.The
map / is onto because (M(l))' is an A-generating set for R(i)/R(i~l).As

noted above, / will be monic if P(/) is and this will certainly be the case if

we can show that F(A0BM(l)) = M(O. It is clear that M(()C
P(A(x)BMli))\342\200\224which also implies that A(x)BMu) is primitively

generated. On the other hand, A0BM{i) has a basis {\320\276,-\302\256w;-1 {a,-}

mapped monically by t)R and {m;} a basis for M(l)}.And if E a, 0 my is

primitive we have 2 \321\202/\320\272(\302\253\321\203)0 a\" 0 my
= 2 10ay0my which implies that

uj
= 1 for all \321\203.\320\237

Note. The argument of Proposition 4 carries over to give a proof of the

following well-known theorem of Milnor and Moore [94].

Theorem.IfA is a Hopf algebra {not necessarily cocommutative) and R is a
connectedcoalgebra containing A then R is free overA.

Returning to the case of A the mod 2 Steenrodalgebra and R = H(X)
where X is a connected commutative ring spectrum, we can apply the

decomposition of Proposition 4 to get

Theorem 5. // P\\ & \320\222then H(X, Ps,) = 0.

Proof. SinceH(X)= colim R(i) it suffices to show that H(R\302\253\\ Ps,)
= 0 for

P'.&B. But we have 0-*\320\257(|'-1)->\320\257@->1?(\320\227\320\224(<'\021)^0 and R{0) =

rQ)/r(-D. And by Theorem 19.21, H(R0)/R\302\253-l),Pst)
= 0 so the result

follows by induction. \342\226\241

As applied to the cobordism classificationproblemsreferred to above,

Theorem 5 takes the following form. A map/ is constructed from the ring

spectrum X to a spectrum Y.

Corollary 6. //H(Y, Ps.) = 0forPs,<ZB and H(f Pst) is an isomorphism

for Pst G \320\222then f is a stable equivalence.
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In practice the condition on Y has been implicitly satisfied because

H(Y) has itself been the sum of modules of the form skA/A(au ...) with

a, \302\243\320\222and by Corollary 19.23 such modules satisfy this condition. (Com-

(Compare this to the condition in Peterson's theorem above.)
The vanishing theorem, Theorem 5, also extends to module spectra. If

X is a (connected) ring spectrum then a spectrum \320\243is an X-module

spectrum if there is a map n:Xfc.Y\342\200\224>Y such that \320\243=

5 ft \320\243-^\320\245\320\233\320\243\320\220\320\243is the identity and such that n(l ft n)
= n(m ft 1).

Corollary 7. //H(X, P?) = 0 then H(Y, Ps,)
= 0.

Proof. If H(X, Ps,)
= 0 then H(X ft \320\243,Ps,)

= 0. And by the first con-

condition, \320\243is a summand of X ft \320\243It follows that H(Y, Ps,)= 0. \342\226\241

2. The P?-cohomology groups

In the case of the F?-cohomology groups the results of the last
section can be carried much further. We will begin by showing that the

representing spectrum \320\225(\320\220/\320\220\320\240^)is a ring spectrum\342\200\224at least stably. This

will, in turn, lead to Hopf algebra structure on B0,. Then the major result
of this section will be the determination of the structure of this Hopf

algebra. Define a spectrum X to be a stable ring spectrum if there is a

product m e {X ft X, X} and a unit i e {S, X) such that X ~

SftX-^XftX^X and X\302\253X ft S-^+X ft XAX are both the

identity (in f, of course). Similarly, a stable ring spectrum will be called
commutative or associative if the usual diagrams defining these properties

commute in T. Now consider M a coalgebra over A with coproduct

\321\204\320\274'.\320\234-^\320\234\320\273\320\234and counit \320\265\320\274'\320\234\342\200\224>Z2. Let P =
\320\2330\320\234with left A-

action then \321\204\320\274and eM induce maps \321\204\320\240: P \342\200\224>P \320\273P and ep-.P-^-Z^ giving P
the structure of a coalgebraover A, and associative or commutative if \321\204\320\274

is. That is, \321\204\320\240is the composite

A(x)M ^>A(x)A(x)M(x)M >A(x)M\302\256A(x)M

and

eP = e 0 eM : A 0 M > Z2 0 Z2 ~ Z2.
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Then \321\204\320\240and eP can be realized by maps m': Wo A Wo\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Wo and

/:S\342\200\224\302\273Wo, Wo in H, giving Wo the structure of a ring spectrum. It too is
associative or commutative if \321\204\320\274is. We may define E(M) by an exact

triangle s~l Wi\342\200\224>\302\243j(M)-Ŵo\342\200\224\302\273Wi. Now define m and i as fill-in maps in

the diagrams

E(M) ft E(M)\342\200\224-* E(M)

ijkj {j

and

j
S^T |y

^
Wo

Such maps exist and are stably unique. Then the following proposition is

easilyderived from the defining diagrams.

Proposition 8. With m and i, E(M) is a stable ring spectrum. Further, if
the coalgebra structure on M is associative or commutative then the same is

true of the stable ring structure on E{M).

Example. In Proposition 19.17 we observed that M = A/AP^ is a coal-
coalgebra over A with associative and commutative coproduct. Therefore

E(M) is a stable ring spectrum with associative and commutative product.
There is an alternative approach to ring structure here which exhibits an

unexpected delicacy in these matters. Let M =
A\\AP\\. Then

E(A/AP\302\2602)
~

ku(Z2) [0,2], the 2-stage Postnikov tower of ku with Z2-

coefficients. This allows us to derive ring spectrum structure on ku(Z2)
[0,2] from that on ku. However, arguing as in [86], it is not hard to show

that this induced structure is not commutative. Therefore, the process of

'destabilizing' the stable structure we have defined on E(M) is not

entirely trivial. But since we will need only stable ring structure in the

sequel we will not consider this problem further.

Through the proof of Proposition 10 we will continue to let M =

A/API.
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Proposition 9. For all X and Y in T,

fi = m*:{X, E(M)}\302\256{Y, E(M)} >{X \320\272Y, E(M)}

is an isomorphism.

Proof. This proposition will follow easily from Proposition 19.17oncewe

have shown that

{X, E(M)}(x){Y, E(M)}-^{X A Y, E(M)}

{M, H(X)}\302\256{M, H(Y)}-^{M, \320\251\320\245ft Y)}

commutes, where the vertical maps are the adjoint isomorphisms and

/\321\205'(\320\260(\321\205)\320\254)=(\320\260\320\273\320\254)\321\204.Thus we wish to show that for /G {X, E{M)} and

gG{Y,E(M)} the following diagram commutes:

H(E(M)kE(M)) ^^U H(XkY)

The right-hand square obviously commutes. As for the left-hand square m

is essentially defined so that

commutes. This, in turn, gives the desired result. \342\226\241

We can now define a coproduct \321\204'on B\302\260,by letting it be the composite

{E{M\\E(M)U-^{E(M) \320\272\320\225(\320\234),
^

{E(M\\ E(M)h \302\256{E(M), E(M)U \342\226\240
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In particular for x in (\320\257?)', \321\204'\321\205
= Ex' (x) x\" G B\302\260,(x) B\302\260is the unique

element such that

E(M)\342\200\224^

- >\320\243(\302\243(\320\234)\320\233E(M))

commutes. Then the associativity and commutativity of m imply that of
\321\204'.We also define a counit e'\\B\302\260,\342\200\224>Z2by letting e'(x) = xi (more pre-
precisely, e':B\302\260t\342\200\224>{S,\302\243\"(M)}^ but the range is isomorphic to {M,Z2}* which

is Z2 concentrated in degree 0).

Proposition 10. (a) With the structure and the composition product, B\302\260,is a

Hopf algebra with associative product and associative and commutative

coproduct.

(b) For X and Y in T the exterior product /x induces a natural isomor-
isomorphism of B\302\260t-modules H(X \320\272Y, F?)\302\253H(X, P?) \320\273H(Y, P\302\260).

(c) The map E: A0, \342\200\224\302\273B\302\260,is a map of Hopf algebras.

Proof. We prove (a) and (b) together. Let \320\222=
\320\222\302\260\342\200\236\320\235(\320\245)

= H(X, \320\240?)and

\320\225=
\320\225(\320\220/\320\220\320\240\302\260).For both it will suffice to show that

| 10T01
(B\302\256H(X))\302\256(B\302\256H(Y))

4 n(x)n

H(XkY) \342\200\224-*
H(X)\302\256H(Y)

commutes, n the operator action. (For (a) take X = Y = E.) But in terms

of representatives, we have the commuting diagram

XkY >E > E

II tm T \302\253

(suppressing the grading\342\200\224and signs\342\200\224for simplicity). The small squares
express fi~l(f) = 2/' \302\256/\"and <//(g)

= 2 g'\302\256g\". And then the large square
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gives

(\321\201)In diagramatic terms, what we must show is that if

M

commutes then so does

E(M) \342\200\224
>E(M)

E(M) ft E(M) <

But consider the diagram

M

HE(M)

\320\235\320\225(\320\234)\320\273\320\235\320\225(\320\234)

M \320\273\320\234

\302\273\320\234\320\273

HE(f)
HE(M)

is
>

\320\235\320\225(\320\234)\320\273

M

with g the composite HE(M)-^ H(E(M)k E(M))~HE(M) \320\273

HE(M). All squares save possibly the middle one commute. Therefore

gHE(f)iM = B HE(f') \320\233HE(f\giM which via the adjoint isomorphism
gives the desired commutativity. \342\226\241

Using this result we can now strengthen Proposition 1 in the case s = 0.

Corollary 11.(a) There is a natural isomorphism of B^-modules
H(XX,P?)- s^lH(X, P?).

(b) The long exact sequenceof the P^-cohomology groups of a stable
triangle is a sequence of B\302\260rmodules.
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Proof. Since XX is stably equivalent to X A XS, (a) follows immediately
from Proposition10(b)and (b) of course follows from (a). \342\226\241

The additional structure on B\302\260talso allows us to prove the following

seminal result.

Theorem 12. A/AP\" has a 2-stage splitting.

Proof. Basedon Proposition 17.21 it will suffice to show that \320\225:\320\220\302\260,-*\320\222\320\277,

is a monomorphism or equivalently, that the map \320\233':(\320\220?)'\342\200\224\302\273(A?)I+3|P?H

defined following Proposition 17.22 is zero. The argument breaks up into

two cases t = 1 and t > 1. Since A?
=

E[P\302\260X]we have that ^Af)' = 0 for

i = 0, 1 and therefore, A' = 0 in the case. So considerthe case t > 1. Since
A' is a map of left A?-modules, E is a monomorphism if and only if

4'A) = 0. Supposeto the contrary that A'(l) is non-zero. SinceE is a map
of Hopf algebras A'(l), being of minimal degree in ker E, must be

primitive. But for t >0 the non-zero primitives of A? have representatives
(in A) P\",..., P?-i, P),..., P}+k, \342\200\242\342\226\240\342\226\240and none of these elements has

degree |4'A)| \342\200\224
3|P?|

- 1. Therefore in this case too we must have A' =

0. \342\226\241

Problem. Does A/APS, have a 2-stage splitting when 0 < s < tl

Remark. Based on the Baas-Sullivan theory of cobordism with sin-

singularities, Baas and Madsen proved in [22] that A/AP\302\260, (among other

modules) is realizable. A fortiori it has a 2-stage splitting. On the other

hand, the argument here is entirely self-contained and presents another
instance of the rigidity of the stable homotopy categorycoupled to the

category of modules over the Steenrod algebra.

SinceE is a monomorphism there is an element e in B\302\260,with J'(e) -

1 E A?. Such an element is essentially a secondary cohomologyoperation

associated to M =
AIAP0,, in the sense of Chapter 17.For by Proposition

17.24 there is such an operation \320\244for which the following diagram
commutes:

Hom'A(A/AP?, H(X)) ^

1
{A/AP\302\260,
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where

d(l) = F?, is the resolutionfrom which the operation is defined. Note that

since this resolution is the module-theoretic expression of the relation

(F?J = 0, the operation \320\244is also a secondary operation associated to that

relation in the sense of [1]. In order to determine the structure of B\302\260,it is

necessary to refine the choiceof e.

Proposition 13. There is a unique element e in B\" such that J'(e) = 1 and e
is primitive.

Proof. Given e with J'(e) = 1 we will show that there is a unique jc in A0,

such that e + E(x) is primitive. Let \320\233= {Sq(ri,...) | r,-,<2\\ r, even for

i 5s /} be the basis of A0, with representatives the corresponding Milnor

basis elements of A (see Corollary19.26).SinceE is an isomorphism in

degrees less than \\e\\ and has cokernel in degree \\e\\ generated (over Z2) by

e we have

\321\204'(\320\265)
= e \302\2561 + E(X Sq(rb \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)

Consider the expression 2Sq(rb \342\200\242\342\200\242)\302\256Sq(sb ...).

Claim 1. For all the summands and all /, r, + s, <2'.

Let us assume that Sq(rb .. .)(g) Sq(su ...) is a summand with r, + s, ^ 2'
for some /. We consider two cases. Either /y + Sy^O for some yV / or rh

Sj
= 0 for all / 9^ i. In the first case, say r, ^ 0,

\302\243(Sq@,..., i}-)\302\256Sq(ri,..., ry,.. .)\302\256Sq(si,...)) is a summand of

(\321\204'(\321\205I)\321\204'(\320\265)(with respect to the basis \320\233(\321\205)\320\233\302\256\320\233of \320\233?\302\256\320\233?\302\256\320\233?)so

by the associativity of \321\204',\302\243\"(Sq@,..., rj)(x)Sq(rl +su ...,/} + sh .. .))
must be a summand of \321\204\\\320\265),but rt + st 5?2' which gives a contradiction.

In the second case \\e\\ odd implies that either rt or s, is odd, say the

former, and that r, + s,-,- 1 s=2'. In this case E(P4(x) Sq@,..., r,
-

1)

\302\256Sq@,...,s^) is a summand of (\321\204'(\321\205I)\321\204'(\320\265).Again by the asso-

associativity of \321\204'E(P\"(x)Sq@,..., r, + Sif
-

1)) is a summand of \321\204'(\320\265),and

this again gives a contradiction.So the claim is proved.

For each summand E(Sq(ru .:.)\302\256 Sq(sb ...)) of \321\204'(\320\265)let Sq(tu .. .) =

Sq(r,+ su .. -) and let \320\223=
{Sq(f,,...)} be the distinct elements of A that

arise in this way.
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Claim 2. If Sq(tu ...) is in \320\223and for / s* 1 we are given r\\, s] such that
\320\263\\+s) = ti and r'i, s'i are even for i 5s t then E(Sq(r[,.. .))(x)Sq(si,...)) is a

summand of \321\204'(\320\265).

We will prove this claim by induction on |Sq(rJ,.. .)|. Suppose that

4^0. The induction will begin by showing that E(P\302\260k(x)Sq(tu ..., tk
-

1,...)) (resp. E(P{ \302\256Sq(tu ..., tk
- 2,...)) is a summand of \321\204'(\320\265)if \320\272< t

(resp. \320\2722* t). We are given that a term of the form

\302\243\"(Sq(ri,.. .)\302\256Sq(sb ...)), with /-, + 5, = /, all /, is a summand of \321\204'{\320\265).

Since \321\204'is commutative we may suppose that rk >0. Then (\321\204'(\321\205I)\321\204'(\320\265)

has a summand of the form E{P\\\302\256Sq{rx,..., rk
~ 1,.. .)\302\256Sq(sb ...))

resp. E(Pk \302\256Sq(rb ..., rk
-

2,...)\302\256 Sq(sb ...)) and so by the associativity
of \321\204',\321\204'(\320\265)must have the summand indicated. Let us assumethe claim is

true for terms Sq(r'i',...)\302\256 Sq(s\",. ..) if |Sq(r',',.. .)l < |Sq(rI,.. .)|. We

may, of course, assume that |Sq(r'b .. .)| >0 so r'k^0 for some k. By
induction E(Sq(r\\,..., r'k- 1,.. .)\302\256Sq(sb ..., s'k+ 1,...)) (resp.
\302\243\"(Sq(rI,..., \320\263\302\243-2,...)\302\256SqE{,..., s'k + 2,...))) is a summand of \321\204'(\320\265).

Therefore E(Sq(r'u ..., r'k- 1,...)\302\256 P\302\260k(g)Sq(s[,...)) (resp.

\302\243\"(Sq(rJ,..., r'k- 2,...)\302\256 Pi\302\256 Sq(sj,...))) is a summand of

A \302\256\321\204')\321\204'(\320\265).So the inductive step follows again from the associativity of

\320\244'.

Let jc = 2/- Sq(tu ...). It follows from Claim 2 that e + E{x) is primitive

and it is clear that jc is the only element in A? with this property. D

From now on e will denote the element we have just constructed. We

are now in a position to determine the Hopf algebra structure of B\".

Theorem 14. As HopfalgebrasB\302\260,
~ A0, \302\256E[e].

Proof. Since \320\233/\320\233\320\240?has a two stage splitting, there is a short exact
sequence 0^\320\233?\320\224\320\262\302\273\320\224\320\273?-*0.Furthermore, by Proposition 17.22,

every element in Bat has a unique expression as E(x)+ E(y)
\342\200\242e. To prove

the theorem it remains to show that e is in the center of B\302\260tand that

e2 = 0. By Proposition 17.22 there is a derivation SiA','\342\200\224\302\273A?such that

[E(x), e] = E(8(x)). We must show that 5 = 0. In the case t = 1 this is

trivial: in general 5A) = 0 and since \\8(\320\240\320\247)\\
= 2 and |A^|2 = 0 we have

5(P\") = 0. So assume that t>\\. Since e is primitive not only is 5 a

derivation but if \321\204'(\321\205)
=

x\302\2561 + 2x'\302\256jc\"+ l(x)x then \321\204'(8(\321\205))
=

8(x) \302\2561 + 2 5(jc') \302\256jc\" + S x' (g)8(x\")+ 1\302\2568(x)\342\200\224this follows easily from

the definition of 5. So if 5^0 and if jc is an element of \320\233of minimal
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degree with S(x) ^ 0 then 8(x) must be primitive. Since \\S(x)\\
=

|x| + 2'+1- 3 this implies that 8(x) = Ph for some s^t. Therefore |jc| is odd

and hence x = Sq(ri,...)with r, odd for some /. It follows that x = Pfy
where \321\203

= Sq(r,,..., r, - 1,...). But then S(x) = E(P?))j + P%8(y)) and
so we must have x = P\302\260.And if i > 1 then P? = [P,L,,P?] which would

imply that S(P?) = 0. Soif 8* 0 it must be the case that S(P?) * 0. On the
other hand, we will now show that 8(Pi) = 0. Note that this cannot be

argued on degree grounds since |5(P?)|= 2'+I - 2 = |PJ|. What we need is

some further geometry.

First let us note an alternative description of 8(a). Let W =
H(Z2)

and define E by the exactness of s|p''~l W\342\200\224>E\342\200\224>W-+slP\302\260^W where

H(fc)(l)
= P?. Then \320\221~\302\243(\320\233/\320\224\320\240?)and we have 0^\320\224/\320\233\320\240?\320\233

H(E)-^s2^hlA/AP'}^0 exact. Let \320\270= i(l) and let v=H(e)(u)
where e is representative of the operation e of Proposition 13. If

/ is a representative for E(a) then H(f)(v)
= av + bu where a is \320\260

representative for a and b is a representative for 8{a). To see this, first

recall that there is a representative a0 of a such that [a0, P?] = 0. This

gives the commuting diagram

W

l<io l \320\265\320\274,

srW >s^+rW

and if fo:E-*srE is a fill-in map then H(fo)(u)= aou and H(/0)(y) =
aov + bou with P\302\260,bou

= 0. And if /~/0 then H(f)(u) - \320\260'\320\271and H(f)(v) =

av + bu with a, a' ~ a0 and ft ~ b0. This is immediate from the fact that / \342\200\224/'

factors through g:s~lP\302\260ilW+ slp0<l~lW\342\200\224\302\273J5where g is given by H(g)(u)
=

(P?, 0) and H(g)(v) =
@, P?). So with e the representative of e chosenabove

and/ the representative of E(a) we have (H(e)
\342\200\242

H(f)
- H(f) \342\226\240

H(e))(u)
=

bu. But by definition, fe \342\200\224
ef is a representative for E8(a) and it follows that

ft is a representative for 8(a).
Now consider W = H(Z2), there is a map k': W-\302\273 W such that

commutes where n is induced by the projection Zi-^Z2. (This canbeseen,
for example, by noting that for kir e H\302\260(W), \320\240?(\320\233\321\202\320\263)

= 0 since H(W\") =

\320\233/\320\233\320\240?.)Define E' by the exactness of s^1'l W-> E'-> W \342\226\240*>slP\302\260<1W. Then
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there is a commutative diagram

S\\P\302\260,\\-1W \302\273\302\243' > W'-^\302\273 5|P'' W

with m a fill-in map and in cohomology this gives

l P\302\260)
< H(E') < A/APOU P\302\260,<

T T T

0 < \321\205^\320\270(\320\233/\320\233\320\240?)
< H(E) < A/APll< 0 .

Let H(m)(u)= u' and H(m)(v)= v'.

We want to show that 5(P?)
= 0 so suppose to the contrary that

S(P?) = P,'. Then E(P?) has a representative f:E->sE with H(f)(v) =

P{\\v + P\\u. That is, by the remarks above, if /' = E(P?) then H(f')(v)
=

P\302\260iV+ (P) + P\302\260,a)u.And so altering by a suitable map factoring through the

map g defined above gives the desired map /. Now consider fm :E'->E.

Since H(fm)(u) = P\"u' \342\200\2240 there is a factorization

and therefore H(fm) e im P?. But H(fm )(u) =
\320\257(\321\210)(F(?t; + P) u) so weget

F^'+ P'm' =
P\302\260tcu'+ P\302\260tdv'and since |P?i/| = 2|P?| and \\P*dv'\\ >2|P?| for

f s: 2, P?rfi/ = 0. Thereforewehave P(,'P?cw' =
\320\240?\320\240}\320\270'

= P?+iKf. So in \320\233we

get P?+I + P?P?c =
\320\273,\320\240?+ a2P? and hence \320\240\302\260,+\320\245\320\240\302\260,\320\240\302\2601+ P\\P\302\260tcPotPox

= 0. But

no such relation holds in A. This contradiction proves that 5(P?)
= 0 and

hence that 5 = 0.

Finally, we will show that e2 = 0. Again the case / = 1 must be

considered separately. If e2 = E(x) + E(y)
\342\200\242e then \\x\\

= 2 and therefore
\320\273:= 0. So e2=E(y)-e and then \320\2652\302\2561+1\302\256\320\2652=\321\204'(\320\2652)

=

(\320\225(\321\205)\320\225)(\321\204'(\321\203))
\342\200\242

(e \302\2561 + 1 \302\256e) which implies that j = 0. We turn now to

the case />1. Again e2 \342\200\224
E(x) + E(y) \342\200\242e and \321\204'(\320\2652)~

\320\225\321\204'(\321\205)+ \320\225\321\204'(\321\203)
\342\200\242

\321\204'(\320\265).Therefore if \321\204'(\321\205)
=

\321\205\302\2561+ \320\225\321\205'\302\256\321\205\"+1\302\256\321\205then

e2 \302\2561 + 1 (g) e2-
\320\221(\321\205)\302\2561 + \302\243Bx' \302\256x\") + 1 \302\256\320\221(\321\205)+ E(y) \302\256e + terms

independent of thesewith respect to a basis of the form {E(w)+ E{z)\342\200\242
e). So

\321\203
- 0 and x is primitive. But \320\233?has no primitive elements in degree

|x| = 2'+2- 6 and hence x = 0. \342\226\241
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So the operation algebra acting on the P?-cohomology group consists of
operations derived from primary operations acting on Z2-cohomoIogy
together with an operation corresponding to the secondary cohomology
operation induced from the relation (P?J = 0. Furthermore, this latter

operation is central and acts as a derivation.

Remark. The simplicity of Theorem 15is basically a phenomenon of the

stable setting for, as Kristensen and Madsen show in [69], the ring

structure of [\302\243(P\302\260),\302\243(\320\240\320\263)]*has a more complicated relation which only

stably yields e2 \342\200\2240.

As a final observation concerning the P?-cohomology groups, we have

the following result determining these groups of 2-stage towers.

Corollary 15. There is a natural isomorphism of B\302\260,-modules

H(E(M), P?) \302\253
H(M, P\302\260)\302\256E[e].

Proof. The natural map iM:M\342\200\224*HE(M) induces a natural map of
A\302\260-modules H(M, P?)^ H(E(M), P?). Therefore there is a natural map

of B?-modules aM:H(M, P?)\302\256 \320\225[*?]^\320\235(\320\221(\320\234),P\302\260)which we will show
is an isomorphism. Let <pM :Hi+W-\\s-ln2M, P?)-> H'(M, P?) be the

loop isomorphism of Proposition 19.13. Then the composite
<PmH(jm, P?)eH(/M, P?) is the identity. To see this it suffices by represent-

ability to consider the case M =
\320\233/\320\220\320\240?and show that (pMH(JM,

\320\240?)\320\265\320\257(/\320\274,P?)(l)
= 1. But the left-hand side is given by

which by the definition of e is the identity.

Applying H(,P4) to the stable triangle

^s~1S22M we get the long exact sequence

j-^+l(M,P?) >H'(M,P\302\260)H(fM'P\302\260)>

Hl(E(M), P\302\260

But by the remark of the preceding paragraph H(iM, P?) is a monomor-
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phism so we get the following diagram with rows exact:

0 >H*(M, P\302\260)H(<M'P\302\260)>H*(E(M), P?) \320\251}\320\234\321\203\320\2400;)>H*(s~lO2M, P\302\260) \302\2730

II \320\242\302\253\320\274. tvrf

0 ^\320\257*(\320\234,\320\240?)-^\320\257*(\320\234,P?)(x)\302\243H-Uw*-^l+1(M, ^) \302\2730

with i(x) = x(x)l and j(x\302\256ee)= ex, e = 0, 1. The diagram commutes

(also by the remark above) and therefore by the 5-lemma aM is an

isomorphism. \342\226\241

We can paraphrase Corollary 17 as saying that the P?-cohomology

group sees all modules as if they had 2-stage splittings.



CHAPTER 21

KILLING THE P,S-GROUPS

Introduction

Ordered by the degree of the differential, the P?-homology and

cohomology groups form a sequence of invariants and pursuing the

analogy to the homotopy groups of a space invoked in the last two

chapters, we develop constructions'killing off' intervals of these groups.
More precisely, for modules we are interested in constructions that to

each module M would provide maps f:M\342\200\224>M' and g\\M\"-^M such

that H(M', Pst)
= 0 if \\PS,\\ < r, H(J, Pst) is an isomorphism if \\PS,\\ s* r, and

H(M\",PS,)=O if \\Ps,\\>r, H(g,Pst) is an isomorphism if \\P',\\^r. For

spectra we consider analogous constructions realizing the module con-
constructions and therefore involving an inversion of variance. In Section 1

we show that such constructions can only have the indicated form\342\200\224in

particular on spectra having the same varianceas the constructions killing

homotopy groups through a range. Then after stating the existence

theorem we consider the elementary consequencesof this theorem\342\200\224

whose proof appears in Section 2. We show that in the stable setting there
are unique functorial constructions of this form. We also considerthe

relationship between these constructions and other structure in the

module and spectra categories.Section2 is devoted to the proof of the

existence theorem, a hard theorem. We first consider the one specialcase
that is simple, that involving killing only the F\"-(co)homology group (or
its complement). The general case is proved by a sequence of reductions
with the overall scheme of the proof modeled on the proof of the

corresponding result for modulesover exterior algebras given in Chapter

18. Ultimately both the algebraic and topological constructions are

reduced to that of the analogousconstruction killing the P\302\260+rhomology

group of A(\302\253)-modules. This case is then dealt with by a direct con-
construction based on a multicomplex resolution. In Chapters 22-24 we will

consider the nature and significance of these constructions. We will see

371
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that the complexity of the existenceproof reflects the inherent complexity
of the modules and spectra that have been constructed. On the other
hand, we will also see that these objects play a central and natural role in

the understanding of a variety of algebraic and topological phenomena.

1. The killing constructions

In this chapter we want to consider the Pf-homology groups of a

module as a sequence of invariants ordered by the degrees of the
differentials (in Lemma 15.3 we showed that this ordering was linear):
H{M, P% H(M,P% H(M, Pl2), H(M, P% .... Similarly for X in T we
will consider the ordered sequence H(X, P% H(X,P% H(X, P2),....

This and the following section are devoted to proving the existence of
constructionsanalogous to the constructions in Chapter 3 killing segments

of the sequence of homotopy groups of a space: \321\202\320\263\320\276(\320\245),tti(X),

tt2(X), .... The developmentis similar to that in Chapter 18 although the

details are often considerably more complex.
Let M+ =

a-M,+, A the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. For M in M+ we define
L in M+ to be of type M(P\302\260UP%) if there is a map f.L^M such that

H(f, Ps,) is an isomorphism for all Ps, with \\PS,\\ ^ |Pg| and H(L, Ps,)= 0 for

all Ps, with \\PS,\\ > \\PS,\302\260\\.Similarly a module N in M+ is said to be of type

M(Ps,o,co) if there is a map g:M\342\200\224>N such that H(g,Ps,) is an isomor-

isomorphism for all PJ with |P?|ss|P\302\247| a\"d H(N,PS,) = Q for all Pf with

\\Pst\\ <\\PS$\\- We also define topological analogsof these types. Thus for X
in T, a spectrum \320\243in \320\223is of type X(P\302\260UPty

if there is a map f:X-* Y

such that H(Y, Pst) = 0 for |P?| > |Pg| and H(/, PJ) is an isomorphism for

|PJ| *\302\243|P\302\247|.Type X<P\302\247, \302\260\302\260>is defined similarly.

Remarks, (a) Note that the topological constructions are realizations of
the algebraic constructions. This explains the inversion of variance in

going from the algebraic to the topological definitions. The variance in

the topological case is in turn the same as that of the analogous con-
constructions killing the homotopy groups of spectra, that is these latter

constructions are defined via maps X\342\200\224\302\273X[\342\200\224\302\260\302\260,r] and X[r, <\302\273]\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242X. We

can further refine these observations by noting that the algebra also
precludes the other choice of variance. For example, if we had f:Z2^>M

expressing M as being of type Z2(Pl\\, Ps,) then applying Lemma 18.11

with e, =
P\302\260xand e2=P\" where / is such that |P\"|>|P?| we would

conclude that M could not be bounded below.
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(b) Also as in the exterior algebra case there is no possibility of a
construction in M+ killing off the homology groupsof an arbitrary module

via a map to or from the module, other than those defined above. For
instance, it is not possible to kill off just the P?-homology groups. To see
this let \320\233\320\241{Ps, | s < t} be such that there exist P?', Pg, Pg with |P?;| <

\\P%\\<\\P$ and either

(a) P?|, \320\240%(=\320\233and Pgg \320\233or

(b) P?,', Pg \302\243\320\233and Pg G \320\233.

Then suppose that we have j.Z^\342\200\224^M with H(/, P?) an isomorphism for
PjGvl and H(M, P?) = 0 for \320\240*\302\243\320\233.Consider first the case in which

\320\240\320\246&\320\233.We may assume that Pg is such that |Pg|-|P?'| is minimal and
then either

A) [P',l, Pg] = 0 or
B) lPJ'l^lPg-'landPg-'\320\265\320\233.

So if we apply Lemma 18.11 with e, =
P?,1 or Pg\021 and e2= Pg we

conclude that M is not bounded below. Alternatively if Pg G \320\233we may

assume that Pf| is such that |Pg|
\342\200\224

|Pg| is minimal and then either

[Pg, P%]
= 0 or |Pg|^|Pg\"'|.Again Lemma 18.11 applies this time with

e\\
=

Pg or Ps,fl and e2=Pg and again we conclude that M is not

bounded below. A similar argument shows that if we have g:N\342\200\224>Z2 with

H(g, P',) an isomorphism for Ps,eA and H(N, P?)= 0 for P', \302\243A then N

is not bounded below.

(c) From (b) it also follows that the spectrum types we have definedare
the only ones that we can hope to construct in the sense that for other

than these there can be no construction defined for all X in T and having

the form X \320\233\320\241\320\245or CX-^X with H(CX, P?) = 0 for some P?'s and

H(J, Pst) an isomorphism for the remainder. For if such a construction

were possible then for X = S, H(CX) would be an A-module of a form

that we have shown does not exist.

(d) The Pfs in A(n) form an initial segment of the set of all Pfs,

namely the segment {Pf | |Pf| s\302\243|P\302\243+i|}.Therefore we see that a moduleN
is of type M(P',~\\ \302\260\302\260>for n odd and t = \\(n + l)+ 1 or of type M{P',~\\ \302\260\302\260>

for n even and t \342\200\224\\n + 2 if and only if N is free over A(n) and there is a

map f:M^>N with H(f, Pf) an isomorphism for all Ps,(\302\243A(n). That is,
in a stable sense N is M with A(n) structure killed off. The A(n)'s are
unique with respect to the existence of such constructions in that if \320\222is a

finite subHopf algebra of A whose structure can be killed off in this sense,
then for some n, \320\222\320\241\320\220(\320\277)and it is the full A(n) structure that is in fact

being killed off.
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In the second remark we observed that in the presence of a map the
only possible constructions killing off a subset of the homology groupsare
those defined above. By loosening the connection this can be extended
somewhat. For |P\302\247|^|Pf,'| and M in M+ we will say that a module \320\232in

M+ is of type M(P%, Ps,l) if there is a diagram in M+

M-!\302\261MX\302\243--- -^M,<^-K such that for each j, H(Jh Pst) is an isomor-

isomorphism for P', with |Pg| *\302\243|PJ|*\302\243|\320\240?'|and H(K, P?) = 0 for PJ with \\PS,\\ <

|Pg| or |PJ| >|P?'|. If P%=P',l we will say that \320\232is of type M(P%). We
will see below that if \320\232is a module of type M(P%, P?,1) then the diagram

demonstrating this can be chosen to have either the form M <\342\200\224L \342\200\224>\320\232or the

form M \342\200\224\302\273N <\342\200\224K.In a similar way we can define the spectrum types
X<Pg,P?;> and X<P\302\247>.

Some additional notation will be convenient. For Ps, with s < t let

Ps,- 1 (resp. P?+ 1) denote the predecessor (resp. successor)differential

in the ordering by degree. So, for example, P\\\342\200\2241 = P\\ and P\\+\\
= P\\.

And the fourth remark above was about type \320\234(\320\240\302\260\342\200\236+\\+ 1, \302\260o).We will let

P denote an interval of the differentials and refer to type M(P) or X(P),
with the obvious meaning. We will also say that a module N is of type (P)

or P-local if there is a module M such that N is of type M(P) or
equivalent^ if H(N, Pst) = 0 for Ps, & P. Similarly for spectra.

The basic propertiesof these module and spectrum types are their

existence, uniqueness and naturality.

Theorem 1. (a) For any M in M+ and interval P there are modules of type

M(P). Further if M is of finite type then such modules may be chosen to be

of finite type.
(b) For any X in T and interval P there are spectra of type X(P).

The next section will be devoted to the proof of this hard theorem. For

the remainder of the present sectionwe will assume it as proven.
The following uniqueness result underscores the basically stable nature

of these constructions.

Proposition 2. The modules and spectra of a given type are stably

equivalent.

Proof. Let M\342\200\224>Mi<r--
\342\200\242\342\226\240

\342\200\224\302\273Mt<\342\200\224N express N as being of type M(P).
By Theorem 1 there is a module L of type Z2(P) and let us suppose that

the diagram Z2\342\200\224\302\273Ki <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\224\302\273K,^ <\342\200\224L expresses this. By Proposition 19.18
and Theorem 19.6 we see that in the diagrams MaL->M|A
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L< >M,aL<t-N aL and N = N \320\273Z2-*N \320\273\320\232\321\205< >NaKj*-

N \320\273L each map is a stable equivalence. Therefore N is stably

equivalent to M \320\273L, a module whose construction is independent of N.

The argument for spectra is identicalwith S(P) replacing Z2(P). \342\226\241

Thus, in light of Proposition 14.1 for each module M and interval P

there is a unique (up to isomorphism) module N of type M(P) such that

any other module of type M(P) is isomorphic to N@Q for some

projective module Q. Applying Proposition 17.1 gives a similar result for
spectra.

Each of the module and spectrum types can be constructed functorially.

Proposition 3. Let P be an interval of the differentials.

(a) There is an exact functor J: M+ ->M+ such that J(M) is of type M(P).
Further J restricts to J :\320\234(->\320\234{.

(b) There is an exact functor J :T->T such that J(X) is of type X(P).

Further HJ = JH.

Proof. Let Z be a spectrum of type S{P) and let \320\232= H(Z). Then

J(M)= M \320\273\320\232and J{X) = XkZ give the functors with the desired

properties. \342\226\241

Notation. From now on M(P) and X(P) will denote both the stable

equivalence class of modules and spectra of the given type and the
functorial representation of Proposition 3. The context will determine

which use is being made of the notation.

If \320\222is a subHopf algebra of A then corresponding structure exists in

the category of bounded below \302\243?-modules. Let P be an interval of Pf's

(with s < t) in B, we can define the \320\257-module type (P) in the obvious

way.

Proposition 4. There is a stably unique exact functor Ji&M*\342\200\224*BM+ such

that J(M) is of type M(P).

Proof. Arguing as above, the proof reducesto that of the existence of a
B-module of type Z2(P). Let P' be an interval of Ps,'s in A such that

P' \320\237\320\222\342\200\224P (such an interval certainly exists though it need not be

unique). By Theorem 1 there is a diagram Z2\342\200\224>N<\342\200\224\320\232in AM+ expressing
\320\232as being of type ZaiP'). But then applying the forgetful functor
F: AM+ \342\200\224\302\273bM* we see that F(K) is a jB-module of the desired type. \342\226\241
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If E:BM+^>AM* is the extension functor (E(M)
- A(x)BM) then there

is a natural stable equivalence J'E(M) ~ EJ(M)where J' gives type (P1)
(the notation that of Proposition 4).

We turn now to some assorted observations concerningthese killing

constructions.

(a) Theorem l(b) can be interpreted as a realizability result for com-
combined with Proposition 2 we get: if M in \320\226is realizable and N in \320\226is of

type M(P) then N is realizable.

(b) As indicated above we can refine somewhat the choice of types.
Once again we consider only the module case. If P is an interval of
differentials then P = P' \320\237P\" where P' is an initial interval and P\" is a
final interval. For M in M+ let L be of type M(P') and \320\232be of type

L(P\.") Then M^-L^K displays\320\232as being of types M{P). Similarly, if

N is of type M(P\") and \320\232is of type N(P') then \320\232is of type M(P). So by

Proposition 2 any module of type M(P) can be displayed by diagrams of
these forms. If P is itself either initial or final then of course only one

map is needed. Further if P is initial then this map may be chosen epic
and if final then monic. For this simply take the functorial construction

M(P\302\260UPst)^M and M^M(PS,, oo>.

(c) There are, of course, induced functors J:M+\342\200\224>M+ and /:\320\242\342\200\224\302\273T

and the basically stable nature of these constructions makes itself evident

in a variety of ways. For example, any assignment to each module M

(resp. spectrum X) of a module of type M(P) (resp.spectrum of type

X(P)) defines a stable functor naturally equivalent to J. This is not

necessarily true unstably. For example, the assignment to M of the

module of type M(P) having no free summands is a canonicalsuch choice

but one that does not define a functor on M+. (On the other hand, J(M)
will not in general be minimal.) Other stableaspectsappear below.

(d) In the development of the structure in M+ and f we have stressed

the analogy with ordinary homotopy theory. So the constructions of this

section have been analogized to those killing the homotopy groups of a

space. This point of view is very useful and will be further developed in

the next chapter. There is, however,a major difference between the two

constructions. That is the constructions killing the Pf-(co)homology
groups are in a sense representable whereas no comparable statement can
be made concerning the constructions killing the homotopy groups. By

'representability' I am referring to the expressions of M(P) as M \320\273Z2(P)

and X(P) as XkS(P). This property in turn implies others which give

these constructions aspects quite different from the homotopy con-
constructions. In particular:
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A) The representability implies the exactness of J with respect to the

semi-triangulated structure defined on M+ and f.

B) Z2(P) and S(P) being distinguished as the representing objects can
be expectedto be of special interest in connection with questions related
to these constructions.For example, it is not hard to show that Z2(P) \320\273

Z2(P)
~ Z2(P) and S(P) ft S(P)

~ S(P) from which follow:

(i) J commutes with the smash product,

(ii) J is idempotent,i.e. there is a natural stable equivalence J(J(M))~~
J(M).
More generally such stable idempotence is one of a number of properties

intimately related to the Pf-groups. For example, it follows from Pro-

Proposition 20.17 that the P?-groups of such a module or spectrum must be 0

or Z2.

Problem. Determine the stably idempotent modules and spectra.

2. Proof of the existence theorem

As we have seen it is only necessary to constructthe module Z2(P) and

spectrum S(P) in order to be able to construct M(P) and X(P) for any

module M and spectrum X. However,this observation does not appear to
lead to a simple proof of Theorem 1 since it does not seem feasible to
construct Z2(P) or S(P) (except in the special cases considered below)
other than by going through a general argument of the sort that will be

given here. In fact, results in Chapter 22 will make clear the inherent

complexity of the modules Z2(P) underscoring the barrier to a direct

construction of them. In contrast, this observation does lead to an

alternative and simpler proof of the correspondingresults in the exterior

algebra case.
The exceptionsto the foregoing remark are the modules Z2(P\302\260i)and

Za{P\\, \302\260o)and the corresponding spectra S(P\302\260\\)and S(P2, \302\260\302\260)for we have

Proposition 5. (\320\260)\320\233/\320\233\320\240?is of type Z2(P^ and s-xA/IA(P4)is of type

2(P\302\2602,<->).

(b) //(Zz) is of type S(Pb and if

sY
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is exact with i the generator and H(j) the inclusion then Y is of type

Proof. We will deal with both (a) and (b) together. Recall first that

H*(H(Z2))
=

A/AP\302\260l. Then the inclusion map \320\272-.A/AP^s^A (with

k(l)=P\302\260i) is realized by a map \\:s~xH{Z2)-^H{Z2\\ Therefore in

cohomology the exact triangle of (b) gives the short exact sequence
0^A/AP?^Z2\302\2515\021A^H*(y)->0. (And thus H*(Y) =

s-xA/IA(PT).) By Corollary 19.24 H(A/AP\302\260U Pf)
= 0 for PJ \302\245\342\226\240P? and by

Corollary 19.26 H(A/AP\302\260U P?)
= Z2 generated by 1. From this both (a)

and (b) follow. D

For the other types the proof breaks up into a number of reduction

steps together with the construction of modules of the desired form in two

special cases. Precisely

Step1: reduction to the existence of type (Ps,, \302\260\302\260),

Step 2: construction of module type (P\"+ 1, \302\260\302\260),

Step 3: reduction to the existence of module type (Pst, P\" + i) over A(n),

Step 4: reduction to the existenceof module type (P\"+i) over A(n),
Step5: construction of module type (P\" + i) over A(n).

Step 1. The argument here is identical to the one used in the exterior

algebra case. Briefly (for modules) if f:M^>N expresses N as being of
type M(P?+1,\302\260\302\260) then the exact sequence O^L->M0P7V\342\200\224>\320\233/^0

displays L as being of type M(P\302\260\\,Pf). And if P is any interval of

differentials with P = P' \320\237P\", P' an initial interval and P\" a final interval,

then a module of type (M(P'))(P\") is a moduleof type M(P). There is an

analogous reduction for spectra.

Step 2. So we must construct modules and spectra killing the lower

groups. In the special case in which the homology groups to be killed are

the ones associated to the differentials in an A(n), we can follow closely
the argument used in the exterior algebra case (where the discussion is

more extended).

Proposition 6. For M in M+ and n 2= 1 there is a module of type M(P\" + i +

1, \302\260\302\260).Further, if M is of finite type then such a module may be chosen to be

of finite type.
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Proof. We will construct a colimit sequence M =
Mo\342\200\224\302\273Mi\342\200\224\302\273

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242which

satisfies the following conditions:
(a) H(fi, Pi) is an isomorphism for Ps, \302\243.A(n),

(b) \\H(Mh Ps,)\\ 5= \\M\\ + i for P] <=A(n),
(c) fj is an isomorphism in degrees less than \\M\\ + i -

/3 where /3 \342\200\224

3a(A(n)) (a(B)
= max deg B).

The construction will be by induction so assume that we have

\320\234(\320\224\320\234,\320\233 ^*\320\234\320\223satisfying (a)-(c) for / <r. By Theorem 19.7,(b)
implies that as an A(n)-module M, is free through degree \\M\\ + r \342\200\224

a(A(n)). Therefore over A(n) Mr^M'@M\" with \\M'\\ **

|M| + r \342\200\224
2a(A(n)) and M\" free. There is an exact sequenceof A(n)-

modules 0^M'^P->L-+0 with P free and |L| ss |M| + \320\263
-

0. Let j =
1(\321\205)\321\203':\320\233(\321\205)\320\220(\320\277)\320\234'^'\320\233(\321\205)\320\264(\342\200\236)\320\240and let \321\202\320\263':A(x)A(n)M'\342\200\224\302\273Mbe the com-

composite \320\233\302\256\320\264(\342\200\236)\320\234'^>\320\233(\321\205)\320\220(\342\200\236)Mr-^> Mf where \321\202\320\263is the map of \320\233-modules

given by rr(a \302\256x)= ax. Then the next stage of the sequence is defined by
the following pushout diagram:

0 >Mr >M,+, > A\302\256AML >0
i \342\231\246 'b II

0 >\320\220\302\256\320\220\320\234\320\234'-^\320\220\302\256\320\220\320\234\320\240>A\302\256Mn)L >0.

We must verify (a)-(c) for Mr+I and /r. By Theorem 19.21if Ps,\302\243A(n)

then H(A(x)A(n)L, PS,)= Q and therefore H(Jn Ps,) is an isomorphism.
Since \320\224(\321\205)\320\233(\320\277)\320\240is free over A the connecting homomorphism

H'(A\302\256AML, P',)-+ Hl+W(A\302\256Mn)M',Pi) is an isomorphism for all Pi.
And since M\" is free over A(n) the inclusion \320\220\302\256\320\220(\342\200\236)\320\234'-*\320\220\302\256\320\234\320\277)\320\234

induces an isomorphism of the Pf-homology groups for Pi in A(n).
Further 7\320\223:\320\233(x)A(n) Mr \342\200\224*\320\234\320\273is split as a map of \320\224(\320\277)-modules by the

\320\233(\320\277)-\321\202\320\260\321\200i: Mr \342\200\224>\342\200\242\320\220(\321\205)\320\264(\342\200\236)Mr defined by i(x) = 1\302\256x.Therefore for Ps, in

A{n) the connecting homomorphism H'(A(x)A(n)L, Ps,)^> H'+IP\302\260l(Mn Pi)

is an epimorphism and hence H(fr, Pst)
= 0. The splitting of it also implies

that |ker \320\235(\321\202\320\263',Ps,)\\
= |coker H(i, Ps,)\\. And since by assumption

\\\320\235(\320\234\342\200\236Ps,)\\ > \\M\\ + r Proposition 19.28 implies that |ker \320\235(\321\202\321\202',Pst)\\ ^

\\M\\ + r + \\Pi\\ + 1. Therefore |H(Mr+I, Ps,)\\ ^\\M\\ + r+\\. Finally since \\L\\ ^

\\M\\ + \320\263\342\200\224
\320\224fr is an isomorphism in degrees less than \\M\\ + r \342\200\224

/8.

With the inductive step completedwe now have M =
Mo\342\200\224\302\273Mi\342\200\224>

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

satisfying (a)-(c). Let N = colimMr. Then we have f:M^>N and since
the homology groups commute with colimit (a) implies that H(J, Ps,) is an

isomorphism for Pst \302\243A(n) and (b) implies that H(N, P?)= 0 for PJE
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A(n). Finally (c) implies that N is bounded below,and of finite type if M

is of finite type. \342\226\241

Step 3. The procedure used to constructmodules of type (P\302\260n+l+1, oo) is

ultimately based on the rather trivial existence of such a module type in

the category of A(n )-modules. That is, there is a monomorphism of

A(n)-modules f:M^P with H(P,Ps,)
= 0 for PS, in A(n) with |PJ|^

\\P\302\260n+i\\and, vacuously, H(f, Ps,) an isomorphism for Ps, in A(n) with

[Pf| > |P^+i|; namely (since A(n) is a Poincare algebra) inject M into a

free A(n)-module. In constructing modules of type M(P%, \302\260\302\260)for P% with

l^n! <
\\P%\\

< \\P\302\260n+i\\we can follow the argument of Proposition6 provided

that here too we have at our disposal the corresponding result for

A(n)-modules. Precisely

Proposition 7. For any bounded below (resp. and of finite type) A(n)-

module M there is a bounded below (resp. and of finite type) A(n)-module N
and map f:M\342\200\224>N such that

(a) H(N, Ps.)= 0 for Ps, in A(n) with \\PS,\\ < |Pg|,

(b) H(f, P?) is an isomorphismfor Ps, in A(n) with \\PS,\\ 2s |P*j|.

We will prove Proposition 7 in Steps 4 and 5. Herewe note that this

will complete the proof of the theorem. First the algebraic construction.

Proposition 8. For M in M+ and 0 < So < to there is a module of type

M(PS,% + 1, \302\260\302\260)which is of finite type if M is of finite type.

Proof. The argument parallels that of Proposition 6. That is, we will

construct a sequence M =
Mo\342\200\224>Mi\342\200\224>

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242
satisfying:

(a) H(fj, Ps,) is an isomorphism for Ps, with |Pf| > |Pg|,
(b) \\H(Mh Ps,)\\ 2* \\M\\ + j for P', with |P?| s\302\243|P\302\247|,

(c) fj is an isomorphism in degrees less than |M| + / -
C, C

= 3a(A(n)),
where Pf\302\253G A(n)

- A(n - 1).
By induction assume that we have Mo\342\200\224>Mt\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242
' '

> Mf satisfying

(a)-(c) for j < r (and j
= r for (b)). By Proposition 7 there is an exact

sequence of A(n)-modules 0\342\200\224>Mr-^-N\342\200\224>L\342\200\224>0such that H(f, Pf) is an

isomorphism if |P?|>|P\302\247| and H(N,Ps,) = 0 if |\320\240?|^|\320\240\302\247|.Therefore

\\H(L, Pst)\\ zz\\M\\ + r- a(A(n)) for all P? (s< t) in A(n). So by Theorem

19.7 L= L'@ L\" with \\L'\\ \321\215\302\273\320\263-
C and L\" free. There is an exact sequence

of A(n)-modules0\342\200\224>M'^> F \342\200\224>L'\342\200\224>0with F free and the inclusion of L'
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into L induces the diagram

0 >Mr >N > L >Q

\302\253T T T

0 > M' > F >L' >0.

Let \321\202\320\263':\320\220(\321\205)\320\220{\320\277)\320\234'^>Mr be the composite A \302\256A(n)M' -^4

\320\220(\321\205)\320\220(\320\237)\\\320\234\320\263^
Mr. Then the next stage is defined by the pushout diagram

0 >Mr >Mr+l >A\302\256Mn)L' >0

0 > A \302\256A(n) M' > A \302\256A(n) F > \320\220(\321\205)\320\220(\342\200\236)L' > 0.

We must verify (a)-(c) for Mr+1 and fr. Since |L'| ss r -
/3, /r is an isomor-

isomorphism in degrees less than r- C. If P* \302\243A(n) then H(A(x)Mn)L', Ps,) = 0
and if PlGA(n) with |P?|>|Pg| then H(L',Ps<)

= 0 and again

H(A \302\256A(n)L', Pf)
= 0. Therefore for all PJ with |Pf| > |Pg|, \320\257(/\320\263,\320\240?)is an

isomorphism. For P* with |P?|^|Pg| we have H(L\", Ps,)= H{N,P*)
=

H(F, Ps,) = 0 which implies that f/(g, Pf) is an isomorphism. Therefore by

Corollary 19.22 H(\\ (x)g, Pf) is an isomorphism and since

Ps.)

T H(t, p')

\320\235'(\320\220\302\256\320\220(\320\277)\320\234\320\263,\320\240-,)

t

'-|\320\240<1(\320\233\302\256\320\220(\320\237)L', Pf)^* \320\257'(\320\224\302\256\320\220(\320\257)M', PI)

commutes, with H(rr, Ps,) a split epimorphism, it follows that //(/\342\200\236P?)
=

0. Further |\320\272\320\265\320\263\320\235G\320\263\\\320\240/)|
=

|\320\235(\320\234\320\263+,,\320\2400|+ |\320\240?|and since \\H{MnPs,)\\^

\\M\\ + r it follows that |\320\257(\320\234\320\263+1,P*)| >|M| + r+ 1. This completesthe

inductive step and then as in Proposition 6 the colimit is a module of the
desired type. \342\226\241

We come now to the heart of the parallelismbetween the algebra and

the topology that has been so evident in this chapter. For with the link

forged in Chapter 16 we can carry over the argument in Proposition 8 to
the topological setting. However, as a consequence of having to work in a

triangulated category rather than an abelian category, this argument
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would no longer work when P%
= P\302\260.Fortunately, for this special case we

have Proposition5.

Proposition 9. For X in T and Ps,\302\260\302\245\342\226\240P\302\260there is a spectrum of type

Proof. By Proposition 5 we can assume that H(X, P\302\260)
= 0. The spectrum

of type X(P\302\247+1,\302\260\302\260)
will be constructed via a limit sequence X =

X0^-Xi<\342\200\224--- satisfying

(a) H(Jm, Pf) is an isomorphism if \\PS,\\ >
|P\302\247|,

(b) \\H(Xm, PJ)| s* \\X\\ + m if |PJ| ^ |P8|,
(c) H(Xm,P?)= 0,
(d) \321\202\320\263,(/\321\202)is an isomorphism for i <\\X\\ + m - 1 -

/3, /3
=

3a(A(n)),
where PfoGA(n).

For then we have wlim Xm \342\200\224>\342\200\242X and it follows from (d) that wlim Xm is
in T (in fact, wlim Xm is the (strong) limit in T). And from (a), (b) and (c)
we see that wlim Xm has the desired type. Assume by induction that we
have the sequence Xo*\342\200\224

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\302\253\342\200\224Xm satisfying (a)-(d). By Proposition 7
there is a short exact sequence of A(n)-modules 0-+ H(Xm)-^N-+ L^>0
such that H(J,Pst) is an isomorphism if |P?|>|Pg| and H(N, P?) = 0 if

|P?|\302\253HPg|. Therefore by Theorem 19.7, L^L'@L\" with L\" free and

|L'| ss |X| + m -
/3. Let Fi -^ Fo-\302\273L' -^ 0 be a free presentation of L'

with |F,| > |F0|> |X| + m - /3. And let M' = im d with p.F^M'.

The inclusion of L' into L induces the diagram

0 >H(Xm) >N >L >0

\302\253T . T T

0 > M' -L+ p0 >L> >0.

In the algebraic case the next stage in the construction was defined by

taking the pushout of the A-module maps

A\302\256A(n)M'-^4A\302\256A(n)H(Xm)^H(Xm)andA\302\256A(n)M'^4 A\302\256A(n)F0.

To get a similar construction in T we must replace these maps with maps that

we know to be realizable,i.e.maps of free modules. Therefore instead of

\342\200\242\"\342\226\240(l\302\256g)and l(x)/ we will consider \321\202\320\263A\302\256g) A \302\256p): A\302\256A(n)Fi\342\200\224\302\273f/(Xm)

and (l\302\256/)(l\302\256p)=(l\302\256d): A\302\256A(n)F,^A\302\256A(n)Fo.Then A\302\256A(n)F,=

H( Wi), Wt G H, for i = 0,1 and \321\202\320\263A\302\256g)(l \302\256p)
= H(k), l\302\256d

= H(l). So

define Xm+i and/m+i by the weak pullback diagram.

W >Xm+1-\342\200\224\302\273Wm >sW
II I /m + l . ,,
II II* II

w\342\200\224> wo\342\200\224Uw{\342\200\224>sw.
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It remains to verify (a)-(d). We will argue as in the algebraic case with

suitable modification. The map H(Jm+x)is a monomorphism since we have

kerH(/)Cker(l\302\256gp)CkerH(fc). Therefore 0^H(Xm) HUm+l\\ H

(Xm+l)^ H(W)-+0 is exact. From the exact triangle W^ Wo-> W^-^sW
we get a short exact sequence 0 \342\200\224>\342\200\242A \302\256A(n)L' -3* H( W) \342\200\224>\342\200\242

s\"'/22(A \302\256A(\302\253)L')-> 0. For P? G A(n) with either Pf = P? or |P?|> |Pg|we

have H(L\\ P?) = 0 and therefore H{U2L\\Ps,)
= 0. So by Theorem 19.20

H( W, P?)
= 0. Similarly for P? \302\243A(n) it follows from Theorem 19.21that

H(W, Ps,) = 0. Therefore H(Jm+u Ps,) is an isomorphism if \\PS,\\ > |Pg| and

H(Xm+i, P?) = 0. Now consider PJ with |P?| ^|Pg| and Pf ^ P?.We are

assuming that \\H(Xm,P',)\\zz\\X\\ +m which implies that \\H(L', Ps,)\\ >

|X| + m-|P?| and hence IH^-'^AQawL'), Pf)l ^ |X| +wi +|P?|-1.
Therefore, provided |Pf| s=3 (that is Pf ^ P\,") we get that H(q, Pf) is an

isomorphism in degrees ^\\X\\ -f- m + 1. So from the diagram

0 >A\302\256A{n)M' >A\302\256AMF0 >A(x)A(n)L' >0

I 4 4 q

> H(Xm+i) > H(W) >{)

we get the square

\320\230\320\247\320\220\302\256A(n)L', P?)-=^ \320\257'*^'(\320\220\302\256\320\220(\320\230)\320\234',\320\240J)

4 H(q, \320\240?) 4

Therefore arguing as we did in Proposition 8, we conclude that

H(Xm+u P*,)^\\X\\ + m + 1. Finally 7Tr(/m+i) is an isomorphism for /<
\\X\\ + m-p. \320\237

This completes the proof of the existence theorem modulo Proposition

7. We turn now to the proof of that proposition. We begin with a further

reduction step.

Step 4. Using the doubling isomorphism we will show that it is enough to

prove Proposition 7 in the special case P%= P\302\260n+l.In Step 5 we will

construct the module type (P\"+i) over A(n) or what is equivalent we will

prove

Lemma 10. For any bounded below (resp. and of finite type) A(n)-module

M there is a boundedbelow (resp. and of finite type) A(n)-module N and
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mapf:N\342\200\224>Msuch that

(a) //(N,P\302\260+,)=0,

(b) H(J, Pi) is an isomorphismfor Ps, in A(n) with \\PS,\\ <|P(,U,|.

Now assuming Lemma 10 we prove Proposition 7.

Proof of Proposition 7. We will prove the proposition by induction on n.

So assume the result for A{n\342\200\224l)-modules. For P%^ P\"+i in A(n) we

must show that the module type (\320\240%,P\" + i) exists. Suppose first that the

homology groups being killed are all in A(n\342\200\2241), in particular that P\302\247is

in A(n
\342\200\224

1). In this case we can argue as in the proof of Proposition 8 with

the inductive assumption replacing Proposition 7.
Considernow the module type (P?o, P\302\260+1)where P?\302\260GA{n)- A{n

- 1).
As in Proposition 3 it would suffice to construct a bounded below finite

type module of type Z2(PS,$,P\302\260n+i).We construct such a module as follows.

By induction there is a map of A{n
\342\200\224

l)-modules /:Z2\342\200\224>J expressing /

as being of type Z2{P%~\\ P\302\260n).Applying the doubling functor D of

Chapter 16Section 3, we get D(f):Z2\342\200\224> D(J) a map of A(n)-modules.
Then as observed in Chapter 19:

(a) H(D(J), \320\240\320\223)
= 0 if \\\320\240\320\223\320\247< \\PSS

(b) H(D(J), \320\240\320\2231)is an isomorphism if |Pf+1| ss|P{*|,

(c) H(D(J),P(}) = D(J).
Now applying the A(n)-version of Proposition 6 we can kill off the

homology groups in A(n
\342\200\224

1). That is, there is a map of A(n)-modules

D(J)-+K expressing \320\232as being of type (D(J))(P\302\260n + l,P(^+l>. So if

g:Z2-^- \320\232is the composite then

(a) H(K,p;) = oif|p;|<|P5l.
(b) H(g, P?+1) is an isomorphism if |Pf+l| >|Pg|,

(c) H(g, P\302\260n+i)is a monomorphism.
For the final stage we use Lemma 10. Consider the exact sequence

0\342\200\224\302\273Z2\342\200\224>\342\200\242/\302\243\342\200\224\302\273M\342\200\224\302\2730.By Lemma 10 there is a map h:N^>M expressing
N as being of type M(P\302\260UP\302\260+1

-
1>. Then if

0 >Z2 >K >M \302\2730

II . t \320\237

0 >Z2-^L >N >0

is the pushout diagram, it is easy to see that

(a) H(L, Pf) = 0 if |Pf|<|P\302\247|,

(b) H{i, Pi) is an isomorphism if |Pf| ss |pg|.
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That is, L is an A(n)-module of type Z2(P%,P\302\260+i>.Further /, K, N and
hence L may be assumed to be of finite type. \342\226\241

Step 5. What remains is the proof of Lemma 10. It of course suffices to
restrict to M = Z2, that is to construct a bounded below finite type

module N and a map/:N\342\200\224> Z2 such that

(a) H(N,P\302\260n+1)
= 0,

(b) H(J, Ps.) is an isomorphism for P\\ * P\302\260+1.

And in fact we have finally reached a level at which a more or less direct
construction is possiblefor this special case. Actually, we will give a

construction dual to this: a map g:Z2-*L of (left) A(n)-modules with L
bounded above and of finite type such that

(a)' H(L,P\302\260n+1)
= 0,

(b)' H(g, Ps,) is an isomorphism for Ps, ^ P\302\260+i-

Then applying the dual functor D:AM\342\200\224>AM of Chapter 12 gives
D(g): D(L)^> Z2 with D(L) a bounded below finite type A(n)-module

which by Proposition 19.12satisfies(a) and (b).

We turn now to the construction of L. For convenience let H(M) =

H(M,P\302\260n+l), let p
=

|P\302\260n+1|
= 2\"+I-l and let \320\222=

A(n)//E[P\302\260+1]
=

A(n)/A(n)P\302\260n+l
=

H(A(n)/A(n)P\302\260n+l). As observed in Chapter 19, the

P\302\260+i-homology groups of A(n)-modules have the structure of B-modules.

We will first show that if M is an A(n)-module and

0<\342\200\224H{M)\302\243-BQ<?-B\\<?-\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242is a free B-resolution then it can be 'realized'

by a tower of A(n)-modules M =
Lo\342\200\224\302\273Li\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242such that the map

M^L = colim Lf satisfies (a)' and (b)'. We will then show that for
M =

Z2 such a ^-resolution can be chosenso that the resulting module L
is bounded above and of finite type.

To begin the module \320\222satisfies

A) P\302\260+rhomology induces an epimorphism \320\235\320\276\321\202\320\220(\342\200\236)

(\320\222,M)^ HomB(B, \320\235(\320\234)),

B) the sequence 0^s\"B\320\233A(n)-^B^0 defined by /(l)=P\302\260+1 and

y(l) = 1 is exact.
Here we can obviously replace \320\222by any free B-module. Now consider a

(free) B-resoIution 0^\320\235(\320\234)\320\220\320\262\342\200\236^\320\222,<.By A) there is a map
e:B0^M-L0 with H(e)=e. Then define L, and /0 by the pushout

diagram

0 >L0 >L, >s-pB0 \302\2730

\302\253T T II

0 > \320\222\342\200\236> Fo > s-\"B{) > 0
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where the bottom row is as in B). Applying H gives
0\342\200\224\302\273H(spLi)-^ Bo-^>H(L0)\342\200\224\302\2730exact. So again by A) there is a

map

Bl->spLl such that the composite H{Bx)-^H{spLx)^H{Bq)is d{.Con-

Continuing in this way we get M =
Lo\342\200\224*L\\-+

\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242with the pushout diagram

0 > Lr -^Lr+l > 5-p(f+1)Br >0

\302\253T t II

0 >s'prBr > Fr > s~p(r+l)Br >0

defining Lr and ir where e, is chosen so that H{Br)^*H{sprLr)c^H{Br^x)

is dr. In particular then H{ir)
= 0 for all r. Further, for P\\ ^ P\302\260+ICorollary

19.23 implies that H(Br, Pst)
= 0 and hence that H(in Pst) is an isomor-

isomorphism. Let L = colim Ln the colimit being over the /f's, and let f:M\342\200\224>L

be the induced map. Then

(a)' H(L)= 0 and

(b)' H(J, Ps,) is an isomo\321\204hism for Ps, * P\302\260n+l.

Now suppose, as will be the case below, that max deg Br =\302\243r(p
- 1)+ a

with a independent of r. It follows that ir is an isomorphism in degree

=s \342\200\224r + a, and therefore if M and the \302\243?r'sare of finite type that L is

bounded above and of finite type as desired. So to complete the proof of

the existence theorem it only remains to prove.

Lemma 11. As a B-module Z2 has a resolution 0<^-Z2<\342\200\224B0<\342\200\224Bi<\342\200\224-
\342\200\242\342\200\242

with Br of finite type and max deg Br =s r(p
- 1)+ a(B).

Proof. We will show that Z2 has a resolution over \320\222with underlying

B-module structure given by \320\222\302\256F{qst | s + t ^ n + 1, E, t) * @,n + 1)} (\320\223

the divided polynomial algebra [126]) with horn deg q\\ \342\200\2241 and \\qs\\
=

\\PS,\\.

Such a resolution can be constructed by iterating the twisted complex
construction of [79]. Let B(k) be the subalgebra of \320\222generated by

{Ps,\\t^k}. Then B(fe) is a central subHopf algebra of B(l), \320\232\320\272.In

particular, let C(fe)= B//B(k) and let E(k)= B(k)//B(k+ 1). The latter is
an exterior algebra on {Psk \\ s \302\253\302\243n + \320\272+ 1} and is a central subHopf
algebra of C(k + 1) with C(k + 1)//E(fc)= C(k). We construct the desired
resolution as follows. Since E{k) is an exterior algebra there is a resolu-

resolution 0<\342\200\224Z2<\342\200\224E{k)\302\256r{qi}. Beginning with this resolution for CB) =
E{\\) we may iteratively suppose that we have a C(/c)-resolution

0<-Z2^-C(k)(x)r{qst I s + t =Sn+ 1, t <k}. Applying the twisted complex
construction to the algebras C(k), C(k + 1), J5(/c) gives a C{k + 1)-
resolution 0^-Z2<-C(k + l)\302\256r{qs,\\s + t^n + l,t<k + l} and thus

ultimately a resolution of the desired form for \320\222= C(n + 1).
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In the resolution just constructed Br is generated over \320\222by monomials

\320\243
=

\320\243\320\263\320\2341)
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

\320\243\320\263\320\272(\320\257%)
with \320\263,+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ rk

= r. But since \\P'\\ <\\P\302\260n+l\\for all

Ps, in \320\222we have |y| =
\320\223||\320\240?'|+\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

+rk|P?*|^r(p-1). Therefore

max deg Br ^ r(p \342\200\224
1)+ a(B) and since \320\224.is clearly of finite type, this is a

resolution of the desired form. This completes the proof of the lemma

and thus finally of the existence theorem. DDD



CHAPTER 22

MODULES AND SPECTRA WITH

P*-GROUPS KILLED

Introduction

This chapter is the first of three devoted to exploring the nature and

significance of the constructions of Chapter 21. Here we will consider

various properties of the module and spectra types (P\302\260uPst) and (Ps,, <\302\273)

and the relations of these types to the modules and spectra from which

they are constructed.The chapter is divided into four sections dealing
with the complementarity, the convergence, the connectivity and the

complexity of these types.In the first we consider the complementary
nature of the types (P\302\260uPst) and (Ps, + 1, \302\260o>(P? + 1 the successor differen-

differentialto Ps,). The second section beginswith the setting up of an analog of

the Postnikov tower, the P-tower, adding one new P?-(co)homology group
at each stage. Then we focus on two questions related to this tower. First,
for which modules and spectra are these towers infinite, i.e. which have

non-vanishing (co)homology groups for infinitely many Pf's? For exam-

example,we show that spaces, as opposed to spectra, always have. The second

question is what is the nature of the convergence of the P-tower to the

module or spectrum from which it is constructed? In answer to this we

show that a spectrum is the limit of its P-tower in the stable categoryT and

analogously for modules. The third section centers around the charac-
characterization of the (Pf, \302\260o)module types in terms of an Ext edge. In the final

section, we consider a variety of results, primarily algebraic, designed to

highlight the inherent complexity in traditional algebraic terms of the

structure we have been developing. Thus, for example, we show that the

modules constructed are often infinitely generated with relations not
confined to any A{n). On the other hand, we also observe here an intimate

connection with the deloopability problem, an instance of the centrality of
this structure.

388
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1. Complementarity

We begin with a result which makes clear the complementary nature of

the types (P\", P?) and (Ps, +1, o\302\260).It will be convenient to define the
notion of the support of a module M, supp(M)= {r\\r= \\PS,\\ and

H(M, P]) \302\245\342\226\2400}. Similarly we can define the support of a spectrum X, thus

supp(X) = supp(H(X)). We will also write supp(\302\243/)<supp(V),U and V

modules or spectra, if for all r G supp(\302\243/) and s G supp( V) we have r < s.

Theorem1. (a) // M and N are modules with supp(M)<supp(/V) then

{M, N}* = 0. In particular for all M and N {M(P\302\260UPs,), N(PS, + 1, <\302\273)}*
= 0.

(b) If X and Y are spectra with supp(X) >supp(y) then {X, Y}* = 0. In

particular for all X and Y, {X(PS, + 1, \302\273),Y<P(>, p;>}* - 0.

Proof. Since supp(/2M)
=

supp(M) it will be enough to show that

{M, N} = 0. By assumption there is a Ps, such that M(P)+ l,\302\260\302\260)~0and

N(Pf + 1, \302\260\302\260)
~ N. So for / in {M, N} we have the commuting diagram

I

M<P?+ l,oo)

from which it follows that /~0.
The proof for spectra parallels that for modules. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) There is an analogous vanishing theorem involving homotopy

groups (i.e. if there is an n such that \321\202\320\263((\320\245)
= 0 for / \302\253\302\243n and \321\202\320\263,(\320\243)

= 0

for / > n then [X, Y) = 0) but the proof is different. The proof of

Theorem 1 rests on the functoriality of the constructions which in turn is

an easy consequence of the representability. On the other hand, there is
no such representabilityin the other setting and the analog of Theorem 1
is proved directly and in turn can be usedto imply the functoriality.

(b) By Proposition 14.8 we can, of course, restate Theorem l(a) as
giving us the vanishing of ExVA(M, N) for /ssl. So, for instance, if

supp(M) < supp(N) then any short exact sequence of the form

O^N^L^M^O splits.

As an immediate corollary of Theorem 1 we get a result which tells us

something about the way in which a module or spectrum is approximated
by the types we have constructed.
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Corollary 2. (a) // supp(M)^|P?|then g*:{M, N(P\302\260UP?>}*->{M, N}*
is an isomorphism.

(b) // supp(N)> \\P\\| \320\263\320\233\320\265\320\273/* : {M(PS, + 1, oo>, N}* -\302\273{M,N}* is an

isomorphism.
(c) // supp(y)^|P?| then g*:{X(P\302\260uPst), Y}*-^{X, Y}* is an isomor-

isomorphism.

(d) // supp(Y)=H^I then f*:{Y, X(PS,,\321\201\320\276)}*^>{Y,X}* is an isomor-

isomorphism.

Remark. Let \320\222be a subHopf algebra of A such that Ps,l G \320\222implies that

|Pfj| ^ |Pf|. Then (a) holds if M = A \302\256BM' and (b) holds if N is free over
B.

2. Convergence

There is a more profound sense in which a module or spectrum is
approximated by the {P\\, P?)-types derived from it. For pursuing the

analogy with homotopy theory we can define an analog of the Postnikov

tower. For a module M define its P-tower to be the following diagram:

l Ps,- l)\342\200\224+M(P\302\260uPs,)\342\200\224+
> M

I I

M(P\302\2602) M(Pst)

where the maps are those determining the respective types. And for a

spectrum X define its P-tower the corresponding diagram:

( \302\260UP\\- 1>^\342\200\224X(P\302\260UP?><\342\200\224
\342\200\242\342\200\242*\342\200\224X

t T

X{P%) X{P])

Since these towers are given by smashing M with the P-tower for Z2(P)
and X with that for S(P) the P-tower construction is functorial in M+ and

T.

It will be useful to take a bit more care in setting up the P-towers. We

proceed as follows: constructing a module of type Z2{Pst + 1, \302\260\302\260>,also

denoted Z2(PS, + I,00), by killing the Pf-homology group of Z2<Pf,\302\260\302\260>we
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get a commuting diagram of monomorphisms

Z2

(in ^f)- So with P(M) = \320\233\320\273\320\234we have

4 P(/) 1 /
P(Z2<P?+ 1,oo)) > Z2<P? + 1, oo>

the vertical maps monomorphisms.Then define the modules and maps of
the P-tower of Z2 by the following diagrams (exact and commuting in

0 >Z2(P\302\260UP?
- 1) >Z2\302\256P(Z2(PU oo\302\273

g| II pml

0 >Z2(P\302\260l,Psl) >Z20P(Z<P?+l,oo\302\273

and (since g is a monomorphism) 0\342\200\224\302\273Z2(P?,Ps,- l)J*Z2(P\302\260i,

Pi)-+Z2(Ps,)^>0. Then, in particular, the resulting P-tower for

an arbitrary M is given by stable triangles UM(Ps,)^^M(PouPst-

1)-*M<P?, PS,)^>M(PS,)together with the maps to M These sequences
are in turn determined by the (stable) maps UM(Pst)-*M(P\302\260x, Ps,- 1)

which will be called the P-invariants of M (obvious analogs of the

A:-invariants of spaces\342\200\224see Chapter 5). Thus the P-invariants of M
determine the finite stages of its P-tower. In fact, as we will see below, for

M of finite type the P-invariants determine the entire P-tower and with

that the stable type of M itself. The P-tower construction we have just

described is realizable giving a P-tower for each spectrum X in T with

X > X<P(,\\ Pf - 1)

commuting and X(PS,)^> X(POU \320\240?)-*\320\245<\320\240(,),\320\240?-1) a stable cofibration.
So again we can define P-invariants in {X(P\302\260UPs,

- 1), lX{P\"t)} which

determine the finite stages of the P-tower of X. And again we will sec

that the P-invariants actually determine the stable type of X.
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Of course for a module or spectrum with finite support no convergence
issuearisesfor they have finite P-towers in which they appear (stably) as
the last term.

Problem.Classify the modules and spectra with finite support.

In Chapter 19 we proved that any finitely presented module has finite

support. As we will see below (Corollary 11), this solves the problem for

finitely generated modules. That is, we will prove that if M is finitely

generated then it has finite support if and only if it is finitely presented.

(However, moduleswith finite support are often infinitely generated\342\200\224see

Theorem 13\342\200\224sothis result only partially solves the algebraicproblem.)
From the algebra we can in turn derive a variety of sufficient conditions for

spectra to have finite support:

(a) By Proposition 16.11 if X has a finite Postnikov tower then it has a

finite P-tower.

(b) By Proposition 17.13 if X is a periodic spectrum (skX
~ X[l, <\302\273]for

some k^\\) with H*(X) finitely generated then it has finite support, e.g.
\320\272\320\276,ku, k(n).

Exercise. Prove this result without the assumption that H*(X) is finitely

generated.

(c) By Theorem 20.5 and Corollary 20.7 if X is a connected ring
spectrum with associated subHopf algebra \320\222\320\241A finite and \320\243is an

X-module spectrum then X and Y have finite support.

On the other hand, many familiar A-modules have infinite P-towers. For

example, if M is finite then H(M, Ps,)- M for P\\ of sufficiently high

degree. Another example is M =
A/(P4)

=
A/A(P\302\260U P\302\247,..., P?,...) for in

this case H(M, P?) = M for all t. Note that in both cases the modules are

finitely generated but not finitely presented. As for spectra, it of course

follows that finite spectra have infinite support (in fact, Ps, G supp(X) for

almost all Pst). This is a special case of a more general result analogous to

Theorem 16.15.

Proposition3. IfX is (the p-completion of) a ON-complexof finite type then

supp(X) is finite.

Proof. For a CW-complex X, M = H(X) is an unstable A-module. We

will show that for any unstable \320\233-module M, supp(M) is infinite. Suppose
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to the contrary that supp(M) is finite. Then as in Chapter 21 (see Theorem
10 below) there is a monomorphism i: M \342\200\224>II Axh For there is
a Ffo such that \320\257(\320\234,P?)

= 0 for P? with
|P?|ss|P\302\247|. And by Theorem

21.1 there is a monomorphism f:M\342\200\224>N with N of type M(Pjj\302\260,<\302\273)_But

then H(N, P?) = 0 for all Pf, s < f, and hence N is free. However, we
have already observed that there are no non-trivial maps from an un-
unstable module to a free module. \342\226\241

This result makes clear the basically stable (in the homotopy theory

sense) nature of the constructionswe have been investigating for it

follows that for any finite interval P and spectrum X, X(P) is not a

suspension spectrum.
Another family of spectra with infinite support are those connected ring

spectra with infinite associated subHopf algebra (however, a module

spectrum over such a ring spectrum can have finite support). Examples of
such spectra are MU, MSp, BP and P(n).

Now suppose that a module or spectrum has infinite support. The

question then arises of how it is related to the finite stage terms of its
P-tower\342\200\224the convergence problem. We will now show that convergence
in both settings is very nice, at least from a stable point of view.

(Interestingly, although the algebraic and topological results are parallel,

the arguments have substantial differences.)

Theorem4. (a) ForM and N in M+ the following sequence is exact:

0 > lim'{M<P?, PJ>, N}'-' >{M, NY > Iim{M<P?, P?>, N}' >0 .

In particular M is a weak colimit of its P-tower in M+.

(b) If M is of finite type then it is the colimit of its P-tower in Mf.

Proof, (a) With the choices made above we have the diagram

0 >M(P\302\260l,Ps,-l) >M\302\256P(M(Pst, oo\302\273 >M(PstJ

i II 1 I

0 >M{PlPst) >M\302\256P(M<P?+I,\302\273\302\273

So passing to the colimit we get the exact sequence 0\342\200\224\302\273colim

M(P\302\260UP?>->M\302\251P-*colimM(P?,oo)-*0 with \320\240projective (since it

is the colimit of split inclusions of projectives). Note, however, that this

sequence may not be bounded below. For any n there is an m(n) such
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that M(PS,,\302\260o) is free over A(n) if \\Ps,\\>m(n). Therefore applying Pro-
Proposition 12 we see that colim M(Pst, \302\260\302\260)is free over A(n) for each n. Since
this colimit need not be bounded belowwe cannot conclude that it is free
over A, nevertheless, by Theorem 13.5 proj dim colim M(Pst, \302\260\302\260)s\302\2431. So

by Corollary 14.7 {colimM(PS,,\302\260\302\260),N}*
= 0 for N bounded below and

therefore {M, N}* ~{M\302\256P, N}* -+ {colim M(P\302\260UP?>, N}* is an isomor-
isomorphism. The sequence of (a) follows by application of { , N}* to the exact
sequencedefining colim M(P\302\260UPs,).

(b) In light of (a) it suffices to show that for M and N of finite type

{M, N}*\342\200\224\302\273lim{M(P?,Psi), N}* is a monomorphism. We do this by relat-

relating the sequence >M(P\302\260U PJ)->M(P\302\260U PJ + 1)-* \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242to the sequence

\302\273A\302\256A(n)M-H>-A\302\256A(n+i)M-4>-
\342\200\242\342\200\242the latter converging to M in M

(see Proposition 14.13). For each n in the commuting diagram

(A \302\256Mn)M)(P\302\260UPI) > A 0A(n) M

1 U
M(P\302\260uPst) > M

the upper map is a stable equivalence\342\200\224that is H(A \302\256\320\260\320\274M, Pst) - 0 for
P', \302\243A(n). Therefore there is a map /\342\200\236:A \302\256A(n)M-\302\273\342\200\242M(P\302\260UPst\302\273)such that

istnnfn
~

in (we may also assume that |P\302\243|
\302\253\302\243IP^*,1!). Furthermore, applying

Corollary 2 we see that the stable class, /\342\200\236,is uniquely determined by this

property. From the existence and (stable) uniqueness of these maps we
derive the stably commuting diagram:

>A(x)A(n)M >A(x)A(n+l)M > > M
i i II

> M(P\302\260UPsrn) > M(P\302\260UPfc\\) > > M.

Therefore we have

{M,N} > 1\\\321\202{\320\234(\320\240\302\260\321\212Pf>, N}

lim{A \302\256A(n)M, N}< lim{M<P?, P^>, N}

and it follows that the upper map is a monomorphism. \342\226\241

Turning now to the topological case we have

Theorem 5. X is the limit of its P-tower in f.
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Proof. We have already proven in Corollary 17.9 that X is the limit in T
of its Postnikov tower \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

-\302\273X[-\302\260\302\260,r]-\302\273X[-\302\260\302\260,r- 1]\342\200\224>
\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242. The fun-

fundamental observation linking this result with the one that we are trying to

prove is that each spectrum X[-\302\260\302\260,r) has finite support. This observation
allows us to relate the P-tower and the Postnikov tower in the following
way. For each r if |P?| > m(r) then in the commuting diagram

X[-oo, r] >X[-oo, r](P4 PI)
tJr . t

X ^ >X(P(lP1)

the upper map is a stable equivalence. Therefore there is a map
fr:X(P\302\260u P?;)\342\200\224\302\273X[-\302\260\302\260,r] such that /r/?;~/r (we may also assume that

|P\302\243|==|P?;+,'|). Furthermore, applying Corollary 2 we see that the stable

class, fr, is uniquely determined by this property. From the existenceand

(stable) uniqueness of these maps we derive the stably commuting

diagram:

X > > X(P\302\260uP?) > X(P\302\260UPsr\\)

II 1

'

i
X > >X[-\302\260o,r] >AT[-oo, r-1]

Therefore for \320\243in \320\223we have

{\320\243,X}
> lim{ \320\243,X(P\302\260UP?>}

, X[-oo, r]} <

from which it follows that the upper map is a monomorphism.

So it remains to show that if we are given

>X(Pi Pst) >X(P?, Pf- 1) >\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

(stably) commuting then there is a factorization through X. We have

x<p; +1, oo) \342\200\224>x -iU x(p\302\260u pst)

i II 1 i

x>) >x >X(P\302\260UPs,-1) >2X(Ps,,\302\260o)
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(stably) commuting with the rows stable triangles. Thereforewe have

1,\302\260\302\260>>SX(Psl,oo) >...

(stably) commuting. But H(XX(P* + 1,oo\302\273~QH{X{Pst + 1,\302\260\302\260\302\273is A(n)-
free if |P\302\260+ 1| =s|P?| and we have the following result.

Lemma. Given

Y

\\

stably commuting. If H(Xm) is A(n)-free for n = n(m) with limm^=c n(m)
=

oo then f =
hmgm is stably trivial.

Proof. By Corollary 17.9, it suffices to replace Z by a term in its

Postnikov tower. But in this case supp(Z) is finite and so by Theorem 1

for m sufficiently large hm
~ 0. \342\226\241

Applying the lemma with Z = XX(P1+ l,co) we conclude that /?/? is

stably trivial. Therefore there is a map gs,: Y\342\200\224>Xsuch that is,gs, \342\200\224/?.At

this point the proof breaks up into three successively stronger cases.
Case 1. Y (the completion of) a finite spectrum and \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)finite for all

i. In this case [\320\243,X] is finite so the set {gs,}C[\320\243,X] is finite. Let g =
gs,

for infinitely many (s, t). Then it is easy to see that /Jg~/? for all

(s, t). This completesthe proof of the theorem in this case.

Case 2. Y arbitrary and X with \321\202\320\263,(\320\245)finite for all i. Let Y(m) denote

the completed m-skeleton of \320\243.Then we have the following commuting

diagram:

{\320\243,X} > lim{ \320\243(\321\202),X}
m

i

limlim{Y(m),X(P?, Pst)}

lim{Y, X<P?, Pf>} > limlim{Y(m), X(P\302\260UPs,)}
\\P',\\ \\PS,\\ m
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(both limm lim|p^|
and lim^ limm are identified with bigraded diagrams of

elements).By Corollary 17.9 the top and bottom rows are isomorphisms

and by Case 1 each map {Ylm\\ \320\245}-^\320\230\321\202,^{\320\243(\321\202),\320\245(\320\240\\,Ps,)} is an isomor-

isomorphism. This gives the proof of the theorem in this case.

Case 3. X and Y arbitrary spectra in T. Let Sn be defined by the

exactness of S * \"
> S \342\200\224\302\273Sn \342\200\224\302\273sS (in T\.") Then we have the commuting

diagram:

X * >\320\245\320\2735\342\200\236 >\320\245

1 1 1

1 i I
\320\245(\320\240?,\320\240?>

1 1 1

\320\245<\320\240?,\320\240?-1>

i I i

Applying {\320\243,} we get

{\320\243,\320\245}
>

\320\235\321\202{\320\243,\320\245\320\2735\320\277}
\320\277

I

limlim{y, X(P\302\260UF?> \320\273
n \\P\\\\

./,\320\245(\320\240?,\320\240?)\320\2735\342\200\236}
\\\320\237\\ \\\321\200,\\\320\277

commuting. By Proposition 17.8 the horizontal maps are isomorphisms.

For any X in T, \321\202\320\263,(\320\245\320\273Sn) is finite for all i. Therefore Case 2 applies to
X \320\273Sn -> > X(P\302\260UPst) \320\2735\342\200\236^X(P(,), P\\ - 1) \320\273Sn -* \342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

(note that

X(P?, P?> \320\273Sn - (X \320\273Sn)(P?, P?\302\273 implying that for each n, {\320\243,\320\245\320\273

5\342\200\236}->\320\235\321\202|\321\217|{\320\243,X(Pi, \320\240?)\320\273Sn} is an isomorphism. This completesthe proof

of this case and hence of the theorem. \342\226\241

So, for example, if X is finite then by Proposition 17.2 we have the

convergence of the stablegroups {\320\243,X(P\", P?)}* to [\320\243,X]*. In particular
for X = \320\243= S, l\\m{S, S(P\302\260i,PJ)}* is the 2-component of the usual stable

homotopy groups of spheres (except that the 0-stem is the 2-adic in-

integers).
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The convergencepropertiesof the P-tower are not completely resolved
by Theorems 4 and 5. In particular, the following convergence questions
remain to be resolved:

(a) Is there a map /r: N, \342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242M displaying N, as being of type M(P\302\260UP\
such that ft is an isomorphism through a range increasingwith tl An

affirmative answer for M =
Z2 would imply one for all M in M+. The

restriction to P\" here is essential for consider /: N \342\200\224*\342\226\240Z2 with N of type

Z2(P\302\260uPf>, s > 0. By Theorem 19.6/ is a stable equivalence of A(n)-
modules where n = s + t\342\200\2241 so N ~Z2\302\256II A(n) as A(n)-modules. We
can now argue that N cannot be isomorphicto Z2 through degree 0

(much less through a degree increasing with \\Pst\\). For suppose to the

contrary that this were the case and let x G N be the unique generator of

degree 0. Then ax = 0 for a \302\243IA(n) and Ps,x = 0 and therefore Ps,+{x =

[Pst, P\\~l]x = 0. But H(N, P?;,1)
= 0 and so x =

P\302\243jy, which is a con-

contradiction.

(b) A weaker convergence question is whether a moduleis the module

theoretic colimit of its P-tower. More precisely,are there choices for the

module types {M(P\302\260UPs,)} such that M is the colimit (in M+) of the

corresponding P-tower sequence?Sincecolimit commutes with the smash

product, this will be the case if it is for M = Z2. Let Z2(P\302\260uPs,) be a

module of the indicated type having no free summands. If the resulting

P-tower sequence has its colimit in \320\226then by Proposition 14.13 and

Theorem 4 that colimit must be stably equivalent to Z2 and since it too

will have no free summands, it must in fact be Z2. So this form of

convergence will be the case if colim Z2(P\302\260\\,Pf) is in Ml.
Each of these questions has an analog for spectra which is left to the

reader to formulate.

3. Connectivity

We come now to a central characteristicof modules and spectra with a

range of vanishing Pf-groups. We have proven that if all the P?-groups
are zero then the object is stably trivial. Thus we can regard objects with

Pf-groups vanishing for a range of differentials as in some sense ap-
approaching stable triviality. This is susceptible of preciseformulation in

terms of the notion of stable connectivity. Recall that the stable bound-

edness of a module M, \\\\M\\\\, is the boundedness of the stably equivalent

module having no projective summands. The stable boundednessof a

spectrum is defined similarly.
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Theorem 6. For each Ps, there is an integer I = /(P?)> 0 such that

(a) H(M, P?;)
= 0 for P',i with |P?;|<|P?| if and only if \\\\\320\237'\320\234\\\\>

\\M\\-l + r\\P\302\260t\\,

(b) \320\251\320\245,\320\240\\\\)
= 0 for Pfi with |PJ\302\253|<|PJ| if and only if \\\\X'X\\\\>

\\X\\-l + r\\P*\\.

Proof, (a) Suppose that H(M, P?,')= 0 for P?,1 with |PJ\302\253|<|Pf|. Then

\\\320\235\320\251\320\223\320\234,Ps,l)
= \\H(M, P?')| +

r\\Ps,\\\\
s* \\M\\ + r\\Ps,\\ for all P',\\ and r > 0. If Pf

is in A(n) then let / = a(A(n)) + 2n+1 and assume inductively that

\\\\flrM\\\\
> \\M\\

- I + r\\Ps,\\. Then there is a module N ~ \320\237\320\223\320\234with \\N\\ >

\\M\\-l+ r\\Ps,\\ and \\H(N, P',})\\^\\M\\ + r\\Ps,\\. We now apply Corollary 19.9
to N. Since \\M\\ + r\\Ps,\\ -\\N\\> I that result implies that N is free through
degree |N| +2\"+I-land a fortiori through degree \\N\\

- / + (r+ 1)|P?|.
Therefore ||/2r+1M||

= ||/2N||>\\N\\-l + (r+ 1)\\PS,\\.

Conversely, suppose that there is an / such that ||/2rM|| > \\M\\
- I + r\\Ps,\\.

If H{M, P'l) * 0 for some Pst\\ with \\P\\\\\\ < \\PS,\\ then for r sufficiently large

\\\320\251\320\237'\320\234,\320\240',1)\\
=

\\\320\235(\320\234,\320\240*,})\\+
\320\263\\\320\240!}\\<\\\320\234\\-1

+ \320\263\\\320\240*,\\<\\\\\320\237'\320\234\\\\which is a

contradiction.

(b) We may assume that SrX for r s=0 have no summands in H. In that
case \\XrX\\

=
\\\\XrX\\\\

=
\\\\\320\237\320\223\320\235{\320\245)\\\\and (b) is immediate from (a). \342\226\241

The result on spectra can also be formulated as a result about the
Adams filtration of homotopy groups. Let F'tt* be the Adams filtration

as defined in Chapter 16.

Corollary 7. // H(X,Ppl)= 0 when |Pf\302\253|<|Pf| then FrTTj(X) = O for
r>mj+b where m = l/(\\Ps,\\

- 1) and b = (l- |X|)/(|P?|
-

1).

Proof. In Chapter 17 we observed that \320\240'\321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245)
=

imKS.i-^A'b-^tS.X]/]. But as in Theorem 6(b) \\\\s-r2'X\\\\>

\\X\\
\342\200\224I + r\\Ps,\\ from which the corollary easily follows. D

i

Note that the slope in Corollary 7 is not a determining characteristic
the way the corresponding term in Theorem 6 is. For example, if M is

finitely presented then F1tt/(E(M))
= 0 for / sufficiently large.

In the case of P%= Pi that is H(X, P\302\260{)
= 0, Corollary 7 implies that

FrTTj(X)
= 0 for any j and r sufficiently large. This implies that for a

spectrum with vanishing Ppcohomology group, the homotopy groups are

torsion groups. This observation is well known and in effect, represents

the first occurrence of any of the cohomology groups. The standard
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argument proving it is a more elementary one based on an alternative

characterization of spectra with Pi-cohomology group zero.

Proposition 8. (a) H(X,P?)= 0 if and only if HZ$(X) is a Zrvector

space.

(b) // H(X, Pf) = 0 then 7\320\263*(\320\245)is a torsion group.

Proof, (a) From the exact triangle H{Z^ H(ZJ)^> H{Z^ sH{ZJ)we

get the diagram

si ^ '
\320\237

HZ2(X) >H'(X) > HZ2+\\X)

since Pi = p8. So suppose that HZ2(X) is a Z2-vector space. Then the

sequence 0-^HZ2(X)-^ \320\235'(\320\245)-^>\320\235\320\263^'(\320\245)-\302\2730is exact and it follows

easily that H(X, P?) = 0. Conversely, supposethat H(X, P?) = 0. For any

x \302\243HZ2(X), P\302\260ip(,x)
= 0 and therefore p(x) =

P\\y
= pS(y). Then x - Sy=

2z but 2y
= 0 and so we conclude that 2x = Az. And since HZ2{X)is a

finitely generated ^-module, this can only be the case if 2x = 0 for all x

in HZ2(X).

(b) By (a) if H(X, P?) = 0 then HZ\\{X) is entirely torsion and there-
therefore by Proposition 6.4 and Theorem 6.9, \321\202\320\263^(\320\245)is also. \320\237

Remarks. A) Although we have been focusing on complete spectra, the
familiar form of Proposition 8 concerns spectra in 3~ (or spaces of finite

type). More generally (a) is true for X in 9~, 3~2 or 3~2with cohomology

groups with coefficients Z, Z2 or Z2. And (b) is true for X in 9~, 9~2 or 2F2.

B) Similarly, there are mod/? variants with the P?-homology group

replaced by that with respect to the mod/? Bockstein\342\200\224the operation

induced from the sequence 0\342\200\224>Zp\342\200\224>Zp2\342\200\224>2^\342\200\224>0.

C) On the other hand there are restrictions to the validity of a result

such as Proposition8. Thus taking X = H(Q) we see that some sort of

finite type assumption is required.
D) Further, Proposition 8(b) cannot be refined in general. First, the

implication cannot be strengthened.For example, \321\202\320\263,E(\320\2402,\302\260\302\260\302\273
=

\321\202\320\263;E)for

/ > 1 and so has torsion of order 2\" for arbitrarily large values of n. And

second, the implication cannot be reversedas can be seen by considering
X = H(Z4).

Theorem 6 has a corollary which further clarifies the relation between a
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module or spectrum and the terms of its P-tower. Recall that for a map
f:N\342\200\224>M we define the stable boundedness of /, ||/||= ||L||-1 where

flM \342\200\224*\342\226\240L\342\200\224>N \342\200\224>M is a stable triangle. Similarly for a map of spectra. Let

Corollary 9. (a) If f:M(P\302\260u Ps,\342\200\2241)\342\200\224\302\273Mdefines the indicated type then

(b) If f: X-^ X(P\302\260UPst-l) defines the indicated type then

An important thing to note in this result is that for r large enough the
stableboundednessof fl'f (resp. X'f) can be madearbitrarily larger than the

stable boundedness of its domain and range.

Finally I will leave the reader with a connectivity problem of importance
in a number of contexts.

Problem. Determine \\\\Z2(P)\\\\
=

\\\\S(P)\\\\ for all intervals P.

4. Complexity

This final section is devoted to results concerning the size and com-

complexity of the modules and spectra constructed in Chapter 21. Much of
our work will focus on the nature of the modules that have been

constructed. This work will go to show that, though simply described from

our present point of view, these modules can be very complex from the

point of view of traditional module-theoretic measures. However, we

begin the section with a result that again underscores the reasonableness
of the modules and spectra that have arisen here.

Theorem 10. (a) // M in M+ (resp. in Mf) has finite support then it is

infinitely deloopable in M+ (resp. in Mf).

(b) // X in T has finite support then it is infinitely desuspendable in f.

The proof of this result is similar to that of Proposition 3 and is left to

the reader.

It is possible for a module with an infinite number of non-zero
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homology groups to be infinitely deloopable. For instance, let M =
Us'\302\273(A/AP\302\260n) with rn ^ \\P\302\260n\\2then \320\237~\320\272\320\234= \320\246s'\"-fc|p\302\260J(A/AP\302\260)is in \320\226for

all \320\272\320\255\320\2631. However, such an example can only occur if the connectivity of
H(M, Pst) rises rapidly with |PJ| for if \\H(M, Ps,)\\

~ m|Pj| + 6 then M can

be delooped (in M+) at most m times.

All this suggests that \302\260\302\260-deIoopability can be characterized in terms of

the P?-groups but this remains an open problem.
Theorem 10has a useful corollary.

Corollary 11. If M has only a finite number of non-vanishing homology
groups and is finitely generated then it is finitely presented.

Proof. By Theorem 10 M can be regarded as a submodule of a free

module. But in Proposition 13.1 we showed that a finitely generated
submodule of a free module is finitely presented. \342\226\241

Considering the comment made following Corollary 16.27 we also have
the following geometric corollary.

Corollary 12. If X is a spectrum with finite support and Y is a CW-

complex of finite type then [X, Y] = 0.

In light of Theorem 13 below this corollary is a proper generalization of

Corollary 16.27.

Thereare other interesting statements that can be made concerning the

size and complexity of the modules we have constructed. Recall that a

module M is finitely extended if M is B-extended for some finite

subHopf algebra \320\222of A. For example, a finitely presented module is

finitely extended (see Proposition 13.1). By Theorem 19.21 finitely

extended modules satisfy the condition of Theorem 10 and so are

infinitely deloopable. However, for such modules there is an elementary

argument that proves their infinite deloopability. For if M ~ A \302\256bN with

\320\222a finite subHopf algebra then, \320\222being a Poincare algebra, Theorem
12.9implies that N is infinitely deloopable in BM+. And if N = QkL in

bM+ then A \302\256BN ~\320\237\320\272(\320\220\302\256BL)inM+.On the other hand, modules with

only finitely many non-vanishing homology groups are often not finitely

extended. And we have the following result which shows not only this but

also that the modules we have constructedcan be very large modules.
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Theorem 13. // M is a finite A-module and P is finite and such that for
some Ps,* P\302\260iin P, H(M, PJ) * 0 then M(P) is neither finitely extended nor

(stably) finitely generated.

Proof. Since P is finite, it follows from Corollary 11 that it will suffice to
show that M{P) is not finitely extended. And since any finite subHopf

algebra \320\222is contained in A(n) for some n sufficiently large, it will be

enough to show that M(P) is not A(n)-extended for any n. In the

following proposition, we will show that for Ps, ^ P? the Pf-homology

group of an A(n)-extended module is infinite if it is non-zero and this

clearly proves the theorem.

Proposition 14. Let N be an A(n)-module. For Ps, * P? if H(N, P?)^ 0
then H(A \302\256A(n)N, Pf) is infinitely generated over Z2.

Proof. If H (\320\220\302\256A(n)N, P?) were finitely generated then for some m 5\320\267\320\270

the map H(A(m)\302\256Ain)N, P?)-\302\273H(A(x)A(n)N, Ps,) would be an epimor-

phism since A(m)\302\256AMN is isomorphic to A\302\256A(n)N through a range
that goes to infinity with m. So we will be done if we can show that for L

an A(m)-module the map H(L, Ps,)- Ĥ(A0Aim)L, PS,) is not an epi-
morphism. In what follows the notation will be that of Chapter 19,
Section 4. We will first consider the case s + 1< t. In this case let
jc E H(L, Ps,) be a generator of minimal degree. We will show that

Psm+\\~s\302\256x represents a class of f/(A\302\256A(m)L, P?) not in the image of
H(L,Ps(). Since s+l<t, \320\240\320\232\321\214,0\321\205)

= \320\236so we must show that there

is no relation of the form Psm+i-s\302\256x + l\302\256x' + PfB a,[0jc,-) = 0 in

A \302\256A(m)L. If there is such an expression (assuming without loss of generality
that \320\260,\320\225\320\233\320\220(\321\202)and fc(a,-)> fc(a,-+i)) choose one with fc(ai) minimal. Then
|x,|^ \\H(L, Ps,)\\ for otherwise either Ps,xx * 0 giving a, \302\256Pfx, + P\302\243U-s\302\256*

+ 2 a'i\302\256x'i
= 0 with k(a'i) < fc(ai),or elsePs,Xi

= 0 and therefore xx
= Ps,x\\

giving PJBa,\302\256jc,)=
PJBa:-\302\256JcJ) with k(a'l)<k(ai) (i.e. a,\302\256Pfxi

=

Ps,ai\302\256x\\ + 2.\320\260\"\302\256\320\254\"\321\205[with fc(a\<fc(a,)).") Therefore |ai| <|P^+i-,| and
sincek(ui)^ k(ai)for all /, it follows that a, =

\320\240\342\200\236+2-\320\272for some \320\272between 0

and m + 1. So

But this plus Psm+i-s \302\256x+ 1 \302\256x' can never equal 0. This argument fails if

s+\\ = t since in that case we cannot assert that \320\240'\320\2231(\320\240'\321\202+2-,\302\256\321\205)=0.

However, the argument can be modified to hold for this case as well
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provided t>\\. Let b =
PtB'~l

-
1) (notation of Lemma 19.8) then

[P\\\\ P'm+2-,] =
bP\302\260m+2.Again let 0 * x E H(L, P}\021) be of minimal degree.

If bx = 0 then 6x = PJ-'jt' and therefore P{\"'(P\302\253+2-\302\273(S)* + \320\237.+2\302\256*')
= 0.

This time we can show that the class of P'm+2-i\302\256x + P\302\260m+2\302\256x'is not in
the image for arguing as above, we can show that there is no relation of
the form P'm+2-,\302\256 x + P\302\260m+2\302\256x'+ 1 0x\"+PjB a, \302\256x,)

- 0 in A \302\256A(m)L.

On the other hand, if \320\254\321\205\320\2440 then \320\240'\320\2231(\320\240'\321\202+2-,\302\256\320\254\321\205)
= 0. And in this case

we can, again as above, show that there is no relation of the form

bx + 1 \302\256x'+ \320\240'\320\2231B\321\217,\302\256*,)
= 0 in A \302\256A(m)L. \342\226\241\342\226\241

With respect to the foregoing, the case of P\" is exceptional. For if we

consider M =
A\302\256A(P)Z we have by Proposition 21.5 that M is of type

Z2(P^} and therefore this module shows the failure of both Theorem 13

and Proposition 14 to extend to this case.

We have seen that the modules constructed from finite modules are

often infinitely generated. Let us look at what happens if we start with a

finitely presented module M ~
A\302\256A(n)N. By Proposition 21.4 M(P)~~

A\302\256A(n)N(P) and it is not hard to show that M{P) is stably finitely

generated over A if and only if N(P) is stably finitely generated over

A(n). Therefore while M(P) will always be finitely extended it can be

infinitely generated. This is the case for exampleif M = A \302\256A(n)Z2 and P

is any non-trivial interval other than (P?, P\302\260n+i)\342\200\224hereP? plays no special
role.

Proposition 15.Forn > 1 and \320\240\320\2440, (P?, P\302\260+1)the A(n)-module Z2(P) is

stably infinitely generated.

Proof. It is not hard to show that there are P\\\\, Pg in A(n) with Ps,l E P,

\320\240\320\246&\320\240
and [Pfi, \320\240\320\246]

= 0. Let B(ZA(n) be the subalgebra generated by

these two elements. If Z2{P) were finitely generated as an A(n)-module
then it would be finite. But as a B-module Z2(P)~ Z2(Ps,l) which is an

infinite 'lightning flash' module of type defined in Chapter 18 (either
L(\302\260o,0) or L(\302\260o,1) depending on whether |PJ'| is greater or less than

\\P%\\)- \342\226\241

Another aspect of the analysis of the modules and spectra that we

have constructed is to consider them from point of view of the

notion of decomposability. Since P-localization commutes with co-

product, the interesting question is: if a module or spectrum is inde-

indecomposable then is the same true, at least stable (ignoring stably
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trivial summands), of the types constructed from it? In general
the answer is no as the following example demonstrates. Define

/: A/APg-> (A/AP4)x\302\256(AfAP\302\2602)y\302\256Az
= M by /A) =

P%P\\x +

P%P%y + P%z. Then / is a well defined monomorphism. Let N =

coker/ so that we have 0\342\200\224>A/AP5^>M-^N->0 exact. (It follows
that H(N, Ps,) * 0 if and only if P\\ =

P% or Pg.) Since (A/APg)<P\302\247> -Owe

get that N(P\302\247~M(P\302\2602)~A/AP%\302\256A/APi But N itself is indecompos-
indecomposable.To see this suppose that N = Nx@N2. Let x = g(x), \321\203

=
g(y) and

z = g(z). Since\321\203is the unique generator of minimal degree, it must lie in

one of the summands, say \321\203G Nb Therefore 0 ^ \320\240\302\260\320\267\320\240\302\2604\320\263
= P^P^Fsy G N,.

So f + ax G N! for some ax with P^P^ax = 0. If x G Ni then z E N{ and
hence 7V2

= 0. So assume that x GE. Nu then because |x| < \\z\\ it must be the
case that x G N2. We cannot have z\302\243N, for 0 ^ P\302\247P\302\247z

=
P\302\247P2P\302\247Jc.

Therefore there must be a relation of the form z + bx + \321\201\321\203
= \320\236but

obviously, no such relation exists in N, contradiction. Obvious

modification of this example will give for any Pf an indecomposable
module N with N(PS,) stably decomposable.

Nevertheless, indecomposability can be concluded under certain cir-

circumstances.

Proposition 16. (a) // H(M, Ps,) is an indecomposable As,-module then

M(PS() is stably indecomposable.

(b) // H(X,Pst) is an indecomposable Bs,-module then X(PS,) is stably

indecomposable.

Proof. Again we will deal only with the algebra. If M(PS,)
~ M\\ \302\251M2

then H(M, Ps,) = H(MUPS,)@H(M2,Pst). So one of the homology groups
on the right-hand side must vanish and it follows that the corresponding
summand of M(Pst) is stably trivial. \342\226\241

In particular then Z2{Pst) and S(PS,) are stably indecomposable and

from this we can derive the stronger result:

Proposition 17. For any P, Z2(P) and S(P) are stably indecomposable.

Proof. Suppose that for some interval P, Z2(P)
~ M{ 0 M2. Then for

each PS,EP either M,<Pf)~ Z2{Pst) or M2(PS,)
~ Z2(PS,). Now consider the

case of P an initial interval. Then we have M{ \342\200\224\302\273Z2(P)\342\200\224>Z2 and this

will express either Mx or M2 as a type of module that was shown in

Chapter 21 not to exist. Therefore in this case Z2(P) must be stably

indecomposable. By a similar argument if P is a final interval then again
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Z2(P) must be stably indecomposable. Finally, if P is an interval of the

remaining type then we have Z2\302\253-Z2(P')\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Z2(P) with P' an initial

interval. And if Z2(P)~Mi0M2 then we have stable triangles

flMt\342\200\224>Ni~* Z2(P')-^ Mi and as above one of the maps Nt-^-Z2 would

give a non-existent type.

The proof for S(P) parallelsthis and is left to the reader. \342\226\241

Proposition 17 in turn gives us information on the complexity of the
P-towers of Z2 and S and we have

Corollary 18. The P-invariants of Zi and S are all nontrivial.

Proof. The P-invariants determine the stable triangles

nZ2(Ps,) >Z2(PlP\302\260t
-

1> > Z2<n P?> >Z2<Pf>

and

XS(Pi) * S(P\302\260UP\",
-

1><
S(P\302\260uPs,) < S(Pi).

But by Proposition 17 these sequencescan never split. \342\226\241



CHAPTER 23

MODULES AND SPECTRA WITH ONE
NON-VANISHING\320\240\320\223-GROUP

Introduction

In this chapter we continue the analysis of the last chapter, this time

focusing on modules and spectra with precisely one non-vanishing

(co)homology group\342\200\224we speak of such an object as (Ps,-)local.These

local objects are of special significancebecausethey appear as the factor
terms in the P-tower and thus are the basic building blocks of arbitrary
modules and spectra\342\200\224the analogs of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. The
classificationproblem for local objects is difficult but lends itself to a

categorical approach which we formulate in Section 1. In particular, this

approach leads to miniature homotopy theorieswhose study should also

throw light on the structure of the full stable homotopy category. The one

easily accessiblecase is that of modules and spectra with only the

P'rgroup non-vanishing. This case is analyzed in Section 2. With Section 3
we return to the important parallel ft- and ^-periodicity problems
consideredin Chapters 14 and 17. We begin by observing the central role
of localmodules and spectra proving that as in the exterior algebra case,
such periodicity implieslocality. We then prove two algebraic results,one
suggesting a special role for the local modules derived from Z2 and the
other a special role for the P?-homology groups. The remainder of the
sectionis given to a variety of examples of periodicmodulesand spectra.

Prominently areP\302\260-local modules and spectra whose periodicity\342\200\224as we

will see in Chapter 24\342\200\224underpins other important periodic phenomena
such as the Adams periodicity of the Adams spectral sequence.

1. PJ-local objects

A module M, resp. spectrum X, is Ps,-local if H{M, Ps,\\)
= 0, resp.

H(X, Ps,l)= 0, for all Pst\\ \302\245\342\226\240Ps,, 5, < tx. We include here the possibility that

all the P?-groups vanish. A module or spectrum will be termed local if it

407
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is P?-local for some Pst, i.e. has at most one non-vanishing Pj-group. In

light of the constructions in Chapter 21, we know that such objects

abound. In fact, in a sense those constructions account for all instances of

local objects since M (or X) is Pf-local if and only if M ~
M(Pst)

(X ~ X(P?>).However, there are a number of more directly accessible

examples.

A) If \320\221is a subHopf algebra of A and N is a P?-local jB-module then

by Theorems 19.20 and 19.21A \302\256BN is a Ps,-\\ocal A-module. So we have
the following examples of local modules:

(a) Let \320\222=
E[P\302\260,..., Pf], s<t, and N = B/BP*. Then A/APS, =

A\302\256BN is P?-local.

(b) Let \320\222=
E[P\302\260,..., Pst, \320\240?\342\200\236..., Ps,l\\ for s, s, < /, /, and let B' =

E[PS,,Ppt]. If N is a lightning flash B'-module with H(N, P*\\)
= 0 then

M \342\200\224
A(x)B(B(x)B.N)

=
A\302\256bN is Pf-local. In terms of generators and

relations if |Pf| <|P?'|, M =
(\320\246\320\263=\320\276\320\233\321\205,)/{\320\240?\321\205\342\200\236,Ps,\\xt

- P?xI+1}and if \\PS,\\ >

|P?j|, M =
(lXi=0AXi)/{Ps,lXi

- Ps,xi+i}, here r can be fixed at any value =soo.

B) The spectrum representing connected Morava /C-theory with Z2-

coefficients fc(n)(Z2) is P\"-local. Thus, in particular, H(Z2) is P?-local.
And ku(Z2) is P^-local\342\200\224as in fact as ko(Z2).

The problem of classifying Pf-local objects lends itself to a categorical
approach.Let Ms, be the full subcategory of AM+ with objects the Pf-local
A-moduIes. SinceMs, contains the bounded below projective modules,we

can define its stabilization M\\\342\200\224equivalently, Ms, is the full subcategory of

AM+. The stable categoryof Pf-local modules is in many ways a simplified
version of the stable module category. The loop functor restricts to a

functor Q:MS,-^M] and if A is the collection of stable triangles in Ms,

then we have

Proposition 1. (a) (Mst, Q, \320\233)is a triangulated category.
(b) M\\ is closed with respect to coproducts defined in AM+ (infactJjMr is

in Ms, if and only if each Mr is in Ms,).

(c) M\\ is closed with respect to the smash product with unit Z2(Pst) (in

fact, M\", is an 'ideal' with respect to the smash product).
(d) ForMinMst, M ~ 0 if and only ifH(M, Pst) = 0.AndforfinMs,,fisan

equivalence if and only if H(J, Ps,) is an isomorphism.

The proof of this proposition follows easily from earlier results. The

one thing that deserves to be highlighted is that Ms, is triangulated, not

just semi-triangulated as AM+ is, because by Theorem 22.10 local modules
are deloopable.
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For spectra the situation is similar. Let Ts, be the full subcategory of T
with objects the Pj-local spectra. Since \320\257\320\241T\"t, we can define the
stabilization f* or equivalently, Ts, is the full subcategory of f. The
stable suspension restricts to a functor 2:fs,-^fs, and if A is the

collection of stable triangles in Ts, then we have

Proposition 2. (a) (Tst, X, \320\233)is a triangulated category.
(b) Ts, is closedwith respect to coproducts defined in T.

(c) Ts, is closed with respect to the smash product with unit S(PS,) (in fact
Ts, is an 'ideal' with respect to the smash product).

(d) ForX in f't1 X ~ 0 if and only ifH(X, Pst) = 0. And for fin fufis an

equivalence if and only if H(f, Ps,) is an isomorphism.

The connection between the algebra and the topologyis very intimate.

Let Jfs, be the full subcategory of M] of modules of finite type. Then the
following is immediate.

Proposition 3. H and L restrict to functors H:fst-^NS, and E:Jfst->fst
satisfying:

(a) both are exact functors of triangulated categories,

(b) both preserve coproducts,
(c) \320\235preserves the smash product,
(d) if H(f) isan equivalence then f is an equivalence,
(e) H and E are adjoint (up to a change of variance).

In terms of the analogy to homotopy theory, the problemof classifying

local modules or spectra correspondsto the problem of classifying Eilen-

berg-MacLanespaces.However, these two problems are quite different

in tone. The Eilenberg-MacLane spaces 'localized at rc' are easily
classified and the classification is independentof n, that is

(a) for n > 1, \321\202\320\263\342\200\236sets up a correspondence between these spacesand

abelian groups and

(b) the standard loop functor Q sets up a correspondence between the

spaces 'localized at n' and those 'localizedat n - \320\223.

On the other hand

(a) the classificationof Pf-local modules and spectra is at least as

difficult as the classification of modulesover A? and Bst and

(b) there is no obviousconnection between the classification problems
for the different Pf s.
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These observations indicate that we are dealing here with a much more

complicated problem than the one encountered in classifying Eilenberg-
MacLane spaces. However, as Proposition 1 and 2 indicate, it is also one
that is very rich in geometry. In fact, M\\ and Ts, are in many ways very

much like T (without stabilization). For instance, the P?-group occupiesa

position in the study of M\\ and Ts, corresponding to that of the mod 2
cohomology group in the study of T. And consequently, As, and Bs, will

have the same central role as the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. For example,
relations in A\", and Bs, will generate higher order operations. And it is

also possible to define analogs of the Adams spectral sequence. One
distinctive feature of the present setting is that the algebra As, being a

subquotient algebra of A tends to be simpler than A. In the topological
case the same is true at least if we restrict to s = 0 for B{)t

~ A\" (x) E[e).

This is especially striking if we restrict to s = 0 and t = 1 or 2. For in these

cases we have A? =
Z2, Bax

=
E[e], A\302\2602

=
E[P\302\260UP\\,..., P],...] and B\302\2602

=

E[e, P\302\260i,P{,..., P\\,...]. Thus we can regard the study of the stable

categories of localobjectsas stable homotopy theory with simpler Steen-

Steenrodalgebras\342\200\224in fact, exterior algebras in the latter cases. Therefore, the

problem of classifying ff-local spectra, interesting from the point of view

of the f-tower decomposition of arbitrary spectra, is also likely to be
useful in generating insight into the general nature of phenomena in the
stable homotopy category.

2. P\"-Iocal objects

The 'Steenrod algebras' for Pplocal modulesand spectra are so simple
that a complete classification of such objects is readily attainable.

Proposition4. The P\\-homology group defines an equivalence betweenM\302\256

and the category of graded boundedbelow Z2-vector spaces with the module
\320\220/\320\220\320\240\320\247corresponding to Z2. In particular, if M is P\302\260i-local then M~

UsrA/APl

Proof. For M in M\\ define f:A/AP4\302\256H(M, \320\240\320\247)^\320\234by choosing

representatives for a basis of H(M,P\302\260i) and letting /A\302\256*)= x, x a

representative. Then H(J, f\302\260)is an isomorphism and it follows that / is

an equivalence. And for any graded bounded below Z2-vector space U
we have A/AP(l\302\256U in M\\ and {\320\233/\320\233\320\240?\302\256U, \320\233/\320\233\320\240?\302\256V}

=

Hom(l/, V). \342\226\241
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Remark. Thus the notion of 'simple module' introduced by Wall in his

study of MSO [133]is precisely that of P(,'-local module.

Turning to the case of Fplocal spectra we begin by recalling the

description of the Bocksteinspectralsequence(in T). The exact triangle
H(Z2)^*H(Z2)-\302\243\302\273H(Z2)^sH(Z2) gives rise to an exact couple

H*(X; Z2)^> \320\257*(\320\245;Z2)

H*(X)

So there is a derivedspectralsequencewith E\\(X)
=

\320\235'(\320\245)and di =
P{\\.

Therefore E2(X)
= H(X, F\") and the Bockstein spectral sequence of X,

E(X) is the sequence E2, E3,.... Equivalently, E(X) can be regarded as
the graded vector space H(X, F\") together with a sequence of higher

operations defined on it. That is, for any n there is a commuting diagram

H(Z2n)

I

\320\270

hlG \\ > \321\207\320\235G\\ > \321\207\320\235G\\

with f/(Z2)-^f/(Zy)-^H(Z^-')\342\200\224s^>sH(Z2) an exact triangle and it fol-

follows that Jn is the n-ary operation defined by the tower

In particular, d2 is the secondary operation defined by the relation

(F(iJ = 0 and so the action of d2 on E2(X) gives the B\"-structure of

H(X, Pll). Thus this spectral sequence incorporates the Bpaction on

H(X, F',')together with the higher operations derived from this action. So
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it is not surprising that there is a correspondence between Bockstein

spectral sequences and Pplocal spectra. Precisely,let % be the collection
of bounded below finite type spectral sequences over Z2. That is, E in %

consists of

(a) a graded Z2-vector space bounded below and of finite type and

(b) a sequence of maps of degree 1 and derived terms

(d2, d3,...; Ei, E4,...) such that d\\ = 0 and H(En dr)
= Er+i.

Theorem 5. (a) For E in % there is a P\"-local spectrum X such that

E^E(X).
(b) For X and Y in T? if E(X) = E(Y) then X ~ Y. In particular, if X

is Pi-local then X ~ H(G) where G is a bounded below Z2-module of

finite type.

Proof, (a) Considerfirst the spectra H(Z2\302\273) and H(Z2). An inductive

argument using the exact triangles H(Z2)\342\200\224>H(Z2\302\273)-:+ H(Z2\302\273~i)-+ sH(Z2)

shows that for n ^ 2, H(H(Zr)) =
(A/AP4)xn 0 (A/AP?)yn where |jcn|

= 0

and \\yn\\
= 1. Therefore E2(H(Z2\302\273))= Z2Jcn (x)Z^ and it follows from the

description of the differentials as higher operations that djcn = 0 for r <n
and dnxn -

yn. For H{Z2) consider the exact triangle H(Z2) >

H(Z2)^H{Z2)->sH{Z2). In cohomology it gives 0^H(H(Z2))*-
A<^-H(sH(Z2))<\342\200\2240 and since P? is the unique operation in degree 1, P\302\260x

G im i. So we get

0 < H(H(Z2)) < A <
sH(H(Z2))< 0

t/ II Uf

0< A/'API < A< sAIAPi < 0

commuting and it follows quickly that / is an isomorphism. Therefore

\302\2432(H(Z2))
= Z2Xx. and of course djc<\302\273

= 0 all r.

Now let E be an arbitrary spectral sequence in %. For each /, E2 is

finitely generated and E'2 - 0 for / < /0- So by an easy inductive argument

it is not hard to construct a basis for E2 of the form \320\222\342\200\224

Lf
=2 (Bn U B'n) U Boo where

(i) dr\\Bn = 0 for r<n,
(ii) dn sets up a bijection between Bn and B'n, and

(iii) \320\222\302\273consists of permanent cycles (therefore \320\224*is a set of represen-
representativesfor a basis for \302\243'oo).Let G be the graded Z2-modulewith genera-
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tors U\"=2 Bn U Boo and relations {2nx = 01 x GBn}.Then

\320\2465wH(Z2nH \320\246sMH(Z2)

and it is easy to see that E(H(G))~ E.

(b) Now consider an arbitrary Pplocal spectrum X. It will suffice to

prove that X ~ H(G) for some G as above. E2(X)has a basis \320\222of the

form considered in (a). For xE.Bn there is a map f:X-+sulH(Z2n) such

that H(J)xn = jc (and hence En(J)yn = dn(x). And for xE.Bx there is a

map g :X -\302\2735WH(Z2) such that H(g)jc\302\273
= x (that is H(Z2) = \\\\m H(Zr)

and d,Jc = 0 all r implies a lifting to H(Z2)). Together these maps define a

map h:X\342\200\224>H(G) with H(h, P\302\260)an isomorphism and therefore h is a stable

equivalence. \342\226\241

Remarks, (a) This characterization of P'Mocalspectra can be rephrased

in terms of the Postnikov tower. A spectrum has trivial \320\272-invariants if and

only if it has the form H(G) for somegraded abelian group G. Therefore

X in T is P?-local if and only if it has trivial \320\272-invariants.

(b) The map h : X \342\200\224\302\273H(G) defined in the proof of Theorem 5 is clearly

an alternative construction of the type X<P(,I>.

(c) Although the Bockstein spectralsequencestrongly characterizes the

objects of f\302\260\\it is not sufficient to classify the morphisms. For example,if

f:H(Z2)-+H(Z2) is multiplication by 2 then /\320\243\320\236but \302\243(/)
= (). On the

other hand, it is not hard to give a complete description of f\302\260\\since by

virtue of Theorem 5 it is only necessary to determine {X, Y}* for X and

Y chosen from among {H(Z4),H(ZH),..., H(Z2)}.

3. Periodicity

Local modules and spectra arise naturally in the study of fl- and

^-periodicity (and thus are implicated in other forms of periodicity).

Theorem 6. // M is fl-periodic or X is X-periodic then it is local.

Proof. It suffices to consider only the module case\342\200\224for spectra take

M = H(X). Let us suppose that M is periodic and that

\320\251\320\234,P]\\) *()* H(M, PJ22).Then \320\277\320\272\320\234- s'M for some \320\272ss 1 and some /.

Let r(N)= \\H(N, Ps,i)\\-\\H(N, \320\240\320\246)\\;
\320\263is of course an invariant of the

stable type. Then r(s'M)=r(M) but \320\263{\320\237\320\272\320\234)=r{M)+k(\\P]\\\\-

\\Ps,j\\) ^ r{M) which is a contradiction. \342\226\241
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The point is that the Pfs occur in distinct degrees and since the

Pf-homology group of flM is just that of M shifted by \\Pst\\ the homology

groups associated to different Pf s will be shifted different amounts.

Obviously, if X is ^-periodic then H(X) is /2-periodic.

PeriodicityConjecture;If H(X) is /2-periodic then X is ^-periodic.

The evidence for this conjecture consists on the one hand of a number

of examples to be consideredbelow and on the other, of the general
parallelism that pervades this material\342\200\224see, for example, Proposition 7.

As opposed to the exterior algebra case where we have seen that all

local modules are periodic with period 1 the situation here is much more

complexand is only partially elucidated. Thus as we will see below, not

all periodic objects have period 1. For example,we will exhibit modules

with minimal period 4. There is even evidence that arbitrarily large
minimal periods can occur and that some local modules and spectra are
not periodic at all. On the other hand, periodicmodules and spectra do

abound (and as we will see in Chapter 24, play a central role in other

periodic phenomena).
To begin with some elementary examples of periodicity, the local

modules described above in terms of generators and relations are all

/2-periodic. For, more generally, if \320\222is a subHopf algebra of A and N is
a periodic B-module then A\302\256BN will be a periodic A-module. So, for

instance, for s <t, A/APst is periodic with period 1.
Before considering any other examples of periodicity, let us consider

two properties of it of a more general nature. First is the expected central
role for the representing objects.

Proposition 7. // Z2(Pf) (resp. S(PS,)) is periodic then so are Ps,-local

modules (resp. spectra).Further, the minimum period will be divisors of that

of Z2{P]) (resp.S(Pi)).

Proof. Suppose that QkZ2(Ps,) ~ s'Z2(Ps,) for some \320\272^ 1 and / (in fact,
/ =

k\\Ps,\\). If M is Pf-local then M \320\273Z2(PS,)~~ M and therefore

\320\234~\320\237\320\272(\320\234AZ2(Pst))

~ \320\274\320\273\320\277\320\272\320\2632(\320\240\

~ \320\234\320\273s'Z2(P5,)

~s'M.
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Thus M is periodicwith minimal period a divisor of k.
The argument is identical for spectra. \342\226\241

Although the proposition is (implicitly) stated in terms of A-modules, it

will probably not be useful in that context, for as we will observe in

Chapter 24, there is good reason to believe that the simplest non-trivial

localization of Z2, Z2(PB), is not periodic. However, the corresponding
result for modules over a subHopf algebra \320\222of A is equally valid and
here, as we will see below, there is great utility to this focus. From this it

also follows that Proposition 7 will probably be of limited significance in

dealing with spectra.
The next result is strictly algebraic in nature. We will see that the

doubling isomorphism provides a connection between periodicity

phenomena for Pf-local and Ps,+'-localmodules.As in Chapter 15 we will

focus on the result for A(n)- and A(n + l)-modules, here not only for

heuristic reasons but also because this will be the setting of a later

application.

Proposition 8. For s + 1 <t if every Ps,-local A{n)-moduleis periodic with

period dividing r then the same is true of every Ps,+]-local A(n + \\)-module.

Proof. Let D:A(nyM\342\200\224>A(n+l)Mev be the doubling isomorphism. First,
observe that if M is a Pf-Iocal periodic module with period r then

D(M)(Ps,+l) is periodicwith period dividing r. The periodicity of M may

be expressed as the existence of short exact sequences

Q<r-M,}<\342\200\224Fi\\<r-Mi+] <\342\200\2240with Fj free, Mo= M and Mr
\342\200\224s^M where p =

\\PS,\\. Then applying D and localizing at Pst+l gives 0^-D(Mi)(Ps,+l)+-

D(FiykPs,+i)^-D(Mi+1)(P?1)*-0 exact. But H(FhPs,l)=0 for P% in

A(n) with Si<ti implies that H(D(Fi), P?\302\273+1)
= 0 and hence all the

homology groups of D(Fi)(Pst+i) vanish. Therefore D(Fi)(Ps,+l) is free
and it follows that urD{M){Pfv)- D(M,){Pst+')~ sp'D{M){P?1).By
Proposition 7 the periodicity of all P?+1-local A(n + l)-modules is

implied by the periodicity of the one module Z2(PS,+1). And since

D(Z2) = Z2 the work above gives the periodicity in this case. \342\226\241

In particular, if P(/-locaI modules are periodic then so are P?-modules
with s >0.

We turn now to specific examples of local modules and spectra that are

periodic.
A) For Pi we have
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Proposition 9. Every P^-local module and spectrum is periodic with period

1.

Proof. The algebra is immediate from Proposition 4. As for the

topology, it suffices to note that the exact triangle

H(ZJ)-^H(Z2)^H(Z2)-*sH(Z2) displays the desired periodicityfor

H(Z2)
= S(P{1) and then apply Proposition 7. D

The following converse of Proposition 9 includes the main lemma of

Wall's analysis of MSO in [133].

Exercise. If UM ~ sM then M is P'Mocal and if XX ~ sX then X is
P'Mocal.

B) A similar direct argument displays the period 1 ^-periodicity of

ku(Z2) for by Bott periodicity we have s2ku(Z2)^ku(Z2)-*H(Z2)->
53ku(Z2) exact giving X ku(Z2) ~

s3ku(Z2).

C) The most elementary examples of periodicity with minimal period

greater than 1 is provided by.

Proposition 10. A/A(Pj, P2) and A@)(P2) are periodic with minimal

period 4.

Proof. The basic periodicity phenomenon underlying both results is that

displayed by the following exact sequenceof /\\(l)-modules:

with dfc) = PJ, di(y) =
P\\P\302\260Ud2(u)

= P\\x + \320\240\320\247\321\203,d2(v)
= Ply and d^w) =

\320\240\302\260\\\320\240\\\320\270+ P\\v. This is the initial segment of a (minimal) resolution for A@)
and so displays the periodicity of A@) as an A(l)-module.

Since A/A(PJ, P\=") A0ao)A(O) applying A\302\256A(i) to this sequence

gives an exact sequence of A-modules displaying the period 4 periodicity
of A/A(P\\, P2). The minimality of the resolution then implies that this

period is minimal. As for the other module, observe that the sequence

above can be given A-module structure. Letting P?(P\302\260)= PlP'/Pj (the

higher algebra generators can only act trivially) defines A-module struc-
structure on A(l). Let AA)jc(x) A(l)y be the sum of two such A-modules. For

AA)m0AA)u define the A-module structure by F?(m)= P\\P\"v,

P2l(P\302\260lu)= P\\P\302\260iP\\u + PoiP\\P\302\260iV and \320\240](\320\240(,'\320\273:)=\320\240!\320\240A)\320\2401\320\263;,again the other

generators must act trivially. It is now not hard to check that the maps
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preserve this additional structure. Now smash this sequence of A-modules
with Z2(F(i>. For M = A(l) or \320\220A)\321\213\302\251A(l)v,M \320\273Z2(P\302\247 is free since

H(M, P;>)= 0. Therefore the resulting sequence displays the period 4
periodicity of A@)(P\.") That this period is minimal can be observed by

noting that if there were a shorter sequenceof A-modules beginning and

ending with A(())(P;>} then this sequence would also display period less than

4 for the A(l)-module A@) since over A(l), A@)<P^>~ A@). D

D) The modules in Proposition 10 are both realizable with

A/A(P\\, P2])
= H*(ko(Z2)) and A@)<P(j>=

H*(S{Z2)(P\302\247). So the follow-

followingtheorem is support for the Periodicity Conjecture.

Theorem 11. Both ko(Z2) and S(Z2)(P2) o.re2-periodicwith period 4.

Proof. Consider first X = ko(Z2). The ^-periodicity of X will follow

from its homotopy periodicity: X[8, o\302\260]~s8X. To see this consider the
Adams tower

X< s~lXX<
i i

Using Proposition 10 we can choose Ho= H(Z2),H,= sH(Z2)\302\256szH(Z2I

H2= s2H(Z2)@s3H(Z2) and H3 = s4H(Z2). Further, with these choices

\\S-424X\\
= \\H(s-4S4X)\\

= 8. Therefore the composites-424X^X expres-
expressess~4X4X as X[8, oo].Thus we have s~424X \302\253s8X as desired.

In Proposition 10 we constructed a periodic sequence of A-modules
and maps resolving A@) over A(l). Then localizing at P2 gave the

/2-periodicity of A@)(P2). This argument can be paralleledgeometrically

provided we can realize the original sequence. Precisely, we have the

following short exact sequences of A-modules:

(a) 0*-A@)^-A(l)\302\253-K*-0,

(b) 0^-K^F^L<-0 with F = A(l)x\302\251A(l)y,

(c) 0<-L^G<-M*-0 with G =
\320\220A)\320\274\302\251A(l)v,

(d) 0*-M*-A(l)w^sI2A@)*~0,
where \320\232\342\200\224im du L = im d2, M = im d3, and the A-module structure is as
given in Proposition 10 (in particular, A(l)u@A(l)v is not a sum as

A-modules). To realizethese sequencesit suffices to realize the maps e,/,
g and h (e.g. if X\342\200\224>Y realizes e and X\342\200\224>Y-+Z-+sX is exact then

X^ Y-+Z realizes the first sequence). The Moore spectrum S(Z2)\342\200\224in
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T\342\200\224(uniquely) realizes A@). The readability of the other modules and

maps can be proven by application of Section 3 of Chapter 16.For this

the following conditions must be satisfied:
(a) ||/22AA)|| > 3 and ||/23AA)|| > 7,
(b) ||/22F||>7and||/23F||>10,
(c) \\\\n2G\\\\ > 10 and \\\\n3G\\\\ > 12,

(d) ||/22AA)h>|| > 10and ||/23A(l)w|| > 14.

But these in turn follow from the easily observed fact that ||/22\320\220A)||
= 8\342\200\224

for (c) this observation can be applied via the exact sequence
0\342\200\224>A(l)v\342\200\224\302\273G-\302\273AA)m\342\200\224\302\2730.Thus we have the exact triangles:

(a) S(Z2)-^Xi^U^sS(Z2) with H(e')
= e,

(b) U\320\233X2-> V-* sU with H(f)
= f,

(c) \320\243\320\233X3-* W^sV with His') = g,
(d) W-^X4-*snSiZ2)^sW with H(h')= h.

Smashing with 5(\320\240\320\263)gives four exact triangles and since //(X, \320\273

S(P\302\2602),Ps.)
= 0 for all P*, s < t, it follows that the spectra X-, \320\273S(P\302\247are in

H. From this it in turn follows that 24(S(Z2)<P:>\302\273~ snSiZ2)(P\302\2602) as

desired. \342\226\241

E) We will now exhibit the very general occurrence of periodicity in

the case of P^-Iocal modules. In Chapter 24 we will see that from our

point of view it is this periodicity which accounts for the periodic
structure in RxtA(Z2, Z2) discovered by Adams [5].

Theorem 12. Over A(l) Z2(P2) is Q-periodic with period 4 and over Ain),
n^2, Z2(P2) is Q-periodic with period 2\".

Proof. First we consider the case n \342\200\2241. Here an explicit description of
Z^iPz^ and its loop iterates is accessible. This case is also helpful in

dealing with the other caseswhere we will no longer be working directly

with Z2(P2) and its loop iterates but rather with A-modules whose

underlying A(l)-structure is that of the modules we now construct. We

will describe the various A(l)-modules by specifying the action of the

generators P\302\260and P\\. This lends itself to a pictorial approach. For

example, A(l) can be visualized as
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the short lines being Fractions and the long lines Pi-actions (compare
with Chapter 18). Then Z2(P2> is represented by the following infinitely
long lightning flash:

x =0.

That is, the P(,'-homologygroup of this module is zero and there is an
A(l)-map f:Z2-*Z2(P\302\247 with f(\\)=x and then H(J, P\302\247)is an isomor-

isomorphism. It is not hard to determine the loop iterates of this module.

Pictorially, we get

n2Z2(P\302\2602):

Then at the next stage this gives !?4Z2<P(j>~ s'2Z2<P(j>.
In the case n^2a similarly direct argument is infeasible since we have

no explicit description of Z2(P2) over A(n) for /?\320\267=2and beyond this,
Theorem 22.13 indicatesthat such a description would in any case be very
complicated. On the other hand, there are many modules whose P2-

localizations are Z2(P2> and among these is a simple module L which

exhibits an accessible pattern (of course, not /2-periodicity) which local-

localizes to give the desired pattern for Z^P^.

We begin by defining and studying the module L and some related

modules. Let /CAbe the left ideal generated by {Ps, \\ 13= 3 or t = 2 and
s 3= 1} and / \320\241A be the left ideal generated by / and IAP\302\260\\.Then we

define L \342\200\224A/J (cyclic) with generator x and P = A/1 with generator y.

Let p:P\342\200\224>L be the projection map. These A-modulesare easily des-

cribable.

Lemma 13. (a) P has a Zrbasis {Sq(rb r2)y \\ r2 =s 1}.

(b) In terms of this basis the action of the Steenrod algebra on P is given
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by

(i) Sq(n, r2,.. .)(Sq(sbs2)y)
= 0ifn>0 for i > 2 or r2 + s2> 1,

(ii) Sq(n, /-2)(SqEb s2)y) = (ru s2)Sq(r,+ su r2 + s2) if r2 + s2= 1,
(iii) Sq(r,)(Sq(s,)y)

= (r,, 5,) Sq(r, + st)y + (r,
- 2, 5, - 1)Sq(r, + s, -

3, l)y.
(c) P is free over A(l) on generators (Sq(ri)y| r}

= 4k}.

Proof, (a) Arguing as in Section 1 of Chapter 15, it is easy to show that /

has a basis {Sq@,r2,.. .)\\r, ^ 0 some i 3=3 or r2^2}. Then the remaining
Milnor basis elementsproject to a basis for P.

(b) Thiscomesdirectly from the Milnor product formula ignoring those

terms that are in J.

(c) The action of A(l) on Sq(r)y where r= 4k produces the subspace
of P spanned by Sq(r)y, Sq(r+ l)y, Sq(r + 2)y + Sq(r- 1,l)y, Sq(r + 3)y,

Sq(r, l)y, Sq(r+1, l)y, Sq(r+ 2, l)y and Sq(r + 3, l)y. Thus Sq(r)y

generates a free A(l)-submodule of P and combined with (a) it is clear

that P is the coproduct of these copiesof A(l). \342\226\241

Lemma 14. (a) L has a Z2-basis{Sq(r)x| r 3=0}.

(b) In terms of this basis the action of the Steenrod algebra on L is given

by

(i) Sq(r,, r2,.. .)(Sq(s)x) = 0 if r,>0 for i > 2 or r2 > 1,

/\342\200\242\342\200\242\\\320\276i i\\/o / \\ \320\273f 0 if r +sis odd,
A1) Sq(r, l)(SqE)x)

=
| l

(r, 5) Sq(r + 5)jc if r +sis even.

(c) L<P\302\2602>~sZ2<P\302\2602>.

Proof, (a) The kernel of p:P-^L is generated over A by

{Sq(ri,.. .)P\302\260xyI (\320\263,,...) * @,...)}. From this and the description of P
given in Lemma 13 we conclude that a basis for ker(p) is given by

{SqBk + l)y +.SqBA: -2,l)y\\k^l}U {SqBk+ l,l)y|fc^0}.

Therefore {Sq(r)y | r 3= 0} projects to a basis for L.

(b) Using (a) this follows directly from Lemma 13(b).
(c) As a particular instance of (b) we have

do/c / \\ \\ f \302\260 if r is odd ,
P2(Sq(r)jc)= L , ,,v -c \342\226\240\320\263\\mv ) >

^Sq(r + 3)x if r is even .
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Therefore H(L, P%)
= Z2 on Sq(l)x and since IA Sq(l)x

- 0 there is a
map /:sZ2\342\200\224\302\273Lwith H(f, P2) an isomorphism. This proves (c). \342\226\241

The last part of the lemma can be refined by noting that H(L, P\") = 0
and therefore over A(l) L~ sZ2{Pi)\342\200\224in fact, the two modules are
isomorphic(over A(l)).

Let L(r)C L be the A-submodulewith basis (Sq(ri)jc | r^ 3= r) and for
r = 4k let P(r)C P be the (free) A(l)-submodule generated by

{Sq(r,)y | r, = 41,13* k). Then P(r) has a basis

{Sq(/-,,r2)y | r, ^ r, (r,, r2)^ (r + 2,0)}U{Sq(r+ 2)y + Sq(r
- 1, l)y}.

From this it follows that P(r) is an A-submodule of P and that p(P(r))
=

L(r). Let /t = min{* |2*G/-}-1. Then f:sr+1Z2-+L(r) given by /A) =

Sq(/*+ l)x is a map of A(n)-modules (from Lemma 14(b) we get that

SqB')(Sq(r + l)x) = 0 for /s\302\243n) and since H(J,P\302\2602) is an isomorphism it

follows that L(r)(P\302\2602)~~ sr+lZ2(P\302\2602) over A(n). To prove the theorem we
will show that \320\277\320\273\320\246\320\263){\320\240\302\2602)

~
s4L(r + 8)<P^> for r = 4k for then we get

AM

To show that \320\237\320\273\320\246\320\263)(\320\240\302\2602)
~

s4L(r + 8)<P'i> for r = 4k we will construct

A-modules and maps giving the following exact sequences:

(a) ^\302\243
(b)
(c)
(d) 0 \302\253-N(r + 4) ^- p(r + 4) <^-5L(r + 8) <-0.

The middle modules in these exact sequences will all be free over A(l),
therefore localizing at P% will give

(a)
(b) /2L(r+ 2)<P2'>

(c)

(d)

that is, i74L(r)<P(i)~ 54L(r + 8)<P(i> as desired.
Before describingthese modules and maps, it may be helpful to note

that over A(l) the moduleswill be precisely the ones considered earlier in

the proof.
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(a) Let L(r) and P(r) be as defined above and let pr =
p\\P(r). The map

I,: sL(r + 2)^ P(r) given by

/r(Sq(r,)*)-( Sq(r,-2,l)y r.odd

is a map of A-modules whose image is ker(pr).
(b) We define Q(r + 2) as the pullback of the A-maps f:P(r)->srA(\\)

and g:sf+2A(l)-\302\273srA(l)where / is given by /(Sq(r)y)= 1 and g by

g(l)
= SqB). Thus we have the following commuting diagram with rows

exact:

\342\200\224P(r) -^

I! t* U

0 >P(r + 4) > O(r + 2) >sr+2A(l) > 0 .

Define qr+2: Q(r + 2)\342\200\224\302\273L(r + 2) as the (unique) map filling in the diagram

Q(r + 2) L(r+2)
i, h \\. i

\342\200\224thismap exists because / is an isomorphism in degree 5^|Q(r + 2)|. Then

qr+2 is an epimorphism and we define M(r +3) and mr+3 by the exactness
of (b). For (c) let us also note the existence of a fill-in map M(r +

0 >sM(r + 3) > Q(r + 2) >L(r + 2) >0
I \320\223

0 >sL(r + 2) > P(r) >
\320\246\320\263) >0

and let j: M(r + 3)\342\200\224\302\273L(r) be the composite of this with the inclusion,

(c) We now define R(r + 3) by the pullback diagram

p(r)_L> 5rAA)
t \320\272 W

with / as above and g' the A-map given by g'{\\)= SqC). Then rr+3 is
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defined as a fill-in map in the diagram

R(r + 3)
ik

P(r) \342\200\224

M(r + 3)

1/
-> L(r)

There are, in fact, two different A-maps that are possible here but both
are epimorphismsand have the same kernel so we get the exactsequence
0^sN(r + 4)^R(r + 3)-\302\273M(r + 3)-\302\2730 defining N(r + 4).

(d) From (c) we derive the existence of a fill-in map N(r + 4)\342\200\224\302\273L(r + 2)
in

0 >sN(r + 4) >R(r + 3) >M(r+ 3) >0

i I/
0 >sL(r +2) > P(r) > L(r) >().

This map factors through L(r + 4) giving l:N(r + 4)-\302\273L(r + 4) and pr+4

factors (uniquely) through / giving an A-map sr+4:P(r + 4)\342\200\224>N(r+ 4).

This map is an epimorphism and its kernel is isomorphic to sL(r+8) via

the isomorphism considered in (a), that is, kr+4 is the composite of /r+4 and

the inclusion sL(r + 8)c- ŝL(r+ 6). This gives the exact sequence of (d)

and completes the proof. \342\226\241

Although the argument of Theorem 12 does not establish that the

periods given are minimal, we will remark in Chapter 24 on evidence for

believing that they probably are minimal.
Theorem 12also establishesthe very general occurrence of periodicity

for localmodules for it implies:

Corollary 15. (a) Every P\\-local A(n)-module is fl-periodic with period 2\"

(resp. 4) if n 352 (resp.n = 1).

(b) Every A(n)-extended P\\-local A-moduleis \320\237-periodic with period 2\"

(resp. 4) if n s= 2 (resp. n = 1).

(c) For n^2 every P2-local A(n)-module is \320\237-periodic with period 2\"\"'

(resp. 4) i/n^3 (resp.n \342\200\224
2).

(d) For n \320\227\320\2632 every A(n)-extended P2-local A-module is fl-periodicwith

period 2\"~' (resp. 4) if n 5s 3 (resp. n = 2).

Proof, (a) This is immediate from Theorem 12 togetherwith Proposition

7 (or rather the corresponding result for A(n)-modules).
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(c) This part is immediate from Theorem 12 this time combined with

Proposition 8.

(b) and (d) follow from (a) and (c) respectively once we observe that

A(x)Mn)M Ps,-\\oca\\ implies that M is PJ-localbut since (A(x)A(n)M)(Psti)
~~

) this follows from

Lemma 16. For \320\222a subHopf algebra of A, A (x)BNfree over A implies that
N is free over B.

Proof. It suffices to show that if N has no free summands then A\302\256fiN

is not free. Consider xGN with x^ 0 and |x| =
\\N\\. Then there is an a^ 0

in A(n) such that ax \342\200\2240. But then a(l(x)x) = 0 in A@BN and thus

A(x)BN is not free. \342\226\241\342\226\241



CHAPTER 24

APPLICATIONS OF THE PJ-GROUPS

Introduction

In this final chapter we will consider a number of examples intended to

establish the significance of the structure just developed. The Pi- and

/^-groups were first introduced as a computational tool. In Chapter 20 we

reviewed such applications observing there their underlying rationale.

Here, however, the focus will be on connections between the structure
that we have developed related to the Pf-groups and other types of

structure. Thus, in Section 1 we will see that the connectivity and

periodicity properties of the modules constructed in Chapter 21 account

for the most prominent qualitative features of the Adams spectral
sequence. Then in Section 2 we will investigate a close connection
between the constructions killing the Pf-cohomology groups of spectra
and the localizationconstructions with respect to a number of important

homology functors. In particular, these considerationsapply to /^-theory

and can be used to account for the well known periodicity phenomenon

associated to /C-homology localization.Finally, in Section 3 we focus on
connectionsto the study of the bordism homology functor.

1. Applications to the Adams spectral sequence

In Chapter 16 we defined the Adams spectral sequenceconverging to

[X, Y] for any X and Y in &~p. The special case that has received greatest
attention is the spectral sequence converging to the stable homotopy

groups of spheres, that in which X and \320\243are the sphere spectra (more
preciselyhere we are dealing with the 2-completion of the 2-localization
of the sphere spectra, however, this distinction is not significant since

7\320\263,E)and [S2, S2]t differ only if i = 0, the former being Z and the latter Z2

in that case). Thanks to the labor of many topologists, we have a great deal

425
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of partial information about this spectral sequence. In particular, the
E2-term, ExtA2(Z2, Z2), has been partially computed with results falling
into roughly three groups:

A) general patterns, prominently the Adams edge and Adams

periodicity phenomenon [5],
B) families of elements, e.g. Ext5 for s ^2 [1],
C) specific computations, e.g. Mahowald and Tangora's computation

of Exts/ for t- s ^61 [84].
As we will see in this section, the algebraic structure that has been

developed in the preceding chapters is intimately related to the general
patterns in ExtA2(Z2, Z2). Specifically, the Adams edge correspondsto the

connectivity results of Chpater 22 and the Adams periodicity is a con-
consequence of the periodicity considered in Chapter 23. Let us consider this

in greater detail. Again let A =
A2.

We begin with an observation of Adams' which from our present point
of view has an especially agreeable form.

Proposition 1. The natural map Z2\342\200\224>Z2(P2, \302\260\302\260)induces an isomorphism

ExtsX(Z2(Pll oo>, Z2)-*ExtsX(Z2, Z2) for t* s, s - 1 (s > 0).

Proof. As observed in Proposition 21.5, s\"'A//AP? is a module of

type Z2(P2, \302\260\302\260>.So consider the exact sequence 0
Since \320\220/\320\220\320\240?

= \320\220(\321\205)\320\2251\321\200\320\276,Z2, Ext*'(A/AP?,

Z2)= Ext^pO^Z^ Z2)= 0 unless s = t. Therefore the proposition follows

by application of the Ext long exact sequence. \342\226\241

Thus the following restatement of the connectivity result, Theorem

.6, as an 'edge theorem' for Ext, is immediately applicable to

xtl(Z2 Z2)

22.6,

2,Z2).

Proposition 2. // M is an A-module such that H(M, Pst) = 0 for Ps, with

\\PS,\\<\\P%\\ then ExtsX(M, Z2) = 0 for s>0 and t^\\M\\-1 +s\\P%\\ with I

depending only on P\302\247.

From Theorem 22.6 we have as a choice for /, / = a(A(n)) + 2\"+I. But

since this choice is based on the work in Chapter 19, it is not to be

expected that this choice is minimal. In fact, in their work in [17],

Anderson and Davis produce a smaller value, theirs being given by

(m
- lJ2m+2 + 2m+1 + m + 2 if so+ t0 = 2m + 1 and (m

- 3/2J2m+1+ 2m+1 +

m + 1 if s0 + /o \342\200\2242m.
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Such a vanishing theorem was first proved by Adams [5] in the special
case P\302\247

= P2. The general case was later proved by Anderson and Davis
in the paper referred to above. Their result and the one here both have

the form of a linear vanishing edge with best possible slope. By contrast,

Adams' result takes a somewhat more refined form which is also easily
understood from our present perspective. Define the edge function of an

A-module M by e(M, s) = ||/25M||- ||M|| for s^l. In terms of Ext, for

Then a refined edge problem is that of determining for each Ps,\302\243the

maximum function e(P?\302\260,s) such that e(P%, s) =\302\243e(M, s) for all M such

that H{M, Pfi) for PJj with |P?|| <|P?o|. Proposition 2 says that e(Ps$,s)

lies above a line of slope |P\302\247|in (s, /)-coordinates (but above no line of
slope|P$|+ 1). The actual determination of <?(P^,s) reduces to the study
of one module not surprisingly Z2(P%, \302\260\302\260).

Proposition 3. e(Pg, s) = e(Z2(P%,\302\260\302\260>,s).

Proof. Obviously e(Z2(P%, \302\260\302\260),s) ss e(P$, s). Conversely, suppose that M

is such that \320\257(\320\234,Pf|)
= 0 for |\320\240?;|<|\320\240$. Then \320\234\320\273Z2{P%, oo)

~ M.
Therefore e(M,s)= e(M \320\273Z2(P$, \302\260\302\260>,s) ^ e(Z2(P%, oo),5) since for any M

and Ne(M aJV.j)^ e(N,5) (exercise). \320\237

Thus the problem of determining e(P\302\247,s) can be expected to be a
difficult problem in general. This is further underscored by the one
resolved case, for Adam's vanishing result in [5] is in effect the calculation
of e(P\",s). Precisely, let

U(s)
=

3s - 1 if s = 0, 1 mod 4
3s \342\200\2242 if s = 2 mod 4,
3s\342\200\2243 if s = 3 mod 4 .

Then

Proposition 4. For s ^ 2, e(P\302\2602,s)
= U(s) + 1 and e(Pl 1)= 2.

Proof.From [5] we quote the Vanishing Theorem. Adams proves that
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for s 5\320\2631,

ExtA'(Z2,Z2)={

= 0 if s < t < U(s),
^0 if t=U(s).

Applying Proposition 1 this gives the required vanishing result except

possibly for t = s or t = s- I. For these casesthe following crude edge
will suffice. If H(M, P?) = 0 then \\\\\320\237*\320\234\\\\

=\321\2152s + ||M|| (again an exercise).

Then, in particular, Ext\320\260(^2(\320\2402,\302\260\302\260),Z2)
= 0 for t<2s- 1 which includes

t= s and t = s\342\200\224lif s ss 2. The remaining case s = 1 is left to the

reader. \342\226\241

The true complexity of this result has been hidden by our quoting [5].
For in proving his Vanishing Theorem, Adams first establishes a vanish-

vanishingtheorem directly applicable to modules with vanishing Pphomology

group. He shows that for such a module Ext*'(M, Z2)= 0 for / <

T(s) + \\\\M\\\\ with

{35

if 5 =0 mod 4
35-1 if s = 1 mod 4
3s-2 if 5 = 2, 3 mod 4 .

However, to get the sharp inequality given by U(s) involves combining
this result with low dimensional calculation of ExtA(Z2, Z2) together with

the periodicity phenomenonalsoconsideredin [5].

We turn now to a consideration of just this periodicity phenomenon

proving that it is a consequence of the module periodicityestablishedin

Theorem 23.12.

Theorem 5. For each n, 2=\302\243n<\302\260o, there is an isomorphism

Ext5A'(Z2, Z2)\302\253Ext5A+2n'+3-2n(Z2, Z2) valid for 0<s<t<
min{6s + a,3s + 2\"+I + b} where a and b are constants independent of s, t

and n.

Proof. The module periodicity of Theorem 23.12 immediately implies
periodic structure for Ext A'(n)(Z2(P2), Z2) for all t and s > 0. This Ext

group is in turn related to ExtA'(Z2, Z2) by three maps each an isomor-

isomorphism for a range of values. These relate the groups over A(n) with those

over A and then the groups for Z2(P{2)with those for Z2{P\\, \302\260\302\260)and these

in turn with those for Z2.
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Lemma6. Let M be an A-module satisfying H(M, P?) = 0 and considerthe

exact sequence 0\342\200\224>N-*A @A(n)M-3*M \342\200\224>0where \321\202\320\263(\320\2600m) = am.
Then it induces Ext%'(M, Z2)-> Ext%(A \302\256AMM, Z2)\302\253ExtA'(n)(M, Z2) and

this map is an isomorphism for s>0 and t <3s + 2\"+l + \\\\M\\\\\342\200\22410.

Proof. We have the long exact sequence

> ExtsAl-'(N, Z2)-^ Ext*'(M, Z2)^ Ext^'(M,Z2)- Êxt^(N, Z2)-^

But since P\302\2602&A{\\), Proposition 2 implies that Ext^'(N, Z2)
= 0 for s >0

and /^3s + ||N||-/ with / = a(A(l)) + 4= 10 (a(B)= max deg B). And

since ||N|| ss||M||+ 2n+1 (an element of ker \321\202\320\263of minimal degree must have
the form \320\240\"+|0\321\202), it follows that / is an isomorphism in the desired

range. \342\226\241

Taking M = Z2(P4) this gives /: Ext^(Z2(P^>, Z2)->ExtA\\n)(Z2(P\302\2602), Z2)

an isomorphism for s >0 and t<3s + 2\"+1 + b where b =
||Z2<P5>II

- 10.

Thus we have the connectionbetween the Ext groups over A and those
over A(n). The remaining connections are induced from the defining

diagram Z2<P2>-^-Z2(P2, 00><L-Z2. From Proposition 1 we know that the

map induced by g, \320\272:Ext^'(Z2(P^, ooM Z2)-\302\273Ext^'(Z2, Z2) is an isomor-

isomorphism if 0 < s < /.
So let us examine the map on Ext derived from /. From the exact

triangle UZ2(P\\, oo> -+ Z2{PU2) -** Z2(Pl oo> -\302\273Z2(P2, OT> we get the exact

sequence Ext^'(Z2(P2, oo>, Z2)->Ext^(Z2(P^, \302\260o>,Z2)^Ext^(-Z2<PB>,

Z2)-^ ExtsA+l'(Z2<P2, oo>,Z2). But by Proposition 2 Ext^'(Z2(P2, \302\260\302\260>,Z2)
= 0

for s>0 and t<6s + \\\\Z2(Pl \302\260\302\260>||-23(here / = e*(AB)) + 23 since Pl2<=

AB)) and thus j is an isomorphism for s>0 and t<6s + a where

Combining these observations we have the diagram

^'(^2,Z2) ExtA+2W2n(Z2, Z2)

fct fct

ExtA'(Z2{P\302\2602, oo>, Z,) ExtX^'

\320\237 /I

Exty(Z4P\302\247, Z2) Ext^2\"-'+3-2\"(Z2(P^), Z2)

\302\253I i I

, Z2)
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where all the maps are isomorphisms if s and t satisfy 0 < s < / <

min{6s + a, 3s + 2\"+l + b). \342\226\241

Let us compare this result with Adams'. Adams proves

Theorem. For each n, 2=s n <oo, there is an isomorphism Ext^'(Z2, Z2)^=

Ext5A+2\"'+3-2\"(Z2, Z2) valid forO<s<t< min{4s- 2,3s+ 2n+l + b(s)} where

\342\200\2244if s = 2 mod 4,
\342\200\2245if s = 3 mod 4,

1-6 ifs =O, 1 mod 4,

Further, this isomorphism is given by the Massey product (hn+l, hi\", ).

First, the work above does not in fact establish the identity of the

periodicity of Theorem 5 with that of this theorem. However, there is
certainly good reason to conjecture this identity. They have the same
bidegreesand roughly the same range; and both basically derive from the
same module periodicity, that of P2-local A(l)-modules (or what is the

same A@)-free A(l)-modules). As to their relative ranges, we see that

Adams' 'intercept' terms are better than those given here, i.e. a < \342\200\2242 and

b<b(s) (although ||Z2(P^>||and ||Z2(P2,oo)|| are not determined here, it is

clear that they are negative). On the other hand, the slope term
in Theorem 5 improves on Adams'. That is, in (t

- s, s)-coordinates
our periodicityis above a line of slope 5 as opposed to one above a line of

slope 3.

Remark. The derived periodicity in Ext can be used as evidence to

support the conjecture that the periods in Theorem 23.12 are minimal and
that Z2(P2) is not periodic over A itself. For, an examination of

Ext^,'(Z2,2^) in (/
\342\200\224

s)-degree =\302\24360,as tabulated for example in [84],

shows that the periodicity Extsl ~ Ext5+4/+l2 does not appear to occur in a

wedge with (/ - s,s)-slope5 as it would if Z2(P2) were periodic with

period 4 over A.

2o Application to localization

In Chapter 7 we constructedfor any homology functor W* a localiza-
localizationfunctor \320\254-.\320\243-^\320\243where L(X) is roughly that part of X seen by W*.
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Precisely, L(X) is determined by the condition that there is a (natural)

map f:X-*L(X) such that W*(f) is an isomorphism and / is terminal
among such maps. Localization is exact but is in other respects rather

mysterious especially when W is unbounded. For example, for X in \320\255~(or

STP or 3~p) L(X) will typically be an unbounded spectrum if it is not

zero\342\200\224ifX is not W^-acycIic. What we will observe in this section is that
in a number of important cases there is a closeconnection between such

localization and the Pf-groups, one that allows us to study aspects of such

constructions while still dealing with bounded below spectra.
The homology functors whose localizations we will be considering arise

as follows. Let U be a connected ring spectrum and let \320\270G 7rr(U) be such
that H(Z2)*{u)

= 0. Let V be a \320\241\320\243-modulespectrum in ^2 (or fi). Then
we will consider localization with respect to the homology functor u~{ V*.

Let P =
{PS,\\ H(V, P?) ^ 0}. Then refining Proposition 17.16 we have

Proposition 7. (a) If X in J, J2 or J2 is such that H(X, P?) = 0 for P?GP
then X is M\"'Vt-acyclic.

(b) // P is contained in an initial segment P' = (P?,P$) then the natural

map X\342\200\224>X(P') is a u~l V^-equivalence. In particular, u'1 V*-localization

factors through (P')-localization.
(c) // P is contained in a final segment (P$, oo) then the natural map

>X is a u~l V^-equivalence.

Proof, (a) We will consider this in two separate cases.
CaseI. Suppose that H(X, P?) = 0. Then by Proposition 22.8 n*{X) is

torsion. Therefore VaX\342\200\224VaXG Sf2. The conditions on the Pf-groups
imply that H(V\320\273 X, Ps,) = 0 for all PJ. Therefore by Proposition 21.1
V a X ~ H{W), W a graded Z2-vectorspace.But the condition on \320\270

implies that H(Z2)* of \320\270a\\:V\320\273 X\342\200\224m\"'Va X is zero. Therefore \320\270\320\273

1 = 0 and it follows that \320\274\"'\320\243\320\224\320\243)=Tr^wcolim s'nrV \320\273Y)
= 0.

Case 2. Suppose that H( V, P(/) = 0. We will be able to apply the

argument of Case 1 once we have pushed everything into &2. But the
condition on V implies that tt*(V) is 2-primary torsion and hence that

V = V. And if X is in 3~ then X^>X2-*T->sX exact implies that
Vr\\T = 0 since T is torsion prime to 2. And X2\342\200\224>X2\342\200\224>H(W)\342\200\224>sX2

exact implies that VaH(W) = 0. Therefore VaX^ VkX2. Similarly,
for X in \320\255'\320\263or &2.

(b) and (c) follow easily from (a). Thus, for instance, if P is an initial

segment then for Y in #2, \320\243^ Y{P)-*X-*sY exact implies that X

satisfies the condition of (a). \342\226\241
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This result applies to the major examples of unbounded localization

that have been consideredin the literature.

(a) Localization with respect to /C-homoIogy has attracted by far the

greatest attention, e.g. [31], [88] and [97]. Let KU represent complex
JC-theory. Thus 7r,(KU) = Z, 1 even, =0, i odd. Then KU = \320\274'\320\272\320\270where

ku = KU[0,00] and \320\270G \321\202\320\2632(\320\272\320\270)is a generator. Since f/(Z2)*(ku) =
A/A(P\302\260U P2) it follows that on &\320\263KU^-localization factors through
(P\302\260i,P^-localization. A similar analysis would work for real /C-theory but

this is unnecessary since localization with respect to real and complex
/C-homologyagree [88].Extending Proposition 7 in these cases we have
the following result which underscores the notion that X(P\302\260UP%) is the

part of X seen by K-theory.

Proposition 8. For X in 3~2 the natural map X-\302\273X(PobP2) induces

isomorphisms:

(a) KU*(X)~KU*(X(P?,P\302\2602\302\273,

(b) KO.CX)-\320\232\320\236\320\224\320\225\320\240\320\243,P\302\243\302\273,

(c) KU*(X)-KU*(X(P?,P2\302\273,

(d) KO*(X) \302\253
KO*(X(Pl,),

Proof, (a) and (b) are just restatements of Proposition 7. We will prove

(c) and (d) together proving a somewhat more general result. We will

prove that \320\243*(\320\245)\302\253Y*(X(Pl P\302\2602))if Y satisfies:

A) Y is of finite type,
B) Y is Bott periodic, i.e. there is an r>0 such that srY ~

\320\243,

C) for all r, H(Z2)*(Y[r, \302\253>])is finitely generated over \320\233,

D) H(Y[r, 00], Pf) = 0 if \\P]\\ > \\P%

Note. B) and C) imply that H(Z2)*( Y[/-, \302\260\302\260])is finitely presented.

It suffices to prove that, for X in &2 with H(X, P?) = 0 = H(X, P%
[X, Y]

= 0. We can push the problem into &\320\263by

[X, Y] - [X, U] for U = Y[r, 00]with r < \\X\\
- 1

~[X,U2].

The first isomorphism follows from Proposition 3.6. The fact that

H(X, P\") = 0 implies that X is 2-primary torsion. Therefore Proposition
9.23applies giving the second isomorphism.
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We can then push the problem into the associated stable spectrum
category by further noting that [X, U2] = {X, U2] for r sufficiently small.

For combining B) and C) we can chooser such that the generators of

H(Z2)*(U) have degrees less than |X|. And if X-\302\273U2 is stably trivial,

factoring as X\342\200\224>CX-U 02, then with this r it follows that /= 0. But now

we can apply Theorem 22.1 which by D) implies that {X, L/2}
= 0 com-

completing the proof. \342\226\241

Returning to the focus on localization we will now see that the
structure of P2-localspectra can be regarded as accounting for one of the

major features of AMiomology localization. In [6] Adams constructs a

K-theory equivalence ssS(Z2)-+S(Z2)which, as observed in [97], implies
the homotopy periodicityof K-homology localization. We will now derive

this periodicity from the ^-periodicity of S(Z2)(P2), X the stable suspen-
suspension. More generally let U, \320\270and V be as in Proposition 7 with

P =
(P\302\260uP\302\2602).Following for instance [58], let \321\202\320\263,(\320\245;G)

= [S(G), X]*.

Theorem 9. If X is u'1 V*-local then \321\202\320\263^\320\245;Z2) is periodic with period 8.

Proof. From Theorem 23.11we have the stable equivalence
(P0uP\302\2602)~s12S(Z2)(PlP\302\2602). Let L denote iT1 V*-localization. Then by

Proposition 17.16 and Proposition 7, L(S(Z2))\302\253sHL(S(Z2)). But for X

u'x V^-local a localization map Y^L(Y) induces an isomorphism

[Y, X]*-[L(Y), X]. Therefore

-[L(S(Z2)),X],

- [LE(Z2)), XU+8=
\321\202\320\263^\320\245;Z2). \342\226\241

This completes our present consideration of the relationship to K-

theory. A number of interesting problems remain to be dealt with.

Among these:

A) Examine the structure of T2 (as defined in Chapter 23) and derive
the implications to /C-theoryand in particular, to K-homology localiza-
localization\342\200\224inlight of the foregoing, such implications can be expected to be

substantial.

B) Consider X in &2. By Theorem 22.10 \320\245(\320\240\320\247)is infinitely \302\243-desus-

pendable. Therefore we get a tower in 3~2
2

\342\226\240\342\226\240-.Let Y = wcolim srZ
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This spectrum is independent of the choice of \320\245~\320\263\320\245{\320\240\320\263)within the unique
stable type but in general will no longer be in '\320\255'\320\263-It is not hard to show
that the localization factors through this construction.

Conjecture. Y is the localization of X with respect to /C-homology with

Z2-coefficients.

There are other important examples of localization to which Pro-

Proposition 8 applies. These are the localizationconstructions with respect to

the homology functors represented by E(n)= v~nlF(n), B(n)= v~lP(n)
and K(n)=v-'k(n).

The study of E{n)^- and /^(n^-localization was initiated in [106] but

remains far less well understoodthen /C-homology localization (except for
the case n = 1 which is complex K-theory). Proposition7 (or precisely,its
2-local form) applies to \302\243(n)^-localization and we see that, for X in &\320\263,

X^X(P\302\260i, P\302\260n+i)is an fiXn^-equivalence and that \320\221(\320\277^-localization

factors through (\320\240\302\260,P\302\260n+^-localization. The same is true of \320\232(\320\277)^-\\\320\276\321\201\320\260\\-

ization with the further refinement that both maps

X-+X(P{1 P\302\260n+i)^X(P\302\260n+i) are ^(n^-equivalences giving us that

L(X)~ L(X(P\302\260n+i)) in this case. This brings me to a major conjecture
generalizing one made above. For X in &2 we have the sequence

Conjecture. The spectrum wcolim5r2\"rX(F^+1) is the K^n^-localization
of X.

Localization with respect to \320\222(\320\277)*has not, to my knowledge, been
studied but is certainly an attractive candidate for such investigation.

Here too, Proposition 7 appliesand we conclude that X(P\302\260n+u \302\260o)\342\200\224*X is a

B(n)^-equivalence. In particular then X and X(P\" + i,<X)) have equivalent

B(n)^-localizations.

3. Application to bordism

We have observed that \320\222\320\240\320\224\320\245)is a module over \321\202

2yi>i, v2, \342\200\242\342\226\240.].This allows us to import into algebraic topology notions

from commutative algebra. Recently considerable attention has been

given to this approach, e.g. [62], [63] and [72]. Thus we are interested in

the topological significance of algebraicstatements such as:
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(a) proj dim BP*(X) *\302\243n,

(b) BP*(X) is vn-torsion for some or all n,
(c) t^BP^X) = 0 for some or all n.

For example,in [106] Ravenal introduces the notion of a dissonant spectrum
as a spectrum X with \320\222\320\240\320\224\320\245)being un-torsion for all n. A stronger condition
is that \321\203\342\200\236\320\222\320\240*(\320\245)

= 0 for all n, we will call such a spectrum superdissonant.

Proposition10.Consider X in \320\255~2-

(a) // H(X, P?) = 0 for all t then X is superdissonant.
(b) // H(X,P\302\260)

= 0 for t ^ n then BP^X) is vr-torsion for r < n.

Proof, (a)SinceH(Z2)*(BP)
=

A/A(P\302\260U Pi...) it follows from Corollary
19.23that H(BP, Pst) = 0 for 5 > 0.Therefore if H(X, P?) = 0 for all t then by

Proposition 20.1 H(X \320\273BP, P J) = 0 for alls <t. Therefore by Theorem 19.6

H(Z2)*(X \320\273\320\222\320\240)is free over A. Let us consider the Adams spectral

sequence converging to \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\245\320\273\320\222\320\240)
=

BPJX). Since H(Z2)*(X \320\273\320\222\320\240)is

free over A the spectral sequence is concentrated on the line s = 0. In

particular F'BP^X) = 0 where F* is the Adams filtration. But it is easily
observed that the Adams filtration of vr in \321\202\320\263\320\224\320\222\320\240)is 1 and therefore

multiplication by v, acting on \320\222\320\240\320\224\320\245)raises filtration (see Section 4 of
Chapter 16).It follows that each vr must act trivially on \320\222\320\240\342\200\236\320\241(\320\245)as desired,

(b) The argument here is similar. Again we consider the Adams spectral
sequence converging to BP^(X). The condition on X implies an edge of

slope less than 1/(|P\"|\342\200\2241) in (t
\342\200\224

s, 5)-coordinates. But a non-trivial

sequence x, \320\270\320\264,v2rx,... with r < n is incompatible with this. Details are left

to the reader. \342\226\241

This result highlights a limitation inherent in the study of spectra via the

algebraically attractive route of studying \320\222\320\240\342\200\236\320\241(\320\245)as a module over \321\202\320\263^\320\222\320\240).

Thus, for example, highly non-trivial spectra such as S(Pst)with s > 0 look
rather trivial from this point of view.
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APPENDIX 1

CATEGORIES AND LIMIT STRUCTURES

1. General notions

What follows is a compendium of the general category theoretic

terminology and notation that appears in the text. Where it seems

desirable I have included elaborating remarks, definitions, etc. Further

details on these general notions are available in a variety of sources, e.g.

[26], [82], [110].
For foundation we will take the 'one universe' approach as elaborated

in [110] for example. That is, we will work in Zermelo-Fraenkel set

theory with the additional axiom being the existence of a universe. The

universe \320\250is a set satisfying the following conditions:

(a) X E \302\260Uimplies X \320\241%

(b) for X, Y elements of % the sets {X, Y} (unordered pair), (X, Y)

(ordered pair) and X x Y (cartesian product) are all elements of \302\260ll,

(c) for X E \302\260Uthe power set PX and union set U X ( U X =

{Y | Y E Z, Z E X})are elements of %

(d) for /:X-^ Y surjective, X E % and \320\243\320\241\320\250implies YE%

(e) if \321\201\320\276= {0, 1,2,...} then \321\201\320\276E <U.

We will call the elements of \302\260Usmall sets and the subsets of \302\260Uclasses,

collections or large sets. All groups, rings, topological spaces, etc. that

appear in the text are assumed to have underlying small sets.
A category si (\302\2438,4, etc.) has objects X, Y, etc. forming a large set

denoted obj si and for each pair X, \320\243in si there is a small set of

morphisms or maps si(X, \320\243),i.e. /, g etc. with /:X\342\200\224\302\273Y.As is

standard c-^> will denote a monomorphism and-\302\273 an epimorphism. The

identity map in si(X, X) is denoted lx or 1. The large set of all

morphisms in si is denoted morph si. A category si is small if obj si (and
hence morph si) is a small set, otherwise the category is large. For

example,we have the following large categories: Set the category of sets

439
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and set maps, Ab the category of abelian groups and group homomor-

phisms, and for a ring R the category RM of left /^-modules and

/^-module homomorphisms (of course Ab =
z-\320\251.And given any category

si we have the oppositecategory siop defined by obj suop = obj si and

^op(X, Y)
= si(Y, X), i.e. by reversing all the arrows.

If si is an additive or abelian category then it has a zero object denoted
0 and a sum denoted X \302\251Y. The sum (also known as biproduct) is both

coproduct and product so given /:X\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242\302\243/and g:Y^U (resp. /: \302\243/\342\200\224>X

and g:U^Y) there is an induced map /\302\261g:X0Y\342\200\224\302\273\302\243/(resp.

fTg:V^X\302\256 Y). And given f:U^X and g.V^Y there is a map

f\302\256g- U\302\256 V-^X\302\251 Y\342\200\224thus,for instance, f@g =
(/T0)\302\261@Tg).

If 33 is a subcategory of si we write 33 \320\241si, \320\250is full if 38(X, Y) =

su(X, Y) and we say that SB is generated by obj 35. If there is an

equivalence /:X\342\200\224\302\273\320\243in si then we say X and Y are equivalent (in si)
and write X ~ Y. A subcategory is replete if X ~ \320\243in si and X on 98

implies that \320\243is in 3#.

A covariant or contravariant functor F (G, f/, etc.) from si to 35 will

be denoted F:si-*&1 (an unspecified functor is covariant). Functors

F:si^>-<% and G-.Sfc^-si are adjoint if there is a natural bijection
^(X, G(y)) = $(F(X), \320\243)and then F is the /e/f \320\260\321\204\321\202/of G and G the

right adjoint of F. A functor F:sd^0l is full if F(X, \320\243)is epic for all X,

\320\243and faithful if it is monic for all X, \320\243For ^ and \320\250additive,

F \\5\320\271.^>\320\250is additive if, for all X and \320\243,F(X, \320\243)is a homomorphism or,

equivalently, if F preserves the sum. For si and 53 abelian F is exact if

X^ y^Z exact implies F(X)^F(Y)^F(Z) exact.

Lemma I. If si and SB are abelian and F:si^-S/Z is additive and exact

then for any complex in si > Q -* Q-x-*' \342\200\242
\342\200\242,\342\204\226(\320\241\302\273)

= H,(F(C:):)).

Proof. This is immediate since f/ is defined by exact sequences. \342\226\241

Given F, G:si-*Sft a natural transformation 77 (*>, A, etc.) from F to G
will be denoted 17 :F\342\200\224>\342\200\242G. If 17 is a natural equivalence we say that F and

G are naturally equivalent. A functor F:si^si is idempotent if F and

FF are naturally equivalent. For F, G:s&^><M the collection of all

natural transformations from F to G will be denoted NTja?(F, G) or just

NT(F, G). If m is additive and F,G:s\302\243^\302\256 then NT(F, G) has an

additive structure (is an abelian group if small) with G7 + v)(X) =

A covariant functor F: si ^ Set is corepresentable if there is an object
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X in si such that F and si(X, ) are naturally equivalent. A contravariant

functor F:si\342\200\224*-Set is representable if there is an X such that F and

si( , X) are naturally equivalent. If si is additive then the (co-)represen-

tability of an additive functor F: si ^Ab is defined similarly. Then for

example we have

Lemma 2. If F: Ab \342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Ab /s contravariant, exact and takes coproducts to

products then it is representableas Hom( , /) with Ian injective (i.e. divisible)
abelian group.

Proof. For each abelian group G fix a free resolution

IIZ^ UZ^G^O. Then the isomorphism Horn(Z, F(Z))^F(Z) in-
induces the commuting diagram

0 >Hom(G, F(Z)) > HomtflZ, F(Z)) > HomfllZ, F(Z))

I I
0 >F(G) >F(UZ) >F(J1Z)

with the rows exact and vertical maps isomorphisms.This in turn induces

an isomorphism Hom(G, F(Z))-+ F(G) which is natural in G. And then

since Hom( , F(Z)) is exact it follows that F(Z) is injective. D

For representablefunctors we have Yoneda's lemma.

Lemma 3. // si is additive and F:si-+ Ab is an additive contravariant

functor then i:NT(^( , X), F)^F(X) given by i(rj)=-q(X)(lx) is an

isomorphism.

Proof. Note first that i is a homomorphism. Let
NT(j^( ,X), F) be given by (/(*)( Y))(/) = f(x). Then the reader can

easily verify that i and / are inverse to each other. \342\226\241

Categories s& and 5$ are isomorphic (resp. equivalent) if there are

functors F:\320\253-*% and G:<M-^su such that FG and GF are the identity

(resp. are naturally equivalent to the identity). For additive categories it

follows that F and G be additive.

Lemma 4. si and \320\250are equivalent if there is a functor F' :su-^^ such that

for all X, Y in si, F(X, Y) is a bijection and for all Z in \302\256,Z~ F(X) for

some X. For si, % additive, add F additive.
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Proof. For each Z in S# choose an Xz in sd and equivalence

e(Z):Z-*F(Xz). Then define G:\302\256-*s& by letting G(Z)= Xz and, for
f: U-*V,G(f)=g if F(g)e(U)=e(V)f. \342\226\241

A category ^ has a sraa// skeleton \320\250if 55 is small and the inclusion

55 \320\241^ is an equivalence (this is slightly non-standard, a 'skeleton' in [82]

being a subcategory in which equivalent objects are identical; but having

a 'small skeleton' in either sense is the same).
A graded category consists of an additive category si and an additive

self-equivalence (often automorphism) denoted X (or s) and termed

suspension or denoted ft and termed loop. This induces a grading on

morphisms with the morphisms of degree i given by sd(X, Y), =

siB'X, Y) with the usual subscript-superscript convention si(X, Y)' =

su(X,Y)-,. For example, Ab*, the category of graded abelian groups, is

the category with objects G* = {Gr \\r\342\202\254LZand Gr an abelian group} and

morphisms /*:G*^>//* being a sequence fr:Gr\342\200\224*Hr of homomor-

phisms. This is to be regardedas a graded category with shift suspension
s: Ab* \342\200\224\302\273Ab*given by (sG*)f = Gr_|. In terms of superscripts Ab* is
defined similarly. Here too the appropriate shift suspension s: Ab* \342\200\224>Ab*

is given by (sG*)r = Grl. (But note that this does not correspond to the

suspension defined on Ab* under the isomorphism induced by the sub-

subscript-superscript convention.)
If (si, X) and (S#, X') are graded categoriesthen a functor F:su^>^ is

stable if F is additive and there is a natural equivalence FX~\302\243'F. For

example, if (si, 2) is a graded category and F:^^Ab is a covariant
functor then define the stable extension F'.sd\342\200\224^Ab^ by F,{X)

=

FB~'X)\342\200\224this functor is stable (in fact, here FS = sF). Similarly in the

contravariant case, and then in particular sd( , Y)*:sd\342\200\224\302\273Ab*is the

stable extension of si( , Y).If F and G are stable functors from (si, X) to

E8,2') then a natural transformation 6:F\342\200\224*G is stable if the following
diagram commutes:

Let SNTrf(F, G) or just SNT(F, G) denote the collection of these; this is a

subgroup\342\200\224if small\342\200\224of NT(F, G). Similarly the stable functors between

two graded categories form a graded category with morphisms SNT and

suspension (SF)(X) = F(XX).In particular this defines the graded stable
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natural transformations with SNT(F, G)r =
SNT(XrF, G). For

F, G.si^Ab* stable, we have F\302\260,G\302\260:si^ Ab. Then there is an

obvious map SNT(F, G)^>NT(F\302\260, G\302\260)and this map is an isomorphism

with inverse given by

F'(X)\302\253\320\240\\\320\245-'\320\245)\320\262\320\260X)>G\302\260(X-lX)- G'(X).

In an additive category si an object X is a generator (resp. cogenerator)

iff: Y^Z inducing si(X, Y)-*si(X, Z) zero(resp.si(Z,X)^^( Y, X)

zero) implies that /= 0. And X is a weafc generator (resp. weafc cogenera-

cogenerator)if ^(X, Y) = 0 (resp. \320\273/(Y, X) = 0) implies Y = 0. If si is graded we
can replace^( , ) by si( , )* and then speak of a graded generator, etc.

Let R be a ring (with unit but not necessarily commutative) then si is a

category over R if si is additive and for each X, si(X, ) and ^( , X) are
functors from si to RM. This latter condition is equivalent to the

requirement that for r in R and morphisms /, g, r(fg) =
(rf)g

=
f(rg),

K/+ g)= rf+ rg ar|d 1 \342\200\242
/ =

/\342\200\242An example of such a category is the tensor
categoryR(x)si defined for an additive category si with the same objects
as si, with morphisms given by (R (g)si)(X, Y)

= R \302\256zsi{X, Y) and

composition given by (r(x)f)(s(x)g)= rs(x)fg.

Given a small set of categories sia we define the product category Ylsia
with objects Ilobj^ and (\320\223\320\253\320\233\320\245\320\237\320\245\320\233,\320\237Ya)= Ilsia(Xa, Ya) with

composition defined accordingly. If the sia's are additive there is also the

coproduct category lAsia defined as the full subcategory of I\\sia

generated by {\320\237\320\245\320\236| Xa = 0 almost all a}.

2. Limit structures

In this section we will be a bit more detailed since limit structures will

be defined over a category, this generalizing the more familiar definitions

over a partially ordered set. Let \320\233be a small category, the indexing

category. Then a functor F :A \342\200\224>\342\200\242si is called a diagram in si over A \342\200\224we

will often use notation such as Xa as alternative to F(a). Let A be the

objects of A. For X in \320\253,a set of maps {/\342\200\236: F(a)\342\200\224>X | a E A} is coherent
if /0F(g)

= fa for all g\302\243A(a,{3); similarly, for {/a:X^F(a)} coherent.
Given a diagram F:A -^>si, X is the colimit of the diagram if there is a

coherent family of maps F(a)^X and given any other coherent family
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F(a)\342\200\224>Y there is a unique map X-+Y such that all

F(a) i

commute. Reversing the arrows defines limit. If it exists the colimit,
denoted \321\201\320\276\320\235\321\202\320\273F (or colim F(a) or colim Xa) is unique. Similarly for the

limit denoted \320\230\321\202\320\273F. A weaker but still useful notion is obtained if the

uniqueness element is deleted giving the notions of a weak colimit and a
weak limit\342\200\224since these are no longer necessarily unique we refrain from

a general notation.

Examples. A) Given a set A let A be the category with objects A and

0 if a 9\302\261p
'

The limit of F:A -^>si is the product of {Xa}and is denoted \320\237\320\220\320\245\320\233.The

defining condition for the product can be restated: for all Y in si the

natural map sd(Y,TlXa)^>Tlsi(Y, Xa) is an isomorphism. Given

fa : Y-*Xa the induced map will be denoted Tfa: Y^>TlXa. Similarly,

the colimit of F:A -^>si is called the coproductof {Xa} and is denoted

ILv Xa. And given fa: Xa \342\200\224>\320\243the induced map will be denoted

-Lfa :J1 Xa^ Y. In particular, if A is finite and si is additive then the sum

is both product and coproduct. Related to the coproduct an object X in

an additive category si is small if for any coproduct in si the natural map
IIsi(X, Y)^*si{X, II Ya) is an isomorphism.

B) Let A be the category with obj A \342\200\224{a, C, y} and in addition to the

identity maps, maps a\342\200\224>Cand a^y. Then the colimit of F:A -^>si is

the pushout of

T

F(a)

And the limit of F:Aop-\302\273s4 is the pullback of

>F(a)
T
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Further if si is additive and F(y) = 0 then the pushout is called the
cokernel and the pullback, the kernel.

Proposition 5. Let si be additive. If si has arbitrary coproducts (resp.
products) and cokernels {resp. kernels) then it has arbitrary colimits (resp.
limits).

Proof. Let \320\233be a small category with object and morphism sets A and
B. For f:a-*p let d(f)=a and r(f) = p. Given F:A^si there is a
map h :IlBF(d(f))^llAF(a) defined by having components

F(d(f)) 1TF(f\\
F(d{f)HF(/.(fl)<__>UF(a).

A

And then coker h is the desired colimit. Dually for the limit. \342\226\241

There are two sorts of maps of limit structures with which we will be

interested. Given small categories A and \320\223and a commuting diagram of
functors

there are induced maps colimH-.colimF̂^colim/G and

limH:\\imrG Him,, F defined by the coherent families of maps F(a) \342\200\224

G(H(a))^co\\imrG and HmrG-> G(H(a)) = F(a). For the other sort

of map consider functors F, G.A^si and a natural transformation

rj.F^G. There are induced maps colim rj :colim F^> colim G and

lim4 :limF\342\200\224>lim G defined by the coherent families Fia)-^^
G(a)^>colim G and lim F \342\200\224>\342\200\242F(a)-JI^> G(a). An instance of this is the

familiar notion of cofinality. Consider

commuting. The H is cofinal if \320\235(\320\233)is full in \320\223and if for all C in \320\223

there is an a in \320\233with \320\223(C,\320\235(\320\260))
= 0. Dually we have the notion of a

coinitial functor.
For the remainder of the section we will consider some special limit
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structures restricting ourselves to the category RM\342\200\224where, of course,

Proposition 5 is satisfied. Let 3)(A) be the category with objects the

diagrams F:A^>RM and morphisms the natural transformations
7)\\F^>G (since A is small NT(F, G) is in fact small). Thus colim
and lim define functors from 3)(A) to RM.

Lemma 6. 2)(A) is an abelian category with arbitrary products and

coproducts.

Proof. The various structural elements of 2d(A) are immediately derived
from the corresponding elements of R.M. D

An important special case arises if the indexing category is filtered,
precisely A is filtered if

A) A is non-empty,
B) given any two a, C E obj A there is a diagram in A of the form

a\342\200\224\302\273\321\203<\342\200\224C and

C) given any two morphisms /, g:a\342\200\224>B there is a morphism h :/3 \342\200\224>\342\200\242\321\203

such that hf =
hg (i.e. A has coequalizers).

Over such a category, colimit phenomena occur along the way.

Proposition 7. (a) For all x E colim,, F there is an a \302\243obj A with x E

im{F(a)\342\200\224\302\273colimF).

(b) If xE: ker{F(a)^ colim F} then there is a morphism f:a^>f3 such
that x e ker{F(a)^F08)}.

Proof, (a) The colimit is given as the cokernel of
h :llBF(d(f))^>UAF(a) (using the notation of Proposition 5). So an

element x of the colimit is represented by an A-indexed collection {xa}
with xa \302\243F(a) and xa = 0 for almost all a. Let \320\241= {a \\ xa ^ 0}; since \320\241is

finite and A filtered there is a A E A with A(a, C)^0 for all a E.C. From

this we get a representative {ya} for x with ya
= 0 for a?^/3 and thus

x e im{F(/3)^ colim F}.
(b) Given x \302\243ker{F(a)\342\200\224\302\273colim F} there is a B-indexed collection{\320\273\321\203}

with xfE.F(d(f)), \320\273\321\203
= 0 for almost all / and x = h({xf}).For each y

=

d(/) or r(/) in the finite collection C = {f\\xf^0} there is a map

gy : \321\203\342\200\224>\342\200\242\302\253\320\276in \320\233with a0 fixed such that for / \302\243\320\241the following commutes:
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Then

implies that

F(ga)x
=

{F(gd(f))xf}-{F(gr{f))F(f)xf}
= {F(gdU))xf- F(gd(f))Xf}

= 0 . D

From this follows

Proposition 8. (a) If A is filtered then colim :3)(A)-* RM is exact.

(b) // C* is a complexin Q)(A) then colim H(C*) ~ //(colim C*).

Proof, (a) Consider F, G, H :A \342\200\224>\342\200\242RM and natural transformations
F^G-^ H such that for all a Gob] A, F(a)\342\200\224*G(a)^> H(a) is exact.
To prove (a) it suffices to show that colim F^>colim G^>colimH is

exact. First, the composite is zero since colim is a functor and preserves
zero objects.Second,for x E ker{colim G^ colim //} we have

\320\243

G(a)-

i

colim G

\342\226\240\320\251\320\260)

I

\342\200\242colimH

Then there is an /: a -\302\273/3in \320\233with H(f)(z)
= 0. So if w = G(f)(y) then

I
colim F

I
colim G

and \320\273:G imjcolim F\342\200\224>colim G}.

(b) This is immediate from Lemma 1 and (a). \342\226\241

In this filtered context we also have the expected property of confinal-

ity. That is, if

Si
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with \320\233and \320\223filtered, and colim F and colim G existing then we have

Lemma 9. // H is cofinal then colimH is an equivalence.

Proof. We have the coherent family F(a)\342\200\224>colim G so it suffices to

show that this expresses colim G as the colimit of F. Sosuppose we have

F(a)^> Y coherent. Then for C in \320\223define a map G(/3)^> Y as any

composite G(fi) > G(H(a))= F(a)\342\200\224>Y. From the conditions on \320\233,\320\223

and H it follows that this map is well-defined. In this way we define a
coherent family G(C)^> Y and hence a unique map colim G\342\200\224>\320\243as

desired. \342\226\241

A limit of importance in the text is that over a sequence(i.e.obj A =

the integers and \320\233(a, /3)
= 0 for a <C and {/} for a ss /3). Thus we are

considering a sequence in RM:
\342\200\242\342\200\242

->\320\224-4\320\234\320\275->
\342\200\242\342\200\242

\\ M, = F(i). In this

case there is a well-known small description of lim F = lim M,, namely as

the kernel of /\320\263:\320\237\320\234;-\302\273\320\237\320\234,where h is given by \320\237\320\274,-^

Mi \302\251Mi+1
'X (\"/-)

> M,-. Then lim1 F= lim1 M-, is defined to be coker Ji.

(Although we will not pursue it, lim1 is the first right derived functor of

Proposition 10. (a) Given F, G, H:A^RM with 0-*F^G^H^0

exact then O^lim F^lim G^lim H -> lim'F^ lim1 G^ lim'H^O

is exact.

(b) (Mittag-Lefflercondition). If for all i there is a j0= jo(i)> i such that

for j^ j0, im{F(/)-> F(i)}= im{F(/0)->F(i)} then lim1 F = 0.

(c) // eachF(i) is a compact Hausdorff abelian group then lim1 F = 0.

(d) // each F(i) is finite then lim1 F = 0.

Proof, (a) Consider the diagram

0 >IlF(i) >E[G@ >I\\H(i) >0
i i i

0 >IlF(i) >TlG(i) >ELW(i) >0

where the vertical maps have kernel lim and cokernel lim1.This diagram

commutes and has rows exact, therefore an elementary diagram chase

gives the desired sequence.
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(b) A proof of this well known result is left as an exercise (or see
[126]).

(c) Let /\342\200\236=/r+1- \342\200\242\342\200\242/,:Ms^Mr. Given {\321\203\320\263}\320\265\320\237\320\234\320\263let xrs =

\320\243\320\263+ /\320\263+1(\320\243\320\263+1)+\"-+\320\233+1,(\321\203,)=\320\243\320\263+ /\320\263+|(*\320\263+1*). Then consider

{jcqo, xin,...}. There is a cluster point x() with say xOr,, xOv
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\224>xQ.

Similarly {xiv X\\^,...} has a cluster point Xj and continuing in this way we

construct {jcjeflM,.. It is then not hard to show that yr
= xr -/r+,(jcr+,)

which in turn implies that lim1 Mr \342\200\2240.

(d) This is immediate from (b) or (c). \342\226\241

We will also need some results on iterated limits. First, consider a
collectionF' :A^> RM with A as in Proposition 10.

Lemma 11. There are isomorphisms \320\237/lim F' ~ lim YljF' and \320\237;lim1 F' \302\253*

lim1 U/F'.

Proof. Given the above descriptionsof lim and lim1 these isomorphisms
are immediate from the commuting diagram

i '

IJIJ^O' i

where

)\\ ()' \320\243 i j i

defines h. \342\226\241

Now assume further that we are given r), :F' ^>F'~X. Using Proposition
10we can define lim;F' and limj F' as above.

Lemma 12. // WmjF' = 0 =
limj F' then Mm, lim1 F' = 0.

Proof. By definition 0-^limy-lim1 F;'\342\200\224^\320\237\321\203lim'F7'\342\200\224^\320\237/lim1F' is exact.

So by Lemma 11 it suffices to show that lim1 YijF'\342\200\224Him1 YljF' is an

isomorphism. But we are assuming that YljF' \342\200\224>\320\237;F'is an isomorphism
so this is immediate. \342\226\241
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3. Categories of fractions

An important construction is that of the category of fractions. This

construction has been extensively developed in [52] and [110] but the
former restricts to a small category and the latter involves

constructing

into higher universes\342\200\224neither appropriate for our purposes. Therefore I
will review this construction, where necessary modifying the existing

expositions. Let si be a category and let / be a collection of morphisms.

A category 8ft is a category of fractions for I if there is a functor
P-.sd^-^ such that

A) for/ in /, P(f) is invertible and

B) if F:si\342\200\224>% is another functor satisfying A) then there is a unique

functor G-.m^^ such that GP = F.
If it exists the category of fractions for / is obviously unique up in

isomorphism\342\200\224let us denote it I~xsd. Gabriel and Zisman give a general
construction for the category of fractions but since this construction

requires that / be small, it is not clear that such a categoryexists in our

one universe setting. Rather than concern ourselves with this general
question we will specify conditions, broad enough for our purposes, that

are sufficient to guarantee that I~XM exists. Recall [52] that / has a

calculus of left fractions if it satisfies:

(a) for each X in si, lx is in / (so su large will imply that / is large),
(b) if / and g are in / and fg is defined then fg is in /,

(c) given W-^X^ZY with g in /, if fg=f'g then there is a map
h: y^Zin / with lif=hf',

(d) given X <\302\243-W-\320\254Y with g in /, there is a commuting square

X >Z
gt T'

W >Y

with i in /.
For X, Y in si define I~lsi(X, Y) to be the equivalence classes of the

large set {X-^Z^-Y\\g is in /} subject to the equivalence relation

(X \342\200\224>Z <\342\200\224Y)
~ (X \342\200\224>\342\200\242Z' <\342\200\224Y) if there is a commuting diagram

Z

/t\\
X Y Z\"

M/
Z'

with i, i' in /.
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(Using (a)-(d) it is not hard to show that this is an equivalence relation.)
The equivalence class of X-^Z-^-Y will be denoted g\\f. Let the
smallness condition be the condition that, for all X, Y, I~lstf(X, Y) is a
small set. This condition is satisfied, for example,if the following 'solution

set condition' of Deleanu [44] is satisfied: for each Y in si there is a small

set of morphisms Iy \320\241/ with domain Y such that for all /: Y\342\200\224*Zin /

there is a map g:Z\342\200\224*W with gf in Iy.

Proposition 13. // / has a calculus of left fractions and satisfies the

smallness condition then I~xsd exists.

Proof. Let I~xsd be the category with objects those of s4 and morphisms
from X to Y given by I~ls4(X, Y). To define the composition product
considerX-^> U\302\243-Y \342\200\224*V\302\261\342\200\224Zwith g, / in /. There is a commuting
square

g T T*

with \320\272in /. Then i\\h
\342\226\240

g\\f= ki\\jf. The class lxl lx is the unit in

I~xsi(X, X) and it is easily checked that the composition is associative.
Define \320\240:\320\234->\320\223\320\253by P(X)= X and F(/)= ly|/. This is a functor

and for/iA\"\342\200\224\302\273\342\200\242Y in /, P(f) is an equivalence with inverse/|ly. Finally, if

F:sd->$& is any functor such that f in I implies that F(f) is an

equivalence then F:M(X,Y)^^(F(X),F(Y)) passes to a map of
equivalenceclasseswhich gives the unique factorization of F through

P. \342\226\241

Note that f\\g can also be expressedas P(f)~lP(g)-

In practice the smallness condition is either trivially true (e.g. in

Theorem 8.15) in which case Proposition13gives the desired category of

fractions, or its validity is very non-trivial (e.g. see Chapter 7) in which

case Proposition 13servesto focus our attention on the basic obstruction
to the existenceof such a category.

In this and Appendix 2 we will consider some instances of the general
question of when structure in su induces the correspondingstructure in

\320\223\320\253.

Proposition 14. Suppose that s4 is additive and that I C morph sd satisfies
the condition of Proposition 13 then l~xsd can be given (unique) additive
structure such that P is additive.
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Proof. To define the additive structure on I^sd{X, Y) we introduce an

alternative description of this horn set. Let \320\223\320\224\320\243)be the category with

objects the maps in M f: Y\342\200\224>Z,f in / and morphisms the
commuting

diagrams

Define F-.r,(Y)^su by F(Y^Z) = si(X, Z) and

^Zl

the induced map h*:si(X, Zx)-*s&{X,Z2). Then \320\223'^(\320\245,\320\243)
=

colimr^y)/7 where the 'colimit' is defined as in Section 2 except that the

'indexing category' may not be small. With this description we see that
the additive structure on each si(X, Z) induces an additive structure on

r*si(X, \320\243)which being small becomes an abelian group. Then the

following points are left to the reader to check.The composition product

distributes over this additive structure. The zero object in si is also one in

I~xsi. And I~lsi inherits sums from si. That is, the natural map

/-I^(X0y,Z)^/-'^(X,Z)x/-|^(y,Z) sending f\\g to (/|gi,)x

(/|g/2), /1 and i2 the canonical inclusions, is an isomorphism. Finally, the

functor P is additive. \342\226\241

Proposition 15. Suppose that si has arbitrary coproducts and that I C

morph si satisfies the conditions of Proposition 13 and also: fa:Xa-+ Ya in

I fora in \320\233implies that the induced map Ufa : llXa \342\200\224>U Ya is in I. Then I\021 si

has arbitrary coproducts and P preserves coproducts.

Proof. We must show that the natural map I~lsi(JLlXa,
\320\243)-^-\320\237/~'^(\320\245\320\260,\320\243)is a bijection. But the inverse is given by sending

\320\237\320\241/alga)to f\\g where / and g are given by

Uxa

with the square given by (d). \342\226\241
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TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES

The categoricalunderpinning of stable homotopy theory is the notion
of a triangulated category introduced by Puppe in [104]. Let si be an

additive category and let \302\243:s&-+si be an additive functor, the suspen-
suspension.Let A be a collection of sequencesin sd:X\342\200\224\302\273Y\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>\302\243(X),the

exact triangles (so called because in alternative notation we would display
them as

X > Y

\\/ )\342\226\240

Z

Then the triple (si, X, A) is a triangulated category if the following

conditions are satisfied:

(a) A is replete, i.e. if

4* 4* 4*

commutes, the vertical maps are equivalencesand one row is in A then so

is the other;
(b) 0-> X \320\233X -> 0 is in A (since X is additive X@)

= 0);

(c) \321\205\320\233Y-^Z-\320\252 X(X) in A implies that Y-^Z^X(X)
'W)

> X(Y)

there is an exact triangle

is in A;

(d) given
\320\245\320\233Y^Z

(e) given

/:X->
:-*2<x);

Y

X-

X'-

in

\342\200\224>Y

1

\342\200\224-\302\273Y' -*Z' >5(X')

453
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commuting and with rows in A there is a map (not in general unique)
/:X\342\200\224>X' such that

X > Y >Z >X(X)

|/ I I iX{i)
X' > Y >Z'

commutes\342\200\224we will refer to i as a fill-in map;

(f) X:sd(X, Y)^sd(X(X),X(Y)) is an isomorphism;

(g) for X in sd there is \320\260\320\243in ^ such that X(Y)^X.

If only (a)-(f) are satisfied (that is, if objects may fail to have arbitrary

'desuspensions') we will call (sd, X, A) a semi-triangulatedcategory\342\200\224this

notion is of interest as it arises naturally (see Theorem 14.12 and

Theorem 17.5) and though weaker, retains most of the basic structure of a

triangulated category (see below).
The opposite of a triangulated category is also a triangulated category

with the suspension in sdop given by X~l. Precisely, this is defined by

X~l(X) being a fixed choice Y with X(Y)~X (as we will verify in

Proposition 3, X~\\X) is determined in this way up to equivalence).

Alternatively, we could define a triangulated category as a triple

(sd, fl, A) where A consists of sequences of the form /2(X)\342\200\224>Z\342\200\224>Y\342\200\224\302\273X

and the conditions modified accordingly.Where necessary, we will dis-

distinguish between these formulations as X-triangulated and fl-triangulated

categories although these are equivalent structures on a category.

Similarly, we have the notions of X-semi-triangulatedand fl-semi-trian-

fl-semi-triangulatedcategories, and these opposite structures are no longer
equivalent. For example, T of Chapter 17is ^-semi-triangulated and \320\226

of Chapter 14 is /2-semi-triangulated.
The conditions defining a triangulated category differ from those usu-

usually given for example in Heller [56] or Verdier [128]. The standard

conditions are (a), (b), (e), (f) and

(\321\201)'\320\245\320\233Y-\302\273Z-*2(X) is in A if and only if y^Z-^

\320\243in sd there is an exact triangle Z-^-X-4

(g)' for X in si there is a unique \320\243in sd such that X(Y)= X.
Note that (f) and (g)' taken together say that X is an automorphism of

sd. Verdier addsa further axiom known as the 'octahedral axiom' which

we will consider later in this appendix. The two notions of triangulated

category, ours and that of Puppe et al., are essentially the same (see
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below for details) differing only in that in our setting X~l(X) is only given
as determined up to equivalence. There are two advantages to the

definition used here. First is the technically useful weakening of replacing

(g)' by (g). And second is the easy accessthat our approach allows to the
notion of a semi-triangulated category.

There are, of course, the relevant forms of functors, subcategories,etc.
Thus if (sd, X, A) and (si', X', A') are (semi-)triangulated categories then

F\\sd-+sd' is exact if there is a natural equivalence -q.FX-^X'F
and if (or X^Y-*Z^X(X) in A, the sequence

F(Y)-^F(Z) \"(X)F(/I> X'F(X) is in A'. If only the first condition
is satisfied we say that F is stable (see Appendix 1). For F stable

and h:Z^X(X) we will let F(h) denote both the map F(Z)^FX(X)
and the composite of this with the equivalence rj(X):FX(X) \342\200\224>X'F(X).

If (sd, X, A) is a (semi-) triangulated category and ($i, s) is a graded
abelian category then F:sd-^0i is exact if there is a natural equivalence
rj:FX-*sF and if for X-^y^Z^I(X) in A,

F(Y) > F(Z) is exact\342\200\224applying (c) this gives rise to a long exact
sequence in <3i. If (sd,X,A) and (sd',X',A') are (semi-)triangulated
categoriesthen (sd, X, A) is a sub (semi-)triangulatedcategory or just

subcategory (as triple) of {si1,X',A') if sd is a subcategory of sd',
X =

X'\\sA &x\\& A = A'\\sd(={X^Y^Z^X'(X)<EA'\\X, Y, Z are in sd}).

If (sd, X, A) is a (semi-)triangulated category then subcategories of sd

inheriting (semi-)triangulated structure are often easily identified.

Lemma 1. If si is a full, additive subcategory of sd' closed under X' and

X =
X'\\sd,A

= A'\\suthen

(a) (sd, X, A) is a semi-triangulated if given f: X \342\200\224>\320\243in sd there is an

exact triangle X-^Y-^Z^X(X) with Z in sd,

(b) (s#, X, A) is triangulated if it is semi-triangulated and for X in sd

there is a Y in sd with

The necessary conditionsare easily verified.

Since semi-triangulated categories differ from triangulated categories

only in the absence of arbitrary desuspensions (or deloopings),it is easy

to complete a semi-triangulated category to a triangulated category by

adding formal desuspensions.

Proposition 2. // (sd,X,A) is a semi-triangulated category then there is a

triangulated category (sd',X',Ar) such that (sd, X, A) is a subcategory of
(s4\\ X',A'), sd is full in sd' and for X in .sd', (\302\243')r(X) is equivalent to an
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object in si for somer^O. Further (si', X', A') is unique up to equivalence.

Proof. Let obj si' =
{(X, r) \\ X G obj si, r an integer}. Let si'((X, r),

(Y,s)) =
co\\\\msi(Xr+i(X),Xs+i(Y))\342\200\224 note that this colimit is over

isomorphisms. Let X'(X, r) = (X, r+ 1) and define (X r) W>
^1^ to be in A' if for i sufficiently large

^Xr+i+l(X) is in A. Then (si, X, A)
semi-triangulated implies the same for (si1, X', A'). And for (X, r)
in si' (X,r)=X'(X,r-l). So (si',X',A') is triangulated. Clearly si
is isomorphic to the full subcategory of si' generated by the objects

(X, 0). The uniquenessis evident. D

Completing to a triangulated category would be a way of dealing with

categories that arise naturally as semi-triangulated, however, I have
preferred not to take this approach for the following reasons. First, the

limit on desuspendability is an interesting element of structure and as
such ought not be wiped away by a constructional fiat. Thus, for example,
in Propositions 23.1 and 23.2 we find within certain naturally arising
semi-triangulated categories, subcategories that are themselves trian-

triangulated. And in the algebraic context of Chapter 14 the question of

deloopability is equivalent to a well-known question in homological

algebra (see Proposition 14.18).The second reason for the approach
taken here is that the basic 'stable' structure of a triangulated category is

already present in the semi-triangulated setting. In fact, as we shall now

see, the basic properties of triangulated categories are, with small

modification, true of semi-triangulated categories. (What follows can, a

fortiori, be regarded as a self-contained introduction to the structure of

triangulated categories\342\200\224in fact, extending somewhat the standard

exposition such as [105].)
Let (si, X, A) be a semi-triangulated category\342\200\224with the explicit excep-

exception noted below the results for ^-semi-triangulated and /2-semi-trian-
gulated categories are the same so we will consider only the former. Most
of the flexibility of a triangulated category is retained in this weaker

setting. For instance

Proposition 3. //X(X)\302\253
X(Y) then X \302\253Y.

Proof. We have X(X)i\302\261X(Y) with g'f = h

(f)./' = X(f), g'= X(g) and gf = lx, fg = 1\321\203\342\226\241

r
Proof. We have J\302\243(X)<^ J\302\243(Y) with g'f =

lX(x) and fg' =
1\320\263(\320\243).By axiom
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Proposition 4. (a) //

[i , |\320\272 i\320\251)

is a commuting diagram with rows in \320\233then there is a fill-in map

j:y-+y:

(b) //

X > \321\203 >Z >X(X)

i i [j [ S(i)
X' > Y' >Z'

as in (a) then there is a fill-in map \320\272: Z \342\200\224>Z'.

Proof, (a) From the given diagram we derive

satisfying the conditions of axiom (e). Hence there is a fill-in map

j:Y-> Y'. But then

commutes and by axiom (/)

also commutes.

(b) This is proved similarly.

\320\243\342\200\224

4/

\321\203\342\200\224

X \342\200\224

1

X' \342\200\224

\342\226\241

-> z

4
-\302\273Z'

^y

4;
-\302\273\320\243

By far the most important derived property of a triangulated category
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is the existence of long exactsequencesof the graded hom groups defined
by sd(X, Y\\ = s#(X'(X), Y). SinceXr(X)is only guaranteed for \320\263\321\215=()in

a semi-triangulated category the graded groups must be defined slightly

differently:

) if r<0.

Proposition 5. For X\342\200\224>Y-^Z\342\200\224\302\273J\302\243(X)m /1 and W arbitrary the follow-

followingsequences are exact:

> jtf( W, X)r-^ ^1 ^

where

^ ^'-'CW), X), r >0

and

= r^(Z,X-'(IV))^^(X), X-r(W)^^(X,X-'-l(W)), \320\263<0 ,

1E'(\320\233))*:^(^\320\263+1\321\202, W) *rt(?r{Z), W), r^Q.

Proof. We will consider only the upper sequence, the argument for

the lower one being similar. First observe that s#(W, Y)^

sd(W, Z)-^ s\302\243{W,X(X)) is exact. For if /: W^ Y then we have

X \342\226\272\320\243^-^Z >X(X)

\320\276\342\200\224>w\342\200\224>w\342\200\224>o

so by axiom (e) there is a fill-in map and hence hgj = 0. And if \320\272: W\342\200\224>Z

with hk = 0 then we have

so again there

\320\243-

W-

is a fill-in

\342\200\224>Z >

n
\342\200\224>w\342\200\224

map j and

X

\320\272

(X)
\342\200\224

T

>0

-\302\273Z(Y)

-+X{W)
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Then from the sequence X-^Y-^Z-^X(X)
~X(f)

> X(Y)
~\320\250

> \342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242

we derive

Y)

giving

etc

exact. This, in turn, gives the diagram

si{W,Y)

and the desired exact sequence appears as the upper edge. \342\226\241

Thus the functors s\302\243(X, ) and su{ , X) from M to Ab+ are exact
functors. In Chapter 4 we prove results converse to this.

Proposition5 implies some diagram lemmas similar to those holding in

an abelian category. Thus we have a 5-lemma.

Proposition 6. (a) Given

X > \321\203 \302\273Z >X(X)

\\, i \321\204j \\, \320\272 \321\204\342\200\242\302\243(

X' > Y' >Z'

commuting with rows in A. If any two of i, j, \320\272are equivalences then so is
the third.

(b) Given f:X^Y then the Z with X-^Y^Z^X(X) exact is

uniquely determined up to equivalence.

Proof, (a) This follows easily from Proposition 5 and the 5-lemmain Ab.
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S(X)

(b) If we are given

X \342\200\224

\320\270
II

X \342\200\224

-*Y
\320\270
II

-* \320\243

with rows exact then by Proposition 4(b) there is a fill-in map \320\272:Z\342\200\224>Z'

and by (a) it is an equivalence. D

And there is an X-lemma:

Proposition 7. Given exact triangles

X4

x5
I 0

if h5h\\ is an equivalence then so is /13/14.

Proof. Applying sd(W, ) to the given diagram we get

0
4

, X4)

, X,) \342\226\272
\320\251W, X2) > ^( W, X3) > 0

4

, X5)

i
0

with rows and columns exact by Proposition 5 and / an isomorphism.
Therefore by the X-lemma for an abelian category the map j is also an

^isomorphism and thus /i3h4 is an equivalence. \342\226\241
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Lemma 8. // S(X)-^*X(Y)^*X(Z)^X2(X) is an exact triangle
then so is X-\302\261+ Y-^Z^

Proof. There is an exact triangle X \342\200\224^->
\320\243^-^Z'\342\200\224^-\302\273J\302\243(X)and there-

therefore also X{X)-^X(Y)^>X(Z')^Xx\\X). So by Proposition 6
there is an equivalence X(Z) \342\200\224>X(Z')which by axiom (/) has the form

X(e). Then by axiom (a) the following diagram shows the desired exact-
exactness:

X > \321\203 >Z >X(X)

II II ie ||
X >Y >Z' > X(X) D

Proposition 9. (a) The split sequence X-* X \302\256Y-> Y-^ X(X) is in A.

(b) lfX-1* Y^Z^X{X) is in A then

(i) h = 0 implies that the sequence is equivalent to

(ii) g
= 0 implies that the shifted sequence is equivalent to

Y \320\233Z^ Z\302\251\302\243(\320\243)->1{Y),

(iii) / = 0 implies that the sequence is equivalent to

Proof, (a) We have

commuting and with rows exact. So there is a fill-in map f:Z\342\200\224>Y and it

suffices to show that / is an equivalence. But by Proposition 5 we have the

diagram

0 >s&{W,Z(X)) >M(W,X{X)\302\256X{Y)) >s*(W,2(Z)) >0

I I am),
^, X(Y))

with top row exact and from this it follows that (X(f))* is an isomorphism

for all W, hence X(f) is an equivalence and from this / is an equivalence.
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(b) (i) Considering

Y >Z-^X(X) ~X(f)>X(Y)

X\302\251Z >Z-^X(X) >X(X)\302\256X(Z)

the result follows from axiom (e), Proposition 6 and Lemma 8. Then (ii)

and (iii) follow by the same argument as (i). \342\226\241

A semi-triangulated category being additive has finite coproducts

(= products), forming these is exact and more generally we have

Proposition 10. Given a family of exact triangles Xa\342\200\224f-\302\273

Ya-^-^Za\342\200\224a\342\200\224>2(Xa) if the requisite coproducts and products exist in

si then

and

are exact where h is the composite of II ha and the natural equivalence
UX(Xa) \302\253

X(UXa) and similarly for h'.

Proof. We will consider only the case of the product, the co-

product being similar. Consider the exact triangle \320\237\320\245\320\260\342\200\224^>

). For each a we have

\320\237\321\205\320\260\342\200\224>\320\237\321\203\342\200\236\342\200\224>z\342\200\224>X(Uxa)

I Pa I \320\257\320\260 i

X\302\253 >Ya >Za >X(Xa)

so there is a fill-in map ra:Z\342\200\224>Za. From this we get the commuting
diagram

\320\237\321\205\320\260\342\200\224>TlYa\342\200\224>z

Uxa\342\200\224>\320\237\321\203\342\200\236
\342\200\224

Applying s\302\243(W,) gives a diagram with rows exact. It follows that 1 ra is
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an equivalence and therefore, by Proposition 6, that the bottom row is
exact. \342\226\241

F

Recall that given si+z<3i G is a left adjoint of F (loosely F and G are
adjoint) if there is a natural isomorphism s4(G(X), \320\243)

= $(X, F(Y)).
Then there are natural maps ax : GF(X)-* X and bY : Y-* FG(Y). If the

categories are semi-triangulated and F and G are stable (commute with

the suspensions) then we also require that

SGF(X) ^?T

and

commute.

F

Proposition 11. If si+\302\261& are adjoint stable functors of semi-triangulated
categories then the exactness of one implies the exactness of the other.

Proof. Let G be the left adjoint and suppose that F is exact. Con-
Consider X-UY-^Z-^X{X) exact in $. We have

G(Y)-^ Z'-*>XG{X) exact in si giving

FG(X) FG<J)> FG(Y) F(g)>F(Z')
F(V)

> XFG(X)

X >Y > Z >X(X)

with fill-in \320\272:Z^> F(Z'). This gives

which we will verify commutes. For the left triangle consider the com-
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muting squares

), Z')
i (G(g))* I g*

su(G( Y), Z')~ &(\320\243,F(Z'))

and

I*;

From these we get A(/c)G(g)= A(F(g'Ny)
= g'. Similarly, the commuting

squares

sd(G(Z),SG(X))

and

gives us h'A(k) =
\320\233((^(/?\321\205))^)

= G{h). So we have

G(X) >G(Y) >Z' >XG(X)

II II T II

G(X) >G(Y) >G(Z) >XG(X)

commuting with the top row exact. Then for any W in si this gives

sd(Z', W)< s4(ZG(X), W)

\\ W)

commuting and with top and bottom rows exact. Therefore A(k)* is an
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isomorphism and A(k) is an equivalence. Applying axiom (a) we con-
conclude that G(X)-^> G(Y)-^> G(Z)-^>XG(X) is exact.

If instead G is exact then a symmetric argument shows that F is

too. D

We come now to the first substantial difference between triangulated

and semi-triangulated categories, and simultaneously between the X and

\320\236settings.

Proposition 12. // (su, X, A) is X-semi-triangulated (resp. (sd,Q,A) is
O-semi-triangulated)and f is epic (resp.monic) then f splits. In particular
if (su, X, A) is triangulated then both monomorphisms and epimorphisms

split.

Proof. Suppose/ is epic and X-U Y-^ Z\342\200\224>X(X) is exact then g/=0
implies that g

= 0 and by Proposition 9 that / splits. Dually in the \320\237

setting. D

However, as the following example demonstrates, in the X (resp. 17)

setting monomorphisms (resp. epimorphisms)need not split. Let A be the
mod 2 Steenrodalgebra and let (AM,fl,A) be the 17-semi-triangulated
category of Chapter 14. Endowing E[P\"] with the obvious A-moduIe

structure we see that the map in AM f: E[P\"]\342\200\224\302\273Z2 given by /A)= 1 is a

non-split epimorphism. That is, we have

0 >HomA(Z2, M) >HomA(E[P\302\260i], M)

I\" I\302\273

{Z2,M} >{E[P%M}

the vertical maps isomorphisms since HomA(N, P)
= 0 for N finite and P

projective.
In the (semi-)triangulated setting there are various weak limit struc-

structures.

Proposition 13. // (su, X, A) is X-semi-triangulated (resp. (su,fl,A) \320\237-

semi-triangulated) then it has weak cokernels (resp. weak kernels). If

(sd, X, A) is triangulated then it has weak cokernels and kernels.

Proof. In the X setting the exact triangle X -U Y-^>Z^>X(X) displays g
as a weak cokernel of /. Similarly /2(\320\233\320\223)\342\200\224>Z-^> Y-^ X exact displays g as
a weak kernel of /. \342\226\241
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The weak cokernelsand kernels of Proposition 13 are in fact canonical

choices (up to equivalence), however, they are not natural.

For the remainder of this appendix let (si,2, A) be a triangulated

category.

It follows from Proposition 13that su has weak pullbacks and pushouts.
That is, given /:X\342\200\224\302\273Zand g.Y^Z, a weak pullback is gotten by

taking a weak kernel of the map f Lg:X\302\256 Y^Z. There is a stronger
form of weak pullback and weak pushout that is often very useful: having

the pullback or pushout square embedded in a commuting diagram of the
form

v\342\200\224

4

w\342\200\224

i

X \342\200\224

i

\342\200\224v

i
-*Y

i

1

U > W > Y >X(U)

II

U

with rows and columns exact. It is not clear that such a construction exists
in an arbitrary triangulated category. However, there is a further axiom

often added to the earlier ones from which this is easily derived. We say

that a triangulated category satisfies Verdiefs octahedral axiom if given

X-UY-^Z with t/\320\233\320\245-^\320\243\320\233\320\260\320\264,1/\320\233\321\203\320\233\320\263\320\233\320\224\\0and

W-t* X-^Z^\302\2612(W) exact there aremapsU \320\2331\320\243\320\233V such that p= Ih,

2~1{fl)= im and the following sequences are exact: U-^ W
and

X 0 V-\302\243^+ Y. The name derives from the fact that if the exact triangles
are denoted as triangles (by identifying each T and X(T)) then they

can be placed in a single diagram in the shape of an octahedron.
Nonetheless,this axiom does seem a bit of obscure. Therefore it may be best
to regard it as predecessor of the weak pullback and pushout structures

referred to above for we have

Proposition 14.Let (su,X,A) be a triangulated category satisfying the

octahedral axiom.

(a) Given f:X \342\200\224>\320\243and k.X-^-Y there is a commuting diagram
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U > W > V >X{U)

II 4 4* ||
U > X -?-* Y >X(U)

4 I
z=z

with rows and columns exact, and the middle square a weak pullback
square.

(b) Given j: Y ^>X{U) and g:Y^Z there is a commuting diagram

V\342\200\224

II

V \342\200\224

4

-\320\243\342\200\224-i-

4/

4

4

-^z

4

-^j;(w)\342\200\224

4

^X{V)

II

->^(V)

with rows and columns exact, and the middle square a weak pushout

square.

Proof, (a) Suppose that X~l(Z)\342\200\224>V\342\200\224\302\273Y-^>Z is exact. Then apply the
octahedral axiom to/and g\342\200\224themaps here are given by that axiom except
for W\342\200\224*Vwhich is \342\200\224/.

(b) This is argued similarly\342\200\224but with no sign changes required. D

In Appendix 1 we considered the existence and structure of fraction

categories. Here we will extend that work to show that with reasonable

assumptions a fraction category of a triangulated category is triangulated.

Proposition 15.Let (s4,X,A) be a triangulated category and let I be a
collection of morphisms satisfying:

(a) / has a calculus of left fractions {see Appendix 1),

(b) / satisfies the smallness condition {see Appendix 1),
(c) / is in I if and only if X{f) is in I,

(d) given
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if ig ih

commuting and with rows in A then f and g in I implies that h is in I.

Then I~xsu exists and has the structure of a triangulated category with

P :s&-*l~xs& exact.

Proof. By Proposition 13of Appendix 1 the fraction category exists with

l~xsu(X, Y) equivalence classes of diagrams X-^Z-J-Y with / in /. Then
defineX': \320\223\320\253^>\320\223\320\253by X'(X)

= X(X) and X'(f\\g) = X(f)\\X(g).It is a

well-defined functorial automorphism. Define A' to be all sequences in

\320\223\320\253of the form AT-> V-\302\273Z\342\200\224>-\302\243'(AT)that are equivalent to P of
sequences in A. We will show that {l~xsd, X', A') is a triangulated cate-

category\342\200\224andit will then be immediate that P is exact.

From Proposition A 1.14 it follows that l~xs& and X' are additive. We
will show that {l~*si, X', A') satisfiesconditions (a)-(g) of the definition.

(a), (b), (c)are immediate from the definition of A'.
(d) For f\\g:X^> Y we have X-^\302\273Z-^> W-^-X(X) in A, so from the

diagram

P(e) P(h) P(i)>Z > W >X (a)

II T II ||

X > Y \342\226\272W >X'(X)r\"\302\273/r\\_irw_\\ P(hf\\

we infer that the lower sequenceis in A'.

(e) Consider

X > Y >Z >X'(X)

i i
X' > Y' >Z' >

commuting with rows in A'. Since the rows are equivalent to P of exact

triangles in A it suffices to consider that special case. That is
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The commutativity of the square translates back in si as the existence of
a commutative diagram

Y \342\200\224

1/\"

\320\270\342\200\224

l \320\263

-> Z

1/'
-> V

i \320\272'

with /', \320\272'in /, i'\\j' =
i\\j and k'\\V =

k\\l. And since si is triangulated there

is a commuting diagram with rows exact:

X

J, m

w\342\200\224

\320\270

X'

-> Y \342\200\224

1/

\302\273U \342\200\224

Tr

->z\342\200\224

1/'

-> V \342\200\224

I X(m)

-+X(W)

1 2(n)
->X(X'\\

Further the conditions on / imply that n is in / and this gives P(n) 'P(m)
as a fill-in map.

(f) That X' is epic is immediate from its definition. To see that X' is

monic note that if X(f)\\X(g)
= 0 then the diagram in si displaying this

desuspends to display the triviality of f\\g.

(g) is immediate from the definition of X'. \342\226\241

As a final result we will verify the equivalence of our definition of

triangulated category and that of Puppe [105] or Verdier [128]. More
precisely,we slightly weaken the usual definition and for the moment call
a triple (su, X, A) standard triangulated if it satisfies the following of the

conditions listed at the beginning of this appendix: (a), (b), (c)', (d)',(e)
and (f) together with a variant of (g)' namely

(g)\" for X in sd there is \320\243in su unique up to equivalence such that

Proposition 16. A triple (si, X, A) is a triangulated category (in our sense)
if and only if it is a standard triangulated category.

Proof. It is obvious that a standard triangulated category is triangulated.
Conversely, suppose that (si, X, A) is triangulated. To prove (c)'consider
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in A. By (/) h = -X(f) for some morphism

/:X->Y. By (d) there is an exact triangle x4y^Z'^5(X). This
gives

Z' >X(X)-^Z(Y) >S(Z')

II
h

II

Z >Z(X) >X(Y) >X(Z)

with rows in A, so by (e) there is a fill-in map k:Z'^Z which by

Proposition 6 is an equivalence. So we have

II 1*

The rightmost square commutes sinceX of it does. Therefore

X > Y > Z' >X(X)

II II Ik II

X > Y >Z >X(X)

commutes and since the top row is in A it follows that so is the bottom.
To prove (d)' consider /:X\342\200\224>Y in su. By (d) we have
X -b Y\342\200\224\302\273Z-^.\302\243(X)in A and by (/) and (g) we can replace h :Z\342\200\224>X(X)

by X(i):X(W)-^X(X). But then by (c)' W-^X\320\233 Y-+X(Z) is in A as

desired. Finally (g)\" was proved as Proposition 3 above. D



APPENDIX 3

LOCALIZATION AND COMPLETION
OF ABELIAN GROUPS

1. Localization

This section is devoted to a more or less routine compendium of the

algebra that appears in Chapter 8. For a more thorough exposition, the

reader might consult [124] from which, in fact, some of this material has
been drawn. Let *3> be a subset of the prime numbers and let &>' denote

the complement. For an integer n we will write (n, 9>)= 1 if \320\270is not

divisible by any of the primes in 0*. We define a sequenceof integers

nu n2,... to be a ^-sequenceif n,|n,+i, (w,-, 0*')
= 1 and for any integer n with

(n, 0>')=1 there is an i such that n|n,. Let Z& denote the

integers localized at 0>, i.e. Z& = {alb\\b*Q and (b, 0>)= I}. The one
exception to this notation is that we will also denote the rational numbers

by Q as well as by Z$. There is a monomorphism h .Z-+Z& and for any

abelian group G the map G ~ G0 Z \342\200\224\302\273G 0 Z& is the &-localization of

G, we will denote G(*)Z? by G&. Clearly ^-localizationis functorial and

commutes with coproducts and, since Z& is torsion free, is exact. There is
an alternative approach to ^-localization which will be useful. Let

{nu n2,...} be a ^'-sequence.

Lemma 1. G&
~ colim{G \342\200\224UG \342\200\224^>G -*\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242}.

Proof. Since colimit and tensor product commute, it suffices to show this

for G \342\200\224Z. But in that case we have

Xrt,
Z >Z > \342\200\242\342\200\242>colimZ

and h factors through this sequence via monomorphisms. Therefore,

471
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there is a monomorphism \320\272:colim Z\342\200\224>Z&.So consider alb in Zg>. Since

(b, SP) = 1, b\\nr for r sufficiently large and therefore with

as above, alb is in the image of h' and thus in the image of k. \342\226\241

An abelian group is SP-local if the ^-localization map G-+G& is an

isomorphism. For example, G& is ^-local.

Proposition 2. The following are equivalent:

(a) G is &-local,
(b) G /s a Z&-module,

(c) /or p GE 0>', xp:G-+G is an isomorphism.

Proof. The only implication worth noting explicitly is the one from (c) to
(a), (c) is equivalent to xn:G-*G being an isomorphism for all n with

(n, 0>)= 1. But then in the colimit sequence defining G& in Lemma 1 all

the maps are isomorphisms and hence G \342\200\224>colim G ~ G& is an isomor-

isomorphism. \342\226\241

Immediate from characterization (c) is

Corollary 3. // G is &-local then so are G\302\256H, Hom(G, \320\257),

Hom(H, G), etc.

The following result shows that for 04ocal abelian groups we do not

have to distinguish between Z-moduIe and Zy-module structure.

Lemma 4. // G and H are 9>-local then G\302\256H~G\302\256Z9H and

Hom(G, H) -
Hom^CG, \320\257).

The proof is straightforward and left to the reader.

In addition we will need some results relating an abelian group and its

localizations.

Lemma 5. If 0*is the disjoint union of ^x and ^2 then G& is the pullback in
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the diagram

Ug> >
Ug,x

lh2 [hi

\302\2732 >GQ

the maps all localizations.

Proof. This amounts to the assertion that 0-+ Gg,^-^*

G\302\273X\302\256G\302\2732\342\200\224-\342\200\224+G0-+O is exact. To see this in general, it suffices to
observe it for G = Z. But it is easily verified that 0 \342\200\224\302\273\342\226\240Z? \342\200\242\342\200\224>

Zg>i0Zs>2\342\200\224>Z0-*O
is exact. Thus, for instance, exactnesson the right can

be seen by observing that for alb GZ, b \342\200\224b\\b2 with {b\\, b2)
=

(b\\, 2P2)
=

(b2, 0*i)
= 1- For then a =

axbx + a2b2 and

\302\243
=

\302\243+\302\243With |iEZ^ and |2GZl. \342\226\241
b b2 bx b2

'
b\\

2

For the next two results let Gp \342\200\224
G{p).

Proposition 6. The localization mapshp:G-+ Gp induce a monomorphism
G \342\200\224>\320\237Gp with cokernel a rational vector space.

Proof. If hp(x)
= 0 then for some integer b relatively prime to p, bx = 0.

So if this is true for all /?, it follows that x = 0. So consider

0\342\200\224>G\342\200\224>HGp->H\342\200\224>0exact. Fixing p we get

0 >G >GP\302\256U Gq >H >0
q*p

I Xp I Xp I Xp

0 >G >Gp\302\256IlGq >H >0
q*p

and since xp:Ilq?tpGq\342\200\224>Uq?ipGq is an isomorphism it follows that the

kernel and cokernel of the middle map are those of xp:Gp-+ Gp. But hp

induces an isomorphism of these and the corresponding groups for

xp: G \342\200\224>G. Therefore Xp: H \342\200\224>H is an isomorphism for all p and hence

H is a rational vector space^\\Q

Lemma 7. // G isfinitely generated and hp:Gp-+ Gq is rational localization
then the induced map (TlpGpH->TlpGn is monk.
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Proof. If 0\342\200\224>Tp\342\200\224>GP\342\200\224>G0 is exact then G finitely generated implies
that Tp is finite and zero for almost all p. Therefore in the exact sequence
0->\320\237\321\200\320\242\321\200\342\200\224>IIpGp\342\200\224>npG0the kernel is finite. Hence localizing this

sequence at 0 gives the desired result. \342\226\241

It is evident in the proof, that Lemma 7 does not hold without some

restriction on G.

2. Completion

In this section we develop the algebra neededin Chapter 9. We will

continue using the notation of the preceding section.For an abelian group
G let f\302\273(G) be the category whose objects are homomorphisms G\342\200\224>H

with H a finite group of order prime to &' and whose morphisms are

commuting diagrams

Let FG:/^>(G)\342\200\224> Ab be given by FG(G \342\200\224>H)=H then, as in Appendix

1, lim FG E Ab is defined. We will denote this limit by G& (for 0>= {p}we

write Gp for G&) and both it and the canonical map G \342\200\224>(%> will be

referred to as the $P-completion of G. A homomorphism f.G-^G'
induces a functor \320\223(/):\320\223(\320\241)\342\200\224>F(G)and from this the homomorphism
linV(/):Hm FG\342\200\224HimFG- which will be denoted f& : G?\342\200\224>G'&. This defines

^-completion as a functor on Ab. Further, this functor factors through

the ^-localization functor since for G-+H in F(G) we have

G >H
I 4-

Gg, >H? .

Alternatively, G& can be definedusing a smaller diagram category T^>(G)
whoseobjectsare projection maps G^G/F where F is a subgroup of
finite index prime to 9*' and whose morphisms are the diagrams

G i
G/F2
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induced by inclusions F\\ \320\241F2. This will give rise to the same limit since

the inclusion r'(G)-+f(G) is coinitial. The choiceof T(G) over f\\G) is
based first on the somewhat more transparent functoriality of the former

construction and second on it being more suggestive of the corresponding
topology.Further if 0\\ \320\241<3> then there are functors r^(G)-+ r&(G) and

/>(G)->r^(G) defined by sending G^H to itself and G-^K to

G\342\200\224>K\342\200\224>K\\where K-*K\\ is ^-localization. These in turn induce

natural maps G&x\302\261-G&
and

Gj?<\342\200\224G^\342\200\224the
latter will be denoted h\\>

since

Gg> > Gg>

commutes where
h&{

is ^-localization. One of the virtues of completion
is that the prime by prime decomposition of torsion groupsextends to the

groups that arise as ^-completions.

Proposition 8. (a) // 8P is the disjoint union of 0\\ and (P2 then

hg>x
T h&2: Gg> \342\200\224>

Gg>x\302\256G&2 is an isomorphism.

(b) The map Thp: G& \342\200\224>Tlp^^Gp is an isomorphism.

Proof, (a) This is immediate from the observation that the functors

defined above give inverses r&(G)\302\261+ /V,(G) x r&2(G).

(b) It suffices to show that the composite G\342\200\224>Gg.-^>Y\\.GP has the

property that any G\342\200\224>Hin fg,(G) uniquely factors through it. But

H~HHp and G^H-^HP factors uniquely through Gp so the desired
result follows easily. \342\226\241

In particular Zg>
~

Wp&g>Zp and since T'P(Z) is the familiar diagram of

projections Z\342\200\224> > Zpr \342\200\224>
Zpr-i

\342\200\224>\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\226\240,Zp is just the usual p-adic in-

integers. For convenience, recall that an elementwise description of Zp is

given as follows: Zp consists of sequences ao+ axp + \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242+ arpr + \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242with

0^ai<p with the obvious addition and multiplication. As the com-
completion analog of Corollary 3 we have

Proposition 9. The full subcategory of ^-primary torsion abelian groups is

contained in the category of Z&-modules.

Proof. What is being claimed is that such groups inherit in a natural way
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the structure of Z?>-modules and that group homomorphisms are Z?>-

homomorphisms. For G such a group there is a natural decomposition

G =\320\246\321\2006!?Gp with Gp the p-primary component.So it suffices to consider

the case 0* =
{/?}. To define Zp-action on Gp consider xE:Gp and a =

a()+ atp + a2p2+\342\226\240\342\200\242\342\200\242in Zp and let ax = 2 arprx (the summation being

finite). Then if h:G-*H is a homomorphism of p-primary torsion
abeliangroups,we have h(ax)

= h(L arprx)
= 2 arprh(x) - ah(x). \342\226\241

Note that as opposed to the case with localizations, it is not true in

general that group homomorphisms of Zy-modules are necessarily Zg>-

module homomorphisms. For example, since Zp\302\253(=colimZp' over the

inclusions Zp'c-^Zp'^) is injective over Z there is a map f:Zp^>Zf
with /A)

= a = /A + p + p2 H ), a the element of order p2.But if / were
a map of Zp-modules then we would have /0- + p + \"') =
A + p + \342\226\240\342\200\242

\342\200\242)
\342\200\242a = a + pa?6 a.

As a corollary of Proposition 9 we have

Corollary 10.^-completion is a functor to the category of Z&-modules.

Proof. By Proposition 9 the diagram defining G& is in fact a diagram in

the category of Z^-modules and hence has its limit there. \342\226\241

In our use of ^-completion there are a number of results that only hold

when we restrict to finitely generated modules. Let \320\226(resp. M&) be the

category of finitely generated abelian groups (resp. Z&-modules). Let M&

be the category of Zy-modules which are finite coproducts of Z& and

{Zp' | p E $>, r 2= 1}. For $> = {p} this is the category of finitely generated

Zp-modules but otherwise, this is not so. For example, if {p}C^ then Zp

is a finitely generated Z^-module. Then ^-completiondefines functors

both denoted \320\241with

where L is ^-localization.
In this restricted context there are a number of other descriptions of

^-completion. For an integer n let G'\021 be the cokernel of Xn:G-+G.
This defines a functor on abelian groups and if n | m then there is an
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obvious natural epimorphism G1\"'1 \342\200\224\302\273G'\"!. Consider a ^-sequence {nr}.
Then there is a natural diagram G(\">' <\342\200\224G1\"*1 <\342\200\224\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242which we will refer to as

being over the ^-sequence.

Lemma 11. The following functors on \320\226or \320\226&are equivalent:

(a) F, = C,
(b) F2(G)= lim G'\"rl the limit over a ^-sequence,
(c) Fi(G)=G\302\256Z?,

(d) F4(G) = Hom(Hom(G, /), /) where I = \\lpSg,Zp-.

Proof. For a ^-sequence the induced diagram is obviously contained in

r?(G) so there is a natural map /:Fi(G)\342\200\224>F2(G). And for G finitely

generated, the diagram defining F2(G) is coinitial in r&(G). So / is an

isomorphism.

As for the equivalence of (c) and (d) note first that for G a finite

^-group the natural maps G-*G(x)Zp and G\342\200\224>Hom(Hom(G, /), /) are
both isomorphisms. This gives the following diagrams natural in G:

G

/
(G)

and

the maps from G being the obviousones.Sosince we are restricting to

^(resp. Mg>) it suffices to show that a and /3 are isomorphisms for G - Z
(resp.Zj?) and G finite ^-primary. The latter is immediate from the first

two sentences of the paragraph. That a(Z) is an isomorphism is

evident and that /3(Z) is an isomorphism follows easily from the

observations that / = colim ZHr, the \302\253r'sas above, and that Hom(/, /) =
lim Znr

~ Z&. Similarly with Z& instead of Z. \342\226\241

The finite generation assumption of Lemma 11 is essential.For in-

instance, by Lemma 1 l(c) completion restricted to \320\226is exact. This is not

true in general. For example, ^-completing the monomorphism Z\342\200\224>Q

gives Z? \342\200\224>Os\302\273
= 0.
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Lemma 12. Given i:G\\^> G2 in Mg> then i an isomorphism implies that i is

an isomorphism.

Proof. If 0-^K-^G\\-^ G2-^L\342\200\224>0 is exact then \320\232and L are finitely

generated Z^-moduIes. And from the assumption on / we have that

K\302\273
= 0 =

Lg>. Therefore \320\232= 0 = L. \342\226\241

Lemma 13. For G in M\302\273we have 0\342\200\224>G \342\200\224*\342\226\240G& \342\200\224*H \342\200\224>0 and then H is a
rational vector space.

Proof. Since the given exact sequenceis the sum of the corresponding
sequences for the cyclicsummands of G we need only consider the case

G = Z? (for G finite H = 0). Further, since \320\257is a Zy-module, it suffices

to show that for \321\200\302\243^*,\320\245\321\200:\320\235\342\200\224>\320\235is an isomorphism. To see that p

multiplication is epic consider a representative

flip + \342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242)xUbqszpx ni4-z?.

Since p is invertible in Zq for q^ p, bq
=

pcq and in H we have [ao+ axp +

\342\200\242\342\200\242
\342\200\242]

= [a{p+
\342\226\240\342\200\242

\342\226\240]
- p[at + a2p+ \342\200\242\342\200\242

\342\200\242]\342\200\242Therefore [(ao+ a{p+ \342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242)\321\205\320\237\320\261,]
=

/?[(\302\253i+ \320\260\320\263\321\200+ \342\200\242
-)x \320\237\321\201\342\200\236].To see that p multiplication is monic consider

the diagram

0 0
| I

0 >Zg> >Z& >H >0

1 I Xp I Xp

0 >Zg> >Zg> >H >0

I I
zp==zp
i i
\320\276 \320\276

Since it commutes and has rows and columns exact, a simple diagram

chase shows that Xp:H\342\200\224>H is monic as desired. \342\226\241

Lemma 14. // 0>, \320\2370>2 = 0 and G G
\320\224\302\273,,

\320\235\320\225
\320\224\302\2732

then Hom(G, H) = 0 =

Ext(G,H).
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Proof. It suffices to consider the case H =
Z&2.

From the limit description
of H we get the exact sequence 0 \342\200\224*H \342\200\224>\320\237Znr \342\200\224>\320\237Znr

\342\200\224>0 (the sequence
is right exact since lim1 Znt

= 0). So applying Hom(G, ) and noting that

Hom(G, Zn) = 0 = Ext(G,Zn) if (n, 0\302\273,)
= 1 concludes the proof. \320\237

On the other hand, it is not necessarily the case that G\302\256H
= 0, for

example Z&x (x) Z&2 \302\245\342\226\2400.

The case 9* finite has a distinguishing property.

Lemma 15. Z& is Noetherian if and only if \320\257\320\240is finite.

Proof. Since Z&~Tlp\342\202\254&>Zp (as rings) it suffices to note that Zp is

Noetherian being a PID. \342\226\241

Finally, restricting to 0* - {p}we have one last result. For G in Jtp

define dim G to be the minimal number of elements needed to generate G as
a Zp-module.

Lemma 16. (a) dim G =
dimZp(G (x)zp Zp).

(b) If0-+F\342\200\224>G-^>H-*0isa split exact sequencein Mp then dim G =

dim F + dim H.

(c) // G\342\200\224>His a split epimorphism but not an isomorphism then
dim G > dim H.

Proof, (a) Certainly dim G ^dimZp(G(x)zpZp).So consider a minimal

generating set xu ..., xr in G and suppose that \320\264\321\201\320\263(\321\205I
= 2/=} a,-(jt,-(x)l)

with a,- E Zp. Then xr- H]z\\\320\260-,\321\205-,
=

p^U\\ \320\254-,\320\245;with b,\302\243Zp and therefore

A
\342\200\224

pbr)xr
\342\200\2242/=i C;X; but \\ \342\200\224

pbr is a unit contradicting the minimality of

the x,-'s.
Then (b) is immediate from (a) and (c) from (b). \342\226\241
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1.Categories

SW

SW[

9
\320\243<

57ph
y+

y%
%

aM
aM*
aM<

M

T
f
H
\320\223\320\253

7

12
10
10
20
24
44
75
89

HI
112
116
118
129

142

145
145

170

170
170

205

279
279

280

450

2. Objects and Functors

\320\233(\320\245)

S(G)
wcolim

X[m,n)
wlim

H(G)

F(n)
P(n)
k(n)
X

d(M)

c(M)
D(M)
\320\251\320\234)

D(M)

S(X)
FJM\\

25
34
36
41
71
82
84
84
84

142
179
186
186
206

248

283
297

\320\251\320\234,P\\)

\320\251\320\245,P',)

M(P)
X(P)

3. Miscellaneous

\320\273

1*1

[X, \320\243],

\\\320\274\\

proj dim+

proj dim'

{M, N}
~

\\\\M\\\\

Sq(/\"i,. . .)

Pi
he
<g

{X, Y}
11*11

A(M)

B(M)
Ai
Bs,
J-,T,\302\251

NT

SNT

4. Scripting

Note: Bevond

331

352
372
372

22,186
24
61

149
170
177
177
205

205,280

221
228

231
232
238
280

291

301
301
333
353-
440
440
442

established conventionsy the
guiding principles are:

(a) scripting for the topology and the in-
induced algebra should correspond,

(b) scripting in the stable module and spec-
spectrumsettings should correspond to that of the

precursor categories,
(c) all algebra and module superscriptings

should correspond.

(s'Mf = Ms~r

Hom^(M, N) = HomA(M,srN)

Ext#(M, N) = Hs(Hom'A(P*,N))
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Tor\302\243(M,N) =
Hs(P*\302\256aN) in degree t Xr(Y) = -nr{X \320\273Y)

{Af, NY' = {{I'M, s'N} X'(Y)= [Y, \320\245\320\243

{M, N}r = {M, s'N} {X, Y}sl = {s'X,XsY}

\320\220(\320\234\320\243<
= {Af, Af}w {X, Y}r = {s'X,Y}

A(M)r = {Af, Mb B(MY' = {E(M), E(M)Y'
H'{M,PJ)= {A/API M}-r B(M)r = {E(M),E(M)}r

(Af/ = A(AIAPs,)-r H'(X, PJ)= {X, E(A/APJ)}-r

[X, Y], = [X, Y]\"'
= [s'X, Y] (Bf)r = B(A/APf)-,
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A-completion 134

(ff-)acyclic spectrum 101
Adams category of CW-spectra 27
Adams filtration 274
Adams spectralsequence 274

Adams tower 273
additive functor 440

adjoint functor 65, 440

algebra (graded) 170

Bockstein operations 87
Bott periodic spectra 292
bounded below 24, 170
Brown\342\200\224Petersonspectrum 83, 434

calculus of left fractions 105, 450

cardinality continuous 105
category of fractions 101, 450
category over R 111,443
cellular tower 39, 92
central subalgebra 172
class 439

cocommutative coproduct 185,356

coexact sequence 4
cofinal functor 445
coherent diagram 443

coherent module 170,194
cohomology functor 46

(reduced) cohomologytheory 5

cohomotopy functor 46, 264, 292

coinitiai functor 445
coke rn el 445
colimit 151,219,287, 443

collection 439
commutative algebra 172

completed cellular tower 152, 290

E\302\260-)completion 132, 254
cone functor 3

conjugation (canonical
antiautomorphism) 186

connected module 170
connected ring spectrum 356
coproduct20,444
coproduct (of Hopf algebra) 185

coproduct category 443
corepresentable functor 440
crude cellular tower 39

C-theory 90
cylinder functor 3

degree 442
deloopable 222, 401

desuspendable 287,401,433

diagram over an indexing category 443

doubling functor 248

dual module 179
dual spectrum 66
dual tower 8

e,-homology groups 314
Eilenberg-MacLane spectra 82, 86

equivalent category 441
essential map 172

eventually periodic spectrum 292
exact functor 10, 440, 455

exactness axiom 5
exact triangle 8, 20, 453

(graded) exterior algebra 172

faithful functor 440
fill-in map 454
filtered indexing category 446
finite (graded) algebra 188

finitely generated module 171

finitely extended module 223

finitely presented module 171

finite spectrum 24, 160

finite type 25, 170

/-phantom map 25, 61, 75

free module 171
free through a degree 171
Frobenius algebra 188
Frobenius category 188

full subcategory 440
full functor 440
function spectrum 65

generalized Eilenberg-MacLane

spectrum 86

generators of a full subcategory 440

genus 160
graded category 442

graded fc-module 169

graded weak cogenerator221,443
graded weak generator 31, 291,443

higher operation associated to a
complex267

homology functor 46
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(reduced) homology theory 5

homotopic maps 4
homotopy category of CW-complexes 4
homotopy equivalence 4, 23
homotopy finite spectrum 44

homotopy functor 46

homotopy groups of a spectrum 44
Hopf algebra 185
Hurewicz isomorphism theorm 91
Hurewicz map 89

idempotent functor 440

indexing category 443
injective dimension 177, 196, 201

isomorphism of categories 441

isomorphism mod torsion 114

kernel 445

/c-invariant 72
Kunneth formula 89

large category 439
large set 439
left lexicographic order 238

lightning flash module 317
limit 152,221,287, 444

(<?-) local abelian group 472

(H-) localization 101,295, 430

(<?-) localization of an abelian group 471

(\320\257-)local spectrum 101

loop functor 207, 442

mapping cone 3
mapping sequence 4
Milnor basis 228

minimal period 224

minimal weak colimit 36,73
minimum resolution 174

Mittag-Leffler condition 448
module overa graded algebra 170
module over a Hopf algebra 186
module spectrum 47, 359

Moore spectrum 34

normal subalgebra 172
\320\270-realizable map 272
n-realizable module 271

\320\273-stagesplitting of a module 271

octahedral axiom 466

i?-periodic module 224,327, 413

il-semi-triangulated 217, 454

opposite category 440

P-algebra 193, 235, 240

^-equivalence 110

periodic spectrum 292
phantom map 72, 98

P?-(co)homology group 331,352

P-invariant 391
^-localization 110,471
P-local module or spectrum 374
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Poincare algebra 188
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Postnikov tower 71
p-primary component 161
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pro .^-completion 132

product 444

product category 443

profile function 232

projective cover 172
projective dimension 177, 196, 201

5\302\260-sequence 471

P-tower 390

pullback 444

pushout 444

rational localization 113
realizable module 257, 376

replete category 440

representable functor 11, 46, 59, 441

ring spectrum 47

semi-triangulated category 217, 286, 453

shift suspension 170, 442

^-periodic spectrum 291,413
\302\243-semi-trianguIated category 286, 454

^-spectrum 82

(r-) skeleton 39, 93
small category 439
smallness condition 107, 451
small object 5, 444

small set 439
small skeleton of a category 43,442
smash product 3, 22, 186, 314

spectrum 20,82
sphere spectrum 23
stable boundedness 221,291,398

stable category 205, 280

stable commuting diagram 205

stable equivalence 205,280
stable extension 60, 442
stable (co)fibration 206, 282
stable functor 442
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stable homotopy category 20
stable homotopy groups 11,264
stable natural transformation 5, 10, 60,

442
stable operation 6, 250

stable ring spectrum 359
stable suspension 283
stable triangle 217,285

stable triviality 205, 280

stability isomorphism 209, 284

Steenrod algebra 228, 239, 250

sub triangulated category 455
support 389

suspension functor 3, 20,442
suspension spectrum 82
SW category 7

SW duality 13
(graded) symmetric algebra 172

tensor algebra 172
tensor category 124, 149, 443

Thorn spectrum 82
(&>-) torsion spectrum 114, 125

triangulated category 408, 453

type M{r, s> 322

type M<P{{, Pip or X<PJ{, Pf?> 372, 374,
431

type P 374

type X[m, n] 41

twist map 171

2-stage tower functor 297

universal coefficient theorem 88

unstable A-module 246,277

unstable exact triangle 4

weak dimension 177, 196, 201

weak (graded) generator 5, 31. 443
weak (\321\201\320\276)limit 35, 70, 444

wedge 3
wedge axiom 5

Whitchead theorem 91, 320, 335


